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and his PhD in Sociology in 1976. As a graduate student in the former interdisci-
plinary Department of Social Relations, he studied with Talcott Parsons, Robert N. 
Bellah, Erik Erikson, David Maybury - Lewis, and Ezra Vogel, specializing in the 
sociology of religion and political sociology, and served as Parsons ’  research assis-
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 Introduction 

 Mapping the Sociology of Religion  

  BRYAN S.   TURNER       

   INTRODUCTION: DEFINING THE FIELD AND THE ROLE 
OF THE  COMPANION  

 In the modern world, religion, contrary to the conventional understanding of mod-
ernization as secularization, continues to play a major role in politics, society and 
culture. Indeed that role appears if anything to be increasing rather than decreasing 
and hence in recent years that has been a fl urry of academic activity around such 
ideas as  “ political religion, ”   “ religious nationalism, ”  and  “ post - secular society. ”  In 
broad terms, religion appears to be increasingly an important component of public 
culture rather than a matter of private belief and practice (Casanova  1994 ). Of 
course the salience of religion in modern culture depends a great deal on which 
society we are looking at. Religion  –  in the form of Pentecostalism, fundamentalism, 
charismatic movements, and revivalism  –  appears to be fl ourishing in much of South 
America, Africa, and Southeast Asia. Religions are also reviving under the somewhat 
more liberal government policies of contemporary China and Vietnam. However in 
Europe and North America the growth of diasporic communities with large religious 
minorities is also changing the cultural map of what were thought to be predomi-
nantly secular societies. There is naturally the temptation to think that after 9/11 
and the terrorist bombings in London, Madrid, and elsewhere that the revival of 
interest in religion is in fact a function of the political importance of understanding 
Islam as the  Terror in the Mind of God  (Juergensmeyer,  2003 ). There has indeed 
been a growth of scholarly interest in Islam, including the study of  “ radical Islam, ”  
 “ political Islam, ”  and so forth, but one ought to avoid such narrow, popular and 
often prejudicial labels when considering Islamic revivalism. In most Muslim societ-
ies, there is very little evidence of political radicalism and on the contrary Islamic 
revivalism is not necessarily connected with youth alienation or anti - modern atti-
tudes (Pew Research Center  2007 ). It is important for academics to avoid such 
popular, prejudicial, and political attitudes. The  New Blackwell Companion to the 
Sociology of Religion  attempts to understand and describe the prominence of 
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religion in modernity and therefore takes a comprehensive and (in the neutral 
meaning of the term) catholic approach to the study of religion in society. In 
response to narrow views of religion, handbooks and companions can play an 
important role in both defi ning and defending the fi eld of the study of religion and 
religions. 

 In the modern publishing market, handbooks, and companions have played a 
signifi cant role in shaping the fi eld of the study of religion. The  New Companion  
takes its place alongside such publications as  A Reader in the Anthropology 
of Religion  (Lambeck  2002 ) ,The Oxford Handbook of Global Religions  
(Juergensmeyer  2006 ), the  Sage Handbook of Sociology of Religion  (Beckford and 
Demerath  2007 ), and the  Oxford Handbook of the Sociology of Religion  (Clarke 
 2009 ). The original  Blackwell Companion to Sociology of Religion   (2001) , which 
was edited by Professor Richard K. Fenn, was divided into three sections  –  Classical 
and Contemporary Theory, Contemporary Trends in the Relation of Religion to 
Society, and the Sociology of Religion and Related Areas. The  New Blackwell 
Companion  is divided into a section on the foundations which examines basic theo-
retical traditions and their later development in the sociology of religion. This 
section is accompanied by chapters that follow the contemporary development of 
the fi eld looking at new theoretical frameworks such as the idea of religious markets. 
One major issue in modern sociology is the debate around secularization. The  New 
Companion  looks at processes of secularization and re - sacralization, and at new 
institutional developments beyond the classical church – sect typology such as the 
growth of the urban megachurch. In classical sociology, Max Weber was a major 
fi gure in establishing the importance of the comparative and historical study of 
religion. The  New Companion  follows this Weberian tradition in examining con-
temporary issues around the comparative study of the world religions as well as the 
revival of traditional or indigenous religious practice in modern China. One major 
aspect of the contemporary debate about religion is the question of religion in the 
public sphere and the question about the  “ post - secular ”  features of the modern 
world. (See chapters  28  and  29 .) There is a growing interest in issues about public 
religions, nationalism and politics. (See chapter  27 .) The  New Companion  concludes 
with an examination of the debate about public religions and politics in multi - faith 
and multicultural societies. The globalization of religion including various forms of 
religious revivalism has transformed politics and public life and therefore many of 
the conventional liberal solutions such as the separation of church and state no 
longer appear relevant. 

 This comparison of the original Blackwell  Companion  and the  New Companion  
demonstrates just how radically the world has changed in such a short period of 
time. One can therefore safely predict that a reviewer examining this  New Com-
panion  within the next decade will also be forcefully struck by the intensity of social 
change in which our current preoccupations may appear less urgent and pressing. 
In chapters  28  and  29 , there are two attempts to consider how current developments 
might throw some light on the future of religion. Perhaps our only safeguard against 
intellectual arrogance is to recognize the limitations of our current concerns in the 
light of anticipated future developments including the rise of radically new forms 
of religiosity with deepening globalization. For example, the original Blackwell 
 Companion  contained relatively little comparative sociology and did not, for rather 
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obvious and intelligible reasons, deal with re - sacralization, globalization, postmo-
dernity or violence which have become the topics that have most infl uenced recent 
developments in both the sociology and philosophy of religion. The distinctive and 
laudable intellectual preoccupation of the original  Companion  was on interdiscipli-
narity including perhaps somewhat unusually the interdisciplinary relations between 
sociology and theology. I have also tried to follow that preoccupation by including 
anthropological, historical, and philosophical perspectives in this current work. In 
contemporary sociology, perhaps the vitality of religion in the modern world is 
demonstrated by the large number of recent publications on the sociology of 
religion. 

 The special characteristics of the  New Companion  are examined in the following 
discussion. At this stage I may note that this new volume seeks to strike a balance 
between covering traditional topics and exploring such new and emerging areas in 
the fi eld as the body and religion (chapter  9 ), feminist theory and religion (chapter 
 10 ) and women and piety movements (chapter  26 ). It also considers contemporary 
developments in religion such as  “ spirituality ”  (chapter  12 ), globalization (chapter 
 21 ), popular religion (chapter  24 ) and commodifi cation (chapter  25 ). In the late 
nineteenth century, Charles Darwin ’ s evolutionary theories began to create diffi cult 
questions for the biblical account of creation. In the modern world, issues around 
stem - cell research and cloning have intensifi ed these issues. Many challenges to 
modern religion have come from scientifi c and philosophical analysis of religion and 
some of these debates are considered in chapters13, 28, and 29. This volume is 
dominated by two major themes: secularization and globalization. The issue of 
secularization was a dominant assumption of much sociology in the 1960s when 
secularization was seen to be a necessary component of modernization. This con-
nection has in modern sociology been vigorously challenged and contrasted views 
of secular society are considered in the  New Companion  by Steve Bruce (chapter 
 5 ) and by Grace Davie (chapter  7 ). One aspect of this debate has been the contrast 
between the continuous strength of religion in the United States (see chapter  6 ) and 
the relative weakness of traditional Christianity in Europe. To explore this issue 
more systematically, there are various chapters (from 14 to 19) on comparative 
religion dealing with Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism. The 
other major issue is the globalization of religion which is considered specifi cally in 
chapter  21 , but also in chapters 22 through to 27. Although anthropological studies 
of religion have paid close attention to the transformation of aboriginal religion 
under the impact of both colonialism and globalization, the sociology of religion 
often neglects this issue. In the  New Companion  Dennis Kelly explores American 
Indian sacred traditions, providing an important insight into an aspect of religion 
in the United States that is often overlooked in the mainstream literature. 

 Within an academic fi eld that is changing rapidly, what then is the intellectual 
role of the handbook or companion in more general terms? Firstly, a companion 
should provide a distillation of the principal achievements of the fi eld, striking a 
delicate balance between the pursuit of established topics and the inclusion of issues 
that may in the long run turn out to be merely fashionable and ephemeral. Secondly, 
it must fi nd a compromise between the dominant tradition of American sociology 
which can often be parochial and the rest of the world where many of the important 
social changes in religion are in fact taking place. Thirdly, it needs to establish 
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openness to different disciplinary approaches, since many of the innovative theoreti-
cal developments in the study of religion are taking place in adjacent disciplines 
such as philosophy, history and anthropology. For example, the contemporary 
discussion of post - secularism and of the differences between the sacred and the 
religious is often dominated by philosophy rather than sociology. Finally, a com-
panion needs to be sensitive to the very diverse methodologies  –  ethnographic, 
historical, archival, quantitative, and so forth  –  that compete for a presence in the 
study of religion and religions. While recognizing the value of interdisciplinarity, 
these four tasks or objectives should in principle establish why the  sociology  of 
religion has a distinctive contribution to make over and against other disciplines in 
the humanities and social sciences. 

 If we look at the history of such handbooks or companions, we can detect both 
the decline of the subfi eld of the study of religion from its heyday in the 1960s and 
1970s and its contemporary but often problematic revival in the late twentieth and 
twenty - fi rst centuries as sociologists have come to reject the secularization thesis, 
paying more attention to different forms of religion and spirituality. There is also 
a greater awareness of the importance of the comparative study of religion if we 
are to avoid ethnocentric interpretations. Within this more complete and compara-
tive research agenda, unsurprisingly Islam, fundamentalism, political religion, public 
religions and religious nationalism have become dominant topics of this modern 
revival. Indeed one major factor in the current interest in religion is the association 
 –  real or otherwise  –  between radical religions and terrorism. Handbooks and com-
panions of sociology typically appear to assume that there is a distinctive, sharp 
and unambiguous division between anthropology and sociology, but such a division 
appears often to be especially inappropriate in the study of religion. Where would 
 É mile Durkheim ’ s sociology of religion have been without access to anthropological 
research into aboriginal religion in Australia? Where would the sociology of religion 
be without Clifford Geertz, Ernest Gellner, and Mary Douglas? To take a contem-
porary example, one of the most infl uential commentaries on modern Christianity 
has been undertaken from a decisively anthropological perspective to understand 
Christian belief as the belief of the Other namely Talal Asad ’ s  Genealogies of Reli-
gion   (1991) . An evaluation of the status of sociology, at least in the fi eld of the 
study of religion, has to consider this strange separation  –  indeed isolation  –  of 
disciplines in the modern university. While most handbooks of the sociology of 
religion tend to be rich in the treatment of Weber, Durkheim and Simmel, I seriously 
doubt that one can grasp the nature of religion as a generic topic of intellectual 
inquiry without taking seriously the legacy of Bronislaw Malinowski, Victor Turner, 
Clifford Geertz, or Melford Spiro. While modern companions tend to separate 
sociology and anthropology, the early classical textbooks had a very different 
approach. For example, Roland Robertson in his Penguin readings in the  Sociology 
of Religion   (1969)  managed successfully to incorporate the work of Mary Douglas, 
E. E. Evans - Pritchard, Ernest Gellner, Clifford Geertz, Peter Worsley, J. W. 
Fernandez, and G. Lienhardt into an account of the sociological study of religion. 
In order to address this problem, important developments in the anthropology of 
religion are explored in this  New Companion  in chapters  2  and  4 . 

 Although some degree of interdisciplinarity has been a characteristic feature of 
religious studies from the very beginning, it is very doubtful that in the modern 
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period one could study the sociology of religion without some engagement with 
both theology and philosophy (see chapters  28  and  29  in this volume). To take 
some prominent examples, the study of secularization is seriously impoverished 
when separated from recent philosophical debates about the intellectual authority 
of religious belief systems in for example Jacques Derrida and Gianni Vattimo ’ s 
 Religion   (1998) . The recent work of philosophers and theologians should also play 
an important part in the development of sociological theories of religion (Milbank 
et al.  1999 ). Some of the more interesting criticisms of the sociological treatment 
of religion have come from philosophy and theology  –  for example John Milbank ’ s 
 Theology and Social Theory   (1990) . In modern philosophy, works such as Richard 
Rorty and Gianni Vattimo in  The Future of Religion  (Zabala  2005 ) and Hent de 
Vries ’ s work on  Religion and Violence   (2002)  have been infl uential. Over a longer 
period, Harvey Cox ’ s theological interpretation of  The Secular City   (1965)  remained 
an infl uential interdisciplinary statement. The contributions of women ’ s studies and 
feminist theories of religion have also become more prominent in recent years. 
Feminist critiques of religion as represented by Julia Kristeva, Luce Irigaray or Carol 
P. Christ have begun to make their way into mainstream debates in sociology 
(Anderson and Clack  2004 ; Hawthorne  2009 ). These are of course especially potent 
in the case of modern Islam (Mernissi  2003 ). In this volume, feminist approaches 
to religion and gender are explored by Fang - Long Shih in chapter  10 . These initial 
comments offer a broad - brush overview of some issues in the fi eld and now I shall 
turn to consider some specifi c themes in more detail.  

  KEY THEMES 

 Key themes in the contemporary sociology of religion include re - sacralization, fun-
damentalism, and religious revivalism as illustrated not only by Islam but by Pen-
tecostalism and charismatic movements. As a result the study of religion, like the 
study of society more generally, has abandoned the idea of a unitary process of 
modernization by accepting the idea of  “ multiple modernities ”  and by stressing the 
survival of local cultures against the juggernaut of globalization (Eisenstadt  2000 ). 
The idea that secularization is an inevitable outcome of modernization has been 
widely challenged by contemporary research and historical analysis (Smith  2008 ). 
We might argue that a unitary theory of modernization has been replaced by a 
macro - theory of globalization which, in the concept of  “ glocalization ”  at least, 
recognizes the diverse and divergent interactions between the global and the local 
(Niezen  2004 ). However, one major weakness of much modern sociology of reli-
gion, including the usual range of textbooks, is in fact the strange neglect of glo-
balization. An obvious exception is the work of Mark Juergensmeyer in his  Global 
Religions   (2003)  and  The Oxford Handbook of Global Religions   (2006) . While 
Juergensmeyer ’ s  Handbook  is in many ways comprehensive, it failed to deal ade-
quately with the history of Christian missions from the late eighteenth century 
onwards and the collection did not engage with political religions, nationalism and 
the clash of civilizations. In this regard, James Beckford ’ s  Social Theory  &  Religion  
 (2003)  made an important conceptual contribution to the fi eld, providing an entire 
chapter on  “ Globalisation and Religion ”  and in the introduction to the Sage 
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 Handbook  he correctly observes that, since the mid - 1980s, religion  “ presents major 
challenges and opportunities to social scientifi c explorations of globalisation ”  
(Beckford and Demerath  2007 : 7). These developments have forced sociologists to 
think about social processes in a transnational or global framework, thereby bring-
ing into question much of the national framework of traditional research. 

 In the 1960s and 1970s, the sociology of religion was, in addition to its Western 
focus, without question narrowly pre - occupied with the application of the church –
 sect typology to religious organizations. Bryan Wilson ( 1967  and 1970) was the 
outstanding fi gure in this institutional analysis of religion. More recent develop-
ments in the sociology of religion have involved a movement away from concentrat-
ing on institutions such as the church – sect typology to a focus on so - called 
de - institutionalized or post - institutional forms of popular religion. These forms of 
religion have in the past been variously described in terms of  “ invisible religion ”  
(Luckmann  1967 )  “ implicit religion ”  (Bailey,  1990  and 2009) or  “ new age religion ”  
(Heelas  1996 ). There has also been some concentration of research on modern cults 
rather than mainstream organizations for example in Lorne L. Dawson  (2003)   Cults 
and New Religious Movements.  However, the preferred term that has more recently 
pre - occupied sociologists of religion is  “ spirituality ”  in which individuals  “ pick and 
mix ”  their religious beliefs and practices in a manner that is perfectly consistent 
with the fl uid subjectivities of modern society. These developments are considered 
by Matthew Wood in chapter  12 . Claims both for and against the importance of 
spirituality in modern societies are both plentiful and contested (Heelas  2009 ). 
There is said for example to be a divorce, especially in contemporary America, 
between religion and spirituality (Cimino and Lattin  1998 ; Fuller  2001 ). The result 
is that there is increasing attention given to these new developments in relation to 
youth cultures (Bender  2003 ) rather than to religious organizations. Modern spiri-
tuality also illustrates an argument about the de - institutionalized character of con-
temporary religion put forward originally by Grace Davie ( 1994  and chapter  7  in 
this volume) that religiosity involves  “ believing without belonging. ”  

 There is therefore a general trend away from the study of organizational forms 
of the mainstream churches (Hamberg  2009 ). In addition, because the church – sect 
typology from Ernst Troeltsch onwards refl ected the history of Christianity, it was 
not particularly useful in the analysis of non - Western religions and hence the depar-
ture from organizational analysis has also been associated with a greater emphasis 
on the comparative study of religious forms. This trend has been reinforced by the 
contemporary focus on Islam  –  a religion in which there has been historically greater 
emphasis on local consensus and devolved authority rather than on a centralized 
system of religious power. The crisis of authority in modern Islam is therefore all 
the more critical (Reid and Gilsenan  2007 ; Volpi and Turner  2007 ). Furthermore, 
the distinction between church and state or the Augustinian separation of the two 
cities was not characteristic of early Islam in which the caliphate combined the 
religious and the secular as a defense against communal feuding. The  New Com-
panion  follows the work of Max Weber in placing a signifi cant emphasis on com-
parative religion including a chapter on Islam by Gabriele Marranci. 

 A perennial problem for handbooks of the sociology of religion has been how to 
incorporate a comprehensive analysis of religion in the United States without ignor-
ing the rest of the world. American religiosity has been a persistent focus of the 
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sociology of religion for various reasons. Firstly, as a matter of fact contemporary 
sociology of religion has been dominated for decades by American sociologists such 
as William Bainbridge, Robert Bellah, Peter L. Berger, Charles Glock, Will Herberg, 
Gerhard Lenski, Talcott Parsons, W. C. Roof, Rodney Stark, Guy E. Swanson, and 
J. Milton Yinger. Secondly, American society has provided an important contrast 
to northern Europe since the time of Thomas Jefferson ’ s Virginia Statute on Reli-
gious Freedom. With the separation of church and state, American religious denomi-
nations fl ourished and hence there is a continuing issue around  “ American 
exceptionalism. ”  (See John Torpey in chapter  6  in this volume). Thirdly, a number 
of infl uential theories of modern religion have emerged from this specifi cally Ameri-
can experience of religion and religious organizations such as the civil religion 
debate which is closely associated with Robert Bellah (Bellah and Tipton  2006 ), the 
idea of spiritual market places (Berger and Roof), the economic models of religious 
behavior (Bainbridge and Stark) and fi nally the idea of new spiritualities (Roof and 
others). The recent publication of Parsons ’ s  American Society   (2007)  has also 
served once more to remind us of the centrality of religion to the sociological under-
standing of American society. Many of these issues are explored by Victor Lidz in 
chapter  3 . 

 The sociology of religion has been in the postwar period largely dominated by 
American sociology and hence in editing a  New Companion  it is often diffi cult to 
achieve a successful balance between North America and Europe. Many early text-
books of the sociology of religion such as Louis Schneider ’ s  Religion Culture  &  
Society   (1964)  left little space for understanding religion outside the American 
context. By contrast Norman Birnbaum and Gertrud Lenzer in editing  Sociology 
and Religion   (1969)  drew overwhelmingly from a European tradition of social 
philosophy including selections from Nietzsche, Troeltsch, Mannheim, Goldmann, 
Adorno, and Schelsky. With too much emphasis on American sociology, there is an 
inevitable marginalization of the work of European sociologists such as the tradition 
associated with George Bataille  (1992)  or the more recent work of Daniele Hervieu -
 Leger in  Religion as a Chain of Memory   (2000)  or Steve Bruce in  Politics  &  Religion  
 (2003)  or David Martin in  Pentecostalism   (2002) . There is also in general a prob-
lematic neglect of the work of Niklas Luhmann whose  Religious Dogmatics and 
the Evolution of Society   (1984)  offered a unique theoretical understanding of reli-
gious communication. In this respect the  New Companion  attempts to refl ect both 
North American and European traditions, by including both European and Ameri-
can sociologists. 

 Globalization studies have been a major development in the social sciences over 
the last three or four decades but most textbooks on globalization have ignored 
religion  –  for example Saskia Sassen ’ s  A Sociology of Globalization   (2007) , David 
Held ’ s Held et al.  (1999)   Global Transformations   (1999)  or David Harvey ’ s  The 
Spaces of Hope   (2000) . Most existing texts that do examine religion and globaliza-
tion tend implicitly to confl ate the study of global religion and the comparative 
sociology of religion. For example, the Sage  Handbook  has a concluding section on 
 “ Case Studies from around the World ”  but the result is somewhat ad hoc and 
incomplete  –  offi cial religions in China, central and eastern Europe after Commu-
nism, Judaism, and Israel, state Shinto in postwar Japan, and Mexico. A more 
satisfactory approach can be illustrated by Stephen Sharot ’ s  A Comparative 
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Sociology of World Religions   (2001)  which, employing Max Weber ’ s notions of 
elites and virtuoso religion, managed to provide a more coherent, comprehensive, 
and systematic approach. Other valuable contributions have appeared in Manuel 
Vasquez and Marie Marquardt ’ s  Globalizing the Sacred   (2003)  and Peter Clarke ’ s 
 New Religions in Global Perspective   (2006)  but perhaps the most consistent theo-
retical account of religion and globalization has come from Peter Beyer in  Religion 
and Globalization   (1994) . Jeremy Stolow ’ s chapter  24  on popular religion and 
the global media explores an important aspect of this process of cultural 
globalization. 

 The globalization issue can also be seen as an element in the discussion about 
public religion, politics of identity and diasporic communities. Jose Casanova ’ s 
 Public Religions in the Modern World   (1994)  was the pioneering contribution to 
this discussion. Underpinning the debates about  “ political theology, ”   “ religious 
nationalism, ”   “ political Islam, ”  and  “ religion and violence ”  is a deeper question 
about the nature of secularism and secularization. This development raises a fun-
damental question, not only about what counts as religion, but also what counts 
as the secular? There appears to be, especially in political theory, a widespread 
assumption that the liberal model of secularism dating from the Treaty of Westpha-
lia in 1648 is in crisis, because assumptions about the privatization of conscience 
and the clear separation of religion and politics no longer hold. A modern handbook 
of the sociology of religion needs to look fairly determinedly at the range of concepts 
that grew up around liberal tolerance  –  secular, secularism, secularity, secularization 
and laicity. The notion of the secular has a complex history from St Augustine ’ s 
idea of the two cities to Richard Hooker ’ s defense of Anglicanism as a national 
religion, through John Locke ’ s vision of religious tolerance to the Enlightenment 
and the French Revolution. It has of course also exercised the minds of modern 
thinkers such as Cox in his  The Secular City   (1965) , but the most compelling 
examination of these issues has been undertaken by Charles Taylor in two signifi -
cant works  –   Varieties of Religion Today   (2002)  and  A Secular Age   (2007) . 

 In the process of exploring secularization, Taylor has also shown how important 
William James was to the early development of the sociology of religion for example 
in the work of Durkheim. James ’ s pragmatism is  –  with the exception of Jack 
Barbalet  (1997)   –  largely ignored in the study of the development of the sociology 
of religion. More generally one might say that accounts of the evolution of the 
sociology of religion neglect the importance of pragmatism not only in America but 
for European social thought as well (Baert and Turner  2007 ; Croce  1995 ). The 
analysis of secularism is therefore an important prior step to any understanding of 
the contemporary relation between religion and politics, and in any exploration of 
the secular it is unwise for sociology to stray too far from philosophy. To do so is 
to ignore at our own cost the work not only of Taylor but also of Alasdair 
MacIntyre, Jean - Luc Nancy and Hent de Vries. One could argue that the best illus-
trations of British sociology in general and of the sociology of religion in particular 
have always combined philosophy and sociology such as MacIntyre ’ s  Secularization 
and Moral Change   (1967)  and with Paul Ricoeur  The Religious Signifi cance of 
Atheism   (1969) . Even Ludwig Wittengenstein appears to fall out of the frame of 
reference of much sociology of religion, despite his pivotal position in the debate 
about practice in relation to belief (Arrington and Addis  2001 ). In  On Certainty  
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 (1969)  and in his  Remarks on Frazer ’ s Golden Bough   (1979) , Wittgenstein rejected 
or at least brought into question assertions about the absolute truth or falsity of 
religious beliefs, insisting that they had to be set within a  “ language game, ”  but 
more importantly that we should look more determinedly at religious practices not 
beliefs.  

  THE  “ NEW PARADIGM ”  IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 

 In the last couple of decades, a new theoretical paradigm has been heavily promoted 
in American sociology of religion, which has been variously called the  “ new para-
digm, ”  the religious markets approach, or the economic interpretation of religion. 
(See David Lehman in chapter  8  in this volume.) These approaches, which have 
been infl uenced in various ways by rational choice theories, are associated with 
fi gures such as Rodney Stark, Roger Finke, Laurence Iannaccone, and R. Stephen 
Warner (Hamilton,  2009 ). This  “ new ”  approach is often contrasted disparagingly 
with  “ old ”  European theories of religion. European sociology, it is alleged, has been 
too much focused on the meaning which social actors require to make sense of life, 
and by contrast the new paradigm is concerned with the economic dimensions of 
religious behavior, including both demand for and supply of religious beliefs, prac-
tices and objects. On the whole, the religious markets approach favors supply side 
explanations, taking particular note of how state responses to religious pluralism 
may or may not encourage religious competition. This approach to religion and 
politics has often produced valuable insights into how states manage religious diver-
sity (Gill, 2008). The economic approach to religion has also generated important 
insights into how with the decline of communism for example has given rise to 
fl ourishing religious markets in for example post - communist China. (See Fenggang 
Yang in chapter  19  in this volume.) 

 The rational choice model has also been used to explain the vibrant nature of 
religion in America since the colonial period when compared to Europe. Before 
engaging in this description of the new paradigm, we should note that Alexis de 
Tocqueville, who was as an  “ old ”  European struck forcibly by the extraordinary 
religiosity of Americans during his famous journeys around the  “ new ”  society, 
continues to throw light on the issue of  “ American exceptionalism ”  in religious 
matters. In his  Democracy in America   (2000 [1835 – 40]) , Tocqueville dwelt on the 
reconciliation of popular religiosity and democracy. While in Catholic France the 
relation between church and state had produced endless confl ict, in America the 
moral force of popular religion was important in creating social harmony. Toc-
queville as an  “ old ”  European was not interested in  “ true ”  religion, but in the social 
and political benefi ts of American religiosity as an aspect of civil society. Later 
European visitors such as Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch were equally struck by 
this contrast between secular Europe and the religiosity of America. Weber arrived 
in 1904 for the World Congress of Arts and Science in St Louis and published an 
article in 1906 on the  “ churches and sects of North America ”  (Loader and 
Alexander  1985 ). The legacy of Tocqueville ’ s analysis has of course been 
somewhat transformed by subsequent interpretation to emphasize the role of 
religious pluralism, self - realization, individualism, and voluntary association 
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membership as manifestations of the democratic revolution, as essentially the 
democratization of religion (Wolin 2001). The democratic assumption that every-
body has religious opinions and that all opinions are equally valid and important 
has contributed to the American religious marketplace, where priestly authority and 
ecclesiastical hierarchy do not fi nd comfortable locations. In this sense, writers like 
David Martin  (2002)  are correct to see Methodism with its commitment to the 
priesthood of all believers, Arminian theology of salvation, lay participation, emo-
tional subjectivity and congregational autonomy as the harbinger of religious mod-
ernization, the logical outcome of which is the proposition that everybody has his 
or her own personal religion. In this sense the evangelical religions of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries paved the way to the eventual rise of modern post - 
institutional spirituality. (See Matthew Wood in chapter  12  in this volume.) 

 What are the principal components of the new paradigm? First, whereas tradi-
tional European social theory had emphasized the centrality of secularization to 
modernization alongside urbanization, increasing literacy and democratic politics, 
the new paradigm takes note of the resilience of religion, not only in the United 
States but globally. In European sociology in the 1960s, Bryan Wilson  (1966)  in 
 Religion in Secular Society  claimed that the churches were in rapid decline as a 
result of a general process of secularization and in  Contemporary Transformations 
of Religion   (1976)  he argued that religion (that is Christianity) had survived in 
America at the cost of its orthodox theological content. Wilson sought to explain 
the prominence of Christian belief and practice in America by saying that it had 
simply accommodated belief and practice to the predominant values and life styles 
of a consumer society. In short the form of Christianity survived but only at the 
costs of its contents. While David Martin ’ s work on secularization provided a more 
complex picture, he too was struck by the contrast between America and Europe 
in his  A General Theory of Secularization   (1978) . Authentic, that is orthodox, 
religious belief and practice could only adjust to modern society by ejecting any 
demanding beliefs and practices, and embracing popular culture, that is through a 
process of cultural compromise. American religion had in fact abandoned much of 
its tensions with the world  –  a factor which Weber thought in his analysis of Prot-
estantism was essential to religion as a lever of social change. Another version of 
these arguments appeared in Bellah ’ s account of the growth of a civil religion in 
America in his  “ Civil Religion in America ”   (1967)  and through a subsequent series 
infl uential publications (Bellah and Tipton  2006 ). (See Victor Lidz, chapter  3 , in 
this volume.) Bellah argued that alongside Christianity there was a vibrant national 
religion composed of American values which treated American history as an unfold-
ing of salvation. Christianity remained infl uential in public life when refracted 
through the lens of a civil religion. This development was an essential element in 
the historical exceptionalism of America. (See John Torpey in chapter  6  in this 
volume.) 

 Wilson was well known in British society for his conservative views on education, 
youth culture and the universities. This cultural conservatism was also evident in 
his critical views of American popular religion as a corruption of authentic religion. 
By contrast, American sociologists, such as Talcott Parsons, were impressed by the 
strength of religion in the United States (Turner  2005 ). Bellah, a former student of 
Parsons, while taking a more critical view of American civil religion, nevertheless 
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recognized its importance with respect to American democracy. Perhaps because of 
their democratic presuppositions, American sociologists have been less inclined to 
question the authenticity of either mainstream Christianity or civil religion in Ameri-
can history. The apparent revival of fundamentalism globally has reinforced that 
viewpoint, and the  “ old ”  European theory of inevitable secularization has continued 
to be somewhat on the defensive with respect to the American tradition. (See Steve 
Bruce, chapter  5 , in this volume.) 

 Second, the new model directs research attention towards the function of reli-
gious or spiritual markets in which there is a competition for  “ brand loyalty ”  from 
consumers of religious meaning, practices and objects. The notion of spiritual 
markets has been explored empirically and systematically by Wade Roof in  Spiritual 
Marketplace   (1999) . It is impossible to understand religion in contemporary America 
without taking into account the impact of the  “ baby boomers ”  on religious practice 
and consciousness. Roof made an important contribution to the study of religion 
and generational change in his  A Generation of Seekers  (Roof  1993 ), in which the 
postwar generations were religious seekers, but also eclectic in their religious 
 “ tastes. ”  The  “ culture wars ”  of the postwar period re - organized the map of main-
stream religion in North America just as it challenged establishment culture gener-
ally. Employing life histories and a panel study, Roof argued that the boundaries 
of popular religion had been constantly redrawn under the impact of large postwar 
generations, facilitated by an expanding religious marketplace. American denomi-
national pluralism as a spiritual marketplace in the absence of an established church 
continues to encourage organizational innovation and cultural entrepreneurship. 
The market for religious innovations can be seen as a response to massive social 
change in contemporary America in which an expanding consumer culture has 
produced the refl exive self as the principal conduit of and companion to expanded 
consumerism. In the market place of seekers, Roof identifi ed fi ve major subcultures: 
dogmatists (for example fundamentalists and neo - traditionalists) mainstream believ-
ers, born - again Christians (including evangelicals, Pentecostalists, and Charismat-
ics), metaphysical believers and seekers, and secularists. While Americans may invest 
less time in voluntary associations and are less certain about traditional Christian 
values than in previous generations, they are signifi cantly involved in spiritual 
searching that has produced a deeper emphasis on self - understanding, self - aware-
ness and self - refl exivity. As the baby boomers came to maturity, they moved out of 
the narcissistic culture of the 1960s into a deeper, more serious  “ quest culture. ”  If 
traditional religious cultures depended heavily on the continuity of the family as an 
agency of socialization, the transformation of family life and the entry of women 
into the formal labor market have radically destabilized religious identities and 
cultures. Despite these important contributions to research by Roof and others, it 
could be legitimately claimed that the sociology of religion has paid insuffi cient 
attention to generation as a variable by comparison with gender, class and 
ethnicity. 

 Despite the emphasis on individualism, choice and religious emotionality in con-
sumer life style, religious conservatism continues to thrive, and more liberal forms 
of Christianity often appear to be in retreat. While Roof has explored American 
spirituality beyond the boundaries of institutionalized religion, sociologists 
continue to be concerned to understand the appeal of the conservative churches. 
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The explanation of the success of conservative Christian churches is in common-
sense terms perhaps somewhat obvious. Conservative Protestants have more chil-
dren, and discourage contact with people who are secular, childless or divorced. 
Christian families tend to stick together and people in conservative churches retain 
their membership, because they want their children to be raised through a tradi-
tional religious education. We can understand why people stay in conservative 
churches, but why proportionately do more liberals join conservative churches than 
vice versa? Why are the mainline churches such as the Unitarians, Presbyterians and 
Methodist denominations either stationary or in decline, while the more conserva-
tive denominations such as Southern Baptist Convention and the Assemblies of God 
are fl ourishing? 

 One classic explanation for organizational success was provided by Dean Kelley 
 (1977)  in terms of a theory of the costs of commitment. Kelley ’ s thesis was that the 
specifi c contents of a religious message are less important for success than the 
demands for commitment that it places on its members. Ultimately the costliness of 
commitment is measured by control over members ’  lifestyles, the development of a 
strong church, and the seriousness of religious involvement. Churches tend to be 
successful when they develop a totalitarian and hierarchical form of authority and 
when they can create and sustain homogeneous communities. These successful 
congregations are unlike liberal religious groups that impose few sanctions and 
modest demands on their members. We might say in terms of markets that the 
importance of membership of any association is a function of the demands on entry 
and exit. Kelley ’ s thesis has been widely infl uential. However, Joe Tamney ’ s research 
in  The Resilience of Conservative Religion   (2002)  provides only partial support for 
the strong church thesis. Tamney argued that conservative congregations support a 
traditional gender division of labor and conventional gender identities; in a society, 
which is deeply divided over gender issues, such ideological reassurance can be 
psychologically attractive. Furthermore, given the general uncertainties of everyday 
life in modernity, the certainties of religious teaching on morality can also be psy-
chologically supportive. Clearly traditional religious orientations may serve to artic-
ulate political commitments around major issues relating to abortion, gay and 
lesbian sexuality, education, and the family. Tamney concluded by accepting Roof ’ s 
notion of American society as a spiritual marketplace in which the loyalty of con-
gregations cannot be taken for granted, because religion has to be sold, alongside 
other cultural products. In middle America, the religious market is volatile and 
people moving in and out of congregations in search of an appropriate niche just 
as customers move in and out of different areas of the secular marketplace. 

 Thirdly, these sociological ideas about religious markets, demand for religious 
services, and consumption of religious phenomena are primarily infl uenced by ratio-
nal choice theory as an approach to modern spirituality. The paradigm has several 
interesting substantive claims such as the notion that the religious demand for 
meaning is more or less constant across time  –  that is the demand for meaning will 
remain more or less static (Finke and Stark  1992 ; Stark and Finke  2000 ). Hence 
variations in religious behavior are infl uenced by supply rather than by demand. 
Religious pluralism in America, by offering innumerable outlets for religious taste, 
promotes greater involvement. The theory in making a useful distinction between 
demand for and supply of religious products, effectively explains the proliferation 
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of religious groups in the United States, switching between denominations by cus-
tomers, the infl ationary character of the market, and the resulting hybridization and 
experimentation that is characteristic of modern religiosity. Of course these markets 
are also global, because religious commodities and beliefs can travel rapidly. (See 
chapter  25  on religious commodifi cation in this volume.) These emerging markets 
cannot be easily controlled by traditional religious authorities. While sociologists 
have become excessively concerned to understand religious fundamentalism, hybrid 
popular religion has also fl ourished alongside and in competition with more ortho-
dox forms of fundamentalist faith and practice. Unlike popular forms of spirituality, 
fundamentalist churches succeed because of their strictness that is by the exacting 
demands they make on their members. Laurence Iannaccone ’ s argument (1994) is 
that religions of high - demand such as Jehovah ’ s Witnesses aim to avoid the free -
 rider problem  –  joining without paying  –  by monopolizing the commitment of their 
followers. Paradoxically the new spirituality is also fl ourishing but makes few sys-
tematic demands on its followers who adopt a fl exible attitude towards both belief 
and practice. I shall turn to this issue of the fragmentation of both society and 
religion in my conclusion. 

 Finally, the new model raises important questions about the elitist assumptions 
in such dichotomies as offi cial and popular religion, the great and little tradition, 
or virtuoso and mass religion that have been common in  “ old ”  European theories. 
These elitist features can be traced back to Kant ’ s refl ections on religion in  Religion 
within the Limits of Pure Reason   (1960) . It is valuable to consider Kant through 
the framework of Jacques Derrida ’ s  “ Faith and Knowledge ”   (1998) . In his refl ec-
tions on the Kantian legacy, Derrida followed Emile Benveniste ’ s  Indo - European 
Language and Society   (1973)  in which the word  “ religion ”  ( religio ) has two distinc-
tive but related roots. First,  relegere  means to bring together, to harvest or to gather 
in, and secondly,  religare  from means to tie or to bind together. The fi rst meaning 
recognizes the importance of religious foundations in creating the social bonds of 
human groups, and the second meaning points to the disciplinary functions of 
morality that are necessary for creating and controlling human beings. While the 
fi rst meaning acknowledges the role of the cult in forming human associations, the 
second recognizes the regulatory practices of religion in the discipline of the self. 
According to Kant ’ s framework, in cultic religions individuals seek favors from the 
gods through prayer and offerings, including ritual sacrifi ce Such cultic practices 
promise to bring healing and wealth to its followers, but by contrast religion as a 
system of moral precepts commands human beings to change their earthly behavior 
in order through enlightenment and freedom from unrefl ecting tradition to lead a 
better moral life. 

 The clear implication of Kant ’ s distinction was that (Protestant) Christianity was 
the only true  “ refl ecting faith, ”  and in a sense therefore it provided the model for 
all authentic religious intentions. It ultimately defi ned what was to count as  “ reli-
gion. ”  Kant ’ s distinction was fundamentally about those religious injunctions that 
call human beings to (moral) action and hence demand that humans assert their 
autonomy and responsibility. In order to have autonomy, human beings need to act 
independently of God. In a paradoxical fashion, Christianity implies or indeed 
requires the  “ death of God ”  because it calls people to freedom and hence the Chris-
tian faith is ultimately self - defeating. 
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 These Kantian distinctions were found their sociological parallel in the sociology 
of Max Weber. In the  Sociology of Religion   (1966) , Weber made a distinction 
between the religion of the masses and the religion of the virtuosi. While the masses 
seek comfort from the gods and lesser spiritual beings, the virtuosi or the spiritual 
elite fulfi l the ethical demands of a religious way of life in search of personal enlight-
enment. The religion of the masses requires saints and holy men to satisfy the needs 
of ordinary men and women, and hence charisma is inevitably corrupted by the 
demand for miracles and spectacles. More importantly, Weber distinguished between 
those religions that reject the world (such as inner - worldly asceticism) by challeng-
ing its secular conventions and those religions (such as other - worldly mysticism) 
that seek to escape from the world through mystical fl ight. The former religions 
(primarily the Calvinistic radical sects) have had revolutionary consequences for 
human societies in the formation of rationalism as the real basis of modernity. These 
traditions in the Abrahamic faiths provided a sharp contrast to the  “ Asian religions ”  
where the legacy of Confucianism had no connection with notions about personal 
salvation (Turner  2009a ). The implication of this Kantian legacy is paradoxical, 
because Christianity gives rise to a process of secularization that spells out its own 
self - overcoming. This distinction was particularly important in Weber ’ s analysis of 
Buddhism in his  The Religion of India  ( 1958 : 206), where he described  “ ancient 
Buddhism ”  as  “ a specifi cally unpolitical and anti - political status religion, more 
precisely a religious  ‘ technology ’  of wandering and of intellectually schooled men-
dicant monks. ”  (See chapter  17  in this volume.) 

 The new paradigm has important, and testable, features (Beckford  2003 ; Warner 
 2004 ), but is it a new model? The concept of a spiritual supermarket was originally 
developed by Peter Berger in his analysis of the crisis of religious plausibility. Secu-
larization and the crisis of plausibility were produced by individuals  “ shopping 
around ”  to satisfy their spiritual needs. Berger ( 1969 : 137) wrote that  “ the religious 
tradition which previously could be authoritatively imposed, now has to be  marketed . 
It must be  “ sold ”  to a clientele that is no longer constrained to  “ buy. ”  The pluralistic 
situation is, above all, a  market . ”  While it is not entirely obvious that the new para-
digm is in fact  “ new, ”  it has the intellectual merit of forcing us to think about how 
religion is marketed, and how it has become a commodity alongside other consumer 
objects. It also provides creative ways of understanding the relationship between 
the state and religion, because the supply side of religion is often dependent on state 
policies towards religious competition in civil society. Although the new paradigm 
has produced interesting insights into many aspects of religious markets, the para-
digm has also been criticized precisely because of its emphasis on free markets, 
individual choice and subjectivity (Bastian  2006 ; Robertson  1992 ). For some critics, 
Bourdieu ’ s notions of habitus and fi eld avoids some of the problems that critics 
believe are connected with the idea of the autonomy of consumer choice.  

  FUNDAMENTALISM 

 Much of the discussion about the revival of religion in modern history has focused 
on the growth of fundamentalism. In the twentieth century, the growth of Pente-
costalism and its charismatic manifestations were dramatic, and as a result approx-
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imately one quarter of a billion people are now adherents, or one in twenty - fi ve of 
the global population (Martin  2002 ). There are different forms of Pentecostal 
revivalism that are shaped by its social audience. In Latin America and Africa, 
Pentecostalism fi nds an audience among the  “ respectable poor ”  whose ambition is 
successfully to enter the modern world; in West Africa and Southeast Asia, it is 
most prevalent among the new middle classes, including members of the Chinese 
diaspora. (See Afe Adobe in chapter  22  in this volume.) There are important social 
minorities who are also attracted to Pentecostalism in Nepal, the Andes, and inland 
China. In Latin America Pentecostalism functions as a religion of the oppressed, 
offering them hope, social membership and some basic welfare services, but in 
North America and Europe, where liberal Christianity is obviously still dominant, 
Pentecostalism spreads through charismatic movements inside the existing churches 
and denominations. 

 Following Martin, we can best understand Pentecostalism sociologically through 
a refl ection on the social history of Methodism, which in the fi rst instance spread 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries through the working and lower middle 
classes with an Arminian theology that is a universal doctrine of salvation and an 
emphasis on emotional responses to Jesus as a personal savior. However, through 
education, discipline, teetotalism and literacy, the Methodist laity moved up the 
social ladder and eventually abandoned their Methodist chapels for a variety of 
destinations such as the Anglican Church, the Labour Party or merely indifference. 
Contemporary Pentecostalism has similar characteristics. The  “ Pentecostal virtues ”  
include personal betterment through educational achievement, self control, social 
aspiration, and hard work. These technologies of the self produce socially mobile 
people, but Pentecostalism also offers psychological liberation. Martin argues that 
there is an elective affi nity between Pentecostalism and the spread of global liberal 
capitalism and what Talcott Parsons called  “ the expressive revolution ”  (Parsons, 
 1963 ). Pentecostalism is a social movement that is devolved, voluntary, local and 
fi ssiparous; it works within a competitive religious market that offers spiritual uplift, 
social success and emotional gratifi cation. While Methodism supplied the work ethic 
of early capitalism, Pentecostalism is relevant to the work skills and personal attri-
butes of the post - industrial service economy, especially the attributes of self - 
monitoring and a refusal to accept failure. 

 Martin ’ s  Pentecostalism: The World Their Parish  is important sociologically 
because it raises important questions about the assumption that  “ fundamentalist 
movements ”  like Pentecostalism are traditional, or indeed anti - modern. By contrast, 
Pentecostalism is highly congruent with the fl exible, plural world of liberal capital-
ism, and appears to promote rather than reject the emotional individualism of late 
modernity. In the popular press,  “ fundamentalism ”  is normally but mistakenly 
equated with  “ radical Islam, ”  and radical Islam is understood to be hostile to 
modernity. Part of the problem is of course how to defi ne fundamentalism (Antoun 
 2001  and chapter  23  in this volume). The defi nition of fundamentalism revolves 
around a number of themes. According to Richard Antoun,  “ Scripturalism ”  requires 
a literal belief in the inerrant and unchanging nature of the fundamental scriptures, 
and the quest for legitimacy and authority by reference to those scriptures. In addi-
tion, there is the search for purity and piety in world that is seen to be impure; there 
is a willingness to see the relevance of traditional scriptures to contemporary issues; 
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 “ totalism ”  is the rejection of the divorce between the sacred and the profane, and 
by contrast the assertion of the relevance of religion to all spheres of life;  “ activism ”  
involves confrontation with the secular world, by violent means if necessary; and a 
world view that understands the modern world in terms of an endless struggle 
between good and evil. 

 On the basis of information from existing sociological research, who are the 
fundamentalists? In terms of their core membership and leadership, fundamentalists 
in Islam are typically recruited from the educated but often alienated urban social 
classes. They are often highly educated but alienated by their lack of social mobility 
and limited economic success in developing societies. In short, fundamentalists are 
recruited from social groups that have typically failed to benefi t signifi cantly from 
secular nationalist governments and their aborted modernisation projects. In  Under-
standing Fundamentalism , Antoun  (2001)  suggested that fundamentalism is not 
necessarily a traditional protest against modernity, but rather a selective protest 
against aspects of the modernization process. This approach suggests that funda-
mentalism refers to the selective process whereby certain technological and organi-
zational innovations of modern society are accepted and others are rejected. Antoun 
also directs our attention to the process whereby an individual accepts a practice 
or belief from another culture (the secular world) and integrates it into their value 
system (the religious world). One illustration of the process of selective moderniza-
tion is the use of television and radio by fundamentalist Christian groups in the 
United States. For example, Pat Robertson ’ s CBN is now the third largest cable 
network in America, and funds the CBN University offering courses on media pro-
duction techniques. Another example is James Dobson ’ s radio programme  Focus 
on the Family  that offers psychological advice and counselling services. This pro-
gramme has evolved into the equivalent of a Christian call center that receives over 
one thousand daily calls on a toll - free number. Similarly among Islamic radical 
groups, modern technology is also avidly embraced. The militant Hezbollah group 
has an information network in Beirut with mobile phones, computers and multiple -
 version web site. Antoun also considered various forms of controlled acculturation 
for Jewish and Muslim fundamentalists involving various strategies of physical 
separation. In Israel, Jewish fundamentalists who have to take university courses in 
academic settings that are secular and liberal have negotiated special arrangements 
for example to be taught by men. In Saudi Arabia, fundamentalists have used dis-
tance learning techniques to ensure that men can avoid contact with women who 
may be  “ immodestly dressed. ”  We can conclude that fundamentalist groups are not 
wholly opposed to modernity, and have adapted various modern technologies to 
improve their organizational and communications effectiveness. We could take this 
argument further claiming that fundamentalists are specifi cally hostile to traditional 
religion which in their view has compromised the fundamental tenets of faith, and 
that by embracing modern technology and organizational structures fundamentalist 
movements are, often as an unintended consequence, ushering in radical modernity. 
This view is of course perfectly compatible with the Weber thesis in which the 
Protestant sects were the reluctant midwives of rational capitalism. Reformed Islam 
with its emphasis on discipline, asceticism, hard work and literacy, and its hostility 
to traditional Islam in the shape of the Sufi  lodges, may have similar cultural 
consequences.  
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  THE MEDIA AND THE FUTURE OF RELIGION 

 The major changes that have taken place in religion can give us some insight into 
broader changes in the social fabric. We can summarize both existing trends and 
suggest some possible developments in the future. Globalization and the spread of 
Internet use are signifi cant aspects of social change that have also transformed reli-
gion in important ways. (See Jeremy Stolow, chapter 24 in this volume.) By employ-
ing the notions of communication and complexity from the sociology of Luhmann, 
we can argue that whereas religious communication in an age of revelation was 
hierarchical, unitary and authoritative, communicative acts in a new media environ-
ment tend to be horizontal rather than vertical. They are also diverse and frag-
mented ther than unitary and integrated, and the authority of any message  –  religious 
or otherwise  –  is constantly negotiable. The modern growth of diverse foci of inter-
pretation in a global communication system has produced a general crisis of author-
ity at least in the formal system of religious belief and practice. While some authors 
(Clarke  2006 ) argue that disputes over authority have been a persistent part of 
Islamic history, one can argue that in modern Islam there has been an infl ation of 
sources of (lay) authority since almost any local teacher or  mullah  can issue a  fetwa  
to guide a local community by setting himself up with his own blog. 

 In addition new media provide multiple channels of access and promote discur-
sive interaction through such blogs. The result is that the new media bring about a 
certain level of the democratization of information. Although there is obviously a 
digital divide, more and more people have access to interactive religious sites, and 
the result is a democratization of religion. Many young Muslims bypass their local 
 ulama  and  imams  in order to learn about Islam in English from pamphlets and 
sources such as  The Muslim News  and  Q - News.  The majority of these Muslim users 
of the Internet are resident in Europe and North America and they are typically 
university students undertaking technical degrees in engineering and computing. 
Because Internet access is often too expensive to be available in many communities 
in Asia and Africa, it is again the student population of Western universities who 
are accessing the Internet for religious and political purposes. While there is evidence 
that the Internet is used by radical activists against the West, the Internet can also 
promote reasoned argument in a context where everybody can in principle check 
the sources for themselves. The majority of sites are not developed by offi cial 
Muslim organisations such as the Muslim World League and these alternative 
Muslim sites provide opportunities for discussion outside the offi cial culture. It is 
for this reason that the Internet is a means of bypassing many of the traditional 
gatekeepers of Muslim orthodoxy. These Internet sites also serve to reinforce the 
individualism which many observers have associated with neo - fundamentalism 
because the global virtual  ummah  is the perfect site for individuals to express them-
selves while still claiming to be members of a community on whose behalf they are 
speaking (Mandaville  2001 ). These developments are not of course confi ned to 
Islam and one general feature of the globalization of religion is the spread of Internet 
sites for worship, study and discussion. Buddhist meditation techniques originating 
in Tibet are now widely available in the form of short - cut  vispassana  sessions on 
video - cassettes and on the Internet, thereby creating large Buddhist networks 
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between Asia and California (Obeyesekere  2003 : 74). (See chapter  17  in this 
volume.) 

 Modern media contribute to a growing individualism that is very different in 
content from the ascetic individualism of early Protestantism. This religious subjec-
tivity in the media is a facet of the  “ expressive revolution ”  to which I have already 
alluded and which had its roots in the student revolts of the 1960s. In the new 
individualism, people invent their own religious ideas giving rise to the new forms 
of spirituality. The result has been a social revolution fl owing from both consumer-
ism and individualism. Religious life styles are modeled on consumerism in which 
individuals can try out religions rather like they try out new fashions as in any 
leisure activity. New industries have emerged offering everything from spiritual 
advice, to pilgrimage packages, to religious holidays and to dating agencies. Glo-
balization thus involves the spread of personal spirituality which typically provides 
not only practical guidance in the everyday world, but also subjective, personalized 
meaning. Such religious phenomena are often combined with therapeutic or healing 
services, or the promise of personal enhancement through meditation. Spirituality 
appears to be closely associated with middle - class singles who are thoroughly 
engaged with Western consumer values, and who experience no contradiction 
between personal piety and consumer capitalism. 

 Because the modern structure of authority tends to be devolved, there is a trend 
towards the hybridization of religious traditions. This hybridity is reinforced through 
globalization and through the processes of borrowing from different religious tradi-
tions in a global religious market. Courtney Bender in  Heaven ’ s Kitchen   (2003)  
provides a description of  “ Anita ”   –  an informant from the kitchen which is known 
as  “ God ’ s Love We Deliver. ”  Anita  “ attended the Sunday morning services at the 
Episcopalian and Catholic churches on her block. She spirit channeled, took astrol-
ogy courses, read Deepak Chopra, and dabbled in Catholic mysticism. She grew up 
in a Jewish family, but since childhood she had been attracted to the  “ mysterious ”  
black habits that Catholic nuns wore. She recently learned that she had been  “ a 
nun in a past life. ”  Anita emphatically told me that her inner spirit guided here to 
ideas that would be  “ helpful ”  (Bender  2003 : 72). This lifestyle and mixture of beliefs 
give a clear picture of the hybridity of modern spirituality. From an orthodox per-
spective, such hybridity also appears to be iconoclastic. We live increasingly in a 
communication environment where images and symbols play a more important role 
in public life than the written word. This visual world is therefore iconic rather than 
one based on a written system, and this iconic world requires new skills and institu-
tions that no longer duplicate the hierarchies and institutions of the written word. 
It is also a new experimental context in which the iconic can also be the iconoclastic 
as Madonna in her Catholic period switched to Rachel and for a while explored 
the Kabbalah (Hulsether  2000 ). 

 Although some sociologists have argued that the Internet creates new communi-
ties, the growth of privatized spirituality points to the decline of the social and the 
erosion of community. In the past, Protestant individualism was combined with a 
deep involvement in church life and community activity. The social life of the New 
Age does not build communities and is entirely compatible with the individualism 
of consumer society. In short, the new forms of religiosity do not appear to build 
new publics. Contemporary interpretations of such developments tend therefore to 
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be pessimistic (Rieff  2006 ). The principal characteristics of religion in modern 
society are its individualism, the decline in the authority of traditional institutions 
(church and priesthood) and awareness that religious symbols are constructs. 
Bellah ’ s predictions about modernity in his article on  “ religious evolution ”  have 
been clearly fulfi lled in the growth of popular, de - institutionalized, commercialized, 
and largely post - Christian religions (Bellah  1964 ). 

 In a differentiated global religious market, these segments of the religious market 
compete with each other and overlap; the new spirituality is genuinely a consumerist 
religion and while fundamentalism appears to challenge consumer (Western) values, 
it is in fact also selling a life style based on special diets, alternative education, health 
regimes and mentalities. All three aspects of modern religion share a degree of 
consumerism, but they are also distinctively different; and gender is a crucial feature 
of the new consumerist religiosity where women increasingly dominate the new 
spiritualities; women will be and to some extent already are the  “ taste leaders ”  in 
the emergent global spiritual market place. While globalization theory tends to 
emphasize the triumph of modern fundamentalism (as a critique of traditional and 
popular religiosity), perhaps the real effect of globalization is the emergence of 
heterodox, commercial, hybrid, popular religion over orthodox, authoritative, pro-
fessional versions of the spiritual life. Their ideological effects cannot be controlled 
by religious authorities, and they have a greater impact than offi cial messages. 
However, whereas Protestant individualism contributed to building social groups 
and communities, modern spirituality with its stress on subjectivity is unlikely to 
become socially constructive in the same manner.  

  CONCLUSION: WHAT IS AT STAKE IN THE SOCIOLOGY 
OF RELIGION? 

 Religion as an institution was a major topic of classical sociology. From Karl Marx 
to Max Weber, to  É mile Durkheim and Georg Simmel, and to Talcott Parsons and 
Niklas Luhmann, the analysis of religion played a central role in the study of mod-
ernization, urbanization and the industrial transformation of society. In twentieth -
 century sociology, Parsons ’ s essays on religion and his notion of  “ the expressive 
revolution ”  have been deservedly infl uential (Robertson and Turner  1991 ). Niklas 
Luhmann ’ s controversial theory of the nature of religion as a system of communica-
tion provided new insights into the place of religion in differentiated social systems. 
Although one can cite these infl uential fi gures, it is remarkable that the study of 
religion played almost no role in the work of many postwar sociologists. In this 
respect, one can think of Norbert Elias, Alvin Gouldner, Luc Boltanski, Anthony 
Giddens, and Pierre Bourdieu. In recent years, there have been various attempts to 
suggest that Bourdieu ’ s notions of habitus, practice and fi eld are helpful in the study 
of religion (Furseth  2009 ; Rey  2007 ). Bourdieu ’ s work on habitus has inspired some 
aspects of recent interest in the body and religion for example in the work of Chris 
Shilling and Philip Mellor in this volume. Nevertheless, religion played only a minor 
role in Bourdieu ’ s work as a whole. Against the background of this intellectual 
history, I want to suggest that the approach of Durkheim to the sacred remains 
valid to the central tasks of sociology not because his approach to the elementary 
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forms of religion are beyond criticism but because Durkheim, through the study of 
religion, raised issues that remain central to sociology as such. I conclude this 
account of the contemporary map of the sociology of religion by a retrospective 
evaluation of the legacy of Durkheimian sociology. 

 He was centrally concerned with the analysis of the sacred in society. However, 
in the modern debate about public religions, it has become fairly commonplace to 
make a distinction between the sacred (the fundamental collective experience of 
sacredness as a distinctive force) and the religious (the institutions and beliefs that 
give expression to religions). We can conceptualize the religious and the sacred as 
two spheres of social reality that overlap but are yet separate and distinct. I turn to 
these issues in the fi nal chapter of this volume and hence in this opening discussion 
I am more concerned to explain and defend Durkheim ’ s account of the sacred rather 
than concentrating on the division between the sacred and the religious. Much of 
this  New Companion  is concerned to criticize the secularization thesis and its asso-
ciation with a monotone view of modernization. This critique has either directly or 
indirectly resulted in a revival of interest in Durkheim ’ s sociology in general and 
his views about the sacred in particular. 

 The current renaissance in the fortunes of the sociology religion  –  arising from 
the globalization of religion, the security crisis and the apparent failure of secularism 
as a strategy for managing religions  –  cannot tell us as such why the sociology of 
religion would matter from the point of view of sociology as a whole. One still 
wants to ask : what is at stake here? What appears to me to be at stake is the very 
nature of the social itself. Sociologists have been interested in religion because it is 
assumed to contain the seeds of social life as such. This insight was the real point 
of Durkheim ’ s critique of rationalist theories of religious belief  –  as it was also an 
important insight in Wittgenstein ’ s approach to language and meaning. Religion 
will not crumble before the fl ames of rationalist critique or fall apart as a conse-
quence of scientifi c experiment, because religion is deeply embedded in the actual 
social structures that make social life possible. Durkheim claimed that rational 
objections to Christian belief simply missed the point that religious commitment is 
bound up with a particular way of life and with membership of a particular com-
munity. Religious beliefs rather like the rules of cricket are neither rational nor 
irrational, but relevant or not relevant to the ongoing existence of a community. 
The question that faces modern sociology is whether the social is being dismantled 
by such processes as globalization, and if so whether religion can still successfully 
express the form of life of a community. Is the death of institutionalized religion 
and the rise of the new spirituality a sign of the erosion of the social? What is the 
social in a global world of mobility, fl ows and networks? 

 During the period in which the secularization paradigm was dominant in socio-
logical theory, Durkheim ’ s fortunes in professional sociology were relatively low. 
However, the contemporary revival of religion globally, especially in the political 
sphere, has also seen a revival of the idea that religion is somehow critical to the 
actual constitution of the social world. The current crises around politics and reli-
gion which is encapsulated in the notion of a  “ post - secular society ”  have made 
Durkheim ’ s sociology of religion once more a dominant concern of social and politi-
cal theory. As a result, contemporary philosophers such as Charles Taylor  (2007)  
when seeking to analyze nationalism, multiculturalism and pluralism constantly 
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invoke Durkheim as a source of inspiration and as a paradigm for understanding 
the public role of religion. What then is the deep theoretical structure of  The Ele-
mentary Forms of the Religious Life   (1995)  that remains so compelling? 

 Classical sociology can be understood as the quest to defi ne  “ the social, ”  and 
hence Durkheim ’ s attempt to understand  “ social facts ”  in  The Rules of Sociological 
Method   (1958)  remains central to sociology as a whole. In more precise terms, the 
focus of this sociological tradition was initially presented in  Primitive Classifi cation  
(Durkheim and Mauss  1963 ) where Durkheim and Mauss attempted to understand 
the general schema of logical classifi cation as manifestations of social structure. 
Classical sociological explanations are sociological in the strong sense of the term, 
because they do not refer to individual dispositions as causes of action, but give 
some primacy to collective arrangements or social structures. Of course, not all 
sociological explanations assume or adhere to Durkheim ’ s  Rules . Insofar as socio-
logical explanations do not employ references to social structure or social facts in 
Durkheim ’ s sense, they may be regarded as residing outside this strong program 
(Turner  2009b ), but they may nevertheless contain explanations that one can regard 
as sociologically important and convincing. If one wants to grasp  “ the social ”  as a 
topic of social science and if one wants to understand sociology, as opposed to 
psychology or history, one has to read Durkheim. By extension, anybody who wants 
to understand the sacred and the public sphere in modern societies would be well 
advised to take Durkheim seriously. Much of Durkheim ’ s sociology as a whole is 
discussed at length by William Ramp in chapter  2  of the volume, but in this fi nal 
section I need to revisit Durkheim in order to give an account of the specifi c impor-
tance of the sociology of religion. That is, I need to return to Durkheim in order to 
answer the question  –  what is at stake in the study of the sacred? 

 There is a double meaning to Durkheim ’ s notion of the  “ elementary. ”  At one 
level  “ elementary ”  does mean  “ primitive ”  and hence Durkheim ’ s sociology was a 
refl ection on the early fi eld work that had been carried out in Australia by Baldwin 
Spencer and F. J. Gillen  (1997)  an anthropologist and a colonial magistrate and 
published as  The Northern Tribes of Central Australia  in 1904 . But Durkheim ’ s 
intention was also to give a sociological account of the fundamental forms of the 
collective structures of consciousness. The subtitle of the earlier work on primitive 
classifi cation perhaps makes their intellectual intentions more transparent namely 
 “ a study of collective representations. ”  These primitive forms of collective repre-
sentation are the elementary principles of cultural classifi cation. We cannot under-
stand forms of consciousness by a study of the consciousness of separate individuals. 
More specifi cally, we cannot grasp the structure of thought through a psychological 
study of the contents of human minds. The social comes before the individual, and 
thus to understand  –  or to classify  –  consciousness, we need to study its social forms. 
The explicit thesis of Durkheim ’ s study was that it is society itself that presents the 
mind with these  “ primitive forms, ”  namely the elementary forms of classifi cation. 

 What was the originality of Durheim ’ s study of religion? Durkheim was of course 
in many respects a rationalist and positivist in his approach to sociology. Despite 
Durkheim ’ s rationalism, he came to see the religious as the wellspring of social life. 
According to Talcott Parsons ’ s famous observation in  The Structure of Social Action  
 (1937) , Durkheim at the conclusion of his career came to recognize that it was 
religion that produced society, not society that produced religion. Durkheim ’ s 
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sociology of religion broke decisively with the intellectual context of nineteenth -
 century individualism, evolutionary thought and cognitive rationalism. Much of his 
intellectual effort went into attacking Herbert Spencer who in combining both 
individualism and evolutionary thought had become profoundly infl uential not only 
in Europe but in China and Japan in their quest to comprehend modernization. 
Before Durkheim and modern anthropology, rationalist theories of religion treated 
the religious beliefs of primitive society as irrational or at least as mistaken views 
of reality. Primitive religion was defi ned as animist, because it proposed that natural 
phenomena were governed or animated by spirits. Natural science would eventually 
show that primitive magic and mythology were based false beliefs, and hence the 
spread of science would lead eventually to the demise of religion. Durkheim was 
especially critical of such rationalist views, emphasizing the continuing sociological 
importance of religion to social cohesion. 

 In the context of the anthropological research that became available in the nine-
teenth century, Christian intellectuals felt it was necessary to explain the differences 
between primitive rituals such as a communal meal and Christian practice such as 
the Eucharist. One solution was to appeal to evolutionary theory itself in order to 
argue that Protestantism was the most highly evolved religion, and that its rituals 
and beliefs were essentially abstract propositions that could be justifi ed by rational 
argument. Protestant theology attempted to express religious truths through meta-
phors that have replaced ideas about actual relationships. In Protestant Christianity, 
the idea of divine fatherhood had become completely dissociated from the physical 
notion of natural fatherhood and the Eucharist had become a ritual of remembrance 
rather than the presence of the living God. Alasdair MacIntyre (1969) in  The Reli-
gious Signifi cance of Atheism  made much use of Mrs Humphrey Ward ’ s novel 
 Robert Elsmere   (1914)  as an account of the intellectual climate of the late Victorian 
world in which there was a drift of nineteenth - century Protestantism from an evan-
gelical faith to a secular justifi cation of religious practice and eventually to human-
ism and socialism.  Robert Elsmere  which was published in 1888 became an instant 
success in charting the rise of an ethical interpretation of the Christian message in 
which the Bible was seen to be a moral treatise rather than a sacred text. 

 It was against this background of individualistic, rationalist and psychological 
theories of religion that Durkheim ’ s generic defi nition of religion was intellectually 
interesting and infl uential. According to his famous defi nition, religion is not a belief 
in a high god or gods, but rather a unifi ed system of beliefs and practices based 
upon a classifi cation of social reality into sacred and profane things, and further-
more these beliefs and practices unite its adherents into a single moral community. 
Durkheim re - directed attention away from individuals to social groups or what he 
called a moral community. Religion as a classifi catory system that is grounded in 
the dichotomy between the sacred and profane is thus set apart from magic which 
was seen by Durkheim to be an individual and instrumental activity. For Durkheim, 
there is no church of magic and religion survives because it satisfi es a basic social 
function, not a psychological one. Thus Durkheim argued there is no society that 
can exist that does not need at regular intervals to sustain and reaffi rm its collective 
life  –  its historical narrative, shared emotions and dominant ideas. 

 In this sense there are no false or irrational religions, because religion is the self -
 representation of society that is its collective representation. In these arguments 
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Durkheim was infl uenced by pragmatism, specifi cally James ’ s  The Varieties of Reli-
gious Experience   (1963) . From a pragmatist position, it does not make sense to ask 
about the veracity of religious classifi catory practices; rather classifi catory systems 
are only more or less useful in helping us to cope with reality rather than true or 
false in explaining reality. Religion is primarily a collective activity based on a clas-
sifi cation of things into the sacred (set apart and forbidden) and profane (part of 
the everyday world). Because religion is collective, it is experienced as obligatory in 
the life of the individual. In this sense, it is what Durkheim called a  “ social fact ”  
 –  a phenomenon outside the individual, existing independently and exercising moral 
force over society. Finally it makes little sense to have a strong evolutionary view 
of religion. In modern society, while the collective sense of the sacred may be less 
vivid, the same or similar functions can still be detected. Therefore when Durkheim 
employed words like  “ elementary ”  and  “ primitive ”  he was not adopting an evolu-
tionary scheme, because for him the primary meaning of  “ elementary ”  is  “ basic ”  
or  “ foundational. ”  

 We might re - state Durkheim ’ s thesis to argue that political and social beliefs 
receive their authoritative force from classifi catory systems that are collective and 
public, and which are sustained by a shared emotional life. We can assume that the 
argument is based on the following sequential structure in which collective rituals 
produce shared emotions giving rise to a social effervescence. Through this process 
collective classifi cations are given some political authority. This argument raises an 
obvious question about modern society, namely what happens to the authority of 
classifi catory systems where the force of collective emotions are diminished by the 
secularization of religious systems? Durkheim anticipated this question when he 
wrote that the history of scientifi c classifi cation is, in the last analysis, the history 
of the steps by which the element of social affectivity has been progressively weak-
ened, diluted and ultimately undermined, thereby leaving more space for the refl ec-
tive thought of individuals. However, Durkheim believed that this element of shared 
affectivity could never be entirely absent from a viable functioning society. 

 The implication of Durkheim ’ s argument is that the collective and emotional 
character of classifi catory practices in modern societies has broken down, and that 
with modernity there is an inevitable erosion of the authority of religious belief and 
a greater indeterminacy about religious practice, as individuals become more refl ec-
tive about underlying classifi catory principles. They are no longer taken for granted 
belief systems and social relations are subject to processes of individualization. 
However, under certain circumstances such as a revolutionary moment or a collec-
tive threat to a society in wartime collective symbolism once more becomes crucial. 
The lasting value of Durkheim ’ s work is therefore the insight it gives us into trau-
matic events, collective emotions and symbols in modern politics. 

 Why has there been a revival of religion in the public sphere? Why have forms 
of religious nationalism become so prevalent? One answer is that religious cosmolo-
gies and collective symbolization have a collective force that was not fully available 
to the ideological systems of communism and nationalism. By contrast, religion 
allows a national community to express its history in deep - rooted myths or sacred 
time as if that national history had a universal signifi cance, namely to express the 
mythical history of a nation in terms of a story of suffering and survival about 
humanity as a whole. The classical illustrations would be Poland, Mexico, and the 
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Philippines or more recently East Timor. Poland above all conceptualized itself as 
the Crucifi ed Nation of Europe. We might note the obvious point that these are 
Catholic societies in which Roman Catholic symbolism, especially the fi gures of the 
Crucifi ed Christ and the lamenting Virgin Mary, as Genevi è ve Zubrzycki  (2006)  
demonstrated in  The Crosses of Auschwitz,  is crucial to their historical self - under-
standing as imagined communities. (See Zubrzycki ’ s account of nationalism and 
religion in chapter  27 .) The Protestant Churches have been more readily the vehicles 
for expressive individualism and subjectivism and perhaps less able to function as 
national vehicles of collective action. The exceptions might be Protestant national-
ism in Scotland and Northern Ireland. Reading Durkheim ’ s classic study of religion 
thus continues to offer us a creative sociological insight into these on - going tensions 
between nationalism religious revival and individual subjectivity in modern cultures, 
proving a stimulus to the constant renewal of sociological theory. 

 In the fi nal chapter on post - secular society, I argue that we should conceptualize 
secularization at two levels: the political and the social. At the level of the state, in 
societies that are increasingly complex and diverse, there is a growing trend that we 
may broadly designate as  “ the management of religion. ”  In this sense the old liberal 
paradigm is being replaced by a new alliance between states and religion to regulate 
public space. We can argue that both  É mile Durkheim and Max Weber remain 
critically relevant to these debates. The idea of a post - secular society means basically 
that secular authorities can no longer simply ignore religion and that a liberal 
framework demands mutual recognition of competing religions. The specifi c issue 
in recent history has been the inclusion of diasporic Muslim communities into 
Western societies. These political developments are in some ways rather separate 
from the ebb and fl ow of religion in terms of the everyday social world. In this 
respect, Durkheim ’ s perspective on the sacred and the profane remains the dominant 
paradigm of sociological inquiry. The sociology of religion remains important 
because the intersections of these two fi elds  –  the public religions of the civil sphere 
and the religious practices of everyday social sphere  –  constitute the central dimen-
sions of the problem of  “ the social ”  in the modern world.  

  Note 

  Some aspects of this introduction fi rst appeared as  “ Reshaping the sociology of religion: 
globalization, spirituality and the erosion of the social, ”   Sociological Review  (2009), 57 (1): 
186 – 200.   
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The Sociology of Religion 
 The Foundations  

  Andrew   McKinnon       

     The classics have long played an important role in sociological theory and research, 
perhaps particularly about religion. While there are some who have deplored the 
ongoing conversation with classical sociological writers like Durkheim, Weber, 
Marx, and Simmel, as mere  “ ancestor worship ”  (Stark  2004 ), most other sociolo-
gists of religion have seen this heritage as an invaluable resource. What texts and 
which authors have counted as  “ classics ”  has admittedly changed  –  before the 
1980s, few sociologists of religion would have included Marx, for example. In fact, 
one of the ways in which theory in the sociology of religion appears to change is 
when classic texts get reinterpreted, when some end up relegated to the dustbin, or 
when new classics are added to the established pantheon. So, even if Rodney Stark 
doesn ’ t approve of the established classics, he still wants to make Adam Smith a 
classic sociologist of religion (Stark  2006 ), and most critics of the predominance of 
the classics have still found themselves having to position their arguments in debates 
with reference to these same classics (O ’ Toole  2001 ). 

 It is perhaps regrettable that more attention is not given to contemporary theory 
and debates in sociology of religion, but it is probably also understandable given 
the centrality of the  “ religion question ”  in the classics and its comparative marginal-
ity in contemporary theory. The classics are important in sociology of religion, in 
their own right, however, for two reasons. First, because a discipline ’ s classic texts 
form the context of all subsequent sociological conversations (Alexander  1987 ); 
they provide a great deal of our most important vocabulary, the inspiration for 
many of our methods, and the starting point for most of our conversations about 
the social world  –  even if their world is occasionally very different from ours. An 
understanding of their texts is a cost of admission into the fi eld of sociological 
research on religion (Bourdieu  1990 : 30). 

 Second, classics are works that contemporary communities continue to fi nd 
important and useful, and  –  somewhat paradoxically  –  sources of innovation. 
Classic texts are not simply collections of sociological rules to be mastered, nor 
compilations of hypotheses to be tested. Rather they  “ inspire imitation, invite 
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elaboration and provoke discussion  …  [A] surplus of sociological signifi cation  …  
is the most indelible mark of a genuine disciplinary or sub - disciplinary classic. From 
this point of view, classics are not terminal destinations but rather points of embar-
kation for departure on future intellectual journeys ”  (O ’ Toole  2001 : 140 – 1). For 
this reason, every generation will read and interpret the classics in new ways  –  
posing its own questions and challenges to the ancestors. The classics have impor-
tant challenges for us, as well. Marx and Weber set the bar for scholarship very 
high with their innovative ways of understanding religion, but also with the breadth 
and depth of their historical, comparative, and philosophical knowledge  –  not to 
mention the scope of their research questions. 

 This chapter will introduce the work of Marx and of Weber on religion; in this 
volume, Durkheim is grouped with the anthropological foundations, and thus will 
be discussed at length in the following chapter. My aim is to introduce Weber and 
Marx as classic thinkers in the sociology of religion, and thus it does not touch on 
the many other topics with which Marx and Weber concerned themselves. While I 
make every effort to provide a good place to start for readers new to these classics, 
this is my own interpretation of Marx and Weber, and it will inevitably differ from 
that of other readers. I am particularly interested in the historical and literary dimen-
sions of their work, and my interpretations refl ect that concern. Since all elucidation 
is necessarily partial, there is no substitute for reading and re - reading these classic 
works for oneself. I hope I will have provided both a solid starting point for doing 
so, and some sense of the rewards of engaging with the work of both Marx and 
Weber fi rsthand.  

  MARX 

 Although Marx is now usually (and quite appropriately) included as one of the key 
 “ classic ”  writers for sociologists of religion, his work has a more problematic 
status within the sub - discipline compared with the work of Durkheim and Weber, 
whose positions are much more secure. There are, I suggest, two reasons for this. 
The fi rst is that Marx never devoted much of his formidable intellect to the study 
of religion: he simply left us a small number of works dealing with religion (and 
even there religion is a secondary concern), and these are mostly from his early 
writings. Second, it is easy to construe Marx as fundamentally antagonistic towards 
(or dismissive of) religion. Often Marx is introduced in sociological texts on reli-
gion, only to be dismissed again as an example of economic reductionism. That is 
to say, many writers unsympathetic to Marx will argue that for Marx religion and 
religious change are entirely derived from changes in the economy (construed as a 
refl ection of class interests or the mode of production itself)  –  a view which has 
never found very many supporters. A related problem stems from the fact that 
Marx is well known to have described religion as the  “ opium of the people, ”  
though few have stopped to take a second thought about what that phrase could 
have meant in the 1840s when Marx wrote it (McKinnon  2005 ). Unlike Weber 
and Durkheim, Marx has never really had a signifi cant following within sociology 
of religion  –  partly for intellectual, but also for political reasons. This does not 
mean that Marx has been wholly without infl uence, nor does it mean that his work 
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does not provide important points of departure, some of which remain only par-
tially explored to this day. 

 Marx was born in the city of Trier in 1818, three years after it had become part 
of the Kingdom of Prussia (later part of Germany). He came from a long line of 
rabbis on both sides of his family, but his family was Protestant, his father having 
converted for a career in the civil service. He studied law at the University of Bonn 
before moving to the University of Berlin where he encountered the philosophy of 
G. W. F. Hegel, who had taught at Berlin and died only a few years before Marx 
arrived. In 1841 he submitted his doctoral dissertation (on Greek Philosophy) at 
the University of Jena, where Hegel had written his early (and arguably his greatest) 
work,  The Phenomenology of Spirit   ([1807] 1994) . 

 Marx ’ s radical politics made an academic career (where the state had enormous 
power over academic appointments) unlikely, and he managed to quickly get himself 
into trouble in journalism as well. In 1843 the newspaper Marx edited,  Die Rhein-
ische Zeitung , was closed by the Prussian authorities and Marx, fearing jail (not 
unreasonably) fl ed to Paris, Brussels then to Cologne. Each of these moves brought 
with it further political problems before Marx and his family settled in London 
(ironically the capital of the most powerful empire in the world), which in those 
days had a large community of political refugees, in 1849. It is in the period after 
leaving Germany, but before arriving in London, that Marx begins to identify his 
radical democratic politics as  Communist , an emerging political tradition which 
Marx (and his collaborator Friedrich Engels) would try to shape with their famous 
 Communist Manifesto   ([1848] 1967) . While living in London, Marx continued to 
write for newspapers and to be involved in radical politics; it was here that he began 
his major research, still unfi nished at the time of his death in 1883, entitled  Capital: 
A Critique of Political Economy   (1967) . In this period Marx ’ s writing becomes 
more focused on what we would now call  “ economics ” : it is an attempt to under-
stand the basic dynamics of a capitalist society. 

 Some writers, following the French Marxist theorist Louis Althusser (1965), 
have seen a strict separation between the  “ early ”  and the  “ late ”  Marx (the latter 
being understood as more  “ scientifi c ” ). While most scholars would not accept this 
as a rigid divide, it is clear that while certain themes carry through the whole of 
Marx ’ s writing life, his vocabulary does undergo some signifi cant change, and his 
work becomes much more clearly focused on  “ economic ”  issues, as opposed to the 
more  “ philosophical ”  debates in which he was engaged with Hegel ’ s descendents 
known as the  “ Young Hegelians. ”  Although Marx had sharp differences with this 
group of philosophers, at an early stage in his work Marx is very much one of 
them. 

 When Marx began his studies, Hegel was the dominant philosophical fi gure, and 
although he had died before Marx arrived in Berlin, his work continued to be the 
starting point for all German philosophical debates. For Hegel, history was the 
progress of consciousness about human freedom, but what this meant continued to 
be a hotly contested question. The  “ Old ”  (or more accurately the  “ Right ” ) Hege-
lians took this philosophy as a means of justifying the Prussian State and its con-
stitutional monarchy as the highest instantiation of the idea of human freedom. This 
was further supplemented by a defense of orthodox (Lutheran) Christianity, which 
was the offi cial state religion, and which Hegel had seen as the highest point in 
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religious evolution. This view was challenged by those Hegelians who were united 
primarily by their shared opposition to these two positions, the radical supporters 
of enlightenment and democracy who are referred to as the  “ Young ”  or  “ Left ”  
Hegelians. There is a good case to be made that the two groups in fact correspond 
roughly to the work of the Young and Old Hegel  –  as a young man Hegel had been 
an enthusiast of the French Revolution, even seeing Napoleon ’ s invasion of Prussia 
as rational progress (Hegel  1807 ; Hyppolite  1969 ); he later became the offi cial 
philosopher of the Prussian state, and it is not diffi cult to read his late masterpiece, 
 The Philosophy of Right  (1821), in support of a Right Hegelian position, though 
many contemporary Hegel scholars would dispute this view (for an overview see 
Houlgate  2005 : 181ff.). 

 The Left Hegelians, among whom Bruno Bauer and Ludwig Feuerbach exercised 
the greatest infl uence on the young Marx, were primarily interested in questions of 
religion  –  or at least, that was what they wrote most about. This may be in part 
due to the fact that there was greater freedom to write controversially on questions 
of religion than would have been permitted to write about politics in like manner 
 –  religion became politics by other means. Nonetheless, their published views on 
religion (both were avowed atheists) were suffi cient to block Feuerbach from an 
academic appointment, and for Bauer to lose his. In both cases, the state recognized 
that (in a situation where there is a state religion) there were political implications 
to their critiques. While Marx later turned critical of his erstwhile colleagues, both 
were very infl uential in the development of his thought. Bauer, from whom Marx 
took a course on the prophet Isaiah in 1839 (McLellan  1973 : 34), argued that 
religion was part of the process of developing self - consciousness, but that the fi nal 
stage of human self - consciousness must entail the exit from religion: if we recognize 
that God is a human creation we will come to the point of being able to see ourselves 
clearly (without needing the mediating idea of God). Feuerbach mostly sang from 
the same hymn book as Bauer did, but he differed from Bauer on two points. First, 
while Bauer was primarily preoccupied with Biblical studies and theology, Feuer-
bach was more interested in religion as a  “ secret anthropology ”  that  –  properly 
interpreted  –  would disclose the human  essence . Second, while Bauer focused on 
religion as distorted cognition, Feuerbach was much more concerned with the emo-
tional aspects of religious projection onto God or the gods (God as love, as jealous, 
as compassionate, and so forth) and with the way such attributions to God take 
 away from  humankind in equal measure  –  for Feuerbach, this is how humans alien-
ate themselves from their own essence (Harvey  1995 ). 

 This is where Marx enters the debate, with his  “ Towards a critique of Hegel ’ s 
philosophy of right: introduction, ”  his most substantial engagement with the ques-
tion of religion  ([1844] 1977) , and also the locus of his famous metaphor of religion 
as the  “ opium of the people. ”  Marx had been exiled from Prussia and taken up 
residence in Paris, where he had come into contact with working-class socialism. In 
Paris he had begun to develop a dialectical understanding of social change in which 
the property - less classes are the ones who have the capacity to bring about a society 
without property (and hence classes). The proletariat begins to assume a much 
greater role in his thinking about social change, and his social criticism begins to 
develop a sociological analysis accordingly, but the logic of his thinking is still 
largely consonant with his Left Hegelian colleagues. 
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 Despite its title,  Towards a Critique  actually has very little to say about Hegel ’ s 
 Philosophy of Right ; rather, it is an  “  Aufhebung  ”  of Feuerbach ’ s critique of religion. 
This Hegelian keyword is notoriously hard to translate, and can mean quite opposite 
things: taken - up or kept, canceled, or abolished. In Hegelian and post - Hegelian 
philosophy it means both  –  it points to a contradiction between two countervailing 
tendencies or forces that must be resolved by a synthesis of the two. Marx never 
defi ned this term, but we get a good defi nition of it from Engels, who did. Engels 
writes that  “  Aufhebung  ”  means  “  ‘ Overcome and Preserved ’ ; overcome as regards 
form, and preserved as real content ”  (Engels  1969 : 166). 

 There are three senses in which the form of Feuerbach ’ s work needed to be 
overcome in order to preserve the real content. First, Marx observes that Feuer-
bach ’ s religious anthropology is essentially asocial:  “ Feuerbach resolves the religious 
essence into the human essence. But the human essence is no abstraction inherent 
in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the social relations ”  
(Marx  1977 : 157). Second, the form of Feuerbach ’ s inquiries is essentially theologi-
cal, even if his conclusions are atheistic. The question of the existence of God is 
essentially theological, and Marx thinks that the political questions themselves are 
far more important than the question of whether God exists or not (though he 
clearly thought not). What matters are not religious questions, but social and politi-
cal examinations. Finally, Marx argues that Feuerbach ’ s work is speculative, and 
in the end, fundamentally idealist (even though Feuerbach claimed to be materialist): 
if people come to the right intellectual conclusions about God  –  that he is a projec-
tion of our own human powers  –  we will inevitably re - appropriate those powers 
for ourselves. Marx may not be right in his understanding of Feuerbach, but it is 
clear that Marx is convinced that thought is not suffi cient to change the world: it 
will take a revolution. 

 For Marx, the criticism of religion, although  “ essentially fi nished ”  (Marx  1977 : 
64) is not an end in itself; it is rather simply a means for addressing other questions. 
Marx takes the latest developments of post - Hegelian philosophy, and he turns them 
into an action - oriented critique of the social world. If the conclusion of the Young 
Hegelians is that  “ man is the highest being for man ”  (p. 69), then  “ categorical 
imperative ”  as far as Marx is concerned, is  “ to overthrow all relations in which 
man is a debased, enslaved, forsaken, despicable being ”  (p. 69). The point of Marx ’ s 
essay is not that  “ Man makes religion, religion does not make man ”  (this was 
Feuerbach ’ s thesis and claim to infamy) but rather the point is to overcome the situ-
ation in which human beings are  “ debased, enslaved and forsaken. ”  Feuerbach ’ s 
philosophical point is here but a premise or an  “ assumption ”  ( Voraussetzung ) from 
which Marx proceeds. It does not, however, make atheism in and of itself the more 
progressive position, since Marx wants to move beyond these theological questions 
altogether; by the end of his life Bauer was still an avowed atheist, but he had 
abandoned his radical democratic politics altogether and become an infl uential 
advisor to the Kaiser. 

 For stylistic reasons, it is sometimes diffi cult to distinguish quotations, summary 
and ironic responses to another author from Marx ’ s own analysis, a problem which 
has often led readers of  On the Jewish Question  to conclude that Marx was an 
anti - Semite. As David McLellan ( 1969 : 75 – 7) has shown, this conclusion is only 
tenable if we read Marx ’ s essay in isolation from Bauer ’ s argument to which Marx 
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is responding  –  and Bauer was an anti - Semite. Readers have often come up against 
similar problems separating Marx ’ s social and political analysis of religion from 
Feuerbach ’ s psychological and theological argument to which Marx is responding 
critically. 

 Marx ’ s summary of Feuerbach takes up the fi rst three paragraphs of the essay 
and Marx ’ s own analysis of religion begins in the fourth. There Marx writes:

  Religious suffering is at the same time an  expression  of real suffering and a  protest  
against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a 
heartless world, and the spirit of a spiritless situation. It is the  opium  of the people. 

 The [Aufhebung] of religion as the illusory happiness of the people is the demand 
for their real happiness. The demand to give up the illusions of their condition is a 
demand to give up a condition that requires illusion. The criticism of religion is there-
fore the germ of the criticism of the valley of tears whose halo is religion. 

 Criticism has plucked the imaginary fl owers from the chains not so that man may 
throw away the chains without any imagination or comfort, but so that he may throw 
away the chains and pluck living fl owers. The criticism of religion disillusions man so 
that he may think, act, and fashion his own reality as a disillusioned man comes to his 
sense; so that he may revolve around himself as his real sun. Religion is only the illusory 
sun which revolves around man as long as he does not revolve around himself. (1977: 
64, translation amended, emphasis original)   

 These passages begin with an essentially dialectical logic. Religious suffering, is both 
 “ expression of ”  and  “ protest against ”  real suffering, both of which Marx highlights 
by underlining. Sergio Rojo writes,

  The characteristic of the defi nition which Marx gives to the two terms “expression of 
real suffering and protest and against real suffering” constitutes a dialectical relation, 
an unstable equilibrium, which mutually infl uence each other, even if, historically, one 
aspect has prevailed over the other.  (1988: 210, my translation)    

 Unlike in Feuerbach ’ s analysis, religion is not an  “ abstract ”  expression of the human 
essence. Rather, expanding on the  “ expression, ”  he highlights the social dimension 
by writing that religion is the spirit and heart of a spiritless, heartless social situa-
tion; religion is a sigh that bears witness to oppression. While religion was an 
 “ expression ”  of suffering for Feuerbach (though not social and political suffering, 
poverty and oppression), it is by no means a  “ protest ”  against that suffering (espe-
cially in its socio - political forms). 

 Marx underlines  expression ,  protest , and  opium , suggesting that  “ opium ”  
embodies the contradiction between expression and protest. Opium, then, is the 
moment of  Aufheben   “ in which negation and preservation (affi rmation) are brought 
together ”  (Marx  2002 : 87). The  “ traditional ”  readings of religion as  “ opium of the 
people ”  neglect both this context and dialectical movement, in which opium, as a 
condensed signifi er, brings together both expression and protest in one moment. 
Marx ’ s use of this metaphor forces us to look at it dialectically: opium/religion as 
expression and protest. 

 Readers seldom stop to think about what Marx means when he writes that reli-
gion is  “ opium of the people ”  because it seems quite obvious: religion is an addictive 
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pain - killer that distorts our perception of reality. Such an understanding would have 
been quite foreign in Marx ’ s context. Opium was an important medicine (one Marx 
used himself (Regnault  1933 ; McLellan  1973 : 337)), but it was also used as a means 
of infant - doping. It was the source of wild visions of another world (Coleridge ’ s 
 Kubla Khan  [1813] and De Quincey ’ s  Confessions of an English Opium Eater  
[1821]), but also a major commodity and an important source of tax revenue for 
the British Empire. It was sometimes used for inducing sleep, but it was the cause 
of two international confl icts referred to as the  “ Opium wars, ”  the fi rst of which 
had just ended (in 1842). The irony was not lost on Marx when he wrote that  “ the 
occasion of [the second] outbreak has unquestionably been afforded by the English 
canon forcing upon China that soporifi c drug called opium. ”  (Marx and Engels 
 1975 : vol. 12, 93). Far from being a simple metaphor about the role of religion in 
society, it embodies the contradictions that Marx sees at the heart of religion, as 
 expression of , and  protest against  real misery. 

 Marx wrote very little about religion after this essay, and these are generally 
occasional comments or even asides and footnotes in other works. It is therefore 
questionable whether it is even possible (or desirable) to reconstruct a systematic 
sociology of religion from these fragments. Alternately, one could argue that religion 
is best treated under the general umbrella of  “ ideology ”  or  “ alienation, ”  concepts 
which derive from his thinking about religion and about which he did write con-
siderably more. This would mean treating religion as if it were not a specifi c phe-
nomenon with its own analytic demands, as if it were any other element of culture. 
Regardless of how one were to develop Marx ’ s sociology of religion into a more 
systematic program, it is clear that it needs to be treated as a contradictory phe-
nomenon, and not simply as an  “ expression ”  of class suffering (or interests) but as 
both an expression and a protest. 

 The Marxian tradition as it developed later has tended to emphasize rather one -
 sidedly the role of religion as the expression of interests rather than of suffering, 
but also its role in social control as an extension of that  “ expression. ”  While this 
is a helpful corrective to the Durkheimian notions where religion appears as an 
expression of the group (without any reference to power), it tends to minimize the 
role of religion in social protest. Thus, Marx ’ s collaborator, Friedrich Engels  (1966)  
and Karl Kautsky both tended to see religion as a direct expression of class interests 
and as a form of social control. On the whole Kautsky tended to be much more 
simplistic than Engels in reducing religion to class interests. 

 Unlike Marx, Engels did engage in the empirical study of religion and society; 
 The Peasant War in Germany   (1966)  is his study of sixteenth century  “ religious ”  
confl ict. Engels argues that while the war between the radical, communist peasants 
and the nobility was framed in terms of religious language, religion was the  “ cloth-
ing ”  that covered class interests. In the late Middle Ages, religion provided the 
language by which power was justifi ed, but it was also (and partly because it was 
the hegemonic language) the only medium in which dissatisfactions could be 
expressed (see Turner  1991 : 71 – 80). Ernst Bloch, another Marxist thinker, takes 
Engels work as a starting point, but Bloch argues that Engels overstates the primacy 
of economic forces. In Bloch ’ s historical study of Thomas M ü nzer, the leading fi gure 
of the rebellion ([1921] 1964), Bloch contends that M ü nzer is both a theologian 
 and  a revolutionary, and not simply a revolutionary dressed up as a theologian. In 
like vain, he argues that religion does not simply hide the  “ real ”  (political, class) 
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interests, but that (particularly in the sixteenth century) neither religion nor econom-
ics can be readily reduced to the other  –  rather, they exist as a complicated whole. 
How we are to understand the relation between the two remains somewhat unclear, 
though Bloch ’ s study provides a seriously under utilized resource for Marxian soci-
ology of religion. This book is the most sociological of all of Bloch ’ s books, and 
bears the marks of Bloch ’ s engagement with the thought of his teacher, Max Weber, 
whom I will discuss below. 

 In many respects, Bloch exemplifi es the challenge for all Marxian sociology of 
religion: to critically analyze the relationship between religion and the relations of 
production, domination, and exploitation without ending up with Kautsky ’ s eco-
nomic reductionism. How to accomplish this without becoming a Weberian has 
long been the challenge, and it has been taken up with greater or lesser success not 
only by Ernst Bloch (Dianteill and L ö wy  2005 ), but also by Antonio Gramsci 
(Gramsci  1971 ; Billings  1990 ), several members of the Frankfurt School (Mendieta 
2005; Brittain  2005 ) and Lucien Goldman  ([1956] 1964) .  

  MAX WEBER 

 Max Weber was a generation younger than Karl Marx, born in Erfurt, Thuringia, 
then part of the Kingdom of Prussia in 1864. Weber ’ s father, with whom he had 
personal diffi culties, was a lawyer in the Prussian Civil service, and it was his career 
trajectory that Weber seemed to be following when he left home to study law and 
history at the universities in Heidelberg, G ö ttingen, and Berlin. Weber ’ s early studies 
were marked more by drinking and dueling (a passion he inherited from his father, 
and from which he bore a scar on his cheek for the rest of his life) than by great 
studiousness. Weber ’ s father was a hard working bureaucrat, but not particularly 
pious; it was on his mother ’ s side of the family that Weber could see the confl uence 
of the Protestant Ethic with the Spirit of Capitalism. His mother came from a long 
line of Huguenot (originally French) Calvinists, including both academics and indus-
trialists (Marianne Weber  1975 ). 

 Weber earned his doctoral degree in 1889 with a dissertation on medieval fi rms, 
and his  Habilitationschrift  (a second dissertation that gave him the license to teach 
in a German university) two years later on the topic of Roman agricultural history 
and its implications for Western law. After teaching for a short period of time at 
the universities of Berlin, Freiburg and Heidelberg, Weber had a nervous break-
down. It is often suggested that this breakdown resulted from the guilt he suffered 
when he threw his father out of the house shortly before he died. Whatever the 
cause of the illness, it left Weber incapacitated and unable to teach, or, initially, to 
write. Revived by a trip to the St Louis World ’ s Fair in 1904, on his return Weber 
wrote two essays which together would comprise his most famous work  The Prot-
estant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism  ([1905 – 6] 2002). While Weber worked 
prodigiously in the following years, he only went back to teaching at the end of the 
First World War (in Vienna and Munich). He died of complications from infl uenza 
in 1920. 

 If sociologists the world over were asked to elect a single - most important classic 
text in the discipline, the odds are very good that  The Protestant Ethic and Spirit 
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of Capitalism  would come out on top. Although it is common to speak of Weber ’ s 
 “ thesis, ”  the meaning of the book and the truth of its claims (which depend on how 
one interprets the  “ thesis ”  of the book) continue to be debated. There is consider-
able ambiguity about Weber ’ s essays, and it is not unfair to say that this is one of 
the reasons it has remained a classic text (Baehr and Wells  2002 ): it is open to 
interpretation and re - interpretation as each new generation of sociologists encoun-
ters the text bringing its own questions and concerns to the reading of it. 

 Weber begins with the observation that the most economically developed areas 
in turn of the century Europe tended to be Protestant, rather than Catholic, and 
that the histories of the Protestant Reformation (particularly in its Calvinist form) 
and modern capitalism seem to have been intertwined in particularly intense ways. 
Some of the data Weber used to make his claims about the contemporary predomi-
nance of Protestants in industry have subsequently been questioned (cf. Samuelsson, 
 1957 ) but he is by no means the fi rst to have noticed the  “ elective affi nity ”  of the 
capitalists for Protestantism. 

 Weber ’ s essays are often seen as a riposte to Marx (or at least to the Marxism 
of Karl Kautsky who was at the time the intellectual spokesman of the Social Demo-
crats), because Weber emphasizes the role of  “ ideal factors ”  in the historical shaping 
of social formations. The degree to which this is the case is easily exaggerated  –  to 
the gross distortion of Weber ’ s text. In fact, while Weber was partially responding 
to the crudities of orthodox Marxism, his narrative is arguably infl uenced more by 
the work of Nietzsche (Kent  1983 ; Hennis 1988; Kemple  2001 ) and of Goethe 
(Albrow  1990 ; McKinnon  forthcoming ). 

 A key, but often inadequately understood, term in Weber ’ s essays of 1905 – 6 on 
the Protestant Ethic is the notion of  “ elective affi nity, ”  an idea that serves (some-
times only implicitly) to connect the various forces and elements in Weber ’ s argu-
ment. Weber took the term from a novel by J. W. von Goethe entitled  Elective 
Affi nities   ([1807] 1994) . This minor masterpiece is the story of a couple, Eduard 
and Charlotte, and the changes that follow when two new people are added to their 
household. The fi rst to arrive is Eduard ’ s best friend, Captain, and a little while 
later Charlotte ’ s niece Ottilie. Eduard soon falls in love with Ottilie, and Charlotte 
develops an intense attraction for Captain. Goethe foreshadows these events with 
an extended conversation between Charlotte, Eduard, and the Captain about  “ elec-
tive affi nity ”  ( Wahlverwandtschaften ). Substances with an elective affi nity have a 
very strong attraction to one another, and in their interaction  “ modify one another 
and form … a new substance altogether. ”  Through this conversation, Goethe devel-
ops a  “ chemistry ”  of social relations that applies both to intimate relations and to 
interactions between groups, including different  “ vocations ”  ( Berufbestimmingen ), 
classes, and status groups ( St ä nde ).  “ Imagine, ”  Captain explains,

  an A closely bound to a B and by a variety of means and even by force not able to be 
separated from it; imagine a C with a similar relationship to a D; now bring the pairs 
into contact; A will go over to D, C to B without our being able to say who fi rst left 
the other, who fi rst with another was united again. (p. 35)   

 When Ottilie arrives, we will soon sense the attraction between her and Eduard, 
and the subsequent growing mutual affection of Charlotte and the Captain; the 
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arrival of D (Ottilie) sparks a chain of reactions. The old (marriage) bond between 
A and B is broken, and a new confi guration of relations emerges: A  “ goes over to ”  
D and B joins with C. As in a chemical equation, the bonds created between two 
elements create a substance that may be very different from either of the elements 
so united. But such merging of the two people (the  “ two joined as one ”  of a mar-
riage bond) creates a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts: an alkali and 
acid join together to form a salt. Some elements sue for divorce to marry another. 

 In the  Protestant Ethic  essays, Weber contends that religious beliefs and practices 
made an important contribution to the breakdown of economic traditionalism, and 
the emergence of modern rational capitalism. Several Protestant beliefs and practices 
came together to form what would become the  “ Spirit of Capitalism, ”  a spirit with 
a particular elective affi nity with the capitalist practices of small - scale business-
people. From Luther came the notion of the calling ( “ Beruf ” )  –  faithful Christians 
should serve God devotedly in their occupations, rather than fl eeing the world to 
serve God behind the monastery walls. The Calvinists added an important ingredi-
ent. God, they believed, predestined souls to salvation or damnation; in the words 
of the Westminster confession:  “ By the decree of God, for the manifestation of His 
glory, some men and angels are predestinated unto everlasting life; and others fore-
ordained to everlasting death ”  (Westminster Confession III: 3). This created an 
insatiable need for reassurance which they achieved through a disciplined life -
 conduct ( Lebensf ü hrung ): they worked hard and since they did not spend on luxu-
ries, but reinvested their money in the work to which they were called, their 
enterprises fl ourished. The elect  “ may, from the certainty of their effectual vocation, 
be assured of their eternal election ”  (Westminster Confession III: 8). 

 In abbreviated or simplistic textbook versions of the tale, it often sounds as if 
Weber ’ s  “ thesis ”  is that the Protestant Reformation  “ caused ”  capitalism. Although 
Weber does believe that Protestant beliefs and practices were important for the rise 
of  modern  capitalism, his argument is severely distorted by such cause and effect 
tales that are typically premised on metaphors from physics or statistics  –  Talcott 
Parsons accidentally promoted this by translating  “ elective affi nity ”  as  “ correla-
tion. ”  Weber, however, is clear that this is not what he is arguing, and introduces 
the notion of  “ elective affi nity ”  here to clarify what he does mean. Weber writes:

  we have no intention of defending any such foolishly doctrinaire thesis as that the 
 “ capitalist spirit ”  …  let alone capitalism itself,  could only  arise as the result of certain 
infl uences of the Reformation. The very fact that certain important  forms  of capitalist 
business are considerably older than the Reformation would invalidate such a thesis. 
We intend  …  to establish to what extent religious infl uences  have in fact  been partially 
responsible for the qualitative shaping and the quantitative expansion of that  “ spirit ”  
across the world, and that concrete aspects of capitalist culture originate from them. 

 In view of the tremendous confusion of reciprocal infl uences emanating from the 
material base, the social and political forms of organization and the spiritual content 
of the cultural epochs of the Reformation, the only possible way to proceed is to fi rst 
investigate whether and in what points particular  “  elective affi nities  ”  between certain 
forms of religious belief and the ethic of the calling can be identifi ed. At the same time, 
the manner and general direction in which, as a result of such  elective affi nities  the 
religious movement infl uenced the development of the material culture will be clarifi ed 
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as far as possible. Only  then  can the attempt be made to estimate the degree to which 
the historical origins of elements of modern culture should be attributed to those reli-
gious motives and to what extent to others.  (2002: 36, emphases in original)    

 With these words, Weber concludes his fi rst essay. He uses the notion of elective 
affi nity both to sum up his fi rst essay, and to introduce the themes with which he 
will be preoccupied in the second essay. Neither Luther nor Calvin ’ s teachings fi t 
very well with, let alone seek to promote, capitalist practices (on the after - image of 
Luther ’ s theology of labor in Marx and Habermas, see Glenna  2008 ). In the fi rst 
essay, however, Weber argues that certain forms of Protestant belief and the voca-
tional ethic interacted, and together they formed a new whole which will become 
the  “ spirit of capitalism. ”  

 While Weber does not describe the relation of the spirit and form of capitalism 
as an elective affi nity, when he goes to clarify the argument of his essays in response 
to Felix Rachfahl, one of his earliest critics, he does so precisely in these terms. If 
the elective affi nities of certain religious beliefs and the vocational ethic contributed 
to the growth and development of the capitalist spirit, it remains to be seen how 
the capitalist  “ spirit ”  and the capitalist  “ form ”  are related. This, Weber clarifi es 
with the notion of elective affi nity.  “ What are we to understand by the  “ spirit ”  of 
capitalism in relation to  “ capitalism ”  itself? ”  Weber asks:

  As far as  “ capitalism ”  itself is concerned, we can only understand by this a particular 
 “ economic system, ”  that is, a form of economic behavior toward people and goods 
that can be described as  “ utilization ”  of  “ capital ”  …  A historically given form of 
 “ capitalism ”  can be fi lled with very different types of  “ spirit ” ; this form can, however, 
and usually will, have different levels of  “  elective affi nities  ”  to certain historical types 
of spirit: the  “ spirit ”  may be more or less adequate to the  “ form ”  (or not at all). There 
can be no doubt that  the degree of     this adequacy  is not without infl uence on the course 
of historical development, that  “ form ”  and  “ spirit ”  (as I said previously) tend to adapt 
to each other, and fi nally, that where a system and a  “ spirit ”  of a particularly high 
 “ degree of adequacy ”  come up against each other, there ensues a development of (even 
inwardly) unbroken unity similar to that which I had begun to analyze.  (2002: 263)    

 As Frank Parkin suggests, Weber presumes that the  “ spirit ”  and  “ form ”  1  ( 1983 : 
42) exist independently historically  –  in some times and locations we will fi nd 
neither a capitalist form nor capitalist spirit. In other periods and places we will 
fi nd the capitalist form without the capitalist spirit (the  “ pariah capitalism ”  of 
Jewish merchants in medieval Europe); elsewhere we can fi nd the capitalist spirit 
even though the capitalist form has not been fully developed (Benjamin Franklin). 
Where both were present (in particular Protestant centers of production) the result 
was of world - historical consequence: this was the unique situation which led to the 
development of Modern Capitalism. 

 Rather than looking for the presence or absence of both the capitalist spirit and 
form, we need to keep in mind Weber ’ s contention that there are  numerous  eco-
nomic forms and  numerous  economic spirits, all of which have varying degrees of 
adequacy to one another. Some of these have a  “ particularly high degree of ade-
quacy ”  and will be drawn together by very strong mutual attraction. What those, 
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with such an elective affi nity, produce is a phenomenon of  “ unbroken unity, ”  like 
an acid and an alkali that together form a bond to produce a salt. 

 Goethe ’ s elective affi nity metaphor helps us to clarify Weber ’ s argument in the 
 Protestant Ethic . Weber describes two elective affi nities: the fi rst produces the spirit 
of capitalism, and the second produces modern capitalism. First, Weber argues that 
there is an elective affi nity between the ethic of the calling and the asceticism of 
certain Protestant groups. This  “ chemical reaction ”  of these two elements produced 
something quite different from either of them: the spirit of modern capitalism, as it 
appears in Weber ’ s example of Benjamin Franklin, whose ethic is different from 
either of the two elements, though it emerges from it. The second elective affi nity 
Weber describes is the attraction of the  “ spirit ”  of capitalism (described above) and 
the  “ form ”  of capitalism that had long been found in small pockets of Bourgeois 
merchants. It is the  “ chemical reaction ”  of this spirit and this form that joined 
together to give us modern capitalism. 

 Elective affi nities (as chemical reactions) cannot really be understood in the same 
terms of cause and effect drawn from physics or statistics. Rather, pursuing the 
chemical metaphor, the elements form bonds and together produce a new substance 
because of the characteristics of each element, and this is better understood as a 
kind of  “ emergence. ”  As the noted Italian chemist Pier Luigi Luisi describes it, 
 “ emergence describes the onset of novel properties that arise when a certain level 
of structural complexity is formed from components of lower complexity ”  ( 2002 : 
183). The properties of water  “ are not present in hydrogen and oxygen, so that 
[water ’ s] properties …  can be considered as emergent ones ”  (p. 189). Water is 
formed from hydrogen and oxygen, but we would not normally say that it is 
 “ caused ”  by either of these elements. In other words, the debate about whether 
Weber ’ s argument is best understood as a  “ strong ”  or a  “ weak ”  causal claim is 
largely irrelevant. Weber presupposes a metaphor that is not best understood in 
these terms. Modern capitalism is a phenomenon with emergent properties formed 
by the elective affi nity of the form and spirit of capitalism, but not reducible to its 
component parts. 

 While  The Protestant Ethic  is undoubtedly Weber ’ s best known and most care-
fully read book, it was by no means his last word about religion, nor, some would 
say, is it necessarily his most important (O ’ Toole  1984 ). In the period following the 
publication of the  Protestant Ethic  essays in 1905 – 6, Weber worked on a massive 
project on the comparative economic ethics of the world religions, completing 
volumes on the religions of China ([1915] 1951), India ([1916 – 17] 1958) and 
Ancient Judaism ([1917 – 20] 1952) before his death, leaving undone intended 
volumes on Medieval Christianity and Islam. He did nonetheless bring this project 
to a provisional close, publishing these volumes together with an introduction ( The 
Social Psychology of the World Religions , [1915] 1946a, and  Intermediate Refl ec-
tions  ( The Religious Rejections of the World and Their Directions , [1915] 1946b). 
Also important is the section on religion in Weber ’ s posthumously published 
 Economy and Society  ( 1978 : 399 – 634), though some (cf. Tenbruck  1980 ) have 
challenged the claim that this volume should be seen as what Roth claimed was 
 “ the sum of Max Weber ’ s scholarly vision of society ”  (Weber  1978 : xxxiii). None-
theless, for anyone interested in Weber ’ s incisive analysis into the sociological study 
of society, both of these sources will be important. 
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 Weber ’ s interest in, and thoughts about, the comparative ethics of the world -
 religions were certainly stimulated by his ongoing conversations with his neighbor, 
friend and colleague, the liberal theologian Ernst Troeltsch (1865 – 1923). One can 
trace in the respective writings of Troeltsch and Weber the development of their 
ongoing discussions on the nature of religious ethics in history, particularly as these 
relate to the typology of different kinds of religious forms: the church, the sect and 
mysticism (Nelson  1975 ). In his magnum opus,  The Social Teaching of the Christian 
Churches   ([1911] 1976) , Troeltsch is particularly concerned with understanding the 
relationship between the social teaching of different Christian groups (from the 
beginning to 1800) and the social form of that group. Religious ideas, Troetsch 
argues, are only comprehensible within the context of the different religious forms 
that have prevailed historically. The church is a broad organization, which is able 
to receive the masses from the time of their birth. As an organization it adjusts itself 
to the world by ignoring the  “ need for subjective holiness ”  (at least of the masses) 
and it dispenses salvation by means of the sacraments. The sect, by contrast, will 
be a narrower group because it is a voluntary society into which you must choose 
to belong. Here the emphasis is on subjective holiness and adherence to moral laws. 
Mysticism is the least coherent of the social forms, emphasizing inward personal 
experience which tends to undo all forms of social organization (Troeltsch  [1911] 
1976 : 993 – 1013). One can clearly see Weber ’ s infl uence in this book, especially in 
Troeltsch ’ s discussion of sects, but Troeltsch ’ s project seems to have been one of 
Weber ’ s inspirations for embarking on the comparative ethics of the world religions, 
which broadens the study of the relationship between ethics and social organization 
far beyond the Christian world. 

 Troeltsch, dealing exclusively with the Christian tradition, never has the problem 
of having to defi ne religion in general. Weber has sometimes been criticized for 
having failed to do so, despite the breadth of his project, insisting instead that it is 
preferable to conclude one ’ s studies with a defi nition (1978: 399), rather than begin-
ning with one (as Durkheim did, for example). Unfortunately, since Weber did not 
live to see the conclusion of his research project, we can only guess as to what his 
conclusion might have entailed. There is good reason to infer that Weber presumed 
a modern, denotative and commonsense understanding of what counted as religion 
(O ’ Toole  1984 : 135 – 7; McKinnon  2002 ): Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, as well as other phenomena that look like one of these, is a religion, 
and that these usually have a god or gods (Confucianism being a notable 
exception). 

 Whereas for  É mile Durkheim religion and magic were completely different phe-
nomena, Weber drew no sharp distinction; rather magic forms the core of his analy-
sis of primitive religion, and an ongoing, important component of popular religion. 
Whereas in prayer, people beg the gods for something that they need, in magic, they 
compel the gods to act on their behalf (1978: 422ff.). In practice, the distinction 
between asking and compelling is a thin one, especially when set rituals for sup-
plication or sacrifi ce are involved. For Durkheim, it was this practical purpose of 
magic,  “ the technical, utilitarian ends ”  he called it ( 2005 : 58), as much as its pur-
ported non - collective nature, that made magic so different from religion. On the 
other hand, for Weber the most elementary religion is thoroughly practical, oriented 
not to the  “ hereafter, ”  but to this world. 
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 Formulating what he sees as the implicit defi nition of religion in Weber, Theodore 
Steeman argues:

  Religion is man ’ s continuous effort to deal rationally with the irrationalities of life. 
Religion arises out of the  Not  [poverty, hardship] of existence, its ambiguities and 
confl icts, and gives the necessary  Begeisterung  [spirit, enthusiasm] to live. It makes 
life ’ s precariousness acceptable, gives life preciousness and prescribes a way of life that 
makes living worthwhile.  (1964: 56)    

 Whether this really amounts to a defi nition of religion may be questionable, but it 
does provide a good description of both the this - worldly nature of religious 
impulses, and the connection between these and the problem theodicy all of which 
are crucial in Weber ’ s sociology of religion. Religion comes from the need to give 
meaning in the face of the diffi culties of life, and the ubiquitous experience of 
hardship, suffering and death. Religion starts, for Weber, not with the experience 
of collective effervescence, but rather with the problems of embodied existence 
(Turner  1991 ). 

 Religion is thus  “ heavily concerned with the basic needs and routines of mundane 
existence while offering the opportunity of transcending them in the search for 
meaning and the good life ”  (O ’ Toole  1984 : 140). Just as in Marx where we fi nd a 
dialectical tension at the heart of religion, for Weber religion may  “ be the means by 
which human beings adjust to their natural, social, economic, political, and intel-
lectual environments, it may also,  a fortiori,  be the means by which these are tran-
scended or changed ”  (pp. 140 – 1). Some religions tend strongly towards adjustment 
to the world, like Confucianism which  “ reduced tension with the world to an abso-
lute minimum  …  The world was the best of all possible worlds ”  (1951: 227). This 
was the phrase Leibniz used in his  Theodicy   ([1709] 1985) , which both invented the 
term Weber uses to discuss the problem of evil, and provided a classic defense of the 
status quo (the book was devoted to Queen Sophie Charlotte of Prussia). Confucian-
ism promoted an ethic for living a good life, on learning to adjust to the natural and 
social world, and this made Confucianism popular with many rulers in East Asia 
(including in Japan where state - Shinto is a form of neo - Confucianism), who pro-
moted it for its contributions to social harmony and integration. 

 In similar fashion, Weber argues that Hinduism also adjusts people to the social 
world, harmonizing the religious beliefs and the experience of the social and natural 
world. Hinduism is fi rst and foremost a series of prescribed ritual practices, and for 
historical reasons it is an amazingly broad canopy for diverse beliefs (Haan  2005 ). 
Signifi cantly, for Weber, the belief in reincarnation provides a  theodicy  which justi-
fi es the existence of the caste system and an individual ’ s place within it. In the  karma  
theodicy, people ’ s place in the social hierarchy is the result of their good or bad 
behavior during a previous lifetime. According to this view, promoted by the Brah-
mins (the highest caste), only by behaving appropriately to one ’ s station can one 
hope to improve ones lot in the next life. For the lower orders, who do experience 
the need for salvation (conceived as being reborn higher in the eternal order of 
things) this is accomplished by proper ritual conduct appropriate for their station, 
and worldly needs met by means of magic (which is not far removed from such 
ritualism). 
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 For Weber not all religion is concerned with salvation. Confucianism is a religion 
that is not, nor is the Hinduism of the Brahmins (the priestly elites), although the 
lower classes are concerned with their salvation. Salvation in Weber ’ s sense is for 
those who feel the need to be saved  –  from economic deprivation, poor health, or 
psychological states such as guilt, shame, or fear of death. Generally speaking, 
Weber argues (following Nietzsche rather than Marx) that elite classes are much 
less likely to feel these needs (and hence recognize their need for salvation) than the 
lower orders (1946a: 274 – 6). 

 The  “ salvation religions ”  ( Erl ö sungsreligionen ), exist in (and promote) tension 
with  “ the world. ”  In Weber ’ s view, Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Buddhism and 
Jainism are all religions of salvation, although within these traditions there are dif-
ferent ways of responding to this tension. Mystics, who exist in all of the major 
salvation religions, attempt to merge their soul with the divine reality, escaping all 
 “ worldly ”  distractions in order to do so (early Buddhism is the clearest type 
for Weber). 

 In contrast to mysticism,  “ other - worldly asceticism ”  involves self - mastery in the 
interests of devotion, but does not involve the mystical fl ight from the world, but 
a physical fl ight from the world into religious communities. Here Weber seems to 
have the medieval European monasticism foremost in his mind  –  monks could 
devote themselves to saying the mass and living in exclusive service to the divine, 
unencumbered by the demands of daily living outside the monastery. What Weber 
calls  “ inner - worldly asceticism ”  ( innerweltlich askese ) has been less common his-
torically, but it plays a vital role in the development of Western rationalism. 
(Although it would have been better if the fi rst generation of translators had opted 
for the less literal rendition  “ this - worldly ”  asceticism,  “ inner - worldly ”  has become 
the standard technical term). The Puritans, who are the heroes of Weber ’ s  Protestant 
Ethic  are the archetype of inner - worldly ascetics. They have eschewed the mystic ’ s 
union with God, and the other - worldly ascetic ’ s escape from the world to the mon-
astery. The remaining route for dealing with the tensions between the world of sin 
and the demands of God is to change the world in accordance with God ’ s precepts. 
If the mystic tries to be the vessel of God, the ascetic, especially the ascetic of the 
inner - worldly type, tries to be God ’ s tool for transforming the world. It is for this 
reason that he devotes himself to his calling in the world with such devotion. He is 
called upon to be God ’ s tool in that occupation, doing God ’ s work in the world. 

 Like Marx, Weber recognizes that some religious beliefs and practices will appeal 
to some groups and not to others. Weber has often been seen as responding to Marx 
in a more positive manner in these later writings, although the passages in question 
show more critical dialogue with Nietzsche, who (for reasons quite different from 
those of Marx) argued that traditional elites (especially the warrior nobles) have 
been quite indifferent to salvation religions ([1887] 1994). In both his comparative 
ethics on the world religions and in the posthumously edited sections on religion in 
 Economy and Society   (1978)  Weber argues that certain classes and status groups 
( St ä nde ) have tended to act as  “ carriers ”  of particular kinds of religion, and this is 
as important for the religious ideas and practices as for the groups that embody 
them. Thus, the  “ masses ”  (including working classes and peasants) will tend to be 
drawn to salvation religion, if one is available and successfully promoted, but will 
otherwise opt for more pragmatic religious practices such as magic. 
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 Weber ’ s claims were often more specifi c, as well, as a few examples will suffi ce. 
The non - salvation religious ethics for living a good life (such as Confucianism) have 
tended to have an elective affi nity with literate elites, early Islam was carried by a 
conquering warrior class, Judaism by a  “ pariah people ”  and Christianity by itiner-
ant and later urban artisans (1946a: 268 – 9). These religious beliefs were carried by 
these groups, but they were also shaped by them in the context of their religious 
and everyday needs. As Werner Stark puts it, the social world

  is no place for disembodied spirits; even ideas must have bodies if they are to last, and 
so they are on the lookout for appropriate social groupings who can take them in and 
carry them along. But human groupings, of whatever kind, will, for their part, always 
be on the lookout for appropriate ideas to give expression to their essence and their 
strivings, for, material as this life is, it nevertheless has a spiritual side to it.  (1958: 
257)    

 For Gerth and Mills (Weber  1946 : 61 – 5) and those who have followed them, elec-
tive affi nities involve the mutual attraction of ideas and interests, but this is not all 
that the elective affi nities join, nor does an elective affi nity join two forces which 
remain separate (ideas on the one hand, and interests on the other). In Weber ’ s 
texts, we fi nd examples of ideas having an elective affi nity with other ideas, and 
structures with other structures (McKinnon  forthcoming ). Further, the relationship 
between carriers and the religious beliefs and practices are (at least in potential) 
mutually constitutive. The  “ practical rationalism ”  of urban commercial groups 
whose  “ whole existence has been based upon technological or economic calcula-
tions and upon the mastery of nature and of man …  ”  made the teachings of the 
Protestant Reformation appealing to these groups, but such  “ practical rationalism ”  
of the carrier group also profoundly shaped Protestant beliefs and practices. Weber ’ s 
controversial notion of pariah peoples (Abraham  1992 ; Bodemann  1993 ), which he 
applied to both Jews in Europe and to lower Hindu castes, is another example 
whereby the  Stand  is the synthesis of particular sets of beliefs that articulate with 
a particular social location, here social marginality, to form something distinctive 
that cannot be reduced to one or other element. Thus, in Weber ’ s later work as 
well, elective affi nity is more than simply a connection, but rather a synthesis of the 
two forces in which the product is more than the sum of its parts.  

  CONCLUSION 

 Along with  É mile Durkheim, who will be discussed in the next chapter, Marx and 
Weber have not only bequeathed to us many of sociology ’ s most important con-
ceptual tools for the sociological study of religion, but they are writers that also 
continue to challenge us. Their work provides ongoing interpretive challenges, but 
their arguments constantly push us to ask bigger questions, to think more carefully, 
broadly and more imaginatively. Whereas contemporary sociology of religion, not 
uncommonly, seems preoccupied with angels on the head of the proverbial pin, 
Marx and Weber both guide us (and goad us) towards less parochial concerns. The 
legacies of Marx and Weber demand that we think about the relationships between 
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religion and other aspects and forces of social life (capitalism, domination and 
subordination, the state, the needs and suffering of the body), and to explore those 
relationships without becoming mere  “ specialists without spirit. ”   

  Note 

  1     For reasons I have never understood, Parkin substitutes  “ substance ”  for Weber ’ s  “ form ” ; 
I have replaced it here with Weber ’ s original term.   
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Durkheim and After 
 Religion, Culture, and Politics   1   

  William   Ramp       

      É mile Durkheim ’ s contributions to the study of religion are widely acknowledged, 
but are also sometimes viewed as imposing ruins whose rubble might at best serve 
as building material in quite different edifi ces. In this chapter, I propose that 
if reconstruction of the sociology of religion is in order, Durkheimian concepts 
and theories are potential cornerstones that builders reject at their peril. A neo -
 Durkheimian renaissance may yet transform the architecture of social inquiry 
(Strenski  2006 ; Pickering  2002 , Shilling and Mellor  2001 ), and the terrain of its 
theoretical debates. Of course, this new scholarship is not univocal. It is marked by 
an emerging divergence of culturalist, realist and other interpretations (Smith and 
Alexander  2007 ; Frauley and Pearce  2007 ; Pearce  2006 ; Mellor  2004 ), and by 
debate over the postmodern recruitment of Durkheim (Rosati  2004 ; O ’ Neill  1990 ). 
It also struggles with interpretive legacies which have led some to downplay or deny 
Durkheimian affi nities (Alexander  1988a : 6 – 7). In North America, for example, the 
creativity of neo - Durkheimian cultural analysis contrasts with a conservative and 
functionalist Durkheim still retailed in some undergraduate texts. While this chapter 
emphasizes the diversity and potential of Durkheimian approaches to the study of 
religion, it also locates these in a historical context and indicates some of their old 
and new challenges. 

 Renewed interest in Durkheim may owe opportunity to a particular impasse in 
the sociology of religion. In the 1980s, rational - choice theory re - energized the fi eld, 
demonstrating the surprising vitality of contemporary religious phenomena  –  sur-
prising, at least, in light of its projected demise in some versions of secularization 
theory. But subsequently, rational - choice models of religious action and motivation 
were themselves alleged to be overly economistic and conceptually narrow. Advo-
cates and detractors of rational choice launched and counter - launched increasingly 
sophisticated studies as intellectual weapons against each other. If this battle had 
no clear victors, there was, perhaps, a victim: Christian Smith  (2008)  noted that 
 “ larger intellectual concerns or theoretical frameworks ”  came to seem  “ amorphous 
and wearied ”  in relation to it. Nonetheless, he sensed possibility beyond the 
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stalemate for more nuanced approaches to the study of belief, embodiment, and 
emotions in religious life, and for a  rapprochement  between cultural and genetic 
explanations of religious phenomena. One might also hope that a critical revisitation 
of conceptual resources, and work in new fi elds like that of implicit religion, might 
encourage better conceptualization of religious motivation, both in sociology and 
in evolutionary psychology, than reductionistic models drawn selectively from 
modern theism or modern individualism. 

 Smith ’ s own survey of these opportunities is framed within an uncannily 
Durkheimian ontology. The real, he says, exists  “ whether we know or understand 
it, ”  becoming  “ actual ”  when its powers and capacities are activated as  “ events in 
the world. ”  Our experience of this actuality, in turn, constitutes the empirical. 
Smith ’ s critical realism posits a non - reductive understanding of realities  “ existing 
on multiple, though connected, levels, ”  operating  “ according to [their] own char-
acteristic dynamics and processes. ”  The real includes more than material objects: 
 “ emergent phenomena, such as social structures and human cognition, are also 
real, insofar as they possess emergent, durable, causal power ” ; thus,  “ meaningful cul-
tural reasons  …  possess causal powers for humans. ”  This  “ anti - foundationalist ”  
approach differs from  “ empirical ”  or  “ scientifi c ”  realism because of its  “ reasoned 
resistance to modernity ’ s absolute separation of fact from value, and readiness to 
engage in normative critical theory without (because of its ontological realism) 
collapsing into ideology and crass academic political activism ”  (Smith  2008 : 
1576 – 7). Similarly, Durkheim claimed that religion constitutes a set of social facts; 
that it is real even if (partially) non - material; that it has an actual presence in the 
world of events and actions, and that it can be studied empirically  –  but that such 
study must grant its  sui generis  character and not reduce it to the effects of indi-
vidual self - interest or psychology. Over the past thirty years, Durkheimian ideas 
have been redeployed in cross - cultural and historical studies of the social and sym-
bolic aspects of embodiment and emotional life, of politics, revolution and war. 
This work raises pointed and anti - foundationalist questions about the conceptual 
apparatus of the sociology of religion, and about the boundaries and relations 
which constitute and divide the spheres of religion, science and politics, of social 
inquiry and social engagement, of the immanent and the transcendent, the natural 
and supernatural.  

  RELIGION  A S DURKHEIM UNDERSTOOD IT 

  The Elementary Forms of Religious Life  2  was the culmination of Durkheim ’ s work 
on religion, but another text,  The Rules of Sociological Method , haunts its pages. 
The  Rules  represents itself as a sort of Cartesian summative direction for social 
inquiry, but is, as Gane  (1988)  shows, better read as a threefold strategy: an attempt 
to further a  “ radical Enlightenment project ”  aborted in the revolutions of 1789, 
1848, and 1871; a set of provocative methodological suggestions for understanding 
a perceived contemporary social crisis; and an audacious sociology of sociology. 
Alexander suggests that the  Rules  also seems to anticipate the future direction of 
Durkheim ’ s thinking (which he represents as idealist) rather than to sum up a posi-
tion arrived at. But the  Rules  advances a realist rather than an idealist conception 
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of the social: social facts are real and are known as such by resistance to the 
imagination; they have an external, even coercive aspect. This realist element still 
marks the defi nitional strategy of  The Elementary Forms , which emphasizes the 
resistance of actual religious phenomena to presuppositions about them, and attri-
butes to the sacred the character of an interdict with real force. Durkheim does 
discuss subjective aspects of religious experience (as he had earlier explored subjec-
tive states associated with types of suicide), and he does stress the communal, 
performative and attractive aspects of religion. But he also asserts that one can only 
understand the subjective side of religion  –  including the subjective experience of 
its coercive force  –  by acknowledging that this experience is bound up with a  col-
lective  power, existing in its own right as something  real , and experienced as some-
thing that  actually  sweeps participants out of particularized subjectivity. Religion 
lives through our participation, but the plural signifi es an order of reality with its 
own rules of operation. 

 Durkheim rejected any reductive grounding of the  “ causes ”  of religion in psy-
chological motivation or material substrate, and in emphasizing the theoretical 
centrality of the concept of representations, he also rejected empiricism (Durkheim 
 1995 : 370 – 1; Stedman Jones  2000 ). Society is both a disposition of persons and 
things, and a structure of representations. Neither is reducible to the other; both 
are actualized through actions and their material consequences; both also organize 
and structure action. Any  theory  of religion, like religion itself, exists inescapably 
only as a particular articulation of representations (Pickering  2000 ). Religion  is  a 
materialized performance; as the embodied action of sacrifi ce is necessary to the life 
of the gods, so the contingency of human life is made sense of and allayed both 
cognitively  and  practically (Paoletti  2000 ). But Durkheim grounds such perfor-
mance resolutely in  social  life and in the life of  collective  representations: if his use 
of causality is creatively ambiguous, he does not stray far from the admonition of 
the  Rules  to relate social effects to social causes. Just as he had  “ de - constructed ”  
the heterogeneous complexity of suicidal actions (Gane  2000 ), here he de - centers 
religious agency while emphasizing its subjective, affective, embodied and grounded 
aspects (Shilling  2005 ; Mellor and Shilling  1997 ). This is only an apparent paradox: 
members of the collective fi nd themselves and their meaningful lives in that collec-
tive, and are shaped by active participation in it. The modern individual agent, 
likewise, is represented by Durkheim not as an analytical starting - point but as the 
end result of a long and complex historical formation in which Christianity played 
a signifi cant part. 

 One of Durkheim ’ s most controversial propositions, contested by Gaston Richard, 
among others, was that religious veneration of deities or totems honors society itself 
(Durkheim  1973a, 1974 ), a proposition seen by some as reducing God to a sort of 
social organon, and by others as illegitimately deifying the social (for recent assess-
ments, see Pickering  1984 ; Steiner  1994 ; Watts Miller  2002 ). Alexander ’ s more 
nuanced interpretation ( 1988b : 189) is that sacralizing elements of the social order 
rhetorically articulates and concretizes that order as meaningful, voluntarily build-
ing and rebuilding (in response to cultural crises) a palpable sense of collective 
signifi cance. Another way to decipher what Durkheim meant by associating deity 
and the social is to suggest that he was describing a  process , one actualized in 
observable and collective form but also experienced and enacted subjectively, which 
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 “ makes sense ”  but not as a rational or propositional procedure. No one suggested 
that a god be invented to guarantee a social order; rather, gods, spirits, totems and 
other sacred entities came to be as symbolic and shared expressions of deeply felt 
social forces carrying people out of quotidian particularity and into cosmic partici-
pation; expressive entities which in turn defi ned them but which they had to propiti-
ate, preserve, love. As the gods were fed, so were we fulfi lled. The symbolic 
expressions shaping and resulting from such movements were not mere mental 
imagery, but originated in concrete gestural actions by which elements of the mate-
rial world were set apart or given up; a  “ visible solemnity, the very strangeness 
whereof and differences from that which is common doth cause popular eyes to 
observe and mark the same ”  (Hooker  1888 : 232 – 3). But in being made  “ strange, ”  
they are also  made central  (Watts Miller  1996 : 142). The discrete specifi city of 
mundane life is bestowed with renewed signifi cance when particular elements of the 
social and natural world are taken up to embody a totality located at once beyond 
and at the center of ordinary life. Here, the objectivity of the sacred meets the 
actuality of sacrifi ce, and generates something new. For Durkheim, this process of 
objectifi cation was key to what makes the social a society. If society is a structure 
of representations  –  and  r é pr é sentation  encompasses both an act and the symbolic 
object which is its product  –  it is only through  r é pr é sentations  that its members are 
able to imagine themselves  as  members or participants in the social realm, or to 
imagine social entities as something they are part of. Religion, in this sense, is peren-
nial, and central to the emblematic constitution of social life. Society itself is an 
 “ immense writing machine, ”  and all social surfaces  “ are imprinted with its text ”  
(Gane  1992 : 82; Durkheim  1995 : 233). 

 Durkheim ( 1995 : 33 – 44) identifi ed four defi nitive features of religion: (1) it is 
collective, (2) it is composed of both beliefs and practices, (3) it articulates a fun-
damental distinction between sacred and profane, and (4) it is conceptually distinct 
from magic, which is instrumental, not obligatory, and not essentially collective). 
The core defi nition of the sacred (which resonates with a tradition of anthropologi-
cal studies of liminality and of rites of passage from van Gennep to Victor Turner 
and Maurice Bloch) is that it is set apart from everyday life and use, placed under 
an interdict. The profane, by contrast, is available to ordinary touch, sight, use or 
consumption. To Durkheim, sacredness does not inhere in any essence of things, 
but is a consequence of repeated actions which  make things so  in participants ’  
representations of them and relations to them in specifi c ritual contexts. The sacred 
does not always involve awe and veneration; some things are negatively sacred; set 
apart by repugnance, disgust and fear. But all sacred things, whether positively or 
negatively, represent elements of the collective. Durkheim and Mauss  (1967)  argued 
that religious representations, including sacred/profane designations, provided 
primal forms of classifi cation in terms of which societies mapped out, defi ned, and 
inscribed themselves and the cosmos. Representations of space, time, number, or 
cause do not refl ect universal, abstract categories in the Kantian sense; rather, such 
categories, and modern systems of logic, are but the end development of a process 
of abstraction and universalization that began with  concrete  representations of the 
world of things in terms of the symbolically encoded relations characteristic of a 
given  human  order. In its cognitive aspect, Durkheim says, religion lies at the origin 
of scientifi c forms of classifi cation. But it is not any given  content  of classifi catory 
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schemas that makes a system religious; even the categories of natural and super-
natural are not universally defi nitive of religion. 

 Durkheim asserts that the sacred serves a  “ totemic ”  function in social life, trans-
lating the collective into a set of concrete signifi ers. The notion of  “ society ”  is an 
abstraction only from the standpoint of the sociologist. Further, the sacred is not 
simply perceived but acted toward, organizing the differential  –  and deferential  –  
disposition of people and things. 3  This emphasis on embodied rites (actions, often 
with an affective substance, which reinforce and negotiate distinctions between 
sacred and profane, and negative and positive sacred) accompanies an emphasis on 
collective effervescence and the demarcation of sacred times and spaces in which 
collective energies are generated and released; in which everyday life is temporarily 
set aside, and in which members are swept away, taken out of themselves into 
another reality. But if society is constituted as a structure of limits and differences, 
collective effervescence threatens it, and must be contained within temporal, spatial 
and ritual boundaries. When the containment does not work, revolution or destruc-
tion ensues. Collective effervescence joins profound, embodied and emotional 
responses to an experience of de - differentiation (Ramp  1998 ) which, for all its 
danger, can also invigorate social forms, connecting and unifying differentiated 
members of a collective, providing an energized sense of totality in terms of which 
they may defi ne and orient themselves within a meaningful and sensibly causal 
cosmos (Durkheim  1995 : 211 – 16, 369 – 71). When effervescence spills out of or 
sweeps away established boundaries, it may destroy, but it can also allow the cre-
ative assembly of a new disposition of things and people (Datta  2008 ). 

 These dynamics of differentiation and de - differentiation have an analogue in 
Durkheim ’ s discussion of the soul. Ensoulment is not a central preoccupation of 
contemporary sociology, but it was clearly important to Durkheim ’ s argument 
 (2005)  that modern individuals have a dual nature, differentiated from each other, 
yet bearing within themselves something universal. In a society which values the 
individual, each stands for all; each bears the image of humanity, thereby undertak-
ing responsibilities and possessing rights. Each is subject to expectations of auton-
omy and conscience. Each brings a common sense of meaningful human personhood 
to bear on the particular, limiting and often solitary circumstances of individuation. 
The ancestor of this consciousness of self, this conscientious individuality, is the 
soul, which develops in the process by which members of a society come to be dif-
ferentiated (and by which societies are also particularized and emplaced in the 
cosmos) and come to sense, and make sense of that state. This soul lives on while 
we die in the sense that it is the principle of society within us; the collective living 
in and through each of us, giving our differentiated particularity a transcendent 
meaning. 

 For Durkheim, religion is thus immortal. Though its particular manifestations 
come and go, its action is fundamental. It is, if you will, the representational and 
emotional essence of sociality. Even modern science does not escape it entirely. 
Scientifi c forms of classifi cation descend from religious ones (Durkheim and Mauss 
 1967 ); the culture of scientifi c naturalism generates the idea of the supernatural as 
its expelled binary opposite; science as a collective institution holds sacred the idea 
of truth (Durkheim  1995 : 24 – 5, 36n45, 429, 433 – 47). Yet science transcends reli-
gion, conscious of its workings in a way that religion itself cannot be. 4  It sees the 
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face of the social behind the mask of religion, but this is different from the religious 
perception of forces at work behind the mask of nature. Science faces the sublime 
indifference of the universe which religion peoples with forces, spirits, or purposes. 
There is no more to the social than what it is. Such a view lends pathos to 
Durkheim ’ s fi nal years.  The Elementary Forms of Religious Life  was a veiled medi-
tation on the retreat of transcendence in European societies in the face of calcula-
tion, analysis, utility and routine, but such traditional religious forms as were still 
available to him were of no comfort in mourning the death of his son (Pickering 
 2008a ). War work on behalf of the nation manifestly did not fi ll the void he felt as 
a parent and even perhaps as a citizen. Perhaps he worked for the future, his fi erce 
dedication to duty in service of a receding dawn. 

 As a systematic body of fi eldwork developed in the twentieth century, Durkheim ’ s 
concept of totemism was criticized as arbitrary, neither as fundamental nor as uni-
versal as he had thought. His defi nition of religion was faulted as so broad it made 
the social indistinguishable from the religious; his defi nition of the sacred as  “ unus-
able ”  in fi eldwork. While he demonstrates the weakness of common assumptions 
about religion, his own process of defi nitional elimination was anchored in a loosely 
collective and perhaps arbitrary sense of what may be called religious (Lukes  1973 ). 
For all that, the very looseness and audacity of Durkheim ’ s theoretical formulations, 
like his methodological ones, gives his discussion of religion a creative fl exibility of 
application (Gane  1988, 2000 ; Fields  1995 : xliii – xlix) that serves it well in com-
parison to models based on, say,  “ belief in a supernatural entity, ”  or a motivating 
fear of death, or a cost - benefi t model of individual action. Holbraad  (2006)  argues, 
against claims that Durkheimian conceptions of  mana  and  “ force ”  are ethnographi-
cally unsound and lack rigor, that Durkheim and Mauss used these terms to test 
the categorical boundaries of Western thinking in ways that (especially) today might 
provide for new, post - scientistic ways of thinking about alterity, about the agency 
of things, and about the  ontological  status of both concepts and realities (see also 
Wexler  2007 : 215 – 16; Henare et al.  2006 ). If so, Durkheim and Mauss  themselves  
may yet transform the very terms of the realist/culturalist debates presently waged 
in their names. 

 Durkheim ’ s identifi cation of  “ religious ”  elements at work in modern individual-
ism, nationalism and socialism indicates other possibilities for future study. The 
historical development of a collective veneration of the individual, a central element 
of modernity, occurred not only as a philosophical process but also in new forms 
of education  (1977) , law, and punishment  (1986)  5 , and sexual morality (Durkheim 
et al.  1979 ). The collective value placed upon the individual is codifi ed in legal and 
penal codes but also acted out visibly, as in the institution of property, which 
Durkheim insisted was religious in two senses. First, forms of property in Conti-
nental European law codes descend from religious rites: for example, the ancient 
Roman  familia  enacted itself as a distinct social unit by re - enacting the gift of its 
ground from the gods, who retreated to liminal zones marked by  termini , the loci 
of offerings returned for this gift. Second, property is  sacred   –  set apart, or untouch-
able  –  to all but its proprietors; something also true of modern individual property 
which, Durkheim argues, descends from communal forms and still depends on col-
lective assent (Durkheim  1992 ). The transfer of property is a liminal act, requiring 
ritual elements such as signing ceremonies, handshakes or the like. Due regard for 
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the sacredness of personal property becomes a sign of regard for the sacredness of 
individual  persons ; theft or other forms of property violation commonly are expe-
rienced as personal desecrations. 

 The sacredness of individual persons is also enacted through sexual morality. In 
a civilization in which the sanctity of the individual is paramount and the individu-
alization of persons is mapped on to the individualization of bodies, the sexual act 
threatens the boundaries of personhood, and renders participants vulnerable (some-
thing also diversely noted by St. Paul and Georges Bataille). A de - mystifying reduc-
tion of sex to biology or technique, or a stripping away of modesty codes would, 
in such a context, be a mistake (Durkheim et al.  1979 ). Instead, one must recognize 
the proper basis of modern sexual morality; its relation to individual rights. Modesty 
codes, of course, have much to do with the history of patriarchy, but the logic of 
Durkheim ’ s argument seems to anticipate their possible democratization, and a 
questioning of sexual double standards as women gain status as individual persons 
with property rights and legal autonomy. Similarly, the historical development of 
manners and courtesy codes can be said to involve an embodied sacralization of 
personhood, and Goffman ’ s exemplary discussion of deference  (1956)  gives a con-
crete demonstration of the cult of the individual enacted in everyday interaction 
rituals.  

  THE GENESIS OF  SOCIOLOGIE RELIGIEUSE  

 While historical discussions of Durkheim ’ s intellectual trajectory often refl ect pres-
ent - day interpretive agendas, the development and reception of Durkheimian sociol-
ogy are actualities which merit understanding in their own right, along with their 
consequences. Durkheim ’ s engagement with others and with the concerns of his 
place and time gave his sociology of religion a characteristic shape (Besnard  1983 ). 
Three elements in its formation stand out: the religious features which shaped 
French civic nationalism; the intellectual context in which Durkheim developed and 
defended his ideas; and the colleagues who, with Durkheim, formed a collective 
  é quipe  for the scientifi c study of the social. 6  Of particular importance are the intel-
lectual and political issues which engaged Durkheim as an inheritor and supporter 
of a secular, rationalist vision of French civic life who was nonetheless soberly 
apprised of the limits of rationalist individualism. 

 Religion and politics were closely but peculiarly entwined in nineteenth - century 
France. Roman Catholic ascendancy had never been fully assured nor monocratic. 
Historically, monarchs had vied with popes and cardinals for hegemony, and fol-
lowing the Reformation, France suffered protracted instability amounting at times 
to civil war, as a strong Protestant minority fought for supremacy or survival, 
depending on dynastic vagaries and the monarchy ’ s struggle against the centrifugal 
tendencies of nobles and regions. This instability was only resolved, partially, with 
the murder or expulsion of the majority of the Huguenot population, and the con-
solidation, under Louis XIV, of the absolute monarchy. The splendor of the Sun 
King ’ s rule was contingent on a constant theatrical and ritual performance of legiti-
macy with a distinctly religious aura (Muir  2005 : 281 – 2), both allied to and in 
tension with the forms and policies of the Church. The Revolution  –  in particular, 
the execution of  “  citoyen Capet  ”   –  was thus a double blow, against the Church and 
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also, profoundly, against a quasi - religious veneration of the person of the King as 
the embodiment of France. 7  But the Revolution itself was not utterly antireligious. 
Its task was less to erase Christendom or Sovereignty than to give their decapitated 
forms new content, immanentized in the sovereignty of the People and worship at 
the throne of Reason, installed in Notre Dame. 

 The ambiguous legacy of the Revolution incited a febrile instability in post - rev-
olutionary politics. Durkheim noted ( 1973b : 60), a century later, that  “ the critical 
period begun with the fall of the  ancien r é gime  [had] not yet ended. ”  A thoroughgo-
ing anticlericalism vied with a Catholic counter - revival which sought to dedicate 
the entire nation to the Sacred Heart (Jonas  2000 ). But even secular rationalism 
provided soil for quasi - religious offshoots such as Comte ’ s short - lived church of 
humanity, a serious if failed attempt to make sense of the interplay of religion, poli-
tics and science (Wernick  2001 ). Durkheim ’ s own politics were aligned with secular 
republicanism, and thus anticlericalism and rationalism; never more explicitly than 
in his support of the Dreyfusards (Goldberg  2008 ). This was a natural position for 
a someone of Jewish descent to take, as it was for the small but intellectually infl u-
ential Protestant community. But Durkheim ’ s advocacy of secularism and rational-
ism was systematic and considered. His entire sociology could be seen as an extension 
of an effort by educators and public fi gures under the banner of  morale la ï que  
(Pickering  2006, 2008b ; Stock - Morton  1988 ) to found an intellectually defensible 
secular morality, countering Christian claims that non - theistic moral systems were 
unsustainable. Durkheim, further, sought to link  morale   –  and also politics  –  to  une 
culture sp é cialement sociologique  which would transform both. But this involved 
consideration of communal, emotional and symbolic aspects of religion (Rosati 
 2008 : 243 – 7), and by extension, of similar features in civic and economic life, which 
sat uneasily with a faith in individualistic, secular rationalism. In re - acquainting his 
readers with the religious and emotional dimensions of sociality, with the religious 
origins of science, and with the collective and embodied dimensions of individual-
ism, Durkheim aroused suspicion among those who might otherwise have been 
natural allies; not only secular anticlericals of rational - utilitarian bent, but also 
liberal Jews and Protestants who sought more intellectualized, ethicalized and de -
 ritualized versions of their inherited traditions. This led to a wounding rift in 1907 
with Gaston Richard, a Protestant convert and collaborator on the  Ann é e Soci-
ologique , over Durkheim ’ s characterizations of Protestantism, over the role of the 
individual in religious life, and over what Richard saw as Durkheim ’ s confl ation of 
deity and sociality (Pickering  1979, 1984 : 435 – 9,  2008b : 70 – 4). 8  Durkheim char-
acteristically defi ned the obligatory aspect of religion as the inculcation of  social  
imperatives, arguing that even the remnants of communalism and superstition so 
embarrassing to liberal modernists had their reasons, albeit ones unrecognized in 
any rational sense by participants. In making such claims, however, Durkheim drew 
upon resources available to him from French political history: his study of religion, 
even when it involved an ethnography of societies situated at a vast remove from 
contemporary France, had a European edge.  The Elementary Forms of Religious 
Life  was not only an attempt at a theory of religion but a perspective,  “ from far 
away ”  (Rosati  2008 ), on a society in which the collective, ecstatic and affective 
dimensions of religion had become attenuated, and in which the aura of 
sacredness had been corroded by the humdrum of modern economic and bureau-
cratic life. 
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 While Durkheim ’ s anthropological approach to religion is usually traced through 
his reading of Frazer, Robertson - Smith, and Australian ethnographic literature, its 
specifi c development is still debated. Parsons  (1937)  proposed that Durkheim ’ s 
latter - day,  “ idealist ”  turn to the study of religion provided him a sociological solu-
tion to the Hobbesian problem of order, derived from the insight that cultural 
systems, manifest in the form of a values consensus, defi ned and bound together 
social actors in identifi able and coherent systems of action. While differing with 
some features of Parsons ’  argument, Jeffrey Alexander  (1986a, 1986b)  concurred 
that a fundamental, if complex shift in Durkheim ’ s thinking between 1893 and 
1900, allowed resolution of the  “ theoretical problem ”  of how to understand society 
as more than the consequence of economic or material factors; as at once  “ deter-
minate, organized and voluntary. ”  Durkheim himself claimed  –  in a passing remark 
 –  that his discovery of the work of William Robertson Smith had freed him to 
rethink his entire sociology (Pickering  1984 : 62 – 70). Alexander  (1986b) , however, 
argues that this encounter was invoked retrospectively to rationalize a transition 
already underway toward a more subjectivist, non - materialist and voluntaristic 
understanding of the collective sacralization of society and the formation of  “ crys-
tallized emotions. ”  This  “ spiritualization ”  of his understanding of order gave 
Durkheim an answer both to  “ instrumentalist materialism ”  and to theories which 
linked social order too readily to coercion. Alexander sees this as Durkheim ’ s great 
contribution to sociology, though continually endangered by the Scylla and Cha-
rybdis of theoretical individualism or materialist determinism. He suggests that 
Durkheim ’ s own tendency to  “ idealism ”  needs correction by re - emphasizing the 
performative aspects of social life (if you will, performance as  “ actualization ”  in 
Christian Smith ’ s sense). However, such claims are entangled in present - day disputa-
tion. Pearce suggests that they disengage a voluntarist and subjectivist Durkheim 
from the material realities of social life (Pearce  2006 ; Smith and Alexander  2007 ). 
Mestrovic  (1985, 1988)  detects a lingering Parsonianism in the notion that 
Durkheim ’ s sociology of religion provides a theoretical solution to a problem of 
order, proposing instead that it was driven by a Schopenhauerian agenda to under-
stand human will sociologically. Like Alexander, Massimo Rosati identifi es a shift 
in Durkheim ’ s later writing about religion, but one in which emphasis on communal 
and embodied emotional life, exemplifi ed in the concept of collective effervescence, 
displaced an earlier focus on duty and obligation.  

  THE DURKHEIMIANS AND RELIGION 

 Durkheim sought to establish sociology as a collective project, an ambition appro-
priate both to the nature of its object, and to the enterprise of science, which he 
characterized as set apart from and transcending the personal concerns of its prac-
titioners and contributors. Nonetheless, his personality dominated the  Ann é e Soci-
ologique  collective, as his own theoretical project dominated (with a few signal 
exceptions) its approach to religion, and that project did in some sense die with 
him. Among his students and successors, distinctively Durkeimian themes and 
approaches to the sociology of religion persisted, but did not add up to the same 
enterprise. 
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 In  The Elementary Forms , Marcel Mauss is present alongside Durkheim: the 
concept of collective effervescence comes from Mauss and Beuchat ’ s study of Inuit 
culture  (1979) . 9  Mauss contributed much to the developing anthropological dis-
course about religion, identifying ritual and religious elements at work in reciprocity 
and gift exchange (Mauss  2002 ), in the development of the concept of the person 
and of the soul (Mauss  1985 ), in sacrifi ce (Hubert and Mauss,  1964 ), and especially 
in magic (Mauss  1972 ). Unlike Durkheim, Mauss argued that religion and magic 
had once formed a primordial unity and that both exhibited collective features. The 
 “ activation of society ”  was both cause and effect of magic; further, while magic (in 
the eyes of the anthropological beholder) involved a variety of incompatible ideas 
joined together, it formed, for participants, a whole more real than each of its parts 
(Nielsen  1998 : 161). Like Henri Hubert  (1999) , Mauss emphasized the alternation 
of whole and part, totality and particularity in time and space as central features 
of social life and religious cosmology. Mauss also privileged the idea of a  “ force ”  
embodied in  mana  over the concept of the totem, though such nuances indicate a 
reworking or extension of Durkheim ’ s approach rather than a break with it, as 
Durkheim ’ s own references ( 1995 : 192, 324 – 5) to the force of the sacred demon-
strate. It has been suggested that despite Mauss ’ s emphasis on what he called the 
 “ total social fact ”  (a distinctive social phenomenon with ramifi cations in many areas 
of social life), his anthropology took a more individualist turn, foregrounding the 
particular interests or obligations of participants in gift giving and sacrifi ce. Further, 
Durkheim ’ s penchant for systematic forms of social analysis and explanation was 
foreign to Mauss ’ s personal predilections. However, Mauss never repudiated the 
place of reciprocity and sacrifi ce, as social phenomena, within a social totality, and 
his study of the gift is as much about recognition as about reciprocity; as much 
about the extension of a universe of shared meaning as about obligations and inter-
ests. Further, the essay on the gift is driven by a political intent similar to Durkheim ’ s, 
to identify, from a viewpoint  “ far away, ”  something profoundly out of joint in 
European modernity. In that sense, the idea that Mauss intended mainly to  distin-
guish   “ commodity societies ”  from  “ gift societies ”  is mistaken. 

 Robert Hertz ’ s untimely death left only hints of his potential as a theorist of 
religion, but he was nonetheless an important fi gure in the Durkheimian legacy. His 
reputation rests on a few short works, none translated into English before  1960 : a 
study of the cult of St Besse  (1985)  incorporating  –  unusually for the fi rst generation 
of Durkheimians  –  personal observation; two studies of death and the right hand, 
respectively  (1985) , and fragments of an unfi nished thesis on sin and expiation 
 (1994) . Hertz linked the sacred to concerns about pollution, arguing that social 
rituals attempt not only to distinguish sacred from profane, or right from left sacred, 
but also to deal with the intrusion of disorder into the categorical structure of social 
life. This anticipated Mary Douglas ’ s association of  “ dirt ”  with disorder, and his 
preoccupation with binary categories prefi gured the work of L é vi - Strauss.  

  POST - DURKHEIMIAN EXTENSIONS: PARSONS AND AFTER 

 The oft - repeated identifi cation of Durkheim ’ s sociology of religion with functional-
ism has a complex history that can only be outlined here. Alfred R. Radcliffe - Brown, 
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who coined the term  “ structural - functionalism, ”  corresponded with Durkheim, 
emulated his tendency to ambitious theoretical schemata, and adapted elements of 
his approach into a sophisticated theory of the functional integration of society. 
However, he neglected the profoundly historical aspect of Durkheim ’ s thought and 
distanced himself from the implicit evolutionism of Durkheim ’ s contrast between 
simple and complex social forms. His real aversion was to the broad - brush evolu-
tionary theory of an earlier generation of philosophical anthropologists; by contrast, 
he emphasized the synchronic interrelation of social institutions, the ways in which 
ritual reinforced social structure and function, and the connections of people to 
roles. Radcliffe - Brown was attracted to the analogy between social and biological 
 “ organisms ”  in  The Division of Labour , and he also employed a basic principle 
from  Primitive Classifi cation ; that systems of symbols could be linked to the struc-
tural features of social organization. Ultimately, his theoretical enterprise did not 
survive him: a growing emphasis on detailed fi eldwork (Evans - Pritchard, Malinowski, 
Bateson) instead of global speculation undermined some of his theoretical proposi-
tions (Bell  1997 : 34), and redirected anthropological emphasis toward the meaning 
of ritual, belief and symbol systems in their own right and for participants. None-
theless, Radcliffe - Brown ’ s preoccupations left a mark, during his peripatetic aca-
demic career, on the Chicago school of anthropology and, perhaps surprisingly 
(given the way in which sociological  “ paradigms ”  are diced - up in North America), 
on Erving Goffman. 

 The American recuperation of Durkheim by Talcott Parsons, Robert Merton, 
and Harry Alpert, followed a long hiatus during which American social psycholo-
gists who regarded individual behavior as a starting - point of social analysis had 
identifi ed Durkheimian sociology with a  “ group mind fallacy ”  (see Gehlke  1915 ; 
Tiryakian  1962 ; Morrison  2001 ). But Parsons saw in Durkheim a solution to the 
problem of theorizing the relation of voluntaristic individual action to social order. 
For Merton,  Suicide  modeled a systematic scientifi c approach to the social free of 
the moralizing reformism that supposedly clung to midwestern community sociol-
ogy. These recuperations occurred in part through a reading of Radcliffe - Brown, 
and in part from Parsons ’  exposure to systems theory  via  L. J. Henderson and W. 
B. Cannon. However, Parsons ’  sociology of religion should not be reduced simply 
to a functionalist account of its role in social integration or as a solution to the 
individual action/social order dilemma. What also fascinated him was a Kantian 
dichotomy between religion as moral duty and as a vehicle to express interests in 
salvation or healing (Turner  2005 ), expressed culturally in American individualism 
as a dichotomy between self - control and self - expression. Parsons saw in Durkheim ’ s 
discussions of the development of modern individualism a way to theorize the 
functional recuperation of the Judaeo - Christian tradition in modernity, and latterly 
dedicated himself to this recuperation through a systems - theoretical contextualiza-
tion of the human condition in terms of highly developed forms of autonomous 
individualism (Joas  2001 ). An analogous concern to understand the fundamentals 
of the human condition in the cultural context of the contemporary quest for 
authenticity lies at the heart of Jeffrey Alexander ’ s contemporary rethinking of 
Parsons. 

 Another student of Parsons, Robert Bellah, similarly concerned to understand 
the consequences of individualism in American life, did so uniquely by developing 
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Durkheim ’ s comments about religious aspects of political or national symbolism 
and ritual into a systematic analysis of  “ civil religion ”  in America (Bellah  1967 ). 10  
Bellah later doubted that any one identifi able  “ civil religion can be said to operate 
on the American civic and political scenes, ”  and became more interested in the 
individualization of religious expression. However, the concepts of the sacred and 
of collective effervescence, of the nation as an imagined moral community, and of 
civic nationalism as a phenomenon involving both beliefs and rites collectively held, 
still have purchase in the analysis of political events (Hunt  1988 ; Tiryakian  1988 ; 
Alexander  1988b ). Bellah also sought to intervene in public civic discourse, conceiv-
ing of the  “ central tradition of the American civil religion not as a form of national 
self - worship but as the subordination of the nation to ethical principles that tran-
scend it in terms of which it should be judged. ”  Convinced that  “ every nation and 
every people come to some form of religious self - understanding, ”  Bellah argued that 
it seems  “ responsible to seek within the civil religious tradition for those critical 
principles which undercut the everpresent danger of national self - idolization ”  
(Bellah  1991 : 168). In a sense, like Durkheim, Bellah moved from a  “ sociology of 
religion ”  toward a  “ religious sociology, ”  applying fundamental religious insights to 
a sociological analysis of the secular present. 

 A Durkheimian emphasis on the centrality of symbolic classifi cation marked the 
work of British anthropologist, Mary Douglas, who had a large North American 
following. 11  Her discussions of pollution and taboo, and of the classifi catory trans-
gressions of  “ dirt ”  are clearly related to the concepts of sacred and profane, though 
Douglas distanced herself from a Durkheimianism she associated with Radcliffe -
 Brown (Alexander  1988a : 9). A Durkheimian sensitivity to the manner in which 
rites incorporate participants into a totality whose compass both escapes their grasp 
and founds their existence, marks Victor Turner ’ s studies of civic ritual and  com-
munitas , as does the idea of collective effervescence. A similar affi nity marks 
Durkheim ’ s attention to the negotiation of spatial and temporal boundaries around 
the sacred and Turner ’ s concept of the liminal as a transitional phase between struc-
tures (Turner  1969, 1974 ). Clifford Geertz defi nes the study of religion in a charac-
teristically Durkheimian manner (though without invoking Durkheim), as the 
recognition of meaning as  “ autonomous ”  (that is, public and social) and  “ materially 
embodied, ”  and as involving some  “ conception of  ‘ limit, ’  or  ‘ ultimate, ’  or  ‘ existen-
tial ’  problems, ”  inciting a continual need to stave off chaos by reasserting collective 
morale and recognizing its cosmic conditions. Religion thus  “ tunes human actions to 
an envisaged cosmic order and projects images of cosmic order onto the plane of 
human experience ”  (Geertz  2005 : 7; see also Ramp  2008 ). Today, however, reli-
gions have been  “ disentangled ”  from the traditional geographical and social sites of 
their formation, and  “ jumbled ”  together as their individualized carriers migrate to 
different areas of the globe. In the process, religion becomes  “ a portable  persona , a 
movable subject position. ”  Concurrently, relations between religious convictions 
and the  “ the workings of everyday life ”  have become  “ less simple, less immediate, 
and less direct  –  more in need of explicit, conscious, organized support ”  (Geertz 
 2005 : 9). These changes, particularly the individualization of religious experience 
and observance, are  –  as Durkheim claimed with respect to the  “ cult of the individ-
ual ”   –  outcomes of and responses to specifi c historical and cultural developments, 
not evidence of the ultimate basis of religion in individual psychology or agency. 
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 Durkheim ’ s observation that, in sacrifi ce, humans actively provide for the needs 
of their gods, ensuring the survival of the fabric of meaning they lend to the cosmos, 
and his vivid descriptions of piacular rites by which wounded communities restore 
themselves and resolve the ambiguous status of the recently dead, both resonate 
with a latter - day  “ performative ”  turn in anthropology, to which Turner, inspired 
by Goffman, contributed (see also Giesen  2006 ), as did Geertz ’ s studies of symbolic 
performance (Geertz  1973 ; Alexander,  1988a : 7). Alexander  (2006)  and others 
employ Goffman ’ s theatrical analogy (while eschewing his tendency to represent 
action as individualized self - presentation strategies) to examine a  “ de - fusing ”  of the 
elements of social performance in complex modern societies, and the conditions 
under which actors, audiences and scripts may be  “ re - fused ”  in a successful verisi-
militude. Over such performances today  –  in traditional religious settings, in politics, 
in media productions, in everyday life, in the context of the expected and predict-
able, and in moments of crisis  –  there hovers the spectre of inauthenticity. This 
condition, Alexander suggests, results from a separation of elites who carried out 
central symbolic actions from their mass audiences, an estrangement of  “ means of 
symbolic production ”  from the mass of social actors, and a disconnection of written 
foreground texts from background collective representations ( 2006 : 45). In axial -
 age civilizations and their modern descendants, social experience is marked by 
de - contextualization and the institution of distinctions between, for example, meta-
physics and ritual, the local and the general, the particular and the universal (Alex-
ander  2005 ). Consequently, social performances, always to some degree particularized 
but calling on ideological universals, bear a formidable burden of  “ achievement ”  
in attempting to knit together disparity and achieve authenticity  –  a situation remi-
niscent of Geertz ’ s observation of strained relations between religious convictions 
and everyday life. While Alexander criticizes Durkheim ’ s attempt to fi nd 
 “ elementary ”  forms of  all  religious life in Australian aboriginal societies, like 
Durkheim, he characterizes differences between pre -  and post - axial age societies in 
terms of social and cultural complexity. These and other Ango - American re - 
appropriations of Durkheim rework a range of ideas and tropes into uniquely 
synthetic accounts of the religious constitution of self and civic life, person and 
polity; an enterprise which Jeffrey Alexander and others involved in the Yale - 
centered  “ strong program ”  in cultural sociology have attempted to realize with 
formidable ambition. 

 Religious aspects of modern individualism, both historical and contemporary, 
are also central to Hans Joas ’ s  (2008a)  discussion of self - transcendence as an actual-
ity (not merely a  “ need ” ) which religion interprets, opening up  “ ways ”  of experi-
ence. Joas also stresses the social and religious dimensions of human dignity in a 
critique of Foucault ’ s history of punishment  (2008b) . Modern forms of punishment 
refl ect ambivalence over the status of convicted criminals, who partake in the sacred-
ness accorded the individual person even though convicted of violating that sacred-
ness in assaults on others. This ambivalence appears in tensions between support 
for rehabilitation or prisoner rights, and calls to avenge criminal desecrations of 
personhood. Demands for vengeance cannot be dismissed as mere backward - 
looking survivals; they are responses to violations of  contemporary  forms of sacred-
ness related to human dignity as a  “ religion of modernity ”   (2008a) , and constitute 
powerful collective forces.  
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   SOCIOLOGIE SACR É E : FRENCH DURKHEIMIANISM 

 The infl uence of Durkheimian sociology in France weakened between the world wars 
for several reasons: the academic fate of  “ offi cial Durkheimianism, ”  the eroding 
legitimacy of the Third Republic, and political divisions which fed that erosion. In 
postwar France, as elsewhere, some who pursued Durkheimian topics or ideas, even 
using Durkheimian language, distanced themselves from his perceived legacy. None-
theless, a conduit between Durkheim and postwar French thought persisted in the 
effect of Saussurian semiotics on a generation of anthropologists and comparative 
mythologists, including Emile Benveniste, Georges Dum é zil and also Claude L é vi -
 Strauss, who brought a Durkheimian and Hertzian emphasis to the study of symbolic 
classifi cation. While Levi - Strauss identifi ed more with Mauss than Durkheim, dis-
tancing himself from the idea that such classifi cations refl ected a synchronicity 
between social organization and symbolic structure, Dum é zil  (1988) , in a manner 
reminiscent of Durkheim and Mauss, identifi ed a mythical structure common to 
various Indo - European cultures  –  the four cardinal directions and their center  –  with 
an organizing principle in fi ve - part divisions of peoples (see also Allen,  2000 ). Simi-
larly, Dum é zil ’ s studies of the fragmentation of a primordial totality represented in 
stories of origin recall Durkheimian tropes of origin, differentation and ecstatic 
reunion. Michel Foucault mentioned Durkheim only occasionally and somewhat dis-
missively, but their methodological approaches bear comparison, as do their respec-
tive treatments of the concepts of the soul (Hecht  2003 : 316), of discipline, and of 
governance (Ramp  1999, 2000 ). Datta  (2008)  contends that Foucault and Durkheim 
may be brought into dialogue by interpreting the concept of collective effervescence as 
a moment at which the dissolution of one way of ordering the relation of people and 
things makes possible the constitution of a new and revolutionary  dispositif  –   an inter-
pretive strategy equally applicable to political revolutions and to religious revivals. 

 Ren é  Girard continued a Gallic penchant for philosophical anthropology with a 
uniquely Christian treatment of scapegoating (Girard  1987 ; Graham  2007 ) as some-
thing central to the human social condition, which Christ ’ s self - sacrifi ce disarms 
and annuls. Girard employed a non - Durkheimian theory of mimesis, but his iden-
tifi cation of the sacrifi cial victim as an ambiguously sacred fi gure symbolizing what 
the collective expels has acknowledged Durkheimian roots. Independently of Girard, 
American sociologist Kai Erikson  (1966)  penned a luminous account of the Salem 
witch trials as outcomes and objectifi cations of anxieties over collective self - 
defi nition in the Massachusetts Bay Colony at crucial points in its history. Mike 
Gane ( 1994 : 57 – 8) identifi ed an incipient Durkheimian analysis of  “ normal vio-
lence ”  exercised against vulnerable social inferiors in times of transition, and Dan 
Stone  (2004) , in a manner reminiscent of both Durkheim and Caillois, evoked the 
concept of collective effervescence to mark the genocidal potential of ecstatic de -
 differentiation accompanied by the identifi cation of collective enemies. Durkheim -
 infl uenced approaches to the sociology of suffering and evil (Pickering  2008a ; 
Alexander et al.  2004 ; Alexander  2001 ) and of collective responsibility (Rosati, 
 2008 ) also contribute signifi cantly to this literature. 

 The postmodern Durkheim renaissance beginning in the 1980s featured renewed 
attention to the sacred and to affective states associated with it, and derived from 
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readings of Georges Bataille, Maurice Blanchot (Hart  2004 ), and Bataille ’ s  Coll è ge 
de Sociologie  colleagues, Roger Caillois and Michel Leiris. Caillois noted a duality 
in games and play, which involve moments of individual or collective frenzy but 
also of circumscription, often involving rules about touching. Games in particular 
exhibit both an escalating exuberance of improvisation ( paidia ) and petty and 
seemingly overdone rules and conventions governing diffi culty ( ludus ) (Caillois 
 2001a : 12). Here is an emphasis, characteristic of Durkheim and Mauss, on a sym-
bolic structuring of persons, actions, bodies and things, accompanied by moments 
of excitement, governed by collective rules whose purpose is not utilitarian but  the 
establishment of meaning itself . But a Durkheimian (and Hertzian and Maussian) 
legacy is most explicit in Caillois ’ s linking of the sacred to social occasions of 
cleansing and purifi cation, or remission of sin, and in his weaving of collective 
effervescence into a disturbing comparison of festival and war (Caillois  2001b : esp. 
ch. 4) 

 The Durkheimian aspects of Georges Bataille ’ s  oeuvre  are widely acknowledged 
but much debated (Richman  1997, 2002 ; Gane  2003 ; Riley  2005, 2006 ). Bataille 
related elements of Durkheimian sociology to Nietzchean assertions about con-
sciousness in which the legacies of Hegel, Kant, Freud, and especially Marx, also 
persist (Bataille  1988d, 1989 ); for example, assertions about individual sovereignty 
 “ beyond good and evil ”  in the face of death and dissolution, about the foreignness 
of  “ base matter ”  to human ideals, and about profound contact with others as neces-
sarily wounding and violating, paradoxically bound up with both ecstasy and 
failure. These concerns are grounded in a central assertion that biological life, con-
sciousness and the social, though they take form as  “ organisms, ”  are all defi ned by 
excess (Bataille  1988a, 1988b, 1988c, 1991 ): Bataille thereby located a Maussian 
emphasis on effervescence and the force of the sacred, and Durkheim ’ s notion that 
transgression inevitably accompanies order, in a materialist matrix. Structure and 
limit are necessary to rational consciousness and social life (a Durkheimian trope), 
but are accompanied by an energy which promotes (on one hand) ecstatic transgres-
sion and (on the other) an  overproduction  of meaning which laughter, comically, 
debases and dissolves. 

 Bataille ’ s anthropology is Durkheimian in its treatment of the sacred as sym-
bolic, set apart and removed from use, and Maussian in its emphasis on the real 
force and power of the sacred. Bataille characterized the sacred as the site of het-
erogeneous forces repulsive to order and rationality; hence his Hertzian emphasis 
on its negative aspects. But like Durkheim and Mauss, he also claimed that the 
sacred and heterogeneity had been displaced or suppressed in modern life  –  except 
for the protean excesses of capitalist overproduction, and war. This made modern 
Europe ripe for fascistic seduction, diverting the energy of heterogeneity into an 
excessive and paradoxical devotion to order, aggression, and a spectacular aes-
thetic of violence (Bataille  1985 ). His creative use of Durkheim, Freud and Marx 
in this analysis still, perhaps especially now, merits attention. His attention to 
transgression and heterogeneity; to the sacred sites at which these are both indi-
cated and reserved, and to the heterogeneous force expressed in collective move-
ments and spectacular events, was widely emulated, in the work of Baudrillard 
(Baldwin  2008 ; Mellor and Shilling  1997, 1998 ; Maffesoli  1993, 1996 ; Mellor 
 2000 ; Richman  2002 ).  
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  CONCLUSION: DURKHEIM AND THE CO -  I MPLICATION OF 
SOCIOLOGY AND RELIGION 

 One may legitimately question the extent to which these various elements of a 
Durkheimian approach to the study of religion are  uniquely  Durkheimian, and 
whether they offer a coherent alternative to other approaches. Many of them reside 
in the work of others, often modifi ed, unattributed, or in service of other theoreti-
cal schemes (just as elements of Durkheim ’ s own thinking derived from Mauss, 
Hubert, and others outside the  Ann é e  circle, such as Sylvain L é vi). Conversely, 
some fi nd Durkheim ’ s formulations restrictively monistic or arbitrary. Despite the 
explosion of recent neo - Durkheimian scholarship, no unifi ed  “ Durkheim school ”  
in the sociology of religion has emerged. It can at least be said that Durkheim was 
at the center of a way of conceiving and researching social life distinctive in its time 
and place, conveyed in a discourse which employed distinctive terms, tropes, meta-
phors and ways of arguing, which articulated particular elements of concern and 
emphasis, both scientifi c and, to borrow Durkheim ’ s term,  “ moral. ”  After his 
death, and the dissolution of the fi rst  Ann é e  group, this discourse became frag-
mented and variable as elements of it were incorporated into different languages, 
disciplines and theoretical enterprises, sometimes recombining and sometimes 
diverging. 

 If there is no continuing school, it is still possible to talk of a cluster of distinctive 
concepts, approaches and concerns marking a unique approach to religion as a 
social phenomenon. Those who propagate Durkheimian ideas and concerns tend to 
be critical of approaches to religion which focus on status and economic motiva-
tions, cost - benefi t calculations, or individual psychology (Neubert  2008 ; Joas  2008a ; 
Mellor  2004 ; Richman  2003 ), just as Durkheim criticized utilitarian or individual-
istic explanations of social phenomena. They emphasize emotional and collective 
aspects of religious life, but also structured and structuring networks of symbols, 
boundaries and prohibitions. Central to most of this work is attention to the sacred, 
and a sense of the profound co - implication of the religious and the political, whether 
in the civic deployment and celebration of sacred symbols, in ecstatic redispositions 
of persons and things in new and revolutionary confi gurations, or in darker mani-
festations of violence and authoritarianism. Also still present is Durkheim ’ s atten-
tion, strikingly analogous to Freud ’ s, 12  to dualisms defi ning the modern condition, 
and to the signs and sites of ecstatic de - differentiation and totality marked off from, 
or within, everyday particularity. Today, the emblems of a previous century ’ s 
ecstatic mobilization, visions of utopia, sacred tradition or mythic origin, suffer fatal 
crises of authenticity. But the sacred and collective effervescence stubbornly resist 
death by the thousand cuts of individual interest, recurring anew in so - called fun-
damentalist movements, and in corporate gatherings from charismatic churches to 
Burning Man festivals. Less evident today, but present in much of the work exam-
ined above, is Durkheim ’ s own emphasis on the historical development of religious 
and social forms, or his stillborn incorporation of religious sociology into a larger 
project on  la morale , though Joas and Alexander address issues similar in emphasis 
and scope. More evident than in Durkheim ’ s day is a Bataillian emphasis (sometimes 
lacking Bataille ’ s ambivalence) on transgression, an emphasis which might incite 
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future questions about its status in and consequences for the conceptual schema or 
ethico - political orientation of the study of religion. 

 What also remains active is a fundamental ambiguity which triggered several 
early criticisms of Durkheim: his insistence that religion is  “ real, ”  central to social 
life, and in some sense perennial, and contrarily, that religion is also structurally 
 “ unconscious ”  of its true nature; that it, and its claims to ultimate validity, can be 
explained by a science which treats it as a  “ fact. ”  Durkheimian sociology is sym-
pathetic to religion, refusing rationalist dismissals of its ritualistic and emotional 
aspects, as well as of its more baffl ing modes of classifi cation and belief. It counters 
the reductive defi nitions of religion in much of the so - called  “ new atheism ”  today. 
Nonetheless, it is profoundly agnostic in its refusal of the terms on which religion 
offers itself. Durkheim argued that science, including social science, descends from 
religious modes of logic and cognition, still betrays religious elements in its institu-
tional organization, and, like religion, makes meaning in the face of the cosmos. 
But science does so differently, he claimed, and not as an equal  magisterium  (Lacroix 
 1979 ). This makes a Durkheimian approach to religion at once attractive and unset-
tling to religiously committed scholars. Yet, apart from early critics like Richard, 
and later ones like Hecht, sustained re - examination of Durkheim ’ s sociological 
atheism has been somewhat rare. 

 The Durkheimian emphasis on religion as  “ real ”  recalls us, fi nally, to our opening 
discussion about the status of the social, and of religion, as objects of study. The 
position that Durkheim was a realist, not a positivist, has stout defenders, but debate 
continues about what kind of realist he was, and whether he did or did not latterly 
abandon a schema in which symbolic classifi cations were conceived of as rooted in 
 “ real ”  dispositions of persons and things. One can argue that he asserted a sort of 
culturalist realism; that religious manifestations, as social facts, are real in a deriva-
tively Cartesian sense, as emergent properties with their own causal confi gurations. 
Alternatively, the  actuality  of religion may be located in its performative status; not 
as a  “ thing ”  or set of things existing as such but as a set of active performances, at 
once ordered and contingent, responsive to and generative of collective universals 
but also localized and contextualized. As Durkheim would have noted, such discus-
sion about the epistemological and ontological status of religion (about its existence, 
and about how it is known sociologically as something in relation to, but also other 
to the knower), has  “ religious ”  dimensions. The debate relies on a collective frame-
work of meaning, and is performed by scholars organized in professional bodies 
who hold certain presuppositions about truth sacred. But the encounter of religion 
and sociology raises another order of questions about transcendence, and about 
encounter, which Bataille in his tortured way faced most clearly. Religion, in at least 
some of its forms, purports to be about an encounter, whether with a personal 
presence, an impersonal force, or a universe of being to which we are insensitive 
and blind. Some representations of science superimpose epistemological questions 
on ontological ones, so that, for example, questions about God become debates 
over whether there is  “ a ”  being whose  “ existence ”  is empirically verifi able. A 
Durkheimian might reassert the importance of ontology, but also ask if epistemo-
logical and ontological issues in the philosophy of science are not variants of ques-
tions of otherness and encounter, differentiation and totality, faced existentially, 
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historically and socially, in discourse and embodied performance, in other spheres 
of life and in other times.  

  Notes 

  1     I thank W. S. F. Pickering and Paul Datta for critical comments on an early draft of this 
chapter while taking full responsibility for my interpretation of their comments.  

  2     The convention for the English translation of this title is now established by Fields ’  
 (1995)  translation. Watts Miller and Pickering suggest that  “ elemental ”  is a better choice 
than  “ elementary. ”   

  3     I am indebted to Paul Datta for this formulation.  
  4     Durkheim  (1958)  made a similar point about the relation of social science to socialism, 

yet his attraction to Saint - Simon as a founder of both modern socialism and of social 
science refl ects a shared ambiguity: both saw religion as, in a sense, an inescapable 
 “ practical ”  expression of a given state of knowledge (see also Durkheim  1995 : 432). A 
similar ambiguity haunts Althusser ’ s latter recognition of the practical unavoidability of 
 “ ideology. ”   

  5     Foucault ’ s study of the reformation of punishment, though articulated differently, was 
arguably anticipated by Durkheim (Ramp  1999 ).  

  6     On the vexed question whether Durkheim ’ s Jewishness affected his theory of religion, I 
would reiterate Strenski ’ s  (1997)  caution about speculation.  

  7     The disturbing religious implications of the decapitation of Louis XVI reappeared, a 
century and a half later, in the writings of both Georges Bataille and Georges Dum é zil.  

  8     A similar dynamic motivated Durkheim ’ s criticism of Guyau ’ s proposal that a secular 
ethical individualism would ultimately replace god - projections (Watts Miller  1996 ).  

  9     It is arguable that van Gennep independently came up with a similar idea.  
  10     Smelser latterly developed similar interests.  
  11     Alexander ( 2006b : 60 – 2) applies a Douglasian concept of pollution to a discussion of 

 “ civil narratives of good and evil. ”   
  12     Lacan ’ s engagement of Durkheim and Freud is central to the cultural theory of Zizek.   
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The Functional Theory of Religion  

  Victor   Lidz       

     The functional theory of religion focuses on relationships between religion and other 
social institutions, in both synchronic and diachronic perspectives. Its guiding notion 
has been that religions shape the values that ground the major institutions of soci-
eties and that, reciprocally, many practical circumstances in a society condition its 
religious life. Functional theory has particularly emphasized long term effects of 
religion on other institutions, including strata formation and legal, political, eco-
nomic, educational, and cultural institutions. In the cases of the world religions, 
such as, Christianity or Buddhism, functional theory has focused on religion ’ s part 
in shaping trends of development for entire civilizations. 

 This chapter examines the writings of three major contributors to the functional 
theory of religion, Talcott Parsons, Niklas Luhmann, and Robert N. Bellah.  

  TALCOTT PARSONS 

 Parsons ’  early masterwork,  The Structure of Social Action  (Parsons,  1937 ), estab-
lished the basic framework for the functional theory of religion. It found this 
framework in a theoretical convergence among four early twentieth - century social 
scientists, Alfred Marshall, Vilfredo Pareto,  É mile Durkheim, and Max Weber. 
Parsons argued that all four fi gures had treated norms as well as ends, means, and 
conditions as categories essential to  all  social scientifi c analysis, making the concept 
of norms a universal category for sociology. Every sociological analysis must attend 
to normative regulation of actors ’  choices of ends and of means toward their ends. 
At the macrosocial level, attention to normative orders is essential for understand-
ing social institutions and the functioning of society. Durkheim and Weber played 
the major roles in Parsons ’  convergence argument, and both identifi ed religious 
beliefs and institutions as central to normative orders. 

 Durkheim ’ s  The Elementary Forms of Religious Life , Parsons argued ( 1937 : 
ch. 11), focuses on  “ ultimate values ”  as the core of normative orders maintained 
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by members of society. A normative order ’ s capacity to bind the conduct of members 
of society depends on what Durkheim called  “ moral authority. ”  He sought to 
understand the source of moral authority in terms that apply to all societies. 
Durkheim started with a distinction between the sacred, or things  “ set apart ”  for 
special respect, and the profane or everyday. All cultures imbue sacred things with 
powers that make them dangerous if not given due respect. Religion is a system of 
beliefs and practices relating to sacred entities. Beliefs about the sacred are  “ exis-
tential references, ”  not norms, as they do not relate to practical action (Parsons 
 1937 : 422). Their concern is not with the empirical world, but with  “ non - empirical 
reality, ”  as in the idea of Zeus. Yet, as symbols, they  “ concretize ”  religious experi-
ence and attract special attitudes of respect. Societies are moral communities that 
share ideals, and sacred beliefs provide the special respect that elevates ideas into 
ideals. It is by common possession of sacred ideals that a society becomes in its 
essence  “ a religious phenomenon. ”  

 Parsons relates religion to social control, noting with Durkheim that members of 
society impose religious beliefs on one another. The attitude of respect for sacred 
things is obligatory; a person who fails to show respect is sanctioned. Religious rites 
engage the members of society in displaying respect for the sacred. In performing 
rites, an individual goes through special procedures to exit the profane world, 
engage the sacred, and manipulate sacred symbols. Religious ritual expresses ulti-
mate - value attitudes collectively and what Durkheim called its  “ effervescence ”  
strengthens  “ sentiments of respect ”  for them (Parsons  1937 : 433 – 7). Feelings of 
respect give moral authority to ultimate values and the broader sets of norms, inte-
grated with the values, that regulate the details of everyday relationships. 

 While Durkheim probed elementary and universal aspects of the relation between 
religion and society, Weber gave little attention to the  “ gardens of magic ”  in reli-
gions of simpler societies. He concentrated on world religions based on transcen-
dental conceptions of the sacred and capable of transforming traditional normative 
orders. 

 Parsons ’  ( 1937 : ch. 14) discussion of Weber started with his analysis of the 
Protestant ethic and its transformation of the economy, politics, law, and social 
stratifi cation. Weber ’ s understanding of rationalistic bourgeois capitalism encom-
passed the continuously profi t - oriented enterprise, its bureaucratic organization 
independent of the state, use of formally free labor, methodical exploitation of 
technology, reliance on rationalistic law regulating property and contract, and the 
price mechanism (Parsons  1937 : 508ff.). Although capitalism has existed in 
many historical forms, this combination of elements never existed before modern 
times. 

 Weber argued that the distinctive characteristics of modern capitalism emerged 
only under the sway of a  spirit  of modern capitalism, an economic ethic legitimated 
by a set of ultimate values. Against materialist explanations, he maintained that a 
spirit of modern capitalism arose fi rst, embracing the earning of money as a duty, 
not a tolerated evil; the rational pursuit of profi t by whatever ethical means, includ-
ing innovation; and the highly disciplined expenditure of human effort (Parsons 
 1937 : 513ff.). Weber illustrated this economic ethic with Benjamin Franklin, who, 
raised in a Puritan family, became an entrepreneur before modern capitalist institu-
tions existed. 
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 Weber turned to the evolution of Calvinist ethics toward endorsing disciplined 
labor in worldly callings and ascetic saving of capital, both factors favoring the 
growth of capitalism (Parsons  1937 : 515). Calvinist theology promoted this evolu-
tion with its idea of an absolutely transcendental Creator God, the doctrine of 
predestined damnation or salvation, and the belief that humankind ’ s mission is to 
create the kingdom of God on earth. Yet, Weber emphasized not Calvinism ’ s theol-
ogy but its shaping of the religious interests of believers (Parsons  1937 : 521ff.). Not 
knowing whether one was saved or damned created intolerable stress, so committed 
Puritans presumed that apparent contribution to building the kingdom of God on 
earth signifi ed one ’ s status as saved. Presumptive saints experienced justifi cation in 
working hard, saving capital, investing methodically, and exercising discipline over 
workers, who might be damned. 

 Having demonstrated a connection between Calvinism and modern capitalism, 
Parsons observed, Weber sought further proof not in more detailed historical 
studies, but in comparative research on civilizations with sophisticated cultures and 
great wealth that did not develop modern capitalism. Parsons discussed his analyses 
of Confucian China (Parsons  1937 : 542 – 52) and Hindu India (pp. 552 – 63). 

 In traditional China, an ethic of parental authority, fi lial piety, and duty to supe-
riors culminating in the emperor pervaded the entire society. Regarded as the Son 
of Heaven, the emperor mediated between the cosmic order of Heaven and the 
human realm. Mandarins, educated in traditional Confucian culture emphasizing 
ceremonial proprieties, nearly monopolized political administration. They provided 
justice through their courts, collected taxes, and maintained local status orders, but 
their effectiveness was limited by lack of administrative staffs. Merchant groups, 
when they accumulated wealth, sought prestige by buying land, adopting  “ idle ”  
gentry lifestyles, and raising sons to become mandarins. Continuous capitalism was 
disvalued and the status order prevented the emergence of a true bourgeoisie. 

 The Chinese ethic was worldly, valuing wealth, comfort, and harmony. It sup-
ported education in ceremonial propriety and the life of  “ self - controlled, dignifi ed, 
polite ”  gentleman living harmoniously within the accepted Confucian order. The 
ethic stressed rational adjustment to the given world, not, as in Puritanism, mastery 
of the world in the service of God. 

 Weber ’ s analysis of India focused on the caste system. The caste system had not 
been present in India from time immemorial, but was created by Brahmans and 
their religious ethic. The castes were endogamous, largely local, and hereditary, and 
the system of castes was  “ extraordinarily heterogeneous, ”  yet hierarchically ordered 
in terms of castes ’  degrees of ritual purity. The status of a caste in terms of relative 
ritual purity set the etiquettes for its members interaction with members of other 
castes. Traditional lines of work fi gured importantly in the castes ’  statuses. At the 
top of hierarchy were Brahmans, priestly groups whose ethic of ritual purity 
grounded the entire order. They often served princes as advisors and administrators, 
but did not hold public authority in their own right. Some castes included mer-
chants, but the caste system prevented them from becoming bourgeois and tradi-
tionalistic work practices blocked rational capitalism. 

 The caste order was supported by the doctrines of dharma and karma. Dharma 
stipulated that people must live by the traditional duties, including ritual duties, of 
their castes. Breaking from these duties led to expulsion from the caste and loss of 
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social status. Conduct with respect to caste dharma affected one ’ s karma or  “ per-
manent indestructible effects ”  (Parsons  1937 : 558) of one ’ s actions upon one ’ s soul, 
and, given belief in transmigration of souls, one ’ s fate in future incarnations. Caste -
 appropriate conduct enhanced one ’ s karma, leading to future incarnations in higher 
castes, whereas violating dharma could result in demotion in caste. Hindu beliefs 
thus reinforced the traditionalism of the entire caste system. 

 From Weber ’ s studies, Parsons appropriated two themes for his own theory. First 
was the tension between traditionalism and rationalism, including the ways rational-
ism can overcome traditionalism and create new social orders or render traditional 
institutions sacred and resistant to change. Second was the idea of directions of ratio-
nalization. Ethical prophecy, as in the Old Testament prophets, involves a prophet 
who presents himself as  “ the instrument of a divine will ”  (Parsons  1937 : 568) con-
veying commands and norms to followers. If God is conceived as transcendent, the 
ethical prophet can initiate breaks with tradition and promote a new normative order, 
action in the world having great meaning. This is inner - worldly asceticism, held with 
intensity by Puritanism. By contrast, exemplary prophets model the way to salvation. 
Religious orientation becomes mystical, worldly affairs are radically devalued, and 
escape from worldly entanglements results, as in monasticism. 

 Integrating Weber with Durkheim, Parsons derived a framework for analyzing 
relationships between religion and normative structures of societies. Societies must 
be moral communities in order to sustain their solidarity. Religious beliefs provide 
principles for moral communities, while religious rituals promote commitment to 
the principles. In long - term perspective, religious ethics establish moral impetus and 
direction for rationalizing societal institutions. In adopting these general proposi-
tions, Parsons was infl uenced by their empirical validity as well as their importance 
in integrating a theoretical system. 

  The  f our -  f unction  p aradigm 

 In the 1950s and 1960s, Parsons developed the  “ four - function paradigm, ”  a radi-
cally different conception from previous lists of functional requisites of social 
systems based on empirical generalization. Derived by analyzing the concept of 
 action system , the functions defi ne four general dimensions or aspects of all empir-
ical action systems. This analytic approach permits compilation of knowledge about 
how each of the functions is served across empirical settings and about general 
relationships among the functions. The four functions are pattern maintenance, 
integration, goal attainment, and adaptation. Their best known application defi nes 
four functionally specialized subsystems of society (cf. Parsons  1961, 1966 ): 

   •      The economy (adaptation) involves production and allocation of basic 
resources for use by individuals and collectivities. Its institutions include 
markets for labor and capital, entrepreneurial roles, the legal complexes of 
property, contract, credit, and employment, and the organizational structures 
of business fi rms.  

   •      The polity (goal attainment) coordinates the pursuit of society ’ s collective 
ends. Government agencies at all levels, including the administrative, execu-
tive, legislative, and judicial institutions, are primary components. Various 
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non - public organizations and the participation of citizens are also central to 
modern polities.  

   •      The societal community (integration) encompasses social classes, status and 
 ‘ life style ’  groups, ethnic and other  ‘ primordial ’  groups dynamically interre-
lated under law and informal norms to shape a society ’ s form of solidarity. 
Phenomena of cleavage and confl ict are important as well as solidarity.  

   •      The fi duciary system (pattern maintenance) promotes the development, con-
tinuation, and transmission (or reproduction) of a society ’ s values and shared 
culture. Institutions of religion, family and kinship, socialization, and educa-
tion make up the fi duciary system. Change in fi duciary systems, especially in 
religious ethics, has been the greatest force of long term institutional change.    

 The fi duciary system was conceived as a set of latent structures that establish a 
society ’ s identity in all of its components, analogous to a genome ’ s effect on all of 
an organism ’ s tissues and cells. The core of a society ’ s fi duciary system consists of 
its value system, which derives a normative consistency from highly generalized 
premises, such as, Confucian  “ inner - worldly mysticism ”  mandating adjustment to 
worldly conditions as they are. The general premises are complemented, in a tree -
 like structure, by multiple levels of differentiated values that specify their implica-
tions for specifi c institutional settings. The tree - like structure penetrates from the 
pattern maintenance subsystem of a society through the pattern maintenance sectors 
of the other subsystems (economy, polity, and societal community) to their function-
ally defi ned subsystems. One implication is that the values of different subsystems, 
while sharing a common pattern, emphasize different contents, and there may be 
confl ict between values of different subsystems, as between ideologies common 
among business executives and among university faculty. 

 Parsons held that Norbert Wiener ’ s cybernetics clarifi ed the special role of value 
systems in the regulation of action systems. Wiener demonstrated that in mechanical 
systems elements high in information can control or guide elements high in energy, 
as when a helmsman keeps a steamship on course or a thermostat controls a fur-
nace ’ s output. Parsons observed that Freud had discerned a human cybernetic 
relationship when he compared the ego ’ s relation to the id to a rider guiding a horse. 
Freud also noted that riders can lose control and horses become runaways. Similarly, 
ids can break free of the civilizing controls of egos. Control relationships are inher-
ently problematic, because energic mechanisms can break free of informational 
guidance. 

 The tree - structure of a society ’ s value system, Parsons argued, provides society ’ s 
informational controls. Core values, articulated in religious ethics, establish a 
pattern of evaluative preferences by which subordinate values and norms shape 
social institutions throughout the society ’ s economic, political, integrative, and 
lower - level pattern maintenance subsystems. Parsons also emphasized that cyber-
netic relationships involve two - way dynamics: control, but, equally important, 
conditioning relationships, set by the limits of energic elements. A ship with a weak 
engine may not stay on course in a storm, regardless of how capably steered. The 
institutionalization of a religious ethic may break down when conditioning factors 
are disrupted, as in times of economic, political, or stratifi cational stress, such as, 
the French, Russian, or Chinese Revolutions. Parsons suggested that cybernetics 
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resolves the division in sociology between theories emphasizing  “ ideal ”  factors, 
including religion, and theories emphasizing  “ material ”  factors, portraying both as 
essential and complementary, and with many grades between the purely ideal and 
purely material.  

  American  s ociety 

 In the late 1950s, Parsons planned a volume using the four - function paradigm to 
develop a comprehensive analysis of American society. Several draft chapters were 
completed before his collaborator, Winston White, left academic life, ending the 
project. Three chapters on American values are Parsons ’  only attempt fully to expli-
cate his idea of a societal value system (Parsons and White, unpublished). 

 The analysis of American values has three key aspects. First, the American value -
 pattern is placed in a series of cultural variants in Western civilization, starting with 
ancient Hebrew and Greek elements integrated into early Christian thought. The 
analysis emphasizes continuities, such as, the conception of God as a transcendent 
Creator, the valuation of historical change, and theology incorporating logic. It also 
underscores emergent changes, including ascetic monasticism in medieval Europe, 
the Reformation turn to inner - worldliness, and the ascetic Protestantism of the 
Puritans. Parsons  (1968)  later wrote a similar but more detailed account of the 
development of Christianity. 

 Second, Parsons argued that a value - pattern of  “ instrumental activism ”  has gen-
erally been stable in America since colonial times. Stress on  pattern  stability is 
complemented by analysis of change in the  content  of specifi c value complexes 
related to such changes as industrialization in the nineteenth century and the growth 
of governmental activism in the 1930s. 

 Third, several levels in the value system are distinguished, from cultural premises 
about the nature of humankind and its purposes on earth, to general moral prin-
ciples of social relationships, to the ideal characteristics of society, to ideals pertain-
ing to specifi c societal subsystems and institutions. The analysis also explored the 
functional differentiation of the value system, attending to tensions between values 
of different institutional settings. 

 The characterization of a unifying pattern of American values started with the 
ascetic Protestant heritage of most seventeenth -  and eighteenth - century colonists. 
The Protestant doctrine of each individual ’ s direct responsibility to God, without 
mediation by any human institution, even churches, for implementing His com-
mandments grounded a profound individualism. Over the centuries, this individual-
ism has led to many Constitutional, legal, and customary protections for individual 
autonomy. It also grounded a profound activism, as individuals, defi ned themselves 
as instruments of God, responsible for bringing society into closer relationship to 
His ideals. Parsons term for this value - pattern,  “ instrumental activism, ”  highlights 
the commitment to mastering everything in the human condition to the extent pos-
sible. Instrumental activism stresses the development and perfection of  means  for 
social action. At the macro - social level, it gives development of the economy priority 
over other societal subsystems. More than in other societies, economic institutions 
gain the lion ’ s share of resources. Success in economic roles becomes the primary 
basis of status - recognition and social stratifi cation. Instrumental activism has reli-
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gious dimensions, yet many secular strivings derive their meaning from congruent 
expectations of mastery, whether athletes in their training, scholars in their research, 
entrepreneurs in expanding businesses, or homeowners purchasing appliances to 
make housework effi cient. 

 Parsons  (1960)  also described what he called the denominational pattern of 
American religious organization. Impressed by Will Herberg ’ s argument that Ameri-
can society, formerly Protestant in its religious identity, had after World War II 
integrated Catholics and Jews to a new degree, Parsons interpreted his conclusions 
by reference to Ernst Troeltsch ’ s  (1960)  distinction between churches and sects. 
Churches coincide in membership with politically organized societies, generally 
taking part in legitimating state institutions. Sects stand ethically outside politically 
organized society, viewed as corrupt, and withdraw from or commit to changing 
the societal order. Parsons understood American religions to be neither churches 
nor sects, but a third form, denominations. American religions do not expect to 
coincide with the society in membership, as all are minorities. Few stand in sectarian 
opposition to the social order. Most broadly accept American institutions  –  their 
democratic aspects, economic activism, and relative openness to social mobility  –  
while remaining critical of particular policies and institutions. They also expect 
recognition and acceptance for themselves and their members on a basis of formal 
equality.  

  Religion and  s ocial  e volution 

 In the 1960s, Parsons proclaimed a revival of the theory of social evolution and 
began to write about social change over the sweep of human history and in com-
parative perspective. The evolutionary project resulted in two small books (Parsons 
 1966, 1971 ; see also Lidz and Parsons  1972 ), which together outline a six stage 
theory of societal development: 

  1     small non - literate societies without hierarchical structures;  
  2     larger non - literate tribes with central chiefdoms, simple class divisions, local 

cults, and small produce markets;  
  3      “ archaic ”  societies with literate priestly groups, religious belief systems of 

cosmic scope, institutions of kingship and social classes, continuous agricul-
ture, craft workshops, and extensive trade and markets;  

  4      “ historic ”  empires legitimated in terms of world religions, with multi - ethnic 
populations, extensive systems of political authority, partially rationalized 
legal systems, upper classes with great wealth, and economies that concentrate 
great wealth and support large populations;  

  5     the  “ early modern ”  nation - states of Europe, legitimated in terms of Reforma-
tion or Counter - Reformation cultures, with monarchies and landed aristocra-
cies, urban populations and an emerging bourgeoisie, nascent science and 
technology, and more active economic production;  

  6      “ late modern ”  societies with inner - worldly religious and moral orientations, 
industrial production, various degrees of democratic institutions, expanding 
middle classes, systems of higher education, and advanced science and 
technology.    
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 Parsons recognized two forms of society that fell between his other types and pro-
foundly shaped human history. He used the term  “ seed - bed societies ”  for classical 
Greece and ancient Israel (Parsons  1966 : ch. 6). Their institutions were archaic, yet 
they became centers of  “ historic ”  cultural innovation. Western and more recently 
world civilization have been affected by the Hebraic idea of a universal Creator 
God and ethical prophecy and by Greek conceptions of citizenship in the  polis  and 
 logos  as a standard of validity for cultural beliefs. Parsons also acknowledged the 
special status of Medieval society in Europe. Its political organization, fragmented 
by feudal hierarchies based on vassalage, was archaic. But its Christian religion, 
monastic asceticism, Roman legal tradition, commercial and eventually bourgeois -
 dominated cities, and nascent universities led to Renaissance and Reformation 
Europe (Parsons  1971 : ch. 3). 

 The analysis of modern civilization highlighted the emergence since the Reforma-
tion of a system of societies with similar institutions, yet distinctive differences 
among them (Parsons  1971 : chs. 4 – 7). Growth of the system has been due to the 
outward press of factors originally centered in Northwestern Europe, the United 
Kingdom, and North America, but by the late twentieth - century extended to most 
of the world. These factors include: inner - worldly values of Christian origin, but 
often in secular ideologies deriving from the Enlightenment; the appeal of demo-
cratic political forms to expanding middle classes; and the dynamic effects of eco-
nomic markets and enterprises mobilizing raw materials, labor, and capital on a 
global basis. Parsons emphasized that societies around the world are developing 
variants of modern institutional orders adjusted to their particular value systems, 
often ones created by reordering heritages based in world religions. Analysis of 
religiously and ideologically rooted value systems is essential to understanding how 
particular societies establish niches in the evolving international system. Parsons 
attended particularly to variation among European societies, to institutional differ-
ences between the United States and the then Soviet Union, and to Japan as a model 
non - Western modern society. 

 For each evolutionary type of society, Parsons included comparative materials to 
suggest ranges of variation. In discussing archaic societies, he compared the ancient 
Egyptian and Mesopotamian kingdoms. His analysis of historic empires compared 
Chinese, Indian, Islamic, and Roman civilizations. His comparisons examined insti-
tutional differences in all four subsystems of the various societies. While emphasiz-
ing the independent importance of structures in each subsystem of society, Parsons 
argued that focus on long - term courses of societal development leads causal analysis 
to focus on cybernetically controlling factors. Thus, his analyses of archaic Egypt 
and Mesopotamia concentrate on their religious cosmologies and contrasting beliefs 
about kings ’  mediating roles between the sacred and profane orders. His analyses 
of historic empires emphasized religious beliefs and ethics as well as status groups 
that were the chief  “ carriers ”  of religious values, following Weber ’ s treatments of 
the Chinese mandarins, Indian Brahmans, and Roman senatorial class.  

  The  g eneral  a ction  s ystem 

 Parsons ’  conception of the social system is  analytic  in that it abstracts the system 
of interaction, social relationships, and institutions from the concrete social action 
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of individuals. A logical implication is that social systems must be complemented 
by other systems that also shape social action. In the 1960s, he developed a four 
function analysis of what he called the general action system (Parsons  1977 : 
ch. 10), the system of components based on meaning that directly contribute to 
social action. In a late formulation: 

   •      Culture is pattern maintaining, as core beliefs and values establish principles 
for the entire action system.  

   •      The social system is integrative, with its institutional components stabilizing 
relationships among actors over time.  

   •      Personalities are goal attaining, their motivational structures enabling indi-
viduals to exercise  agency  in implementing action.  

   •      The mind, differentiated from personality as G. H. Mead  (1934)  distinguished 
it from self, is adaptive. Mind mobilizes the intelligent capabilities and knowl-
edge of individuals as resources for action.    

 Concrete social action draws upon elements of all four systems. Parsons explored 
ways in which certain general types of action draw on specifi c components of 
culture, social systems, personalities, and minds. He analyzed in detail the  “ cognitive 
complex ”  (Parsons and Platt  1973 ) involved in creating intellectually disciplined 
knowledge. There is also a  “ religious complex ”  that includes cultural, social, per-
sonality, and mental components of religious action. Several essays (in Parsons 
 1978 ) attempted cultural analysis of religious beliefs and  “ cultural codes ”  as sources 
of social values and implied a religious complex, but did not specifi cally formulate 
it (Lidz  1982  proposed a formulation).  

  The  h uman  c ondition  p aradigm 

 In the 1970s, Parsons developed the  “ human condition paradigm ”  for analyzing 
the general action system ’ s location within extra - action environments and their 
effects on human social life. The paradigm treats the general action system as inte-
grative for a system that includes the physico - chemical environment as adaptive, the 
biosphere or environment of all living things, including human organisms, as goal 
attaining, and the  “ telic system ”  as pattern maintaining (Parsons  1978 : ch. 15). The 
telic system is a reformulation of  “ ultimate reality ”  that had long fi gured in Parsons ’  
interpretations of Weber (Parsons  1937, 1963 ). 

 Parsons made two new points in formulating the telic system. First, openness to 
problems of meaning  –  to concerns over the nature of ultimate reality, the signifi -
cance of one ’ s existence in the cosmos, one ’ s fate as saved or damned, or ultimate 
justice in the world (theodicy)  –  may affect any social relationship or institution. 
Where normative orders fail to secure the meaningfulness of social action, problems 
of meaning may arise, erode personal or collective commitments, and stimulate 
processes of change. Parsons held that problems of ultimate meaning are especially 
salient to religious belief and action, but hardly limited to them. They may arise 
with frustration in economic or political action, in relation to social status, in sci-
entifi c work, or with illness, disability, or impending death. 
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 Second, Weber ’ s concepts of inner - worldly and other - worldly, asceticism and 
mysticism can be treated as defi ning transcendental limits of possible orientations 
to the human condition. As categories of the telic, they fall beyond direct human 
experience and empirical knowledge, but can be known through indirect evidence 
of limits to the orientations of actual socio - cultural systems, especially religious 
systems. Parsons ventured that there can be no human orientation to action that is 
not simultaneously in some degrees inner - worldly or other - worldly and ascetic or 
mystical. Transcendentally grounded religions establish specifi c orientations among 
myriad possibilities within these parameters. Such religious orientations fatefully 
shape the institutional orders that may rationally be legitimated as well as the prob-
lems of meaning that may be experienced by individuals living within them.  

  Niklas Luhmann 

 For Luhmann, articulating a systems theory was the necessary starting point for all 
sociological analysis. His conception of systems derived from engineering, second 
order cybernetics, evolutionary biology, physiology, and macro - economics (Luhmann 
 1995 ). Especially important was the biologist, Humberto Maturana ’ s conception of 
 autopoesis  or self - reproduction of a system (Luhmann  1998, 2002a ). Parsons ’  
theory was also a key reference, but Luhmann rejected his four function theory and 
understanding of cybernetic hierarchy, thus his attempt to understand religion in 
terms of a general societal function and high - in - information controls over societal 
development (Luhmann  1982a, 1995 ). While criticizing Weber ’ s analysis of ascetic 
Protestantism ’ s part in the development of modern institutions, Luhmann sustained 
the interest in the rationalization of institutions and its religious sources. 

 Luhmann viewed the evolution of systems as a fundamental reality. Following 
Maturana, he treated evolution as a result of three independent but interrelated pro-
cesses: variation in the operations of a system, selection among variants, and stabili-
zation of selected variants over time (Luhmann  1995, 1998 ). By reference to these 
three general processes, he claimed that social evolution is continuous with biologi-
cal evolution. Like biological systems, societies must manage their relations with 
their environments, including other societies, the personal systems of members, and 
physical, chemical, and biological environments. A society with internally differenti-
ated systems, for example, political and economic systems, must also manage their 
relations with one. Processes of variation and selection result in differentiated and 
autonomous systems, and stabilization of an autonomous system requires continua-
tion of its  autopoesis  in relation to multiple internal and external environments. 

 As a newly differentiated system gains autonomy from its environment, it reduces 
the complexity of that environment. Its  autopoesis  achieves a simpler, more effi cient 
manner of operating, based on a new functionally specifi c rationality, for example, 
effi ciency in economic transactions or methodical demonstration in science (Luhmann 
 1995 ). In modern societies, many functional systems maintain  autopoeses  and ratio-
nalities or principles of coordination independent of other systems. There is no 
longer one rationality, as economy, polity, law, religion, science, and so forth, 
maintain separate rationalities (Luhmann  1995, 2002a ). 

 Luhmann adapted Parsons ’  idea that, besides money mediating economic rela-
tionships, there are other symbolic media, such as, political power and infl uence, 
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that operate in other societal subsystems. In Luhmann ’ s theory, every differentiated 
system requires its own  “ communications medium ”  to represent its internal condi-
tions to environing systems (Luhmann  1995 : ch. 4). The various media are integral 
to the  autopoeses  of their respective systems, to their salient forms of rationality, 
and to communication among systems (Luhmann  2002a : part 3). 

 For Luhmann, a religious system gains differentiation through the same general 
processes as other systems  –  variation, selection, and stabilization  –  but its rational-
ity and communications medium are specifi c to its functions. Tracing a religious 
system ’ s development requires understanding its characteristic rationality and form 
of medium as well as the consequences of its autonomy for other systems, especially 
in modern society with its many autonomous systems (Luhmann  2002b ). 

 Luhmann ’ s evolutionary analysis of religious systems did not emphasize a clear 
sequence of stages, but did concentrate on transitions from archaic religions to 
religions with rationalized dogmas to contemporary  “ secularized ”  religions empha-
sizing private belief (Luhmann  1982b, 2002b ). He related these transitions to effects 
on economies, polities, law, science, and the arts, emphasizing rationalization in all 
systems. His examples came mainly from European Christianity, mostly Catholi-
cism, with some discussion of the Reformation. His empirical base is narrow, and 
one may ask how far his insights extend to non - Western religions. 

 Citing studies of African and New World tribes as well as ancient Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, Luhmann characterizes archaic religions as having loosely integrated 
cycles of myths and rituals that sustain intense religious involvement. They also 
provide ideological grounding for political, economic, and legal systems that are so 
closely integrated that they scarcely operate autonomously (Luhmann  1984 ). Reli-
gious systems began to develop autonomy from other institutional systems by criti-
cizing ancient kings, their courts, and the social justice they provided. Luhmann 
mentions the Buddha ’ s criticisms of the Hindu caste order and Old Testament 
prophets ’  criticisms of kings and their courts. The prophets ’  criticisms led to a 
conception of God as universal, omnipotent Creator later incorporated in Christian-
ity, a process of dogmatization that stabilized autonomous rationality for the reli-
gious system, differentiating it from other systems (Luhmann  1984 ). 

 For Luhmann, dogmatization transforms an open world of indeterminate pos-
sibilities into a determinable world. It selects among possibilities to establish a 
restricted but stable framework of sacredly validated grounds for religious experi-
ence and commitments (Luhmann  1982b : ch. 2,  1984 ). Dogmatization responds to 
functional pressure for greater coherence and consistency in religious belief, a pres-
sure strengthened when writing facilitated more continuous, focused, and critical 
refl ection. This pressure is apparent in the  “ God - concept, ”  which, in Christian 
dogma, became a complexity - reducing principle, embracing the  “ world - universal ”  
and guiding all aspects of life. Philosophically disciplined dogmatics, theology, 
emerged to defend core religious beliefs through a long series of controversies. The 
resulting conception of God absorbed  “ all of the contingency of an increasingly 
complex world, including evil and chance ”  (Luhmann  1984 : 52) As God became a 
 “ perfect person ”  outside of time and nature, it  “ guaranteed ”  all the selections that 
make the world determinable (Luhmann  1984 : 54). It provided ultimate comfort 
for facing life ’ s disappointments, frustrations, and anxieties. The rituals of life tran-
sitions were supported by a soteriology that determines personal status as saved or 
damned at the end of life. 
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 Christian dogma, including its soteriology, transformed a prophetic conception 
of history centering on the fate of a people, Israel, into a universal concept of time 
extending from the Fall of Man to the Last Judgment (Luhmann  1984 : 81ff.). With 
this expanded idea of the meaning of human experience, dogma accommodated 
principles legitimating economic activity, political and social hierarchies, and scho-
lastic law, while also restricting them ethically. Medieval society thus had a religious 
coherence despite its political and economic segmentation. 

 Dogmatization established a religious code enabling  “ faith ”  to serve as a com-
munications medium (Luhmann  1984 : 57). Faith had been important to Christian 
religiosity from Roman times, but as dependence on ritual, the sacraments, and 
priestly guidance waned, religious communication centered ever more on personal 
expressions of faith. Reformation doctrines of  “ justifi cation by faith alone ”  replaced 
ritual as the effi cacious modality of religious experience with a more unifi ed medium 
of faith (Luhmann  1984 : 59ff.). 

 As it developed, Christian dogma de - socialized the world, defi ning the human 
order, subject to God ’ s commandments, as a sphere separate from nature and the 
transcendental sacred (Luhmann  1984 : 50ff.). The Enlightenment transformed this 
understanding of the human sphere into modern notions of epochs defi ned by 
secular historical events. The  “ temporal horizon ”  also changed, such that action is 
planned  “ with an eye no longer to past but future selections ”  (Luhmann  1982a : 
321 – 2). The changed understanding of time and history was part of a broad secu-
larizing transition that differentiated system principles of economy, polity, law, 
science, and the arts from religion. The Enlightenment brought subsystems of society 
autonomous rationalities that had previously been blocked by religious orientation 
to the world as a unity under God ’ s implicit relation to all action and experience 
(Luhmann  1995 : 461). The late eighteenth century thus launched a new era in which 
greater autonomy from religion facilitated cumulative development in all societal 
systems. 

 The present situation of religious dogma and faith has been conditioned by the 
vast social changes of two centuries of increasingly secularized, globalized, and 
complex economic, political, legal, scientifi c, and other systems. Given seculariza-
tion of system principles, religion no longer has direct legitimating relations to them 
and is no longer directly implicated in societal structure (Luhmann  1982b : ch. 4, 
 2002b : ch. 8). Religious dogmas have also been subject to radically rationalistic 
criticism since the Enlightenment. A result has been to privatize faith, which now 
circulates as expressions of highly personal experience not as dogma shared by 
members of society. Faith has been liberated from dogmatics, and religious experi-
ence has been individualized, radically removed from the broader social order 
(Luhmann  1982b : 232ff.,  2002b : ch. 9). The eventual fate of a religious system 
based on privatized faith is unclear.   

  ROBERT  N . BELLAH 

 Bellah commands a vast fund of knowledge in the history, sociology, and anthropol-
ogy of religion. Early in his career, committed to comparative research, he developed 
expertise in Japanese, Chinese, and Islamic civilizations. His writing on American 
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religion has a broad background in the history of Christianity and Western civiliza-
tion. He has said that his unifying task is to understand contemporary civilization 
in the broadest comparative perspective. After well over fi fty years of publication, 
he is now writing his  magnum opus  to address the evolutionary meaning of human 
experience against a background of the frames of meaning provided by the several 
world religions. 

 Bellah ’ s early writings used Parsons ’  four function paradigm and cybernetic 
theory, helping to shape Parsons ’  own later understanding of religion. His later 
works refrain from the formal functional paradigm, but continue to draw analytic 
distinctions following its logic. He has affi rmed (Bellah and Tipton  2006 , introduc-
tion; epilogue in Madsen et al.  2002 ) that all of his writings draw on Parsons ’  early 
integration of Durkheim ’ s and Weber ’ s frameworks. Some of his essays reexamine 
their frameworks to probe that integration more deeply. 

 Early essays (Bellah  1970 : ch. 1 and appendix) addressing the cultural, social, 
and personality aspects of religion indicate the breadth of Bellah ’ s engagement with 
religion In discussing the theologically elaborated beliefs of world religions, Bellah 
( 1970 : appendix) distinguishes four modalities of religious symbol systems, charac-
terized as the God of justice, who upholds a moral order; the God of love, as in 
 “ the Christ who died for me; ”  Divine power sustaining  “ objective universalistic 
laws, ”  as in Natural Law deriving from Stoicism; and the ground of Being, as in 
Buddhist nirvana. Complex religious cultures develop beliefs relating to all four 
aspects, which are identifi ed, respectively, with the adaptive, goal attainment, inte-
grative, and pattern maintenance dimensions of religious belief systems. 

 The essay identifi es religious social action with the pattern maintenance sector 
of society ’ s pattern maintenance subsystem. Within that sector, it distinguishes four 
subsystems of religious action: religious ethical action (adaptive), worship (goal 
attainment), religious therapy or practices addressing the balance between gratifi ca-
tion and deprivation, frustration, and anxiety (integrative), and faith or commitment 
to a belief system (pattern maintaining). This paradigm is an abstract functional 
grid, leaving open how particular empirical religions in their historical settings fulfi ll 
the several functions, perhaps stressing certain functions over others. Bellah pro-
posed that Weber ’ s  “ problems of meaning ”  can be classifi ed as challenges to the 
four components of religious systems: guilt and shame as senses of personal inad-
equacy in religious ethical action; loneliness, including fear of death and isolation, 
as a failure of the worship system; existential suffering as inadequacy of religious 
therapy; and meaninglessness as failure to fi nd grounds of faith in the belief system. 

 Bellah notes that religion contributes essentially to socialization. Religious rituals 
are often parts of transitions between life stages, as in confi rmations that signal 
entry into adulthood. Moreover, the meaning of socialization is often refl ected in 
religious beliefs, as when sacred fi gures are symbolic fathers, mothers, sons, or 
daughters. As psychoanalysts have underscored, many religions project Oedipal 
emotions into myths and other beliefs. In a later essay, Bellah ( 1970 : ch. 5) com-
pared the Oedipal themes prominent in Western religion to themes in Confucian 
culture that emphasize the Freudian latency stage. Chinese culture has accentuated 
latency - like submission to parental authority and controlled expression of affect as 
having special ethical meaning. A similar ethical emphasis is refl ected in ideals of 
interpersonal harmony, even suppression of independent initiative. In teaching, 
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Bellah has proposed that Hindu religion, with its elaborate milk symbolism, empha-
sizes early childhood dependence on a mother ’ s caring as an ethical model for 
relationships. 

  Japan and  m odernization 

 In the 1950s, Japan ’ s experience as the fi rst  “ modern ”  nation outside the Western 
cultural sphere commanded special interest. Bellah sought to understand Japan ’ s 
modernization following the model of Weber ’ s emphasis on Puritan ethics as a 
source of modern capitalism. Bellah ’ s  Tokugawa Religion  (Bellah  1957 ) argued, 
contrary to conventional analyses, that religious movements of the Tokugawa 
Period provided a certain functional equivalent of the Protestant ethic as sources of 
Japan ’ s rapid industrialization after the Meiji Restoration. 

 Bellah identifi ed not only worldly asceticism in Tokugawa religious ethics, but 
also differences between Japanese and Western values and social structure. Japanese 
values emphasized not the independent conscience and activity of the individual, 
but commitment to collectivities  –  families, villages, cities, merchant shops, feudal 
domains, or the national polity  –  and loyalty to their heads (Bellah  1957 : ch. 2). 
Heads of collectivities, including feudal lords, did not hold autonomous authority, 
but were obligated to superior collectivities. Even the emperor owed loyalty to his 
ancestors and the sun god. Beyond loyalty, commitment to a collectivity involved 
stringent duties of performance. If the requirements of one ’ s role were not fulfi lled, 
expulsion might result, whether from family, village, or lord ’ s domain. The empha-
sis on effective service to collectivities at all levels of organization, culminating in 
duty to emperor and nation gave primacy to political values over values of other 
societal subsystems. 

 Tokugawa religious movements emerged in a context of ancient religious heri-
tages. The oldest heritage involved widespread local cults, seasonal ceremonies, and 
Shinto cults maintaining myths of the sun goddess, emperor ’ s lineage, and emperor 
(Bellah  1957 : ch. 3). Shinto ’ s focus on the emperorship sacralized the nation and 
duties to heads of collectivities. Insofar as Shinto remained the central religion, it 
closed off belief in transcendent sources of value. It portrayed the sun goddess, royal 
lineage, emperor, and nation as merged into one sacred source of value and obliga-
tion, while also shading into all superiors. Sacralized authorities were viewed as 
giving  “ blessings ”  that dependents had to reciprocate with commitments to service. 

 Confucian and Buddhist borrowings from China complemented Shinto, provid-
ing metaphysical signifi cance to religious commitments. Neo - Confucian metaphysics 
emphasized the harmony of heaven and its political meaning, instilling political 
loyalties with the ethics of fi lial piety. Buddhist movements, based in cults across 
the country, taught moral cultivation of the self and overcoming selfi shness in 
fulfi lling duties to superiors. As Confucian, Buddhist, and Shinto themes merged, 
understandings of devotion to superiors, especially the emperor, grew more 
spiritualized. 

 In the Tokugawa period, ascetic versions of these ethical doctrines arose and 
gained popularity. Bellah ( 1957 : chs. 5 and 6) traced the outlooks of several reli-
gious movements. The Kokugaku school centered on myths of the emperor ’ s 
harmony with the sun goddess, rejecting Confucian ethics and Buddhist metaphysics 
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to underscore loyalty to superiors. The Mito school viewed  “ God, emperor, lord, 
and father ”  as identifi ed with one another in a national family ordered by ideals of 
fi lial piety. Its ethics paired a  “ great fi lial piety ”  due emperor and nation with a 
 “ small fi lial piety ”  due parents. The Jodo Shinsu Buddhist sect stressed an asceticism 
of hard, honest work in one ’ s occupation, in return for Amida ’ s blessings, as a path 
to salvation. The Hotoku peasant movement promised worldwide well - being and 
salvation if earned by hard work in return for metaphysical blessings. The Shingaku 
movement (Bellah  1957 : ch. 6) was initiated by the curious Ishida Baigan, a clerk 
for Kyoto merchants, who after years of studying Confucian and Buddhist classics 
taught whomever would listen to him. Shingaku eventually established teaching 
centers for students throughout Japan. It valued overcoming personal desires with 
asceticism to achieve mystical union with heaven and nature. It held that people of 
all stations in life could emulate the samurai ideals of service and sacrifi ce. Honesty, 
austerity, and devotion to service carried to extreme forms in conducting business 
yielded new respect for merchants and their contributions to the nation, countering 
earlier prejudice. Under the Meiji, Shingaku was suppressed, but its ethics entered 
schoolbooks and thus contributed to the discipline of merchants and workers who 
staffed the new multi - industry zaibatsu corporations and the thousands of small 
workshops that supplied them. 

 Japanese modernization, Bellah demonstrated, was guided by values that empha-
sized activism on the part of political organization. It was led not by bourgeois 
entrepreneurs, but by samurai whose positions the Meiji validated anew. The doc-
trine of bushido, the spiritualized status ethic of samurai, shaped the leadership of 
large - scale Japanese enterprise, complemented by Shingaku - infl uenced ethics of 
honesty and austerity among the staff of the zaibatsu, workshop owners, and mer-
chants. Japan ’ s political values and the samurai status ethic enabled it to concentrate 
the capital and sustain the organization to embark on modernization. Bellah stressed 
that the religious culture that shaped Japan ’ s modernization differed radically from 
the values underlying Western modernity (Bellah  1957 : conclusion). 

 Although a model for studies of religion and modernization,  Tokugawa Religion  
proved controversial in Japan. The distinguished scholar, Maruyama Masao, argued 
that greater emphasis should be given to aspects of Japanese culture that had pro-
moted the 1930s militarism and involvement in World War II. Bellah ( 2003a : ch. 
4) acknowledged that the extraordinary adaptability in the  contents  of goals pursued 
through Japan ’ s characteristic emphasis on performance left the society open to 
unfortunate policies, including militarism. He also suggested that a deeper issue was 
Maruyama ’ s unease about the application of general social scientifi c analysis to 
Japan ’ s unique culture.  

  Religious  e volution 

 Bellah ’ s most important contribution has been his schema of religious evolution 
(Bellah  1970 : ch. 2), which provided an essential source for Parsons ’  schema, dis-
cussed above. The crux of Bellah ’ s evolutionary analysis derives from Weber ’ s 
comparative studies, portraying the emergence of world religions based on transcen-
dental conceptions of the sacred and the resulting critiques of traditional social 
orders as the central watershed of human experience. Bellah characterizes this 
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watershed, following Karl Jaspers  (1966) , as the  “ axial age, ”  the millennium that 
encompasses the Old Testament prophets, the classical Greek philosophers, Jesus, 
the early Church Fathers who received Greek  “ logos ”  into theology, Confucius and 
his followers, the Brahman priests who developed Hindu religious ethics and 
 dharma , the Buddha, and Mohammed. Each of these charismatic movements envi-
sioned a sacred domain that transcends the experiential world and confronts tradi-
tional social order with new ethical ideals. Each of the religious movements also 
developed a soteriology offering a form of salvation after life and motivating ethical 
conduct through hope of ultimate participation in the sacred. 

 All of the world religions expanded beyond their archaic societies of origin, 
embracing diverse peoples and legitimating larger - scale civilizations. With larger 
civilizations came new institutions of social stratifi cation, education, law, authority, 
and economic production as well as new ritual systems and types of educated 
religious specialists. Each of the world religions established its own modes and 
directions of rationalization, including distinct religious ethics and patterns of 
legitimating social institutions. A consequence was that the evolutionary paths of 
the axial societies diverged from one another, each becoming increasingly different 
from the others over time, and each creating particular barriers toward later 
modernization. 

 Among religions not based on an axial transformation, Bellah distinguished the 
non - literate or primitive from the archaic. For non - literate religions, he underscored 
the close relationship between the sacred and human realms. The sacred places, 
objects, and beings of their symbol systems have special powers, but pertain to 
things familiar in the environment. At the level of ritual, participants believe they 
can become mythical beings and participate directly in the sacred. This enables times 
of ritual activity, such as, the Australian corroborees, to become occasions of insti-
tutional creativity. Enacting sacred beings, tribal members can impart sacred legiti-
macy to new patterns of conduct. More recently, Bellah  (2003b)  has suggested that 
emotionally intense  “ primitive ”  rituals, with song, dance, and mimetic symboliza-
tion, likely facilitated the primordial evolution of culture among early human 
societies. 

 Archaic religions have the resource of ritual specialists attached to cult centers, 
who, with literacy, can extend refl ection on religious beliefs over years, even genera-
tions. Over time, literate priests can integrate belief systems encompassing the ideas 
and symbols of multiple ritual centers. Archaic belief systems become cosmic in 
scope, locating the meaning of times and places within cycles of eras and large ter-
ritories. Symbolism becomes monumental, as in Egyptian temples and pyramids. 
Political authorities are portrayed as larger than life. Class distinctions become 
prominent and privileged kinship groups gain legitimacy for lifestyles of luxury. 
Bellah (Bellah and Tipton  2006 : ch. 17) has recently portrayed the exceptional 
legitimacy accorded kings as a core development of archaic religions. Archaic kings 
are mediators between sacred sources of harmony and the human realm, whose 
mediation is believed essential to rightly ordered society. Bellah suggests that, 
through the axial age and down to modern times, political fi gures have continued 
to embody some of the awe archaic peoples ascribed to royalty. Modern political 
leaders still derive aspects of their authority from traditions dating back 
millennia. 
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 Modern religion originated in the Reformation with a  “ collapse, ”  as Bellah 
( 1970 : 36) put it, of the hierarchical dualism between the transcendental and 
worldly realms, thereby realigning the relation of God to individual consciences. 
The Church ’ s monopoly in mediating God ’ s salvation to its members gave way to 
the idea of an unmediated relationship between God and human consciences. The 
sacraments became commemorations of historical events, not conveyors of salva-
tion. Each individual conscience thus confronted God ’ s omnipotence directly, 
responsible to Him immediately. Service to God came to involve, in Bellah ’ s phrase, 
 “ the whole of life. ”  The Church hierarchy also collapsed. Protestant churches 
became associations of faithful members, who were viewed as potentially equal in 
God ’ s eyes. With Calvinism, the asceticism of medieval monasticism turned to 
worldly callings and individuals became instruments of the Lord commanded to 
build the  “ kingdom of God on earth. ”  

 Worldly activity, in science, economics, politics, and other domains, gained a 
new ethical dignity, legitimating new modes of rationality. The ensuing centuries 
brought worldly doctrines of economic enterprise, political order, jurisprudence, 
science, and the arts, establishing them as autonomous institutional domains. Belief 
in the ultimate equality of human consciences gradually undermined the legitimacy 
of aristocracies, creating legitimacy for democratic orders and confi dence that ordi-
nary citizens can conduct civil affairs. These developments originated in Calvinist 
societies, but have spread to other Protestant and Catholic nations. 

 Tentatively, Bellah identifi ed a next phase of religious evolution, starting with 
Kant ’ s critique  “ of the traditional metaphysical basis of all the religions ”  (Bellah 
 1970 : 40), which undermined the dualism between transcendental sacred and 
profane worlds. Instead, the world becomes  “ infi nitely multiplex, ”   “ an infi nite pos-
sibility thing ”  (Bellah  1970 : 40). Religious action loses metaphysical grounding, 
instead gaining anchorage in the ethical structures of society. Bellah identifi ed 
Schleiermacher as the key theologian addressing the signifi cance of Kant ’ s critique 
of metaphysics, but also Bonhoeffer, Bultmann, and Tillich, who sustained the 
theological tradition in the twentieth century when religious thought no longer 
monopolized understanding of ultimate grounds of human existence. Bellah was 
formerly optimistic that popular religion would adapt creatively to liberal 
intellectual trends, but recent writings (Bellah and Tipton  2006 : chs. 12 – 15) on 
contemporary American religion conclude with a pessimistic call for a new Great 
Awakening. He has suggested that the modern phase of religious evolution needs 
rethinking (epilogue in Madsen et al.  2002 ; Bellah and Tipton  2006 , introduction 
and section II). 

 In an essay on religion and modernization in Asia, Bellah  (1965)  addressed the 
situation of societies with venerable axial religious traditions that are now con-
fronted with modern cultural and institutional forces. The confrontation has come 
in various forms, including Christian missionaries in China, Western colonial rule 
in India, Indonesia, or Indo - China, and Turkey ’ s wars with European powers. In 
all cases, the Asian societies encountered the productivity of the West, its political 
and military effi cacy, and its cultural resources, including science, technology, and 
secular ideologies. Asian societies have been caught between commitment to indig-
enous religious tradition and efforts to remake their institutions to capture the 
wealth and effi cacy of modernity. 
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 Bellah discerned four modalities of religious response to this situation: adopting 
Christianity; maintaining tradition relatively unchanged;  “ reformism, ”  advocating 
direct adoption of Western models; and neotraditionalism, revitalizing traditional 
cultural frameworks as a basis for adopting modern technique. He also identifi ed 
three types of secular belief systems, liberalism, nationalism, and socialism, that may 
be adopted in pure form, combined with one another, or combined with a religious 
orientation. They may also be transformed into secular religions, as socialism has 
been in China. 

 Christian, reformist, and liberal orientations have in pure forms been advocated 
primarily by Western educated elites. In several countries, they have provided 
stimuli to early modernizing movements, but have rarely appealed to the masses. 
Only the Philippines have undergone widespread conversion to Christianity, and 
that occurred during Spanish colonization. In China and Japan, Christians have at 
times played key modernizing roles, criticizing traditional customs, but their ability 
to provide broad leadership has been limited. Reformism and liberalism confront 
the diffi culty that mobilizing popular participation is necessary for modernizing 
economies, polities, and class structures, but religious and secular orientations 
linked to Western culture rarely appeal to people who have not had Western forms 
of higher education. Reformism ’ s principal success has come in India where the 
penetration of British - sponsored educational ideals was the greatest and the post -
 colonial transition involved parliamentary politics. Yet,  “ Sanskritization, ”  the 
mobilization of popular caste groups through neotraditional appeals, fi gures promi-
nently in Indian politics. 

 Strict traditionalism has rarely proved viable, given the radically changed life -
 situations of communities engaging modern economic, political, and cultural forces. 
However, neotraditionalist orientations have combined mass appeal in terms of 
special values embodied in local axial traditions with capacity to accommodate 
elements of modernity, especially technology, formal organization in economic 
production, political bureaucracy, mass media of communication, and greater fl ex-
ibility in class and status orders. Bellah cited Japan ’ s modernization as a prototype 
of the transformative potential of neotraditionalism, although acknowledging the 
debacle of 1930s militarism and the limited development of citizenship and demo-
cratic institutions until the postwar institutional changes. Bellah also noted the 
 “ stagnation ”  that neotraditionalism produced in Nationalist China and some 
Muslim and Buddhist societies ( 1965 : 215). 

 In a number of societies, including Japan, China, and Vietnam, nationalism has 
played a prominent role in mobilizing masses for modernization, but in combination 
with neotraditionalism or socialism. Nationalism seems an effective component of 
modernizing orientations, but insuffi cient by itself where ethical discourse is suffi -
ciently transcendent to limit particularistic appeals. Bellah notes that secular nation-
alism has had its greatest appeal in religiously or ethnically divided societies where 
neotraditionalism would be divisive. 

 Communist China has been the one Asian nation to adhere exclusively to a 
socialist orientation, although for decades in sacralized form, given the status 
accorded to Mao Tse - tung and the intense activism demanded of party cadre. Social-
ism has had broader appeal as an element of more complex modernizing orienta-
tions. In India, a socialist element has combined with modernizing liberalism and 
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nationalism. In Vietnam, it has combined with nationalism. Indonesia and several 
Arab countries include socialist elements with neotraditionalism. 

 Threaded through Bellah ’ s essay are a few notable themes. First is the salience 
of religion in the setting of contemporary modernization. Religion plays a fateful 
role in nations suspended between traditional, religiously anchored cultures and the 
impending world of modernity. Second is the adaptability, within limits, of historic 
religious traditions as they confront modern institutions. The established religious 
tradition of a people does not by itself dictate their fate, as it may adapt its ethics 
and combine with other orientations. Third, understanding the modernizing poten-
tial of historic Asian civilizations requires analysis of how the masses can be mobi-
lized with appeals for social change. Without popular mobilization, often through 
neotraditional appeals, modernization remains limited to the experience of elites.  

  American  s ociety 

 Bellah has had a long - standing interest in the relations between religion and the 
American republic, extending to the characteristics of many institutions, including 
community, education, and family life. From the Cold War to the war in Vietnam 
to the Iraq War, Bellah has also attended to the shaping of foreign policy by reli-
giously grounded premises about the mission of the American nation. A major theme 
has been that the nation must recognize that its policies, formulated by individuals 
subject to original sin and often affected by  hubris , are subject to profound error. 
Bellah calls for awareness of the fallibility of the nation and for greater respect for 
the cultures of other nations. 

 His publications on American society began with  “ Civil Religion in America ”  
(Bellah  1967 ). Although the term civil religion was adopted from Rousseau, the 
essay ’ s argument is Durkheimian: the nation ’ s solidarity requires that citizens have 
a religious foundation for their commitments to it. Given the many denominations 
active in American society, the civil religion must be independent of particular 
denominations, so that the commitments it generates can be honored by all citizens. 
Bellah examines the religious language used on such public occasions as presidents ’  
inaugural addresses and ceremonies on national holidays. He documents that God 
is uniformly invoked, but in terms acceptable across the spectrum of Judaeo - 
Christian beliefs. God is invoked as the transcendent Creator who sets missions for 
the nation and as Judge of the nation ’ s conduct. The God of the civil religion is not 
concerned with individual salvation, but with law and proper social order. 

 Bellah proposed that American civil religion has responded to three times of 
crisis. The fi rst extended from the start of the Revolution through ratifi cation of the 
Constitution, with civil religion validating the nation ’ s independence in terms of a 
universally signifi cant redemptive mission, a theme that had surfaced earlier during 
the evangelical Great Awakening. The second great crisis was the Civil War, during 
which Abraham Lincoln, speaking of the transcendent trial the nation was suffering 
and the recompense it was paying for the abomination of slavery, emerged as the 
civil religion ’ s foremost prophet. After his assassination,  “ with the Christian arche-
type in the background (Bellah  1970 : 178), ”  he became the civil religion ’ s central 
fi gure, symbolizing sacrifi ce for continuation of the union. The third crisis began 
after World War II with upheavals in the international arena  –  the Cold War and 
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many independence movements. Bellah argued that awareness of  “ higher judgment ”  
(Bellah  1970 : 185) is essential for the nation to avoid the jingoism of the Mexican -
 American War and the Manichean logic that justifi ed the War in Vietnam support-
ing a military dictatorship as part of the  “ free world ”  because of its war with a 
communist state. He noted that the religious civil disobedience of the civil rights 
and anti - war movements invoked the prospect of higher judgment of the nation ’ s 
policies and laws. 

 The conception of civil religion was extended in  The Broken Covenant; American 
Civil Religion in Time of Trial  (Bellah  1975 ). Bellah ’ s critical stance toward Ameri-
can society in this work led to a strong reaction by Parsons and tension in their 
intellectual relationship. In the preface, Bellah states his personal confl ict between 
 “ affi rmation and rejection ”  of a  “ cruel and bitter ”  American society. Acknowledg-
ing the millennial hopes of American society, he denounces their  “ distortions and 
perversions. ”  America has seen corrosion of its morality with  “ a decline in all 
forms of obligation: to one ’ s occupation, one ’ s family, and one ’ s country ”  (Bellah 
 1975 : x). Commitment to freedom has devolved into simple liberty to pursue one ’ s 
self - interest. While there has been liberation from the discipline of Puritanism, 
 “ virtue and conscience ”  have been replaced by utilitarian individualism and a 
utopian view that technical expertise can manage policy without religious 
guidance. 

 The book lays out in fresh detail the biblical archetypes, fi gurations, and myths 
in terms of which American society, from its colonial origins, has defi ned its identity 
and mission. Bellah outlines the Edenic view of an unspoiled New World, the 
Mosaic  “ errand into the wilderness ”  of Puritan settlers, Americans as a Chosen 
People occupying a Promised Land, the society as a City on a Hill or New Jerusalem, 
and the tradition of Jeremiad sermons. All of these fi gurations have in one context 
or another provided meaning to the purposes of life in America. For a people whose 
literacy, until the twentieth century, centered on reading the Bible, the use of arche-
types provided a depth of orientation that no other cultural resource could supply. 
Bellah ’ s mastery of the  “ logic ”  of fi gurational use of biblical myths and his adept 
identifi cation of instances of it in various historical settings is unique in the sociol-
ogy of religion. His analysis connects the civil religion to the Protestant heritage of 
American society while also maintaining the distinction between civil religion and 
religion in a generic sense. 

 The church polity and political organization of the New England colonies were 
based on a doctrine of internal covenants of the heart among the presumptive elect 
and external covenants binding all members of the community to church and gov-
ernment. The two covenant types were complementary in that internal covenants 
could not bind all of society and external covenants lacked the committed spirit of 
moral direction. Bellah ( 1975 : ch. 1) writes that covenant doctrine long gave legiti-
mation to the republic, including understanding of the Constitution as external 
covenant. He acknowledges that Montesquieu ’ s conception of republics as based 
on the virtue of citizens also provided legitimation, supplementing the covenantal 
source by affi rming that citizens might have the virtue to respond to inner spiritual 
guidance. However, Bellah claims that the main enduring source of legitimation for 
the Constitutional order has been utilitarian, Lockean if not Hobbesian. The utili-
tarian perspective interprets the Constitution as a morally neutral framework to 
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mediate among confl icting interests, undermining any idea that the republic needs 
citizens to be committed to substantive moral principles. The republic is now 
increasingly subject to the kind of corruption that the Founding Fathers most feared, 
dependence of the common citizens on large interests. Bellah reaches these conclu-
sion without considering in any detail the philosophic, moral, and legal design of 
the Constitution, as in the Federalist Papers, or the cumulating legal heritage of 
Constitutional interpretation. 

 The republic ’ s decline, Bellah emphasizes, has been complemented by loss of the 
meaning once embedded in a biblical heritage. The religious symbolism of biblical 
Protestantism has been  “ pruned, ”  its meaning weakened as broader pan - Judaeo -
 Christian themes have been emphasized (Bellah  1975 : ch. 6). Bellah reminds us that 
in former times biblical fi guration provided effective stimulus to redress wrongs, as 
in the anti - slavery movement. While again acknowledging the religious impetus to 
the civil rights and anti - war movements, he fears that the tepid mainline religions 
can no longer provide guidance. While the early evangelical movements gave moral 
direction to the nation, empowering common citizens, twentieth century evangelical 
preaching is Arminian and carries no moral weight. Preachers can no longer use 
biblical fi guration, because their congregations lack the biblical literacy to follow 
its meaning. New religious movements of the 1970s drew on Asian as well as Euro-
pean traditions, experimented with communal forms, and attracted committed 
adherents, but as small sects had minimal macro - social impact (Bellah  1975 : ch. 6; 
also Bellah and Tipton  2006 : ch. 11). Religious commitment in the general citizenry 
is thin, as evidenced by the frequent changes in denominations, often in response 
to the marketing efforts of particular churches. 

 Bellah ( 1975 : ch. 6) also notes that biblical traditions have long been invoked to 
purposes entangled with the worst of American experience. The Edenic conception 
of the American wilderness legitimated the treatment of Native Americans. The saint 
versus sinner dichotomy in Protestant theology legitimated the enslavement and 
later discrimination against African Americans. Discriminations against Catholics 
and Jews also had roots in Protestant ethics, starting for Catholics with principles 
of church polity. Thus, the civil religion ’ s ways of defi ning American identity have 
created outcastes and classes of individuals subject to immoral social control. 

 The crux of Bellah ’ s critique of American society in an era of weakened civil 
religion concerns growing reliance on utilitarian individualism, which devalues com-
munity institutions. Americans live basically as isolates and as utterly dependent on 
the dominant corporations. They live for careers and  “ success ”  with little concern 
for larger meanings of life. Capitalism has become  “ the great expropriator ”  of 
private property, as citizens own less and less of the productive property and depend 
increasingly on serving corporations as bureaucrats (Bellah  1975 : 131). Concern for 
corporate profi ts outweighs interest in the public good. The cities are domains of 
 “ ugliness, chaos, and despair ”  (Bellah  1975 : 132). Poverty, powerlessness, and 
political vulnerability are growing. Bellah declares that the nation ’ s punishment is 
to be the most modern society on earth, with all the human costs that entails. 

 A later volume (Bellah and Hammond  1980 ) placed civil religion in comparative 
perspective. Bellah wrote on the Italian civil religion, emphasizing its diverse and 
confl icting sources and the resulting challenges for Italian national solidarity. In 
another chapter, he compared the Japanese and American civil religions, discussing 
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the non - axial nature of the Japanese civil religion along with its collectivist values. 
In the introduction, Bellah addressed controversies that his original essay on the 
civil religion had engendered. He acknowledged that, dating back to the Roman 
Empire, Christianity had been in confl ict with civil religions. In Rousseau ’ s usage, 
civil religion is contrasted to Christianity. In American traditions, the so - called 
separation of church and state, though not part of the First Amendment, generates 
suspicion about any relationship of religion to public authority. Yet, going back to 
Savanarola and Calvin, there have been Christian republics and to a degree the New 
England colonists saw themselves in that heritage. 

 Bellah cites Tocqueville ’ s discussion of religion ’ s contribution to citizens ’  effi cacy 
in the political processes of the republic. He adds that revivalism promoted a sense 
of national community through much of the nineteenth century. In the early decades 
of after independence, both a revolutionary  “ civil millennialism ”  and rationalistic 
Deism amounted to public theologies. With the decline of biblical religion and rise 
of liberal individualism, civil religion and republican moral frameworks have become 
ever more attenuated. Bellah contrasts the spirit and philosophic quality of the 
Lincoln - Douglas debates with the listless debates of recent presidential elections. He 
concludes that the republic has indeed become  “ corroded beyond repair ”  (Bellah, 
 1980 : 18), and that only a new Great Awakening may revive it. 

 For  Habits of the Heart  (Bellah et al.  1985 ), a collaborative updating of 
Tocqueville ’ s assessment of American democratic society, Bellah drafted chapter  9  
on religion. A small sample of subjects drawn from various communities across the 
country, occupations, and ethnic, religious, and educational backgrounds was 
interviewed. Their religious lives show diversity, as they were from various Protes-
tant denominations, Catholic, and Jewish. They were active in religious organiza-
tions to markedly different degrees, their beliefs ranged from conventional to quite 
unique, with one subject believing in her own religion, and they differed in the 
degree to which religious action was personally meaningful. Bellah placed the 
interview materials against the historical background of American religion and sug-
gested that contemporary religious life has changed radically from its antecedents. 
He commented on the decreased intensity in personal involvement in church 
activities and the churches ’  remove from responsibility for the lives of their 
communities. 

 Bellah identifi ed a continuum on which the subjects ’  religious lives fell, between 
an inner, vaguely mystical individualism concerned with self - realization and exter-
nal religion oriented to a God who mandates an objective order for right living. 
The subjects found their personal orientations on this continuum and associated 
with people whose orientations somewhat matched their own. Yet, their religious 
lives focused on personal morality and meaning largely divorced from involvement 
with non - religious institutions and relationships. A vacuity of meaning was thus 
unavoidable as compared with the historical efforts of mainline churches to relate 
religious teachings to the whole of life. Bellah seems more optimistic that the Catho-
lic Church is relating Christian ethics to the larger problems of the society, but his 
hope apparently derives more from pastoral letters of the Bishops than experiences 
of Church members. 

 From interviews with clergy, Bellah suggests that American churches are strug-
gling to determine in what degree they should be church - like or sect - like. The 
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various denominations try to resolve this matter in particular ways, but generally 
take positions that are church - like in some ways and sect - like in others. Bellah 
perceives a new tendency for Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish denominations to 
form a broad central alliance or  “ communion of communions ”  (Bellah, et al,  1985 : 
239) for exchanging views and coordinating action on public matters while also 
respecting denominational differences. 

 In  The Good Society  (Bellah et al.  1991 ), Bellah was the primary author of 
chapter  6  entitled  “ The Public Church. ”  Bellah had ceased using the term civil 
religion, given the confusions it aroused (Bortolini  2008 ). However, the public 
church was not a direct substitute, as it refers to beliefs and symbols by which 
religions in the generic sense give moral framing to public life. By public, Bellah did 
not mean governmental but the institutional life of the citizenry independent of 
government, similar to Parsons ’  conception of societal community. As Bellah empha-
sizes, religion has from the start of American history been engaged in public life. 

 The chapter centers on the United Methodist Church, as representative of main-
line Protestantism, and its efforts to be a public church. It is based on interviews 
with Methodist clergy and with the denomination ’ s representatives in its Washing-
ton offi ces, where it pursues its interests in national policy, often with other denomi-
nations through the National Council of Churches. Bellah fi nds a structural but also 
a cultural gap between the national organization of Methodists and local congrega-
tions. National offi cials are concerned directly with issues of the public church and 
are troubled by the erosion of energy for addressing them in local Methodist 
churches. But local clergy see their primary duty as helping members with spiritual 
and practical needs. They are pleased with the energy and warmth of their congre-
gations. They fi nd that members respond to  “ prophetic ”  biblical preaching while 
also being open to elements of modern theology. Where they feel called to go beyond 
attending to members ’  needs, they are oriented fi rst to local charitable works and 
occasionally local public issues that affect the churches and their members. Issues 
of the public church in the national arena generally fall outside their circles of 
concern. 

 The church ’ s national representatives are aware of the declining infl uence of 
mainline churches and rising infl uence of evangelical churches. Methodist leaders 
acknowledge that their loss of infl uence is due to a lack of social vision among the 
mainline churches. They also know that religious pluralism has created many 
churches too small and decentralized to exercise national infl uence. No strong lead-
ership has arisen among the many churches and there is a concern that  “ the churches 
have lost their social mission ”  (Bellah et al.  1991 : 192). 

 Bellah perceives a division in public church advocacy between the conservative -
 evangelical and liberal churches. Conservatives advocate hard work in economic 
roles, respect for governmental authority, and personal moral conduct. The liberals 
favor civil rights, world peace, overcoming poverty, and preserving the environment. 
Bellah hopes for reconciliation, noting that excessive concentration on single issues 
narrows moral vision, restricting the potential of the public church. He emphasizes 
that religious commitment should transcend national loyalty. All major denomina-
tions in America accept the legitimacy of the Constitutional republic, but they 
should retain a transcending loyalty to God and capacity to critique national institu-
tions and policies. 
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 In the years since  The Good Society , Bellah has continued to essay the relation-
ships of religion to American public institutions (Bellah and Tipton  2006 : chs. 
13 – 17). With increasingly powerful rhetoric, he has elaborated his understanding 
that Lockean utilitarian individualism, atheistic and deterministic, and Constitu-
tional liberalism have undermined the religious and moral foundations of the 
republic. The result is Hobbesian confl ict and corrupting concentration of power in 
the large corporations. Government is driven to abandon the poor, the disabled, 
the disinherited while the narrow expertise of policy specialists lead the country into 
debacle after debacle in foreign as well as domestic matters. 

 The new understanding that Bellah brings to his later discussions is an insight 
that American individualism has roots not only in Lockean utilitarianism, but even 
more radically in the ascetic Protestant conception of the individual conscience in 
immediate relationship to God and His commandments. The result has been to 
deepen Bellah ’ s perception of the morally ambiguous quality of American Protes-
tantism from its earliest foundations. His story is no longer about declension, but 
of  “ fl aws ”  in the basic religious ethics of ascetic Protestantism (Bellah and Tipton 
 2006 : ch. 15). This account returns to Parsons ’  analysis of the origins of the Ameri-
can value system, but with a radically changed judgment.   

  CONCLUSION 

 This chapter has considered three paradigm - shaping contributors to the functional 
theory of religion, but other scholars have also worked within that framework, 
many of them students of Parsons or Bellah. Their topics have included religious 
movements, the religious foundations of particular societies or civilizations, and the 
religious legitimation of specifi c institutional spheres, economic, political, legal, 
medical, or familial. The body of scholarship in the functional theory of religion is 
substantial, but lacking younger researchers with the scope of Bellah ’ s comparative 
knowledge. Luhmann ’ s variant of functional theory has attracted widespread inter-
est, but the resulting scholarship has rarely focused on religion. 

 The basic importance of functional theory is threefold. First, it has articulated 
the functional relations of religion to other institutions in society with greater speci-
fi city than other theories. A core concept concerns the cultivation of the values that 
ground the commitments of individuals, families, status groups, and other collectivi-
ties. In aggregation, the commitments shape legitimation for political, economic, 
stratifi cational, educational, and cultural institutions. Second, functional theory 
provides an analytic for understanding the distinctive qualities of particular civiliza-
tions and hence differences among civilizations. Although most comparative research 
is conducted under the headings of economic and political analysis, the ability to 
capture the characteristics of particular societies remains shallow unless religio -
 ethical patterns of legitimation are examined. Third, Bellah ’ s variant of functional 
theory has provided sociology ’ s sharpest questioning of the legitimacy of modern 
civilization. His critiques, often prophetic in tone, have been directed mainly but 
not exclusively at American society. He fi nds the unbounded individualism, weak-
ness of community and lifeworld institutions, economic inequality, ever - expanding 
material production, distrust of ethical regulation of economic and political transac-
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tions, lack of understanding of other civilizations, often brutal foreign policy, and 
threat to the environment calling into question the religious and moral direction, 
or lack thereof, of American civilization. 

 Since Parsons synthesized Durkheimian and Weberian principles into a founda-
tion for the functional theory of religion, there have been two major theoretical 
advances. The fi rst is the four function paradigm, which facilitates more differenti-
ated and yet generalized conceptualization of legitimating relationships between 
religion and other social institutions. The second is the evolutionary typology of 
religions, developed by Bellah and integrated into a broader societal schema of 
developmental stages by Parsons. Lidz  (2005)  has argued that the Bellah - Parsons 
typology of stages, while having profound implications for comparative analysis, 
follows a logic basically different from evolutionary biology. A challenge for future 
work is to resolve the conceptual differences between true evolutionary theory and 
the developmental and historical understanding of human civilizations. 

 A second challenge for future work is to analyze processes of legitimation, in the 
setting of modern civilization, while conceptualizing the differentiation of cultural 
as well as social systems. Bellah ’ s reference to Kant ’ s critiques as the key source of 
modern religious thought passes over another of their implications, emphasized by 
Ernst Cassirer  (1955) . Kant ’ s critiques provide transcendental grounding for secular 
moral and ethical thought independent of religious thought. The tradition of the 
Enlightenment stands for the importance of differentiated cultural frameworks as 
elements of the modern human condition. What we mean by  “ modernity ”  is largely 
the independence of ethical, artistic - expressive, and scientifi c cultures from religion. 
This does not mean that religious culture lacks salience to the contemporary human 
condition or that the myths, archetypes, and fi gurations of public religion no longer 
contribute to legitimation processes. However, understanding contemporary issues 
of the legitimation of institutions and socio - political policies requires analysis of 
secular moral - ethical culture, the artistic - expressive mobilization of motivation, and 
scientifi c - technical assessments of consequences as well as religious ethics. Integrat-
ing attention to the differentiation of modern culture with the sociology of religion 
is a next large task for functional theorists.  
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Recent Developments in the 
Anthropology of Religion  

  Simon   Coleman       

     In 1963, the scholar Clifford Geertz (1926 – 2006) famously remarked that the 
anthropology of religion had  “ made no theoretical advances of major importance ”  
since the end of World War ll ( 1973 : 1). 1  Geertz ’ s apparent dismissal of his sub -
 discipline mirrored debates over the role of religion itself in many parts of the world 
at the time, as commentators predicted that secular modernity was becoming a 
global phenomenon (cf. Cox  1965 ). Decades earlier, the study of religion had played 
a key part in the formation of the discipline  –  through the work of such fi gures as 
Tylor, Marett, Malinowski, Boas, Fortune, and Evans - Pritchard  –  but now seemed 
to have little future. 

 Looking back from the perspective of the present, we see that both religion and 
its anthropological study have gained a much higher profi le in recent years than 
was expected by scholars in the 1960s. Geertz himself initiated some of the richest 
debates from the 1960s and beyond. The Society for the Anthropology of Religion 
is now one of the newest and most dynamic groupings of the American Anthropo-
logical Association, and shows no sign of running out of subject matter, while the 
ethnographic study of religion has contributed to numerous mainstream analytical 
and theoretical concerns, ranging from understanding processes of transnationalism 
and migration to redefi ning what is meant by  “ the fi eld, ”  or by cultural change and 
continuity. Yet, Geertz ’ s remark  –  both a description and a provocation  –  is one 
that still raises important questions for contemporary anthropologists of religion. 
What is the purpose of the  “ anthropology of religion ”  as a sub - fi eld, and what are 
its connections with the discipline as a whole  –  politically, epistemologically, ana-
lytically? Or, engaging with Geertz ’ s own attempts to characterize religion, should 
we see our  “ theorizations ”  of religion as inextricably bound up with  –  and therefore 
limited  –  by how we defi ne it in the fi rst place? More radically, there is the question 
of whether the very idea of the  “ anthropology of religion ”  hinders understanding 
in the sense that it encourages us artifi cially to mark off an area of study that should 
not be separated from other areas of life. 
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 In the following, I propose to give an inevitably highly partial picture of the 
contemporary state  –  and the recent past  –  of the anthropology of religion. Rather 
than trying to include every possible author, I have chosen to highlight some of the 
main themes that I consider relevant to understanding debates in the anthropology 
of religion over the past forty years or so. I have also chosen to include attitudes 
to the study of Christianity as a kind of linking thread between sub - sections, partly 
because of the remarkable transformations it has undergone as an ethnographic fi eld 
of study, and partly because I think it acts as a useful index for assessing changing 
attitudes in the sub - discipline. However, one of my points is going to be that we 
need be wary of constructing rigid distinctions between  “ past, ”   “ modern, ”  and even 
 “ postmodern ”  constructions of the subject. Contemporary anthropologists  –  and 
certainly Geertz himself  –  have been haunted (or one might say inspired) by the 
ghosts of past writers. Contrary to the implications of Geertz ’ s remark, we might 
say that to draw on the past is not simply to echo or be trapped by it, much as 
contemporary biological research draws on Darwin but is hardly constrained by 
nineteenth - century paradigms. Lambek ( 2002 : 4) sees the contemporary anthropol-
ogy of religion as drawing on a signifi cant number of such sources, including Boas ’ s 
tracing of intimate connections between religion, language and poetics, Durkheim ’ s 
understanding of religious phenomena as social, Marx ’ s attention to power, alien-
ation, fetishism, mystifi cation, and Weber ’ s attention to the place of religion in 
transitions to modernity. But he still feels able to talk of how it has  “ made great 
strides in its inquiries ”  (p. 13), for instance in its appreciation of the intellectual 
complexity and aesthetic richness of other people ’ s religious expressions, or in its 
posing of fundamental questions relating to human difference. 

 Despite being partial, this chapter should also be seen as a provocation in its own 
right  – not only to delve more deeply into the anthropological study of religion but 
also to consider the political and analytical challenges inherent in locating  –  con-
structing  –  religion as an object of study. This is an issue that runs through all of 
the sub - sections of the chapter, and it takes us into some of the most basic questions 
that permeate the discipline of anthropology as a whole, relating to the opportuni-
ties as well as the limitations of cross - cultural comparison, but also to the links 
between the cultural expressions and the physical make - up of humans. Overall, it 
seems to me that our attitude towards the sub - discipline should be a kind of benevo-
lent skepticism. We must remember that we are always complicit in deciding what 
it is that constitutes  “ religion ”  as a discrete object of study. Indeed, one of the 
defi ning features of a contemporary anthropology of religion might be the height-
ened realization of the very slipperiness of the task that we have set ourselves. But 
that does not mean that we should abandon the project.  

   “ DEFINING ”  RELIGION: HUMAN ESSENCE OR 
HISTORICAL PRODUCT? 

 In discussing how contemporary anthropologists should defi ne religion, Morton 
Klass ( 1995 : 17) begins by taking the reader to a distant (and fi ctional) time and 
place. He quotes Parson Thwakum from  The History of Tom Jones , a comic novel 
by the English writer Henry Fielding that was originally published in 1749. Thwakum 
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displays a commendable attempt to avoid ambiguity in his own defi nition:  “ When 
I mention religion I mean the Christian religion; and not only the Christian religion, 
but the Protestant religion; and not only the Protestant religion, but the Church of 
England. ”  It seems safe to say that this declaration is meant to move us from the 
general to the particular, while illustrating all too clearly the power of defi nitions 
to make politically loaded claims on the world even as they purport simply to 
describe reality. In its very triumphalism, Thwakum ’ s defi nition throws into high 
relief anthropology ’ s challenge in attempting to move, at least some of the time, 
from the particular to the general. And while this problem plagues all areas of 
anthropology, I mention it here because defi nitional issues have been a highly sig-
nifi cant dimension of recent debates in the anthropology of religion. 

 One of the chief  agents provocateurs  in such debates has been Geertz himself. 
Indeed, Geertz ’ s attempt to give the study of religion a more general theoretical 
signifi cance was expressed in a defi nition that has proved both infl uential and con-
troversial. For him, religion was  “ (1) a system of symbols which acts to (2) establish 
powerful, pervasive, and long - lasting moods and motivations in men [ sic ] by (3) 
formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and (4) clothing these con-
ceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and motivations seem 
uniquely realistic ”  (Geertz  1973 : 4). Note that, unlike Parson Thwakum, Geertz 
does not move us in a form of defi nitional involution towards a particular church 
or institution. The attempt to seek a general theoretical signifi cance for the study 
of religion clearly depends on creating an object of study that is of relevance to the 
human condition as a whole  –  what Geertz here calls  “ a general order of existence. ”  
Such order depends on symbols organized into a system, and moreover a system 
that does things, acting on the social and cultural world and helping to give form 
to  “ the extreme generality, diffuseness, and variability of man ’ s innate (that is, 
genetically programmed) response capacities ”  (p. 68). 

 Whereas Thwakum makes his own religious allegiance abundantly clear, Geertz ’ s 
self - presentation is more circumspect, but importantly provides a hint of the ideo-
logical distancing common to scholarship by referring to how moods and motiva-
tions  “ seem ”  uniquely realistic. Of course Geertz ’ s defi nition does not emerge out 
of an intellectual vacuum. As Fiona Bowie points out ( 2006 : 5) his conception brings 
together Durkheim ’ s symbolic functionalism  –  the sense of religion as a collective 
social act  –  with Weber ’ s concern for meaning  –  the presentation of religion as a 
system for ordering the world. The assumption is that comprehension of the world 
rather than chronic confusion is indeed possible, and that such comprehension (of 
the gods, of suffering, of life ’ s purposes) depends crucially on meanings that are 
public  –  intersubjective and shared (Geertz  1973 : 64). For them to be religious 
requires a sense of reaching beyond the everyday since (p. 68):  “ A man can indeed 
be said to be  “ religious ”  about golf, but not merely if he pursues it with passion 
and plays it on Sundays: he must also see it as symbolic of some transcendent 
truths. ”  

 While symbols are given utmost signifi cance in Geertz ’ s presentation of religion, 
his theory also depends on a particular theory of ritual practice, since the persuasive 
authority formulated by symbols  –  contained in models  “ of ”  and models  “ for ”  
reality  –  is attained through its performance and portrayal. Thus: (p. 76)  “ In a ritual, 
the world as lived and the world as imagined, fused under the agency of a single 
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set of symbolic forms, turn out to be the same world. ”  The attempt to understand 
the world as both experienced and imagined also helped to signal Geertz ’ s distance 
from such fi gures as L é vi - Strauss, whose French  “ structuralism ”  focused on cultural 
meanings divorced from the actions and interpretations of living, identifi able people. 

 Geertz ’ s work on religion is part of a wider anthropological worldview, and 
moreover a theory of how to understand and study culture as a whole. Indeed, 
Geertz came to be known as the major exponent of a form of  “ interpretive anthro-
pology ”  that explored religion as a source of meaning and understanding alongside 
other such tools available to humans, including commonsense, science and aesthet-
ics. Anthropology could not therefore be seen as a  “ hard science, ”  and such a 
standpoint drew not only on classical social theorists but also on Geertz ’ s original 
training in English and philosophy. In his work we see echoes, for instance, of 
Wittgenstein ’ s emphasis on language as carrier of specifi cally social meaning. 2  

 Geertz ’ s discussion of religion involves a search for generality that is part of his 
desire to develop a theoretical stance of broad utility. And yet it is precisely this 
search for the generic that has attracted some of the sharpest criticism of his pre-
sentation of religion. Probably the best - known critique has come from Talal Asad, 
an anthropologist whose background contrasts fascinatingly with that of Geertz, 
even though both have produced ethnographic studies of Islam. Brought up in 
Pakistan, Asad ’ s training took place in the United Kingdom, and he spent some time 
working with Evans - Pritchard at Oxford before eventually moving to the United 
States. In contrast to some of the intellectual forebears mentioned for Geertz, in 
Asad ’ s work we see sophisticated echoes of Nietzsche, Foucault and Said. The result 
is an anthropology that is acutely aware of the politics of representing religion (not 
least in relation to understandings of the  “ Western ”  and the  “ non - Western ” ), and 
focuses on the need to construct  “ genealogies ”  of both religious and secular ways 
of viewing the world (cf. Asad  2003 ). For Asad, therefore, Geertz ’ s defi nition runs 
into immediate problems in its attempt ultimately to capture a transcultural, panhu-
man phenomenon divorced from particular cultural, social and political contexts 
(see Bowie  2006 : 5). It is the very attempt to grasp religion ’ s  “ essence ”  (and to 
claim that such an essence exists) that helps to divorce religion from the domain of 
power. In this view, not only is a universal defi nition of religion an impossibility, 
but that defi nition itself must be seen as the historical product of ideologically 
charged, discursive processes ( 1993 : 29). 

 Asad ’ s famous essay  “ The Construction of Religion as an Anthropological Cat-
egory, ”  which forms part of his book  Genealogies of Religion   (1993) , shows how 
conceptions of religion as a phenomenon ideally kept separate from politics, law, 
science have emerged from a unique, Western, post - Reformation history, and one 
that fi ts all too well with the interests of both secular liberals to confi ne the infl u-
ence of religion, and liberal Christians to defend its continued existence. In studying 
religion as a discursive formation, we need therefore to concentrate less on symbols 
that allegedly implant  “ dispositions ”  and to focus more on how religion forms part 
of wider authorizing and disciplinary practices. For instance, in the European 
Middle Age the Church and other authorities regulated pagan practices, authenti-
cated particular miracles and relics, authorized shrines, compiled saints ’  lives, 
required regular telling of sinful thoughts, controlled popular movements, and so 
on, and sought  “ the subjection of all practice to a unifi ed authority, to a single 
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authentic source that could tell truth from falsehood ”  (p. 121). It was only in the 
centuries after the Reformation that more contemporary notions of  “ belief, ”   “ con-
science ”  and  “ sensibility ”  began to emerge, while in the seventeenth century, fol-
lowing the fragmentation of the Roman church, the earliest systematic attempts at 
producing a universal defi nition of religion were made. Such attempts at universal-
ism were the product of a new social and intellectual context, in which different 
systems of belief could be compared with each other as well as with the propositions 
of natural science. By 1795, according to Asad, Kant was able to produce a  “ fully 
essentialized ”  idea of religion, counterposing a general notion of  “ religion ”  with 
different and specifi c historical confessions (p. 122). 

 We should begin to see the implications of Asad ’ s argument for Geertz ’ s charac-
terization  –  and defi nition  –  of religion. The very notion that religion can be seen 
as involving  “ symbolic meanings ”  linked to ideas of  “ general order ”  expresses a 
specifi c Christian history, and one that has pushed towards the abstraction and 
universalization of religion. Geertz runs the risk of referring to meaning without 
looking at the social processes through which  “ meaning ”  is constructed (p. 123). 
Furthermore, the argument has implications for Geertz ’ s view of the signifi cance of 
ritual, since to understand how religious faith is constructed we need to examine 
not only sacred performances that are explicitly marked as such, but also the range 
of disciplinary practices that are evident in any given context. 

 If Geertz sees  “ meaning ”  everywhere, alongside the search for some kind of 
 “ order, ”  Asad ’ s basic assumption seems to be that  “ power ”  is a fundamental dimen-
sion of all cultural and social phenomena. The critique of religion and of Geertz is 
therefore in itself a rather generic one, and raises the question of whether the 
observer can ever escape from (or recognize fully) the discursive formations in which 
they fi nd themselves. However, Asad ’ s genealogical method surely shows how an 
appreciation of historical change can test notions of the  “ universal ” ; in doing so, it 
indicates some of the ways in which Geertz ’ s defi nition is not quite as far from that 
of Pastor Thwakum as we might have expected, not least as both converge around 
broadly Christian sensibilities. At the same time, Asad ’ s standpoint does indicate 
one key parallel with that of Thwakum: the sense that expressions of religion might 
be about  “ identity ”  as much as they are about  “ Truth. ”  

 The dispute between Geertzian and Asadian views of religion also resonates with 
a parallel debate that has occurred in recent decades over the notion of  “ belief. ”  
Issues of private versus public expressions of religiosity as well as the importance 
of historical context have again come to the fore (Lindquist and Coleman  2008 ). 
The discussion started with Rodney Needham ’ s  (1972)  exploration of the wide 
range of possible uses of the concept: as a common word in the English language, 
as a psychological term designating an inner state, as an identifying peg, and as a 
basic concept in Western philosophical tradition. To vagueness was added the 
charge of parochiality, as outlined by Malcolm Ruel ’ s examination of ( 1997 : 100) 
 “ the monumental peculiarity of Christian  ‘ belief. ’     ”  Ruel notes ( 1997 : 101ff.) that 
the original Greek word ( pistis ) expressed the idea of trust, denoting conduct that 
honored an agreement or bond. Only in the apostolic writings of the New Testa-
ment was there added a sense of conversion and a common conviction that distin-
guished and united Christians as a community. Over time, the sense and defi nition 
of belief not only marked out Christian from non - Christian, but also true believers 
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from the heretics. Thus, over the course of Christian history:  “ Trust in a personifi ed 
God becomes conviction about a certain event, the Christ - event of history, becomes 
an initiatory declaration, becomes a corporately declared orthodoxy, becomes an 
inwardly organizing experience, becomes values common to all men ”  (p. 109). All 
these connotations are implied when we label orthodoxies, received ideas, collective 
representations, or the ontological foundations of other people ’ s worlds as  “ beliefs ”  
 –  a potentially far - reaching claim if we think of the language of many ethnographies, 
whether the focus is on religion or not. Ruel argues that the deployment of the term 
belief implies misleadingly that people ’ s ideas are necessarily formulated as coherent 
orthodoxies; that people are committed to them and hold them unquestioningly; 
that these ideas are experienced as inner states; that they can be cited as simple 
explanations of personal and group behavior. 

 As with the juxtaposition of the views of Geertz and Asad, we see here worries 
about the hidden assumptions in the  “ universalizing ”  language used to describe 
others. Ethnographic description sometimes seems to be guilty of translating other 
 “ faiths ”  into Western categories. Religion as  “ essence ”  and religion as discursive 
formation are once again in confl ict. However, the problem is arguably even more 
insidious than that evident in relation to defi nitions, since at least a defi nition lays 
itself open to explicit critique, whereas the simple deployment of the word  “ believe ”  
in an ethnography risks going unnoticed. On the one hand, when trying to describe 
Kuria religion, Ruel ( 1997 : 5) found that it simply did not fi t with Western, Chris-
tian notions of supernaturalist speculation, so that it was not appropriate to say 
 “ the Kuria believe x or y. ”  On the other hand, we might add that the discourse of 
belief can itself create a particular form of distance in ethnographic accounts, imply-
ing that  “ their ”  beliefs are mere delusions in comparison with  “ our ”  (usually 
secular) knowledge of how the world functions. 

 This last point, concerning the organization of ideas relating to religion and the 
world at large, indicates how questions over belief resonate with much larger 
debates in anthropology over  “ rationality. ”  The question of whether non - Western 
others thought like those in the West was foundational in the work of a fi gure such 
as Frazer, as his  Golden Bough   (1922)  traced the apparent shift in human thought 
from magic, to religion, to science, while Evans - Pritchard ’ s  Witchcraft, Oracles and 
Magic among the Azande   (1937)  was an ethnographic response to the claim by 
L é vi - Bruhl that  “ primitive ”  societies thought in pre - logical and mystical ways. A 
more contemporary ethnography by Luhrmann  (1989)  on witchcraft in London 
explores notions of  “ belief ”  and  “ rationality ”  that indicates the relative fuzziness 
of both, even among so - called sophisticated urbanites. Various elements work 
together in process she calls  “ interpretive drift ”   –  the gradual transformation in 
interpreting events, making sense of experiences. Her informants do not deliberately 
change the way they think about the world: rather, they pick up intellectual habits 
over time, and learn new ways of drawing connections between events. Commitment 
to what one does as a witch is not a simple assertion that one possesses objective 
truth about the world. Rather, theories of magical practice both assertions about 
the real world, and  “ let ’ s pretend ”  fantasies. One way in which witches and magi-
cians gain this  “ seriously playful ”  involvement with their practice is through the 
language they deploy to describe their experience. Thus, they may learn to use a 
literal language to describe events which have not occurred  “ in reality ”  but have 
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been imagined, while using a metaphorical language to describe actual events, feel-
ings and impressions. When a magician says  “ Loki is loose tonight ”  she may take 
this reference to the Nordic god as a mystical manner of describing observable, 
unruly behavior: the god cannot be seen (presumably), but the behavior can. On 
the other hand, a magician may say after a ritual that  “ I could taste the salt spray ”  
when he has been standing inside a Gloucestershire house for the whole time, far 
from the sea, thus deploying a physical, tactile language to describe experience. 

 Such work, indicating the sometimes playful, exploratory nature of  “ religious ”  
commitment, not only complicates further our understanding of belief, but can also 
challenge some of the assumptions anthropologists have had about the existence of 
ordered religious and cultural  “ systems. ”  Luhrmann ’ s informants often inhabit and 
are successful within other contexts that invoke the tenets of rationality and science, 
such as their work lives. Witchcraft may almost become a kind of part - time cosmol-
ogy, or one that competes with others during one ’ s everyday life.  

  RITUAL, SOCIAL ORDER, AND CHANGE 

 Geertz ’ s interpretative anthropology was meant in part to be a reaction against older 
forms of British functionalist anthropology, which had emphasized static social 
structures as opposed to more dynamic and evolving cultural systems. A broadly 
similar concern is evident in the work of another signifi cant fi gure in the realm of 
symbolic anthropology, Victor Turner (1920 – 1983). Like Geertz, Turner produced 
an analysis of the working of religious symbols in ritual, although one more 
Durkheimian in its emphasis on social structures, in contrast to Geertz ’ s more 
Weberian search for meaning. Turner shared with Asad the experience of moving 
between British and north American institutions in his career. However, in other 
respects his intellectual trajectory traced a path opposite to that of Asad, as his 
theoretical and personal stances moved him away from an original interest in 
Marxism and towards an insider ’ s as well as an ethnographic exploration of reli-
gious faith. 

 Turner ’ s doctoral work in the 1950s on the Ndembu of (then) northern Rhodesia 
was heavily infl uenced by Max Gluckman, whose experience of living and carrying 
out fi eldwork in South Africa formed the basis of a politically engaged, anti - colo-
nialist stance to anthropology. A founder of the so - called Manchester School, 
Gluckman ’ s work combined Marxism with structural - functionalism, as well as 
developing a methodological focus on examining the rules of social interaction 
through the use of case - studies. It was Gluckman who urged Turner initially to 
study the principles of Ndembu social organization with the words:  “ Until you ’ ve 
mastered that, you ’ re in no position to analyze ritual. ”  3  However, while Turner 
retained an interest in the case - study method as well as in tracing the management 
of confl ict within social situations, he moved away from some of the other emphases 
of the Manchester School. In 1957 he resigned from the British Communist Party 
and renounced Marxism, and in subsequent years wrote extensively on Ndembu 
ritual, as well as becoming a Catholic. 

 Turner ( 1967 : 19) defi ned ritual as  “ prescribed formal behavior for occasions 
not given over to technological routine, having reference to beliefs in mystical beings 
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and powers. ”  Ritual in turn is seen as a kind of storehouse of supernaturally 
charged, authoritative symbols (Turner  1968 : 2)  –  the smallest units of ritual that 
retain the specifi c properties of ritual behavior, which can take the form of objects, 
activities, words, relationships, events, gestures, or spatial units (Turner  1967 : 19). 
The Turnerian symbol acts less as a Geertzian vehicle of  “ culture ”  and more as a 
catalyst, within observable social processes, able to instigate social action, reinforce 
social norms, resolve confl icts. Rituals may even compensate for the lack of other 
forms of effective societal control such as political authority or bonds of kinship, 
acting within charged, often confl ictual processes of  “ social drama ”  to remind 
participants of central values. In the process a symbol can bring together natural 
necessities and social desires; it  “ represents both the obligatory and the desirable 
 …  an intimate union of the material and the moral ”  (Turner  1967 : 54). 

 How can symbols work in such a way? Turner ( 1967 : 28 – 9, 50 – 5,  1968 : 18 – 19) 
argues that symbols are effective because they condense many different associations 
in a single object, bringing together apparently different meanings that are intercon-
nected through analogous qualities, or by associations in fact or thought. At the 
same time, the symbol combines two distinct poles of signifi cance: at the  “ ideologi-
cal ”  or  “ normative ”  pole, a cluster of meanings refers to the moral and social order, 
to broad principles of social organization; at the  “ sensory ”  or  “ orectic ”  pole, 
natural or physiological phenomena and processes are represented, arousing desires 
and feelings at a more basic level. Thus, in the Ndembu ritual  Nkula , a  “ ritual of 
affl iction ”  that deals with female patients ’  reproductive or menstrual troubles, por-
tions of the mukula tree are used (Turner  1968 : 52 – 88). This tree exudes a red gum, 
referred to by the Ndembu as the  “ blood of mukula. ”  In the ritual context, this 
 “ blood ”  refers at the same both to the orectic pole of childbirth and to the norma-
tive pole of matriliny. 

 We see how Turner ’ s work emphasizes ritual performances and action rather 
than  “ belief. ”  Symbols  “ work ”  not because their meanings are one - dimensional, or 
can be spelled out precisely, but because of their  “ multivocality, ”  a quality that 
through richness of associations demonstrates the virtues of ambiguity in ritual 
contexts, especially where social order is ultimately to be emphasized in contexts 
of potential schism. Turner further developed his interests in the mediation of both 
change and ambiguity by taking up older work on rites of passage, by Arnold van 
Gennep (1873 – 1957), which had presented such rites as being made up of a tripar-
tite structure of forms of separation from the everyday, then a liminal or 
transitional/ ” threshold ”  phase, and a fi nal phase of incorporation back into society 
 (1909) . Turner was particularly interested in liminality as a ritual expression of 
creativity, a point at which social order and structure could be temporarily reversed 
or marginalized. It could be seen as providing the ritual space for a kind of  “ anti -
 structure, ”  which Turner located in Western as well as non - Western contexts. 
According to this view, if in so - called tribal societies initiands usually have to engage 
with liminality out of social necessity, for instance in order to undergo rites of 
passage that turn them from children into adults, in Western contexts the liminal 
is replaced by a more  “ liminoid, ”  voluntary embrace of the anti - structural that may 
be experienced through such activities as theater, poetry, art, and religion. Thus in 
his essay  “ Liminal to Liminoid in Play, Flow and Ritual ”   (1974)  Turner sees leisure 
time in  “ industrial ”  societies as involving both  “ freedom from ”  the institutional 
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obligations prescribed by bureaucratic organization and  “ freedom to ”  enter or 
create new symbolic worlds of entertainment, sports, games, and so on. 

 Through exploring such themes of anti - structure and  “ in - betweenness, ”  Turner 
became one of the fi rst theorists to see the parallels between an apparently  “ secular ”  
activity such as tourism and a  “ sacred ”  one such as pilgrimage. Such intellectual 
interests combined with more personal concerns in the book  Image and Pilgrimage 
in Christian Culture   (1978) , co - written with Edith Turner. Based on chapter - length 
case - studies of individual pilgrimage complexes, such as Lourdes, the Virgin of 
Guadalupe, Walsingham, and so on, part of the originality of this book (for the 
time) is its bringing together of studies of history and ethnography, materiality and 
myth, in defi ning the  “ fi eld ”  of pilgrimage as extending beyond any single place or 
time. However, it also develops an important concept within Turner ’ s work, and 
one that clearly builds on his interests in anti - structure and transition. Pilgrimage 
is seen as a prime context for the development of  communitas , a state of temporary 
separation from mundane structures, hierarchies and identities, and incorporation 
into a broad commonality of feeling with fellow pilgrims. One infl uence behind this 
idea was his experience of being in the trenches during wartime  –  a context where 
the extremity of the situation renders participants decidedly equal. 

 In considering Turner ’ s work we must acknowledge the tremendous utility of 
many of the concepts that he developed. The  “ multivocality ”  of symbols, the cre-
ative dimensions of  “ liminality, ”  the experience of  “ communitas ”   –  all have proved 
infl uential. At the same time, the juxtaposition of structure and anti - structure has 
proved a rather crude way of thinking about social change. Furthermore, the notion 
of communitas often seems to emphasize a theological ideal rather than a sociologi-
cal reality, not least as pilgrimage sites reveal themselves to be sites of contestation 
and competition over symbolic and material resources (Eade and Sallnow  1991 ). 
We might think again of Asad ’ s critique of Geertz ’ s lack of appreciation of the 
signifi cance of struggles over power and identity, and ask in Turner ’ s case how his 
work might be re - interpreted through the framework of the very Marxism that he 
came to reject in his early career. 

 An important recent redeployment of the notion of the rite of passage is provided 
by Maurice Bloch in his book  Prey into Hunter   (1992) , a text that indeed brings 
power, coercion and confl ict back into the analysis of ritual. As part of such reanaly-
sis, the emphasis of the book rests less on the liminal, other - worldly aspect of ritual 
and more on the everyday world, the brute realities of the here and now. Bloch 
therefore presents his text as an attempt to provide a general understanding of the 
 “ politics ”  of religious experience, and in doing so he argues for the existence of a 
basic grammar underlying a number of different types of ritual across cultures, 
ranging from initiation to sacrifi ce, possession, fertility rituals and funerals. 

 Bloch ’ s thesis is that (pp. 5 – 6) an  “ irreducible core ”  of the ritual process involves 
a symbolically or physically violent conquest of the present world by the transcen-
dental. Drawing on the rite of passage model, he sees the fi rst part of the ritual as 
moving participants away from the here and now towards a powerful transcendent 
realm. In the return, that realm continues to be associated with those who made 
the initial move in its direction, so that the return to the ordinary world becomes 
a kind of conquest of that world. So the ritual expresses a form of  “ rebounding 
violence ” : willing cooperation by the initiate with a transcendental attack on his or 
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her vitality is followed by a violent recovery of that vitality from an external source. 
Ritual initiands do not just experience the sacred; they bring it back into the world 
in order to conquer it. The person moves from from being  “ prey ”  into being a 
 “ hunter, ”  embracing a state where the powerful transcendent element dominates 
the frail human element. 

 Thus Bloch ’ s analysis of the Orokaiva rite of passage in Papua New Guinea, 
taken from Andre Iteanu ’ s work  (1983) , traces the movement of children through 
the ritual process. Initially, children are driven out of the village (the everyday 
world) into the bush, where spirits live, by people who come from the bush dressed 
in birds ’  feathers and pigs ’  tusks, shouting  “ bite, bite, bite. ”  Children are  “ turned 
into ”  pigs, taking on new life. They are then rounded up on a platform reminiscent 
of the ones on which dead bodies are placed, blindfolded and taken to a hut where 
they are not allowed to eat normal food, wash, speak or look outside. They are told 
they are dead, and have become spirits. Children are then taught to play sacred 
fl utes and bullroarers that represent the voices of the spirits and are taught spirit 
dances. They gain the right to wear spirit masks, a privilege they maintain after the 
ritual. In this sense they are given permanent elements of the transcendental that 
they will take back with them to the everyday world. After a time of seclusion, 
children return to the village, wearing feathers themselves and themselves shouting 
 “ bite, bite, bite. ”  They climb onto a similar platform to the one they had been on, 
and distribute pig meat. They are now part - spirit, having been turned from prey 
into hunter. 

 If Turner ’ s work is based on a dichotomization of sacred and profane realms, 
mediated by ritual, Bloch ’ s analysis provides more of an exploration of the relation-
ship between the two. In common with Turner, however, his schema is intended to 
provide a much more general model of human behavior. He is attempting to explain 
the often - noted fact that religion furnishes an idiom of expansionist violence to 
people in a whole range of societies, a ritual idiom which under certain circum-
stances becomes a legitimation for actual, outwardly directed violence. We note for 
instance that (p. 17) Orokaiva initiation ends with an open - ended menace to outsid-
ers which can become the beginning of serious hostility. More generally,  “ rebound-
ing violence ”  requires the presence of particular circumstances for it to legitimize 
military expansionism, including both the presence of outsiders and the resources to 
act in such a manner. One example is provided by Japan in Bloch ’ s argument: in that 
country ’ s history Buddhism has provided the path of the exit of vitality while Shinto-
ism has contained the path of its triumphal and forward - looking return (p. 63): 
 “ Renunciation on the part of the subjects and of the Buddhist monks could then lead 
to the rebounding vitality of the Emperor in much the way the renunciation of the 
Hindu Brahman could lead to the conquering sacrifi cial strength of the king. ”  

 Bloch does occasionally refer to the Judaeo - Christian heritage of much of the 
West. He talks, for instance (p. 32) of how the lives of Christian saints illustrate 
the process of the person turning against the mortal, bodily aspects of themselves 
in favor of supernatural invasion. Or he argues (p. 96) that  “ the aggressive ideology 
of rebounding conquest has … been very evident in Christianity  …  This element was 
particularly evident during the crusades or when religious fervor could be backed 
by military might, as in the periods of European colonial expansion. ”  Arguably, 
in refl ecting on more recent history, we might seek parallels with Jewett and 
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Lawrence ’ s  (2003)  analysis of the role of violence associated with zealous national-
ism in the United States. They trace the ways in which (p. 5):  “ The ideas of holy 
war have been combined with a distinctively American sense of mission in language 
that fuses secular and religious images. In major developments of American life  –  the 
Civil War, the settling of the western frontier, the World Wars, the Cold War, the 
Vietnam War, the Gulf War, and the so - called war on terrorism  –  these ideas have 
continued to surface. ”  Even where physical force has not been deployed, the sym-
bolic violence of transformation has been deployed  –  either  “ killing ”  or  “ convert-
ing ”  the other in Jewett and Lawrence ’ s terms. 

 From the work we have seen so far, it seems that ritual contexts can orient par-
ticipants in authoritative ways, even if analysts disagree over such questions as to 
the degree of freedom or coercion inherent in these types of performance. Ritual is 
generally perceived to contain particular  “ framing ”  qualities, heightening social 
experience, even if the distinction between the sacred and the secular is clearly a 
problematic one. A major contribution to work that examines the  “ orienting ”  
properties of ritual itself is provided by Roy Rappaport in his fi nal work,  Ritual 
and Religion in the Making of Humanity   (1999) . Part of Rappaport ’ s point is that 
whereas simple messages leave the responses of receivers to their own devices, rituals 
often specify their responses very precisely. For instance ritual is full of conventional 
utterances and acts  –   “ I name this ship, ”   “ I swear to tell the truth ”   –  which achieve 
conventional effects. 4  The formal characteristics of ritual, the gravity and solemnity 
characteristic of many performance, also aid its effects. Acceptance of performance 
does not imply  “ belief, ”  however: it is a public act, not a private state, visible both 
to witnesses and to performers, even as the performer may transcend personal doubt 
through carrying out the performance. 

 In common with most of the other analysts we have dealt with so far, Rappaport 
is fundamentally concerned with the articulation of public meanings and commit-
ments to ritual and social orders. His emphasis on the conventionality of such action 
may be over - drawn, however  –  not least in the pilgrimage contexts I have encoun-
tered in Anglican Walsingham, for instance, where some pilgrims enact a distinct 
ambiguity over their commitment to pilgrimage institutions precisely through their 
 “ camping up ”  and exaggerating ritual performances in public (Coleman and Elsner 
 1998 ). We might also ask for more of an analysis of the audience for ritual: if the 
public nature of ritual is signifi cant, what kinds of publics gather round ritual forms? 

 Rappaport, Bloch, Geertz, and Turner tend to focus on set - apart, marked, major 
ritual forms in the making or reinforcing of society. In this discussion, Asad takes 
a slightly different approach in his desire to locate overtly religious action within a 
range of disciplinary practices that permeate all of life. Other infl uential work on 
ritual has moved more in this direction, such as Catherine Bell ’ s  (1992)  emphasis 
on  “ ritualization ”  rather than ritual. Her argument that ritual is neither a distinct, 
autonomous activity nor necessarily a property of all action. However, it prompts 
the observer to look for circumstances where action is  “ set aside ”  in some way, and 
where culturally specifi c expressions of fi xity, formality and repetition may contrib-
ute to the production of ritualized action. Thus such discussion of ritual partially 
echoes that of defi ning religion, where initial assertions of the marked off quality 
of the phenomenon are challenged by scholars who are skeptical of the assertion of 
such boundaries, by either informants or fellow theorists.  
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  CONVERSIONS TO  “ MODERNITY ” ? STUDYING RELIGION IN 
THE POST -  C OLONIAL WORLD 

 Whether or not they have focused explicitly on questions of power in their work, 
most of the scholars we have looked at so far have had to deal  –  both personally 
and intellectually  –  with issues relating to post - colonialism. We saw for instance 
how Turner ’ s fi eldwork began in the politically charged framework of the Man-
chester School, or how Asad ’ s work has been prompted in part by attempting to 
deconstruct anthropologists ’  constructions of the Other. More generally, concerns 
over the political uses of knowledge have combined with worries over the objective 
status of knowledge itself. As Lambek ( 2002 : 471) notes (and as we have seen in 
the work of Asad and Ruel), such self - consciousness can prompt the analyst not 
only to look at the historical roots of particular structures of inequality, but also 
to recognize the historicity of all social formations, religion included. 

 Some of the most effective work in this area has looked at past processes of colo-
nization, where religion has formed part of the tangled encounter between coloniz-
ers and colonized, for instance as the former have attempted to move the latter 
towards an engagement with  “ the modern. ”  Peter Van der Veer ( 1996 : 3) notes 
that the nineteenth - century colony was an ideal arena for heated debates among the 
British about the location of religion in modernity. Conversion of others became 
gradually marginalized in Europe and transported to the non - Christian, colonized 
world. We see again here an example of the close intersection between religious 
action and wider disciplinary practices, a theme that has been powerfully explored 
in the work of Jean and John Comaroff in their analyses of Christian missionary 
activity on southern Africans. More particularly, their use of historical analysis as 
well as contemporary ethnography helps to put into temporal as well as political 
context the dialectic between  “ traditional ”  pre - colonial Tshidi values and the post -
 colonial world of modern South Africa in which the Tshidi are a marginalized 
group, part agricultural peasants and part urbanized proletariat (Bowie  2000 ; 
Comaroff  1985 ). Mission in the nineteenth century, while ostensibly about  “ reli-
gious ”  matters, helped to reshape Tshidi sociality, personhood and everyday prac-
tices, preparing Africans to be docile laborers at the bottom end of an emerging 
capitalist economy (Lambek  2002 ). At the same time, the Comaroffs show some of 
the nuances involved in such relationships. For instance, in the nineteenth century 
representations of the heathen  “ other ”  of the  “ dark continent ”  provided cultural 
means through which to refl ect on threatening working classes at home. Further-
more, Tshidi have been able to appropriate aspects of Christian culture, combining 
them with other cultural resources in order to create spaces for resistance against 
their marginalization. For instance, the rich symbolism of Zionist dress codes con-
trasts with the uniforms of mission churches and with everyday work clothes (Bowie 
 2000 : 81). Zionist men wear white skirts, blurring stark Western contrasts between 
male severity and female opulence (Comaroff  1985 : 270) and personifying a distant, 
biblical world of Victorian mission, away from the problems of the present. 

 Such work illustrates the sometimes jagged juxtapositions involved in colonial 
and post - colonial encounters, but also the complexities of the dialogues and interac-
tions that may occur  –  through articulations of language, the body, space, person-
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hood, and so on. The notion of  “ modernity ”  is itself given a Christian genealogy, 
but one where the very nature of what constitutes the modern may be unclear, 
contested. Thus a central concern of Webb Keane ’ s recent work  Christian Moderns  
 (2007)  is with the idea of fetishism, a product of the missionary encounter that 
involves the imputation to non - Christian others of a false, dangerous, but sometimes 
seductive lack of distinction between humans and non - humans, subjects and objects, 
and therefore of a misunderstanding of the grounds of human agency. In such work 
we have the  “ Christian ”  placed alongside the  “ modern, ”  but also see a wish to 
disrupt conventional  “ West versus the rest ”  divisions. For Keane, the interesting 
encounters are not inherently between sharply defi ned peoples or cultures, but 
between what he calls  “ representational economies. ”  The very bringing together of 
 “ representation ”  and  “ economy ”  in one phrase, like the words Christian and 
modern, encourages a very close examination of articulations among language ideol-
ogy, speaking (and reading and writing) practices, concepts of the person, moral 
values, and political institutions in any given  “ representational economy, ”  including 
those of Calvinist missionaries or indeed Western anthropologists. 

 Both the Comaroffs and Keane use analyses of the colonial and post - colonial 
encounter to refl ect not only on the colonized, but also on the culture of the coloniz-
ers. They also bring the study of Christianity itself to the fore (cf. Robbins  2007 ). 
Cannell notes ( 2006 : 3) that Christianity  “ has seemed at once the most tediously 
familiar and the most threatening of the religious traditions for a social science that 
has developed within contexts in which the heritage of European philosophy, and 
therefore of Christianity, tends to predominate. ”  To some degree, a  “ genealogy ”  of 
Christianity reveals it to have been, in Cannell ’ s terms (p. 4), the  “ repressed ”  of 
anthropology over the period of the formation of the discipline. At the same time, 
the focus on such a religious formation brings familiar questions with it: how do we 
characterize the  “ logic ”  of a whole religion without engaging in universalizing claims 
about its transcultural, transtemporal  “ essence ” ? What is often striking here, as 
Cannell points out, is not only what anthropologists have chosen to emphasize about 
Christianity, but also what has been largely ignored. Thus (p. 7) while most writing 
on Christianity in the social sciences has focused on its ascetic aspects, on the ways 
in which Christian teaching tends to elevate the spirit above the fl esh, Christian doc-
trine has always had another dimension, in which fl esh is an essential part of redemp-
tion. More generally, Christianity can all too easily become a trope for the examination 
of  “ modernity. ”  Cannell argues (p. 11), for instance, that the Comaroffs, despite their 
valuable accounts of the reception of missionization in South Africa, tend to subor-
dinate the exploration of Christianity to the narrative of modernization itself, as well 
as to resistance to orthodox Christian practice. 

 Certainly, one of the most notable aspects of the burgeoning contemporary 
 “ anthropology of Christianity ”  is that it contains so many examples of Pentecostal-
ism and charismatic Christianity, two areas that were largely ignored by many 
anthropologists a few decades ago, even when such Christians were missionizing in 
their  “ fi elds. ”  The reversal of such an ethnographic taboo appears to refl ect a change 
in anthropology itself, as it turns its gaze on to the cultural relativities of  “ the 
modern ”  and to its own genealogies, as well as engaging deeply with religious pro-
cesses that are explicitly and self - consciously transnational in scope. At the same 
time, and ironically, such depictions of Christianity can limit our understandings of 
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its range and signifi cance if they prompt a focus on Christianity that is almost 
exclusive an anthropology of the birth and diffusion of  “ modernity. ”   

  GLOBALIZING RELIGION 

 As work on colonialism and post - colonialism indicates, anthropologists have not 
confi ned themselves to small - scale, synchronic studies in recent years. Increasingly, 
religion is seen as a medium of global activity, both through travel and through the 
creation of transnational imaginaries. Thus Steven Vertovec ’ s ( 2000 : 1 – 2) tracing 
of the  “ comparative patterns ”  of the Hindu diaspora indicate not only that  “ Hindu-
ism ”  is an ever - malleable phenomenon, but also that the great challenge for analysts 
is to stop looking to India as the ideal culture, the yardstick against which other 
forms of Hinduism are to be measured. In such orientations towards India we 
perhaps see hints again of an anthropological essentialism, an assumption that 
 “ proper ”  Hinduism emerges from a particular territory. At the same time, contem-
porary anthropological emphases on heterogeneity may be in interesting tension 
with the views of some adherents in India and beyond who increasingly choose to 
present a nationalist and  “ fundamentalist ”  image of Hinduism, and India as a key 
site of religious orientation for such a viewpoint. Scholars must also take into 
account some of the effects of novel articulations of Hinduism in diasporic space. 
As Vertovec notes (pp. 34 – 5), a certain sharpening of self - awareness is a trend 
common in diasporas, fostered by self - refl ection stimulated among minorities in new 
contexts of religious and ethnic pluralism. He discusses the ways in which the con-
dition of diaspora may stimulate members of a faith to formulate  “ universal ”  
accounts of the particular religion and its teaching. Such confrontation with reli-
gious otherness can be seen to engender processes of reifi cation, removing modes 
of understanding from embeddedness in the fl ow of daily life, in a curious parallel 
to the Geertzean general formulations of religion that we saw towards the beginning 
of this chapter. 

 Transnational forms of religion are also increasingly mediated through novel 
forms of electronic technology. Vertovec (p. 155) draws on Gillespie ’ s well - known 
work on  Television, Ethnicity and Cultural Change   (1995) , which looks at the 
transformational ties television and fi lm create between India and the diaspora in 
the form of Bombay movies, or concrete links between relatives and friends made 
through video letters and home movies of rites of passage. Thus, he notes that, when 
watching episodes of the Hindu epics the Ramayana or Mahabharata made for TV 
in India, Hindus in Britain may light incense or conduct puja before or after viewing. 

 Similarly, Dale Eickelman and Jon Anderson  (1999)  refer to the role of new 
media in the  “ Muslim world. ”  Such media help to redefi ne Muslim publics, creating 
emergent forms of space and interaction beyond face - to - face communication, but 
also beyond the immediate control of the state. Thus, for Eickelman and Anderson 
a new sense of a public is emerging throughout both Muslim - majority states and 
Muslim communities elsewhere, shaped by increasingly open contests over the 
authoritative use of the symbolic language of Islam. One potential effect of such 
interaction, as we also see with diasporic Hinduism, may be the development of 
both  “ narrowcasting ”  among small interest groups and attempts to homogenize 
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certain aspects of devotion for broad consumption. For these authors (p. 10):  “ The 
publics that emerge around these forms of communication create a globalization 
from below that complements and draws on techniques of globalization known in 
fi nance and mass marketing, ”  while the professional who are often those who 
deploy the media most effectively  “ are both producers and consumers, forming 
communities on their own scale: interstitial, fl uid, and resting on shared communi-
cations, a minimal defi nition of what constitutes public space. ”  

 The globalization of religious forms, and in particular their connections with 
patterns of migration, also has implications for a post - colonial anthropology. Old 
 “ sending ”  missionary contexts have become new missionary fi elds, as Europe and 
North America become targets for religious as well as economic migration. Thus 
Ukah  (2005)  refers to the process of  “ reverse mission ”  in relation to African Chris-
tian churches in Europe ,  an expansion which he sees as coinciding with processes 
of globalization. Church founders combine rhetorics of remissionizing the West with 
roles as immigration or visa consultants. Strikingly, such churches may also present 
contemporary transformations of older capitalist logics. Churches not only produce 
religious goods and services, but have also evolved an entrepreneurial and market 
logic which guides and informs involvement in the production, distribution and 
marketing of economic goods such as video - fi lms, books, music cassettes, DVDs 
and CDs. Following Cannell, we should not view the signifi cance of these churches 
only in terms of their articulation of Christian forms of modernity; and yet nor 
should we ignore their role in creating novel forms of citizenship and economic 
action in a landscape of agency that transcends  –  or perhaps it is more accurate to 
say renegotiates  –  national and political borders.  

  COMMON THEMES AND EMERGENT TRENDS 

 In my fi nal remarks I shall resist mentioning the numerous themes and signifi cant 
writers that I have failed to mention. Instead, I wish briefl y to revisit just a few of 
the common substantive and analytical threads that have emerged since the 1960s, 
as well as suggesting a (very) few of the directions that the anthropology of religion 
is beginning to take in the twenty - fi rst century. 

 One theme has been present, implicitly, in every section: that of the body, and 
associated processes of embodiment. We saw for instance how Geertz referred to 
human beings ’   “ innate response capacities ” ; Asad, meanwhile, was concerned with 
a more Foucauldian and Marxist notion of the disciplining of the body, which had 
some parallels with the work of the Comaroffs on missionary encounters and even 
that of Bloch on ritual as coercive practice. Bell ’ s concept of ritualization builds in 
part on Bourdieu ’ s  (1977)  development of the notion of the habitus, the assertion 
that humans take on embodied dispositions and institutionalized bodily habits that 
mediate between custom and innovation. In a sense, habitus provides another way 
in which to think of the regularization of social order occurring in contexts that 
include, but also go far beyond, explicitly ritual frames. In its emphasis on experi-
ence, much of such work on the body takes us beyond Mary Douglas ’ s  (1966)  useful 
(but curiously disembodied) depiction of the body as bounded symbolic system, and 
this is a trend has continued in contemporary anthropology through important work 
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looking at the inscription of moral order on the experience of the  “ gendered ”  body 
(Boddy  1989 ; Austen - Broos  1997 ), or the construction of self - processes in the con-
stitution of the sacred self (see e.g. Csordas  1994 ). 

 A very different approach that invokes other aspects of the physical body is 
provided by the newer forms of cognitive anthropology that have focused on reli-
gion. Thus Pascal Boyer ’ s work, in such books as  The Naturalness of Religious 
Ideas   (1994)  and  Religion Explained: The Evolutionary Origins of Religious 
Thought   (2001) , fi nds the explanation for religious beliefs and behaviors in the way 
all human minds are said to work (there are echoes here of both Chomsky and 
L é vi - Srauss). In effect, religious concepts and norms can be  “ explained ”  as by -
 products of our cognitive architecture. The recurrent properties of religious concepts 
and norms that are detected in different cultures have emerged from standard cogni-
tive systems that have evolved outside of religion, such as agency - detection, moral 
intuition, and contagion - avoidance. It is hard to imagine an approach more different 
to that of Asad, as universal properties of the body are said to lead to universally 
detectable trends. 

 Boyer ’ s work largely by - passes another trend that has developed since Geertz was 
writing in the 1960s, and which has permeated anthropology as a whole: an 
increased awareness of the politics of carrying out fi eldwork as well as of represent-
ing the religious systems of others. Asad ’ s work is an example of such heightened 
political awareness, as is the work of the Comaroffs, but we see it also more implic-
itly in Tanya Luhrmann ’ s decision to focus the ethnographic gaze (and moreover 
one concerned with rationality) back on to white, middle - class informants  –  people 
rather close in background to herself. Thus a recent book edited by James Spickard, 
Shawn Landres and Meredith McGuire  (2002)  talks in its sub - title of  “ Reshaping 
the Ethnography of Religion ”  through a focus on such issues as insider/outsider 
problems in understanding religions, questions of negotiating researcher identity, 
and issues of the relative power of researcher and researched. 

 These forms of heightened self - consciousness are illustrated well by the treatment 
of Christianity in the anthropology of religion. Once largely implicit in the disci-
pline, perhaps ignored by researchers more interested in  “ exotic, ”  non - textual 
religions, it is beginning to take a much more prominent place within a discipline 
keen to anatomize its own origins and assumptions. And yet, as we have seen, old 
problems have arisen even in contemporary analyses of this religion. How do we 
avoid essentialism  –  or at least a crude theologizing  –  in defi ning the central themes 
of such an internally heterogeneous religious formation? And how do we avoid 
looking at some aspects of Christianity (those that give us access to our concerns 
with transnationalism and modernity) but not others? 

 Much of the anthropology of religion of the present is marked by its hybrid 
quality, in the sense that scholars who study religion do not necessarily see them-
selves as cutting themselves off from studies of the economy, political formations, 
medical systems, and so on. The heterogeneity of the sub - discipline provides chal-
lenges to its identity but is also perhaps one of its greatest achievements. It may be 
that in the future we will not wish to talk of  “ the anthropology of religion ”  making 
few theoretical advances  –  not only because of the quality of the work being pro-
duced, but also because the anthropology of religion will primarily be seen as 
 “ anthropology ”  rather than a parochial sub - fi eld.  
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  Notes 

  1     Also quoted in Morris ( 1987 : 313); Klass ( 1995 : 2); Lambek ( 2002 : 6).  
  2     Lambek ( 2002 :6) also refers here to the infl uence of the philosophers Langer and Ryle 

on Geertz. See also Ortner  (1999) .  
  3     Gluckman as quoted in Turner ( 1985 : 4); in Defl em  (1991) .  
  4     Austin  (1962)  calls these  “ performative utterances ”  and  “ illocutionary acts. ”  Searle 

 (1969)  sees them as  “ speech acts. ”    
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  Part II 

From Secularization to 
Resacralization 





  5 

Secularization  

  Steve   Bruce       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The peoples of pre - industrial Europe were deeply religious. The extent to which 
they were orthodox Christians varied but most understood the world through basi-
cally Christian lenses. They knew the Lord ’ s Prayer and the Hail Mary and could 
make the sign of the Cross. They knew the ten commandments, the four cardinal 
virtues, the seven deadly sins, and the seven works of mercy. They paid their taxes 
to the church. They were baptized, christened, married and buried by the church. 
They believed suffi ciently in hell and in the status of Holy Writ for swearing oaths 
on the Bible to be an effective means of control. They avoided blaspheming. Even 
the most humble left something in their wills for the church and the wealthy willed 
large sums for priests to say masses post - mortem on their behalf. Most knew they 
had to make reparation to God for their sins, in this life or in the next. When the 
clergy of the Middle Ages complained of irreligion, their target was not secularity 
but the persistence of pre - Christian superstitions or the use of the church ’ s rituals 
in an instrumental magical manner (Bruce  2002 : 45 – 59). 

 As societies industrialized, their people divided. Some became well - informed 
 “ true believers ” ; others fell away. The once - pervasive religious worldview gave way 
to an increasingly secular public culture. By the middle of the nineteenth century, 
religion had become so separated from everyday life that we could count its sup-
porters (Crockett  1998 : 131) and declining support in turn reduced the social and 
political power of religious institutions. The introduction of social surveys in the 
twentieth century allowed us to assess religious belief (Gill et al.  1998 ; Field  2001 ). 
Whether we count membership, church attendance, religious ceremonies to mark 
rights of passage, or indices of belief, we fi nd that across the industrial world there 
has been a major decline in all religious indices (Bruce  2002 ). 

 It is vital to appreciate that the decline of the churches in Europe has been general 
and nearly universal. In the less developed countries of the former communist bloc, 
there has been a small increase in church adherence since 1990 but given that even 
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there, young people are marked less religious than their parents, this seems highly 
likely to be a brief blip. Leaving aside the above - average religiosity of migrants from 
Africa, Asia and the Middle East, almost every section of British Christianity has 
experienced unremitting decline since at least the middle of the nineteenth century: 
typical weekly church attendance has fallen from around 50 percent of the popula-
tion to 7 pecent. Using the very large data set of the European Social Survey 2002 – 3, 
David Voas  (2009)  has demonstrated that, despite their very different political 
histories, countries as diverse as Holland, Portugal, Slovenia and the Netherlands 
East show very similar trajectories of decline in religiosity. The date at which decline 
begins varies but, once begun, the trajectories are remarkably similar. This is impor-
tant because it tells us that the causes of decline are not to be found in particular 
local defi ciencies. Because it gives them hope of being able to remedy the problem, 
it is tempting for church people to suppose that some particular feature of their 
belief - system, ritual, or structure is at fault. That secularization is widespread is the 
sociologist ’ s justifi cation for supposing that the cause lies above and beyond the 
defects of any particular religious expression.  

  UNDERSTANDING SECULARIZATION 

 Explaining the decline in the power, prestige and popularity of religion has exercised 
such a large number of scholars that we can represent their work as a  “ seculariza-
tion paradigm. ”  Figure  5.1  represents a synthesis from a variety of sources. Some 
of the scholars cited would dissent from other elements of the general synthesis but 
brevity prevents me elaborating such disagreements.   

  Monotheism ( R 1) 

 Following Weber, Berger  (1969)  in sketching the deep background to secularization 
begins by noting how the monotheism of Judaism and Christianity contributed to 
the rationality of the West. The Egyptian, Roman, and Greek worlds were embed-
ded in a cosmic order which embraced the entire universe with no sharp distinction 
between the human and the non - human. In contrast, the single Jewish God was 
remote. He would end the world he created but in - between it could be seen as 
having its own structure and logic. He made consistent ethical demands and he was 
beyond magical manipulation. We could learn his laws and obey them but we could 
not bribe, cajole or trick him. As the Christian Church evolved, the cosmos was 
re - mythologized with angels and semi - divine saints. The idea that God could be 
manipulated through ritual, confession, and penance undermined the tendency to 
regulate behavior with a standardized ethical code. However, this trend was reversed 
as the Protestant Reformation again demythologized the world, eliminated the 
ritual and sacramental manipulation of God, and restored the process of ethical 
rationalization. 

 Making formal what pleased God made it possible for ethics to become detached 
from beliefs about the supernatural. Codes could be followed for their own sake 
and could even attract alternative justifi cations. In that sense, the rationalizing ten-
dency of Christianity created space for secular alternatives.  
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      Figure 5.1     The secularization paradigm
 Key: R   =   Rationalization; RO   =   Religious organization; E   =   Economy; S   =   Society; P   =   Polity; CS   =  
 Cognitive style.    
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  The Protestant  e thic ( E 1) 

 Weber argues that the Reformation inadvertently created new attitudes to work and 
capital accumulation (Weber  1976 ; Marshall  1980 ). Pre - reformation, especially 
pious people displayed  “ other - worldly asceticism ” : cultivating the purity of their 
souls by cutting themselves off from the world in monasteries and in hermitages. 
Luther argued that any legitimate occupation, performed diligently, glorifi ed God. 
By arguing against confession, penance and absolution, the Reformers deprived 
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people of a way of periodically wiping away their sins. They thus increased the 
strain of trying to live a Christian life and made it all the more important to avoid 
temptation; hence the additional premium on work. With other changes, the result 
was Weber ’ s  “ this - worldly asceticism ” ; an attitude of disciplined self - control well -
 suited to the rise of rational capitalism. The link E2 to E3 represents the fact that 
those countries that fi rst adopted industrial capitalism prospered ahead of their 
rivals and, as we will see, prosperity itself weakens religious commitments.  

  Structural  d ifferentiation ( S 2) 

 Modernization entails structural (or functional) differentiation: social life fragments 
as specialized roles and institutions are created to handle specifi c features or func-
tions previously embodied in one role or institution (Parsons  1964 ). The family was 
once a unit of production as well as the institution through which society was 
reproduced. With industrialization, economic activity became divorced from the 
home. It also became increasingly informed by its own values (that is, there is a link 
from R2 to S2). At work we are supposed to be rational, instrumental and prag-
matic. We are also supposed to be universalistic: to treat customers alike, paying 
attention only to the matter in hand. The private sphere, by contrast, is taken to be 
expressive, indulgent and emotional. 

 Increased specialization directly secularized many social functions which were 
once dominated by the church: education, healthcare, welfare, and social control. 
Either the state directly provided such services or, if churches remained the conduit, 
the work became increasingly governed by secular standards and values.  

  Social  d ifferentiation ( S 1) 

 As society fragments, so does the people. Economic growth created an ever - greater 
range of occupation and life - situation, which because it was accompanied by 
growing egalitarianism, led to class avoidance. In feudal societies, masters and ser-
vants lived cheek - by - jowl. Such proximity was possible because the gentry had no 
fear that the lower orders would get ideas  “ above their station. ”  As the social 
structure became more fl uid and the defense of hereditary inequality more diffi cult, 
those who could afford to do so replaced the previously effective social distance 
with literal space. 

 The plausibility of a single moral universe in which all people have a place 
depends on the social structure being stable. With new social roles and increasing 
social mobility, communal conceptions of the moral and supernatural order frag-
mented. As classes became more distinctive they created salvational systems better 
suited to their interests. The great pyramid of pope, bishops, priests, and laity 
refl ected the social pyramid of king, nobles, gentry and peasants. Independent small 
farmers or the rising business class preferred a more democratic religion; hence their 
attraction to such Protestant sects as the Presbyterians, Baptists and Quakers. 

 Modernization was not simply a matter of religion responding to social, eco-
nomic and political changes. Religion itself had a considerable effect on social and 
cultural diversity (S3). To explain this I must go back a stage to the link between 
the Reformation, the rise of individualism and schism.  
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  Individualism ( RO 1) 

 Martin noted a major effect of the Reformation when he wrote that  “ The logic of 
Protestantism is clearly in favor of the voluntary principle, to a degree that eventu-
ally makes it sociologically unrealistic ”  ( 1978 : 9). Belief systems differ greatly in 
their propensity to fragment. To simplify, some religions claim a unique truth while 
others allow that there are many ways to salvation. The Catholic Church claims 
that Christ ’ s authority was passed to Peter and then fi xed in the offi ce of the Pope. 
It claims control of access to salvation and the right to decide disputes about God ’ s 
will. If those claims are accepted, the Church is relatively immune to fi ssion. As to 
depart from Rome goes to the heart of what you believed as a Catholic, such depar-
tures are diffi cult and are associated with extreme upheavals, such as the French 
Revolution. Thus as Catholic countries modernized they split into the religious and 
the secular: so in the twentieth century Italy, Spain and France had conservative 
Catholic traditions and powerful Communist parties. 

 Protestantism was vulnerable to schism because it rejected institutional mecha-
nisms to settle disputes. Asserting that everyone can equally well discern God ’ s will 
invites schism. Tradition, habit, respect for learning, or admiration for piety might 
restrain but could not prevent division. The Reformation produced not one church 
purifi ed and strengthened but competing perspectives and organizations. 

 We might add a secular version of RO1. Individualism gradually developed an 
autonomous dynamic as the egalitarianism located in the diagram as S4. It is placed 
there to stress that individualism and the closely associated social reality of diversity 
(S3) could only develop in propitious circumstances and those where provided by 
structural differentiation (S2) and economic growth (E3). 

 The link between modernization and inequality is paradoxical. Industrialization 
produced both greater social distance and a basic egalitarianism (S4). The Reformers 
were not democrats but they inadvertently caused a major change in the relative 
importance of community and individual. By removing the special status of the 
priesthood and the possibility that religious merit could be transferred (by, for 
example, saying masses for the souls of the dead), they re - asserted what was implicit 
in early Christianity: that we are all severally rather than jointly equal in the eyes 
of God. That equality initially lay in our sinfulness and our responsibilities but the 
idea could not indefi nitely be confi ned to duty. Equal obligations eventually became 
equal rights. 

 That was made possible by changes in the economy (Gellner  1983, 1991 ). Eco-
nomic development brought change and the expectation of further change. And it 
brought occupational mobility. As it became more common for people to better 
themselves, it also become more common for them to think better of themselves. 
However badly paid, the industrial worker did not see himself as a serf. The serf 
occupied just one role in an all - embracing hierarchy and that role shaped his entire 
life. A tin - miner in Cornwall in 1800 might be oppressed at work but in the late 
evening and on Sunday he could change clothes and persona to become a Baptist 
preacher: a man of prestige. Such alternation marks a crucial change. As social status 
became more task - specifi c, it became possible for people to occupy different posi-
tions in different hierarchies. That made it possible to distinguish between the 
role and the person who played it. Roles could still be ranked and accorded very 
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different degrees of power or status but the people behind the roles could be seen 
as in some sense equal.  

  Societalization 

 Societalization is the term Wilson gives to the way in which  “ life is increasingly 
enmeshed and organized, not locally but societally (that society being most evi-
dently, but not uniquely, the nation state) ”  ( 1982 : 154). If social differentiation (S1) 
and individualism (RO1) are blows to small - scale communities from below, soci-
etalization is the attack from above. Close - knit, integrated, communities gradually 
lost power and presence to large - scale industrial and commercial enterprises, to 
modern states coordinated through massive, impersonal bureaucracies, and to cities. 
This is the classic community - to - society transition delineated by T ö nnies  (1955) . 

 Following Durkheim, Wilson argues that religion draws its strength from the 
community. As the society rather than the community becomes the locus of the 
individual ’ s life, so religion is denuded. The church of the Middle Ages baptized, 
christened, married and buried. Its calendar of services mapped on to the seasons. 
It celebrated and legitimated local life. In turn it drew strength from being frequently 
re - affi rmed by the local people. In 1898 almost everyone in my village celebrated 
the harvest by bringing tokens of their produce to the church. In 1998, a very small 
number of people in my village (only one of them a farmer) celebrated by bringing 
to the church vegetables and tinned goods (many of foreign provenance) bought in 
a supermarket that is itself part of a multi - national combine. Instead of celebrating 
the harvest, the service thanked God for all his creation. Broadening the symbolism 
of the celebration solved the problem of relevance but it lost direct contact with the 
lives of those involved. When the all - embracing community of like - situated people 
working and playing together gives way to the dormitory town or suburb, there is 
little left in common to celebrate. 

 Differentiation and societalization reduced the plausibility of any single overarch-
ing moral and religious system and thus allowed competing religions. While they 
may have had much to say to private experience, they could have little connection 
to the performance of social roles or the operation of social systems because they 
were not society - wide. Religion retained subjective plausibility for some, but lost 
its objective taken - for - grantedness. It was now a preference, not a necessity. 

 Again it is worth stressing the interaction of social and cultural forces. The Ref-
ormation ’ s fragmentation of the religious tradition (RO3) hastened the development 
of the religiously neutral state (P1). A successful economy required a high degree 
of integration: effective communication, a shared legal code to enforce contracts, a 
climate of trust, and so on (Gellner  1991 ). This required an integrated national 
culture. Where there was consensus, a national  “ high culture ”  could be provided 
through the dominant religious tradition. The clergy could continue to be the school 
teachers, historians, propagandists, public administrators, and military strategists. 
Where there was little consensus, the growth of the state was secular.  

  Schism and  s ect  f ormation ( RO 3) 

 The Reformation stimulated literacy (S5). With everyone required to answer to God 
individually, lay people needed the resources to meet that new responsibility. Hence 
the translation of the Bible into vernacular languages; the rapid advance in printing; 
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the spread of literacy and the start of mass education. Competition between sects 
was a further spur. And as Gellner and others argue, the spread of education was 
both essential to, and a consequence of, economic growth. The sectarian competitive 
spirit of the RO line interacted with the requirements of the E and S line to produce 
a literate and educated laity, which in turn encouraged the general emphasis on the 
importance and rights of the individual and the growth of egalitarianism (S4) and 
liberal democracy (P1). 

 Protestant sects also had a direct infl uence on P1 by providing a new model for 
social organization. Reformed religion was individualistic but it encouraged indi-
viduals to band together for encouragement, edifi cation, evangelism and social 
control. As an alternative to the organic community in which position was inherited 
and ascribed, the sectarians established the voluntary association of like - minded 
individuals coming together to pursue common goals.  

  Social and  c ultural  d iversity ( S 3) 

 Diversity created the secular state. Modernization brought with it increased cultural 
diversity in three ways. Peoples moved and brought their language, religion and 
social mores into a new setting. Second, the expansive nation - state encompassed 
new peoples. Third, especially common in Protestant settings, economic moderniza-
tion created classes which created competing sects. Hence the paradox: at the same 
time as the nation - state was trying to create a unifi ed national culture out of thou-
sands of small communities, it was having to come to terms with increasing religious 
diversity. The solution was an increasingly neutral state. The idea of having one 
legally established state church to which all subjects or citizens should belong was 
abandoned altogether (the United States) or was neutered (the British case). While 
freedom from entanglements with secular power allowed churches to become more 
clearly spiritual  –  to concentrate on their core task  –  their removal from the center 
of public life reduced their contact with, and relevance for, the general population 
(P2 and P3). 

 Separation of church and state was one consequence of diversity. Another was 
the break between community and religious worldview. In sixteenth century England, 
every signifi cant event in the life cycle of the individual and the community was 
celebrated in church and given a religious gloss. The church ’ s techniques were used 
to bless the sick, sweeten the soil, and increase animal productivity. Testimonies, 
contracts and promises were reinforced by oaths sworn on the Bible and before 
God. But beyond the special events that saw the vast majority of parishioners troop 
into the church, a huge amount of credibility was given to the religious worldview 
simply through everyday interaction and conversation. People commented on the 
weather by saying God be praised and on parting wished each other  “ God Speed ”  
or  “ Goodbye ”  (an abbreviation for  “ God be with you ” ). 

 Diversity also called into question the certainty that believers could accord their 
religion (Berger  1980 ). Ideas are most convincing when they are universally shared. 
The elaboration of alternatives provides a profound challenge. Believers need not 
fall on their swords when they fi nd that others disagree with them. Where clashes 
of ideologies occur in the context of social confl ict or when alternatives are 
promoted by people who need not be seriously entertained, the cognitive challenge 
can be dismissed (Berger and Luckmann  1966 : 133). Nonetheless proliferating 
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alternatives removes the sense of inevitability. When the oracle speaks with a single 
clear voice, it is easy to believe it is the voice of God. When it speaks with twenty 
different voices, it is tempting to look behind the screen.  

  Compartmentalization and  p rivatization ( S 5) 

 Believers may respond to the fact of variety by supposing that all religions are, in 
some sense, the same (RO5). Another possibility (and they are not incompatible) is 
to confi ne one ’ s faith to a particular compartment of social life (S5). With compart-
mentalization comes privatization: the sense that the reach of religion is shortened 
to just those who accept the teachings of this of that faith, As Luckmann puts it:

  This development refl ects the dissolution of  one  hierarchy of signifi cance in the world 
view. Based on the complex institutional structure and social stratifi cation of industrial 
societies different  “ versions ”  of the world view emerge  …  With the pervasiveness of 
the consumer orientation and the sense of autonomy, the individual is more likely to 
confront the culture and the sacred cosmos as a  “ buyer. ”  Once religion is defi ned as 
a  “ private affair, ”  the individual may choose from the assortment of  “ ultimate ”  mean-
ings as he sees fi t.  ( 1970 : 98 – 9)    

 Casanova  (1994)  argues that differentiation need not cause privatization. The 
major churches, having now accepted the rules of liberal democracy, can regain a 
public role. They achieve this not by the old model of a compact between a domi-
nant church and the state, but by acting as pressure groups in civil society. This is 
true but it misses the point that religious interest groups are now forced to present 
their case in secular terms. For example, abortion is not opposed as unbiblical but 
because it infringes the universal human right to life.  

  The  s ecular  s tate and  l iberal  d emocracy ( P 1) 

 Social innovations, once established, can have an appeal that goes far beyond the 
initial motive to innovate. Secular liberal democracy evolved as a necessary response 
to the egalitarianism (S4) made possible by structural differentiation (S2), and to 
the social and cultural diversity (S3) created by a combination of the fi ssiparousness 
of Protestantism (RO2) and social differentiation (S1). But it became attractive in 
its own right and in the late nineteenth century societies that had no great need for 
them introduced the same principles as part of wider political reforms. Despite 
dissent being largely contained within the Lutheran tradition, the introduction of 
representative democracy and the weakening of the monarchy (or Grand Duchy) in 
the Nordic countries was accompanied by a weakening of the Church (which largely 
retained its diverse social functions by presenting them universally as secular social 
services).  

  The  m oderation of  s ects and  c hurches ( RO 5) 

 Niebuhr elaborates a small but important element of the paradigm in his extension 
of Troeltsch ’ s comments on the evolution of sects  (1962) . Niebuhr notes that time 
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and again radical sects (for example, the Quakers or the Methodists) became com-
fortable denominations, on easy terms with the world they once despised as unGodly. 
The commitment of those born into the sect is invariably weaker than that of those 
who made sacrifi ces through an act of choice. And the environment of the second, 
third and fourth generations was almost always more seductive. Most sectarians 
prospered ahead of the average, partly for the  “ Protestant Ethic ”  reasons elaborated 
by Weber (E1) and partly because their asceticism made them widely trusted. It is 
no accident that most of the British banking system developed from family fi rms 
run by Quakers: the Barclays, Backhouses, Trittons and Gurneys. Increasing wealth 
(and the possibilities of social status and public acceptance that came with it) 
increased the costs of asceticism. Not surprisingly, most sectarians moderated. 

 Michels  (1962)  identifi es a further source of moderation in his study of oligarchy 
in left - wing trade unions and political parties. Most sects began as primitive democ-
racies, with little formal organization, but gradually acquired a professional leader-
ship. Especially after the founder died, there was a need to educate and train the 
preachers and teachers who would sustain the movement. If successful, there was 
a growing organization to be coordinated and managed. There were assets to be 
safe - guarded and books to be published and distributed. With organization came 
paid offi cials who had a vested interest in reducing tension between the sect and 
the wider society. They could also compare themselves to the clergy of the estab-
lished church and (initially for the status of their faith rather than their own reward) 
desire the same levels of training, remuneration and social status. 

 If the sect can isolate itself from the wider society so that its culture forms the 
 “ taken - for - granted ”  backcloth to life then it can sustain itself. The Amish, Hut-
terites and Doukobhors, who created isolated agricultural communes, provide 
examples. But in most cases the sect is only slightly insulated and cannot avoid the 
social - psychological effects of diversity described above. Having failed to win over 
the bulk of the people to its radical message and having to come to terms with being 
only a  “ saved remnant, ”  the sect fi nds good reasons to moderate its claims and 
comes to see itself, not as the sole embodiment of God ’ s will, but simply as one 
expression among others of what is pleasing to God. 

 The moderation of sects is mirrored in the moderation of the national churches. 
Faced with widespread defection and the loss of authority, most churches reduced 
their claims and came to view themselves as just one among others. The change was 
rarely made quickly or willingly but by the start of the twentieth century most state 
churches were cooperating with other Christian organizations. By the end of it, most 
were presenting themselves as the senior spokesman for all religions against a largely 
secular climate.  

  Economic  g rowth ( E 3) 

 The effect of prosperity on Protestants sects can be generalized. Increasing affl uence 
often reduces religious fervor and traditionalism (Inglehart  1990, 1997 ).The poor 
and dis - possessed can fi nd solace in a belief system that promises that those who 
have little in this life will have everything in the next. As they prosper, the no -
 longer - poor re - write their faith so that its loses much of its power. US Pentecostal-
ists such as Oral Roberts (Harrell  1985 ) and Tammy Faye Bakker (Barnhart  1988 ) 
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grew up in impoverished conditions which made it easy and satisfying to denounce 
fl ashy clothes, make - up, Hollywood movies, social dancing and television. When 
they could afford what had been the work of the Devil, they compromised their 
principles. Morals were slower to change but attitudes to sexuality were also 
relaxed. For example, divorce, though still regretted, is widely accepted. This does 
not of itself mean that US Pentecostalists are becoming less religious but that the 
erosion of distinctive ways of life makes the maintenance of distinctive beliefs harder 
because it increases positive interaction with people of more liberal religious views 
or none (Shibley  1996 ).  

  Science ( R 3) and  t echnology ( R 4) 

 Critics of the secularization paradigm mis - represent it by elevating science to a 
central position:  “ it is science that has the most deadly implications for religion ”  
(Stark and Finke  2000 : 61). A zero - sum notion of knowledge, with rational thought 
and science conquering territory from superstition was carried into sociology by 
Comte and Marx among others but it is not part of the modern secularization 
paradigm. We recognize that modern people are quite capable of believing untruths 
and hence that the decreasing plausibility of any one body of ideas cannot be 
explained simply by the presence of some (to us) more plausible ones. The crucial 
connections are more subtle and complex than those implied in a science v. religion 
battle and rest on nebulous consequences of assumptions about the orderliness of 
the world and our mastery over it. 

 One line was drawn by Merton in his work on Puritan scientists  (1970) . He 
argues that many seventeenth - century Protestant scientists were inspired to natural 
science by a desire to demonstrate the glory of God ’ s creation, by the rationalizing 
attitude of the Protestant ethic and by an interest in controlling the corrupt world. 
The result was the same irony that followed from the rationalization of ethics. By 
demonstrating the fundamentally rule - governed nature of the material world, the 
Puritan scientists allowed their heirs to do science without framing their work within 
the assertion that  “ This shows God ’ s glory. ”  

 More important than science was the development of effective technologies. 
Religion is often practical. Holy water cures ailments and prayers improve crop 
quality. Wilson argues that technology secularizes by reducing the occasions on 
which people have recourse to religion. Farmers need not stop praying to save their 
sheep from maggots because an effective sheep dip becomes available but as the 
accumulation of scientifi c knowledge gave people insight into, and mastery over, 
areas that had once been mysterious, the need and opportunity for recourse to the 
religious gradually declined. A perfect example can be seen in the contrast response 
of the Church of England to the Black Death of 1348 – 49 and the HIV/AIDs so -
 called  “ gay plague ”  of the 1980s. In the fi rst, the Church called for weeks of fasting 
and prayer. In the second, it called for more government investment in medical -
 scientifi c research. 

 More generally, as Martin puts it, with the growth of science and technology 
 “ the general sense of human power is increased, the play of contingency is restricted, 
and the overwhelming sense of divine limits which affl icted previous generations is 
much diminished ”  ( 1969 : 116). If people are to be religious in the modern world 
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they are more likely to be drawn to self - constructed individualistic  “ New Age ”  
spiritualities (where they decide what they will believe) than to traditional authori-
tarian faiths.  

  Technology and  c onsciousness ( CS 1) 

 In exploring the psychology of modern work, Berger et al.  (1974)  argue that, even 
if we are unaware of it, modern technology brings with a  “ technological conscious-
ness ”  that is diffi cult to reconcile with a sense of the sacred. An example is  “ com-
ponentiality. ”  Modern work assumes that the most complex entities can be broken 
down into parts that are infi nitely replaceable. Likewise actions can be reduced to 
elements that can be indefi nitely repeated. This attitude is carried over from indus-
trial work to workers (a management style known after its heroic promoter as 
 “ Fordism ” ) and then to bureaucracy generally. While there is no obvious clash 
between these assumptions and the teachings of most religions, there are serious 
incompatibilities of approach. There is little space for the eruption of the divine. 

 To summarize the R line, the effects of science and technology on the plausibility 
of religious belief are often misunderstood. Direct clash is less signifi cant than the 
subtle impact of naturalistic ways of thinking. Science and technology have not 
made us atheists but the underlying rationality and the subtle encouragement to 
self - aggrandizement make us less likely than our forebears to entertain the notion 
of a divine force external to our selves.  

  Relativism ( CS 2) 

 Finally we come to the bottom line. The Christian Church of the Middle Ages was 
fi rmly authoritarian and exclusive in its attitude to knowledge. There was a single 
truth and it knew what it was. Increasingly social and cultural diversity combines 
with egalitarianism to undermine all claims to authoritative knowledge. While 
compartmentalization (the idea that my God rules my private life but need not rule 
the lives of others or my engagement in the public sphere) can serve as a holding 
operation, it is diffi cult to live in a world which treats as equally valid a large number 
of incompatible beliefs, and which shies away from authoritative assertions, without 
coming to suppose that there is no one truth. We may continue to prefer our world 
view but we fi nd it hard to insist that what is true for us must also be true for 
everyone else. The tolerance which is necessary for harmony in diverse egalitarian 
societies weakens religion by forcing us to live as if we could not be sure of God ’ s 
will. A remarkable example of the problem is inadvertently given by the Bolton 
Interfaith Council which, in a pamphlet encouraging people to walk around various 
worship sites in the city, has pages on  “ What Christians believe, ”   “ What Muslims 
Believe ”  and  “ What Hindus Believe ”  which present all three faiths as if they were 
equally correct. It is diffi cult to imagine how a young resident of Bolton, looking 
for a home for her incipient spiritual interests, could be recruited to any version of 
any of the three traditions by such relativism. 

 The consequence, visible over the twentieth century in liberal democracies, was 
a decline in the commitment of, and then in the number of, church adherents. 
Relativism debilitates faith by removing the best reason to ensure one ’ s 
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children are socialized in the faith. If all faiths (and none) offer a road to God, if 
there is no hell to which heretics get sent, then there is no need to ensure the trans-
mission of orthodoxy.   

  RETARDING TENDENCIES 

 The secularization paradigm suggests that social and structural differentiation, 
societalization, rationalization, individualism, egalitarianism, and increasing social 
and cultural diversity undermine religion. However, most proponents would add 
an important qualifi cation: except where religion fi nds or retains work to do other 
than relating individuals to the supernatural. The many and varied instances of that 
work can be summarized under the headings of cultural transition and cultural 
defense. 

  Cultural  t ransition 

 Where social identity is threatened in the course of major social transitions, religion 
may help negotiate such changes or assert a new claim to a sense of worth. Religio -
 ethnic groups can ease the move between homeland and new world. The church 
offers a supportive group which speaks your language and shares your values but 
also has contacts with the new social milieu. 

 There is another manifestation of the tendency for religion to retain signifi cance, 
even temporarily to grow in signifi cance, and that is in the course of modernization 
itself. Modernization disrupted communities, traditional employment patterns, and 
status hierarchies. By extending the range of communication, it made the social 
peripheries and hinterlands more aware of the manners and mores of the center and 
vice versa. Those at the center of the society were motivated to missionize the rest, 
seeking to assimilate them by socializing them in  “ respectable ”  beliefs and practices. 
Sectors of the social periphery in turn were motivated to embrace the models of 
respectable performance offered to them, especially when they were already in the 
process of upward mobility and self - improvement (Brown  1987 ). Industrialization 
and urbanization gave rise to revival and reform movements.  

  Cultural  d efense 

 Religion often acts as guarantor of group identity. Where culture, identity, and sense 
of worth are challenged by a source promoting either an alien religion or rampant 
secularism and that source is negatively valued, secularization will be inhibited. 
Religion can provide resources for the defense of a national, local, ethnic, or status 
group culture. The role of Catholicism in Polish national resistance to Soviet com-
munism is a good example (Szajkowski  1983 ). 

 In the process of functional differentiation, the fi rst sphere to become freed of 
cultural encumbrances is the economy but religio - ethnic identity can constrain eco-
nomic rationality. Employers often hire  “ their own ”  and even in consumption 
religion may over - ride rationality. Northern Ireland ’ s small towns often have a 
Protestant butcher and a Catholic butcher where the market can profi tably sustain 
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only one. At times of heightened tension, Protestants and Catholics boycott each 
others ’  businesses and travel considerable distances to engage in commerce with 
their own sort. 

 Cultural defense also inhibits  “ societalization. ”  A beleaguered minority may try 
to prevent the erosion of the community. Those who order their lives in the societal 
rather than the community mode may be regarded as treacherous and punished 
accordingly. In ethnic confl icts (Bosnia or Northern Ireland, for example) those who 
marry across the divide are frequent targets for vigilantes. 

 Finally, religio - ethnic confl ict mutes the cognitive consequences of pluralism 
because the prevalence of invidious stereotypes allows a much more thorough stig-
matizing of alternative cultures. The shift to relativism as a way of accommodating 
those with whom we differ depends on us taking those people seriously. Where 
religious differences are strongly embedded in ethnic identities, the cognitive threat 
of the others is relatively weak. Scottish Protestants in the nineteenth century 
deployed caricatures of the social vices of the immigrant Irish Catholics as a way 
of avoiding having to consider them as Christian.   

  THE RATIONAL CHOICE ALTERNATIVE 

 There is a radically different reading of the consequences of diversity. Stark argues 
that the religious vitality of the USA is explained by it having a free market in reli-
gious goods and considerable competition between the providers of such goods. 
Diversity allows all to fi nd a religion that suits their interests, it keeps down costs 
and thus makes the creation of new religions easier, and it provides the clergy with 
incentives to recruit a following (Young  1997 ). 

 Small parts of the rational choice or  “ supply side ”  model are supported by evi-
dence but only studies produced by Stark and his associates support the general 
approach. Attempts to replicate that work, either by comparing religious vitality 
and diversity for different areas within one society or by cross - cultural comparison, 
fail to fi nd positive effects of diversity. Across Europe church adherence is far higher 
in countries dominated by one religion (Poland and Ireland, for example) than in 
diverse cultures such as Britain ’ s. In the Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia and 
Estonia, overwhelmingly Catholic Lithuania has far higher rates of church adher-
ence than has the more mixed Latvia and Estonia. 

 A detailed critique of the supply side approach must be found elsewhere (Bruce 
 1999 ; Jelen  2002 ). I will make just two points. Whatever support the supply side 
model fi nds by comparing diversity and religious vitality in different places at the 
same time is overwhelmed by the conclusions drawn from looking at any one place 
over time. Whether we take Canada, Australia, Norway, Scotland, or Holland we 
fi nd that religion was far more popular and powerful in 1850, 1900, or 1950 than 
it is at the end of the twentieth century. As these societies became more diverse so 
they became more secular. 

 Second, the rational choice model of human behavior works best for fi elds where 
general demand is high but brand loyalty is low. We are not socialized into a culture 
that bans us from buying a certain car: we are free to maximize. For most of the 
world, religion is not a preference; it is an inherited social identity, closely tied to 
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other shared identities. It can only be changed at considerable personal cost. Hence 
this paradox. Only in largely secular societies, were there is little religious behavior 
left to explain, will people have the attitude to religion supposed by the rational 
choice model.  

  THE IRREVERSIBILITY OF SECULARIZATION 

 It is always possible that the secularization of the West is merely temporary and 
that there will be a resurgence of religious interest. Many commentators believe the 
human condition is such that people will always need religion: that the desire for 
the supernatural and what it can offer is somehow  “ hard - wired ”  into our constitu-
tion. Hence long - term and widespread secularization is impossible. When one 
religious tradition declines another will fi ll the gap. The obvious evidential problem 
is that Christianity has now endured at least 150 years of decline and each wave of 
contenders for replacement (the Pentecostal movements of the 1920s, the charis-
matic movements of the 1960s, the new religious movements of the 1970s and the 
New Age spirituality of the 1990s) has failed to make even a small dent in the 
growing numbers of people free from any organized religious interest. 

 But there is also a logical problem. The idea that some innate or intrinsic spiritual 
need will provoke a religious revival neglects the role of culture in shaping human 
behavior. It supposes that individual needs translate into action outcomes in an 
unmediated fashion. It misses the point that biological and psychological drives are 
shaped by and articulated in a particular culture. Even if there are basic questions 
that most people will ask themselves (such as  “ what is the meaning of life? ” ), we 
cannot assume that large numbers will frame the question in the same terms, let 
alone embrace the same answer. On the contrary, the authority of the autonomous 
individual prevents such consensus. While it is common to ascribe to individualism 
every manner of social vice and to yearn for a more communal way of life, there is 
no sign that the people of the West are willing to give up their autonomy. The 
communalist always want everyone else to  “ get back ”  to his or her basics. 

 Brevity requires me to state this bluntly: shared belief systems require coercion. 
The survival of religion requires that individuals be subordinated to the community. 
In some settings (religio - ethnic confl icts, for example) individual autonomy is con-
strained by shared identities. In the stable affl uent democracies of the West the 
individual asserts the rights of the sovereign autonomous consumer. We choose our 
electrical goods; we choose our gods. Unless we can imagine some social forces that 
will lead us to give up that freedom, we cannot imagine the creation of detailed 
ideological consensus. It is not enough to suggest that some calamity may disrupt 
our complacency. Without a pre - existing common culture, large numbers will not 
interpret a disaster in the same way and hence will not respond collectively. When 
the common culture of a society consists of operating principles that allow the 
individual to choose, no amount of vague spiritual yearning will generate a shared 
belief - system. 

 To conclude, the secularization paradigm argues that the decline of religion in 
the West is not an accident but is an unintended consequence of a variety of complex 
social changes that for brevity we call modernization. It is not inevitable. But unless 
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we can imagine a reversal of the increasing cultural autonomy of the individual, 
secularization must be seen as irreversible.  
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American Exceptionalism?  

  John   Torpey       

   THE IDEA OF AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM 

 During the recent US presidential election campaign, one heard fairly often the 
notion that the United States was unique among the states of the world  –  that, 
indeed, its peculiarities justifi ed its characterization in terms of something called 
 “ American exceptionalism. ”  Typically, this notion was invoked as a shorthand way 
of ascribing to the United States the status of what former Secretary of State Mad-
eleine Albright has described as the  “ indispensable nation. ”  This version of Amer-
ican exceptionalism relates to the image of the USA as the bearer of a divine mission, 
a light unto the nations, John Winthrop ’ s shining  “ city on a hill. ”  This variant of 
the idea (which I shall call AE 1) refl ects a conception of the country as providential 
in character, singular in the annals of the ages, and destined to bring democracy 
and freedom to far - off lands. Needless to say, this is the version of American excep-
tionalism that led Woodrow Wilson to suggest that the United States had a mission 
to  “ make the world safe for democracy, ”  and it in part underlies the Bush admin-
istration ’ s grandiose vision of bringing democracy to the Middle East, starting in 
the beachhead of Iraq. It is this version of American exceptionalism that the inter-
national affairs scholar Andrew Bacevich  (2008)  has recently insisted has come to 
an end in the wake of a failed, overreaching bid for empire by a country that expects 
no more of its citizens than that they continue to shop in the face of disaster. 

 To a sociologist, however, it is somewhat odd to hear the term  “ American excep-
tionalism ”  applied to these features of American life. For many social scientists, the 
notion of American exceptionalism tends to be more strongly associated with a 
 negative  judgment about the USA. That assessment derives in considerable measure 
from the century - old study by the German sociologist Werner Sombart  (1905) , 
which asked,  Why Is There No Socialism in the United States?  and from kindred 
assessments of the relatively harsher socioeconomic characteristics of American life 
as compared to those obtaining in modern Europe. Sombart ’ s question was often 
answered with Tocquevillean arguments to the effect that ordinary Americans, 
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having a little bit of property rather than being condemned to proletarian penury 
as they had been in Europe, were ill - disposed towards schemes purporting to offer 
heaven on earth. (This is the understanding of  “ American exceptionalism ”  that led 
John McCain to attack Barack Obama during the 2008 presidential election cam-
paign for his plans to  “ spread the wealth, ”  a prospect that would seem to have an 
intrinsic appeal to most people, especially lower down the social order.) Tocqueville 
 (2000)  also famously addressed the Americans ’  propensity to conduct their affairs 
in civil society, through voluntary associations, rather than relying on the state to 
do things for them, and this has fed into a view of American political culture as 
anti - statist. Finally, the great French historian saw individualism as an ever - present 
danger in American life, but also as a quality allowing the individual to achieve and 
advance irrespective of family lineage. The prominent American sociologist Talcott 
Parsons  (1977, 2007)  viewed the United States as the quintessential modern society, 
one committed in unparalleled fashion to an egalitarianism based on individual 
achievement, especially of an educational sort  –  that is, to a meritocracy. The politi-
cal sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset  (1996)  would eventually see the combination 
of economic laissez - faire, meritocratic individualism, anti - statism, and populism  –  
which we might call AE 2  –  as a veritable  “ American creed. ”  

 It is no coincidence that Lipset here resorts to a quasi - religious terminology. 
While Louis Hartz  (1955)  rested his mid - twentieth - century case for American excep-
tionalism on a supposedly primordial  Liberal Tradition in America , others such as 
Lipset and Robert Bellah tend to understand American exceptionalism as rooted 
above all in the religious peculiarities of American experience. They, too, are fol-
lowing Tocqueville in the latter ’ s view that  –  the non - establishment clause of the 
Constitution notwithstanding  –  religion is the fi rst of American  political  institutions. 
The 2008 election campaign, from which Barack Obama emerged as the victor, 
delivered frequent reminders of the centrality of religion to Americans ’  thinking 
about who can  –  and can ’ t  –  be president, as some of his opponents cast aspersions 
on his supposed Muslim faith (he is a Christian, though his father was a Kenyan 
Muslim). Similarly, the sociologist Penny Edgell and her colleagues  (2006)  have 
found survey evidence that Americans regard atheists as less likely to share their 
values than any other major cultural group, including gays and Muslims. Then of 
course there ’ s the argument, by such authors as G. K. Chesterton and Richard 
Hofstadter, that the United States doesn ’ t so much  live by  a creed as  constitute  one. 
Only thus can one understand the curious notion of  “ Americanism ”  as a political 
ideology, a matter distinct from purely cultural notions such as  Deutschtum  or 
 italianit á  . 

 But what sense is there in speaking of  “ exceptionalism ”  at all? In one of his many 
writings on the topic, Lipset  –  perhaps the chief exponent of the notion since it was 
originated by Alexis de Tocqueville himself  –  argued that the concept was  “ double -
 edged. ”  Far from suggesting the  “ superiority ”  of the United States vis -  à  - vis other 
societies, as many critics of the notion of exceptionalism have held, the idea merely 
pointed to the distinctiveness of American society compared to others. Indeed, Lipset 
( 1996 : 18) wrote,  “ we are the worst as well as the best, depending on which quality 
is being addressed. ”  To be sure, Lipset ’ s protestations of even - handedness some-
times seem belied by the comparatively congratulatory tone of his writings about 
the United States. He claimed to  “ believe that [he was drawing] scholarly conclu-
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sions ”  when he wrote,  “ [T]here can be little question that the hand of providence 
has been on a nation which fi nds a Washington, a Lincoln, or a Roosevelt when it 
needs him ”  (Lipset  1996 : 14). (Were Lipset alive today, my guess is that he would 
have added Obama to that list.) It is more than a little odd for a social scientist to 
claim to explain historical outcomes by invoking divine intervention. Nonetheless, 
having sought to mollify potential dissenters with an initial avowal of impartiality, 
Lipset proceeds to argue that the United States is  “ exceptional ”  in a variety of ways 
 –  political, religious, racial  –  that can be traced above all to its origins as  “ the fi rst 
new nation, ”  the fi rst modern colony to break away from its imperial overlord and 
begin the political world anew. Lipset assures us that the notion of  “ exceptionalism ”  
is simply a value - free, scientifi c usage that helps us make sense of the peculiar fea-
tures of American life when compared to the folkways of other nations. 

 If it is merely a neutral characterization for  “ uniqueness ”  or  “ distinctiveness, ”  
however, the question then arises why the notion of  “ exceptionalism ”  needs empha-
sizing at all. After all, it is a commonplace among historians, at least, that all pro-
cesses and developments are in some sense  “ unique ” ; they have their own rhythms 
and particularities that can ’ t simply be shoe - horned into larger models. Lipset ’ s 
stress on the notion thus in part refl ects disciplinary considerations; as a social 
scientist, he was more interested in patterns, and variations therefrom, than in 
 “ unique, ”  unrepeatable events or experiences. But then one might argue simply, as 
Aristide Zolberg  (1986)  has done, that there are  “ as many exceptionalisms as there 
are cases under consideration, ”  and that we should discard the notion of  “ excep-
tionalism ”  entirely in favor of comparative historical macroanalysis. 

 In all events, not all exceptionalisms are the same, as we have seen; AE1 is a 
 “ good ”  exceptionalism, whereas AE2 is a  “ bad ”  one. Rather than characterizing 
the notion of exceptionalism as  “ double - edged, ”  it might therefore be more useful 
to say that there are (at least) two  “ exceptionalist ”  theses: a  “ good ”  one that views 
the United States as singularly virtuous  –  democratic, egalitarian, anti - authoritarian, 
etc.  –  and a  “ bad ”  one that regards the United States as distinctively harsh and 
ungenerous  –  lacking the public policies that more  “ civilized ”  countries have adopted 
to protect their populations from the vagaries of fate, and inclined toward penal 
policies and practices that have uniquely uncivilized consequences, especially for the 
poor and non - white (see, e.g., Whitman  2003 ). There are also more narrowly tai-
lored versions of the notion of  “ American exceptionalism, ”  such as Michael Igna-
tieff ’ s ( 2005 : 1 – 2) invocation of the term to characterize the United States ’  
contradictory support for and tendency to ignore human rights treaties and 
conventions. 

 Despite their traditional commitment to chronicling the  “ unique, ”  historians 
have in recent years become increasingly uncomfortable with claims about the 
 “ uniqueness ”  of American life identifi ed by comparative sociologists (and socialists) 
ever since Tocqueville. A good example of this discomfi ture can be found in Thomas 
Bender ’ s tellingly titled,  A Nation Among Nations: America ’ s Place in World 
History   (2006) . Bender insists that American history has traditionally been taught 
as a story of the rise of an upstart isolate, a sort of hegemon - in - training that had 
little need of the rest of the world and got the history it needed to rationalize that 
stance, so to speak. Bender is concerned that this sort of autistic historiography ill 
prepares Americans for the  “ globalized ”  world in which they now fi nd themselves. 
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He therefore thinks it urgent that the study of American history be placed fi rmly in 
a  “ global context. ”  The putatively self - aggrandizing idea of  “ exceptionalism ”  is 
inconsistent, in this view, with any understanding of history that takes seriously the 
unavoidable fact that any and all individual nations are also but one among all the 
other nations. Thus, Bender ( 2006 : 296 – 7) concludes,  “ On the spectrum of differ-
ence the United States is one of many, and there is no single norm from which it 
deviates  –  or that it establishes. ”  

 Valuable though Bender ’ s critique of  “ exceptionalism ”  may be with regard to 
our understanding of the place of the United States in world history, it tends to 
elide the reality that there are, in fact, peculiarities of American life relative to the 
West European countries from which the United States largely went forth that 
cannot be gainsaid. For example, it is a fact that the United States, alone among 
the countries with which it is normally compared (mainly in Western Europe, but 
perhaps also Japan), has (as of 2008) no national health insurance system. Its prac-
tice of the death penalty  –  including, in some cases, against minors  –  puts it in the 
company of some of the world ’ s most egregious violators of human rights. The 
United States has exceptionally high rates of interpersonal violence compared to 
those reference group societies, and has long done so (see Mennell  2007 : 133ff.). 
Perhaps the notion of American exceptionalism makes some sense after all? 

 Yet this sort of comparison can be extremely misleading; the notion of  “ excep-
tionalism ”  suggests that these kinds of differences are both substantial and enduring, 
and it is by no means obvious that such claims can be sustained across an array of 
relevant indicators. In a recent study of the death penalty, for example, Carol Steiker 
 (2005)  has noted that until approximately 35 years ago, any notion of  “ exceptional-
ism ”  would have gone in the other direction, so to speak, for at that time it was 
the United States, not Europe, which was in the vanguard of the movement to 
abolish capital punishment. Indeed, such punishment was briefl y invalidated by the 
Supreme Court ’ s decision in  Furman v. Georgia  (1972). While the American posi-
tion on this issue now appears to stand in stark and unfl attering contrast to the 
European (the European Union offi cially opposes capital punishment), Steiker con-
tends that this outcome was contingent, depending more on the myriad pressures 
facing the Supreme Court at a particular historical moment than on any timeless 
American commitment to capital punishment. Moreover, the elimination of the 
death penalty in Europe had little to do with popular opinion on the matter, for 
majorities of the populations of Britain, France, and Germany supported the death 
penalty at the time of its abolition in each country. Rather, Steiker argues, this 
outcome was predicated upon the greater power of government bureaucrats to 
realize their preferences than would be possible in the United States. David Garland 
 (2005)  has argued even more forcefully that American practice with regard to the 
death penalty has been out of line with that of its usual reference group societies 
since only the 1970s, and that any effort to attribute its current anomalous stance 
to some deeply American cultural traits is therefore misguided. Indeed, the situation 
today (at least outside of Texas) is much as Tocqueville described it ( 2000 : 38) 175 
years ago:  “ One never saw the death penalty laid down more profusely in the laws, 
or applied to fewer of the guilty. ”  Nonetheless, Tocqueville ( 2000 : 39) noted that 
this  “ puritanical ”  penal legislation was  “ strongly imprinted with the narrow spirit 
of sect, ”  a legacy of the biblical character of the religion of the fi rst settlers. He had 
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no doubt that religion, laws, and politics marched hand in hand in America as a 
result of the peculiar  “ point of departure ”  of the Americans.  

  THE RELIGIOUS ROOTS OF AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM: 
CLASSICAL VIEWS 

 If the heart of American exceptionalism is to be found in its religious experience, 
what is it about that experience that is  “ exceptional ” ? The answer here tends to 
revolve around the formative role of sectarian Protestantism and the peculiar rela-
tionship between church and state that it shaped in the United States after the 
American Revolution. While Puritan theocrats played a major role on the New 
England scene in the colonial period, they were also confronted with considerable 
religious pluralism. There were Puritans elsewhere, of course, but they generally had 
to compete with an established (Catholic or Episcopal) Church, not with other 
Protestant sects. The eventual constitutional result of the religious diversity of the 
colonies was that no religion was to be offi cially established at the federal level 
(there were established religions at the state level until well into the nineteenth 
century), and everyone was free to practice any belief they wished. This posture was 
a considerable novelty from the perspective of early modern European caesaropap-
ist systems in which it went without saying that the state had some sort of divine 
sanction with a particular theological coloration. Tocqueville  (1998)  would later 
argue that the church ’ s place in the  ancien regime  explained the anti - clerical char-
acter of the French Revolution (a pattern subsequently repeated in many Latin 
American countries that inherited the tradition of divine legitimation). As a result 
of these earlier experiences, separation of church and state on the European conti-
nent would typically come to serve the protection of the state from religion; in the 
United States, in contrast, it was primarily religion that was to be protected from 
the state (Offe  2005 : 36 – 7). Notwithstanding the concern to protect religion from 
state interference, the close historical relationship between religious dissent and 
political freedom led to a situation in which  “ god talk ”  in the public sphere came 
to be regarded as much more acceptable in the United States, as compared to most 
of Europe since World War II, at least. 

 Tocqueville claimed that the  “ point of departure ”  was of fundamental impor-
tance for understanding the way of life of any people, that one could see in the 
infant what one would see in the adult. But societies are not persons; why should 
the  “ point of departure ”  be so important? Supposedly its signifi cance derived, 
according to Tocqueville, from the fact that  “ peoples always feel [the effects of] 
their origins. The circumstances that accompanied their birth and served to develop 
them infl uence the entire course of the rest of their lives. ”  These axioms, nominally 
about societies in general, Tocqueville regarded as particularly pertinent to the 
American case.  “ [T]here is not one opinion, one habit, one law, I could say one 
event, that the point of departure [of the Americans] does not explain without dif-
fi culty. ”  Yet part of the reason that Tocqueville laid such stress on this factor in his 
analysis of  Democracy in America  seems to have been simply because there  appeared 
to him to have been  such a point of departure in Tocqueville ’ s reading of the Ameri-
can trajectory; no such point could be so easily identifi ed in the case of the European 
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countries with which he was always implicitly comparing America. The latter is 
 “ the only country where  …  it has been possible to specify the infl uence exerted by 
the point of departure on the future of states ”  (Tocqueville  2000 : 28 – 9). This hardly 
makes a compelling case for the enduring subsequent importance of the  “ point of 
departure. ”  

 There is an intriguing parallel here with Weber ’ s  “ Protestant ethic thesis ”  and 
the critiques thereof. As Frank Parkin ( 1982 : 65 – 70) has pointed out, the explana-
tory weight placed on Protestant doctrine in accounting for the rise of  “ rational 
capitalism ”  is at odds with the discussion in Weber ’ s  “ Prefatory Remarks ”  to the 
 Collected Essays in the Sociology of Religion  (see Weber  2002a : 356 – 72), of which 
the  Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism  was only the fi rst installment. In 
those remarks, Weber notes that there are a variety of ways in which the West 
diverged from the East  –  in architecture, mathematics, science, art, law, and much 
else beside. It is therefore diffi cult to ascribe special signifi cance to the religious 
factor, which on Weber ’ s own account is not the only relevant variable. Toc-
queville ’ s emphasis on the point of departure seems similarly problematic, given 
that it was the only  “ point of departure ”  he could clearly identify and hence not 
necessarily as signifi cant as he suggested. There were also a number of other factors 
that made America different from Europe, such as the (timing of the) frontier experi-
ence or the relative laxity of English control over their colonies as compared to the 
absolutist experience, but to some degree these were all bundled together into 
Tocqueville ’ s notion of the  “ point of departure. ”  

 Be that as it may, Tocqueville ( 2000 : 267) famously argued that he could see 
 “ the whole destiny of America contained in the fi rst Puritan who landed on its 
shores, ”  and many have followed his lead in this regard. Tocqueville speaks here 
to the oft - remarked infl uence of the Puritans on American character and life and 
their supposed dominance in determining its values (see, e.g., Bercovitch  1975 ). 
Critics such as Thomas Bender ( 2006 : 44) insist that, contrary to  “ the usual narra-
tive of American history, which conventionally sees American development as a 
continuous process of westering from the northeastern colonies  …  [p]eople and 
infl uences arrived in [America] from all points of the compass and in every region. ”  
This one might characterize as the multiculturalist theory of the origins of the United 
States; it is a view that harmonizes suspiciously with contemporary ideological 
fashions, though that doesn ’ t necessarily mean that it is wrong. 

 One might also object that there are enduring and important regional peculiarities 
that cast doubt on any claim that the New England experience should predominate. 
Tocqueville  (2000)  dealt with the thorny problem of the South by insisting that it 
was  “ American, but not democratic ” ; the fact that the lengthy chapter on  “ The 
Three Races ”  in America (which takes up one - quarter of Volume I) is a separate 
discussion suggests that Tocqueville was not entirely sure where it fi t into the overall 
picture and how it could be squared with the notion of New England Puritanism ’ s 
dominance. Here the work of David Hackett Fischer  (1989)  is exemplary; Fischer 
shows in copious and convincing detail how the  “ folkways ”  established in different 
parts of the (later) United States by four different British settler groups have persis-
tently shaped regional and national politics since their arrival. Fischer ’ s perspective, 
which emphasizes the durability since the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of 
these regional cultures, is a sort of halfway house between Tocqueville ’ s stress on 
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the point of departure and his general insistence on the national level of analysis. 
In this connection, Bender ( 2006 : 297) makes the important point that  “ exceptional-
ist claims about America tend to obscure  …  internal differentiation, ”  because they 
privilege the national over the regional level of analysis. It would indeed be a mistake 
to think that there are no signifi cant regional differences in the United States, a fact 
to which Tocqueville himself called attention in his treatment of the differences 
between North(east), South, and West. One might add that to say  “ Europe ”  is also 
always to say too much; there is of course considerable variety across European 
countries, such that it becomes very diffi cult indeed to speak of any specifi cally 
 “ European ”  patterns. 

 And yet it may still be the case that the Puritans of New England imparted a deci-
sive infl uence to the country ’ s long - term trajectory. Tocqueville argues ( 2000 : 32) 
that the reason it was the Puritans rather than other groups who ultimately set the 
tone for American life had to do with the  “ rigor of their principles, ”  which led them 
in search of a place suffi ciently abandoned by others of their kind that they could 
 “ live there in their manner and pray to God in freedom ” ; they went to New England, 
he said,  “ to make  an idea  triumph. ”  The other colonies had been founded by 
 “ adventurers without family. ”  By contrast,  “ the emigrants of New England brought 
with them admirable elements of order and morality; they went to the wilderness 
accompanied by their wives and children. ”  The contrast that Tocqueville draws 
between swash - buckling adventurers and God - fearing, sober - minded family men 
neatly parallels Max Weber ’ s distinction between  “ booty ”  capitalism, which was 
based on the prospects for profi t deriving from opportunities to loot and pillage, and 
modern  “ rational ”  capitalism, which was based on the ascetic devotion to labor in 
a calling. The predominance of the Puritans in subsequent American experience is 
refl ected in the fact that the United States would eventually become the country most 
unwaveringly committed (rhetorically, if by no means necessarily in practice) to free -
 market capitalism, as well as a country with a tradition of religiously motivated 
social reform and moralistic foreign policies. To be sure, as the country developed, 
its religious life also tended to divide along class and racial lines (see Niebuhr  1929 ); 
Martin Luther King ’ s observation remains true that the most segregated hour in 
American life takes place at eleven o ’ clock on Sunday morning. And yet, as Lincoln 
observed of religion during the Civil War,  “ Both [sides] read the same Bible, and 
pray to the same God ” ; evangelical religion is as alive among blacks as among 
whites today, but the political positions it supports tend to differ considerably. 

 One important feature of the Puritans ’  infl uence on American character and life 
fl owed from their special devotion to a Jewish - style  “ covenant ”  between themselves 
and God (see Weber  2002 a: 112). Such covenants implied the believers ’  obedience 
to God and the expectation that He would punish them for transgressions, at the 
same time that they could expect His favor as a reward for compliance with the 
terms of the covenant. It was in terms of such a mutually binding promise that the 
idea of America as a  “ City on a Hill, ”  a  “ New Jerusalem, ”  was adumbrated in John 
Winthrop ’ s 1630 sermon aboard the  Arbella . The idea of the covenant remained 
predominant in the thinking of New England Puritans until the mid - eighteenth 
century (Noll  2002 : 39). 

 That the covenant has been broken time and again, and indeed from the very 
beginning (among other reasons because the  “ City on a Hill ”  was on  “  somebody 
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else ’ s hill ! ”  [Bellah  1998 : 618]), does not necessarily nullify the importance of the 
Puritan idea of an agreement with God that undergirds much American thinking 
about the world. It is notable in this regard that much of the criticism of Islam in 
America has come from the Christian right wing, which tends to see the American 
destiny as strongly bound up with the sense of the United States as the earthly 
instrument of a specifi cally Christian God. These affi nities between conservative 
Christian church and state came to the fore in the contretemps between Virginia 
Republican congressman Virgil Goode and Minnesota representative Keith Ellison, 
the fi rst Muslim elected to Congress, in the aftermath of the 2006 mid - term congres-
sional vote. In a letter to a constituent, Goode inveighed that Americans needed to 
limit immigration in order to reduce the numbers of Muslims entering the country 
and thus to  “ preserve the values and beliefs traditional to the United States of 
America. ”  1  However broadly they are actually held, these  “ values and beliefs ”  are 
typically said to be those of the Puritans  –  obedience to God, devotion to family, 
commitment to the community. 

 The predominance of the Puritans in early colonial America was of special sig-
nifi cance because of the distinctive nature of their spiritual outlook. As Tocqueville 
( 2000 : 35) described it,  “ One must not believe that the piety of the Puritans was 
only speculative or that it showed itself foreign to the course of human things. 
Puritanism  …  was almost as much a political theory as a religious doctrine. ”  Toc-
queville concurs here with Weber ’ s later argument that Puritanism was not  “ world -
 rejecting, ”  except in the sense of  “ this - worldly ( innerweltliche ) asceticism ”  and its 
tendency to view the world as an arena in which to carry out God ’ s divine plan for 
the world. And, according to Tocqueville ( 2000 : 32), the political theory of which 
Puritanism partook  “ blended at several points with the most absolute democratic 
and republican theories. ”  Among other things, this posture entailed a deep commit-
ment to education, though generally of a more vocational and unphilosophical kind, 
so that the believer could nurture a direct, unmediated relationship with God 
through knowledge of the Bible. The result of this sympathetic attitude toward 
useful knowledge was the founding of numerous schools and institutions of higher 
learning, of which the most symbolically important remains Harvard. While those 
in the interior west of the United States may not genufl ect before the cultural power 
of that august institution, the aura of the college at Cambridge continues to radiate 
brightly across the country and, indeed, across the oceans. Regional differences 
notwithstanding, no university in the American South can begin to rival Harvard 
in symbolic authority; not for nothing is Vanderbilt ’ s nickname  “ the Harvard of 
the South. ”  Even Stanford and Chicago, despite their great prestige within the aca-
demic world, lack the charisma of Cambridge in the eyes of the ordinary mortal. 

 As the example of Harvard may suggest, while the Puritans ’  political ideas may 
have been democratic in certain respects, they were deeply exclusionary in others. 
Here Weber ’ s more searching analysis of the consequences of Protestantism super-
sedes Tocqueville ’ s insights into American habits. Weber ( 1946 b: 332 – 3; see also 
Morgan  1966 : 185 – 6) described the doctrinal situation as follows:

  As a religion of virtuosos, Puritanism renounced the universalism of love, and rationally 
routinized all work in this world into serving God ’ s will and testing one ’ s state of grace. 
 …  In this respect, Puritanism accepted the routinization of the economic cosmos, 
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which, with the whole world, it devalued as creatural and depraved. This state of affairs 
appeared as God - willed, and as material given for fulfi lling one ’ s duty. In the last resort, 
this meant in principle to renounce salvation as a goal attainable by  …  everybody. It 
meant to renounce salvation in favor of the groundless and always only particularized 
grace. In truth, this standpoint of unbrotherliness was no longer a genuine  “ religion 
of salvation. ”    

 In Weber ’ s view, in other words, the Puritans had abandoned to their fate those 
who failed the test of religious qualifi cation, particularly as this is demonstrated by 
success in one ’ s calling. If one regards wealth as a sign of merit, then poverty can 
only be seen as a sign of failure and hence of the lack of grace and of desert. Cal-
vinist Protestantism thus made of poverty a  moral failing , and it has been largely 
treated as such in the United States ever since  –  with the signifi cant exception of 
the response to the Great Depression of the 1930s, when so many were thrown out 
of work that the notion of individual responsibility for this fate was at least some-
what undercut. 

 In a comment on the above passage from Weber, Robert Bellah ( 1999 : 298) has 
written:  “ In thinking about the meaning of these words of Weber ’ s in contemporary 
America, it would be well to remember that American Protestantism, and to some 
degree American religion generally, is the lineal descendant of that Puritanism that 
Weber describes as having so abandoned the ethic of brotherliness that it is no 
longer a religion of salvation. Only in this way can religion and the capitalist 
economy be reconciled. ”  Bellah thus suggests that Americans ’  willingness to coun-
tenance comparatively large disparities between rich and poor have roots in Ameri-
can religious traditions as much as in a story one might tell about class and class 
struggles that might be more familiar to Europeans. His remark presupposes that 
there is a tension between religion and capitalism in American life that others have 
not necessarily seen. For example, Jos é  Casanova ( 2006 : 22) has argued pointedly 
that  “ there is little historical evidence of tension between American Protestantism 
and capitalism. ”  It seems true that most of the religiously generated reform in 
American history has targeted what one might characterize as moral turpitude  –  
slavery, drink, segregation, war. Critiques of the capitalist economy are more likely 
to have come from avowed Catholics, who may be seen as defending populations 
that typically entered the American labor market at the bottom. Be that as it may, 
Gorski ( 2003 : 163 – 4) has argued that the stingy  “ liberal welfare states emerged 
only in areas heavily infl uenced by Reformed Protestantism, ”  whereas the welfare 
state in historically Lutheran or Catholic milieux has been comparatively more 
generous and less punitive in character (see also Kahl  2007 ). 

 Despite their avowedly democratic commitments, Americans are prepared to 
accept sharply exclusionary tendencies as well, especially where these can be framed 
in terms of just deserts. Weber had commented on the exclusivism of American life 
in remarks on America penned after his return to Germany from a trip to the USA 
in 1904:  “ Anyone who  …  imagines  ‘ democracy ’  to be a mass of humanity ground 
down to atoms, is profoundly mistaken, at least as far as American democracy is 
concerned. It is bureaucratic rationalism, not democracy, which leads to this thor-
oughgoing  ‘ atomization ’  …  The genuine American society  –  and we are talking here 
about the  ‘ middle ’  and  ‘ lower ’  strata of the population  –  has never simply been such 
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a heap of sand. Neither has it ever been an edifi ce where anyone who comes along 
could expect to fi nd open doors. It always was, and remains, riddled with all kinds 
of  ‘ exclusiveness ’  ”  (Weber  2002 b: 213). In Weber ’ s view, the exclusivism of the 
Protestant sects  –  not the inclusiveness of a  “ church ”   –  permeated the structures of 
American society as a whole. What made American society truly distinctive was its 
teeming religious pluralism, but these religious  “ conventicles ”  played midwife to a 
society characterized by intense in - group inclusivism combined with strongly exclu-
sivistic elements. At the same time, Weber thought the country was being increas-
ingly Europeanized and secularized, and that this exclusivism was being carried 
forward in his time by the many clubs he observed during his stay in the country 
(see Ringer  2004 : 136 – 7). While there may indeed have been some Europeanization, 
the trend has widely been seen to go in the other direction  –  toward Europe ’ s 
Americanization  –  in the twentieth century. 

 And yet, despite their exclusionary tendencies, Weber ( 2002 b: 212) noted,  “ it is 
only the sects that have succeeded in combining positive religiosity and political 
radicalism. ”  This was especially true with regard to the deepest violation of Chris-
tian egalitarianism in American life, namely racial slavery. Thus, according to the 
historian Winthrop Jordan ( 1967 : 300),  “ It was men deriving from a specifi cally 
 Puritan  religious tradition who advanced the equation of slavery and sin, ”  and thus 
cast it beyond the pale of any truly righteous person. More broadly, Weber detected 
in the country ’ s Puritan roots a deep  “ hostility to authority ”  that contrasted sharply 
with prevailing attitudes in Germany, but with a novel, communitarian twist as 
well.  “ The traditional American aversion against performing personal services is 
probably linked, ”  Weber wrote,  “ to the  …  [Puritan emphasis upon] the  ‘ public ’  
welfare or  ‘ the good of the many ’  as against the  ‘ personal ’  or  ‘ private ’  benefi t of 
individuals, as well as to other weighty reasons that follow from  ‘ democratic ’  senti-
ments.  …  [This is also true of] the relatively greater immunity of formerly Puritan 
peoples against Caesarism ”  (quoted in Ringer  2004 : 139 – 40). Clearly, the religiosity 
of the Puritans was, especially from our current perspective, quite complex, nurtur-
ing tendencies toward both individualism and community - mindedness at the same 
time (see also Bercovitch  1975 ). The cultivation of the individual conscience is a 
key mechanism underlying these elements of sectarian faith. 

 This is the secret underlying much American progressive and radical thought and 
activism; it fl ows out of the churches, rather than being opposed to them, as has 
been more common in the case of Western European countries (see McLeod  1997 : 
ch. 7; Young  2006 ). This is the aspect of American life that feeds its most successful 
reformist impulses; Martin Luther King, Jr. is undoubtedly its chief modern exem-
plar, but abolitionism, which was originally advanced most vigorously by the 
Quakers, was an important case of religiously inspired reform as well. The story of 
opposition to the Vietnam War would similarly be unthinkable without the contri-
bution of the Berrigan brothers, William Sloane Coffi n, and a host of other Christian 
and Jewish clerics. 

 The many sects (and other religions) that abounded in American life from almost 
the beginning were free to develop without a state church overshadowing them. In 
this institutional context, and as a result of the importance of religious liberty from 
the early days of the colonies, American political culture came to be suffused with 
religiosity, but of a non - denominational (though strongly Protestant) sort. In his 
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well - known discussion of the quasi - religious characteristics of American presidents ’  
inaugural addresses, Bellah thus wrote of the (small - u)  “ unitarian ”  God of the 
American civil religion, who was meant to be inclusive of all believers in God 
without preferring any faith in particular. Bellah ( 1970 : 175) also noted, however, 
that the God invoked as the ultimate source of sovereignty in American life was 
 “ also on the austere side, much more related to order, law, and right than to salva-
tion and love. ”  Such a judgment strongly echoes Weber ’ s characterization of Puri-
tanism as having  “ objectifi ed everything and transformed it into rational enterprise, 
dissolved everything into the pure business relation, and substituted rational law 
and agreement for tradition ”  (Weber  1951 : 241). 

 Here it is necessary to delve more deeply into the  “ Protestant ethic, ”  and espe-
cially that of the Calvinists, in order to make sense of their distinctive and enduring 
impact on American society. In attempting to establish the role played by religious 
ideas in the rise of rational capitalism, Weber was struck above all by the histori-
cally novel and peculiar nature of the idea of predestination. With this theological 
innovation, Calvin and his followers had devised a system of religious salvation that 
left the individual completely bereft and without assistance in his aim to insure the 
fate of his eternal soul. As a result, the follower of Calvinism  –  a doctrine of  “ pitiful 
inhumanity, ”  in Weber ’ s view  –  experienced  “ a feeling of unprecedented inner 
 loneliness  ”  (Weber  2002 a: 73, tr. slightly revised). The effect of this  “ inner loneli-
ness ”  was to produce a highly disciplined seeker after salvation, precisely because 
salvation could never be assured. Yet it also encouraged a joylessness and disdain 
for sensual pleasure, which was deemed irrelevant to the goal of salvation. The 
result was the  “ sober and pessimistically colored individualism ”  that persists in the 
 “ national character ”  of countries with a Puritan past (Weber  2002 a: 74; translation 
slightly revised). This quality endures, as Weber suggests, in contexts other than the 
American  –  such as in the UK, (northern) Germany, and the Netherlands. 

 The sober religious background to the American experience is also one of the 
reasons why, as Hannah Arendt ( 1965 : 56) once claimed, the American Revolution 
remained  “ an event of little more than local importance ”  as compared to the world -
 historical signifi cance of the French Revolution. In her comparative analysis of 
modern revolutions, Arendt was much infl uenced (though not necessarily always 
convinced) by Tocqueville. The basic difference between the two revolutions, Toc-
queville  (1998)  argued, was that the Englishmen who fi rst settled in North America 
had gone there in quest of a place to practice their religion in peace; in short, their 
religious and political aspirations overlapped. In France and elsewhere on the Con-
tinent, in contrast, the church had become a prop of the state, which was ruled by 
 “ divine right of kings. ”  The entanglement of the church in an earthly power grown 
oppressive made it an appealing target of reformers and revolutionaries. Yet this 
was not, according to Tocqueville, a product of the revolutionaries ’  anti - religious 
views, but rather a by - product of the church ’ s deviation from its proper vocation 
as saver of souls. The result of this transgression was that,  “ among us [in France] 
 …  the spirit of religion and the spirit of freedom almost always move in contrary 
directions. Here [in the United States] I found them united intimately with one 
another: they reigned together on the same soil ”  (Tocqueville  2000 : 282). 

 The synergies between religion and liberty in the origins of  “ America ”  led to 
sharp differences between American self - understanding and that of Continental 
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Europe. The British writer G. K. Chesterton put the matter succinctly, asserting that 
America was  “ the only nation in the world founded on a creed, ”  as a result of which 
the United States became a  “ nation with the soul of a church. ”  The comparative 
piety of Americans is a fact that is in certain respects unintelligible to Europeans, 
especially of the left, because they tend to have inherited the anti - clericalism of the 
Enlightenment and of Continental radical traditions. Even Max Weber, whose deep 
sensitivity to the cultural importance of religious ideas was a hallmark of his sociol-
ogy and indeed of his understanding of American society, could comment in response 
to his early twentieth - century travels in the United States that Americans ’  powerful 
religiosity was  “ an element which affects their life in a way that must seem to us 
grotesque and frequently repellent ”  (Weber  2002b : 204). In a striking continuity, 
this distaste for religion on the secular European left was refl ected in the 2003 
manifesto against the Iraq war penned by J ü rgen Habermas and Jacques Derrida 
( 2005 : 10), in which it was claimed that  “ a president who opens his daily business 
with public prayer, and associates his signifi cant political decisions with a divine 
mission, is hard to imagine ”   –  despite the fact each day ’ s proceedings in the British 
houses of parliament begin with such a prayer. 

 Much was written during the Bush years about a  “ widening Atlantic ”  and a 
 “ divided West ”  (see e.g. Habermas  2004 ; Kopstein and Steinmo  2008 ), yet this is 
hardly a long - enduring matter. So pronounced a sense of antagonism between the 
two would have been unthinkable during the Cold War era, and the chill seems 
likely to thaw again with a new enemy shared on both sides of the Atlantic: ill -
 regulated market capitalism and deep economic malaise. One might suggest that the 
European - American relationship is somewhat like a river that fl ows together for a 
time, then divides into parallel channels, then re - unites again further downstream. 
The character of the relationship varies over time as a function of a variety of 
factors, not least those of foreign affairs and international relations.  

  THE PLACE OF AMERICA IN THE RECENT COMPARATIVE 
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 

 In the United States, the free exercise of religion has been much associated in recent 
scholarly analysis with religious pluralism and a vibrant religious  “ marketplace, ”  
whereas more intimate connections between church and state are said to have led 
to religious disinterest among the population (see Stark and Finke  2000 ; Pfaff  2008 ). 
The  “ religious economies ”  or  “ supply - side ”  school proceeds from the quasi - 
economic assumption that there exists a constant demand for religious adherence, 
as a result of which  –  assuming a free market with little state support or regulation 
 –  religious entrepreneurs compete in the market of souls to offer a more appealing 
product. That market thinking and language are a pervasive part of American reli-
giosity today cannot be doubted, as the burgeoning profession of  “ church growth 
consultants ”  demonstrates. Indeed, in a comment on the move of several American 
Episcopal parishes to secede from the Anglican Communion due to its liberal stances 
on gays and lesbians, one observer noted,  “ I think this organization does not have 
much of a future because there are already a lot of churches in the United States 
for people who don ’ t want to worship with gays and lesbians. That ’ s not a market 
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niche that is underserved ”  (quoted in Goodstein  2008 ). It is by no means clear that 
the competition for souls between various churches is an even one, however, as 
mainline Christian denominations have been forced to go head - to - head with a more 
promiscuous  “ seeker ”  spirituality. One study has found extensive concessions to 
the bland theology of the megachurches in the efforts of a Lutheran denomination 
to ward off decline (Ellingson  2007 ). In any event, the emergence of the supply - side 
perspective is striking from the point of view of a sociology of religion that once 
held that religious pluralism would march hand - in - hand with  secularization , on the 
basis of the notion that if there are many fundamental truths, none of them can be 
correct (Berger  1967 ). 

 Yet the claims of the supply - siders are much contested. Indeed, an authoritative 
meta - analysis of research addressing the relationship between religious pluralism 
and religious participation (aka religious  “ vitality ” ) found the putative association 
between the two  “ not supported ”  by the data (Chaves and Gorski  2001 ). The 
empirical shortcomings of the supply - side theory have been stressed by defenders 
of secularization theory such as Ronald Inglehart and Pippa Norris  (2004) , who 
insist that the American case has come to be overused by critics seeking to make 
their point about the inadequacy of traditional modernization - cum - secularization 
theory. In Inglehart and Norris ’ s view, secularization remains a satisfactory char-
acterization of the main trends in the world today. They argue that it is the vulner-
able who are most inclined toward religion, and that the wealthy countries of the 
world have successfully mitigated some of the more severe risks to which people 
are exposed, reducing their interest in religious interpretations of their situation. 
The United States is an outlier among its peers in terms of religious attachment, 
however, a fi nding they ascribe to the higher levels of inequality in American life, 
the relative weakness of the welfare state, the stress on personal responsibility for 
one ’ s fate, etc. 2  If one accepts that the vagaries of existence are greater and that the 
American social safety net is much less fi nely meshed than those in European societ-
ies, the argument appears plausible. If, however, one is persuaded by the analysis 
of Peter Baldwin  (2009)  that the US welfare regime is broadly comparable to those 
of the (many) European societies, this argument seems less compelling. More gener-
ally, one wonders about the persuasiveness of an approach that ascribes religiosity 
to feelings of vulnerability when millions of European workers in the nineteenth 
century abandoned the churches, despite their nominal concern for the poor, as 
bastions of the status quo. Of course, many of them were defecting for 
another  “ church, ”  one more attuned to the realities of their situation (McLeod 
 1997 : ch. 7). 

 The  “ religious economies ”  thesis better characterizes predominantly Protestant 
than Catholic contexts. Religious observance remains stronger in the latter than in 
the former, despite the fact that there is little competition for souls among different 
faiths in Italy, Ireland, Poland, Austria, and Spain (see Inglehart and Norris  2004 ). 
Still, the case of Sweden, where the Lutheran Church was only recently disestab-
lished and the population is among the most secular in the world, drives home the 
point that state sponsorship can be very bad for religious vitality. It was such con-
texts that gave rise to the phrase  “ belonging without believing, ”  because often 
church membership was essentially a requirement of citizenship in Scandinavia 
though not a good guide to actual faith commitments. 
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 These observations remind us that another discourse of  “ exceptionalism ”  has 
arisen in recent years, this time with regard to Europe (see Davie  2002 ). The context 
here is that of a worldwide resurgence of religion: the explosion of Christianity, 
particularly in its evangelical and Pentecostalist forms, in parts of the world in which 
it had previously been unfamiliar, as well as of Islam, especially in its more exacting 
variants. Against this background, the extensively secularized faith - scape of con-
temporary Western Europe appears as a striking anomaly. Of course, the universe 
of comparison is different than the one that produced the notion of  “ American 
exceptionalism, ”  which is based on a comparison with the wealthy countries of the 
OECD; the  “ European exceptionalism ”  with regard to religion, however, derives 
from a comparison with the world as a whole. Still, the invocation of the term 
throws into high relief one of the most distinctive characteristics of European societ-
ies when viewed from the perspective of a global upsurge of faith. Consistent with 
this trend, secularized European intellectuals often seem baffl ed by the presence of 
religiosity in their midst, or in other parts of a putative  “ West ”  that has come to 
be divided by faith (among other things, to be sure).  “ But maybe Europe does not 
provide the universal model, ”  writes Martin ( 1990 : 4),  “ and maybe Europe only 
illustrates what happens when social change occurs in states where religion has been 
tied to governments and to old elites. ”  Presumably Martin is referring only to 
Western contexts, as ties between religion and old elites have been more the global 
norm than the exception. 

 Yet the widely presumed gap in religious belief and practice between the United 
States and Europe, though real enough in certain respects, tends to shrink somewhat 
on closer inspection. The religiosity of Americans, insofar as it is measured by 
church attendance, tends to be over - stated, whereas that of Europeans is to some 
extent under - appreciated. Thus it has been found that, whereas roughly two in fi ve 
Americans  tell  researchers that they went to church last week, a study of their  actual  
attendance revealed a fi gure closer to only one in fi ve (Hadaway et al.  1993 ). These 
fi ndings are generally interpreted to indicate that people are telling researchers what 
they think they should say. From the European side, meanwhile, despite the marked 
decline of church attendance especially since the 1960s, the religious scene can be 
understood to some degree in terms of a penchant for  “ believing without belonging ”  
(Davie  1994 ; see also Greeley  2003 ). Some insist that the differences in religiosity 
between the United States and Europe are more a matter of kind than of degree, 
and that we need to focus simply on our specifi c differences, not on some self -
 congratulatory notion of American exceptionalism (Demerath  1998 ). 

 These scholarly efforts remind us that we must be careful about how we defi ne 
religion and hence how we  “ count ”  it. Some scholars have tended to give more 
sway in their analyses of religious activity to  “ individualized ”  as opposed to 
 “ churched ”  religion (see Heelas  2006 ; Hervieu - L é ger  2006 ), but others reject indi-
vidualized religion as  “ impotent ”  in terms of their impact on society (Bruce  2006 ). 
Some religions making an appearance on the Western scene lack churches, congre-
gations, and the related institutional trappings, which makes their practice diffi cult 
to assess in terms of traditional notions of  “ participation. ”  Meanwhile, the infl ux 
of substantial Muslim populations has both intensifi ed religious pluralism and 
recalled Europe to its Christian roots, while relatively unfamiliar Protestant denomi-
nations (Pentecostalists) are making new headway and the Pope is embarked on a 
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major effort to revivify Catholic faith on the continent. It appears to be an uphill 
slog, though religious enthusiasm appears to have grown considerably in other parts 
of the world. 

 Notwithstanding the possibility of a  “ European exceptionalism, ”  is there really 
a bad  “ exceptionalism ”  (AE2) that Americans are fated to play out over and over 
again, as the social scientists ’  version of the thesis implies? Any observer of the 
partial nationalization of the US fi nancial system and the broad return to govern-
ment pump - priming in response to the fi nancial crisis of 2008 might well doubt that 
Americans are somehow congenitally averse to state intervention in social and eco-
nomic life. Yet it is also true that the Secretary of the Treasury, former Goldman 
Sachs chairman Henry Paulson, resisted coming to the conclusion that the Federal 
government should assume the role of lender of last resort until British Prime Min-
ister Gordon Brown insisted that that was the only way to handle the mess. Simi-
larly, while Americans have indicated an increasing desire to create a system of 
universal healthcare coverage, including a stated willingness among many to pay 
higher taxes in order to do so, they also tend not to support the creation of a 
government - sponsored  “ single - payer ”  system (despite the fact that they already have 
one in the Medicare and Veterans Affairs systems, respectively). There does seem 
to be a kind of  “ default setting ”  of anti - statism in the United States, even if it often 
remains at the level of the rhetorical rather than the real, and this is clearly con-
nected to the voluntary character of American religiosity from earliest times and the 
peculiarities of Reformed Protestant theology. 

 To be sure, historians have come to detest the very idea of American exceptional-
ism, rejecting the notion that the USA deviates from some broader, normative 
pattern in a fashion reminiscent of once - dominant but now outdated views of a 
German  Sonderweg . From this perspective, the United States is simply one case 
among others, with no peculiarities that place it outside a range of possibilities 
familiar to observers of the European scene. Insistence on some special particularity 
of the United States, embellished with the moniker of  “ American exceptionalism, ”  
thus appears to be a cover for claiming that the USA is in some way either especially 
virtuous or especially egregious  –  and in a fashion that one would not tolerate if 
the label were applied to any other country. Assertions about American  “ indispens-
ability ”  in world affairs, or about the supposed American enthusiasm for capital 
punishment, are good examples of this sort of tendentiousness. 

 Yet still, there remains a sense in which the United States constitutes a modern 
society that is different in fundamental ways from its usual reference group of com-
parison countries, overwhelmingly those in Western Europe. The relative oblivious-
ness of the sociological classics  –  Marx and Durkheim, though less so Weber  –  to 
the fact that the United States was a legitimate sibling in the family of modern 
societies has helped obscure this fact. The decline of secularization theory  –  crudely 
put, of the equation of  “ modernization ”  with  “ secularization ”   –  has resulted in 
considerable part from coming to terms with the fact that the United States has been 
more given to religious observance than its Western European cousins. Growing 
numbers of scholars have found it necessary to grapple with Tocqueville ’ s claim 
( 2000 : 284) that  “ disbelief is an accident; faith alone is the permanent state of 
humanity, ”  moving the United States to a more central place in thinking 
about modernity. One cannot  assume  some timeless, quasi - primordial  “ American 
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exceptionalism, ”  but its religious trajectory did impart to the country a different 
cultural dynamic than that of the European societies from which it predominantly 
went forth. Intriguingly, the United States also has a new  “ exceptionalism ”  to add 
to its list: the fi rst country in the Euro - Atlantic  “ North ”  to place a black person in 
the top position of political leadership. This development has done remarkable 
things to restore AE 1 to its formerly exalted place in the eyes of the world. Although 
Parsons ’ s conception of the United States as the most progressive and egalitarian 
society on earth came to grief on the shoals of Vietnam and a subsequent period of 
sharpened economic inequality, he was not altogether wrong to hold that much of 
the world would look to the United States for its own bearings  –  a fact attributable 
to a considerable degree to the USA ’ s conception of itself as having a providential 
place in the annals of history.  

  Notes 

  1     Available at:  www.wonkette.com/politics/virgil-goode/congressman-assures-constituent-
i-will-deport-keith-ellison-223197.php   

  2     It should perhaps be added that, ultimately, they profess (p. 240) not really to understand 
 why  the United States is so unusually religious.   
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Resacralization  

  Grace   Davie       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The notion of resacralization  –  a bit like its alter - ego secularization  –  can mean all 
things to all people. Indeed the two ideas very largely depend on each other. Those 
scholars, for example, who are of the opinion that secularization is a necessary 
concomitant of modernization are unlikely to be persuaded by the idea of resacral-
ization on any long - term or signifi cant basis. Those, conversely, who are less per-
suaded by the inevitability of secularization, will take a different view: 
resacralization is not only possible in the modern world, but likely. Its presence, 
moreover, must be determined empirically  –  it should not be ruled either in or out 
on an a priori basis. This chapter starts from the latter position, recognizing not 
only that there is considerable evidence for resacralization in the modern world, but 
that this evidence is subtle, complex and constantly changing. These are not simple 
black and white issues, but ongoing relationships that change and adapt over time 
for a wide variety of empirically verifi able reasons. 

 The discussion, however, must start by probing a parallel question. Is it the case 
that a process identifi ed as resacralization is taking place in parts of the late modern 
world, or is a different explanation rather more accurate: namely that social scien-
tists (among them sociologists of religion) are now more ready to acknowledge the 
continuing signifi cance of religion? In other words, the shift is as much in the per-
spective as it is in the reality being observed. Religion is indeed resurgent in many 
parts of the world (that is clear), but it is also more readily  recognized  as a continu-
ing and powerful force in both individual and social lives. And if the latter is the 
case, the logic leads us in a rather different direction: it is the absence not the pres-
ence of religion that requires an explanation, even in late modernity. 

 Exactly the same point can be made even more sharply by considering three 
pivotal events in the late twentieth and early twenty - fi rst century. These are the 
Iranian revolution of 1979, the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the attack on the 
Twin Towers in 2001. The striking thing about all of these episodes is that Western 
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social science failed completely to see what was coming. Why was this so? It would 
be na ï ve in the extreme to say that each of these events was simply, or even primar-
ily, a religious event. All of them were both motivated by and depended on a wide 
variety of economic, political, social, and cultural factors. It would be equally 
foolish, however, to exclude religion from the analysis  –  indeed it was the visible 
presence of religion and religious motivation in all three episodes that shocked the 
world, not least the Western pundits. 

 Why was it, for example, that a pro - Western, relatively secularized Shah was 
obliged to fl ee before an Iranian Ayatollah clearly motivated by conservative read-
ings of Islam? Such a scenario had not been anticipated. And why was it that an 
aggressively secular ideology, not a religious one, collapsed so comprehensively 
throughout the Soviet bloc  –  a part of the world that has seen subsequently a 
marked, if uneven, renaissance of both Christianity and Islam? And why, fi nally, 
did the terrifying events of 9/11 come as such a bolt from the blue? Quite simply 
the unimaginable had happened, requiring  –  amongst many other things  –  a radical 
rethink of the paradigms that are supposed to explain, and indeed to predict the 
events of the modern world. Hence an inevitable, if somewhat disturbing, question: 
could it be that a more careful grasp of the continuing place of religion in the late 
modern world  –  that is of its capacities to resist Western infl uence in the Muslim 
world, to withstand harassment and persecution in the Soviet bloc, and to motivate 
terrorism across the globe  –  might have led to more accurate predictions of these 
events? 

 There are no easy answers to this question. One point, however, is clear: the 
realization that such factors might be important, together with the growing visibility 
of both religion and religious movements right across the globe, have led to some 
hard questions in almost all of the economic and social sciences. Two areas of 
thinking in particular illustrate the need for reappraisal: secularization and secular 
feminism. The fi rst in its more extreme forms ruled out the possibility that being 
religious was compatible with being modern  –  a claim that is increasingly called 
into question. The second blinded Western scholars from seeing the importance of 
religion (frequently as a liberator) for women in many parts of the developing world 
 –  an ever more evident fact. 

 Bearing all these points in mind, this chapter will be structured as follows. It will 
look fi rst at the reasons why classical sociology, including the sociology of religion, 
has had such diffi culty coming to terms with the continuing signifi cance of religion. 
A strong emphasis will be placed on the Eurocentric nature of this thinking. It will 
then consider the empirical challenges to the  “ classical ”  point of view, paying atten-
tion to those parts of the world where this challenge is sharpest  –  notably the global 
south. The third section deals with the sociological response to these changes, out-
lining the views of those scholars who are attempting to come to terms with these 
changes, recognizing that some of them, at least, had misgivings from the outset 
about the dominant paradigm. The fourth section returns to the European case, 
using this to illustrate the complexities of the present situation within which many 
different trends are taking place simultaneously. Not only is Europe an  “ exceptional 
case, ”  in the sense that it is markedly more secular than almost all other global 
regions, it is itself changing. Some of these changes are accounted for by the arrival 
of the  “ rest of the world ”  in Europe; others, however, are generated from within 
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Europe itself  –  and include resacralization. A short conclusion gathers the threads 
together, noting both the complexity of the present situation and the need for 
imaginative responses to this. The religious factor must be taken into account, that 
much is clear, but not is isolation. It must moreover be carefully embedded into the 
core of the new paradigms that emerge to deal with this new situation  –  not simply 
tagged on as an optional or fashionable extra.  

  ACCOUNTING FOR THE CLASSICAL PARADIGM 

 Sociology, and within this the sociology of religion, has developed from a particu-
lar historical context  –  a set of circumstances which has colored not only the subject 
matter of the discipline but the tools and concepts which emerged in order to under-
stand that context better. Central to this endeavor was a pre - occupation with the 
upheavals taking place in Europe at the time of the industrial revolution and, as 
part and parcel of this, a sensitivity to the impact that these were having on the 
nature and forms of religious life in this particular global region. Out of this situ-
ation emerged a pervasive, but ultimately false assumption: namely that the process 
of modernization was  necessarily  damaging to religion. Exactly what form the 
damage might take and its possible consequences for individual and social life were 
major topics of debate, but its inevitability was increasingly taken for granted  –  
unsurprisingly given the evidence surrounding the early sociologists. The traditional 
structures of religious life, deeply embedded in the economic and political order of 
pre - modern Europe, were crumbling visibly under the mutually reinforcing pres-
sures of industrialization and urbanization. 

 The process itself is signifi cant for the development of sociology. Even more far -
 reaching, however, were the conceptual implications that came with it, as sociology 
looked for ways not only to describe but to explain the  “ damage ”  being done. An 
overwhelming preoccupation with secularization as the dominant paradigm in the 
sociology of religion should be seen in this light; it emerged from the specifi cities 
of the European case in which it worked relatively well  –  an understanding of secu-
larization was clearly important to late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
Europeans. The next stage in the argument is, however, more diffi cult. The empirical 
connections present in Europe gradually  –  but inexorably  –  turned into theoretical 
assumptions, with the strong implication that secularization would necessarily 
accompany modernization whenever and wherever the latter occurred. More than 
this: Europe became the case against which all other cases were measured and, it is 
often implied, found wanting. The connections between modern and secular became 
normative. With this in mind, it becomes easier to understand why European soci-
ologists, just as much as European journalists, have considerable diffi culty accepting 
the fact that religion is, and remains, a profoundly normal part of the lives of the 
huge majority of people in the late modern world. 

 Exactly what is meant by the secularization thesis, however, is far from straight-
forward. Its various ramifi cations are explored elsewhere in this volume. But the 
essence is clear enough: the sociology of religion has been dominated by a frame of 
reference which has its roots in a global region with a  particular , as opposed to 
typical, experience of religion and religious change. A crucial part of the evolution 
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of the sub - discipline lies (and will continue to lie), therefore, in its capacity to discern 
the implications of these beginnings for the formation of sociological thinking and 
to escape from them where necessary. 

 The last phrase is important. Not everything in or about the secularization thesis 
needs to be discarded. Important insights have emerged not only from the thesis 
itself, but also from the European context which need to be carried forward into 
the twenty - fi rst century. One of these, paradoxically, is the aspect of secularization 
which the Europeans resisted for longest  –  the gradual separating out of different 
and more and more specialized institutions (political or educational for example) 
as part of the modernizing process. Societal functions that were previously domi-
nated by the church (education, healthcare etc.) become increasingly autonomous. 
It is equally important to grasp, however, that institutional separation  –  a normal 
and  “ healthy ”  part of modernization  –  need not bring with it either the marginaliza-
tion of religion to the private sphere, or the decline in religious activity (Casanova 
 1994 ). Neither have occurred in most parts of the modern or modernizing world; 
nor are they likely to in the foreseeable future. 

 Before turning to these cases in more detail, it is helpful to place the argument 
set out above in an epistemological framework. Here the emphasis lies on the con-
trasting natures of the European and American enlightenments. If the former, 
especially in its French forms, took on a markedly anti - clerical (if not strictly speak-
ing anti - religious) turn, the latter was very different: it is not an exaggeration to say 
that the American enlightenment was built by means of religion rather than against 
this. The contrast can be summarized as follows: in Europe, 1  enlightenment thinking 
can be seen as a  “ freedom from belief ”  (epitomized in a hegemonic Catholic 
Church); in America, conversely, the enlightenment becomes essentially a  “ freedom 
to believe, ”  a statement with entirely different implications for the relationship 
between religion and modernity (Himmelfarb  2004 ). 

 The next step in the process is equally signifi cant: that is to appreciate that the 
social sciences  –  in all their diversity  –  emerge from the European enlightenment. 
As a result, they have built into them a markedly secular bias. Auguste Comte, for 
example, understood  “ modern ”  as leaving both God and the supernatural behind. 
These unworldly attributes are replaced by the natural and the scientifi c, which 
become the primary  –  indeed the defi nitive  –  modes of explanation for the modern 
person. A distinctive epistemology emerged, which embodied above everything else 
a notion of the future that was realizable through human agency. Epistemologies, 
however, very frequently turn into ideologies: a mutation in which religion is seen 
as not only irrelevant (something to be left behind), but damaging both to modern 
societies themselves and to the scientifi c study of them. 

 The process should not be oversimplifi ed. Each one of the founding fathers of 
sociology, for example, paid close attention to religion. They did this in very dif-
ferent ways, but all four  –  Karl Marx, Max Weber,  É mile Durkheim, and Georg 
Simmel  –  recognized the signifi cance of religion as an integral factor in the upheavals 
taking place in Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Integral yes, but 
unlikely to endure, at least in its existing forms. The twin processes of industrializa-
tion and urbanization would, sooner or later, erode the power of religion  –  a process 
welcomed by Marx, rather less so by the others, who wondered what might emerge 
to replace this. There was no doubt, however, about the outcome: modern societies 
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were envisaged, for good or ill, as secular societies. This assumption sinks deeply 
into the consciousness of European intellectuals, among them social scientists. Its 
consequences are both direct and indirect: among the former can be found a marked 
reluctance to take religion seriously (it is not worth bothering about); among the 
latter (when the former policy fails) a pervasive tendency to construct it as a problem 
 –  something, in other words, to be overcome. Neither is helpful in the modern 
world.  

  CHALLENGING THE CLASSICAL PARADIGM 

 Diffi culties emerge, in fact, as soon as this way of thinking is applied outside Europe. 
The fi rst challenge comes from the America case  –  which is hardly surprising, given 
the very different beginnings of American society already alluded to. Here is a situ-
ation in which the dominant forms of post - enlightenment thinking (secular as well 
as religious) are carried by the myriad Protestant denominations that constituted 
the bedrock of American society, rather than by the secular parties that arose in 
opposition to the Catholic Church in much of modern Europe. 

 What emerges in the United States is in fact a  “ spiral up, ”  in which nation build-
ing (the federal state), economic development (the coming of industrial society), 
urbanization (the building of new cities such as Chicago, Detroit, or Pittsburgh), 
and a developing religious market all encourage each other (Finke and Stark  1992 ). 
These factors are not in tension with each other and never were  –  instead they were 
mutually supportive as wave after wave of immigrants moved into America ’ s 
growing cities bringing their particular form of (mostly) Christianity with them. 
This is a far cry from the situation on the other side of the Atlantic where the twin 
processes of industrialization and urbanization were necessarily inimical to the 
static, territorially bound state churches that still dominated much of European 
society. Unable to move easily into the growing cities of industrial Europe  –  indeed 
unable to move anywhere, given their parochial base  –  these churches (already 
demoralized by an anti - religious enlightenment) were disadvantaged from the outset. 
Hence, in Europe, a  “ spiral down ”   –  as economic, social, political, and philosophi-
cal factors came together to undermine the confi dence of an already weakened 
institution. 

 How then did social science react? The fi rst step was to create, or rather to build 
on to, the notion of American exceptionalism. America, in other words, became an 
exceptional case  –  an indisputably modern society but one in which socialism and 
socialist parties were conspicuous by their absence and vibrant religion by its pres-
ence (Lipset  1997 ). The exception was  “ explained ”  by the particular history of the 
United States, but the assumed connections between modernization and seculariza-
tion remained intact. Bit by bit, however the argument as a whole begins to shift. 
Instead of arguing that there are particular reasons for the religious vitality of 
modern America which require close and careful analysis  –  a subject that preoc-
cupied scholars for much of the postwar period  –  Europe begins to emerge as the 
exceptional case. The parameters of the debate alter accordingly. European forms 
of religion are no longer seen as the global prototype; they become instead one 
strand among many which make up what it means to be European. Or to put the 
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same point in a different way the relative secularity of Europe is not a model for 
export  –  it is something distinct, peculiar to the European corner of the world. What 
then has been the nature of this strand in the latter part of the twentieth century 
and what will it be like in subsequent decades? We will return to this question in 
the fi nal section of this chapter. 

 In the meantime, it is important to place both Europe and America in a global 
context  –  that is, in a world which  –  in Peter Berger ’ s inimitable phrase  –  is  “ as 
furiously religious as ever ”  (Berger  1999 ). The facts are undeniable; they cover the 
world ’ s press on a daily basis and form the subject matter of increasing numbers 
of scholarly publications. One such became very rapidly a best - seller. Philip Jenkins 
in  The Next Christendom   (2002)  drew attention to the exponential growth of 
Christianity in the global South, recognizing that the future of religion lay neither 
in Europe, nor in the United States but in Latin America and sub - Saharan Africa 
 –  amongst younger rather than older generations and in vibrant rather than  “ respect-
able ”  forms of religion. The shift in religious demography is the key to understand-
ing this process. Indeed in Jenkins ’  opinion, the growth in Christianity is set to 
eclipse even the development of Islam, recognizing nonetheless that that the latter 
 –  so far at least  –  has caught the attention of far more people in the modern world. 

 The potential for violence in this respect has not gone unnoticed. Amongst other 
things, it refl ects a shift in the understanding of global politics, from one based on 
ideology (the essence of the Cold War), to one rather more centered on identity (or 
identities) within which religion fi nds a natural place. Samuel Huntington ’ s cele-
brated  “ clash of civilizations ”  (Huntington  1993, 1997 ) articulates this metamor-
phosis, offering ample space for religion in the ensuing debate. The controversial 
nature of this work lies in Huntington ’ s conceptualization of civilizational (and 
within this religious) relationships as a  “ clash ”  rather than a dialogue. The potential 
for confl ict  –  especially that between Islam and its neighbors  –  follows from this. 
Rightly or wrongly, it has become a pervasive frame of reference, for public as well 
as professional commentators. It is rooted in a growing awareness that religions of 
all kinds are increasing rather than declining in their political signifi cance; it is 
essential that social science pays close attention to the implications of these changes. 

 These transformations, moreover, are happening in all world faiths and in almost 
all global regions with the possible exceptions of Western Europe and Japan. 2  Take, 
as a start, the global regions dominated by Christianity. We have already mentioned 
the United States, Latin America, and sub - Saharan Africa. Add to these the countries 
of the Pacifi c Rim  –  the Philippines, South Korea, and China  –  and the picture 
becomes ever more convincing. In South Korea, the European trajectory is largely 
turned on its head: a nation that industrialized extraordinarily fast between the 
1960s and 2000 became increasingly religious in the same period, noting that 
Buddhism was growing as fast as Christianity. Any assumed connection between 
modernization and secularization becomes increasingly hard to sustain. 

 It now looks as though something similar might be happening in China, bearing 
in mind that the systematic study of religion in this part of the world is still in its 
infancy and  –  given the stance of the current regime  –  is not always easy to effect. 
One statistic, however, illustrates the signifi cance of what seems to be taking place. 
According to a 2006 survey by the Pew Global Attitudes Project, 31% of the 
Chinese public considers religion to be very or somewhat important in their lives, 
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compared with only 11% who say religion is not at all important. 3  A third of any 
population normally denotes an element worth taking into account. A third of the 
Chinese population, however, is an enormous number of people  –  more or less the 
equivalent of the entire population of Europe. Even more important is the fact that 
in China, as in much of the developing world, it is the middle classes (urban, edu-
cated and critically engaged in the economic development of their countries) who 
are attracted to religion, including Christianity. They are emerging moreover from 
a context devastated by an aggressively secular cultural revolution. This is resacral-
ization on an almost unimaginable scale. 

 India offers a rather different case. Here extraordinarily rapid advances in tech-
nology develop alongside a distinctive spirituality which has always been there  –  but 
in no way does the former displace the latter. The point is nicely illustrated by the 
software engineers in Bangalore who place garlands round their computers on 
Hindu festivals (Berger  2002 : 10 – 11). Rather more disturbingly the political divi-
sions of the subcontinent remain inextricably linked to religion in ways that are not 
always conducive to peaceful co - existence. That in turn leads to an awareness of 
the Muslim world in all its manifest diversity: moderately secular Turkey is quite 
different from Shi ’ ite Iran and neither has much in common with the Sunni domi-
nated parts of the Middle East and/or the Gulf. Generalizing about Islam is as 
dangerous as generalizing about Christianity. That does not mean however that it 
is wise  –  or indeed safe  –  to ignore the religious factor in our efforts to understand 
the global regions dominated by this world faith, or indeed any other. In the Middle 
East, for example, an endemic and long - standing confl ict is  increasingly  expressed 
in terms of religion: Hamas is markedly more religious that the Yasser Arafat ’ s PLO, 
and the infl uence of Orthodox Judaism is without doubt more developed in Israel 
than in was in the mid - postwar decades. Indeed a 1990s book on diplomacy that 
fails to mention religion in either its contents list or its index now looks increasingly 
 –  even absurdly  –  anachronistic (Kissinger  1994 ). 

 One fi nal point completes this section. It moves away from the world of inter-
national politics and into the world of the everyday  –  a realm in which gender 
becomes a highly signifi cant factor. Take, for example, the signifi cance of women 
in Pentecostalism in Latin America, remembering that Pentecostalism is the fastest 
growing form of Christianity in the modern world. In this context, Brusco ’ s classic 
work amongst Pentecostals in Colombia offers much food for thought. Her data 
are striking and concern the marked changes in behavior that can be observed 
among newly converted  men . No longer, following Brusco, is 20 to 40 percent of 
the household budget consumed by the husband in the form of alcohol. Nor are 
 “ many of the extra - household forms of consumption that characterize masculine 
behavior in Colombia, such as smoking, gambling and visiting prostitutes ”  allowed 
to continue (Brusco  1993 :147). More positively, the men withdraw from the (public) 
street and, alongside their wives, begin gradually to assume responsibilities in both 
the church and the home (the private sphere). What emerges is a rather more secure 
economic existence for the family and, crucially, an education for the children  –  
itself a decisive factor in inter - generational mobility. The household becomes an 
effective corporate group. 

 Few would dispute that Latin American women are advantaged by such changes. 
This, however, is not the whole story; nor is it  “ liberation ”  in the Western sense of 
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the term. The men in question may indeed withdraw from the street but they main-
tain with vigor the traditional headship role, both in the family and in the churches. 
In an article entitled very aptly  “ The Pentecostal gender paradox, ”  Bernice Martin 
 (2000)  explores this tension further. Her conclusions are not only provocative, but 
central to the argument of this chapter. In relation to the Pentecostal experience, 
Western feminist perspectives (just like the traditional versions of secularization) 
are not only inappropriate, they are themselves part of the problem in so far as they 
have blinded many Western academics to much that was happening in the develop-
ing world. Interestingly, the observers  sur place  (anthropologists, missiologists and 
development workers), were quicker to appreciate the changes taking place  –  not 
least their very positive effects for the women in question.  

  RETHINKING SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE LIGHT OF A RENEWED 
AWARENESS OF RELIGION 

 The interrelated streams within this chapter can be clearly seen. On the one hand, 
are the unexpected changes in the ordering of the modern world, in which religion 
plays a major role; and on the other, are the attempts by the various branches of 
social science to come to terms with what is happening  –  bearing in mind that the 
latter involves perception as much as reality. That said, even those already interested 
in religion and aware of its continuing importance to human living have been taken 
by surprise. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that religion now dominates the 
agenda in many parts of the world. What is to be done? 

 The fi rst task is to gather as much information as possible and to ensure both its 
accuracy and its freedom from bias. The second is to adjust social scientifi c perspec-
tives in light of the data, rather than allowing a particular theoretical view to drive 
the agenda. That the latter can occur is well - illustrated by the case of Pentecostalism 
in the global south. As David Martin explains in a semi - autobiographical essay 
(Martin  2000 ), it was not easy to persuade the social scientifi c establishment that 
they should take Pentecostalism seriously  –  the more so given the nature of this 
particular phenomenon (its emotional, seemingly irrational, dimensions fl ew in the 
face of  “ scientifi c ”  explanation).  “ It was incorrect even to report what theory 
forbade ”  ( 2000 : 27). The fact that this was an indigenous movement of some power 
for certain kinds of communities in (initially) Latin America, rather than an imposi-
tion of American imperialists was equally diffi cult to convey. 

 Martin, in fact, is a crucial player in this debate, in that right from the start he 
has been less convinced than others about the inevitability of secularization. As early 
as the 1960s, for example, he expressed serious misgivings about the concept itself. 
These were voiced in a much quoted article, published in the  Penguin Survey of the 
Social Sciences , under a provocative, title  “ Towards eliminating the concept of secu-
larisation ”  (Martin  1965 ). Such were the confusions surrounding the concept that 
it might be better to abandon it altogether. It is, however, Martin ’ s classic text,  A 
General Theory of Secularization   (1978) , that offers the key to his thinking in this 
area. The initial chapter takes the form of a fi ve fi nger exercise in which Martin 
sets outs the different trajectories that the secularization process takes in 
different parts of the world and the key reasons for these contrasts. Not only does 
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he underline the marked difference between Europe and America, he also points 
out the different patterns in different parts of Europe. The analyses that follow, 
many of which have become classics in the literature, work through the detail of 
the different cases. 

 Just over a decade later, Martin published a further article, with an equally sig-
nifi cant title. The initial pages of  “ The secularization issue: prospect and retrospect ”  
recall Martin ’ s earlier analysis  –  i.e. that theories of secularization were essentially 
one - directional in so far as they embodied  “ covert philosophical assumptions, selec-
tive epiphenomenalism, conceptual incoherence, and indifference to historical com-
plexity ”  ( 1991 : abstract). The second section articulates a by now familiar theme: 
the connections between stronger versions of the secularization thesis and the Euro-
pean context from which they emerged. In other words, there are particular circum-
stances or conditions in West Europe that account for the relatively strong indicators 
of secularization that can be discerned in this part of the world (and even here, 
more in some places than in others). But outside Europe (and even in the parts of 
Europe than experienced communism at fi rst hand), very different outcomes have 
occurred. The active religiosity of the United States, the massive shift to the south 
of global Christianity, and the emergence of Islam as a major factor in the modern 
world order are some of these  –  all of which are ill - served by theories that emerge 
from a European context. The question moreover is urgent: it becomes abundantly 
clear that we need new and different concepts if we are to understand properly the 
nature of religion in the modern world. 

 Martin himself has worked in two areas in particular: on the post - communist 
situation in Central and East Europe and on the exponential rise of Pentecostalism 
in the Southern hemisphere (see above). It is these empirically driven cases that have 
led him to articulate even more forcefully than before his initial misgivings about 
the secularization thesis. The penultimate paragraph of the 1991 article contains a 
fi nal sting in the tail. The very factors that across Europe accounted for the erosion 
in the historical forms of religion (the negative associations with power and the 
rationalist alternative associated above all with the French Republic) are themselves 
in decline, liberating spaces hitherto occupied by opponents of certain forms of 
religion. At precisely the same time, new forms of religion (both Christian and non -
 Christian) are fl ooding into Europe, not least a signifi cant Muslim population. The 
outcome of this entirely new combination will provide the theme of the following 
section. 

 It is important fi rst to consider Peter Berger ’ s contribution to the debate  –  rec-
ognizing in this case a volte - face in sociological thinking. Berger has moved full 
circle, from an advocacy of secularization as a central feature of modern, necessarily 
plural societies, to a trenchant critique of this position. Here is a clear case of a 
scholar who has altered his theoretical position in light of the data that are emerging 
all over the world. Specifi cally, the continuing religious activity of many Americans 
and the increasing salience of religion in almost all parts of the developing world 
fl y in the face of his earlier ideas. It is worth quoting from Berger himself to appreci-
ate this change of heart:

  My point is that the assumption that we live in a secularized world is false. The world 
today, with some exceptions, to which I will come presently, is as furiously religious 
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as ever. This means that a whole body of literature by historians and social scientists 
loosely labeled  “ secularization theory ”  is essentially mistaken. In my early work I 
contributed to this literature. I was in good company  –  most sociologists of religion 
had similar views, and we had good reasons for upholding them. Some of the writings 
we produced still stand up  …  

 Although the term  “ secularization theory ”  refers to works from the 1950s and 
1960s, the key idea of the theory can indeed be traced to the Enlightenment. The idea 
is simple: Modernization necessarily leads to a decline of religion, both in society and 
in the minds of individuals. And it is precisely this key idea that turned out to be wrong. 
 (1999: 2 – 3)    

 Following this line of argument, secularization should no longer be the assumed 
position for theorists in the sociology of religion. The task of the sociologist shifts 
accordingly: he or she is required to explain the absence rather than the presence 
of religion in the modern world. This amounts to nothing less than a paradigm shift 
in the discipline. And if this is the case, the implications for policy as well as for 
sociological theory are immense. It is crucially important, therefore, that we  –  
academics, journalists, politicians, policy makers and practitioners  –  get it  “ right. ”  

 By no means everyone is in favor of the new perspective. Bruce, for example, 
describes Berger ’ s change in view as an  “ unnecessary recantation ”  (Bruce  2001 ). In 
a chapter devoted to precisely this aspect of Berger ’ s work, Bruce argues that  “ his 
original contributions to the secularization approach remain valid, that he is con-
fessing to sins that he did not commit, and that his arguments against his own case 
are unpersuasive ”  ( 2001 : 87). Bruce takes each of Berger ’ s arguments  –  the growth 
of conservative and evangelical churches in the United States, the decline of liberal 
churches, the persistence of religion (if not church - going) in other Western societies, 
and the vitality of religion in other parts of the world  –  offering in each case an 
alternative view in line with his own perceptions of secularization. In so doing he 
raises a crucial question: will the societies of the second and third worlds follow 
the model that Bruce claims to be irrefutable in modern liberal democracies? Is there, 
in other words, a necessary connection between increasing prosperity and a decline 
in commitment to religious orthodoxies? The answer can only lie in painstaking 
empirical inquiry. 

 Empirical inquiry, moreover, calls for accurate data concerning religion in every 
part of the modern world. An important resource in this respect is the World Values 
Study (itself an extension of the older European Values Study)  –  an investigation of 
ambitious proportions, currently reaching more than 80 societies in six continents 
and almost 80 percent of the world ’ s population. It is a study of socio - cultural and 
political change, in which questions about religion (indeed many different aspects 
of religion) form a central part. Huge data sets have emerged from these inquiries 
which have led to an extensive list of publications. 4  

 Signifi cant here is the work of Ronald Inglehart (the instigator of the WVS) and 
his various associates. Working with Pippa Norris, for example, Ingelhart has identi-
fi ed an increasingly observable paradox, pointing out that  both  the following state-
ments are true (Norris and Inglehart  2004 ). On the one hand it is clear that the 
populations of virtually all advanced industrial societies have been moving toward 
more secular orientations in the past 50 years, but on the other the world as a whole 
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now has more people with traditional religious views that ever before  –  these people 
constitute a growing proportion of the world ’ s population. The fi rst statement is, in 
fact, an affi rmation of the secularization thesis, in so far as it argues that the demand 
for religion varies systematically with levels of societal modernization, human devel-
opment, and economic inequality. But the process is necessarily self - limiting in so far 
as exactly the same combination of factors  –  i.e. modernization associated with secu-
larization  –  will lead to a decline in fertility. Hence, proportionally speaking, the 
growth (not decline) of the proportion of the global population that continues to 
affi rm their faith in more rather than less traditional forms of religion. 

 Inglehart and his associates  (1997, 2000)  also introduce a second and even more 
important dimension to their argument, namely the diversity between nations, or 
groups of nations as they engage in the modernization process. It becomes increas-
ingly clear, for example, that different societies follow different trajectories even 
when they are subject to the  same  forces of economic development. This is a  “ both/
and ”  situation. On the one hand the rise of industrial society and its subsequent 
mutation into post - industrial forms are associated with coherent and empirically 
discernible cultural shifts. On the other, the systems which emerge at each stage in 
this evolution are path dependent: more precisely they refl ect Protestant, Catholic, 
Islamic or Confucian backgrounds each of which display distinctive value systems. 
The associated differences, shaped very largely by the cultural (and more specifi cally 
religious) heritage in question, persist even after controlling for the effects of eco-
nomic development. 

 Such an approach is both similar to and different from Shmuel Eisenstadt ’ s work 
on  multiple  modernities  –  the fi nal approach to be considered in this section. The 
notion that modernities might be plural rather than singular is even more radical 
in the sense that it rejects a great deal of the corpus of social scientifi c writing from 
the time of the founding father onwards. The following paragraph sets out this 
agenda; it is unequivocal in its critique:

  The notion of  “ multiple modernities ”  denotes a certain view of the contemporary 
world  –  indeed of the history and characteristics of the modern era  –  that goes against 
the views long prevalent in scholarly and general discourse. It goes against the view of 
the  “ classical ”  theories of modernization and of the convergence of industrial societies 
prevalent in the 1950s, and indeed against the classical sociological analyses of Marx, 
Durkheim, and (to a large extent) even of Weber, at least in one reading of his work. 
They all assumed, even only implicitly, that the cultural program of modernity as it 
developed in modern Europe and the basic institutional constellations that emerged 
there would ultimately take over in all modernizing and modern societies; with 
the expansion of modernity, they would prevail throughout the world.  (Eisenstadt 
 2000 : 1)    

 Right from the start, therefore, Eisenstadt challenges both the assumption that 
modernizing societies are convergent, and the notion of Europe (or indeed anywhere 
else) as the lead society in the modernizing process. 

 It is important, however, to grasp the positive as well as the negative aspect of 
Eisenstadt ’ s idea. In the introductory essay to an interesting set of comparative cases, 
Eisenstadt suggests that the best way to understand the modern world (in other 
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words to grasp the history and nature of modernity) is to see this as  “ a story of 
continual constitution and reconstitution of a multiplicity of cultural programs ”  
( 2000 : 2). A second point follows from this. These on - going reconstitutions do not 
drop from the sky; they emerge as the result of endless encounters on the part of 
human agents, individuals, and groups, all of whom engage in the creation (and 
recreation) of both cultural and institutional formations, but within  different  eco-
nomic and cultural contexts. The crucial point to emerge from Eisenstadt ’ s work is 
the continued, and in some cases renewed space for religion and for religious move-
ments within these unfolding interpretations. The forms of religion, moreover, may 
be as diverse as the forms of modernity. Indeed the examples that follow in the 
special issue of  Daedalus  offer Christian, Muslim, Hindu, and Confucian illustra-
tions. In the volume as a whole, religion is more noticeable by its presence than by 
its absence. 

 Are these, however, examples of re - secralization  –  strictly speaking  –  or is it 
simply the case that religion has always been present in most parts of the modern 
world, but has not always been perceived as such, particularly by Europeans? The 
fi nal section of this chapter returns to Europe with this recurring question in mind. 
Here, if anywhere, is a secular modernity, but one that cannot remain in isolation 
from what is happening elsewhere. What emerges is a complex case.  

  ACCOUNTING FOR COMPLEXITY: THE EUROPEAN CASE 

 One way of understanding the place of religion in modern Europe is to consider six 
very different factors, which push and pull in different directions  –  hence the com-
plexity. 5  The six factors are: the role of the historic churches in shaping European 
culture; an awareness that these churches still have a place at particular moments 
in the lives of the great majority of the population; an observable change in the 
churchgoing constituencies of the continent, which operate increasingly on a model 
of choice, rather than a model of obligation or duty; the arrival in Europe of groups 
of people from many different parts of the world, with very different religious 
aspirations from those discovered in the host societies; the reactions of Europe ’ s 
secular elites to the increasing salience of religion in public as well as private life; 
and  –  fi nally  –  a growing realization that the patterns of religious life in modern 
Europe are somewhat different from those in the rest of the world. 

 The starting point concerns the undisputed role of the historic churches in 
shaping European culture, bearing in mind that other factors (notably Greek ratio-
nalism and Roman organization) must also be kept in mind. One example will 
suffi ce: the Christian tradition has had an irreversible effect on the shaping of time 
and space in this part of the world. Both week and year follow the Christian cycle, 
even if the major festivals are beginning to lose their resonance for large sections 
of the population. The same is true of space. Wherever you look in Europe, there 
is a predominance of Christian churches, some of which retain huge symbolic value. 
This is not to deny that in some parts of Europe (notably the larger cities) the skyline 
is becoming an indicator of growing religious diversity. Europe is evolving, but the 
legacies of the past remain deeply embedded in both the physical and cultural 
environment. 
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 Physical and cultural presence is one thing: a  “ hands - on ”  role in the everyday 
lives of European people quite another. Commentators of all kinds agree that, with 
very few exceptions, the latter is no longer a realistic aspiration for the historic 
churches of Europe. That does not mean, however, that these institutions have 
entirely lost their signifi cance as markers of religious identity. In my own work, I 
have explored these continuing ambiguities in two ways: fi rst through the notion 
of  “ believing without belonging ”  and, second, through the concept of  “ vicarious 
religion ”  (Davie  1994, 2000, 2007 ). The latter is particularly important. 

 By vicarious, I mean  the notion of religion performed by an active minority but 
on behalf of a much larger number, who (implicitly at least) not only understand, 
but, quite clearly, approve of what the minority is doing . The fi rst half of the defi ni-
tion is relatively straightforward and refl ects the everyday meaning of the term  –  that 
is, to do something on behalf of someone else (hence the word  “ vicar ” ). The second 
half is more controversial and is best explored by means of examples. Religion, it 
seems, can operate vicariously in a wide variety of ways: churches and church 
leaders perform ritual on behalf of others (notably the occasional offi ces)  –  if these 
services are denied, this causes offence; church leaders and churchgoers believe on 
behalf of others and incur criticism if they do not do this properly; church leaders 
and churchgoers embody moral codes on behalf of others, even when those codes 
have been abandoned by large sections of the populations that they serve; churches, 
fi nally, can offer space for the vicarious debate of unresolved issues in modern 
societies. The last of these is particularly signifi cant  –  it explains, for example why 
the populations of many European countries continue to pay attention to both the 
appointments and the pronouncements of religious professionals in societies which, 
on other indicators, are markedly secular. 

 Rather different are Europe ’ s diminishing, but still signifi cant churchgoers  –  
those, in other words, who maintain the tradition on behalf of the people described 
in the previous section. Here an observable change is clearly taking place, best sum-
marized as a shift from a culture of obligation or duty to a culture of consumption 
or choice. What was once simply imposed (with all the negative connotations of 
this word), or inherited (a rather more positive spin), becomes instead a matter of 
personal choice:  “ I go to church (or to another religious organization) because I 
want to, maybe for a short period or maybe for longer, to fulfi l a particular rather 
than a general need in my life and where I will continue my attachment so long as 
it provides what I want, but I have no  obligation  either to attend in the fi rst place 
or to continue if I don ’ t want to. ”  

 As such, this pattern is entirely compatible with vicariousness:  “ the churches need 
to be there in order that I may attend them if I so choose. ”  The  “ chemistry, ”  
however, gradually alters, a shift that is discernible in both practice and belief, not 
to mention the connections between them. There is, for example, an easily docu-
mentable change in the patterns of confi rmation in the Church of England. The 
overall number of confi rmations has dropped dramatically in the postwar period, 
evidence once again of institutional decline. In England, though not yet in the 
Nordic countries, confi rmation is no longer a teenage rite of passage, but a relatively 
rare event undertaken as a matter of personal choice by people of all ages. As a 
result, there is a very marked rise in the proportion of adult confi rmations among 
the candidates overall  –  by no means enough, however, to offset the fall among 
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teenagers. In short, even in Europe, voluntarism (a market) is beginning to establish 
itself  de facto,  regardless of the constitutional position of the churches. 

 The fourth factor concerns the growing number of incomers in almost all Euro-
pean societies. There have been two stages in this process. The fi rst was closely 
linked to the urgent need for labor in the expanding economies of postwar Europe 
 –  notably in Britain, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. The second wave of 
immigration occurred in the 1990s and included, in addition to the places listed 
above, both the Nordic countries and the countries of Mediterranean Europe 
(Greece, Italy, Spain, and Portugal)  –  bearing in mind that the latter, until very 
recently, have been countries of emigration rather than immigration. There are 
economic reasons for these shifts  –  the implications for religion are, however, 
crucial, but they vary from place to place. Britain and France offer an instructive 
comparison. In Britain immigration has been much more varied than in France, 
both in terms of provenance and in terms of faith communities. Britain is also a 
country where ethnicity and religion criss - cross each other in a bewildering variety 
of ways (only Sikhs and Jews claim ethno - religious identities). The situation in 
France is different: here immigration has been largely from the Maghreb, as a result 
of which France has by far the largest Muslim community in Europe (between 5 
and 6 million)  –  an almost entirely Arab population. Rightly or wrongly, Arab and 
Muslim have become interchangeable terms in popular parlance in France. 

 Beneath these differences lies however a common factor: the growing presence 
of other faith communities in general, and of the Muslim population in particular, 
is challenging some deeply held European assumptions. The notion that faith is a 
private matter and should, therefore, be excluded from public life  –  notably from 
the state and from the education system  –  has been widespread in Europe. Con-
versely, many of those who are currently arriving in this part of the world have 
markedly different convictions, and offer  –  simply by their presence  –  a challenge 
to the European way of doing things. European societies have been obliged to re -
 open debates about the place of religion in public as well as private life  –  hence the 
heated controversies about the wearing of the veil or other religious insignia, about 
the rights or wrongs of publishing material that one faith community in particular 
fi nds offensive, and about the location of  “ non - European ”  religious buildings. There 
have been moments, moreover, when a lack of mutual comprehension, together 
with an unwillingness to compromise on many of these issues, have led alarmingly 
fast to dangerous confrontations, both in Europe and beyond. All of these factors 
are evidence of deprivatization, as much in Europe as elsewhere (Casanova  1994 ). 

 Such episodes raise a further point: that is the extent to which the secular elites 
of Europe  “ use ”  these events in order to articulate alternatives  –  ideological, con-
stitutional, and institutional  –  to religion. It is important to remember, however, 
that such elites, just like their religious counterparts, vary markedly from place to 
place. Key in this respect is David Martin ’ s underlying point: namely that the  process  
of secularization has taken place differently in the two countries. What in Britain, 
and indeed in most of Northern Europe, occurred gradually (starting with a de -
 clericalization of the churches from within at the time of Reformation), became in 
France a delayed and much more ideological clash between a hegemonic, heavily 
clerical church and a much more militant secular state. As a result, what is 
known as  “ la guerre de deux Frances ”  dominated French political life well into the 
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twentieth century. The legacies still remain in the form of a self - consciously secular 
elite, and a lingering suspicion concerning religion of all kinds  –  the more so when 
this threatens the public sphere. The fact that these threats are no longer Catholic 
but Muslim does not alter the underlying reaction. In Britain, something rather 
different occurs:  overlapping  elites (both religious and secular) work together to 
encourage mutual respect between different world faiths, a policy admirably illus-
trated following the (attempted) bombings in London in the summers of 2005 
and 2006. 

 That said, Britain now plays host to some aggressively secular voices: resurgent 
religion brings with it resurgent atheism. The latter, however, is as much evidence 
of resacralization as the former. Both have taken not only Britain but Europe by 
surprise, and both require very careful scrutiny. The crucial point can be put as 
follows: a global region that had become markedly secular for all the reasons out-
lined above is now obliged to address complex issues regarding the place of religion 
in the public sphere on a regular basis. And precisely because European societies 
have become secular they have lost the instincts, concepts and vocabulary that 
would enable this debate to take place in an informed and constructive manner. It 
is for this reason that these exchanges very often become not only destructive but 
futile  –  reduced to sterile arguments in which advocates of religion of all kinds are 
derided by those who see religion per se as a delusion, and a harmful one at that 
(Dawkins  2006 ). Such conversations, or rather the lack of them, take place at every 
level of society: very few of them are helpful. 6  

 The same point can be considered as follows. Until recently, it has been custom-
ary to argue that religion had been sidelined from the mainstream of Europe, but 
continued to exist in the private sphere. One way of capturing this shift was to talk 
about  “ believing without belonging ”  (see above), an approach that is similar to 
Thomas Luckmann ’ s  “ invisible religion ”  or  “ little transcendences ”  (Luckmann 
 1967, 1990 ). All of these ideas acknowledged the continuation of the sacred, but 
in private, often understated forms, requiring innovative and sensitive research tools 
in order to be properly understood. Important questions had to be asked, moreover, 
about the capacity of these non - institutional forms of religion to sustain themselves 
over the long term. Could this be done in any meaningful way? Before that question 
could be answered, however, the re - emergence of religion at the very center of public 
debate began increasingly to demand attention, and of a very different kind. And 
it is this shift, paradoxically, that reveals the extent of the erosion that has undoubt-
edly taken place: the narratives of religion (in the sense of a coherent and usable 
knowledge of any world faith, including Christianity) can no longer be assumed. 
Hence the impossibility of intelligent debate. 

 One fi nal step is important: that is to see Europe from the outside.  Europe: The 
Exceptional Case  (Davie  2002 ) does this by reversing the  “ normal ”  question: 
instead of asking what Europe  is  in term of its religious existence, it asks what 
Europe  is not.  It is  not  (yet) a vibrant religious market such as that found in the 
United States; it is  not  a part of the world where Christianity is growing exponen-
tially, very often in Pentecostal forms, as in the case in the Southern hemisphere 
(Latin America, Sub - Saharan Africa and the Pacifi c Rim); it is  not  a part of the 
world dominated by faiths other than Christian, but is increasingly penetrated by 
these; and it is  not  for the most part subject to the violence often associated with 
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religion and religious difference in other parts of the globe  –  the more so if religion 
becomes entangled in political confl ict. It is, however, a global region that is itself 
changing and to which the adjective post - secular is increasingly applied. 7  Paradoxi-
cally the term resonates rather better in Europe ’ s religiously plural cities than it does 
in the rural areas which  –  until recently  –  were considered the bastions of traditional 
religion.  

  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 These considerations go straight to the heart of an urgent and as yet unresolved 
question which summarizes the essence of this chapter:  is secularization intrinsic or 
extrinsic to the modernization process ? The answer requires our close and inter -
 disciplinary attention. Taken to its logical conclusion, it demands in fact a funda-
mental rethinking not only of the paradigms of the sociology of religion, but of 
social science  as a whole , in order to take on board the abiding signifi cance of 
religion in the modern world. Religion continues to infl uence almost every aspect 
human society  –  economic, political, social and cultural. No longer can it be rele-
gated to the past or to the edge of social scientifi c analysis. Hence the challenge for 
the economic and social sciences: to rediscover the place of religion in  both  the 
empirical realities of the twenty - fi rst century  and  the paradigms that are deployed 
to understand this. In short, social science itself, just as much as its subject matter, 
must respond to the demands of re - sacralization.  

  Notes 

  1     It is important to remember that the enlightenment in Europe took on different forms in 
different places. Only in France was this aggressively anti - religious. Elsewhere  –  in Italy, 
Germany, Scandinavia, and Britain  –  the possibilities for accommodation were greater.  

  2     The Japanese case is contentious. Some commentators argue that Japan is an example of 
secular modernity; others are less sure  –  maintaining that Japan remains a highly religious 
place, but one in which the evidence is not easily grasped using Western tools of analysis.  

  3     See  http://pewforum.org/docs/?DocID=301 . Clearly both the questions asked in this poll 
and the statistics which emerge must be treated with caution given the specifi cities of the 
Chinese case. That said, the growth of religion in general and of Christianity in particu-
lar merits very careful attention.  

  4     For the European Values Study, see  www.europeanvalues.nl/index2/htm ; for the World 
Values Study see  http://wvs.isr.umich.edu .  

  5     A longer version of this section and its implications for social science can be found in 
Davie  (2006) .  

  6     Examples of these exchanges can be found in almost every form of media. The use of 
blogs and of public posts following published articles is increasingly common and reveals 
very directly a lamentable standard of discussion.  

  7     Precisely this point lies at the heart of J ü rgen Habermas ’  recent work on the place of 
religion in the public sphere. Habermas ’  reformulations of his political philosophy are a 
direct response to the renewed presence of religion in public debate (Habermas  2006 ).   
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New Developments 
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Rational Choice and 
the Sociology of Religion  

  David   Lehmann       

   A TRIBE AND ITS LEADER 

 The case of rational choice is one of a tribe within the broader tribe of sociologists 
of religion, identifi ed by a distinctive sense of embattlement and by a particular 
jargon. The writing of the highly prolifi c founding scholar, Rodney Stark, is inter-
spersed with dismissive, even offensive, remarks and often sarcastic attacks on the 
secularization thesis and its defenders (Stark and Finke  2000 : 60 – 1), on those who 
would despise deductive theory or simply do not know what real theory is (Stark 
 1997 ), on historians who accept the secularization thesis or versions thereof or who 
write approvingly of a long - term trend towards liberalization  –  notably Martin 
Marty (Finke and Stark  2005 : 7 – 8 and 244 – 7)  –  on  É mile Durkheim (Stark and 
Finke  2000 : 7), on intellectuals and theologians in general, placed sarcastically in 
quotes as  “ learned professors ”  (Finke and Stark  2005 : 87,133) on journal editors 
who would not publish his papers (Stark  1997 : 9 – 11), and on structural function-
alism ( “ more like astrology than astronomy ”  (Stark  1997 : 5; Lehmann  2001 ) The 
list is very long. 

 The school can be said to have announced its birth in Stark and Bainbridge ’ s  A 
Theory of Religion   (1987) , and to have its existence confi rmed by Stephen Warner 
in a 1993 paper whose title referred to  “ a new paradigm ”  (Warner  1993 ) and 
highlighted the use of concepts drawn from economics as its hallmark. It is variously 
referred to as  “ rational choice, ”   “ supply side, ”   “ market theory of religion ”  and 
 “ economics of religion ”  and its main claims have been summarized with admirable 
clarity by Alejandro Frigerio (Frigerio  2007 ): 

  1     Pluralism is the natural situation of religious economies.  
  2     Pluralism strengthens the religious economy.  
  3     Monopoly religions are ineffi cient.  
  4     There are no effectively monopolistic religions, but rather regulated [religious] 

markets.  
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  5     Variations in religious behavior are best explained by variations in supply 
than by variations in individual religious needs.  

  6     Secularization is a misnomer: the phenomena it refers to are better described 
as a desacralization of society.  

  7     Desacralization does not necessarily bring a diminution of the importance of 
religion in the lives of individuals. (translation/paraphrase by D. L.)    

 Stark ’ s writing  – that is, the books and articles he has written himself and those 
written with his colleagues, principally William Sims Bainbridge and Roger Finke 
 –  is also sprinkled with  obiter dicta , containing overarching and sometimes over-
bearing verdicts on human nature and on history in general:  “ What is history but 
the record of the choices that humans have made and the actions they have taken 
on the basis of their choices? ”  (Finke and Stark  2005 : 282); or  “ Most people desire 
immortality ”  (Stark  1997 : 7). These statements are not really truth claims at all, 
but affi rmations of self - suffi ciency, intrusions or excursions into and away from the 
arguments of a text. They are particular striking because they appear not only in 
the retrospective texts published since the mid - 1990s, but also in the austere  Theory 
of Religion   (1987)  which is rooted in the more considered type of axiomatic theo-
rizing which Stark has thought out very carefully: this is the procedure which meets 
his exacting criteria of what is a  “ big theory ”  ( “ make social systems emerge from 
micro - axioms, ”  as George Homans, the prominent exchange theorist and precursor 
of rational choice, had called for in his 1964 address to the American Sociological 
Association (Stark  1997 : 5). 

 The approach to the subject is indeed unique and self - suffi cient: that is to say, it 
draws on almost no other contributions to the sociology of religion, or indeed to 
sociology generally, builds its own theory of human motivation from scratch  –  with 
only passing mentions of Freud, Darwin, or Wilson  –  and exhibits only a schematic 
notion of social structure, or stratifi cation. Indeed, even the economists who pre-
sumably hover behind the basic maxim of their framework merit little mention 
beyond a deferential nod (Stark and Finke  2000 : 45). (Iannacone has corrected this 
absence as we shall see.) But a more elaborate understanding of economics would 
have helped: for example a distinction between maximization and optimization 
would offer a basis for a more sensitive account of motivation. 

 In explaining this unadorned way of presenting his ideas, shorn of ancestral 
invocation or legitimation, Stark complains that much of what goes by the name 
of sociological theory is little more than  “ ancestor worship ”  (Stark  1997 : 21): for 
him, the merits of a founder of a school have little to do with those of applying its 
insights many generations later (biology students do not study Darwin, he notes, in 
Young  1997 : 21), so he takes little trouble to place himself in a tradition or intel-
lectual lineage. This adds further to the distinctiveness of his writings, setting them 
apart from the mainstream in which it is customary to use footnotes and potted 
histories of a concept as markers of allegiance to one or another school of thought. 
It does, however, leave his version open to the criticism that it is an over - simplifi -
cation and conceivably inspired by a mission: at the very start (p. 2) of  The Future 
of Religion  (jointly authored with Bainbridge) it is stated, baldly, that  “ social sci-
entists have misread the future of religion [and] not only because they so fervently 
desire religion to disappear. ”  
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 The separation is to some extent mutual. The endorsements on the covers of 
Stark ’ s books are written by people who are not known for their contributions to 
the study of religion  –  like the grand theory specialist Randall Collins (see the 1996 
edition of  A Theory of Religion )  –  or by others  –  like Andrew Greeley and Christian 
Smith (see  Acts of Faith )  –  whose research is admittedly and perfectly respectably 
driven by a concern for the survival of one or other religious institution or tradition. 
Leading fi gures like David Martin, Robert Wuthnow, or Jos é  Casanova ignore 
Stark, Iannacone, and their circle, albeit mistakenly. David Martin has never men-
tioned Stark or Rational Choice and Wuthnow does not mention them even in a 
2005 book entitled  America and the Challenges of Religious Diversity  (Wuthnow 
 2005 ), in which one chapter title includes the words  “ shopping in the spiritual 
marketplace. ”  It is hard to believe that a scholar of Wuthnow ’ s erudition had not 
considered whether to include a discussion of rational choice approaches to this 
subject.  

  RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT 

 Mention of the discrete religious commitment of Greeley and Smith leads us to the 
thorny question of that of Stark himself and his circle. This is complicated. Stark ’ s 
work, as has been mentioned, is littered with expressions of contempt, even hostil-
ity, directed at theologians, erudite clergy and intellectuals. In  A Theory of Religion  
Stark and Bainbridge describe themselves as  “ personally incapable of religious 
faith ”  (p. 23). Stark ’ s contribution to the Laurence Young volume (Young  1997 ) 
recounts his academic career, and in a 2007 interview quoted on Wikipedia he slips 
in a swipe at the intelligentsia:  “ I have trouble with faith. I ’ m not proud of this. I 
don ’ t think it makes me an intellectual ”  as if to set himself apart from the standard 
atheistic stance of intellectuals as he sees them. The same entry also quotes an 
interview given to the American Enterprise Institute and reproduced in the Mormon 
magazine  Meridian   www.meridianmagazine.com/ideas/050210darwin.html  in 
which he describes himself as neither a Darwinist nor a creationist, but denounces 
anti - creationism at length as an atheist campaign against religion. 

 Stark ’ s (Finke and Stark  2005 ) disparagement of an out - of - touch or elitist intel-
ligentsia goes hand in hand with much more positive language used in connection 
with the religion or religiosity of the people.  The Churching of America  can be 
thought of as an extended homage to popular religion  –  a term which the authors 
do not use but which fi ts their purpose. 

 Yet their reverence for the popular is not unlimited. The book gains much of its 
credence from a rich vein of data from the Bureau of the Census which had previ-
ously, according to Finke and Stark, been dismissed by demographers on the 
grounds that, being the result of responses from Church offi cials, the data they 
contained would be wildly infl ated. The authors ’  response is disarming: it is only 
when individuals, not churchmen, are asked their religious affi liation that the sta-
tistics are infl ated:  “ Ever since the start of public opinion polling in the late 1930s 
surveys have found that approximately 85 – 95% of the population claims a religious 
affi liation. ”  In contrast Church offi cials ’  Census returns are more modest and quite 
stable over time (2005: 13 – 14). So although they clearly believe  –  and their data 
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clearly show  –  that at least in the United States Christian religion survives and grows 
thanks to popular religion, theirs is not a na ï ve enthusiasm for popular spontaneity: 
indeed, they live up to their supply - side moniker by expressing greatest enthusiasm 
for the entrepreneurial preachers who would stir up the presumed latent religiosity 
among the people. Their theory of religious motivation is, as we shall see, not a 
very populist one at all. 

 Stark and colleagues have no compunction in describing popular religion ’ s open-
ness to mobilization and to what some might describe as manipulation. Uncharitable 
or snobbish commentators might say that the methods they describe in the market-
ing of religion are no different from those used in promoting mundane consumer 
items. They emphasize entrepreneurship and the supply side, and the importance of 
preachers ’  ability and willingness to engage with the daily lives and needs of their 
actual and potential followings: these themes in turn refl ect a powerful assumption 
about humans ’  disposition to religious affi liation, namely that it is present in human 
existence and ready to be tapped. This is no longer as controversial an assumption 
as it might have been a generation ago: cognitive anthropology and psychology have 
given us reason to believe that the functioning of our brains does indeed predispose 
us to religion  –  though it is a predisposition, not an inevitability, and it predisposes 
us to give credence to supernatural agency generally, not to the institutionalization 
of religion. Interestingly, when Pascal Boyer, one of the most prominent exponents 
of the cognitive approach to religion, comes to explain institutionalized religion, he 
takes a straightforward rational choice approach  –  though he does not use the term 
itself, preferring  “ coalition - building ”  (Boyer  2001 ,  2004 ; Atran  2003 ; Lehmann 
 2005 ). 

 The rational choice school takes its name not from cognitive science, but from 
a basic quasi - economic axiom, namely that  “ humans seek what they perceive to be 
rewards and avoid what they perceive to be costs ”  (Stark and Bainbridge  1987 : 27). 
The challenge is then to show how not only immediate and material offerings but 
also soulful longing or yearnings for salvation, or discourses on the transubstantia-
tion or on Rabbinic law, can be seen to fl ow from this axiom. We will come to this, 
but the approach also calls itself supply side because the rational choice theorists 
are also deeply interested in the organization and entrepreneurship required to 
respond to this basic feature of human behavior by providing rewards and cost -
 reducing resources. 

 The supply side explains how preachers reach their audience: the dedication of 
circuit preachers riding thousands of miles on horseback in eighteenth and nine-
teenth century United States enabled them to hone their skills, endlessly rehearse 
their exhortations, and accumulate a wealth of quasi - ethnographic experience. The 
camp meetings organized by Methodists and Baptists required meticulous organiza-
tion and fund - raising, just as modern - day evangelicals use a battery of media and 
marketing resources, and immigrant leaders set up community halls. All this does 
not in itself detract from the supernatural or spiritual appeal of the outcome  –  it is 
merely a necessary condition for any successful event from the Christmas panto-
mime to a collective spiritual experience. And indeed the camp meetings were 
characterized by all sorts of trances and ecstasies, much to the distaste of the estab-
lishment clerics whom Finke and Stark love to mock (2005: 95). 
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 If the truly thriving religion is the religion of the people, and if the most enthu-
siastic or committed forms of religious life (sects especially) tend to be overrepre-
sented among the disempowered, is this not a version of Marx ’ s  “ opium of the 
people ” ? Are Stark and his circle trying to promote the religion of untutored 
spontaneity or of the manipulated masses? Are they secret elitists, contemptuous of 
the intellectual and theological elite but resigned to the admission that the masses 
are a disposable mass ready to follow the best that the science of marketing 
can offer?  

  COMPENSATORS 

 That is indeed a question which arises in respect of Stark ’ s concept of a  “ compen-
sator, ”  which was central to the books he wrote with Bainbridge. Although it was 
set aside in  Acts of Faith , written with Finke, this was for presentational rather than 
substantive reasons. The concept of  “ compensator ”  emerged out of a formally 
structured sequence of axioms, defi nitions and propositions which start on p. 27 of 
 A Theory of Religion  (Stark and Bainbridge  1987 ) by defi ning the complementary 
words  “ reward ”  and  “ cost ”  and by page 36 have reached proposition 15:  “ Com-
pensators are treated by humans as if they were rewards. ”  Rewards are  “ anything 
which humans will incur costs to maintain ”  and costs are  “ whatever humans 
attempt to avoid. ”  (By its end the book has accumulated 7 axioms, 104 Defi nitions 
and 344 Propositions.) The argument is that when the rewards sought by individu-
als are not achievable they may accept intangible substitutes which are also called 
 “ explanations ”  ( A Theory of Religion , p. 36), though some might call them conso-
lations or even sublimations. The generality of the rewards and the explanations is 
crucial: since no answer to  “ fundamental questions of meaning ”  can be unambigu-
ously evaluated some people accept  “ untestable and extremely general explana-
tions ”  as compensators. Note that the word  “ general ”  is important: even though it 
is a very vague word, it is used repeatedly in these texts to emphasize the ultimate 
or fundamental nature of the questions the compensators are supposed to answer. 
And the authors affi rm that  “ many humans do often desire answers ”  to  “ questions 
of ultimate meaning ”   –  though the only evidence offered is that the  “ Neanderthal 
performed burial rites ”  (p. 39). Religion is a term to describe systems of generalized 
compensation based on supernatural assumptions (p. 39). Cognitive scientists (like 
Boyer and Atran) take it almost for granted that if religion is  “ hard - wired ”  in our 
brains, it is, as already mentioned, the religion of what might be called naive super-
natural belief and defi nitely not the religion of the afterlife or of eternal damnation 
or salvation. Given Stark and his colleagues ’  aversion to theology, it might have 
been expected that they would relegate eternal truths to a lower level of explanatory 
force than that accorded to it through the compensator concept. But while naive 
supernatural belief is counted as magic by them and does not qualify as religion, 
the importance they attach to a universal human search for ultimate meaning sits 
uncomfortably with their persistent denigration of theology. 

 The appeal of the compensator idea lies in one crucial implication, namely the 
uncertainty and inherent untestability of these very generalized expectations, for 
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later in the theory we fi nd (1) that the poor and the powerless tend to be those most 
drawn to them, since the more fortunate and more powerful can gain real rewards 
and are not drawn to compensators, and (2) that the power to convince people, or 
the power that comes to those in whom others place their trust, is quite signifi cant 
(pp. 43, 140). In other words, high - status members of a religious organization are 
less dependent psychologically on the truth value of eschatological futures, or on 
the supernatural guarantors of future benefi ts. They have less to gain from believing 
in those prospects than their followers. Indeed, a rather chilling pair of propositions 
claims that those who gain real rewards have little vested interest in recognizing the 
limitations of those intangible rewards while those with few real rewards, taking 
refuge in compensators, will have a vested interest in denying the worth of real 
rewards: that is, the model has a built - in polarization between the skepticism or 
realism of the elite and the na ï vet é  of the relatively deprived (p. 141). Stark and 
Bainbridge and later Finke are keen to clarify that nothing they write has any impli-
cation for the truth or falsehood of religious explanations  –  but this apparently 
rather cynical account does little to enhance religion ’ s attractiveness. Stark and 
Bainbridge are not worried about cynicism, but they do go out of their way to pre -
 empt an accusation of Marxism. Theirs, they say, is not a Marxist claim that  “ the 
powerful will profi t while the poor pray ”  (p. 44) because even the rich and powerful 
believe in some general compensators. The issue of Marxism is surely peripheral: a 
more signifi cant question is that of power and uncertainty, which Stark and col-
leagues do address. 

 The uncertainty of outcomes in the religious marketplace is very important. 
Uncertainty links in to power, especially in sects where the followers are drawn 
from among the poor and disempowered (for reasons which Stark and colleagues 
explain) and compensators are more general, or vague and almost unspecifi able, 
than in what they call  “ mainline ”  religion  –  i.e. Christian denominations. Religious 
specialists can defi ne, interpret and manipulate the meaning of their promises. 
 “ Since it has proven impossible to determine what the gods promise and desire, the 
terms of exchanges with the gods are freely defi ned by the specialists ”  (1987: 98). 
The reasoning behind this is largely that it is also in the interest of specialists to 
provide some benefi ts for their followers even as they impose strict demands on 
them (notably in respect of sexual activity, for example, or dress, or contributions 
in time and money), but the argument could go further, by invoking the substantial 
investment which followers make in the most sectarian movements and the conse-
quent resistance to any evidence of failure. This is brought out by the argument that 
individuals who invest most in the positive self - image conferred by adherence to the 
cause and its cosmology (general compensators) tend to be the most powerless, and 
therefore are unlikely to take on the risks of revolt (1987: 140). 

 Eventually, as already noted, it was decided to set aside the idea of a compensa-
tor. In  Acts of Faith , Stark and Finke ( 2000 : 88) use the expression  “ otherworldly 
rewards, ”  and in a footnote explain that that the term compensator  “ implies 
unmeant negative connotations about the validity of religious promises ”  (p. 289) 
 –  in other words its use led some readers to think that compensators were compen-
sating for the impossibility, even dishonesty, of those promises. It now suffi ced, they 
said,  “ to analyze aspects of the religious means of fulfi lment of such explanations 
and the issues of risk and plausibility entailed therein ”  (p. 289) In other words, they 
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looked to use a term which left room for a range of plausibility and did not even 
hint at the notion of zero plausibility. No commentator seems to have asked whether 
their usage of the word compensator might not have a Freudian origin on account 
of its resemblance to sublimation or displacement.  

  SECULARIZATION AND WAVES OF RENEWAL 

 Stark and colleagues have a strong claim to be precursors of the reversal of consen-
sus which has questioned the concept and the reality of secularization and its mea-
surement. In  A Theory of Religion  (Starke and Bainbridge  1987 ) an argument is 
developed to the effect that secularization is self - limiting, and that, taking place in 
a  “ cosmopolitan society, ”  it tends to encourage more sectarianism than in a society 
with a single dominant religious culture. This is for several reasons: religious insti-
tutions of a lax or liberal kind, which exist in low tension with society as a whole, 
which  “ modernize their values ”  and  “ embrace temporal values ”  (Finke and Starke 
 2005 ), are led by salaried religious specialists and comfortable lay members, and 
pay little attention to the provision of the sort of general compensators which are 
of benefi t to their less advantaged followers. Their learned theological disquisitions 
often dismiss as superstition cherished ideas about the supernatural, confer little 
value on proselytization, and care little for the religiosity of everyday life. They  –  the 
elite  –  have plenty of rewards in this life, and have little need for the consolations 
( “ compensations ” ) of life after death, salvation and eternal happiness. They also 
may have many other satisfactions outside the life of their coreligionaries, whereas 
the less powerful have more restricted sources of reward. 

 Even if not many of these more humble people disaffi liate, for reasons principally 
of inertia, those who do leave will, in a  “ cosmopolitan ”  society where the religious 
arena is tolerant and competitive, be able to choose from a variety of alternatives. 
Disaffi liating from the low - tension denominations, they will gravitate to the  “ high -
 tension ”  sectarian alternatives rich in those ill - specifi ed and unattainable consola-
tions (the  “ general compensators ”  or general  “ otherworldly rewards ” ). They may 
not be many, but they will be an increasing proportion of the overall religious or 
observant population. In addition, the claim is that people from a religiously disaf-
fected or unaffi liated background, if they do seek religion, are more likely to join 
high - tension religious groups  –  i.e. sects or even cults (Starke and Bainbridge  1987 : 
303). The interpretation is again somewhat chilling: the elite can do without reli-
gion, or at least with a religious affi liation which is undemanding and even fl attering 
to their status, and have little if anything to gain from making their institutions 
more welcoming or even of benefi t to the mass of the disempowered. The wording 
seems to suggest that the disempowered include not only the lower reaches of society 
but even the middle ranges of empowerment and income: all these are left to console 
themselves with promises which will be realized only when it is too late. 

 The notion of high - tension is evidently central to this argument. It means  “ broad 
sub - cultural deviance ”  (Starke and Bainbridge  1987 : 121) or, quite simply, sects 
and cults and hostility to a notional liberal mainstream: denunciation of abortion, 
of sexual permissiveness, and same - sex marriage, for example (Finke and Stark 
 2005 : 278). It is sub - culturally, not morally, deviant. Membership in sects is costly, 
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and so the leaders must maintain a high level of tension to preserve the idea that 
their followers ’  objectives  –  to attain impossible compensations  –  are far superior 
to the illusory rewards of more comfortable members of society. But if a sect survives 
 –  and many do not  –  its leaders seem, in this model, to develop a life of power and 
high income and manage their followers by giving them positions of responsibility, 
or simply minor tasks, while keeping them in a state of deprivation, poverty, and 
powerlessness. This interpretation is puzzling because the tone of so much of this 
rational choice writing is, if not sympathetic to sects, then certainly hostile to hier-
archies and institutionalized churches. Maybe we should welcome the frankness of 
the following (p. 248):  “ In contemporary America …  members of high - tension sects 
will be heavily recruited from among low - income, low - IQ, uneducated, female, 
older, non - white, handicapped, neurotic and otherwise less powerful persons. ”  
Chapter  8  of Stark and Bainbridge  (1987)  is mostly devoted to showing that most 
sects disappear before they can grow to a signifi cant size, while those which do 
grow must gradually reduce tension with their environment, a model which feeds 
back into the waves of secularization and desecularization. 

 This version of the secularization thesis does not deny a contemporary falling 
away in church attendance, but it regards this as part of secular fl uctuations which 
will never end, and it also offers a theory to predict the increasing power of the 
leaders of sects, evangelical churches and what we might call conversion - led 
movements to set the agenda in public debates about religion. Yet it also foresees 
a constant ebb and fl ow between more and less institutionalized religious 
organization. 

 The fl uctuations are well described in Finke and Stark  (2005) . The idea of a 
decline in religion just after the Revolution turns out to be a decline in attendance 
at established churches and neglects rapid growth of Methodists and Baptists. (pp. 
59 – 60). This fi ts neatly with the Stark thesis  –  which is also that of Adam Smith 
 –  that maintained churches tend to lose their followings (pp. 53 – 4). The revivals, 
waves and great awakenings which have been the received wisdom of US history 
turn out, on this account, to be inventions, both in the sense that a closer examina-
tion shows they were not exceptional upsurges, and also in the sense that although 
they were particularly shocking and surprising to those who commanded the media 
at the time  –  namely the erudite clergy of the denominations  –  they were routine 
for their organizers. And Finke and Stark ’ s main point is to emphasize the meticu-
lous planning which lay behind these campaigns, downplaying the theme of spon-
taneity and thus of outbursts of innate religious fervor (pp. 87 – 92). These occasions 
may have appeared uncontrolled, but in fact they took place in well organized 
contexts. 

 When it comes to contrasting the USA with Europe the theme of a salaried clergy 
recurs with much rhetorical fl ourish. Not only have the established churches of 
Europe maintained an indolent clergy with little incentive to deliver  –  they have also 
never really been very religious nor above all very Christian at all.  Acts of Faith  
(Stark and Finke  2000 ) assembles various sources to show that levels of church 
attendance even in medieval Europe were quite low.  “ The Christianity that prevailed 
in Europe was an elaborate patchwork of state churches that settled for the alle-
giance of the elite and for imposing offi cial requirements of conformity, but made 
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little effort to Christianize the peasant masses ”  (p. 69). So the assumptions made 
about Europe by standard secularization theory are wrong because the continent 
 –  a least in the West  –  was not very religious, or at least not very Christian, in the 
fi rst place. 

 The treatment of Europe, marked as Bruce shows (see  infra ) by a very superfi cial 
historiography, is an illustration not only of Stark ’ s focus on the USA, but also of 
a certain animosity towards Europe, depicted here as a more or less heathen space. 
There is disquieting ignorance, as when, in Finke and Stark  (2005)  it is said, with 
reference to the Catholic Church, that  “ in many parts of Europe the head of state 
holds veto over the appointment of bishops ”  (p. 131). This was still at least half 
true in Franco ’ s Spain, but Franco had been dead for thirty years when the book 
was published. (Of course the state does have a role in non - Catholic episcopal 
appointments in England and several Scandinavian countries, but the process is too 
consensual to allow anything so strong as a veto.) Further on we shall come to Steve 
Bruce ’ s exposure of many other errors. 

 Despite the aspiration to completeness, signifi ed by the formal structure of  A 
Theory  …  , Stark and colleagues leave some threads untied. They describe the more 
or less inevitable process of sect institutionalization, and one can see how this fi ts 
into the idea of waves of revival followed by periods of calm, but does this mean 
that the contemporary upsurge has been a passing phase, or does it apply at a more 
micro  –  or maybe meso  –  level? If the model is local, then local churches and sects 
can evolve in waves, but at a national or global level the waves would not be visible. 

 In this connection too a recognition that the wave of conversion - led religious 
movements may have brought about deep changes in the last two or three genera-
tions in what it means to be religious would have been necessary to complement 
the model ’ s formal and empirical merits. This change may have taken different 
forms and had differing impacts in different parts of the world, but given the 
school ’ s enthusiasm for religious revival and participation, the fact that most Prot-
estants worldwide are now Pentecostals should not have been overlooked  –  a trend 
whose implications will be examined further on.  

  THE  “ CLUB ”  MODEL 

 This section considers a second  “ wave ”  of rational choice theories, spearheaded by 
tighter economic reasoning and even modeling, and which is more applicable across 
cultural and geographical boundaries. 

 Iannacone and Stark speak of each other like two lonely warriors who met one 
day and saved each others ’  lives. This fi ts with their outsider status in their own 
disciplines. When Iannacone began to work on religion in the 1980s economists 
were liable to look with disdain on  “ real world ”  problems, let alone on problems 
which lay outside the traditional purview of their subject. That has changed and 
today economists have extended their reach to crime, healthcare and much besides. 

 Iannacone ’ s contribution has been to bring some rigor to the formulation of the 
rational choice approach, drawing on Olson ’ s short, but highly infl uential book 
 The Logic of Collective Action  (Olson  1965 ) and the institutional economics which 
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it prefi gured. Olson ’ s original examples had been taxes, trade unions and voluntary 
organizations. We pay taxes because the penalty for not doing so is punishment by 
the state. The benefi t to each individual tax - payer is hard if not impossible to relate 
to the taxpayer ’ s own contribution. But why do we join a trade union if the wages 
negotiated by its offi cers will in any case be paid to all the employees of a fi rm? 
How can the trade union deal with this now - famous  “ free - rider ”  problem? Answer: 
under a closed shop agreement the fi rm has agreed only to employ members of the 
union. (Closed shops are much rarer now in North America and Western Europe 
than they were in the 1960s of course.) Why do we join a voluntary organization? 
Here the answer is not so obvious to those who adopt an economistic view of 
motivation, but Olson fi nds that voluntary organizations very often provides all 
sorts of  “ separate and selective incentives ”  of direct personal benefi t to encourage 
members to contribute their dues: academic associations provide subscriptions to 
their journals at a fraction of the price to non - members; Touring Clubs and Auto-
mobile Associations provide insurance, manuals, maps, etc. Charitable donations 
are tax - deductible as is membership of professional associations, and participation 
in voluntary associations can bring social contacts and status. An important feature 
of Olson ’ s model, though, is the theme of interest groups ’  involvement in regulat-
ing market access  –  as in the case of the closed shop  –  and this is highly relevant 
to the rational choice analysis of religion precisely because sect leaders build barri-
ers around their following so as to restrict access to the benefi ts membership 
brings. 

 Turning now to religion, this model can be applied with particular force to the 
most demanding sects. It is a response to the question why people who are  –  or 
appear to be  –  under little compulsion would voluntarily join an organization which 
imposes a tight dress code, makes very heavy demands on their time, requires 
members to have very large families, and so on. The reference is not to weird cults, 
but to the thousands of evangelical and Pentecostal churches scattered around the 
globe, to ultra - Orthodox Judaism, and to North American Christian fundamental-
ism. Much  “ commonsense ”  sociology has explained the growth of Pentecostalism 
in poor countries with reference to migration, social disintegration and the conse-
quent search for meaning or for a refuge from the loss of secure values. Norris and 
Inglehart confi rm this intuition with data from a host of national surveys which 
show that  “ levels of societal and individual security  …  seem to provide the most 
persuasive and parsimonious explanation for variations in religiosity ”  (Norris and 
Inglehart  2007 : 47). That is the demand side. No doubt gross numbers of religious 
participants are of interest, but more precise explanations are needed for the par-
ticular form of  “ strong ”  religiosity which has become so vociferous and infl uential 
in many countries despite its relatively small number of followers. That is where 
the supply side comes in. 

 Iannacone explains that religious movements provide benefi ts for their followers: 
not just  –  maybe not particularly  –  salvation, but  “ worship services, religious 
instruction, social activities, and other quasi - public  ‘ club goods ’     ”  (Iannacone  1997 : 
1482). In tightly knit groups like the chapels of the Assemblies of God or the ultra -
 Orthodox Jewish neighborhoods of Stamford Hill (London), Crown Heights 
(Brooklyn, New York) and Ramat Shlomo (Jerusalem) one can count on quite a lot 
of social support and mutual aid, but, as in Olson ’ s trade union case, how to dis-
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courage free riders, who would take advantage of these benefi ts without truly 
believing? The question is serious enough when the group itself provides the support 
 –  chapels which collect charitable gifts for their members for example  –  but it 
becomes even more serious when the group has access to some special external 
benefi t. This can arise when the pastor of a chapel has preferential access to a politi-
cian to whom he has promised the votes of his congregation  –  though that is cer-
tainly a relationship involving multiple moral hazards. More concretely, among 
ultra - Orthodox Jews there is the question of access to charitable funds, to centers 
of religious learning (yeshivas), and in Israel exemption from military service and 
access to the small but regular government subsidy to married men engaged in full -
 time Torah study. This has been explored in depth by Eli Berman (Berman  2000 ) 
who seizes on the Israeli case to explain the self - imposed burdens borne by the 
ultra - Orthodox in terms of the free - rider problem: membership has to be burden-
some to discourage those who would join or remain only for the sake of these 
exemptions and benefi ts. The issue is not a person ’ s contribution in labor or time, 
but the sincerity of their moral or ideological commitment. The substantial material 
benefi ts available in Israel do, of course, make it a very suitable case study. No 
wonder Iannacone concludes:  “ many of the bizarre and apparently pathological 
practices of deviant groups can function as rational, utility - enhancing attempts to 
promote solidarity and limit free riding ”  (Iannacone  1997 : 1489). In Jewish New 
York there are few such concrete benefi ts beyond the famed fund - raising talents of 
some leaders, and among Assemblies of God, who do not have access to a relatively 
wealthy international network, the benefi ts are even less concrete: but since the 
followers of the Assemblies are overwhelmingly drawn from low income groups, 
their calculus may be different and their needs more modest. The benefi ts of belong-
ing to a chapel in a very low - income and low - security urban neighborhood are 
probably to do with social contacts and social recognition, which in a location 
where levels of trust and institutional presence are abysmally low can be very sub-
stantial indeed. More research on the economics of low - income Pentecostal churches 
would be welcome, but it is not easy, because it would be regarded as intrusive: 
secularization theorists and mainstream sociologists generally have said very little 
about the fi nancial side of religion, as if they were slightly embarrassed by it, 
whereas Stark and Iannacone and Berman have engaged with that subject with 
perhaps excessive enthusiasm. 

 This is not entirely surprising: among secularization theorists  –  who show little 
overt enthusiasm for religious observance  –  religious motivation tends to be a matter 
of ethos, while rational choice advocates are both less apparently skeptical about 
religion and more down - to - earth in their interpretations of religious behavior. For 
them, if Pentecostals, say, are obliged to contribute regularly (tithing), then the 
proliferation of small churches illustrates their dream of graduating to the point 
where they too can make a respectable preacher ’ s living from those selfsame tithes. 
David Martin ’ s notion of the pastor as a model of upward social mobility and the 
church as a type of social escalator (Martin  1990 : 283) though the task of collecting 
evidence to support this observation and related claims about the social origins and 
destinations of Pentecostal churchgoers and activists, is still pending, and may face 
almost insuperable diffi culties as a research project. The data used by Iannacone for 
example are drawn not from inquiry into church fi nances, but from surveys which 
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in a much less intrusive way ask individuals about their own religious contributions, 
such as US National Opinion Research Center ’ s General Social Surveys (Iannacone 
 1997 : 1472)  –  data of a type which Stark himself seems to regard with a degree of 
wariness. 

 Berman has pursued these themes into new territory by applying the model to 
violent political groups claiming a religious inspiration. In a working paper pub-
lished on the National Bureau of Economic Research website in Washington DC 
he compared Taliban, Hamas and a short - lived Jewish underground which aimed 
to blow up the Temple Mount in Jerusalem (Berman  2003 ). Here the religious factor 
in the argument recedes into the background but still the model derived from Ian-
nacone remains: only, because the surrounding society in Afghanistan and the 
Occupied Territories of Palestine possess no effective state, the sacrifi ces demanded 
of militants are even tougher. So the strategy of the Taliban pre - 2001 was to drive 
a wedge between their personnel and the local population in order that the former ’ s 
loyalties would not be divided; thus they retained a degree of power by providing 
the security which their enemies, warlords and Mujaheddin, had failed to provide 
(Berman  2003 ; Berman and Iannacone  2006 ). The argument is neither that the 
violence has a religious explanation nor that the religious rhetoric is just a mask for 
violent politics. Rather, it seems to be that religious organizations like others may 
adopt new aims, and this may involve using violence as a survival strategy or as a 
way of pursuing political power  –  in which case they are little different from other 
organizations, especially in an environment where the state is weak or scarcely 
existent. For its part the Jewish underground collapsed at an early stage because 
Israel has a functioning state and the population cannot be persuaded to pay for 
alternative protection from a dangerous environment. Paradoxically, using the club 
theory, he points out that rebels in Afghanistan and the Hezbollah and Hamas all 
accentuated the  “ required levels of sacrifi ce ”  precisely when they received substan-
tial external funding which in the case of Hezbollah and Hamas enabled them to 
branch into social assistance on a very large scale and thus to become an attractive 
target for free riders (Berman and Iannacone,  2006 ). The draconian measures then 
came into their own.  

  RATIONAL CHOICE ’ S FIERCEST CRITIC 

 Like Stark and Iannacone, Berman makes a point of excising emotions and belief 
from his analysis, and this is one of the main aspects of rational choice theory 
attacked by Steve Bruce in an unusual book - length critique (Bruce  1999 ). Like Stark, 
Bruce feels victimized by journal editors, complaining in his Preface of biases in 
their procedures, and like Stark he can use some intemperate language, expressing 
the hope in the same Preface that this book will be  “ the stake through the vampire ’ s 
chest. ”  His brandishing of his adversaries ’  nationality  –   “ a handful of US sociolo-
gists ”  (p. 2);  “ US economists may fi nd it hard to believe but ”  (p. 141)  –  is in poor 
taste, as is his allusion to  “ the entrepreneurial world of US fundamentalism. ”  But 
these lapses should not detract from the seriousness of Bruce ’ s arguments and the 
detail of his critical analysis. Some of his criticisms take up points already raised in 
this contribution, albeit more sharply: his doubts about compensators, his com-
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plaints about Stark and Bainbridge ’ s  “ atheistic premises ”  (p. 34). Bruce ’ s most 
important contribution is his deployment of a far wider range of information across 
many more countries, cultures and periods and with much more scholarly care than 
is found in supply - side writing. He shows for example the fallacy of Stark ’ s assump-
tion that a country with a state church places that church in a monopoly position 
(pp. 44 – 54), and the superfi ciality of the assumption that monopoly is an imposi-
tion, by quoting in some detail the examples of England and Scotland from the 
Reformation onwards, and of twentieth - century Poland. He reminds us of the fun-
damental importance for a church of its identifi cation with national or tribal iden-
tities as in Serbia and Russia (p. 116), Ireland and of course Poland again. In the 
process the role of competition in the religious fi eld becomes more and more mul-
tifarious and context - dependent and one is led to agree with his quotation from the 
historian Hugh McLeod on the impossibility of sociological generalization about 
religion across a broad range of countries (p. 115). Certainly, Bruce leaves the 
empirical claims of rational choice theory, especially about the relationship between 
religious activity and competition or deregulation, severely weakened. 

 On the other hand, he himself recognizes that when applied to the United States 
those claims have much validity (p. 120). One reason for this is that behind the 
words  “ market ”  and  “ competition ”  there lies, in the United States case, a prolifera-
tion of ethnically homogeneous religious - cultural niches in which there is not really 
much competition at all. So that market, because of the country ’ s size and because 
of the pattern of immigrant settlement and residence, looks more segmented than 
is allowed  –  something to which we shall return. 

 Bruce ’ s other main objection is more theoretical and concerns religious motiva-
tion. He will not accept the refusal of the rational choice approach to consider 
altruism and idealism in religion (p. 141), and he does not think  “ that people believe 
in God because they get a good return on that belief ”   –  an oversimplifi cation even 
of the supply - siders ’  concept. Instead he says both that people perform spiritual 
exercises because they want to go to heaven, and that  “ most people believe because 
they are socialized into a culture of belief ”  (p. 157). But these are merely statements 
of opinion, and involve precisely the delicate issue of the relationship between belief 
and action which the rational choice advocates choose, prudently, to sidestep. He 
does not accept the idea, central to much social science, of a model which explains 
actions independently of motivations, and so in the end his argument with Ianna-
cone is as much about metaphors (viz. the notion of a  “ return ”  on, or an investment 
in, religion) as about propositional claims (p. 56). He does, nonetheless, uncover 
many puzzles  –  not least that of how writers who do not conceal their enthusiasm 
for organized religion refuse to take seriously the question of belief as a motivator 
in religious participation, preferring to adduce more mundane, lateral costs and 
benefi ts.  

  REFINING AND THICKENING RATIONAL CHOICE 

 The rational choice approach can be improved, fi rstly by taking on a less provoca-
tive name: a term such as  “ the sociology of everyday life ”  would be preferable if 
only because the approach is not claiming that religious belief as such is rational. 
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It would also nuance an otherwise provocative emphasis on the use of economics. 
Rationality is about means towards ends, yet it is essential to take into account that 
the ends of religion are different from other ends in that their attainment is unknow-
able. Bruce ’ s criticism could be reformulated as a complaint that Stark and col-
leagues, aside from their highly contestable concept of the compensator, barely 
recognize that religious organizations are different from any other. To improve the 
approach requires taking certain basic theoretical and empirical points into account. 

 The fi rst empirical point which the theory needs to admit is the decline in religious 
participation and observance, however defi ned, almost throughout the world  –  
another point on which Bruce insists repeatedly and correctly. The debate about 
the facts  –  the  “ secularization debate ”   –  is no longer of intellectual interest. The 
serious challenge is to interpret the growing infl uence of evangelical and fundamen-
talist movements within this shrinking religious fi eld and their disproportionate  –  
and possibly growing  –  political and cultural infl uence beyond the religious fi eld in 
certain geographical, cultural and ethnic contexts. Linked to this is the prominence 
of conversion in these movements. At a time when Pentecostalism is a vast global 
mass movement, it no longer makes sense to say people joining conservative sects 
with extremely heterogeneous followings are returning to traditions with which they 
already identify (as Bruce claims). Indeed, even the phenomenon of return  –  as is 
now common among a vocal and infl uential minority of Jews and Muslims  –  is itself 
a radical conversion in psychological and social terms. 

 These conversion phenomena are characterized by a higher degree of holism in 
the lives of individuals than is perhaps usual. Following Frigerio (Frigerio  2007 ), 
just as people live their identities in the personal, social and collective spheres and 
do not necessarily integrate them in the way we observe among fundamentalists, 
returnees and, to a lesser extent, evangelicals, so also the variety of ways in which 
religion itself is experienced must be allowed for. He is critical of simplistic assump-
tions that  “ once upon a time ”  there was complete Catholic domination in Argen-
tina, and that this has now collapsed as beliefs diversify. He presents opinion poll 
data which seem to show that Argentinians expressed more Catholic beliefs, quan-
titatively and qualitatively, in 1999 than in 1984. The data lack a counterpart in 
religious observance and participation, but the point he insists on is that religious 
change can take many directions, for in that country although the market has 
opened up the religious landscape, which has become more varied with the growth 
of Pentecostal sects and possession cults like umbanda imported from Brazil, yet, 
to believe the response to surveys, the population seems to have become more 
Catholic than before. He concludes by evoking Pierre Sanchis ’  idea (Sanchis  1993 ) 
that Catholicism could be a  habitus , a frame within which Argentines think their 
participation in all sorts of religious subcultures, just as in France even the most 
ferociously lay are described sometimes as  “ cathola ï que. ”  But the main message is 
that categories such as monopoly, belief and even Catholic have fuzzy edges. 

 If the economic model is to be maintained then the supply - siders should invoke 
another economic concept, moral hazard, to take account of the impossibility of 
knowing whether the benefi ts of religion have been attained. Stark and indeed Bruce 
recognize that one way for religious institutions to deal with failure to meet expecta-
tions is to branch out into social services of various kinds. Sects do not have this 
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opportunity unless  –  as in the Islamist cases mentioned  –  they obtain external 
funding  –  or rather sects take up the opportunity when external funding is made 
available. For the issue is not one of tactical opportunity: rather it is the structural, 
pervasive moral hazard not just of unattainability, but of the awareness of not ever 
being able to know whether the proclaimed end has been attained by anyone. It is 
possible that the worldwide success of the Gospel of Health and Wealth is a con-
sequence: that Gospel sets worldly success side - by - side with, maybe even ahead of, 
otherworldly salvation as a goal, but signifi cantly the attainment of the dreams of 
wealth thus purveyed is made conditional on conversion and exorcism procedures 
which place great power in the hands of pastors and offi ciants. The pattern is 
noticeable particularly in highly centralized neo - Pentecostal churches, with their 
transnational reach, strong one - man leadership and enthusiasm for up - to - date 
methods of communication and marketing (Lehmann  1996 ,  2009 ). So long as the 
follower remains in the church the authority will be able to decide whether the 
exorcism has been done correctly and to offer explanations as to why the desired 
outcomes have not yet been attained: in this environment there is little practical 
difference in attainability between the promised prosperity and peace and eternal 
salvation itself. 

 Although Iannacone recognizes that  “ religions are risky business ”  and that  “ their 
fundamental assertions lie within a realm of “radical uncertainty” beyond the range 
of empirical verifi cation, ”  he is surely wrong to conclude that subscribing to a reli-
gion is a strategy  “ to hedge one ’ s bets ”  (Iannaccone  2002 : 210), trading fi nite losses 
in this life for the possibility of infi nite rewards in the next, because whereas inves-
tors eventually fi nd out whether an investment has gone sour or not, the overwhelm-
ing majority of religiously committed Christians and Muslims are perfectly aware 
that neither they nor anyone else will ever know the result of their  “ wager ”  on the 
afterlife. 

 Evangelical and Pentecostal churches nowadays have multiplied to such an 
extent, and their basic model has exhibited such a remarkable capacity to adapt 
and create without sacrifi cing its core recognizability, that wholesale generalization 
is barely possible any more. But because of the core elements of exorcism and 
healing and the accompanying moral hazards, the variable of power, already rec-
ognized by Stark, must be taken into account  –  power to determine what counts as 
salvation as healing and as exorcism  –  as must the fund - raising and tithing which 
are central to these organizations ’  survival. 

 The power factor is also important among ultra - Orthodox Jews who presented 
such a suitable case for Berman. Here the availability of subsidy from the state and 
from Jewish charities around the world place leaders in a clear position of power 
as well as presenting them with a strong imperative to issue ever more stringent 
rulings on the subject of dress, marriage, sex and whatever anyone brings before 
them. But the pressure for stringency may also come from below. Nowadays large 
families and the culture of permanent Torah study makes their followers ’  lives 
humdrum, even poor: when so many depend to some extent on the limited benefi ts 
of membership, it is not surprising that they look out for signs of insincerity among 
their co - religionaries. (cf. (Lehmann  2008 ) Unsurprisingly, researchers detect much 
anxiety about gossip and the evil eye. 1  
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 Conversion  –  the extreme case of exercising choice in matters religious  –  
accentuates the power factor because converts  –  including the Jews and Muslims 
who renounce a secular lifestyle and become returnees to strict observance  –  
tend to change their lifestyle, their social circle and their jobs, and become heavily 
dependent on their new community as well as anxious to conform and to serve. 

 Thus the phenomenon of conversion has changed the landscape underlying the 
theses of rational choice theorists and of their opponents: converts and returnees 
have become a major force in religious life worldwide, undermining the hold of the 
traditions which for Bruce are a strength  –  albeit a declining one  –  and for Stark 
and colleagues a weakness. This in turn goes together with an ever more open 
religious marketplace where entry is easy and consumer protection almost 
non - existent.  

  CONCEPTUALIZING AND MISCONCEIVING THE MARKET 

 At this point the rational choice advocates ’  concern with regulation becomes ana-
lytically interesting, but their faulty conceptualization is brought to light. Their 
simplistic assumptions about monopoly and state control have to be clarifi ed and 
it has to be understood that the unattainability of convincing certifi cation of the 
quality of the salvifi c and material goods offered by religion and so strongly empha-
sized by sects and conversion - led movements is a central feature, not just a detail. 
It relies, to be convincing, on an inward - looking culture whose followers are taught 
that the best they can do for society as a whole is to persuade ever more people to 
abandon  “ the world ”  and join them. 

 This  “ mainline ”  sector of religion may not enjoy much approval from Stark or 
Finke, but it is open to the world and by operating according to classic secular rules 
of bureaucratic impersonality, it usually avoids the opacity of the sects. In contrast, 
in large neo - Pentecostal churches a single leader exercises authority across all 
spheres but has little infl uence in the broader society. 

 Thus far we have concentrated on the core assumptions of rational choice, but 
it is necessary to return to the claims which have provoked most controversy and 
which were listed in the quote from Frigerio at the start of this article, concerning 
the relationship between religious monopoly, religious growth and secularization. 
One of the most single - minded applications of rational choice has been that of 
Andrew Chesnut (Chesnut  2003 ), who celebrates the collapse of the monopoly of 
the Catholic Church in the late twentieth century as a result of the erosion of state 
protection and the entrepreneurial culture or Pentecostalism (Chesnut  2003 : 58 – 60). 
The result has been not only a proliferation of Pentecostal churches but also a 
response by the Catholic Church itself in the form of the Charismatic Renewal, 
which has many Pentecostal features while remaining under the wing of a member 
of the hierarchy, and of the adoption of modern methods of marketing and perfor-
mance monitoring in dioceses and parishes (Guerra  2002 ,  2006 ). In 
Frigerio ’ s view these changes are less drastic than authors might imagine, because 
the church in Latin America (as elsewhere) has itself a long history of internal 
diversity and weak central control, and he also criticizes those who assume the 
existence of an earlier period of total monopoly, as well as those, like the early Peter 
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Berger (of  The Sacred Canopy ) (Berger  1967 ) who idealize traditional religious 
observance and devotion in contrast to a contemporary period of fragmentation 
and of this - worldly, commercialized religiosity (Frigerio  2007 ,  2008 ). In this 
Frigerio reinforces Stark ’ s critique of secularization theories  –  while offering a dif-
ferent reading from that of Chesnut, a true believing follower of Stark. 

 Frigerio also goes further in refi ning the concept of a market and of regulation. 
Rational choice, in the image of the US model of free exercise and no establishment, 
takes it for granted that less regulation brings more religious participation, because 
it enables religious entrepreneurs to explore and exploit all manner of market niches, 
or consumer preferences. Iannacone ’ s statement that  “ government regulation of 
religion tends to reduce individual welfare, stifl ing religious innovation by restricting 
choice, and narrowing the range of religious commodities ”  (Iannacone  1997 : 1489) 
needs qualifi cation. But Frigerio points out that all markets are regulated in some 
way, that there is a continuum from monopoly to pluralism, and that regulation is 
not only a matter of state action: political and social pressures and the media also 
frame and condition the place of religion and religions and so the formal picture 
offers only an incomplete guide to the situation. Similarly Roberto Blancarte, in 
concluding an extensive essay on Mexico, emphasizes the relative character of the 
separation of spheres between between Church and State, or between religion and 
politics (Blancarte  2007 ). Indeed, after a period of intensive constitution - making 
and reform in Latin America since the Brazilian Constituent Assembly gathered in 
1987, which has reduced, though not always eliminated, the prerogatives of the 
Catholic Church in the state, we have seen a resurgence of the Church ’ s infl uence 
on politics, notably with regard to education and health. 

 Markets are also institutions and no theory or philosophy denies the need for 
public regulation to ensure, or try to ensure, fair dealing. Like the informal sector 
of the economy, the mass of Pentecostal sects operate in an unregulated institutional 
void where denominations and ancient churches are only sketchily present. In the 
informal economy regulations governing wages, health standards, contracts, and 
minimum standards are irrelevant, wages and productivity are very low, and so 
entry is easy. The similarity to Pentecostal churches is brought home forcefully by 
Omar McRoberts ’  study of religious districts in Boston (McRoberts  2005 ) in which 
 “ the glut of vacant commercial spaces …  provided ample space for religious institu-
tions looking for cheap rents ”  (p. 139). It is a market far more deregulated than 
anything the rational choice theorists  –  who do not claim to be extreme libertarians 
 –  might imagine in the way of free competition. The pattern whereby Christianity ’ s 
most rapid expansion is carried forward by evangelical or charismatic churches 
which enjoy a dominant position in economically depressed areas, may simply 
refl ect lack of competition rather than the merits of religion as a social good. 

 Supply - siders often write in tones of approval, sometimes enthusiasm, of the large 
numbers taking part in religious activity, yet they do not tell us why they adopt 
such a tone  –  especially since, as has been stated, some of their interpretations rest 
upon religion ’ s social and psychological rewards, not on its truth value. Their 
underlying conception of what it means to be religious, and what society should 
expect from religion, is entirely implicit. 

 While it is true that the headlong growth of charismatic religion contradicts some 
versions of secularization theory, it must also be remembered that the Christianity 
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which is growing is found in quite different social and geographical locations from 
the Christianity which has lost millions of adherents, participants and members in 
the secularization process. Similarly, while Judaism in general suffers a demographic 
crisis, the numbers and infl uence of the ultra - Orthodox are growing through the 
return movement. The minutiae of secularization debates, so well represented in the 
disputes between Bruce and Stark et al., sometimes make the sociology of religion 
itself look like an inward - looking sect, and they distract from the other story  –  
namely the change brought about in the meaning of what it is to be religious by 
conversion - led and charismatic movements. 

 We may thus conclude by asking what is at issue? The rational choice question 
seems to be what are the conditions in which religious organization thrives, but the 
question whether its survival is good for the rest of society remains tantalizingly 
out of bounds: the authors ’  tone may convey a positive view of religious organiza-
tion, but they do not engage with the issue at all. Perhaps this is because they do 
not want to raise issues of the truth of religious claims, and perhaps it is because 
they do not want to enter into the discussion of the benefi ts religion might, or might 
not, bring to society as a whole: that, after all, would detract from an implicit idea 
that religion is its own justifi cation. Stark ’ s open contempt for religious trends which 
seek to provide non - religious goods  –  i.e. liberal, non - exclusionary churches and 
synagogues –  is a source of deep division separating him from Bruce and no doubt 
many others who see mission diversifi cation as a path for sects out of their ghetto -
 like existence, towards eventual church or denominational status where, one might 
deduce, they fi t into secularized societies. These differences are not purely academic, 
they are about belief and commitment.  

  Notes 

  I wish to thank the Institute of Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University for its hospitality 
and support during the writing of this piece.  

  1     Observation based on fi eld research by the author with Batia Siebzehner in Israel 
2005 – 7.   
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The Religious Habitus 
 Embodiment, Religion, and 

Sociological Theory  

  Philip A.   Mellor   and   Chris   Shilling       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The origins of sociology are commonly associated with post - Enlightenment rational-
ism, positivism and the instrumentalization of modern societies. What is frequently 
neglected in accounts of the emergence of the discipline, however, is that many of 
its founding fi gures also analyzed the  ontological foundations  of human beings. 
These foundations informed those emotions, passions and collective bonds that not 
only underpinned and coexisted with the rational dimensions of society, but pos-
sessed the capacity to challenge these parameters. It was this concern, in fact, that 
contributed signifi cantly to the general attention classical sociology devoted to the 
phenomenon of religion (Nisbet  1993 ; Levine  1993 ), and to its specifi c interest in 
the centrality of religion to two key sociological problems. First, the study of religion 
was understood to be core to the challenge of identifying and comprehending those 
social processes through which embodied subjects become incorporated into social 
groups. This was because religion both structured people ’ s conscience and con-
sciousness, and sought to harness their  bodily affects  and  practices  in line with 
collective norms. Second, the analysis of religion also highlighted the importance of 
examining how social phenomena not only shaped embodied subjects, but could 
 themselves  be structured and limited by the physical qualities, capacities and poten-
tialities of these subjects. Sociologists generally acknowledged that religion responded 
to certain human needs and/or experiences (associated, for example, with human 
frailty, suffering, and fi nitude) and also recognized that it appeared to be patterned, 
at least in part, on the basis of these phenomena. Religion, in short, provided an 
exemplar of the dynamic interrelationship that existed between social phenomena 
in a rapidly modernizing Western world, and the ontological properties of em bodied 
humans as they acted in and on this milieu. 

 The founding fi gures differed considerably in their conclusions about religion in 
the light of these problems, of course, and about the nature and development of 
social and cultural phenomena. Nonetheless, they all saw questions about religion, 
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the embodied potentialities and limits of humans, and the creation and evolution 
of different patterns of human community, as intimately related and central to the 
sociological enterprise. Furthermore, their growing awareness that modern societies 
were developing a distinctively technological culture, characterized by processes of 
instrumentalism that rendered religion increasingly marginal to social life, only 
intensifi ed this interest. Such developments raised questions about whether the 
rationalized demands of this culture could continue to bind people into social 
groups, and whether these demands could be seen as in some way  “ out of joint ”  
with the embodied ontological needs of humans (Turner  1991 ); needs that had 
traditionally been addressed through religious meanings and practices. 

 This chapter focuses on the most infl uential classical sociological conceptions of 
this relationship between religion, the embodied ontology of humans and moder-
nity, before switching attention to more recent sociological accounts built upon 
them. We begin with Weber, who analyzed Protestantism as promoting a divergence 
between the need of individuals for religious meaning and the rationalization of 
modern life, and contrast this with Durkheim ’ s account of religion. Durkheim ’ s 
focus on the  “ contagious ”  circulation of emotional energies, and their expression 
through symbols and regulation through rituals, presupposed the  enduring  signifi -
cance of the link between religion, embodiment and society, even in highly rational-
ized modern societies. 

 In many respects the accounts of Weber and Durkheim are diametrically opposed, 
refl ecting broader oppositions between the methodological individualism of much 
German social thought and the methodological holism characteristic of the French 
philosophical tradition, yet both identify embodiment as a vital mediator of the 
relationship between religion and modernity. This is the context in which we suggest 
in the second part of this chapter that the notion of a  religious habitus  can be used 
to build a bridge between these different classical perspectives, and illuminate key 
themes in the subsequent development of sociology ’ s engagement with religion, 
embodiment, and society. 

 In general terms, the habitus refers to a socially structured bodily disposition that 
promotes particular orientations to the world. As a concept, it enables us to view 
the body - society relationship from the starting point of either the collectivity (the 
approach usually ascribed to Durkheim) or the embodied individual (the method-
ological position with which Weber is ordinarily associated). The idea of a  religious  
habitus, moreover, allows us to explore what is distinct about how religion is con-
nected to the embodied potentialities and frailties of humans, and how it seeks to 
harness those qualities to the re/creation of specifi c social and cultural orders. In 
analyzing this issue further, we examine some of the preconditions of, the distinctive 
stages involved in, and the issues raised by, the foundation and construction of a 
religious habitus. These involve the biological openness of our species being, links 
between the accumulation and expenditure of energy and the constitution of col-
lectivities, the role and costs of sacrifi ce and sacrifi cial rites in this process, and the 
importance of bodily techniques and body pedagogics for the perpetuation of par-
ticular forms of religion. These themes have featured prominently in contemporary 
accounts of religion and embodiment and enable us to suggest that, despite its 
apparent marginalization within technological culture, religion remains integrally 
involved in the development of human society in the current global era.  
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  CHARISMA, RATIONALIZATION, AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE 

 Weber ’ s concepts of  “ charisma ”  and  “ rationalization ”  are central to his account of 
those processes through which embodied subjects are incorporated into, and sub-
sequently dislocated from, social groups. Charisma originates from the inability of 
mundane bodily experience to answer problems of suffering and fortune, and pro-
vides a  “ supernatural ”  sense of power over the inexplicable (Gerth and Mills  1948 ). 
Weber ( 1968 : 216) took the notion of charisma from Christianity, where it referred 
to the gift of divine grace, but used it to signal a powerful form of authority pro-
jected onto, and recognized as embodied within, particular individuals. It is the 
recognition, or  “ revelation, ”  of this authority that is not only the inter - corporeal 
basis of religion, but a fundamental source of social creativity. While the  “ other -
 worldly ”  experience of charisma possessed a human basis, it stands apart from, 
takes precedence over, and provides an incentive to reinterpet and reorder the 
mundane world of daily life (Weber  1968 : 432 – 3). 

 The creative power of charisma does not endure in Weber ’ s analysis, however, 
as revelation and change gives way to a routinization of religious life conducive to 
the establishment of tradition and, subsequently, its further systematization via a 
process of rationalization. In modern societies, this rationalization becomes wide-
spread so that the potentially revolutionary power of charisma inevitably wanes, 
signalling the dominance of bureaucratic organization and  “ the diminishing impor-
tance of individual action ”  (Weber  1968 : 1148 – 9). 

 Ironically, Weber ( 1968 : 1146) identifi es Protestantism as one of  the  motor forces 
implicated in the loss of the inter - corporeal basis of charisma and the progressive 
rationalization and secularization of the modern world. Weber ’ s  (1991)  account of 
the  “ elective affi nity ”  between Protestantism and capitalist culture is well known. 
Focusing on the ways in which Protestantism came to see worldly activity in general, 
and work in particular, as a divine calling, he argued that it promoted a highly 
ordered and ascetic pattern of religious individualism. The rationalization of labor 
for the glory of God stimulated a culture centered on capitalistic productivity and, 
more broadly, an instrumentalization of the world necessary for the emergence of 
a distinctively technological culture (Weber  1991 : 160, 102 – 5, 36, 72,  1968 : 65, 
24 – 6). What is less well known, however, is that, for Weber, this elective affi nity 
is tied to important changes in the human experience of embodiment. 

 In Weber ’ s narrative ( 1991 : 13), the  “ disenchantment ”  of the world promoted 
by Protestantism renders charisma redundant, in the sense that a world ruled by 
rational calculation has no room for experiencing the other - worldly, but this 
redundancy could only be achieved via a disciplined regulation of the body and its 
affects. Protestantism, indeed, did not simply reject the sensuality of some aspects 
of medieval Christian religiosity, but reordered the religious priority attached to 
the senses, so that sight, which could be trained to read the Word of God, 
dominated touch and smell. In its asceticism, furthermore, Protestant sought to 
police the body in relation to the temptations of pleasure and sensuality that 
might undercut the disciplined exercise of a worldly calling (Mellor and Shilling 
 1997 : 112). 
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 A key point of Weber ’ s  (1991)  analysis is that in so far as  “ Protestant ”  aspects 
of embodiment endure, they do so implicitly, robbed of religious justifi cations and 
legitimations. As rationalization processes advance in the modern world, social and 
natural realities become differentiated into specifi c spheres, many of which are 
defi ned as  “ secular ”  and, therefore, deemed to be free of religious censorship and 
control. This is particularly important with regard to the technological aspects of 
modern culture. While the Aristotelian notion of  techn ̄e   refl ected an assumption 
that human techniques for controlling nature and society operated in harmony with 
a universal natural order, for Weber the accumulating technological knowledge of 
modernity was increasingly free of any religious or moral frame of reference (Maley 
 2004 : 71). Heidegger ’ s  (1993)  later suggestion that the essence of technology 
involves an instrumental rationalism of total mastery over nature develops this 
argument. Instrumentalism involves  “ enframing ”  nature, calling upon the environ-
ment to be  “ immediately on hand ”  as a  “ standing reserve ”  forced to yield its 
properties and potential to any effi ciency - based demand placed upon it. Conse-
quently, the defi ning property of modern technology is the insistence on domination 
and control  irrespective  of the properties of the material it is involved with, some-
thing that reaches a point where knowledge, morals and information come to be 
judged purely in terms of their productive utility, and where people themselves are 
regarded as a standing - reserve. 

 In this context, and in so far as they endure, religious attempts to enframe 
nature, society and humanity in moral and metaphysical forms are challenged by 
the routines of everyday life, wherein the  “ psycho - physical apparatus of man is 
completely adjusted to the demands of  …  the tools, the machines ”  (Weber  1948 : 
149,  1968 : 1156; Maley  2004 : 75, 79). This is why, for Weber, secularization is 
not simply about the critical scrutiny applied to religious doctrines, or even to 
empirical data about such issues as church attendance. Instead, what modern 
secularizing processes entail is the promotion of a  form of embodied existence  
that renders religious commitment marginal to the core of social and cultural 
life. 

 There is a great deal of crossover between Weber ’ s arguments and those of 
Simmel, another fi gure central to the German tradition of sociology. Like Weber, 
though without recourse to the notion of charisma, Simmel ( 1997 : 43) sees the 
origins of religion  within  the embodied potentialities of individuals. Prior to the 
emergence or continued existence of specifi c  forms  of religion in social life, there 
exists a  “ religious ”  impulse embodied in individuals, an impulse which seeks to 
unify divergent experiences and sensations, overcome internal confl icts, and provide 
a sense of self and world as meaningful, interrelated phenomena. Similar to Weber, 
however, Simmel ( 1997 : 9) is convinced that these individual religious impulses are 
made problematic by the rationalization and complexity of the modern world. Thus, 
for both theorists, there is a tension between social creativity (located in the embod-
ied potentialities of [interacting] individuals), and social stagnation (located in what 
are perceived to be the inhuman structures of the modern world) and a tendency 
to dwell upon the potentially bleak resolution of this tension in favor of the latter 
(Mellor  2004 ). This is refl ected in Weber ’ s  (1991)  despairing comment that a  “ polar 
night of icy darkness and hardness ”  awaits humanity, a comment which exemplifi ed 
his view of the violence visited by modernity on embodied subjects, yet which stands 
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in stark contrast to the analysis of this relationship offered by Comte and, more 
especially, Durkheim.  

  EMOTIONS, SYMBOLS, AND RITUALS 

 Auguste Comte gave us the word  “ sociology, ”  and fi rst accounted for its systematic 
nature and scope as a discipline centered on the acquisition of  “ positive facts ”  about 
society through methods of observation, experiment, comparison, and history. 
While rigorously eschewing theological and metaphysical speculation, however, 
Comte came to see religion as a fundamental dimension of social life precisely 
because it fl owed from, and engaged creatively with, aspects of human embodiment 
which he understood to be necessary for the development of social meaning and 
order. Increasingly conceiving of sociology itself as a religious project, a move 
leaving him vulnerable to accusations of eccentricity and even insanity, he sought 
to promote his vision of the  “ positive society ”  by attempting to balance what he 
saw as the Enlightenment ’ s over - emphasis on rationalism and the intellect with the 
emotional solidarity and symbolic richness of religion (Aron  1964 ; Pickering  1993 ; 
Reedy  1994 ). Durkheim ridiculed Comte ’ s attempt to create a  “ religion of human-
ity, ”  and his confusion of this with the sociological project. Nonetheless, he accepted 
Comte ’ s view that the religious generation and regulation of emotions, symbols and 
rituals captured something universal about the embodied basis of a society. 

 In line with the French philosophical tradition ’ s focus on the collectivity, 
Durkheim ’ s primary sociological interests were in the  “ supra - individual ”  elements 
in social life relating to social actions, feelings, beliefs, values, and ideals (Lukes 
 1973 : 115). Durkheim did not ignore the embodied ontology of humans in his writ-
ings, though, and attributed great importance to the  homo duplex  nature of indi-
viduals for the establishment of collective phenomena. For Durkheim  (1973)  the 
egoistic pole of our  homo duplex  character has to be stimulated by  “  sui generis  
forces developed in association ”  with others if the social and moral side of our being 
is to be harnessed to the creation and reproduction of collective representations and 
groups (Durkheim  1974 : 24 – 6,  1995 : 213). This understanding of the relationship 
between humanity ’ s  homo duplex  character and the emergent, embodied unity of 
social symbols, and also of social life more broadly, is developed most systematically 
with regard to his stress on the foundational role of religious phenomena for society 
and culture. This is evident in his last major work,  The Elementary Forms of Reli-
gious Life , a study in which he propounded a theory of the constitution of religious 
society, that was also a theory of society in general, and that additionally contained 
within it a theory of the embodied ontology of humanity. 

 For Durkheim, the fundamental processes through which social life is constituted 
have a religious character: the emergence of society is marked by a contagious cir-
culation of emotional energies that produce distinctive experiences and collective 
representations of what he calls the  “ sacred. ”  Durkheim refers to these energies 
through the notion  “ collective effervescence, ”  a term which refers to the emotionally 
stimulating effects of congregation during which  “ a sort of electricity is generated ”  
from people ’ s closeness which  “ quickly launches them to an extraordinary height 
of exaltation ”  (Durkheim  1995 : 217). This is the primary means through which the 
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sacred is unleashed, experienced by, and spread between people. Defi ning the sacred 
as  “ things set apart and forbidden ”  from the profane world of every day life, which 
not only represent a group to itself but bind individuals into a powerful sense of 
moral community, Durkheim argues that there can be no society without this physi-
cal and cognitive sense of this sacred, and that the sacred/profane polarity has been 
a central feature of human thought and culture throughout history (Durkheim  1995 : 
44, 34 – 6). 

 If collective effervescence is the raw emotional phenomenon out of which solidar-
ity experienced as the sacred is able to emerge,  ritual  provides the means through 
which this emotional energy can be intensifi ed, regulated and replenished. In this 
respect  “ cults, ”  systems of rituals, can be distinguished into  “ positive ”  and  “ nega-
tive ”  types: the former are focused on the potentially sacrilegious encounter with 
the sacred, such as in the Christian Eucharist where God is eaten symbolically/
sacramentally; the latter serve to maintain the separation between sacred and 
profane through, amongst other things, taboos. Consequently, at the heart of reli-
gious life is the tension between coming into contact/not coming into contact with 
the sacred, mediated through a ritual process where this tension is kept  “ charged ”  
with a sort of emotional electricity. Furthermore, different types of rituals channel 
emotional energies in ways that are directly related to the cyclical pattern of social 
life, so that some deal with profusions of energy, such as we fi nd at feasts, while 
others deal with depletions of social energy, such as  “ piacular ”  rites, where the aim 
is to  “ restore to the group the energy that the events [e.g. deaths] threatened to take 
away ”  (Durkheim  1995 : 415 – 6). 

 Symbols constitute a potent outcome of this ritually mediated effervescence for 
two main reasons. First, they express the transfi gured world of sensed realities 
brought about by emotional contagion, and express an experience of moral com-
munity. Second, they are not simply abstract representations of collective experi-
ences and identifi cations, but retain the emotional charge that created them 
(Durkheim  1995 : 239, 221). Thus, the fl ag of a country is often treated as sacred, 
and a soldier will struggle to defend it on the battlefi eld because the symbol carries 
the emotional charge that binds that soldier to the community he seeks to defend: 
 “ the soldier who dies for his fl ag dies for his country ”  (Durkheim,  1995 : 222). The 
development of a symbolic order in a society is a product of those processes through 
which collective feeling becomes conscious of itself, but also a further means of 
ensuring that this consciousness, the conscience collective, retains its emotional 
power in the hearts and minds of individuals. 

 Durkheim ’ s arguments concerning the social origins and power of these collective 
representations were central to a number of later, highly infl uential studies of sym-
bolic and ritual orders (e.g. Douglas  1966 ; Turner  1969 ), and had a decisive infl u-
ence upon well known studies of the symbolic dimensions of contemporary culture 
(e.g. Berger  1967 ; Bellah  1970 ). Furthermore, his suggestion that we should under-
stand religion as an emotionally potent grouping of people around collective experi-
ences and symbols of the sacred has been exploited by studies of a diverse range of 
contemporary social and cultural phenomena, including patriotic or nationalist 
ceremonies (Tiryakian  1995, 2004 ; Alexander  2004 ; Collins,  2004 ), everyday social 
interactions (Maffesoli  1996 ), consumerism (Featherstone  1991 ; Ritzer  1999 ), and 
communications media (Dayan and Katz  1988 ). 
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 Studies such as these raise important questions about the embodied character of 
social life in the light of Weber ’ s account of technological culture. In particular, 
how is it that the relationship between religion and embodiment continues to hold 
in a society that is increasingly rationalized? For Weber, as we have noted, moder-
nity promotes a form of embodied existence that renders religious commitment 
marginal to the core dimensions of social and cultural life. For Durkheim ( 1995 : 
1), in contrast, the embodied character of religion expresses something  “ fundamen-
tal and permanent ”  about humanity, so, ultimately, it cannot be in contradiction 
to modern technological culture. The differences between these theorists, though, 
can be overemphasized. 

 First, the tension between the effervescent vitalism of the  “ primitive ”  cultures 
Durkheim studied in  The Elementary Forms of Religious Life , and the diminution 
of emotional energies, and thus of the sacred, in modernity was already prominent 
in his  Suicide  and  The Division of Labor in Society . This tension encouraged later, 
neo - Durkheimian, work to attend to how  specifi c forms  of religion engaged with 
human embodiment, thereby bringing it closer to some of the comparative religious 
concerns that mark Weber ’ s work. Second, both Weber and Durkheim attend in 
their different ways to the dynamic interrelationship that exists between humanity ’ s 
 embodied constitution  and its openness to distinctively  social forms  of construction, 
elaboration and development. 

 This is the context in which notion of a religious habitus can constitute a bridge 
between Weber ’ s and Durkheim ’ s work by enabling us to trace the relationship 
between society and embodiment from the starting point of either the collectivity 
or the individual. Thus, on the one hand, as the embodiment of the  social , the 
habitus is concerned with those external forces that manage to shape the body. On 
the other hand, however, it is also necessarily concerned with how the body ’ s  own  
needs and potentialities make it unevenly receptive to different social forces and 
may themselves impact on societal factors. The notion of the religious habitus can 
also be used as a framework for contextualizing a range of key themes that have 
marked the sociological analysis of religion and the body.  

  RELIGION AS HABITUS 

 The sociological development of the notion of  habitus , which dates back to Aristo-
tle and St Thomas Aquinas, is associated initially with Mauss  (1950)  but found its 
fullest expression in Elias ’ s  (1987, 1991)  analysis of the transformations in manners 
and etiquette in Western history, which emphasized how the embodied subject is 
highly permeable with regard to large - scale social processes. Its best known and 
most infl uential deployment, however, remains Bourdieu ’ s  (1977)  account of the 
pre - cognitive, embodied predispositions which promote particular forms of orienta-
tion to the world, organize each generation ’ s senses and bodily experiences into 
particular hierarchies, and predispose people towards particular ways of knowing 
and acting. 

 Within the sociology of religion there have been a number of empirically oriented 
studies that draw upon this notion of the habitus, with its view of the body as  “ the 
principle generating and unifying all practices ”  (Bourdieu  1977 : 124), such as 
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Csordas ’ s  (1994)  analysis of the embodied character of Catholic charismatic healing. 
The notion ’ s importance for the sociology of religion goes beyond specifi c studies, 
however, and rests on its theoretical signifi cance across a range of thematic areas. 
In mainstream sociology, the deployment of the term habitus has tended to focus 
on such issues as how long term shifts in monopolies of violence and the division 
of labor impact on people ’ s embodied character (Elias), or on how an individual ’ s 
location within various  “ social fi elds ”  shapes their tastes and preferences (Bourdieu). 
Analyses of religion, in contrast, allow us to focus on how the habitus is also 
grounded in fundamental features of human existence relating to the material, bio-
logical constitution of being human, as well as to the specifi c social milieu inhabited 
by individuals. The fi rst of these features concerns what Turner ( 1991 : xxii) has 
referred to as the inherent openness, fl exibility and vulnerability of humans. 

  Biological  o penness 

 Turner  (1991)  has identifi ed the importance for the sociology of religion of the 
German tradition of philosophical anthropology, a tradition associated with Gehlen 
and Plessner but ultimately having Nietzschean sources. Its key argument suggests 
that the instinctual character of humans is, in relation to other animals, signifi cantly 
under - determined. Humans are  “ world - open, ”  so their relationships with social and 
natural environments are vulnerable and require investments of meaning, discipline 
and training. The most infl uential expressions of these ideas in the sociology of 
religion are associated with Berger  (1967)  and Luckmann  (1967) . 

 Working together, Berger and Luckmann  (1966)  developed a highly infl uential 
sociology of knowledge which emphasized the  “ biological unfi nishedness ”  of 
humans. They argued that the ontological condition of human being left people 
vulnerable to anomic experiences of life ’ s meaninglessness and futility, and that 
cultural constructions of meaning helped shield individuals from this potential 
terror. In their subsequent books, Berger and Luckmann applied these arguments 
specifi cally to religious phenomena. 

 For Berger  (1967) , the importance of religion across history refl ects the fact that, 
though it is a socially constructed product, its symbolic contents locate human life 
and destiny within a sacred cosmos transcendent of day - to - day realities. This cosmos 
functions to reassure individuals of the meaningfulness and reality of their lives; 
providing them with an existential framework in which they can act, construct a 
role - based identity, and develop a structured habitus that, biologically, they lack. 
It is in this context that Berger ( 1967 : 63 – 5) develops Weber ’ s interests by analysing 
a range of theodicies (from the  “ irrational ”  desire for absorption in the Other 
evident in religious mysticism through to the highly rationalized account of the 
universal signifi cance of every human action in the  karma - samsara  complex in 
Indian religion) as cultural constructions that do not aim to provide happiness or 
rewards but  meaning , particularly with regard to the brute fact of death (Berger 
 1967 : 80). 

 Berger ’ s use of philosophical anthropology in his analysis of human embodiment 
allows him to draw together the work of Durkheim and Weber, both of whom 
recognized the importance of culture for people ’ s ontological needs. Like Durkheim, 
he emphasizes the collective,  sui generis  nature of society and culture, the symbolic 
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expression of this as  “ the sacred, ”  in strict opposition to the profane, the importance 
of symbols and rituals for the development and maintenance of religious phenom-
ena, and the central role of religion across history in terms of the integration of 
individuals into social orders (Berger  1967 : 7, 27). It is Berger ’ s view of humans as 
biologically  “ unfi nished, ”  and his understanding of the existential consequences of 
this, however, that informs his view of the sacred not simply as the symbolic expres-
sion of collective social dynamics, but as connected to meaningful orders of  variable 
solidity  in relation to the potentially terrifying consequences of our  “ world open-
ness. ”  This analytical move transforms the sacred/profane polarity into an order/
chaos dichotomy whose social signifi cance is measured primarily in terms of indi-
viduals ’  experiences of existential reassurance or anxiety. Consequently, the 
Durkheimian model of religion and society is reframed here in terms closer to 
Weber. Like Weber, the importance Berger is then able to attribute to the contents 
of particular religions allows him to analyze the relative effi cacy of different belief 
systems, and to implicate Protestantism in rationalization and secularization and in 
his bleak assessment of modernity. 

 Not surprisingly, since they developed their sociology of knowledge collabora-
tively, Luckmann ’ s  (1967)  approach to religion is similar to Berger ’ s. He too offers 
a theoretical model centered on biological unfi nishedness and the sacred as meaning-
ful order. Where he differs and leans more toward a Durkheimian framework than 
Berger, is in his argument that the  functions  of religious systems of meaning can be 
assumed by a wide variety of social phenomena while their specifi c  contents  are of 
far less importance. This allows Luckman to suggest that major world religions can 
be replaced by  “ functional equivalents ”  found among a diverse range of, often 
apparently  “ secular, ”  phenomena classed as  “ invisible religion. ”  For Luckmann, 
the functional equivalents of religion endure, albeit in a reconfi gured form. For 
Berger, at least until a more recent change of heart, the fate of religion is inextricably 
tied to the relative effectiveness of its theodicy. 

 The relationship between the threats posed by biological openness and existen-
tially reassuring (religious) meaning systems have been discussed by more recent 
infl uential thinkers. While not acknowledging the infl uence of Berger, Giddens 
 (1990, 1991)  offers similar arguments about the importance and frailty of culture. 
Where Berger ( 1967 : 23) talks of  “ marginal situations ”  such as death threatening 
individuals ’ s ontological security, Giddens ( 1991 : 112) refers to the same phenom-
ena as  “ fateful moments. ”  Giddens ( 1990 : 109) also locates the signifi cance of 
religion in the domain of existential concerns, though he strongly emphasizes the 
undermining of religious cosmology by the refl exively organized knowledge of 
modernity. This recalls Berger ’ s ( 1967 : 156) emphasis on the fundamental impor-
tance of  “ plausibility structures ”  in his philosophical anthropology and the  “ crisis 
of plausibility ”  for religion initiated by modern technological culture. A major dif-
ference between Berger and Giddens, however, is that while Berger continues to 
ground his concerns about within a consideration for the biological materiality and 
vulnerability, Giddens  (1991)  ultimately erases the signifi cance of embodiment 
altogether by suggesting that it becomes absorbed within the self - referential systems 
of modernity. 

 Turner, in contrast, retains a strong hold on the importance of the embodied 
constitution of humans in his enduring concern with the  material  dimensions of 
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meaning and its consequences for people ’ s biological  “ incompleteness. ”  The primary 
focus of Turner ’ s  (1991)  sociological engagement with religion and the body is on 
religious discourses and practices involved in attempts to control and regulate our 
socially receptive bodies. This draws on Foucault, as well as on his own interest in 
the Hobbesian  “ problem of order. ”  Here, Turner ( 1991 : 2, 12 – 13) argues that  “ the 
question of meaning ”  should be seen as a material issue rather than a theoretical 
one, in the sense that religion is to do with the  “ experience of physical and physi-
ological reality, ”  and, as such, lies at the heart of the interchange of nature and 
culture in the construction of what it is to be human. 

 Turner ’ s interest in the  “ biological unfi nishedness ”  of humans is developed in his 
later work. In collaboration with Rojek, for example, his Hobbesian focus contin-
ues, but is supplemented by Feuerbach ’ s interest in the sensuous embodiment of 
humans whose societies furnish them with cultural systems that  “ complete their 
unfi nished ontological characteristics ”  (Turner and Rojek  2001 : 215 – 16, 32). In 
this model, humanity ’ s embodied  “ ontological frailty ”  is manifest not only in cul-
tural and social forms (providing humans with the meanings, values and identities 
they inherently lack), but in biological (disease, ageing, death), and psychological 
(fear, anxiety) forms too. These are seen as the inevitable parameters in which people 
develop particular forms of habitus, and their enduring ontological signifi cance 
helps explain the epistemological structures of religion and its continued appeal. 

 Turner has reached contrasting conclusions regarding Durkheimian and Webe-
rian debates about the fate of religion in technological culture (Turner  1991 : xvii –
 xviii; Turner  2002 : 117). Nonetheless, the merit of his focus on biological openness, 
along with that of Berger and Luckmann, is that it locates questions about people ’ s 
embodied mode of orientation to their habitus at the heart of the sociology of reli-
gion. More recently, his considerations have also been extended to such areas as 
the possible consequences for religion of new technologies (Turner  2006, 2007 ). 

 The focus on biological vulnerability in this section highlights not only the impor-
tance of and the fundamental organic need that humans have for a  habitus , but 
suggests that religion has a vital role to play in enabling individuals to develop a 
 viable  orientation to their world. The signifi cance of the body for religion is not 
confi ned to its openness or vulnerability, however, and others have drawn attention 
to the importance of a range of emotions, energies and impulses central to religion. 
Their emphasis on the  socially structuring  potential of embodiment, as opposed to 
its capacity and need to be  structured  as a defense against world openness, charac-
terizes the sociological interest in religion as a form of  expenditure .  

  The  a ccumulation and  e xpenditure of  e nergy 

 A notable development in the Durkheimian tradition is the idea that the emergence 
and maintenance of religion and society is connected to the accumulation and dis-
charge of physical and emotional energy, a process most clearly evidenced in 
 “ primitive ”  societies. Caillois ’ s  (1950)  account of the effervescent vitalism of the 
 “ feast ”  is a notable expression of this trend. Feasts are occasions, he suggests, in 
which religious rites channel an excess of food and energy into an effervescent 
contact with the sacred which leads to the revitalization of society (Caillois 
 1950 : 227). 
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 This focus on  “ primitive ”  expenditures of energy also featured in Mauss ’ s  (1973)  
study of the emotional intensity of the communal months in Eskimo communities, 
an analysis which became key to his account of the economy of energy involved 
in gift exchange. Developed with reference to his analysis of the potlatch, 
Mauss  (1969)  emphasizes how the expenditure of wealth becomes part of an emo-
tionally saturated pattern of obligations generating social solidarity. These obliga-
tory reciprocal expenditures provide an inter - corporeal basis for the periodic 
revitalization of collective relationships in which people incorporate  “ the other ”  
into themselves. 

 In a similar argument, Bataille  (1967)  used Durkheim ’ s account of the embodied 
basis of the sacred to develop a theory of a  “ general ”  economy; an economy (based 
upon  “ excess ”  and  “ expenditure ” ) which underpinned the  “ restricted ”  economy 
(based on scarcity and production) that was the subject of classical economics. For 
Bataille, the excess of this general economy arises from a surplus of emotional 
energy that necessarily accumulates because it arises from human embodiment. This 
excess cannot be conserved within the body, and therefore must be expended. In 
primitive societies, this expenditure was characteristically achieved through religious 
activity. 

 Having located their analyses in the context of primitive societies, each of 
these theorists questions whether the vitalism of traditional bodies, collectivities 
and religious process can be maintained in modernity. Caillois  (1950)  doubts 
whether the  “ stirring effervescence ”  of the past could reoccur in a modern era 
characterized by a profane devitalization. Mauss ’ s  (1969)  argument about the 
emotional basis to gift economies was developed as part of a critique of the ratio-
nalism and utilitarianism of modern culture. Relatedly, Bataille ’ s ( 1992 : 93 – 100) 
view of modernity, like that of Weber, was that it depended on an exclusion 
of the sacred that was not, following Durkheim, ultimately viable, and that would 
eventuate in a return of virulent and highly destructive sacred energies (Bataille 
 1992 ). 

 The writings of Caillois, Bataille, and Mauss provide us with a different approach 
towards the foundations of a religious  habitus  than those whose concern is with 
the cultural  “ completion ”  of our biological unfi nishedness. Rather than emphasizing 
ontological  “ defi ciencies, ”  they focus on the creative potential of people ’ s emotional 
energies and the potential frailty of modern attempts to structure the  habitus  in 
relation to what it apparently excludes. 

 Such a focus on the accumulation and expenditure of energy provide an impor-
tant but relatively undifferentiated account of the collective consequences of one 
dimension of the embodied potentialities of humans. Accounts of  sacrifi ce  provided 
by Mauss and others, however, analyze in more detail the benefi ts and costs of this 
 “ economy, ”  for both individuals and collectivities. Specifi cally, they examine how 
expenditures of energy need to be  harnessed  for them to recreate collectivities, 
involve potentially violent  interpersonal dynamics , and entail signifi cant  individual 
costs . In so doing, these theorists supplement a concern with the biological need 
humans have for a  “ world completing ”  habitus, and the overall social structuring 
potential of their embodied energies, with an interest in the specifi c social trajectory 
and (sometimes negative) consequences resulting from the ritual mediation of human 
energy.  
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  Sacrifi ce 

 Building upon Sylvain Levi ’ s account of the Brahmanical notions of sacrifi ce, Hubert 
and Mauss  (1964)  identify this ritual as key to the consolidation of social groups. 
It is the expenditure during sacrifi cial rituals of people ’ s energies, of collective 
resources, and even of the lives of victims, that provides an especially potent means 
through which a habitus conducive to the reproduction of community is forged 
(Mauss  1900 ). Bataille  (1988, 1967)  even suggests that ritual sacrifi ce is  necessary  
for the revitalization of the sacred and the  “ revirilization ”  of society. For Bataille, 
those occasions when a sacrifi cial victim is plucked from the  “ world of utility, ”  and 
brutally removed from profane life, become the means through which individuals 
reinforce community via a violent experience of solidarity. 

 If sacrifi cial rituals can reinforce community, however, the notion of sacrifi ce also 
illuminates the costs borne by individuals engaging in social processes. These costs 
reach beyond those sacrifi cial victims discussed by Bataille and relate to energetic 
expenditures required of individuals engaging in  any  social processes. Durkheim 
( 1973 : 163) introduces us to what is involved here. Despite his focus on the reli-
giously and socially  productive  consequences of emotional effervescence, Durkheim 
acknowledges that society demands  “ perpetual and costly sacrifi ces ”  from individu-
als by obliging them to surpass their personal interests for collective ideals. His 
adoption of the individual perspective on this occasion moves us closer to Simmel 
( 1990 : 82) who suggests that all social interaction involves sacrifi ce. Simmel defi nes 
this sacrifi ce in bodily terms as an expenditure of personal energy. This expenditure 
is not wholly negative  –  it enables humans to fulfi l the social aspects of their  homo 
duplex  natures, stimulating social emotions that bind individuals into communities 
 –  but it  “ drains ”  the emotional reserves of individuals (p. 82). In contrast to 
Durkheim, however, Simmel argues that the costs of this sacrifi ce may sometimes 
be too great. While an individual ’ s religious habitus necessarily requires a  form  in 
which it can be expressed, this form may at times prove too damaging for the reli-
gious  contents  of the individual personality. Bataille also acknowledges the sacrifi ces 
involved for individuals in becoming part of a religious collectivity. For Bataille, 
indeed, all contact with the sacred entails a violent rupture from the profane world 
humans normally inhabit. Prefi gured in the temporary obliteration of differentiation 
during orgasm, encountering the sacred promotes an annihilation of the individual 
which reaches its end point in death but which also signals the human yearning for 
undifferentiated community that is the essence of the religious impulse. 

 Taken together, the analyses in this section reveal a particularly important strand 
within the modern study of religion:  “ primitive ”  forms of culture are held to reveal 
the fact that the vitality and cohesion of a society depends upon ritually enacted 
death and personal sacrifi ce. Girard ’ s  (1977)  account of sacrifi ce as the embodied 
basis of religion and culture offers the most striking development of this tradition 
of sociological thought. Building upon Durkheim ’ s ( 1995 : 417) reference to the 
 “ ambiguity ”  of the sacred, Girard  (1977)  argues that the link between religion and 
violence is foundational. He argues that  “ sacrifi ce, ”  literally making sacred, expresses 
the sacralization of acts of collective violence against innocent victims in that it 
involves the victimization of an external  “ scapegoat ”  as a way of defusing intra -  
communal tensions. 
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 This has proved an infl uential and controversial position. Nevertheless, Girard 
provides an original account of how the embodied constitution of humans renders 
sacrifi ce a social necessity, and how religions must necessarily seek to structure the 
habitus of their followers in relation to this foundational sacrifi cial mechanism. For 
Girard, human nature is, instinctively, informed by desire. The objects of desire are 
not fi xed, however, but are shaped interactively: humans have an embodied predis-
position to desire what others desire (Girard  1987 : 26,  2001 : 15). This mimesis is 
the primary source of social integration, in that it unites individuals through the 
regulation of their desires, but is also a potential source of disintegration, in that 
the rivalries it stimulates can provoke violence within a community. 

 It is on this basis, according to Girard, that religion promotes social cohesion 
through the direction of violent energies to an external, scapegoat, sacrifi ced in the 
interests of social solidarity. This sacrifi cial substitution must be concealed if it is 
to have its intended effect of restoring harmony and order  –  it must be believed that 
the victim is  “ guilty ”  of provoking the violence that threatens a community  –  but, 
once this has been effected, the restoration of order which results from the expres-
sion of mimetic violence is attributed to the sacrifi ce of the victim. Having been 
 “ made sacred, ”  the victim becomes incorporated into subsequent mythological 
features of the religion (Girard  1977 : 4 – 5). Thus, culture is based on sacrifi ces, on 
the collective murders that unite individuals into a moral community, which are 
then concealed within religious mythologies. 

 Having arrived at this recognition, Girard does not glamorize  “ primitive ”  culture 
and its embodied dynamics. Rather than lamenting the progress of modernization, 
indeed, he celebrates it as separating the modern habitus from the world of violence 
and the lies that preceded it. In this context, and against those who view modernity 
as bleak and disenchanted, he identifi es the legal apparatus of the modern system 
of justice as a bulwark against the contagious violence of religious culture (Girard 
 1977 ). Furthermore, and controversially, he identifi es this system with the 
moral imperatives of Christianity, which he distinguishes fi rmly from  “ pagan ”  
religiosity. 

 For Girard, Christianity is an exception to the general pattern of violence central 
to primitive religion because it engages with human embodiment in a highly distinc-
tive way. He argues that although the New Testament presents Christ as the sacri-
fi cial victim, the text is written not by the perpetrators of collective violence, as in 
other mythologies, but from a position emphasizing his innocence, thereby decon-
structing the ritual sacrifi cial mechanism foundational to other cultures. He also 
notes how the New Testament interprets Christian conversion as a  new birth , with 
a  new body , presenting Christ as the primary mimetic model for all humans to 
follow, and repeatedly emphasizes the dangerous consequences of  “ worldly ”  com-
munities where the human predisposition towards mimesis takes on violent forms 
(Girard  2001 : 13). 

 Girard ’ s concern with the distinctive ways in which religions seek to structure 
human embodiment leads us away from highly general discussions about  “ energies ”  
towards issues concerning the construction of  particular forms  of religious habitus. 
This is reinforced by Hertz ’ s (1960) analysis of how religious forms as diverse as 
Maori religion and the iconography of Christian visions of the Last Judgement 
engage with, and build upon, the near - universal preponderance of the right hand 
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in human culture. They do this in their use of left/right symbolic dichotomies and 
it is on the basis of this engagement with the body that they then advocate radically 
different religious practices and techniques intended to result in different forms of 
religious habitus (Hertz  1973 : 100 – 1). 

 These analyses suggest that, irrespective of their embodied foundations  –  be they 
the world openness of our biological vulnerability or the accumulation and expen-
diture of energies  –  a process of  corporeal learning  is required for the formation of 
any specifi c religious habitus. Dramatic collective activities may promote an effer-
vescence that binds people together, with the accumulation and discharge of energies 
facilitating the creation of, and contact with, the sacred, but religions take on spe-
cifi c forms as a result of the long - term deployment of distinctive techniques. This 
learning of technique is a vital element in the construction of a religious habitus.  

  Technique 

 Mauss  (1950)  makes the point that the most seemingly natural actions of the 
embodied subject, such as walking and squatting, are actually learnt through pro-
cesses of apprenticeship in culturally specifi c contexts. Describing these as  “ tech-
niques of the body, ”  Mauss provides an early account of their centrality to religion 
when reporting on those Yogic mystics, Taoist priests, and others, who employ 
methods of breathing as a means of transforming their consciousness and achieving 
transcendence. For Mauss, techniques of the body provide the material substratum 
of a habitus, religious or other, and result in people developing particular orienta-
tions, identities and histories. 

 Mauss ’ s study of prayer develops these thoughts in relation to Christianity 
(Mauss  2003 ). While prayer appears to constitute an  “ effusion of a soul, a cry which 
expresses a feeling, ”  it is also the product of centuries of development which not 
only serves to structure the embodied experiences of individuals in particular ways, 
but also integrates them into the Church (Mauss  2003 : 33 – 6). Norris  (2005)  offers 
a similar view of prayer as primarily  “ transmitted and learned through the body. ”  
Techniques of the body are the medium through which collectively sanctioned reli-
gious norms come to reshape individual consciousness, the senses and the emotions 
(Norris  2005 : 182). 

 Archer ’ s ( 2000 : 185) argument that religion is primarily to do with practice, 
wherein the exercise of spiritual  “ know how ”  is more important than assent to 
dogmatic principles, is also of note here. She suggests that religion is  “ a codifi cation 
of practice, ”  that there is no such thing as a non - liturgical religion, and that the 
center of Christian life is in the bodily disciplines of prayer, pilgrimage and physical 
contemplation as well as in the corporeal reception of the Body of Christ in the 
Eucharist (Archer  2000 : 184 – 6). What she does not do, however, is examine how 
these patterns of religious  “ know how ”  within Christianity develop over time. In 
this respect it is useful to turn to Asad ’ s  (1993)  analysis of the changing bodily 
practices and experiences engendered by Christianity across Western history. 

 Asad ’ s analysis of medieval Christianity focuses on the body as the active center 
of a form of life that embraced not only  “ religion, ”  in the sense of private belief, 
but the entire social, cultural and experiential reality of  “ Christendom. ”  Embodied 
practices, not beliefs or discourses, provided the precondition and medium for the 
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constitution of Christian religiosity (Asad  1993 : 76). In a similar vein to Bossy 
( 1985 : 170), however, Asad contrasts this embodied religion with the emergence of 
a different understanding in the Protestant Reformation. Here, there was a  “ subli-
mation of blood into belief ”  that facilitated the deconstruction of existing patterns 
of Christian solidarity (and the development of the modern sense that religion is, 
primarily, a matter of individual understanding, faith and conviction), and also 
signalled a reconstruction of the embodied aspects of religiosity. This can be 
conceptualized as a shift from the  “ carnal knowing ”  of the medieval era to the 
 “ cognitive - apprehension ”  of belief - oriented Christianity in the Reformation; a re -
 formation of the embodied basis of religion and culture away from the sacred 
 “ eating community ”  of Catholicism and towards Protestantism ’ s discursive symbol-
ization of religion centered on the Bible (Mellor and Shilling  1997 : 103).  

  Pedagogics 

 This interest in the techniques promoted by particular religions and the manner in 
which they engage with the body ’ s openness and energies in seeking to stimulate 
specifi c types of experience, often in tension with other institutions, has been sys-
tematized recently in the study of body pedagogics. The study of body pedagogics 
examines how, and to what degree, the orientations, dispositions, values, and tech-
niques validated by cultural forms, including those of religion, are actually embod-
ied in individuals. In so doing, it highlights how religious identities are part of, and 
are forged within, broader cultural approaches to the body, and depend for their 
deployment in daily life on whether they become embodied in people ’ s experiences, 
dispositions and actions. Specifi cally, the study of body pedagogics involves the 
examination of three, analytically distinct, factors: fi rst, the central religious, edu-
cational, institutional and other means or activities through which people encounter 
the key values, techniques and dispositions validated by a culture; second, the expe-
riences of those engaged in these activities as they acquire, or fail to acquire, these 
cultural attributes; and third, the actual embodied outcomes resulting from this 
attempted process of cultural transmission. It is these outcomes which provide the 
embodied basis on which a religion is subsequently reproduced or subject to change 
(Shilling and Mellor  2007 ). 

 The notion of body pedagogics has affi nities with Mauss ’ s notion of techniques 
of the body, as well as Foucault ’ s  (1988)  conception of  “ technologies of the self, ”  
which has been a signifi cant infl uence on the sociology of religion. Its theoretical 
focus is wider, however, in addressing the means of transmission and the issue of 
experience glossed by Mauss, and the phenomenological and ontological dimensions 
of embodiment neglected by Foucault. Another important difference separating the 
conception of body pedagogics from the writings of Mauss, Foucault, and, indeed, 
Bourdieu, is its realist underpinnings. These are designed to recognize and respect 
the distinctive ontological properties of what is involved in the attempted transmis-
sion of religious culture, in people ’ s experiences, and in the actual embodied out-
comes of this process. Thus, the focus on cultural means or activities directs 
attention to the practical techniques and material affordances, as well as the belief 
systems, employed in the organization and delivery of religious culture. The concern 
with experience focuses on people ’ s immediate emotional feelings and bodily sensa-
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tions when participating in these activities, and the subsequent refl ective internal 
conversations they have about their responses. The concern with embodied out-
comes focuses on whether these means and experiences have actually resulted in 
changes to people ’ s values, to their capacities and dispositions for different types of 
action, and in any other physiological aspect of their bodily selves. 

 This approach aims to analyze how cultural means, people ’ s experiences and 
embodied changes interact and alter over time, but does so with a particular interest 
in the relationships between religious body pedagogics and those of modern tech-
nological culture. Drawing upon Heidegger ’ s  (1993)  account of technological 
culture, as well as that of Weber  (1991) , Shilling and Mellor  (2007)  examine how, 
while the enhanced effi ciency associated with the technological body in the modern 
age is associated with an unprecedented degree of control over the external environ-
ment, this has developed at the expense of those experiences of transcendence and 
immanence that are variously central to the embodied dynamics of religious tradi-
tions. It is the exclusion of these experiences that is signalled by Heidegger ’ s  (1993)  
focus on the absence of  techn ̄e   from technological culture, so that individuals are 
increasingly unable to relate to their natural and social environments in a manner 
free from rational instrumentalism. The exclusion of these experiences also under-
pins sociology ’ s long held interest in the diffi culties individuals confront in avoiding 
a sense of fracture, fragmentation and anomie in rationalized, industrialized 
societies. 

 It is in the light of these concerns that Shilling and Mellor  (2007)  compare the 
body pedagogics of technological culture with religious forms as diverse as Taoism 
and charismatic Christianity. In contrast to Taoism ’ s emphasis on the  “ immanent ”  
aspects of the transcendence/ immanence dynamic that is a key feature of religious 
culture, charismatic Christian body pedagogics are seen as having a more  “ tran-
scendent ”  focus, even though God, through Christ and the Holy Spirit is also 
immanent in the world through the embodied experience of Christians. Analyzing 
this form of religion as one  “ integrated around the key notion of transformation ”  
(Martin  1990 : 163), and productive of  “ rituals of rupture ”  that seek to reconfi gure 
an individual ’ s relationship to society and culture (Robbins  2004 : 128), it is argued 
that the pedgagogic focus is on bringing about physical and spiritual rebirth. Here, 
the Protestant worldly asceticism Weber associated with the origins of modern 
instrumental rationalism has given way to a re - formed  “ Protestant Ethic, ”  both 
newer and, in its recovery of biblical body symbolism, older than the model he 
envisaged. 

 A key conclusion of this approach is that, in contrast to totalizing analyses of 
technological culture, humans are not  “ hailed ”  to assume specifi c subject positions 
but are, at most, prepared and disciplined to construct their lives according to spe-
cifi c sets of practices, rituals, and priorities. Furthermore, while the transmission of 
a specifi c religious habitus may be rendered diffi cult in by the competing pedagogic 
processes associated with technological culture, this culture is by no means destined 
to grow in strength (Shilling  2008 ). On the one hand, it has been associated the 
spiralling incidences of phenomena such as suicide attempts, clinical depression, 
eating disorders, drug abuse and other  “ risk behaviors, ”  which are read as symp-
toms of frail, mortal bodies struggling in the  “ cybernetic eternity ”  that is technologi-
cal culture (Virilio  2000 : 40 – 2). On the other hand, it may be that the failure of 
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the technological habitus to engage meaningfully with important aspects of embodi-
ment facilitates the continued need for individuals to immerse themselves in religion 
as a result of the ontological condition of their existence as humans. As Turner 
 (1991)  has argued, issues of meaning and religion possess a material, bodily basis 
which is not simply rendered obsolete by the onwards march of modernity.   

  CONCLUSION 

 The study of religion became central to sociology not only because of its apparent 
opposition to the rationalization processes located at the very heart of modernity, 
with their attendant promotion of a human centered view of the world, but because 
religion was characterized by ritual mechanisms and belief systems that engaged 
with longstanding human needs, dispositions and potentialities. As such, it threw 
into sharp relief questions about the relationship between social groups and the 
embodied constitution of their members. In exploring these issues we outlined how 
Weber ’ s and Durkheim ’ s writings enagage with the embodied aspects of religious 
life, and how these relate to other components of society and culture. Suggesting 
that the notion of the religious habitus offers a theoretical bridge not only between 
the apparently incommensurate views of Weber and Durkheim, but across a variety 
of other engagements with religion and the body, we then examined the themes of 
biological openness, expenditure, sacrifi ce, technique and pedagogics as distinctive 
elements in the constitution of this habitus. Three main conclusions can be drawn 
from the examination of these themes. 

 First, analysing the embodied dimensions of religions is central to understanding 
their social and cultural signifi cance: there has been considerable theoretical varia-
tion in the perspectives considered in this paper, but all of them emphasize that 
religiosity is not just a matter of beliefs and values, but is to do with  lived experi-
ences ,  practical orientations ,  sensory  forms of knowing and patterns of  physical  
accomplishment and technique that impact upon day - to - day lives in far - reaching 
ways. Despite the diversity of the perspective we have considered, all of them suggest 
that these bodily aspects of religion are central to its capacity to integrate individuals 
into social and cultural unities, but also crucial in illuminating the limits of social 
and cultural infl uences relative to human embodiment. 

 Second, the range of perspectives on religion and the body considered in this 
chapter can be interpreted as converging around the notion of the habitus as the 
key to understanding religion sociologically. In general terms, a habitus refers to 
the embodied predispositions which promote particular forms of orientation to the 
world, but in the course of our discussion we have addressed a number of features 
of embodiment specifi c to religious life: these have included the the existential reas-
surances and anxieties refl ective of human frailty, the stimulation and regulation of 
emotions relative to the sacred, and the development of rituals, techniques and 
pedagogics with the aim of stimulating particular forms of consciousness and experi-
ence, including those related to transcendence and immanence. 

 A third point to be made is that, in a globalized world characterized by the 
increased interaction between technological culture and a variety of religious forms, 
the importance of developing a satisfactory understanding of the religious habitus 
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is particularly acute. In an era marked, for some, by an emerging  “ clash of civiliza-
tions ”  wherein religion takes an absolutely central role (Huntington  1996 ), a focus 
on the embodied commonalities and differences across different religious contexts 
must surely become key to the sociological engagement with the renewed impor-
tance of religion to global affairs. 

 Living in a different social and cultural context to the globalized world of the 
present, sociology ’ s classical fi gures made a point of emphasizing the particular 
importance of studying religion to the sociological project, and sought to clarify the 
embodied basis upon which its social and cultural signifi cance had developed. In 
the light of further developments in the discipline, and in relation to changes in the 
contemporary world, their emphasis remains as important as ever. It is the capacity 
of religion to develop a particular, embodied habitus that accounts for its potent 
social and cultural infl uence; it is this capacity that also makes the body central to 
the sociology of religion, and the sociology of religion central to the sociological 
project in general.  
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Women, Religions, and Feminisms    

  Fang - Long   Shih       

   INTRODUCTION 

  “ Are females inferior? ”   –  Feminist critiques often begin with this question (Delphy 
 1987 : 80), and it is especially pertinent to investigations of religions. The fi rst major 
feminist engagement with religion, Elizabeth Stanton ’ s  Woman ’ s Bible  (1895 – 8), 
attributed Christian women ’ s inferior status to the misrepresentations of women in 
the Bible and patriarchal readings of the text. However, the double issue of  “ women 
and world religions ”  did not become a major scholarly concern until the 1980s, 
when a series of collected essays appeared (Sharma  1987 ; Carmody  1988 ; Holm 
and Bowker  1994 ; Sharma  1994 ). These essays typically drew upon and extended 
the phenomenological approach to various religious traditions or areas, and they 
interpreted women ’ s voices and lives from within both the framework of the par-
ticular religion and the authors ’  own feminine perspective. Some scholars argued 
that both religious texts and scholarship about religions were inherently androcen-
tric, and that only a very distorted perspective on women ’ s subjectivity could be 
found in either (Gross  1987 : 38). Others who sought to recover and interpret female 
experience agreed that world religions share the  “ common feature of being patri-
archal, ”  but argued that  “ we cannot avoid the androcentric text which muffl es our 
stethoscope and prevents us from hearing the heartbeats of real women ”  (Young 
 1987 : 2 – 3). 

 Patriarchal patterns among different religions which have frequently been 
explored and critiqued include: male images of the divine and male leadership in 
the Abrahamic religions; the superiority of male  karma  in Buddhism; patrilineal 
ancestor worship in Chinese society; husbands as divine in Hinduism; and male 
master - hood in Daoism. Overall, females are considered inferior to males and there-
fore incapable of attaining the same level of religious achievement as men. Hence, 
women need to be protected and under the control of men; practices also examined 
include: Christian witch - hunting, which secures the dominance of the male priest-
hood over women ’ s potentially rival religious power; Confucian footbinding, which 
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promotes chastity by making it diffi cult for women to move about; Hindu  sati , in 
which a widow is immolated on her husband ’ s funeral pyre so that she will be 
reunited with him in the next life; and Muslim  purdah , in which women should 
not expose themselves to public view and thus must be veiled when outside the 
home. 

 However, the claim that patriarchy is the structuring grammar of all religions is 
debatable, and there are interpretations and evidence both for and against the idea. 
For example, there are anthropological studies of Southeast Asian religions (and 
cultures) which suggest that the organizing principle of these religions/cultures is 
not so much gender hierarchy as gender complementarity (Me ñ ez  1999 ). Further, 
the phenomenological approach to  “ women and religion ”  cannot be combined suc-
cessfully with feminist approaches (but see Sharma and Young  1999 : 8, 13). Femi-
nism takes as its point of departure the links between religions and economic, 
political and social spheres, while the phenomenological approach regards religion 
as a  sui generis  phenomenon, with an underlying essence distinct from its sociologi-
cal, economic or political contexts. Central to its method is  epoch é  , or  “ value -
 neutrality ”  (for a critique of the phenomenology of religion see Tremlett  2007 ); this 
is completely at odds with feminism, which is, by defi nition, a  “ value - saturated ”  
perspective or series of perspectives. 

 Twenty years on from the  “ women and world religions ”  volumes of the 1980s, 
it is time to re - examine and re - think the conjunction of feminism and religion from 
a sociological perspective, including asking whether there is such a thing as  “ a 
feminist critique of religion. ”  This chapter argues that there is in fact no such thing, 
for good or ill. If it were otherwise, we would recognize a coherent set of ideas, 
propositions, practices and convictions across all religions that unite feminists in 
criticism. A feminist critique of religion  –  like any other kind of critique  –  needs to 
agree as to what religion is, and there is no agreed defi nition of religion either among 
feminists or indeed among any other group. 

 Moreover, the same problem of defi nition exists in relation to what exactly femi-
nism is. What would be the key moments in a  “ herstory ”  (Nestle  1982 , quoted in 
Schwarz  1984 : x) of dissent and counter - narrative through which a series of femi-
nisms might be discerned? What exactly is meant by  “ women ”  as a category is also 
unclear: Whenever someone claims  “ we women, ”  I wonder what  “ women ” ? Does 
this  “ women ”  category include me? Does it refer to my mother in Taiwan? Does it 
apply to the Hasidic woman next door? Many other women have experienced the 
same uncertainty, but, as Toril Moi has argued,  “ we do not have to believe that 
the word  “ woman ”  always carries heavy metaphysical baggage ”  (Moi  1999 : 10), 
and I would like to stress the diversity of women ’ s thoughts about what feminism 
is (or should be), the different practices through which women assert themselves as 
feminists, and the multiple subject positions from which feminisms have been and 
are articulated. The question of difference and diversity among women and femi-
nisms is one with the question of their perspectives, which are articulated in various 
socio - religious, economical, political, and historical locations and situations. The 
absence of a conceptual monolith regarding  “ woman, ”   “ feminism, ”  and  “ religion ”  
may well be more of a blessing than a curse. The gaps and spaces leave plenty of 
room for new voices. Hence, the title of this chapter is phrased as  “ Women, Reli-
gions and Feminisms. ”  
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 The pluralistic development of feminisms can be categorized into two loose but 
distinctive positions:  “ liberal feminism ”  and so - called  “ radical feminism. ”  There 
have been substantial debates between liberal and radical feminisms in the domain 
of religions and among scholarship on religions. As I discuss below, one area of 
debate concerns feminist theology/thealogy. For example, in the West some liberal 
Christian feminists have promoted a  “ Women - Church ”  movement, while other 
radical feminists have rejected Christianity in favour of a  “ Goddess Religion ” ; there 
are comparable debates in other social and religious contexts. Further, among 
radical feminist theorists, writing in the context of post - structuralism or postmod-
ernism, there are differences between what I call  “ ontological French feminism ”  and 
 “ epistemological feminism. ”  I note below the signifi cant features of feminist onto-
logical and epistemological arguments and strategies that have been used to critique 
both certain aspects of particular religions and the ways religions have been studied. 
The fi nal part of this chapter presents an empirical case study. To complement 
existing literature, I draw attention to a gendered analysis of and a feminist approach 
to women and Chinese religious culture. In particular, I demonstrate how both the 
incompleteness of socio - religious structure and the role of female agents allow for 
new discursive and physical spaces in which alternative practices and conceptions 
regarding women can emerge.  

  IN THE CONTEXT OF FEMINIST THEOLOGY/THEALOGY 

  Religious  l iberal  f eminism 

 Liberal feminism has its roots in the feminist appropriation of the liberal tradition 
of equal rights. The fi rst full statement is perhaps  A Vindication of the Rights of 
Women  (1789) by Mary Wollstonecraft. Wollstonecraft argued that women are 
rational rather than biological agents, whose  “ inferiority ”  is due primarily to infe-
rior education and which could be redressed by equality of opportunity. In the late 
nineteenth century, Hubertine Auclert became the fi rst woman to describe herself 
as a  “ feminist, ”  while campaigning for women ’ s suffrage (Bock  2002 : 163). The 
suffrage movement between the 1880s and 1920s is regarded as  “ fi rst wave ”  femi-
nism. Contemporary liberal feminism, also known as  “ second - wave ”  feminism 
(coined by Marsha Lear in 1968), continues to seek inclusion within the current 
social order and full equality for women before the law as citizens. They further 
campaign for women ’ s labour, sexual and reproductive rights, such as equal access 
to all professions, equal pay for equal work, free access to contraception and abor-
tion, and opposing domestic and sexual violence. Liberal feminism, with its empha-
sis on equality in education, law, labour, welfare, and sex, has also been called 
 “ egalitarian feminism. ”  

 Religious liberal feminists have what might be called an agenda of accommoda-
tion with the religious  “ system ”  as it stands. Over the last thirty years, attaining 
the right to ordination has become a primary focus for liberal feminists in Christian-
ity, Buddhism and among other religions. Liberal feminist theologians have rallied 
around this issue, and a number of Christian organizations, such as the American 
Episcopal Church since 1976 and the Church of England since 1992, now accept 
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the ordination of women to the priesthood (Pears  2004 ). Within Buddhism, the 
discontinuance of the female monastic order (the  bhikkhuni sangha ) for a thousand 
years in the Theravada tradition has gained the attention of Buddhist feminists 
worldwide. Despite resistance from the male Theravada hierarchies, the 
Mahayana  bhikkhuni  of East Asia have helped to restore this monastic tradition 
for their Theravada sisters in Southeast Asia, with international ordinations from 
1996. By 2006 there were about fi ve hundred  bhikkhunis  in Sri Lanka, which
 contrasted with the 1993 situation, when the term  “  bhikkhuni  ”  was forbidden 
(King  2008 ). 

 However, recent studies of female priests ’  experiences reveal that  “ even if the 
proportion of women priests in the Church of England increases to make these 
numbers comparable with men, there is no guarantee, or indication, that their 
presence will radically reshape the ordained ministry in the Church of England ”  
(Thorne  2000 : 134 – 5, in Pears  2004 : 76). It has become clear to many feminist 
theologians that gaining admission to all levels of the Church ’ s hierarchy is not 
enough in itself, and that there is a need to transform fundamentally the very insti-
tution and its structures and to ask how women can transform the Church and 
Christianity. 

 In fact, various perspectives on different forms of  “ women and Christianity ”  have 
emerged since the 1970s, growing out of disagreement or dissatisfaction with the 
insuffi ciencies of the liberal feminist preoccupation with ordination. Some worked 
to develop a feminist critical hermeneutics by transforming the Bible as a resource 
for women ’ s liberation (Fiorenza  1984 ), some attempted to establish an alternative 
community or  “ Women - Church ”  (see below), some intended to build a  “ Mother -
 Church ”  with a reconnection to values of care to justice (Cunneen  1991 ), while 
others turned away from Christianity to a more radical Goddess Religion (see 
below) (for general texts on goddesses see Starhawk  1979 ; Preston  1982 ; Olson 
 1990 ). 

  Women - Church 

 The division among religious feminists became particularly sharp in 1979; some 
claimed that male images of the divine cannot simply be rejected but must be dis-
placed by an alternative religion of the Goddess (see Carol and Plaskow  1979 ), 
while others argued that the total rejection of Judaeo - Christianity by Goddess 
feminists amounted to  “ unresolved dependence on the patriarchal authority ”  
(Ruether  1979 : 309). As Fiorenza  (1984)  explained, Goddess feminists share the 
same view as patriarchal Christian apologists, in that they both assume that the 
Bible is a mythical archetype which cannot be critically evaluated, but must be either 
accepted or rejected. Feminist theologian Rosemary Ruether considered that the 
creation of feminist spirituality  “ needs synthesis and transformation, not separation 
and rejection ”  (Ruether  1980 : 847). She therefore called on women to undertake 
an exodus from patriarchy, but not out of the church, in an attempt to establish an 
alternative Women - Church. 

 Among Women - Church feminists, Ruether advocated  “ claiming the prophetic -
 liberating tradition of biblical faith as a norm through which to criticize the Bible ”  
(Ruether  1983 : 23 – 4). According to Ruether,
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  The maleness of Jesus was read as re - enforcing the view that maleness was necessary 
for normative humanity  …  Views of femaleness as lacking normative and full human-
ity, as more prone to sin  …  skewed the message of equal redemption in Christ. By the 
second generation of the Christian movement  …  women were being defi ned as those 
who had been created second and sinned fi rst. They are to keep silent, accept their 
subordination to the male and bear children in order to be  “ saved.  (Ruether  1998 : 11)    

 Further, Ruether declared that  “ biblical religion ”  with its traditions of exodus from 
oppression toward liberation could be re - employed to express the feminist com-
munity ’ s exodus from patriarchy (Ruether  1983 : 62, 205 – 6). In  Sexism and God -
 Talk   (1983) , Ruether looked to alternative resources within the Christian heritage, 
seeking to transform the sexist language associated with the male God into gender -
 neutral or androgynous language. In  Women - Church   (1985) , Ruether called on 
women to withdraw from traditional male - dominated communities and gather 
together, developing  “ the critical culture that can give them an autonomous ground 
from which to critique patriarchy ”  (Ruether  1985 : 59), inventing new words, new 
prayers, new symbols, and new praxis to bring about liberation from patriarchy. 
In  “ Women - Church ”   (1990) , Diana Trebbi comes to re - defi ne the Church as  “ the 
people of God ”  where there is no relation to a patriarchal structure. And the prin-
cipal claim of Women - Church  “ is to represent a church based on a  “ discipleship of 
equals ”  that can incorporate the charisma of Christ more authentically than the 
present hierarchy and clergy ”  (Trebbi  1990 : 350). 

 The Women - Church approach has prevailed especially in the so - called Third 
World. In  The Church of Women   (2005) , Dorothy Hodgson explores how Maasai 
Catholic women in Tanzania operate their  “ church of women ”  in terms of struggles 
over gendered meanings of authority, morality and approaches to evangelization. 
The Maasai church of women  “ provided frequent opportunities on a regular basis 
for women to meet as a group, talk to one another, sing, and pray ”  and also  “ pro-
vided both formal and informal leadership opportunities for women ”  (Hodgson 
 2005 : 183). A senior member told Hodgson,  “ When we meet we have a service. 
Often we take a collection to help sick people or the family of someone who has 
died, or we go to help work on the farm of someone who is sick or the family of 
someone who has died ”  (Hodgson  2005 : 186). She concludes that the church of 
women

  enabled [Maasai] women to reaffi rm and reinforce their claims to spiritual and moral 
superiority in opposition to the increasingly material interests of men  …  It was also a 
domain of their lives where they experienced and expressed signifi cant power  …  all 
this occurred in a historical context where they had lost substantial economic and 
political rights and autonomy  …  to men.  (Hodgson  2005 : 256 – 8)    

 Feminist theology in a third world context,  “ expresses itself as a liberation theology 
in a much stronger sense, as it develops within situations where the oppression of 
women and the denial of their full humanity often occurs on a much larger scale 
and to a much greater degree than in the First World ”  (King  1994 : 3 – 4). The the-
ologies of third world women stress the importance of their own struggle, working 
to gain their liberation from patriarchy while simultaneously fi ghting for the 
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economic and political liberation of their own countries. These concerns are also 
shared by minority groups in the West; for example, black American Christian 
women have taken up the term  “ womanist theology ”  (Williams  1994 : 77 – 88; 
Crawford  2002 ), referring to a black feminist theology defi ned in their own his-
torical and social contexts. Black women have struggled not only against the sexism 
of black men but also against the racism of white men and women. 

 Ruether has long struggled to transcend the dilemma  “ between an androcentric 
one - nature and a complementarian two - nature anthropology ”  (Ruether,  1998 : 65) 
of gender, which led her to develop the concept which she calls the  “ Human One ” ; 
namely, what  “ a holistic humanness in mutual relation would mean for transformed 
women and men in a good society ”  (Ruether  1998 : 65). However, her idea of the 
 “ Human One ”  has been challenged by women in Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
and by postmodernists. Encountering feminist postmodern critiques (referring to 
Nicholson,  1990 ), Ruether is aware that  “ postmodernism has rejected the whole 
idea of universals, not only of essential maleness and essential femaleness, but also 
of essential humanness. ”  This is because that  “ all ideas of an essential human self 
and universal values are declared social constructions that veil the cultural imperial-
ism of dominant groups of Western men and women ”  (Ruether  1998 : 65). 

 Postmodern feminist theologies emphasize situatedness and particularity. Among 
them, women ’ s theologies of non - Western cultures put special emphasis on  “  doing  
theology. It is a theology as an activity, as an ongoing process rooted in praxis, 
interdependent with and compassionately committed to life, justice, and freedom 
from oppression ”  (King  1994 : 16).   

  Religious  r adical  f eminism 

 Some religious women realized that full equality cannot be achieved merely through 
inclusion and accommodation in prevailing socio - religious structures and institu-
tions, and have turned to more radical forms of feminism. They argue that the 
suppression of women comes from the categorization of women as an inferior 
 “ class ”  to men on the basis of gender, and that this categorization goes to the very 
heart of notions of law, philosophy and theology. These radical feminists pursue a 
deconstruction that  “ hold[s] open a space of radical indeterminacy within the way 
it explores the category of women ”  (Elam  1994 : 59). They all assert the necessity 
of displacement by a different kind of gendered theology, philosophy and law: some 
focus on consciousness and culture while others on the unconscious and the psyche. 

  Goddess Religion 

 For Goddess Religion feminists, neutralizing the sex of God is not enough, as this 
transformation still does not include women. In  Beyond God the Father   (1973) , 
Mary Daly reveals that, if God in  “ his ”  heaven is a father ruling  “ his ”  people (Daly 
 1973 : 13), then God - Father  “ functions to legitimate the existing social, economic, 
and political status quo, in which women and other victimized groups are subordi-
nate ”  (Daly  1973 : 19). In  “ Why women need the Goddess ”   (1979) , Carol Christ 
states that although female power is not altogether denied in patriarchy, it is not 
recognized as legitimate and autonomous. As long as the word  “ Goddess ”  remains 
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unspeakable, female power is not explicitly and fully expressed. Therefore, only 
through discovering the Goddess can the female self be affi rmed and the traditional 
view of female inferiority be overcome. As claimed by Starhawk,

  The mystery, the paradox, is that the Goddess is not  “ she ”  or  “ he ”   –  or she is both 
 – but we call her  “ she ”  because to name is not to limit or describe but to invoke. We 
call her in and a power comes who is different from what comes when we say  “ he ”  
or  “ it. ”  Something happens, something that challenges the ways in which our minds 
have been shaped in images of male control.  (Starhawk,  1987 : 21)    

 In contrast to the term  “ theo - logy, ”  Naomi Goldenberg has coined a gendered term 
 “ thea - logy ”  (Goldenberg  1979 : 96). In order to understand the thealogy of the 
Goddess, Christ argues that one has to demolish the worldview and way of think-
ing rooted in biblical religion and Western culture. Goddess feminists seek to 
approach the Goddess non - empirically through dream and non - ordinary experi-
ences. According to Christ, the prevailing scholarship is presented  “ as objective, 
rational, analytical, dispassionate, disinterested, and true, ”  but is in fact  “ rooted in 
the passion to honor, legitimate, and preserve elite male power. ”  Christ, by contrast, 
admits that Goddess feminist  “ scholarship is passionate, is interested, is aimed at 
transforming the world we have inherited ”  (Christ  1997 : 33 – 4). Aspects of Christ ’ s 
argument anticipate the claims of scholars such as Harding and Haraway, that I 
will examine below. 

 Since the 1980s Goddess - centered symbols, languages, and rituals have received 
renewed interest, and the Goddess has become increasingly popular, particularly in 
North America, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand. Many women have been 
searching for their own ideas of the Goddess in their own ways. In  Rebirth of the 
Goddess   (1997) , Christ provides two examples: Christine Downing was led to the 
Goddess through dreams:  “ When I sleep there in the cave I dream that within the 
cave I fi nd a narrow hole leading into an underground passage. I make my way 
through that channel deep, deep into another cave well beneath the earth ’ s surface. 
I sit down on the rough uneven fl oor, knowing myself to be in her [the Goddess] 
presence ”  (Downing 1981: 3, in Christ  1997 : 4 – 5). For Caz Love, the Goddess 
became an inspiration for her thoughts after a pilgrimage to Crete:  “ What I did not 
expect was how profoundly the pilgrimage would affect my perceptions of our 
culture  …  experiencing  …  the huge presence of the Goddess in the sites, the land, 
in all of us  …  I am sad and angry that I will never grow up in a society that reveres 
nature and the feminine, with a mother who grew up in beauty and love and equal-
ity ”  (Love 1996: 4, in Christ  1997 : 6 – 7). 

 The rebirth of the Goddess helps to break the hold of male control so that women 
no longer look to males for the divine and the saviour. Also, one can re - connect 
oneself with all powers in the universe;

  Finding the Goddess has felt like coming home to a vision of life that we had always 
known deeply within ourselves: that we are part of nature and that our destiny is to 
participate fully in the cycles of birth, death, and renewal that characterize life on this 
earth. We fi nd in the Goddess a compelling image of female power, a vision of the 
deep connection of all beings in the web of life, and a call to create peace on earth. 
 (Christ  1997 : xiii)    
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 The revelation of the Goddess challenges dualism, demonstrating  “ that death be 
honored equally with life, darkness equally with light, woman equally with man. ”  
Rather than  “ a  ‘ changeless ’  God who stands above the world, ”  the Goddess con-
nects  “ us to a divinity who is known within nature and who personifi es change. 
Instead of portraying God primarily as the  ‘ light shining in the darkness, ’  Goddess 
rituals value the darkness as a place of transformation ”  (Christ  1997 : 30). As 
Goddess priestess Starhawk puts it,

  The ritual, the magic, spins the bond that can sustain us to continue the work over 
years, over lifetimes. Transforming culture is a long - term project  …  If we cannot live 
to see the completion of that revolution, we can plant its seeds in our circles, we can 
dream its shape in our visions, and our rituals can feed its growing power.  (Starhawk 
 1982 : 180)    

 Obviously, there are certain problems inherent to an approach that appears to reject 
empirical research, and the claim that evidence - based research is gendered is highly 
debatable. I will return to this point below. But, there is no denying the signifi cance 
of this scholarship to the study of religions in general.    

  IN THE CONTEXT OF POST - STRUCTURALISM/POSTMODERNISM 

  Ontological French  f eminism 

 The term  “ French feminism ”  is a publishing trademark promoted by the  Mouve-
ment de Lib é ration des Femmes  (MLF), referring to a theoretical movement that 
uses French texts in Anglo - American academic contexts. Radical French feminism 
emerged in the 1970s as an  “ anti - feminist feminism ”  in contrast to American -
 originated liberal theoretical feminism (Joy et al.  2002 : 1 – 12). It claims to re - think 
what was then called  “ women ’ s experience, ”  recognizing contradictions which 
inhere in the specifi c defi nitions of women ’ s nature and social role in specifi c power 
relations. It argues that the psychosexual dynamic is central to women ’ s oppression, 
and draws on  “ Psych et Po ”  (Psychanalyse et Politique),  “ to  ‘ psychoanalyze ’  the 
 ‘ political ’  and to make  ‘ political ’  the  ‘ psychoanalytic ’  distinction of the sexes ”  (Joy 
et al.  2002 : 5). French feminists thus concern themselves with the psychology of 
women. 

 The label  “ French feminism ”  is in particular applied to the writings of H é l è ne 
Cixous, Luce Irigaray, and Julia Kristeva. These authors engage critically with the 
writings of Freud and Lacan as products of phallo - centristic thought and further 
appropriate Derrida ’ s ideas about deconstruction. They adopt post - structuralist 
positions, assuming that meaning is not something fi xed but is rather fl uid and 
changing. Their writings offer speculations about the ground of  “ the feminine ”  in 
an attempt to radicalize feminists ’  imaginations via metaphorical transformations 
of language. I therefore characterize them as feminists concerned with ontological 
issues in the context of post - structuralism. Cixous, Irigaray, and Kristeva all agree 
that women ’ s experience cannot be articulated in a language and cultural system 
that effaces or hierarchizes difference, and their explorations of women ’ s relation 
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to writing, sexuality, and language have led to tentative speculations about the 
feminine. In addition to the American - originated liberal feminist focus on 
equality, French feminism has added another dimension:  “ the feminism of sexual 
difference ”  (Joy et al.  2002 : 4). For them, men and women are equal but different 
subjects. 

 Hereafter, I look mainly at Cixous ’ s and Irigaray ’ s work relating to religion, and 
Kristeva ’ s book  About Chinese Women . We can see important points of conver-
gence between Goddess feminist Christ and French feminists Cixous and Irigaray. 
I also note the work of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, who, like the others, has been 
infl uenced by post - structuralist theory. However, she rejects ontology, and her 
engagements with post - colonial theory and criticisms of French feminism provide a 
bridge to the following issue of feminist epistemology. 

 In  “ The Laugh of the Medusa ”   (1976 [1975]) , Cixous undertakes a search for 
an   é criture feminine  (a feminine writing) or voice through which to begin the dis -
 mantling of the  “ masculine order ”  as developed in Western Christian culture. As 
Cixous puts it,  “ Woman must write her self: must write about women and bring 
women to writing, from which they have been driven away as violently as from 
their bodies  …  Woman must put herself into the text  –  as into the world and into 
history  –  by her own movement ”  (Cixous  1976 [1975] : 875). She emphasizes that 
there is  “ no general woman, no one typical woman ”  (Cixous  1976 [1975] : 876). 
Nevertheless, through such a writing, her body could be heard and her dark uncon-
scious might be brought to light and serve as a resource to break the cultural codes 
that have mastered and negated her. Cixous urgently demands that women learn 
to speak:  “ We must kill the false woman who is preventing the live one from breath-
ing. Inscribe the breath of the whole woman ”  (Cixous  1976 [1975] : 880). 

 In  “ Sorties ”   (1986 [1975]) , Cixous further demonstrates how phallo - centrism 
and logo - centrism (primacy of the word as law) subject thought to a binary system 
that appropriates and destroys the Other. She advocates the practice of feminist 
writing to disrupt and transform the logic of the  “ Selfsame, ”  arguing that in the 
masculine order  “ thought has always worked through opposition  …  Superior/Infe-
rior ”  (Cixous  1986 [1975] : 63 – 4). Moving beyond Carol Christ ’ s dualism, Cixous 
shows that this binary thought is not merely a sign of duality but also of hierarchy, 
and that hierarchy carries the violence of the Law.  “ All these pairs of oppositions 
are  couples , ”  such as man/woman, culture/nature. These oppositions always involve 
a battle and the  “  ‘ victory ’  always comes down to the same thing: things get hierar-
chical. Organization by hierarchy makes all conceptual organization subject to 
man ”  (Cixous  1986 [1975] : 64). Cixous asks:  “ What would happen to logocen-
trism, to the great philosophical systems, to the order of the world in general if the 
rock upon which they founded this church should crumble? ”  (Cixous  1986 [1975] : 
65). Further, what would happen if there could be a  “ feminine practice of writing ”  
through which the ruling binary system could be, at the very least, subverted? 
(Cixous  1986 [1975] : 92) 

 Cixous ’  feminine writing is a style that privileges transgression. Hollywood 
 (2003)  argues that for Cixous, God and monotheism are responses to doubt created 
by the arrival of the Law. Cixous ’  writing, which defi es the conventions of philoso-
phy and the academy, is supposed to transgress that Law and give voice to its Other, 
namely woman. According to Cixous, woman  “ is able not to return to herself  …  
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going everywhere to the other ”  and that woman  “ has never  ‘ held still ’ ;  …  she takes 
pleasure in being boundless, outside self, outside same, far from a  ‘ center ’  ”  (Cixous 
 1986 [1975] : 87, 91). 

 Berkowitz notes that Cixous is attracted by stories from the Judaeo - Christian 
tradition, where she fi nds  “ in the fl uidity with which they treat time, place and 
character  …  a narrative mode subversively near to dream, that is, to the unconscious 
which preserves the memory of time before the Law ”  (Cixous 1993: 67, in Berkow-
itz  2003 : 177), or, a trace of a pre - patriarchal age. It is in and through this poetic 
language  –  reading it, writing it, experiencing it and being transformed by it  –  that 
Cixous envisions the dissolution of binary thought and the knowing subject (God -
 Man) that it has created and privileged ever since. For Cixous, a feminine writing 
can  “ never be theorized, enclosed, coded  –  which doesn ’ t mean that it doesn ’ t 
exist. But, it will always exceed the discourse governing the phallocentric system ”  
(Cixous  1986 [1975] : 92,  1976 [1975] : 883). That is,  “ defi ning a feminine practice 
of writing is impossible with an impossibility that will continue ”  (Cixous  1986 
[1975] : 92). 

 However, there is a theoretical problem regardless as to whether we sympathize 
with Cixous ’  project. The Law appears as an event without history and resistance 
to its essentialisms is posed in terms of  “ woman ”  and  “ the feminine ”  occupying, it 
seems, the very grounds of hysteria, strangeness and alterity that they were assigned 
by the masculinist order from the start. Moreover, Cixous, like Carol Christ, does 
not offer any historical specifi city or empirical evidence to support her arguments; 
  é criture feminine , in its eschewal of all conventions and norms of evidence - based 
argument, marks a turn to the aesthetic and the literary and the abandonment of 
the political. 

 Irigaray, like Cixous, privileges the irreducibility of the feminine and has tried to 
develop a kind of feminine writing that presupposes certain ontological claims. In 
 “ Equal or different? ”   (1991 [1986]) , Irigaray asks:  “ Demanding to be equal presup-
poses a term of comparison  …  What do women want to be equal to? Men?  …  Why 
not to themselves? ”  (Irigaray  1991 [1986] : 32). She insists that  “ the exploitation 
of women is based upon sexual difference, and can only be resolved through sexual 
difference ”  (Irigaray  1991 [1986] : 32). In  “ Sexual difference ”   (1991 [1984]) , Iriga-
ray claims that  “ sexual difference is one of the important questions of our age, if 
not in fact the burning issue. ”  Moreover,

  In politics, some openings have been presented to women, but these have resulted from 
partial and local concessions on the part of those in power, rather than from the 
establishment of new values  …  For the work of sexual difference to take place, a revo-
lution in thought and ethics is needed.  (Irigaray  1991 [1984] : 166)    

 Rejecting, in common with Haraway and Harding (see below), any correspondence 
theory of truth, Irigaray argues that knowledge must account for difference, and 
that the body becomes an important site of critical refl ection on the problem of 
difference. There are biological differences between bodies; however, the meaning-
fulness of these differences is not biologically given or self - evident, but constructed 
in relation to cultural values. Irigaray is also critical of the primacy given in knowl-
edge to the eyes, and she equates the phallus with sight and the ideal of objective 
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truth through facts and data. The vagina, for Irigaray, stands for touch, which in 
turn becomes a metaphor for a tactile and feminine mode of writing. 

 According to Irigaray, religion is fundamental to the discovery, affi rmation and 
achievement of sexual difference. In  “ Divine women ”   (1993 [1985]) , Irigaray 
accepts that we need a God, a mirror to model, to become, which signifi es  “ fulfi lling 
the wholeness of what we are capable of being ”  ( 1993 [1985] : 61). However, she 
questions the Christian representation of God as the projection of idealized  “ man ”  
through which masculine subjectivity is defi ned. She argues that women have had 
their own access to the divine blocked, noting that the Virgin Mary was able to 
become divine only through having a son. Claiming, in the light of Goddess femi-
nists, that the absence of a divine representation has limited women ’ s ability to 
develop their identity, Irigaray urges women to explore ways of becoming divine, 
through which feminine subjectivity would be founded. 

 Irigaray further constructs a problematic history of origins whereby,  “ in the 
beginning, ”  women and daughters had access to the divine and the divine was 
rooted in the earth and nature. However, patriarchy emerged as male gods replaced 
goddesses, and eventually a patriarchal genealogy was established that outlawed the 
recognition of maternity, along with a new, masculine linguisticality that denies 
women their own discourse. Much of this is premised upon essential differences 
between men and women: as Roy notes, for Irigaray  “ woman has a pronounced 
taste for the relational, for relationships with other subjects and nature ”  whereas 
man prefers  “ the object  …  over the relationship between subjects, the constructed 
over the natural ”  (Roy  2003 : 16). 

 In  Between East and West   (2002 [1999]) , Irigaray continues to explore a new 
ethics of sexual difference but turns towards Eastern traditions, which, with their 
goddesses, for her appear more  “ feminine. ”  Morny Joy notes that Irigaray ’ s associa-
tion of indigenous elements found in contemporary Hinduism with what she under-
stands as  “ gynocratic culture ”  is based on  “ secondary sources [such] as J. J. 
Bachofen, in general, and Mircea Eliade, in particular ”  (Joy  2003 : 54). She contends 
that  “ Irigaray ’ s work would seem to be written without reference to issues in con-
temporary scholarship in Anglo - American feminism, to recent historical research of 
early India, or to post - colonialist discussions ”  (Joy  2003 : 55). In particular, Irigaray 
has failed to consider why Hindu women are still subordinate to men if their god-
desses are as powerful as male gods; Joy observes that  “ whatever realization of self 
is allowed to a woman comes to her only as a refl ection of the spiritual stature of 
her husband ”  (Joy,  2003 : 60). Thus we can see that Irigaray ’ s project, while con-
stituting  “ an important intervention in the phallocentrism of Western culture ”  
(Poxon  2003 : 48), is nevertheless beset with problems. Irigaray uncritically repro-
duces orientalist stereotypes about Eastern spiritualities; she essentializes woman 
which limits the possibility of her becoming and she makes no mention of issues 
such as race, class or ethnicity. As such, Irigaray ’ s writing appears  “ more spiritual 
rather than theoretical in nature ”  (Joy  2003 : 55). 

 Kristeva, like Cixous and Irigaray, accepts the premise that the structure of 
Western thought and philosophy consists of hierarchically arranged binary opposi-
tions. But, in contrast with Cixous and Irigaray, she believes that these can be at 
least temporarily undone, overcome or transgressed by focusing on the moments at 
which apparently stable meanings collapse in on themselves. These breaks and 
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ruptures in meaning are the moments at which binary distinctions between the 
masculine and the feminine are transgressed. For Kristeva, woman is  “ an eternal 
dissident in relation to social and political consensus, in exile from power, and 
therefore always singular, fragmentary, demonic, a witch. ”  Further,  “ a woman ’ s 
experience can only be negative, one that says  ‘ not that ’  and  ‘ not yet ’  ”  (Kristeva 
 1977 : 529, in Kristeva  1987 : 113). Kristeva is particularly interested in  “ negative ”  
experiences/deconstruction, such as abjection, suffering and horror that, temporar-
ily at least, destroy the subject ’ s conventional anchor in the world and cause the 
subject to lose itself:  “ in that thing that no longer matches and therefore no longer 
signifi es anything, I behold the breaking down of a world that has erased its borders: 
fainting away. The corpse, seen without God and outside of science, is the utmost 
of abjection ”  (Kristeva  1982 [1980] : 4). 

 Kristeva ’ s  About Chinese Women   (1977 [1974])  provides a bridge between 
Western feminisms and my own case study on women and  “ Chinese religion ”  
below. For Kristeva, Christianity was the key form of patriarchal symbolic repres-
sion in the West, while in China the key form of patriarchy was the family. During 
her visit to China in 1974, Kristeva glimpsed the possibility of a new kind of China 
which was undergoing a transition from the patriarchal Confucian system toward 
 “ a socialism without God or Man ”  (Kristeva  1977 [1974] : 201). As an atheist 
brought up in socialist Bulgaria, she believed that religion had  “ provided a clever 
way of dealing with female paranoia, bringing it to heel and reducing it to masoch-
ism, the only perverse solution allowed women ”  (Kristeva  1987, 1977 : 116). She 
saw in the Cultural Revolution new values to replace religion, values that could 
 “ respond to the psycho - social characteristics of women, and so propose another 
ethics in which women could partake ”  (Kristeva  1987, 1977 : 116). Her understand-
ing of the Cultural Revolution in China as an attack on Confucian patriarchy was 
certainly na ï ve. It is an historical irony that today,  “ communist ”  China is in the 
process of rehabilitating and re - inventing  “ Confucianism ”  as the new ideological 
glue to hold China ’ s atomized society together. 

 Spivak, quoting Cl é ment, acknowledges French feminist writing/action as working 
 “ to change the imaginary in order to be able to act on the real, to change the very 
forms of language which by its structure and history has been subject to a law that 
is patrilinear, therefore masculine ”  (Cl é ment translated in Spivak  1988 : 145). Spivak 
adds to these issues of race and class in relation to gender, demonstrating how both 
colonialism and Western feminists have marginalized third world women through 
a form of what she calls  “ epistemic violence. ”  She argues that the distinction of 
 “ French ”  from  “ Anglo - American ”  feminisms is superfi cial, as both are unaware of 
the  “ inbuilt colonialism of First World feminism toward the Third ”  (Spivak  1988 : 
153). In particular, Spivak notes that Kristeva ’ s speculations about an ancient 
matriarchal China are based on an orientalist  “ primitivistic reverence ”  (Spivak 
 1988 : 138) gleaned from evidence in  “ two books by Marcel Granet  …  and 
L é vi - Strauss ”  (Spivak  1988 : 137):

  Not only has Chinese writing maintained the memory of matrilinear pre - history (col-
lective and individual) in its architectonic of image, gesture, and sound; it has been 
able as well to integrate it into a logico - symbolic code capable of ensuring the most 
direct,  “ reasonable, ”  legislating  –  even the most bureaucratic  –  communication: all the 
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qualities that the West believes itself unique in honouring, and that it attributes to the 
Father.  (Kristeva  1977 [1974] : 57, in Spivak  1988 : 138)    

 According to Spivak, Kristeva ’ s reading of China  –  and I might suggest these 
remarks are equally pertinent regarding Cixous and Irigaray  –  sees  “ speculation ”  
transformed into  “ historical fact ”  (Spivak  1988 : 137). The inconvenience of detailed 
research, whether archival or ethnographic, has never prevented them from articu-
lating grand claims which, when subject to close analysis, have little basis in fact. 
Such criticisms echo thoughts from feminists who place a particular emphasis on 
epistemology.  

  Epistemological  f eminism 

 Feminisms between the late 1960s and the mid - 1980s tended to refl ect the view-
points of white, middle - class women of North America and Western Europe. In the 
 “ Introduction ”  to  Feminism/Postmodernism   (1990) , Linda Nicholson notes the 
irony that feminist scholars  “ falsely universalized on the basis of limited perspec-
tives ”  (Nicholson  1990 : 1). In other words, they reproduced the same mistakes that 
had formed the foundation of their own critique in the fi rst instance. 

 However, since the late 1980s a series of feminist critiques of methodology and 
epistemology have arisen, foregrounding questions concerned with theory of 
knowledge and method over ontology: most notable in this group are Donna 
Haraway and Sandra Harding, and I have called them  “ epistemological feminists. ”  
Questions epistemological feminists ask include: Are conventional methods of 
science gendered? Can there be a feminist science? They thus pay particular atten-
tion to the actual modes of producing scientifi c knowledge. Their work 
interrogates the status of knowledge, challenges the structure of the academy, 
exposes the myth of objectivity, and reveals the gender biases they claim are built 
into the fabric of the sciences. This is part of their attempt to transform the research 
process and thus research outcomes, and the methodological questions they address 
are indeed central to any feminist critique of the study of religions broadly 
conceived. 

 This epistemological turn was anticipated in the 1970s by Mary Daly, who was 
one of the fi rst to refl ect seriously on questions of method in the feminist analysis 
of religion. As I noted in the above section on feminist theology, Daly argues that, 
 “ If God in  “ his ”  heaven is a father ruling  “ his ”  people, then it is in the  “ nature ”  
of things and according to divine plan and the order of the universe that society be 
male - dominated ”  (Daly  1973 : 13). Intertwined with this problem, she poses another 
question of method:  “ It would be a mistake to imagine that the new speech of 
women can be equated simply with women speaking men ’ s words ”  (Daly  1973 : 8). 
As such, Daly urges women not only to re - think philosophy and theology but also 
to re - consider  “ the god Method, ”  which

  prevents us from raising questions never asked before and from being illumined by 
ideas that do not fi t into pre - established boxes and forms. The worshippers of Method 
have an effective way of handling data that does not fi t into the Respectable Categories 
of Questions and Answers. They simply classify it as nondata.  (Daly  1973 : 11)    
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 Daly thus powerfully connects the theology of God  –  Father – Legislators with the 
problem of what she calls  “ the tyranny of methodolatory ”  (Daly  1973 : 11). This 
is her attempt to start to think of method in gendered terms. 

 Feminist scholars of the late 1980s noted that the sciences were structured to 
make appeals to laws and universals that, once understood, revealed the essence of 
the real. Some, following Daly, attributed this feature of the sciences  “ to an earlier, 
more religiously based belief that the purpose of scholarship was to make evident 
the word of God as revealed in his creations, ”  and further noted that as  “ the rela-
tion of God to the basic ordering principles of the universe grew increasingly distant, 
Western scholarship remained committed to the discovery of such principles ”  
(Nicholson  1990 : 2). As such,  “ a [Western] vision of true scholarship ”  was one 
 “ that replicates  ‘ a God ’ s eye view ’   “  (Nicholson  1990 : 2), or, one that replicates a 
 “ god - trick of seeing everything from nowhere ”  (Haraway  1991 : 189). 

 The paucity of inquiry into knowledge production is a cultural problem, espe-
cially when it seems that knowledge comes from nowhere, when in fact all knowl-
edge comes from somewhere. All knowledge involves a close relationship to theory. 
It is always informed by theory even if this is not acknowledged (Skeggs  1995 ). The 
feminist critiques of the Cartesian Knowing subject to be found in the writings of 
Freud, Lacan and Derrida are at the same time critiques of  “ the disembodied pre-
tensions of the masculine knower, ”  and if   é criture feminine  was an attempt to 
embody a new kind of writing,  “ stand - point ”  feminism is an effort to authorize an 
alternative, scientifi c gaze (Butler  1990 : 327). 

 Haraway, writing as a feminist scientist, advances what she calls  “ an argument 
for situated and embodied knowledges ”  against  “ various forms of unlocatable, and 
so irresponsible, knowledge claims ”  (Haraway  1991 : 191). On the one hand, there 
are social constructivists, postmodernists and relativists for whom there are no facts, 
only rhetoric and power, and on the other, there are positivists and empiricists for 
whom facts are value - free and given directly to experience, waiting patiently to be 
discovered. Haraway seeks a middle way:

  I think my problem and  “ our ”  problem is how to have simultaneously an account of 
radical historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing subjects, a critical 
practice for recognizing our own  “ semiotic technologies ”  for making meanings, and a 
no - nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a  “ real ”  world.  (Haraway  1991 : 187)    

 In this search for a viable model of objectivity, Haraway attends to the metaphor 
of vision in scientifi c discourse and seeks to locate it and thereby bestow on it an 
ethics of knowledge. As such, she argues for the  “ embodied nature of all vision ”  as 
a means of reclaiming the  “ sensory system that has been used to signify a leap out 
of the marked body and into a conquering gaze from nowhere ”  (Haraway  1991 : 
188). Thus, a feminist objectivity or a feminist empiricism would be what she calls 
 “ situated knowledges ”  (Haraway  1991 : 188) through which  “ we might become 
answerable for what we learn how to see ”  (Haraway  1991 : 190). 

 Harding, like Haraway, is interested in the possibility of a feminist empiricism 
against the conventional idea that legitimate or true knowledge comes from no 
particular standpoint and represents no specifi c social grouping. She asks whether 
there can be value - free knowledge in a society  “ deeply stratifi ed by gender, race and 
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class ”  (Harding  1991 : 110). Feminist empiricism challenges the norms of conven-
tional science because it undermines the basis upon which the sciences were con-
structed and implicitly demands recognition that all forms of knowledge have a 
social basis (Harding  1991 : 117). She also argues that feminist standpoint theory 
shows  “ how research directed by social values and political agendas can nevertheless 
produce empirically and theoretically preferable results ”  (Harding  1991 : 119) and 
that it can  “ direct the production of less partial and less distorted beliefs ”  (Harding 
 1991 : 138). But this begs the question: can research engaged in from and on behalf 
of a particular point of view claim validity as a knowledge claim, or, is it just a 
species of postmodern relativism? Moreover, when Harding argues that feminist 
empiricism can correct distortions and eliminate prejudices, does she re - inscribe the 
twin - notions of pure observation and fact before theory? Is feminist empiricism, 
then, a kind of super - positivism? 

 Harding also writes against the crude opposition of objectivism to relativism as 
the only positions in the debate. For Harding feminist standpoint theory is a solu-
tion to the bind:

  A feminist standpoint epistemology requires strengthened standards of objectivity. The 
standpoint epistemologies call for recognition of a historical or sociological or cultural 
relativism  –  but not for a judgemental or epistemological relativism. They call for the 
acknowledgement that all human beliefs  –  including our best scientifi c beliefs  –  are 
socially situated, but they also require a critical evaluation to determine which social 
situations tend to generate the most objective knowledge claims. They require, as 
judgemental relativism does not, a scientifi c account of the relationships between his-
torically located belief and maximally objective belief. So they demand what I call 
strong objectivity in contrast to the weak objectivity of objectivism and its mirror -
 linked twin, judgemental relativism.  (Harding  1991 : 142)    

 According to Harding, then, objectivism is unable to account for the social changes 
that made science possible and the political and economic contexts that facilitated 
research into particular questions and problems, because it clings to the na ï ve view 
that the story of science is a story of the steady accumulation of knowledge of the 
world. Relativism is objectionable because it refuses to evaluate that which it seeks 
to understand, and can as such easily become an excuse for irrationalism or even 
terror.   

  A CASE STUDY FROM CHINESE RELIGIOUS CULTURE 

 In this section, I will augment my theoretical and methodological discussions with 
a case study drawn from my own research on women and Chinese religion. I take 
as my starting point Henrietta Moore ’ s  Feminism and Anthropology   (1988) , which 
is not an attempt to overthrow or deconstruct anthropology but rather a means to 
further a more complex reading and analysis of what anthropology is about and 
how it might promote greater awareness of gender issues in different parts of the 
world. As she says,  “ the justifi cation for doing feminist anthropology has very little 
to do with the fact that  “ women are women the world over, ”  and everything to do 
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with the fact that we need to be able to theorize gender relations in a way which 
ultimately makes a difference ”  (Moore  1988 : 198). My own work  –  the writing of 
this chapter and my own research  –  is likewise from this perspective. 

  Chinese  p atriarchal  p atterns 

 Writing within the academic tradition of  “ women and religions, ”  I will begin by 
identifying, like the  “ women and world religions ”  scholars of the 1980s, the patri-
archal patterns of  “ Chinese religion. ”  However, a phenomenological approach is 
inappropriate, as religion is not a separate or autonomous realm of belief and prac-
tice in traditional Chinese culture.  “ Chinese religion ”  (for discussion of the problem 
of writing about Chinese religion in the singular see Feuchtwang  2005 ) is tightly 
bound and deeply embedded within culture and society  –  the supernatural realm is 
intertwined with the social; the world of the living and the world of the dead inter-
act, and to be considered a socially complete person in Chinese society it is necessary 
to achieve ancestor status in the world of the dead. As such, I refer generally to 
 “ Chinese religious culture ”  (Shih  2009 ) and I combine sociological and gendered 
perspectives to investigate how ancestor - hood is gendered and how the status of 
women has been constructed in the Chinese socio - religious order (for a more 
detailed discussion see Shih  2004 : ch. 2). 

 The Chinese world of the dead has long been understood in structural - function-
alist terms as a refl ection of the social order of the living world, containing ancestors, 
ghosts and gods, with each spirit category corresponding to a certain group in 
society. The human counterparts of gods are the imperial bureaucracy, the human 
equivalents of ancestors are kin, and the human counterparts of ghosts are strangers 
(Wolf  1974 ). Therefore, I ask: Which women become ancestors? It is a  “ sacred ”  
thing in Confucian ancestor - worship that humans have capacity to give life, and 
therefore, human life is passed down from generation to generation in an unbroken 
chain. The family, as the custodian of the chain of life, comes to be enshrined as a 
 “ sacred ”  institution (Kelleher  1987 ) which is patrilineal and composed of those who 
are related within a male line (their wives as dependents and their daughters as 
temporary members). For a female to be accorded ancestor status, according to the 
rules peculiar to the Chinese patrilineal system, she must marry and have sons. The 
Chinese word for ancestor    was originally written as   , representing a phallus. 
Ancestral status enhances the fertility of the family/patrilineal line and ensures its 
ability to reproduce itself. The practice of patrilineal ancestor worship has had a 
formative effect on Chinese women ’ s self - perception: to be fully socially acceptable, 
they have to marry and bear sons. 

 Which women become ghosts? Those women who for some reason break the 
link with their kin groups and after death are unidentifi able and neglected. Women 
who die unmarried or commit suicide (particularly if due to divorce, infertility, or 
for failing to bear sons) are believed more likely to become ghosts whom nobody 
is obligated to take care of as ancestors. This inspires Chinese society to view unmar-
ried women, divorced women, infertile women, and sonless widows as socially 
anomalous, and to keep them at a distance, in an attitude comparable to that held 
towards ghosts. 
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 Which women are identifi ed as goddesses? In popular Chinese belief, deities 
are typically depicted in anthropomorphic form and are usually identifi ed as the 
spirits of former human beings who led unusually meritorious lives. The two 
most popular female deities are the goddess of Mercy, named Guanyin (also 
Kuan - yin), and the goddess of the Sea, named Mazu (also Ma - tsu). Both god-
desses were once human: Guanyin is identifi ed with the Princess Miaoshan 
(Dudbridge  1978 ) and Mazu with Moniang Lin; both successfully reconciled the 
requests for religious and for fi lial piety. They resisted marriage and thus retained 
their purity, but at the cost of angering their fathers. However, this was compen-
sated for by their sacrifi ce of themselves to save their fathers: Miaoshan offered 
her arms and eyes to cure her father, while Moniang used her power to save her 
father from drowning. The worship of Guanyin and Mazu emphasizes a specifi c 
feature of Chinese goddesses, in that both have a paradoxical identity: devoid of 
sexuality they are fertility goddesses; childless they become divine mothers, grant-
ing children to their devoted followers. This combination of virginity and mother-
hood, seen in the iconography of the goddesses, has become the role model for 
Chinese women. Movements associated with Guanyin or Mazu include the  buluo-
jia    , who, at the turn of the twentieth century, worked in the silk industry 
in Guangdong and arranged for their husbands to have sons by concubines so 
they themselves could retain the status of motherhood while remaining virginal 
(Topley  1975 ). 

 In  A Room of One ’ s Own   (1998 [1929]) , Virginia Woolf illustrates how women 
act in a way that mirrors socially constructed gender patterns rather than acting for 
themselves. I regard the above system as the mirror model for Chinese women: 
legitimate womanhood is married mothers of sons; marginal womanhood is women 
who are either unmarried, or divorced, or infertile, or sonless; and ideal womanhood 
is women who combine motherhood and virginity. 

 Of course, I am aware that, for the purpose of this analysis, I have uncritically 
used existing literature which is inherently androcentric, and have also viewed 
everything from nowhere, regarding traditional Chinese religious culture as a whole 
and assuming a relatively high degree of homogeneity and continuity. Moreover, 
this mirror model and the claim that patriarchy is the structuring grammar of 
Chinese religious culture are debatable. Historian Patricia Ebrey  (2003)  argues that 
critiques of Neo - Confucianism have over - estimated the power of ideas articulated 
by male philosophers and their infl uence on women ’ s actual lives. She instead attests 
that female mentalities were not solely shaped by philosophers, and that social and 
economic structures could be shaped by female agents. There are also anthropologi-
cal studies of Chinese culture which draw our attention to other ties than patrilineal 
bonds; Margery Wolf  (1972)  focuses on the uterine linkage between mother and 
children, and Charles Stafford  (1995)  similarly focuses on the cycle of nurturing 
between mother and children. Both works demonstrate how women manipulate 
their positions as mothers to advance their interests and desires. Furthermore, Steven 
Sangren argues through a close reading of the Miaoshan story, that through her 
sacrifi ce  “ Miaoshan is producing for herself the subject position of fi lial sacrifi cer 
 –  that is, she is producing for herself the role defi ned as a prerogative of the fi lial 
son ”  (Sangren  1997 :142).  
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  A  f eminist  a pproach to Chinese  r eligious  c ulture 

 Anthropology of Chinese religion has tended to analyze ancestor - worship in terms 
of a structure which determines the characteristics of Chinese gender identity. 
However, I seek to shift the focus to study a category outside ancestor - worship  –  
maiden - death  –  that provides a space in which other identities might emerge. I focus 
on the fact that some dead maidens have attained continuity in the living world 
through practices that constitute forms of correction to exclusion/pollution/home-
lessness. I regard these as  “ corrective practices ”  which serve as  “ texts ”  that can be 
read as refl ections of and negotiations with traditional gender relations and wider 
processes of economic and political change. My research is itself a  “ corrective prac-
tice, ”  and thus a  “ political ”  activity. 

 The corrective practice described below refers to a maiden temple in Sam - giap 
  , Taipei County, Taiwan that involves the  “ adoption ”  of goddess worship 

and the  “ inversion ”  of ancestral orthopraxy. The goddess of the Sam - giap maiden 
temple is addressed as Siann - Ma     “ the Effi cacious Grandmother, ”  who is 
believed to be effective in responding to the needs of the worshippers. It is said that 
the goddess was a local unmarried woman from the Ng family named Bhan - niu 

  . She had been born in 1813 and died aged 17 in an accidental fi re, and some 
years later, she returned to her family in a dream in which she  “ demanded to be a 
maiden. ”  The Ng family granted her  “ a piece of land ”  as her  “ dowry ”  and built a 
small stone shrine on the land to house her spirit. 

 The majority of maiden - spirits who appear to their families demand a  “ husband ”  
and are provided with a ghost marriage. As a result, they are re - integrated into the 
patrilineal system. However, the spirit of Bhan - niu wanted to keep her unmarried 
status. Her dowry was a piece of land upon which a shrine was built to house her. 
It is normally the case that when a family member falls ill and the illness cannot be 
cured by a doctor, the cause is attributed to haunting by a neglected family - spirit, 
in most cases a maiden - spirit. The family normally follows the advice of a Daoist 
master to open communication with the spirit by burning incense and conducting 
a calling - spirit - home ritual. It is believed that ash from incense offered to a deceased 
maiden represents her spirit, and this ash is brought home and placed in a red sachet 
with a sheet of paper bearing the identity of the deceased maiden. 

 A temporary altar is then set up to house the maiden - spirit at home. The family 
begins to offer their deceased maiden food, clothing, and money. It is always said 
that after the maiden - spirit has been worshipped an ill person soon recovers from 
his or her illness. When accommodation outside the home is found, the maiden -
 spirit (i.e., the red sachet) is sent to her new  “ home, ”  which is usually, though not 
always, a Buddhist monastery. However, this is very expensive, and poor families 
can instead deposit their deceased maiden ’ s red sachet  “ secretly ”  in a maiden 
temple, donating some money for incense and candles. At the Sam - giap temple, the 
maiden - spirits (i.e., the red sachets) are hung up on boards beside the statue of 
goddess Siann - Ma. Interestingly, the  gap - lo     practice in ancestor - worship is re -
 employed in the Sam - giap maiden temple. Traditionally, the  gap - lo  practice is 
employed to integrate a newly dead family member into a family lineage. Accord-
ingly, every year on the temple ’ s rebuilding anniversary, a  gap - lo  practice is held to 
adopt newly dead and homeless maiden - spirits. This is done by opening each red 
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sachet and then pouring the individual spirit ’ s ash into the goddess Siann - Ma ’ s 
incense - burner. 

 From this case study, we see a succession of cultural and gender transformations. 
The Sam - giap maiden temple was conceived in the language of ancestral orthopraxy, 
and yet, at the same time, this language articulates many contradictions. For 
example, there are the demands for perpetual maidenhood from the daughter and 
for the gift of dowry land from the father. To be a maiden means to remain 
single and to resist marriage, while a dowry is usually the gift given by a father to 
his daughter for her wedding.  “ Marriage ”  is, of course, the primary means by 
which a family excludes its daughters from their lineage, but here it operates to 
solve the problem of Bhan - niu ’ s homelessness and the threat of pollution to her 
family. 

 Critically, this contradictory response not only generates a space for the dead 
Bhan - niu but later also provides room to accommodate other maiden - spirits where 
the damage done to them by their exclusion/pollution/homelessness is corrected or 
healed. Being a maiden, Bhan - niu ’ s spirit lacked any identity and was situated in a 
socially marginal position. However, by naming her Siann - Ma, the villagers attempt 
to create a recognizable identity for Bhan - niu ’ s spirit as a grandmother, granting 
her a legitimate position as a female ancestor. As such, the disordering tension 
between the polluting maiden - spirits and the living villagers is re - confi gured as a 
relationship between a  “ grandmother ”  and her  “ descendants. ”  It is interesting to 
note that a public relationship with a female  “ ancestor ”  is authorized in the Sam -
 giap maiden temple. Here, we witness the inversion of the private relationship with 
a male ancestor in patrilineage, and its replacement by a public relationship with a 
female  “ ancestor ”  in a maiden temple. 

 Furthermore, through the re - employment of the  gap - lo  ritual, the maidens after 
death have nevertheless attained social continuity with the living world: the adopted 
maiden spirits are connected to Siann - Ma and the Sam - giap temple worshippers and 
villagers, not because of particular kinship ties but by virtue of their membership 
in the temple and community. Here we witness the dissolution of kinship ties, and 
their replacement with community bonds. 

 Again, through the re - employment of the  gap - lo  ritual, the maiden - spirits are 
provided with a  “ home, ”  not on an ancestral altar of the family house but in the 
incense -  burner of the Sam - giap maiden temple. The fact that the adopted maiden -
 spirits ’  ashes are mixed with the temple goddess ’ s ashes implies that the adopted 
maiden - spirits have some share of the incense offered to the temple - goddess. When-
ever the temple - goddess is worshipped the adopted maiden - spirits are worshipped 
as well. As such, a different sense of community emerges: unlike lineage community 
with its emphasis on vertical relations of hierarchy, the focus in the Sam - giap temple 
is on horizontal relations of sharing and equality. Here we witness the dissolution 
of the hierarchical community of the lineage, and its replacement with an equal 
community of maidens. 

 Moreover, the communal worship of maiden - spirits in the Sam - giap maiden 
temple takes place on the temple rebuilding anniversary, rather than on the day for 
visiting ancestors or on the day for feeding hungry ghosts. This suggests that the 
maiden - spirits adopted by the temple are identifi ed neither as ghosts nor as ances-
tors, but as a new category  –   “ the companions of the maiden goddess. ”  
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 To conclude, in this case study we see how spirit - adoption in the Sam - giap 
maiden temple constitutes an attempt to correct the problem of maiden - death. We 
also witness that the maiden - spirit Bhan - niu, who escaped re - incorporation through 
ghost marriage, has come to stand outside ancestral orthopraxy, which therefore 
never manages to constitute itself as a fully complete structure. Its incompleteness 
allows for new discursive and physical spaces in which a new category that disrupts 
the opposition of ghosts and ancestors emerges.   

  CONCLUSION 

 This chapter departs from the succession of books on  “ women and world religions ”  
which appeared in the 1980s, and it passes beyond the religious liberal feminist 
quest for inclusivity. Instead, I have turned to various forms of religious radical 
feminism which have challenged the very heart of notions of theology, philosophy 
and law. Women - Church feminists create a women ’ s space within theology; Goddess 
Religion feminists reinvent a gendered theology/thealogy; ontological French femi-
nists try to develop a new language for philosophy; and epistemological feminists 
criticize God ’ s view/Law to fashion a new model for science. Interestingly, this 
journey is circular; despite the various positions adopted by these groups of femi-
nists, their conclusions sooner or later are all directed to the epistemological feminist 
viewpoint: questions of difference and diversity among men and women, and among 
women and feminisms, are all articulated from particular socio - religious, economi-
cal, political, and historical locations and situations. This is also my position. My 
research  –  the case study  –  demonstrates a particular approach that is both evidence -
 based and empirical but also passionately concerned and value - saturated; its objec-
tive validity lies in the  “ conversation ”  of which it is a part. Furthermore, while the 
work of radical feminists has infl uenced subsequent research projects, critiques do 
not always entail a rejection of liberal feminism. Indeed, all these efforts have con-
tributed signifi cantly to an incremental growth in awareness in the academy of the 
centrality of issues of women, religions and feminisms, and to increased appoint-
ments of women to senior academic posts in the study of religions. We can only 
guess  –  or dream  –  as to what exciting new paradigms will emerge in the near future.  

  Note 

  I am grateful to Taylor and Francis for granting permission for me to use a portion of my 
paper  “ Generation of a new space: a maiden temple in the Chinese religious culture of 
Taiwan ”  in the case study of this chapter. The paper was published in 2007 in  Culture and 
Religion  8 (1): 89 – 104, and is available at  www.informaworld.com .   
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New Research on Megachurches 

 Non - denominationalism and Sectarianism 

   Stephen   Ellingson       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The emergence and rapid growth of megachurches in North America and Asia 
represent one of the most signifi cant changes to Christianity in the past twenty to 
thirty years. A megachurch is customarily defi ned as a Protestant church that has 
at least 2,000 weekly attendees. The majority self - identify as conservative and often 
combine orthodox evangelical theology with practical, therapeutic religious mes-
sages. Many employ the latest in audio - visual technology in their worship services, 
and offer attendees a wide range of services and religious events (from day care to 
fi tness classes to bible studies). In addition, many megachurches draw heavily on 
the marketing strategies and entrepreneurialism of the contemporary marketplace 
to effectively sell Christianity in a mall - like setting (replete with food court) and sell 
megachurch products (for example, sermon series, music, Sunday school curricula, 
or church growth consulting services) to other churches or church bodies (see 
Twitchell  2004 : 47 – 108; Sargeant  2000 : 106 – 62; Thumma and Travis  2007 : 118 –
 34 offer a more positive interpretation of megachurch entrepreneurialism). In short, 
megachurches are not only very large churches that experiment with tradition, 
liturgy and doctrine, but also draw on popular culture and a consumerist logic in 
order to attract an audience more familiar with rock and roll, shopping malls, and 
self - help culture than with traditional church liturgies, hymns, or symbols. 

 Megachurches are springing up in the suburbs and exurbs of the Sunbelt and 
Pacifi c Coast states and in major urban areas in South Korea and Southeast Asia. 
Megachurches may occupy campuses that cover dozens of acres and average about 
4,000 weekly attendance; in Asia megachurches occupy denser but smaller campuses 
and they tend to be far larger (Hong  2000 ). In the United States., the median size 
of the main sanctuary is just over 1,000, however, a small percentage (5 percent) 
can seat 3,000 or more. In the United States, the number of megachurches has grown 
from approximately 50 in 1970 to over 1,200 in 2005 and the median fi ve - year 
growth rates range from 33 percent for churches founded before 1945 to 250 
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percent for churches founded between 1995 and 2005 (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 
25; Goh  1999  and Tong  2008  report similar growth rates for megachurches in 
Singapore). 

 Despite the rapid proliferation of megachurches and their high visibility in the 
press, research on this phenomenon is still in its infancy. Scott Thumma, at Hartford 
Seminary, conducted national surveys of megachurch leaders in 2000 and 2005. 
Two other national surveys, the 2000 and 2005 Faith Communities Today and the 
2001 United States Congregational Life Survey, also contain information about 
megachurches. Several other scholars have written on megachurches in their work 
to describe and explain  “ seeker ”  and  “ new paradigm ”  churches (Sargeant  2000 ; 
Miller  1999 ). Although much of the existing sociological research is descriptive in 
nature, scholars are beginning to develop explanations for the emergence, growth, 
and success of megachurches. 

 In particular, megachurches offer sociologists of religion an opportunity to 
expand and refi ne the general thesis on the restructuring of American religion; assess 
the claims of competing theories of religious change and innovation; and revisit 
church – sect theory. Megachurches refl ect the move towards non - denominationalism 
in American religion and their growing infl uence across American Protestantism 
may presage a more widespread shift in the locus of religious authority and identity 
away from historic denominational traditions towards a more evangelical and 
generic Christianity. 

 As noted above, an important issue for scholars of contemporary religion is to 
explain the emergence and growth of megachurches. Historically, church – sect 
theory has been a useful tool for sociologists of religion to develop such explana-
tions. Church – sect theory hinges on the key idea that religions exist in greater or 
lesser degrees of tension with the secular world and that it is the institutional move 
to increase or decrease tension that brings about religious confl ict, innovation, and 
change. Historically, scholars have emphasized how sects, which exist in a height-
ened degree of tension with the world, create new religious forms and organizations 
by breaking away from world - accommodating churches in an effort to purify reli-
gion and then how sects gradually become churches as they age and struggle to 
maintain their tension with or distance from the surrounding culture (for example, 
Wilson  1959 ; Johnson  1957, 1963, 1971 ). Recently, scholars have turned to church –
 sect theory to explain the emergence of revitalization movements in Roman Catholi-
cism and Methodism and to explain the growth of several post -  or non - denominational 
religious bodies (Finke and Wittberg  2000 ; Finke and Stark  2001 ; McKinney and 
Finke  2002 ; Miller  1999 ). Megachurches challenge the utility of church – sect theory 
insofar as they are growing not by distancing themselves from the secular world 
but by pragmatically embracing it and mimicking the infotainment, consumerist, 
MTV culture of the American middle class, and in doing so they demonstrate how 
Christianity is relevant to those who live in a post - denominational world.  

  HISTORY, DEMOGRAPHICS, AND CULTURE OF MEGACHURCHES 

 Contemporary megachurches emerged in the 1970s and while many are affi liated 
with evangelical, charismatic or conservative denominations, the majority are 
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functionally non - denominational. In addition, over one - third are formally non - 
denominational (Thumma and Travis  2007 , 27). Megachurches tend to combine 
orthodox theological orientations with the therapeutic personalism that marks Baby -
 Boomer religiosity (Roof  1999 ; Wuthnow  1998 ). Megachurches often are described 
as innovators in church architecture and worship practices. The prototypical mega-
church  –  Willow Creek Community Church in Illinois  –  looks more like a corporate 
offi ce park or community college than a church. It seats several thousand in its theater -
 style worship space, minimizes overt displays of Christian symbols (for example, there 
is no cross in the sanctuary), and offers a wide - range of services and activities (for 
example, occupational and age - graded small groups, bookstores, cafes). 

 Megachurches have their theological and organizational roots in the revivalistic 
movements and the auditorium churches of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries (Loveland and Wheeler  2003 ). However, today ’ s megachurches differ 
from their historic predecessors in terms of growth rate, building size, range of 
programs, and marketing know - how. Several scholars (Thumma and Travis  2007 ; 
Loveland and Wheeler  2003 ; Chaves  2006 ) date the emergence of contemporary 
megachurches to the 1970s when the number of such churches tripled (from 50 in 
1970 to 150 in 1980). The number of megachurches climbed to 600 by 2000 and 
1,210 by 2005 (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 7). Forty - Four percent of megachurches 
have been founded since 1975, and they show more rapid growth rates than older 
churches. Moreover, most of the megachurches started in earlier decades did not 
reach megachurch size until the 1970s (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 24). Roughly 
three - quarters of megachurches have experienced at least a 20 percent growth rate 
since 2000 and the average growth rate between 2000 and 2005 is 57 percent. 
Nearly 54 percent of megachurches have a weekly attendance of between 2,000 and 
2,999 persons, and the average median attendance in 2005 was 3,585. However, 
only 4 percent have 10,000 or more weekly attendees (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 
8). The majority of megachurches are located in the suburbs of the Sunbelt states. 
Karnes et al.  (2007)  report on the spatial distribution of megachurches in the nine 
states with largest number of megachurches. They fi nd megachurches concentrated 
in metropolitan areas with highly educated, relatively wealthy, young (adults with 
young families) and professional populations which is not surprising since mega-
churches need the population and infrastructure of metro areas and the fi nancial 
and human resources of educated middle - class attendees to succeed. 

 About two - thirds of megachurches are formally affi liated with a denomination 
and the other third are explicitly non - denominational. Most are affi liated with 
evangelical and conservative Protestant denominations. Only 11 percent of mega-
churches are affi liated with one of the mainline denominations and like most of the 
other megachurches, the ties to the denomination are attenuated and often inten-
tionally minimized among self - indentifi ed seeker churches to avoid negative con-
notations a denominational label may carry among a church ’ s targeted audience 
(Thumma and Petersen  2003 : 107; Sargeant  2000 : 59; Thumma and Travis  2007 ). 
This move towards functional and formal non - denominationalism refl ects the long-
standing decline in the salience of denominational identity and traditions for many 
churchgoers and churches. 

 In order to capitalize on the declining interest or commitment to particular 
denominational traditions and thus to effectively reach groups with different reli-
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gious capital and interests, many megachurches engage in a practice of  “ structured 
diversity ”  (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 141 – 2). This refers to the effort by churches 
to meet the interests and needs of different sub - populations by offering multiple 
worship services in different formats or styles, and by providing a wide variety of 
fellowship groups that appeal to different age groups, lifestyle and interest cohorts. 
Thus it is common for megachurches to hold several services in a given week  –  an 
early Sunday morning traditional service for older adults; a praise service mid -
 morning on Sundays; a mid - week or Sunday evening rock service for teens and 
young adults and a Saturday evening jazz service. 

 Over 80 percent of megachurches are predominantly Caucasian, but roughly 10 
percent of megachurches are predominately African - American, 2 percent are primar-
ily Hispanic and another 2 percent are Asian (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 28) In a 
national study of black churches, Tamelyn Tucker - Worgs  (2001)  identifi ed 66 
African - American megachurches. Like their white counterparts, the majority of 
African - American megachurches are located in the Sunbelt states, and average fewer 
than 4,000 weekly attendees. However there are several notable differences. Most 
black megachurches are in urban areas rather than suburbs; most attained mega-
church size slightly later (after the 1980s), and 46 percent are Baptist. In addition, 
60 percent of African - American megachurches have established separate 501C3 
community development corporations. Unlike the predominately white mega-
churches that have substantial social ministries (for example, programs to help the 
homeless, at - risk youth) the community development corporations at black mega-
churches may be home to a credit union, be engaged in building affordable and 
transitional housing, run health clinics or job training programs, and provide a wide 
array of other social services (Tucker - Worgs  2001 : 191 – 5). In addition, many 
churches have an explicit Afro - centric orientation in which ministers teach and 
preach from the perspective of black theology and in which art and symbols express 
an African - centered worldview (for example, murals with a black Jesus or heroes 
within African - American history). 

 Thumma and Travis  (2007)  describe four types of megachurches that vary in 
terms of worship styles, use of mass media, architecture, denominational ties, and 
constituencies. Thirty percent of megachurches fall into their category of Old Line/
Program - based churches. Many of these churches are among the oldest of all mega-
churches and often are located in downtown or fi rst - ring suburbs. Most are offi cially 
tied to a denomination and their theology, worship practices, programs, and orga-
nizational structure refl ect their denominational backgrounds. This type of mega-
church tends to self - identify as traditional and it is more likely to use formal 
liturgies, organ and choirs in its worship. 

 Another 30 percent of megachurches are seeker churches. These churches are 
among the most innovative and unconventional among the entire population of 
megachurches. Seeker churches have a strong, explicit mission to evangelize or reach 
the  “ unchurched ”  and are willing to experiment with worship styles, architecture, 
and religious ideas in order to make Christianity appealing and authentic to a 
boomer and post - boomer population alienated or indifferent to organized religion. 
Sargeant, who has written a masterful study of seeker churches with Willow Creek 
Community Church at the center of his analysis, notes that Willow Creek ’ s audi-
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torium, rituals and theologies refl ect the organization ’ s concern with  “ creating and 
maintaining a safe environment for seekers, an environment that is not unlike other 
places in the secular world ”  (2000: 61). In practice this means the absence of Chris-
tian symbols, a campus that looks like a  “ carefully maintained and slightly antiseptic 
professional buildings of suburban, corporate American, ”  with the  “ conveniences 
of a shopping mall such as an atrium dining area and food court, as well as  ‘ state 
of the art ’  facilities of a hotel conference center ”  (Sargeant  2000 : 61; Hoover,  2000 ). 
It also means that Willow Creek and other seeker churches tend to be publicly non -
 denominational (even if they are formally affi liated with a denomination), eschew 
tradition, and intentionally minimize the distance between the outside world and 
the church by showing how Christianity is relevant and applicable to the world of 
middle - class suburbanites (Sargeant  2000 : 58 – 73; also Thumma and Travis  2007 : 
39 – 40). More specifi cally, many Seeker megachurches tend to emphasize the per-
sonalistic aspects of faith  –  a believer ’ s personal relationship with Jesus and the 
ways in which faith can help individuals address numerous domestic or personal 
issues (Sargeant  2000 : 67) in order to demonstrate that Christianity is relevant. 

 Twenty - fi ve percent of megachurches are Charismatic and/or pastor - focused. 
While many of these megachurches fall within the Pentecostal or charismatic theo-
logical tradition, they also emphasize the personal charisma of its senior minister 
and are the most likely group of churches to sponsor television ministries. They are 
among the most ethnically and racially diverse of all megachurches. 

 Finally, the newest set of megachurches, many founded since 1990, are New 
Wave or Re - envisioned churches. Many of these churches have multiple sites and 
are led by teams of pastors. They tend to reject the seeker church model and have 
returned to traditional symbols, language, and practices. For example, megachurches 
from the Vineyard Fellowship and Calvary Chapel, also known as  “ new paradigm 
churches ”  practice  “ postmodern primitivism ”  which is a return to ancient Christian 
symbols, language, and rituals, the minimization of doctrine, and an attempt to 
rediscover and follow the original scriptural narratives that guided the early church 
(Miller  1999 ). While such churches may embrace orthodox theology they also rely 
on cutting - edge audio - visual technology in their worship services, and tend to attract 
younger (under age 35) constituency (Thumma and Travis  2007 : 40 – 1). 

 Megachurches are also on the rise throughout Asia. Hong  (2000)  notes that as 
the number of Protestants has grown in South Korea so to have the number of 
megachurches. He reports that in 1995 there were fi fteen megachurches in the 
country. They ranged in size from 12,000 to 230,000 weekly attendees with eight 
averaging at least 20,000 attendees per week. He argues that there are three types 
of Korean megachurches; each emerged in a particular time period and each serves 
a specifi c audience.  “ Traditional ”  megachurches appeared at the end of World War 
II. They are aligned with the Presbyterian Church and emphasize orthodox doctrine 
and a pietistic faith.  “ Middle - class ”  megachurches emerged during the late 1970s 
with the development of a larger Korean middle class. Attendees tend to have higher 
incomes and more education than attendees of the other types of megachurches and 
middle - class megachurches tend to offer worship services and programs that empha-
size an intellectualized faith.  “ Charismatic ”  megachurches represent the newest and 
most numerous types. They emerged during the explosive period of urbanization in 
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the late 1980s and 1990s, and cater to a less educated and less wealthy population. 
As the name suggests these megachurches emphasize an emotive and experiential 
religiosity and services that celebrate manifestations of the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
(such as healing and speaking in tongues). Charismatic megachurches tend have 
stronger evangelism programs and a corresponding higher percentage of new con-
verts among attendees than the other two types of megachurches. 

 Charismatic megachurches also have emerged in Singapore among Chinese Chris-
tians. Goh  (1999)  examines three such megachurches and fi nds that such churches 
combine the emotive and experiential aspects of Pentacostalism with the teachings 
and language of fundamentalism. Thus some of Singapore ’ s megachurches promul-
gate an apocalyptic worldview and the separation of believers from unbelievers. 
These churches also are very authoritarian insofar as they demand attendees and 
members adhere to purity codes, demonstrate allegiance to church teachings, and 
participate in cell groups. In her case study of City Harvest Church, Joy Kooi - Chin 
Tong shows how the church wields  “ technologies of the self ”  to train and discipline 
attendees in order to both help individuals overcome the loss of identity and sense 
of belonging created by modernization, but also to ensure that the strict and hier-
archical nature of the church is maintained:

  For instances, the practice of note - taking, as if the attendees  “ were going to sit an exam 
on this sermon, ”  has cultivated a  “ teachable and expectant spirit ”  toward preaching. 
The requirement for its members to commit themselves to the church ’ s teachings, by 
attending equipping class systematically, has helped shape people ’ s views on certain 
issues, such as constant emphasis on the reward of offering has compelled the members 
to give lavishly; and severe teachings on gossiping and slandering has prohibited 
members from conversations related to the negative aspects or feelings toward church 
leaders. Also, leaders ’  supervision and peer pressures lead to conformity. From the 
 “ proper ”  way of worship (when to pray or raise hand),  “ proper ”  timing of responding 
to the sermons (i.e. the unifi ed  “ yeah ”  response after the preacher has said something 
interesting or challenging),  “ proper ”  individual commitments such as tithe or even their 
future plans (i.e. the church encourages the youth to join the Bible Training Center 
before starting their fi rst job), multiple technologies have in fact helped to train a 
certain type of Christian. Besides, disciplinary actions, taken by leaders to punish 
uncooperative attitude, are another effective way of regulating its huge membership. 
According to several of my informants, one of them was censured for her disagreement 
with the church ’ s miraculous healing; another over her unwillingness to participate in 
the church building project.  (Tong  2008 : 9)    

 Finally, Asian megachurches share many of the common architectural and cultural 
features of their American counterparts. Worship services are held in large theater -
 like spaces and rely on similar kinds of audio - visual technologies. Church buildings 
may include cafes, bookstores, and meeting spaces for small groups. And like 
Willow Creek or one of the Vineyard megachurches, many Asian megachurches try 
to present the gospel in ways that resonate with the lifeworld experiences and cul-
tural tastes of their middle and lower middle - class attendees so that religion becomes 
a resource to construct a resilient self or identity in a rapidly changing social world 
(Tong  2008 ; Goh  1999 ).  
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  EXPLAINING THE EMERGENCE, GROWTH, AND SUCCESS 
OF MEGACHURCHES 

 Why did megachurches emerge in the late twentieth century and how can we 
account for their remarkable growth and success? Although much of the published 
work on megachurches is descriptive, a nascent sociological answer is emerging in 
the literature. The most common explanation draws on cultural and market theories 
of religious change. This type of explanation claims that growth is based on the 
ability of megachurch leaders to provide religious products that articulate with the 
religious interests and tastes of religious consumers. A second and related explana-
tion draws on church – sect theory and stresses that megachurch growth is fueled 
by the ways in which they create a religious culture that is in clear tension with 
secular society. A third line of explanation emphasizes organizational dynamics. 
These are complementary rather than competing explanations, and still being devel-
oped by megachurch scholars. Below I review each explanation and discuss how 
existing theories of religious change can help us understand the growth of the 
megachurch. 

 Cultural/market explanations start from the key fi ndings of work examining the 
restructuring of American religion. Namely, they claim that the decline of mainline 
Protestantism and concomitant rise of evangelicalism stems in part from changes in 
the religious interests and tastes of baby boomers, and the ability of megachurches 
to offer new religious products that fi t the religious sensibilities of boomers and 
succeeding generations. Among these changes are the enshrinement of religious 
choice as an important value; the decline of denominational brand loyalty; the 
development of a therapeutic religious ethos; and anti - institutionalism. The fi rst 
change is important because it signals the rise of a consumerist orientation to reli-
gion and the weakening of denominational brand loyalty. As religion became an 
achieved rather than ascribed identity, baby boomers were free to shop for a church 
(or a religious experience) that met their particular interests. The second change led 
to a new inward focus as religious consumers came to expect religion to be a tool 
in the individual ’ s quest to develop the self. Finally, the strong anti - institutional bias 
appeals to the baby boomers ’  suspicion of organized religion with its hierarchical 
authority and inherited traditions (Roof and McKinney  1987 ; Miller  1999 ; Roof 
 1999 ; Sargeant  2000 ). 

 Loveland and Wheeler note that as evangelicalism grew in numbers, fi nancial 
resources,  a nd legitimacy entrepreneurs began to create a new religious culture that 
tapped into the anti - institutionalism, consumerist and therapeutic values of baby -
 boomers (2003: 114 – 24). They show how church growth experts adopted a mar-
keting perspective to realize their goals of converting the unchurched and unsaved. 
These leaders argued that boomers live in a world of corporations and shopping 
malls and in order to attract boomers, church growth experts contended that 
churches needed to mimic the everyday world of the unchurched. Loveland and 
Wheeler  (2003)  discuss how Bill Hybels, the innovative pastor who founded 
Willow Creek Community Church, tried to make his church resonate with the 
experiences of his middle - class audience so that attending church would be 
meaningful. 
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 In his view, the unchurched were as alienated by the architecture of the  “ tradi-
tional church ”  as by its worship services. He insisted that the physical facilities of 
Willow Creek should be such as to fi rst win the respect of  “ unchurched Harry, ”  
and then make him feel comfortable and relaxed and therefore receptive to the 
seeker servicer. As a tour guide at Willow Creek explained, Hybels believed that a 
church should fi t people ’ s  “ life experience ”  and that  “ you shouldn ’ t go through 
cultural shock when you go to church. ”  In developing his architectural philosophy, 
Hybels noted the kind of secular buildings  “ unchurched Harry ”  found attractive –  
hotels, amusement parks, and corporate headquarters –  and tried to make Willow 
Creek look and operate like them. He asserted that the Willow Creek buildings were 
purposely designed to look like a corporate headquarters.  “ What we want him 
[unchurched Harry] to do is just say,  ‘ I was just at corporate headquarters for IBM 
in Atlanta Wednesday, and now I come to church here and it ’ s basically the same ’  ”  
(Loveland and Wheeler  2003 : 123). 

 Twitchell  (2004)  and Tong  (2008)  link the success of megachurches to their 
deliberate efforts to commodify and brand a particular type of religious experience 
and identity. Twitchell argues that the population of megachurches is rapidly 
expanding because their product  –  a mix of  “ edutainment, ”  FM type music, the 
mall or village commons, and  “ the therapeutic sensation of redemption, of epiph-
any, the promise of a new start, forgiveness  –  closely mirrors the consumer culture 
of the American, suburban middle class ”  (2004: 76). The genius of the megachurch, 
he argues, is that is it able to match its practices and products with the entertain-
ment system (in terms of megachurch music, use of video screens and other technol-
ogy), the mall (food courts and large parking lots), and several other lifeworld 
arenas of its attendees (for example, child care, fi tness clubs), so that attendees are 
able to navigate seamlessly between the worlds of work, family, leisure, and religion 
(2004: 85 – 8). In effect, he makes a strong argument that megachurch success is 
based on a form of cultural isomorphism. He also argues that growth itself and size, 
two important values of the capitalist system, help fuel the expansion of mega-
churches as church shoppers come to defi ne size and growth as markers of  “ redemp-
tive success. ”  Hong makes a similar claim about Korean megachurches, noting that 
Korean culture equates bigness with success, beauty, or greatness (2000: 109). 

 Tong makes a similar argument about Harvest City Church in Singapore, but 
grounds her explanation in Ritzer ’ s concept of McDonaldization. A megachurch ’ s 
success is driven in part by the ability of its leaders to routinize and standardize the 
ritual, educational, and leadership processes, and in part by developing a unique 
religious identity for a young audience. Tong argues that the church is intentionally 
 “ building an  ‘ ultra - modern, energetic, and upwardly mobile ’  image, one that empha-
sizes the visible signs of wealth and success in a capitalist world ”  (2008: 10 – 11). 
Echoing Weber ’ s notion of  “ elective affi nity ”  from his discussion of the religions of 
different class and status groups, Tong notes that the megachurch offers a  “ brand 
 –  a lifestyle, a set of values, tastes, and symbols ”   –  that validate the values of most 
of its middle - class attendees (an elective affi nity argument refers to the degree to 
which the religious interests, needs, or questions of some group are met by or 
articulate with the goods and services offered by a religion. (Weber  1968 [1946] : 
62 – 3, 284 – 5; Tong  2008 : 11). In particular she argues that City Harvest Church 
relies on the gospel of wealth in which worldly success is interpreted as a sign of God ’ s 
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blessing, and thus fi ts neatly with the worldview and experiences of a rising middle 
class in which material accumulation is highly valued (2008: 12). At the same time, 
the church emphasizes the value of freedom and encourages attendees that as Chris-
tians they are free from the limits imposed by traditions, customs, and legalisms. 
Christian freedom or being  “ true to yourself, ”  in the idiom of the church, is com-
monly framed in terms of consumption, lifestyle and personal appearance as Tong 
summarizes:

  In a series of sermons and articles regarding the freedom that Christians, Kong [the 
senior pastor] said,  “ What music do you listen to? What clothes can you wear? What 
art may you appreciate, what kind of car or house can you have  …  these are not issues 
of right or wrong, sin or righteousness. They are simply matters of personal prefer-
ence! ”  This is undoubtedly a liberating and comforting message for people in a con-
sumer society, in which  –  individuals are encouraged to choose and display goods 
where the furnishings, house, car, clothing, the body or leisure pursuits to make their 
personal statement (Lyon 2000: 82). Nevertheless, it does seems that through teachings 
like this, Kong has in fact unwittingly given the consumer culture is spiritual endorse-
ment on the one hand and set the trend of  “ liberal and trendy ”  Christianity on the 
other.  (Tong  2008 : 13)    

 In short, the megachurch succeeds because it effectively creates a religious identity 
and lifestyle that is consonant with the emergent middle - class identity and lifestyle 
of Singapore ’ s young and upwardly mobile population. 

 The goal of constructing new religious identities in response of rapid social 
change also is the cornerstone of Goh ’ s  (1999)  explanation for megachurch emer-
gence and growth in Singapore. He combines the classic modernization argument 
with a Weberian elective affi nity argument. Urbanization and industrialization in 
Singapore have led to the loss of identity and belonging among the lower middle 
class, while their rising economic expectations from their gains in education are 
frustrated. As a result the lower middle class fi nd themselves in a situation of exis-
tential doubt or angst, much like Weber ’ s Calvinists. Singapore ’ s megachurches that 
combine Pentacostal worship, fundamentalist theology, and the tight integration 
into small fellowship groups provide members with a new transcendent identity and 
recurring transient religious experiences that help individuals resolve their existen-
tial doubt and fi nd their place in a rapidly changing social world. Moreover, Goh 
notes that the three megachurches he studied have many of the characteristics of 
strict churches and rely on authoritarianism to discipline and structure religious life 
for members. 

 Explanations based on the tight cultural articulation between megachurch pro-
grams and the interests, experiences, and values of their audiences also characterize 
much of the work on American megachurches. Thumma and Travis ( 2007 : 14 – 17) 
note that megachurches are appealing and successful because they make religion 
take place in a familiar institutional form (the shopping mall or movie theater), with 
familiar music (contemporary pop rock), and organize church  “ in a way that allows 
[individuals] choice and yet asks them to become serious in their commitments ”  
(2007: 15). Similarly Sargeant and Miller in their studies of seeker and new para-
digm churches respectively identify the ways in which megachurch leaders craft 
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rituals and programs to resonate with boomer religious sensibilities. Sargeant shows 
how seeker churches intentionally minimize denominational worship traditions 
because their audiences desire a more authentic experience of the sacred that are 
obstructed by the older formal liturgies and rituals of mainline Protestantism. He 
also shows how leaders of megachurches craft their theological messages that 
emphasize the subjective and pragmatic benefi ts of belief for seekers looking to 
develop the self, fi nd help coping with family confl ict, or deal with the pressures of 
corporate work (Sargeant  2000 : 64 – 83). Miller  (1999)  also argues that new para-
digm churches are successful because they eschew the kinds of church traditions 
(for example, Bach chorales) that their audiences consider irrelevant to contempo-
rary life and inauthentic. Such churches also are successful because they are orga-
nized non - hierarchically and non - bureaucratically which appeals to baby - boomers ’  
anti - institutionalism. In short, these researchers rely on a Weberian elective affi nity 
argument. Megachurches offer people access to the sacred in ways that conform to 
their artistic, cultural, and religious tastes and provide better answers to their audi-
ences pressing existential questions about the self, morality, family, and/or work. 

 The second type of explanation draws on church – sect theory, although only 
Miller uses this theory explicitly. Church – sect theory posits that congregations grow 
when they embody the characteristics of sectarian groups, especially by making 
members separate themselves from the moral corruption of the outside world, and 
by offering intense experiences and exclusive religious benefi ts to members. However, 
Miller argues that new paradigm churches (which include Vineyard and Calvary 
Chapel church bodies, both of which have signifi cant numbers of megachurches) 
are not  “ cultural separatists ”  (that is, churches that embrace rather than reject 
popular culture) and use features of contemporary culture to their own purposes 
(1997: 154). He combines the cultural/market approach with ideas from church –
 sect theory to develop a complex explanation for change. He argues that new para-
digm church are growing in part because they provide a superior religious product 
 –  namely a profound experience of the transcendent  – and in part because they use 
but do not capitulate to dominant secular values like most sects. In summary he 
writes:

  New paradigm churches eliminated many of the ineffi ciencies of bureaucratized religion 
by an appeal to the fi rst - century model of Christianity; this  “ purged ”  form of religion 
corresponded to the countercultural worldview of baby boomers, who rejected insti-
tutionalized religion; with their bureaucratically lean, lay - oriented organizational struc-
ture, new paradigm churches offered a style of worship that was attractive to people 
alienated from establishment religion because it was in their own idiom  …  The key 
point is that new paradigm churches appropriated elements of contemporary culture 
without accommodating to all its values.  (1997: 183 – 4)    

 Montgomery ’ s  (1996)  formal theory about religious economies follows Miller ’ s 
argument about a more lenient form of sectarianism. He suggests that megachurches 
may be growing due to changes in the class status of their members. He argues that 
as incomes rise and individuals rise into the middle class they prefer less  “ strict ”  
churches and thus act to  “ secularize ”  their denomination or religious body. Mega-
churches tend to cater to a middle - class constituency, but their evangelical identity 
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pushes them towards a signifi cant degree of tension with the secular world (espe-
cially in regards to personal morality or purity issues), and thus it seems plausible 
to argue that megachurches represent a more secular form of sectarianism or what 
Miller calls  “ postmodern ”  sectarianism (Miller  1999 : 154). 

 Stark and Iannaccone ’ s  (1997)  work on the Jehovah ’ s Witnesses offers some 
insightful propositions about the growth of sectarian movements that may be use-
fully applied to megachurches. One important factor that encourages growth is 
ensuring continuity with conventional faiths of a culture but maintaining a moderate 
degree of tension with society. Megachurches do this by crafting theological mes-
sages and worship rituals that dovetail with the interests and questions of their 
audiences while still demonstrating that participation in the megachurch marks one 
as fundamentally different from those outside the church. Conversely, the study by 
Goh  (1999)  suggests that more sectarian - like may thrive in Asia. The current 
research does not explain why more moderate sectarianism works in the United 
States and a stricter form works well in Asia, but future research could address this 
lacuna by identifying the social (especially class), cultural, and organizational factors 
that produce the different forms of sectarianism. 

 Second, Stark and Iannaccone note that sects  “ will grow to the extent that they 
can generate a highly motivated, volunteer religious labor force, including many 
willing to proselytize ”  (1997: 147). Thumma and Travis found that megachurches 
are far more adept than mainline churches at making evangelism by members a high 
priority, although they note that pastors ’  role in evangelism may be more important 
(2007: 156 – 62). Third, according to Stark and Iannaccone, sectarian movements 
grow because they maintain fertility levels that offset member mortality. Although 
there is little data on the fertility and mortality rates of megachurch members, the 
high proportion of young adults and young adults with families suggests that demo-
graphics may be important in megachurch growth, especially to the extent that 
megachurches are able to successfully socialize their young. 

 Finally, some scholars focus on the organizational structures and dynamics of 
megachurches and how they infl uence growth. Thumma and Travis  (2007)  claimed 
that megachurch success can be attributed, in part, to the intentional efforts of 
church leaders and a signifi cant percentage of members to engage in recruitment, 
and to develop programs that effectively incorporate people into the life of a con-
gregation. They also note that worship is an important factor in megachurch 
growth. The key here is not just to provide exciting, joyful, and informal worship 
in which attendees experience the sacred, but also the church ’ s willingness to change 
worship in order to stay relevant and/or meet the interests of important 
subpopulations. 

 Chaves  (2006)  takes a different organizational approach and looks at the popula-
tion of megachurches to explain why they emerged. In a creative and insightful article 
he begins by raising the question: why have the number of very large churches 
increased and why have the number of people who attend very large churches 
increased since 1970? He reviews and then dismisses many of the common explana-
tions for megachurch emergence and growth. First, megachurches are not growing 
because they are tapping into a market of people who are unchurched as much as 
they attract people who are already members of small churches. Second, the idea that 
megachurches grow because they are located in new suburbs seems intuitively correct, 
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yet Chaves points out that the trend lines for suburbanization and megachurch emer-
gence and growth do not match up. There was no real increase in suburbanization 
in the 1970s just as megachurches emerged. Third, he briefl y shows that the innova-
tions associated with megachurches are not very novel as many of their worship, 
fellowship, and organizational practices were implemented in large churches of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Fourth, he notes that the cultural argu-
ment that megachurches are more responsive to the changed religiosity and values of 
baby boomers is plausible and perhaps correct but there is no strong evidence to 
show that boomers and post - boomers are systematically different than older genera-
tions (Dillon and Wink ’ s  (2007)  make a strong case for this claim). In the end, Chaves 
offers a novel economistic explanation. He argues that churches, like symphonic 
orchestras or theaters, are organizations that cannot reduce their costs by becoming 
more effi cient. He notes that since 1970 church donations and incomes have failed 
to keep pace with rising costs across denominations. As a result many small churches 
have been forced to reduce programs and the quality of programs which in turn makes 
them less appealing and viable. He speculates that as quality has decreased among 
small churches, members have left and joined larger churches. 

 Chaves ’  explanation is parsimonious and intriguing yet he smuggles in a cultural 
explanation insofar as the mechanism for the change is the apparent loss of meaning 
in worship, programs, or fellowship that accompanies congregational decline. Simi-
larly, church – sect explanations assume that sectarian religion is successful because 
it is more meaningful than non - sectarian religions, even as such explanations empha-
size other organizational processes. Cultural/market explanations are helpful because 
they force us to consider how religion ’ s most important characteristic, its system of 
meaning, infl uences growth and success. However, cultural/market explanations 
need to combine demand and supply side perspectives in order to provide a more 
complete and compelling account of megachurch development. 

 As suggested by this review, the fi eld currently lacks an integrated theory to 
explain the rise and development of megachurches. While it is beyond the scope of 
this essay to develop such a theory, Thumma and Travis  (2007)  and Chaves  (2006)  
urge scholars to develop explanations that combine multiple variables (for example, 
culture, social context and history, organizational structures and processes such as 
isomorphism). In particular, I suggest that a multi - causal approach will allow us to 
account for the complexities of church growth and success. Such an explanation 
should examine the independent effects of endogenous (for example, management 
styles and congregational cultures) and exogenous factor, such as geographic shifts 
in populations and societal changes in religiosity, and then look at the relationship 
between internal megachurch dynamics and external religious trends and pressures. 
Such an approach, for example, might entail studying how internal processes such 
as the ways in which megachurch leaders contextualize theological messages and 
worship services are shaped by the models provided by other megachurches or 
congregations in local and religious networks; how megachurch leaders develop and 
market new products based on perceived shifts in religiosity (for example, the desire 
to return to ancient traditions among younger attendees); or how megachurches 
effectively tap into the interpersonal networks of attendees to expand their potential 
audiences and thus strive to explain how and why megachurches are able to control 
local religious markets.  
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  MEGACHURCHES AND THE PULL TOWARD 
NON - DENOMINATIONALISM AND SECTARIANISM 

 It appears that the emergence and institutionalization of the megachurch has initi-
ated a new phase in the restructuring of American Protestantism. Thumma and 
Peterson claim that  “ megachurches are defi ning what Protestant America looks like 
for the foreseeable future ”  (2007: 18). Although this picture is still developing, 
several features of the new religious reality are taking shape. First, megachurches 
refl ect the continued growth of evangelicalism in terms of numbers and market 
share. Second, megachurches may be reshaping the denominational system in the 
United States both by intensifying the push towards non - denominationalism and by 
creating new, decentralized quasi - denominations that may take on some of the 
functions of older denominations without the costs or negative image of the older, 
hierarchical denominational bodies. Third, they may be redefi ning Protestant reli-
gious culture as increasing numbers of congregations, across denominations adopt 
the worship practices, educational materials, and theological ideas employed by 
successful megachurches. 

 Thumma and Peterson note that megachurches have become quasi - denomina-
tions as they have taken on many of the functions older denominations once held 
(2007: 129 – 32). Some megachurches have established national or international 
networks of congregations such as the Willow Creek Association which has grown 
to roughly 12,000 congregations since 1992 ( www.willowcreek.com/AboutUs/ ), 
while others have a more local emphasis. At the hub of the network the megachurch 
provides ministers and church leaders with a wide variety of resources such as bible 
study/small group guides and Sunday school curricula, worship music, and seminars 
or conferences about evangelism and leadership. Ellingson  (2007)  shows how 
nationally - known megachurches provide resources, models for ministry, and inspi-
ration for several of the Lutheran churches he studied. In addition, megachurches 
increasingly are taking on the education of future leaders, a role once the exclusive 
domain of national denominational bodies. Thumma and Peterson note that 30 
percent of megachurches have their own training and education institutions and 
more partner with established seminaries to offer classes or serve as teaching 
churches for seminary students, thus extending megachurches ’  ideas about evange-
lism, church growth, theology and worship to a wider audience than in their pews 
(2007: 131). 

 At the local level, megachurches also exercise signifi cant power. By their very size 
and the real or imagined threat of  “ stealing members ”  from their competitors, 
megachurches compel other churches to respond in order to survive. In Eiseland ’ s 
 (1997)  ethnographic study of the religious ecology of an exurban area outside of 
Atlanta she identifi ed three typical responses to the local megachurch. One congre-
gation succumbed to isomorphic pressures and tried to become a megachurch, 
although it followed a different path by establishing a number of branch churches 
rather than growing one church to megachurch size. A second response was to 
develop a new niche identity, grounded in a particular denominational tradition and 
the congregation ’ s history in the local community that stood in contradistinction to 
the identity and programs of the megachurch. The third response was one of inac-
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tion in the face of limited and declining resources. And as expected, the failure to 
respond to a new organizational challenger at all led to congregational decline. 

 The infl uence of megachurches on the religious landscape of the United States 
also refl ects three broader changes: the move towards offi cial and functional non -
 denominationalism; the move to embrace evangelicalism within older mainline 
Protestant congregations; and the move to rediscover traditions and/or revitalize 
older mainline denominations. Chaves ( 2004 : 149) suggests that the growth of 
independent or non - denominational congregations in recent decades is an important 
development in American religion. First, they represent a growing share of the reli-
gious market as 20 percent of all congregations and 10 percent of all attendees are 
affi liated with a non - denominational church (Chaves  2004 : 24 – 5). Non - denomina-
tional congregations ’  structural independence allows them the freedom to experi-
ment in terms of worship, leadership, and diversity and thus they are becoming 
leaders in religious innovations. Second, the vast majority of independent congrega-
tions are aligned theologically with some form of conservative Protestantism 
(evangelicalism, fundamentalism, Pentecostalism) and use a less ceremonial, more 
enthusiastic style of worship; both of which make liturgical forms of worship and 
liberal - moderate theological orientations less prevalent and visible in the American 
religious landscape. Finally, the majority of independent congregations are members 
of some type of religious organizational network that provides a host of resources 
that once were primarily provided by national denominations. In addition, this 
growing non - denominational parachurch sector increasingly is providing Sunday 
school and adult education curricula, worship materials, and leadership resources 
for old mainline congregations (Ammerman  2005 : 80 – 92), which may undermine 
the authority and legitimacy of these denominations. 

 The second recent shift in American religion is the move by older mainline Prot-
estant congregations to adopt elements from evangelicalism or to remake themselves 
into evangelicals. This is one of the main fi ndings from Ellingson ’ s  (2007)  work on 
Lutheran churches in California. He argues that by adopting the music and educa-
tional curricula from evangelical providers, they are also adopting evangelical theol-
ogy and ultimately the types of congregational mission and identity of evangelical 
congregations. McKinney and Finke  (2002)  argue that evangelical renewal move-
ments (ERMs) have sprung up in nearly all of the older mainline denominations 
with the goal of  “ return[ing] to previous traditions and teachings, such as emphasiz-
ing biblical authority, rekindling efforts of evangelism, and renewing the traditional 
doctrines of their founders ”  (2002: 771). They also note how the ERMS are adopt-
ing conservative positions on homosexuality that have polarized many denomina-
tions in recent years. The attempts to remake old mainline Protestantism or at least 
groups of congregations within them coupled with the rise and growing infl uence 
of parallel religious networks or quasi - denominational associations of like - minded 
congregations may be creating greater polarization within denominations and weak-
ening the authority of national bodies. 

 Yet the claims of the decline and demise of denominations, especially older 
mainline Protestant denominations tends to be overstated. Several recent national 
studies of American congregations indicate that denominational identity is still 
strong within many congregations and for many churchgoers. Hartford Seminary ’ s 
Faith Communities Today study found that 62 percent of the 14,301 participating 
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congregations claimed to have a strong denominational identity. Denominational 
heritage and traditions were strongest among historically black and strongly sectar-
ian groups and weakest among moderate and liberal Protestant congregations 
(except for Episcopal and Lutheran (Evangelical Lutheran Church in America) 
congregations ( http://hirr.hartsem.edu/research/quick_question22.html , accessed 
July 17, 2008)). Ammerman documents how many congregations are intentionally 
working to preserve denominational traditions and make clear denominational 
identities salient for members. She summarizes her fi ndings from the Organizing 
Religious Work study in the following way

  In many of these congregations [that is, congregations that report that they express 
their denominational heritage  “ quite well ”  or  “ very well ” ], the effort is simply to make 
sure that the denominational ethos permeates worship and teaching. But in many 
others, the efforts are specifi cally didactic. As new members from other traditions join 
they are intentionally taught the distinctive beliefs and traditions of their new fellow-
ship  …  What distinguishes these congregations where denominational traditions are 
valued and sustained from those that resign themselves to their  “ genetic ”  fate is the 
way they undertake three key practices of congregational life  – worship, mission, and 
education. In the face of multiple curricular choices, they opt for their own denomina-
tion ’ s educational materials. In the face of vast changes and blending of worship styles, 
they emphasize the distinctiveness of their own tradition. And even when working 
with many other partners, they highlight the good programs and mission work of 
their own denomination.  ( http://hirr.hartsem.edu/bookshelf/ammerman_article3.html ; 
Ammerman  2005 )    

 Roozen ’ s and Nieman ’ s  (2005)  recent edited volume on denominations, that also 
draws on data from the Organizing Religious Work study, makes a strong case 
against the decline of denominationalism that pervades much of the scholarly and 
popular literatures on American religion. While the authors acknowledge that 
denominational identity tends to be weaker in the Calvinist traditions than in the 
liturgical ones, denominations are still a vital part of Protestantism in the United 
States. In a series of richly detailed cases studies that explore the theological, socio-
logical, and historical features of eight denominations (that range from Assembly 
of God and Vineyard Fellowship to United Church of Christ, United Methodist, 
and the National Baptist Convention) scholars repeatedly point out how denomina-
tions try to make their historic traditions, resources, and governing structures rel-
evant to congregations. The editors note that identity is a central issue confronting 
denominations. For some congregations like the United Church of Christ, this means 
remaking organizational identity to heighten its commitment to diversity; for some, 
like the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, the question of identity swirls around 
the debate to either remain theologically and communally exclusive (and thus pure) 
or to open up the denomination to make it more congruent with contemporary 
evangelicalism (essays by Barman and Chaves on the UCC and Carlson on the 
LCMS). 

 As discussed earlier, research on megachurches in the United States indicates that 
they share features of both sects and churches, while megachurches in Asia tend to 
more closely resemble the classic sect. Miller ’ s discussion of postmodern sectarian-
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ism and the discrepancy in orientations between Asian and American megachurches 
suggest that scholars should revisit the church – sect dichotomy to assess its explana-
tory power and utility. The church – sect dichotomy has remained in use, largely by 
scholars working out of market or rational choice approaches to religion, but it 
remains relatively static. For example, Finke ’ s work on evangelical renewal move-
ments within old mainline Protestantism and organizational revival within Catholi-
cism illustrates how churches move towards sectarianism rather than the more 
common movement from sect to church, yet the basic contours of church – sect 
theory remain intact (Finke and Stark  2001 ; McKinney and Finke  2002 ; Finke and 
Wittberg  2000 ; Liu and Leung  2002  and Lu and Lang  2006  apply this theory to 
churches in China). 

 However, the work on American megachurches and new paradigm churches, 
emergent African - American sects, and British Christianity challenge the fundamen-
tal criteria by which sects and churches are differentiated  –  namely the degree of 
tension with a religious organization ’ s surrounding environment. Sherkat  (2002)  
shows that African Americans who belong to sectarian or non - denominational 
congregations are equal in educational attainment and income to their Methodist 
and Baptist peers (that is, church members), thus intimating that the former may 
not be as world - rejecting as past sectarians. 

 Miller ’ s  (1999)  claim that new paradigm churches represent a postmodern sec-
tarianism raises new questions about the usefulness of the key criteria for distin-
guishing between churches and sects because many megachurches and more generally 
evangelical congregations exist in low tension with much of Western culture. Such 
church bodies seem to embrace the powerful ethos of consumerism within Western 
capitalist societies, are quite willing and adept at using the latest audio - visual tech-
nology, the forms and content of popular music, fi lm, television, and the World 
Wide Web, and freely borrow ideas and images from corporate culture. The stated 
goals of some megachurches to make the church experience mimic the experience 
one has in the mall, Starbucks cafe, or movie complex are signs of a low degree of 
tension with their surrounding environment. I contend that we are seeing a form of 
selective sectarianism in which congregations select some issues or features of con-
temporary society to reject, embrace other issues or aspects that are useful to fuel 
organizational growth and legitimacy, and remain silent on issues or features of the 
secular world that could threaten membership or attendance. Conservative church 
bodies and conservative movements within old mainline congregations often select 
issues surrounding personal morality (such as sexuality) and lifestyle (such as par-
enting) as the means to distance themselves from secular society and allegedly less 
religious or more accommodating churches, and to foster a strong in - group identity, 
often as an embattled minority within secular society (Wellman  1999 ). 

 Bruce and Voas  (2007)  discussion of decline of sectarianism and rise of religious 
tolerance in Great Britain offers help in explaining the shift towards selective sec-
tarianism within Western Christianity. They note that sacrifi ce, a critical practice 
that validates sectarian rejection of the world, and religious purity increasingly have 
lost their stigma as the kinds of practices that once marked sectarians (for example, 
dietary and dress restrictions) are now practiced by many in the secular world. In 
addition, they argue that sectarian deviance is no longer punished or criminalized, 
and thus conclude that,  “ the absence of a hostile response not only reduces the 
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sectarian ’ s opportunity to make sacrifi cial commitment (and thus inadvertently 
reduces group cohesion). It also makes socialization more diffi cult ”  (2007: 13). They 
also note that while many Westerners are nostalgic for the type of community and 
fellowship the sect offers, they do not like to have their individual freedom restricted. 
This makes strict forms of sectarianism less appealing. 

 Selective sectarianism may be an emergent organizational form among mega-
churches and new paradigm type churches in the United States because they do not 
require signifi cant sacrifi ces (it is not diffi cult to give up homosexuality when one 
is heterosexual) nor does this type of sectarianism challenge the dominant consumer-
ist ethos of the surrounding environment which rejects personal sacrifi ces. Further-
more, megachurches and more generally, evangelicalism, create parallel but separate 
lifeworlds that largely mimic the culture and meaning systems, leisure and family 
spheres of secular society but give them Christian content which allows megachurch 
attendees and evangelicals to retain the benefi ts of consumer capitalism but avoid 
their alleged polluting effects.  

  FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Leading experts agree that megachurches will continue to play a signifi cant role in 
the American religious landscape for decades to come, especially if the trend toward 
growing numbers of large churches and the increasing concentration of attendees 
in those large churches continues (Chaves  2006 ; Thumma and Petersen  2007 ). One 
possible scenario is that megachurches will continue to strengthen the move towards 
non - denominationalism and a more homogenous form of Protestantism anchored 
in evangelicalism (this argument is suggested by Ellingson  2007  and Miller  1999 ). 
A second scenario is that while megachurches will continue to expand, congrega-
tions within mainline and other denominations will push back to recover their 
historic traditions and develop niche identities and thus revivify some of the main-
line denominations in decline. A third scenario (and one that Thumma and Travis 
( 2007 : 182 – 7) believe is unlikely given megachurches the ability to adapt and 
respond to changes in the surrounding culture) is that individuals will reject the 
large churches as they seek religious experiences in smaller, more intimate venues. 

 Given the growing importance of megachurches for American religion and the 
relative inchoateness of research on megachurches, there is no shortage of work to 
be done. It is time for scholars to move beyond descriptive research and develop 
more systematic and robust explanations that bring the study of the megachurch 
into the animating debates within the sociology of religion and within organiza-
tional and cultural sociology. First, as megachurches mature and begin to wield 
greater power within national and local religious ecologies, we need to assess their 
impact on other congregations and denominations. While Ellingson ’ s  (2007)  and 
Eiseland ’ s  (1997)  work is suggestive we still know very little about how and why 
megachurches are infl uencing mainline Protestantism or congregations within a 
particular community. Second, much of the data on megachurches come from 
surveys of pastors or church leaders rather than rank and fi le members. While this 
provides solid supply - side information, we have very limited demand - side or audi-
ence data (however, Thumma ’ s  1996  study incorporates both demand and supply 
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side data). Thus we do not fully understand why people attend; why they join, stay, 
or leave; how they experience the worship, fellowship, or theology of megachurches. 
In addition, without data from attendees of megachurches we cannot fully assess 
the accuracy of cultural/market explanations because we cannot know with cer-
tainty if and how megachurch programs resonate with the interests of audiences or 
help individuals address their religious questions. Conducting representative surveys 
and/or in - depth case studies of megachurch attendees would help us strengthen and 
refi ne cultural/market explanations. 

 Finally, megachurches offer a new avenue to develop church – sect theory. Because 
megachurches draw on many of the ideas, practices, and technologies within secular 
culture, they are not in strong tension with the outer world, yet their theology and 
creation of alternative Christian world in which attendees can live (recall that mega-
churches are total institutions of a sort) create sect - like exclusivity and separation. 
Perhaps we need to rethink the fundamental notions of  tension  and  strictness  on 
which the theory rests and consider the ways in which megachurches are creating 
a form of selective sectarianism  –  one that creates meaningful subcultures with 
semi - permeable cultural and social boundaries. One important avenue for future 
research will be to compare Asian and North American megachurches with an eye 
to explaining why the strict form of sectarianism seems to thrive in Asia while the 
more lenient form is dominant in the United States. 

 In sum, megachurches are a worldwide phenomenon that remains understudied 
despite their growing prominence since the 1970s. They represent an opportunity 
to extend accounts of how religion is being reshaped or restructured in the twenty -
 fi rst century and develop new explanations of religious innovation, change, 
and power.  
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The Sociology of Spirituality 

 Refl ections on a Problematic Endeavor 

   Matthew   Wood       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The period since the turn of the millenium has seen the concept of  “ spirituality ”  
attain ever greater purchase within the sociology of religion. In reaction to what 
are seen to be the failings of the concept of  “ religion, ”  increasing numbers of soci-
ologists, as well as scholars in other disciplines, have employed  “ spirituality ”  to 
describe  and  interpret certain shifts that they deem to be occurring in contemporary, 
particularly Euro - American, societies. For these sociologists, whereas  “ religion ”  
conceptually captures institutions, traditions, the public world and external author-
ity, and does so in an objectivist manner, it ill - serves the attempt to understand 
situations in which these are waning. Stressing a subjectivist approach, however, 
 “ spirituality ”  is judged conceptually competent to deal with such situations. The 
purpose of this chapter is to assess this argument. Just what sociologists mean by 
 “ spirituality ”  will be examined  –  and it will be shown that underlying their various 
meanings, sociologists use this term to describe people as exercising their own 
authority. In response, this chapter proceeds to subject the sociology of spirituality 
to epistemological, theoretical and methodological critique. In sum, by positing the 
existence of self - authority, the sociology of spirituality abnegates a properly  socio-
logical  interpretation of the phenomena it addresses. Through its conceptual distinc-
tion between  “ religion ”  and  “ spirituality, ”  this sociology lifts people out of their 
social contexts, with the result that it fails adequately to address social practice, 
social interaction, and the wider contexts of people ’ s lives and biographies. Eliding 
sustained investigation into people ’ s practical experiences with one another, and 
within institutions and organizations (however formal or informal), the sociology 
of spirituality primarily focuses upon texts, discourses and surveyed beliefs that 
serve to represent these people merely as  individuals , not as social actors. The 
purpose of this critique, however, is not simply to draw attention to the misleading 
nature of an increasingly widespread sociological approach. It is also to ask whether 
sociologists in general have too often been unduly narrow in their conceptualization 
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of religious practice and interaction  –  and thus unwittingly invited this misplaced 
reaction. In this respect, sociology has much to learn from its twin discipline, social 
anthropology.  

  THE RESHAPING OF RELIGION: SECULARIZATION 
AND SPIRITUALITY 

 Since the 1960s, the sociology of religion has paid considerable attention to the 
changing nature of religion. One element of this attention has involved debates 
surrounding the measurement and explanation of the process of secularization, 
whereby religious institutions, personnel, practices and beliefs are seen as declining 
in public  –  if not in private  –  signifi cance. In part overlapping with these debates, 
from the 1980s there has emerged another element: a focus upon the  reshaping  of 
religion rather than its  decline . Sociologists pursuing this second line of enquiry 
have sought to investigate those aspects of human life that they consider to be 
neglected by debates about secularization: practices and organizations that are non -
 orthodox and informal; private experiences; consumption of religious products; and 
the signifi cance of religious discourses. More importantly, these aspects of human 
life are held to require a quite different conceptualization than that provided by the 
notion of  “ religion ”  in secularization debates; it is precisely for this reason that the 
concept of  “ spirituality ”  has been promoted. 

 A sense of what this new conceptualization seeks to capture is expressed by 
McGuire ( 2008b : 228):

  By  “ spirituality, ”  I wish to convey a sense of an individual condition - in - process, sug-
gesting experience  –  unfi nished, developing, and open.  …  In contrast to  “ religiosity, ”  
 “ spirituality ”  might be used to refer to patterns of spiritual practices and experiences 
that comprise individual  “ religion - as - lived ”   …   “ Religiosity ”  could still be useful for 
describing individual religion in terms of such characteristics as formal membership or 
identifi cation, rates of participation in religious services, frequency of prayer and scrip-
ture reading, assent to church - prescribed creeds and moral prescriptions, and so on. It 
is extremely diffi cult, however, to operationalize such a notion of religiosity to apply 
to all Christian church - defi ned beliefs and practices, much less to all religions.   

 This focus upon individuals and their experiences is central to the sociology of 
spirituality, but what constitutes relevant experiences is much less clear, as 
demonstrated by Flanagan ’ s ( 2007 : 1 – 2) adoption of an essentially theological 
viewpoint:

  Spirituality signifi es an indispensable dimension of what it is to be human. In the spirit, 
the social actor fi nds ambition, animation and exultation that all move and mobilise 
the self to reach beyond itself  …  As a phenomenon, spirituality is something subjective, 
experiential, non - rational, unverifi able and serendipitous in its eruptions, all properties 
an enlightened sociology fi nds diffi cult to transpose into the ordering argot of the 
discipline.   
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 An equally ambiguous position is adopted by Wuthnow ( 2001 : 307):

  For present purposes, spirituality can be defi ned as a state of being related to a divine, 
supernatural, or transcendent order of reality or, alternatively, as a sense or awareness 
of a suprareality that goes beyond life as ordinarily experienced. Interest in spirituality 
is commonly expressed in beliefs about God and other divine beings, such as angels, 
and in experiences of such beings. But spirituality is not limited to such beliefs. For 
instance, some people refer to the spiritual as that which lies beyond the fi ltered experi-
ences available to us because of our cultural categories; others use the term spiritual 
to designate that which encompasses all of physical, emotional, and mental 
experience.   

 Despite its lack of clear analytical meaning, Wuthnow  (1998)  contends that Amer-
ican  “ spirituality ”  has recently undergone  “ reordering, ”  from a  “ spirituality of 
sacred spaces ”  contained within structured congregations to a  “ spirituality of 
seeking ”  in which individuals themselves negotiate their  “ personal relationships ”  
to the  “ sacred. ”  Linked to a view of individuals as socially mobile and as exercising 
choice, the notion of seekership is a dominant trope in the sociology of spirituality ’ s 
interpretation of individuals ’  experiences. The role of institutions in such seekership 
has become the focus for most debate amongst sociologists of religion. Whilst 
Wuthnow is perhaps the foremost proponent of the view that spirituality continues 
to commonly take place within institutional, and more broadly communal, contexts, 
Verter ( 2003 : 157 – 8) represents the position that institutions are largely irrelevant 
to spirituality (although, as shown in the following quote, he mistakenly attributes 
this view to precisely those American sociologists of religion who reject it):

  Though  “ spirituality ”  is notoriously ill defi ned, when used in opposition to  “ religion ”  
(as in the lamentably common locution,  “ I ’ m not religious, but I ’ m spiritual ” ), it gener-
ally connotes an extrainstitutional, resolutely individualistic, and often highly eclectic 
personal theology self - consciously resistant to dogma.  (Bellah et al.  1985 [1996] ; Roof 
 1993, 1999 ; Wuthnow  1998 )    

 In general, the sociology of spirituality ’ s focus upon individual experience forms 
part of a broader sociological reaction against structural - functionalism. In place of 
attention being directed towards publicly observable social contexts and institu-
tions, with the aim of interpreting their signifi cance in terms of the structuring and 
functioning of society, there has grown an interest in private, cultural matters in 
the lives of individuals whether or not they relate to institutional dimensions of 
social life. Furthermore, central to this analytic shift is the view that the dominance 
of religious institutions over people is increasingly replaced by the autonomy of 
the individual. This draws strength from Luckmann ’ s  (1967)  infl uential study of 
 “ modern society, ”   The Invisible Religion , encouraging the argument that seculariza-
tion itself, as part of modernization, led to the growth of spirituality. Again, soci-
ologists of spirituality disagree on whether or not this involves decline in the 
signifi cance (public or private) of institutions: Hanegraaff  (1999)  goes so far as to 
argue that secularization has involved the splitting of spirituality from religious 
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institutions (in a form which he labels  “ New Age spiritualities ” ), such that it can 
be characterized as  “ secular religion. ”   

  SELF - AUTHORITY 

 As well as responding to broader sociological trends, the rise of the sociology 
of spirituality has occurred in response to the concept of  “ spirituality ”  (and 
 “ spiritual ” ) itself becoming widespread in Euro - American societies, as McGuire 
notes ( 2008b : 228):

  The concept has been taken over in recent years by the mass media and advertising 
campaigns, such that one can buy a huge range of goods and services to enhance one ’ s 
spirituality. Thus, one use of rhetorics of spirituality is marketing commodities. Analyz-
ing this commodifi cation of spirituality is one worthwhile task for a sociology of 
spirituality, but the banality of the concept has made it extremely diffi cult to use 
analytically.   

 Whilst this corporate takeover may indeed have been recent, it is clear that soci-
ologists ’  use of the concept  followed  this  –  and has itself infl uenced the spread of 
the concept into other scholarly fi elds, such as studies in education, healthcare and 
social work  –  as well as developing in response to the increasing use of the word 
by people they were studying. Perceiving what they saw to be a shift in quotidian 
discourse, sociologists adopted  “ spirituality ”  as a keyword that could function not 
only as a description or label of people ’ s orientations and beliefs, but also as a 
sociological category to analyze them. 

 In principle, it is possible to defend this method: the inductive construction of 
analytical categories from the discourses, worldviews, or beliefs of those who are 
studied has a long tradition within sociology, being particularly associated with 
Weber and the interpretive sociologists. Barker  (2008) , for example, constructs an 
ideal - typical distinction between religiosity and spirituality on the basis of reviewing 
the results from various social surveys. Whereas the former involves belief in  “ a 
transcendent, personal God, ”  Barker ( 2008 : 189 – 90) claims that spirituality involves 
belief in  “ the god within ”  such that the source of authority is  “ [p]ersonal experi-
ence ”  related to  “ the  ‘ true self ’     ”  and  “ [i]nternal responsibility. ”  This characteriza-
tion of spirituality on the basis of respondents ’  views mirrors that of many other 
studies, including Furseth  (2005) , Lambert  (2004) , and Heelas and Woodhead 
( 2005 : 160, n.5; emphasis added) who assert that analysis can only proceed on the 
basis of  “ what we know to be the case: namely, what participants  have to say . ”  

 However, the perennial danger of the inductive method is that people ’ s discourses 
become sociologists ’  descriptions of social reality  –  in other words, that they are 
taken as  only  what can be known. Such a position is, in fact, quite distinct from 
Weber ’ s method which, as Woodiwiss ( 2005 : 59 – 65) explains, is more accurately 
described as realist, akin to the methods of Marx and Durkheim. In the case of the 
sociology of spirituality, a  naive  inductivism has meant that people ’ s views that they 
are exercising authority over their lives have been translated into sociologists ’  dec-
lamations that such is in fact the case. Put simply, sociologists have turned respon-
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dents ’  discourses about controlling their lives into the analytical pronouncement 
that these people are indeed exercising self - authority. 

 Thus, Barker ( 2008 : 200) concludes that  “ the beliefs and practices of [spirituality] 
 …  by their very nature eschew both dogma and boundaries but celebrate individual 
choices and emphases ” ; from her interviews with Norwegian women, Furseth 
( 2005 : 167) claims that an individual who  “ speak[s] of spirituality ”   “ actively picks 
and chooses to construct a world - view as a bricolage that she feels fi ts her life ” ; 
and Lambert ( 2004 : 43) argues on the basis of the European Values surveys that 
there has been an evolutionary shift in religiosity such that  “ religion is relativized, 
passed through the fi lter of individual subjectivity, confronted by indifference or the 
autonomous spiritual quest. ”  In perhaps the most infl uential study to date, Heelas 
and Woodhead  (2005)  distinguish between  “ subjective - life spirituality ”  that exists 
in  “ holistic ”  milieux (involving such activities as meditation, yoga and alternative 
therapies) and  “ life - as religion ”  that is primarily located within Christian congrega-
tions. Unlike the latter, the former is characterized by the  actual  exercise of self -
 authority (Heelas and Woodhead  2005 : 2 – 3):

  It  is  a turn away from life lived in terms of external or  “ objective ”  roles, duties and 
obligations, and a turn towards life lived by reference to one ’ s subjective experiences 
 …  if I decide to heed those subjective states, to listen to what they are telling me, and 
to act on their prompting  …  then  I am  turning away from life lived according to 
external expectations, to life lived according to my own inner experience.   

 Such unacknowledged transmutations of those discourses under study into socio-
logical descriptions of reality are to be found  throughout  the sociology of spiritual-
ity, to the extent that this view about self - authority now seems paradigmatic, 
particularly since it remains unquestioned. Thus, even those who argue that spiri-
tuality is also to be found in churches likewise retain a distinction between people 
who do or do not exercise their own authority, as in Guest ’ s ( 2007 : 189; emphasis 
added) view that  “ traditional groups and organisations are increasingly open to or 
at least available for re - appropriation and reinvention ”   –  but only, it seems,  “ in 
accordance with the  subjective predilections  of individuals. ”  Similarly, Besecke 
( 2001 : 368) asserts that whilst  “ [t]he language of refl exive spirituality recognizes 
the authority and integrity of religious traditions ”  nevertheless,  “ only in the pro-
verbial  “ last instance ”  does individual authority carry the trump ”   –  which is simply 
to say that  “ individual authority ”  will  always  prevail over external authorities, but 
that there may be situations in which they coincide. The paradigm is further rein-
forced by the fact that sociologists who re - assert the secularization thesis against 
the view that religion is being reshaped in Euro - America still hold to the position 
that spirituality, whilst an insignifi cant phenomenon, is indeed characterized by 
self - authority (for example, Voas and Bruce  2007 ). 

 Commonly, the locus of authority in spirituality is sociologically seen not merely 
in terms of the individual, but in terms of the  “ self. ”  In what he names  “ refl exive 
spirituality, ”  Roof ( 1999 : 42) claims that  “ in a very real sense, the self is elevated 
to a higher level of making spiritual choices and negotiating frameworks of meaning 
drawing off institutional and more popular - based religious discourses. ”  Similarly, 
in Wuthnow ’ s ( 1998 : 154 – 6) terms,  “ spirituality of seeking ”   “ focuses less on 
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submission to a higher power and more on cultivating trust in oneself ”  or in 
 “ one ’ s inner self. ”  These pronouncements are not underpinned, however, by a 
sociological account of the self  –  indeed, Heelas ( 1998 : 379) rejects  “ a  theoretical  
view of the self, ”  since he sees this as denying its  “ essential properties  …  
most notably  agency . ”  Of course, Heelas ’  assumption about the self ’ s intrinsic 
agency  is  theoretical, but represents a philosophico - theological account that draws 
inspiration from the work of Charles Taylor. The theological concept of  “ fullness ”  
as the moral/spiritual dimension of humanness in Taylor ’ s  (2007)  latest tome, for 
example, is enthusiastically translated into Heelas ’   (2008)  notion of  “ wellbeing 
spirituality. ”  

 The inductive approach pursued by the sociologists of spirituality therefore leads 
inexorably away from a  sociological  consideration of people ’ s discourses and how 
these are embedded in their social practices, interactions and contexts. Instead, we 
are left with a picture of individuals whose essential selves exercise authority in their 
lives. This reinstates conceptual dichotomies of agency and structure, the individual 
and society, free will (or choice) and determinism, interiority and exteriority, and 
subjectivity and objectivity, which have long been recognized as interfering with the 
sociological enterprise, and which theoretical approaches have convincingly under-
mined (for a detailed discussion, see Wood  2007 : 41 – 77). 

 In addition to the naivety represented by the transmutation of the concept of 
 “ spirituality ”  from people ’ s discourses into a sociological description of reality, it 
is also the case that this is based on simplifying the discourses encountered. Dis-
courses of spirituality have certainly become widespread in contemporary Euro -
 American societies in recent years. However, following the lead from corporate 
advertising and marketing, as already indicated by McGuire, sociologists have lifted 
out references to  “ spirituality ”  or  “ spiritual ”  from people ’ s discourses, and inter-
preted these  selected  elements to represent a unique transformation of religion. 
Furthermore, these keywords are often fore - grounded in surveys, such that they 
demand a reaction from respondents. However, such surveys themselves show that 
 “ spirituality ”  and  “ religion ”  are inextricably linked for the majority of those who 
express, or identify with, either or both (Barker  2008 : 194; Marler and Hadaway 
 2002 ; Zinnbauer et al.  1997 ). 

 As regards the meanings of such terms, whilst quotidian discourses about  “ spiri-
tuality ”  may refer to rejection or skepticism regarding church dogma, authority, 
and tradition, and to personal responsibility and self - authority, these are very often 
interwoven with discourses about duty, obedience, and submittance, and are redo-
lent with social norms and morals  –  as in the discourse of  “ Sheila, ”  a fi gure in Bellah 
et al. ’ s ( 1996 : 221) study who is frequently taken as an archetype of spirituality (see 
also the cases discussed in Wood  2007 : 92 – 3, 2009: 238 – 9). This belies any sim-
plistic construction of analytical ideal - types. Bender ( 2003 : 70) provides a rare but 
highly welcome criticism of this approach:

  Narratives by  “ religious seekers ”  may obscure personal and institutional connections 
and ties (in fact, one suspects that the similarities in seekers ’  narratives point to their 
participation in social networks where such language is cultivated), but this does not 
mean such stories are the only ones seekers tell about themselves. Likewise, the measure 
of a narrative ’ s force cannot be found through interviews alone but must be coupled 
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with observation of the various contexts where we might understand how such self -
 descriptions shape individuals ’  activities, approaches, and values.   

 As should be clear from this discussion, people ’ s discourses constitute important 
data that must be taken into account, but only by being placed within their social 
contexts. In one respect, this means the wider context of those other discourses in 
which they feature  –  hence the requirement not to selectively lift certain discourses 
or keywords away from those with which they are inextricably bound. In another 
respect, it means that sociologists must attempt to understand the  social (re)produc-
tion and contestation  of these discourses  –  which can only be done by refusing to 
perceive people as mere individuals exercising self - authority, but instead situating 
them within their practical interactions with others. Whilst ethnographic methods 
are particularly suitable for attempting this, surveys and interviews are not irrelevant 
so long as they seek information about these issues. Manifestly, this is rarely 
attempted by sociologists of spirituality  –  even when, as we will see, respondents 
themselves raise the signifi cance of their interactions with others. Disturbingly, even 
when ethnographic methods have been employed, the conclusions drawn typically 
downplay the signifi cance of social interactions despite evidence to the contrary. In 
order to understand how such lacunae have arisen, the academic contexts that have 
led to the emergence of the sociology of spirituality are now considered.  

  THE GENEALOGY AND DISCIPLINARY CONTEXT OF 
THE SOCIOLOGY OF SPIRITUALITY 

 The transmutation of people ’ s discourses into descriptions of social reality is symp-
tomatic of the lack of control that the sociology of spirituality exercises over its 
concepts. In this it betrays its underlying scholarly orientation, which is primarily 
that of Religious Studies (and cognate disciplines such as History of Religions and 
Theology), not Sociology. The development of the sociology of religion from the 
1960s aimed at the assertion of control over concepts and methods by connecting 
with classical sociological approaches to religion, in opposition to the church -
 directed religious sociology that had prevailed until that time (Luckmann  1967 : 20). 
Despite this, it remained marginal within wider sociology (Beckford  1989 : 13 – 17; 
Turner  1991 : 2 – 7), with the result that it was more open to encroachment from 
non - social - scientifi c disciplines with the encouragement of inter - disciplinarity from 
the 1980s, as a result of policy - led shifts in higher education. Whilst it would be 
instructive to research the porous boundaries between the sociology of religion and 
these other disciplines in terms of personnel, publications and organizations, the 
signifi cant issue is how  discourses and methods  prevalent in Religious Studies gained 
ground in the sociology of religion. Chief among these is the reliance upon texts 
coupled with inductivism, which as we have seen is a key characteristic of the soci-
ology of spirituality  –  it is therefore no surprise to fi nd common agreement between 
sociologists of spirituality and scholars working in these other disciplines, who also 
conclude that self - authority is a defi ning feature of spirituality. For example, as a 
historian of religions, Hanegraaff ’ s interpretation is based upon a content analysis 
of popular books (see Hanegraaff  1996 ), leading him to conclude that New Age or 
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secular spiritualities  “ are based upon the individual manipulation of religious as 
well as non - religious symbolic systems, ”  an  individual creation  that in fact starts 
from  “ point zero ”  (Hanegraaff  1999 : 152). 

 In order to understand this situation better, it is useful to sketch a genealogy 
which locates the sociology of spirituality in relation to two intersecting currents of 
thought that themselves relate to the dominant twin themes of post - 1950s sociology 
of religion, namely secularization and new religious movements. The fi rst of these 
currents can be characterized as  “ counterculture and consciousness ”  studies, which 
arose in America in response to social changes in the 1960s and 1970s (for example, 
Glock and Bellah  1976 ; Tipton  1982 ; Wuthnow  1976 ). Typically, these related the 
reshaping of the religious fi eld to the so - called  “ baby boom ”  generation born in the 
postwar period, seen as asserting individual autonomy and as focusing on an inward 
turn that prioritized shifts in consciousness, often within the context of new religious 
movements. A related British formulation was Campbell ’ s  (1972)  application of 
Troeltsch ’ s notion of  “ mystical religion ”  to a countercultural  “ cultic milieu ”  char-
acterized by individualistic seekership. 

 The second current is New Age studies, which in part grew out of the  “ counter-
culture and consciousness ”  sociology, but (developing in the late 1980s and 1990s) 
was marked by the encroachment of Religious Studies into the sociology of religion, 
and consequently by a much  less  rigorous sociological approach  –  as typifi ed by 
Heelas ’   (1996)   The New Age Movement , whose primary source of empirical data, 
as for Hanegraaff, was printed texts. As we have seen, both Wuthnow and Heelas 
subsequently became key fi gures in the sociology of spirituality. Signifi cantly, 
however, the concept of  “ spirituality ”  is lacking from these earlier currents of 
thought  –  where it appears, it is generally in relation to Eastern religions (Ellwood 
 1987 ) or healing (McGuire  1988 ). 

 In both these currents of thought, but particularly in the latter, the sociological 
paradigm of self - authority is evident. In a piece on religious evolution, for example, 
Bellah ( 1969 : 288; emphasis added) stated that,  “ [t]he historic religions discovered 
the self; the early modern religion found a doctrinal basis on which to accept the 
self in all its empirical ambiguity; modern religion is beginning to understand the 
laws of the self ’ s  own  existence and so to help man take responsibility for his  own  
fate. ”  Likewise, Heelas ( 1996 : 35; emphasis added) proclaimed that,  “ if there  is  too 
much external authority  …  one can conclude that one is no longer with the New 
Age. ”  Indeed, sociologists of religion in general came to see what they called the 
 “ New Age Movement ”  as that mode of religiosity (or, later, of spirituality) in which 
self - authority was most detached from institutions  –  although they disagreed about 
whether it was typical of reshaped religion or not. 

 Underpinning this paradigm of self - authority has been a theoretical conception 
of the individual and society that is essentially Durkheimian in its reduction of the 
social world to a relationship between the individual and society (Wood  2009 : 240). 
Luckmann ’ s  (1967)  Durkheim - inspired argument about the growth of individual 
autonomy has been central here, as also in Hervieu - L é ger ’ s  (2008)  linkage between 
spirituality and modern individualization/subjectivization. Luckmann ( 1996 : 75) 
later argued that in its accentuation of this feature,  “ [t]he New Age movement 
illustrates the social form of the invisible religion. ”  Whilst Beckford  (1983)  accu-
rately diagnosed the weakness in Luckmann ’ s sociology as removing attention from 
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issues of social power, this criticism has gone unheeded by the sociologists of New 
Age and spirituality. More recently, analytic buoyancy has been provided by 
Giddens ’   (1991)  thesis of self - refl exivity and detraditionalization  –  itself subject to 
sustained criticism for relying upon conceptual dichotomies (Wood  2007 : 63 – 5). 
Thompson ’ s ( 1996 : 90) description of detraditionalization as a theory that supposes 
 “ individuals are obliged increasingly to fall back on their own resources to construct 
a coherent identity for themselves ”  reveals its attractiveness for the sociology of 
spirituality. Indeed, a raft of meta - narratives has been drawn upon in order to offer 
a sociological gloss to an increasingly Religious Studies oriented fi eld: subjectiviza-
tion, individualization, privatization, postmodernization, and globalization (Wood 
 2007 : 30 – 6). 

 Given the claim that religion is being reshaped into a form in which individuals ’  
self - authorities are paramount, it logically follows that sociological attention would 
be directed primarily to individuals ’  views and experiences, and only secondarily to 
the contexts of social authorities, structures and functions in which these occur  –  
even for those scholars who maintain the signifi cance of institutional contexts. That 
this is precisely what has occurred is shown by the nature of social research pursued 
in the sociology of spirituality, which displays a marked lack of attention to social 
interactions, and to the wider contexts of people ’ s lives and biographies. In addition, 
because this sociology constructs the analytical categories of  “ spirituality ”  and  “ self -
 authority ”  on the basis of people ’ s beliefs and discourses, it has privileged these 
over social practices  –  investigations of practices have tended simply to list those 
engaged with by individuals, not to see them as  social  activities. 

 The second half of this chapter will discuss the importance of reinstating these 
three sociological principles when researching phenomena that have been labeled 
as  “ spirituality ” : namely, the need to address social practice, social interaction, and 
the broader social contexts of people ’ s lives and biographies. By following these 
principles, it will be shown that a quite different understanding is gained, such that 
it is manifestly unhelpful to make use of  “ spirituality ”  as an  analytical  concept. 
Whilst it is important to address those aspects of human life that the sociology of 
religion has too often neglected, their conceptualization in terms of  “ spirituality ”  
as distinct from, or in tension with,  “ religion ”  only serves to re - establish analytic 
dichotomies that have long hindered sociological understanding.  

  SOCIAL PRACTICE 

 Attention to people ’ s practices was one of the most important steps made in the 
development of the sociological method, enabling it to emerge as distinct from the 
speculative orientation of theological and philosophical enquiry. The key fi gure here 
is Marx, whose assertion of the centrality of the  practical  dimension of human life 
was developed early in his work, being his principal objection to the Hegelian phi-
losophy of mind or consciousness:  “ [w]here speculation ends  –  in real life  –  there real, 
positive science begins: the representation of the practical activity, of the practical 
process of development of men ”  (Marx and Engels  1949 : 15). Quite simply, Marx ’ s 
eighth thesis on Feuerbach states that  “ [a]ll social life is essentially  practical  ”  (Marx 
and Engels  1949 : 199). This was perhaps Marx ’ s main legacy to Weber: whilst com-
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mentators often contrast the two by highlighting the latter ’ s consideration of a social 
actor ’ s values or meanings (set within a worldview or  Weltanschauung ), in fact Weber 
always sought to locate these in social action  –  which is why his  magnum opus  opens 
with a discussion of meaningful  action  as a methodological foundation (Weber  1978 : 
4 – 22). Subsequent shifts of focus away from practice towards structure or belief have 
more recently been redressed by social theorists, such as Bourdieu  (1990)  and 
Foucault  (1980) , whose perspectives have arguably reinvigorated the discipline, in 
particular by re - orientating it towards issues of power. 

 The recent orientation of some American sociologists towards  “ lived religion ”  
has begun to highlight social practice, leading to a more fruitful understanding 
of people who employ a discourse of  “ spirituality. ”  McGuire ( 2008b : 216), for 
instance, emphasizes the  “ lived ”  nature of  “ the individual ’ s religion  …  not just 
symbols and cognitive frameworks, but also individual emotions, embodiment and 
experience. ”  Consequently, she criticizes the sociologists of spirituality for  “ uncriti-
cally accepting  …  [respondents ’ ] self - identifi cation[s] of spirituality and religiosity 
as the basis for  …  sociological interpretation, ”  and for thus failing  “ to distinguish 
the rhetoric and ideological uses of the term  “ spirituality ”  from the empirical and 
analytic referents ”  (McGuire  2008b : 218). However, as in Wuthnow ’ s work, 
McGuire ’ s  (2008a)  detailed analyses of practices tend to remain at the level of the 
individual, rather than exploring those social interactions that infl uence and consti-
tute even private practices. This leads her to lapse into uncritically accepting another 
aspect of respondents ’  views, namely that they are  “ free to choose components of 
their individual faith and practice, ”  which she interprets through Giddens ’  view of 
self - refl exivity in late modernity (McGuire  2008b : 223, 229). 

 The signifi cance of the neglect of social practices by sociologists of spirituality 
can be highlighted by their lack of attention to practices of spirit possession that 
are so prevalent in those social networks in Euro - America that they would typically 
classify in terms of  “ spirituality ”  or  “ New Age spirituality. ”  For example, evidence 
from a typical network, in the English East Midlands, which included meditation, 
channelling and holistic healing groups, and which intersected with anthroposophi-
cal, pagan and spiritualist groups, shows that channelling was a central practice, as 
were other practices (such as Reiki) which could be described as involving posses-
sion in that practitioners established a bodily communion with spirits or supernatu-
ral energies (for detailed discussion of this  “ Nottinghamshire network, ”  see Wood 
 2007 ). Although many studies have recognized the popularity of channelling in 
similar networks elsewhere, most have merely focused upon the  texts or discourses  
produced in channelling (for example, Brown  1997 ). However, attention to chan-
nelling and other forms of possession as practices is essential for two reasons. Firstly, 
this draws attention to the way in which gods, spirits and their intermediaries are 
seen as legitimate  authorities   –  although not necessarily as the only or prime authori-
ties. Such relations with authorities take place even in relatively informal, weakly 
institutionalized contexts, which should not therefore be interpreted as dominated 
by self - authority and bereft of power relations. Secondly,  as a form of practice  pos-
session in these networks points to the way in which people who (as we will see) 
have typically undergone a process of de - churching, are able to instil their current 
activities (such as meditation, divination, or healing) with a religious dimension, 
due to the explicit connection with the supernatural.  
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  SOCIAL INTERACTION 

 Without attention to social practice, it is unlikely that attention will be paid to social 
interaction  –  and this is precisely the case in the sociology of spirituality, which is 
only interested in the individual  as an  individual. It is only by paying attention to 
people ’ s social interactions, however, that a better understanding of the Notting-
hamshire network (introduced in the last section) can be gained. Here, people 
interacted with diverse  multiple  authorities that relativized each other: instead of 
involving relatively exclusive commitment to a group, tradition or practice (or to a 
common set of these), leading to a specifi c religious socialization, interactions with 
any particular authority (such as a channeler, a meditation group leader or a crystal 
healer) formed merely one element in people ’ s religious lives. As such, the network 
and those involved with it can be described as relatively  nonformative : authorities 
were relatively unable, and were not expected, to  formatively  shape individuals ’  
experiences and expectations (Wood  2007 : 70 – 4, 156 – 63; Wood and Bunn  2009 : 
290 – 9). 

 This conceptualization of the Nottinghamshire network in terms of a multiplicity 
of relativizing authorities does not simply refer to the existence of different groups, 
leaders and practices, but also to the fact that these did not  act together  in order 
to inculcate or socialize people in a particular way (including into a particular dis-
course or worldview, such as  “ New Age ” : Wood  2009 : 244). This is quite different 
from other religious networks in which multiple authorities exist, but where these 
authorities support, rather than relativize, each other. Such was the case in the 
pagan, spiritualist and Anthroposophical groups and networks that partly over-
lapped with the Nottinghamshire network: although each of these milieux involved 
various groups and sources of expertise, nevertheless amongst participants there 
existed relatively strong social identities, core beliefs, senses of boundaries, senses 
of how their practices and rituals should be conducted, and presence of gossip and 
rivalry (Wood  2007 : 137 – 53). 

 From this perspective, it is instructive to explore sociological studies of spiritual-
ity in Christian contexts. McNamara ’ s ( 1992 : 34) study of students and graduates 
from an American Catholic high school, for example, draws upon Giddens to argue 
that increasingly  “ the individual considers himself or herself the fi nal arbiter and 
judge of what is to be believed and practiced. ”  What is interesting in this study, 
however, is the way in which it clearly shows the continuing infl uence of religious 
authorities in the school  –  especially in terms of inculcating in the students a dis-
course of individual conscience or personal responsibility. So, the school ’ s theology 
teachers  “ were pushing the students as far as they could in a refl ective direction, ”  
in line with the Second Vatican Council ’ s assertion of  “ the right of the individual 
conscience to be free from outside coercion ”  (McNamara  1992 : 33, 114). Indeed, 
a range of personnel and practices at the school were employed in what amounted 
to a  coordinated  process of religious socialization, involving chaplains, counsellors, 
and  “ thought - out and constructed liturgies, ranging from student body Masses to 
off - campus retreats, ”  with the result that there was an  “ enormous formative power 
of classroom and liturgical  rituals  ”  (McNamara  1992 : 115). That, as McNamara ’ s 
data shows, there was considerable divergence between some offi cial Catholic 
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positions and students ’  views, in particular regarding sexual morality, does  not  lead 
to his conclusion that students were developing an ability to exercise self - authority. 
Rather, it is essential to give suffi cient weight to their other interactions  –  
McNamara ( 1992 : 124) himself notes, for example, that  “ certain moral, especially 
sexual, attitudes are formed largely through peer interaction. ”  

 In line with the rejection of analytical dichotomies already discussed, 
McNamara ’ s conclusion that individual conscience is increasingly dominant should 
not be replaced by an interpretation of these students as determined by external 
authorities, whether their peers or their theology teachers. It is not a question of 
deciding whether self - authority or external authority prevails, but of re - conceptu-
alizing the relationship between people such that they are seen as mutually consti-
tuting, rather than being individual repositories of essential wills to power. Another 
study of Christians is even more revealing in this regard. Yip ( 2003 : 136) follows 
Heelas in arguing  “ that the self (that is, agency) and traditions (that is, structures) 
coexist and intermingle inextricably  …  [but] that in the late modern context, the 
self (agency) seems to have the upper hand ”   –  in other words, despite the possibility 
of mixing, the self is always distinguishable from, and exists in opposition to, that 
which lies outside it. Yip ( 2002 : 201) develops this argument by studying the dis-
courses of non - heterosexual Christians in Britain, claiming to identify a shift from 
church authority to self - authority:  “ [t]he self appears to be the ultimate reference 
point for the respondents ’  religious faith and practice  …  the self, rather than reli-
gious authority structures, serves as the primary component of the framework 
within which the respondents engage in the doctrinal and practical reinterpretation 
of issues affecting their lives. ”  

 By setting up the  “ self ”  in opposition to  “ tradition, ”  which reifi es Christian 
churches in terms of their  “ offi cial stances ”  and  “ traditional teachings, ”  attention 
is diverted from considering practical interactions, even though Yip ’ s ( 2002 : 202) 
respondents were accessed through groups that it would be  essential  to sociologi-
cally investigate in order to understand their views  –  namely, the Lesbian and Gay 
Christian Movement, the Center for Creation Spirituality, secular gay groups and 
the nonheterosexual  “ scene. ”  The lack of such investigation denies any sociological 
recognition of interactions that may play signifi cant roles in the formation of peo-
ple ’ s discourses, including those of  “ spirituality ”  and self - authority. Furthermore, 
whilst Yip builds his argument upon respondents ’  discourses about self - authority, 
other discourses are not taken into account  –  such as one respondent ’ s view that 
 “ [s]pirituality is about people coming together and talking and exchanging and 
fi nding ways of looking at the teachings they subscribe to; and applying to their 
lives and various relationships with other groups of people ”  (Yip  2002 : 205 – 6). 

 Given that, as Yip ( 2002 : 204) writes,  “ respondents in general still considered 
the institutionalized churches relevant to their everyday lives and spiritual nurtur-
ing, ”  such that around 80 per cent still attended regularly, it is sociologically pecu-
liar not to investigate, or at least raise the issue of, the various social interactions 
of respondents in these congregations. He treats churches as homogeneous institu-
tions that attempt to reproduce orthodoxy in opposition to some participants ’  
personal positions, rather than as sites of social confl ict invoking various orthodox 
and heterodox factions affected by religious confl icts in wider Christian culture. In 
fact, like McNamara ’ s study, Yip ’ s research provides evidence not for the presence 
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of self - authority, but for the relative  formativeness  of churches: diverse social 
authorities exist, but they do so on relatively common ground that supports the 
importance of the church, Christian faith and Christian identity, despite disagree-
ments and heterodoxies. This is also attested by Dillon ’ s  (1999)  research into why 
marginalized Catholics stay Catholic, despite resolutely opposing offi cial positions 
over such issues as sexuality, women ’ s ordination and abortion. 

 In other words, even research asserting the rise of spirituality indicates an endur-
ing (though not uncontested or invariable) Christian identity that involves  relatively 
common  valuations of ritual and liturgical practice, and associated doctrines. This 
is quite different from the situation in the Nottinghamshire network, where there 
was a marked lack of contestation or even gossip, precisely because participants 
had little in common in terms of sense of identity and ritual. Thus, signifi cantly 
different social phenomena have been classifi ed under the label of  “ spirituality ”  
simply because sociologists have uncritically accepted a selection from people ’ s 
discourses that they are exercising their own authority. Concentration on the balance 
between self - authority and external authority (or tradition) has meant that attention 
has been diverted away from the sociologically crucial issue regarding the way 
in which multiple authorities may or may not support each other in patterns of 
socialization (conceptualized in my terms as the degree of formativeness or 
nonformativeness).  

  THE BROADER SOCIAL CONTEXTS OF PEOPLE ’ S 
LIVES AND BIOGRAPHIES 

 To reiterate, I am not arguing that discourses and subjective experiences are socio-
logically irrelevant, but that they should not be separated from practices and inter-
actions. Furthermore, all of these must be contextualized within people ’ s broader 
experiences and biographies in the religious and other social fi elds. Only by doing 
this can the sociology of spirituality ’ s blind spot regarding  social power , and the 
way this relates to processes of socialization and to social positions such as class, 
be addressed. The neglect of these issues is especially noticeable in those studies 
which have focused on the consumption of goods in what scholars usually name 
the  “ spiritual marketplace ”  (for example, Bowman  1999 ; Carrette and King  2005 ; 
Hamilton  2000 ; Lyon  2000 ). In distinction to important developments within the 
sociology of consumption (discussed in Featherstone  1991 ), these studies pay little 
interest to  how  goods are consumed, or to the  structural  features of the marketplace, 
or to the  contextualization  of this consumption in consumers ’  wider lives and biog-
raphies (for an exception, see the discussion of interactions related to reading 
experiences in Llewellyn,  2008 ). 

 It is particularly surprising that even people ’ s  religious  backgrounds have been 
neglected by sociologists of spirituality. For example, their argument against the 
secularization thesis is that whilst religion (or religious behavior, such as church 
attendance) is falling, spirituality (or spiritual behavior) is increasing  –  leading not 
to decline but to a spiritual  “ revolution ”  (Bouma  2006 : 12; Heelas and Woodhead 
 2005 ). But this ignores the fact that the most signifi cant factor linking those 
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classifi ed within the  “ spirituality ”  bracket, in Euro - American societies, is that they 
were  regular churchgoers  in the past  –  Heelas and Woodhead ’ s own dataset, for 
example, shows this to be case for 74 per cent of people in their  “ holistic milieu, ”  
a statistic that is disregarded in their analysis (Wood  2009 : 245). Similarly, a notice-
able feature of the Nottinghamshire network was that the majority of participants 
had been brought up as regular churchgoers. In other words, the growth of practices 
outside Christian churches in Euro - America, classifi ed by scholars as  “ spirituality, ”  
rests upon a process of  de - churching , whereby religiously socialized individuals 
cease to participate in the religion of their upbringing. This diachronic dimension 
is obscured when it is simply assumed that non - churchgoers are  un - churched , as in 
Barker ( 2008 : 191), Hunt ( 2003 : 160) and Fuller ( 2001 : 2 – 4). As already discussed, 
people involved in contexts such as the Nottinghamshire network, marked by mul-
tiple  relativizing  authorities (in other words by nonformativeness), experience 
neither  socialization  into a new form of belief, practice or identity, nor  subjectiviza-
tion  in the sense of exercising self - authority (or learning to do so). Given these 
factors, their involvement is instead best interpreted as a manifestation of  partial  
individual secularization: these sorts of contexts are primarily an outcome of the 
widespread process of de - churching in Euro - American societies since the 1960s 
(especially amongst women), and therefore provide support for the secularization 
thesis (Wood  2009 : 244 – 6; Wood and Bunn  2009 : 293 – 5). Indeed, the growth of 
quotidian discourses of spirituality seems primarily due to the growth of de - churched 
populations that remain partially religious. 

 This argument explains why it is the case that when studies of spirituality have 
taken into consideration some factors relating to people ’ s broader lives  –  such as 
gender, generation and occupation  –  their signifi cance tends to be misinterpreted 
unless attention has already been paid to social practices and interactions. For 
example, the  nature  of people ’ s relationships with authorities, being relatively more 
formative (as in Christian contexts) or nonformative (as in the Nottinghamshire 
network), must be taken into account in order for the  signifi cance  of their religious 
backgrounds to be understood. The same is true for the signifi cance of social class: 
the ambiguous nature of nonformative relationships with religious authorities in the 
Nottinghamshire network, for example, can be shown to relate also to status ambi-
guity associated with lower middle - class positions in which middle - class profes-
sionalization goes hand - in - hand with working - class insecurity and job dissatisfaction 
(Wood  2007 : 163 – 72). 

 In general, the sociology of spirituality suffers from a naive form of analysis in 
which data are interpreted by sociological meta - narratives (particularly those of 
detraditionalization and subjectivization, associated with Giddens) rather than 
being interpreted through knowledge of its local social contextualization. Englund 
and Leach ( 2000 : 226), identifying a similar problem in some anthropological 
writing, argue against the imposition of  “ certain specifi c abstractions in the current 
discourse on modernity [especially by Giddens] and, in particular, around the 
concept of the person that those abstractions involve. ”  In place of this, they promote 
the importance of ethnography for  contextualizing  people ’ s beliefs and practices. 
This is not to deny the value of meta - narratives but to criticize the way they are 
utilized, namely the unrefl ective manner in which they are parachuted into analysis 
with scant regard for what is actually taking place on the ground. 
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 Perhaps not surprisingly, it is an ethnographic study that avoids such lapses. 
Bender ’ s  (2003)  discussion of lived religion amongst participants in an American 
non - religious charitable organization attempts to contextualize discourses about 
 “ spirituality ”  and  “ religion ”  in everyday life, without assuming that (selections 
from) these discourses should stand as sociological analysis. As already shown, 
Bender ( 2003 : 69 – 70) argues that discourses relate to the specifi c social contexts in 
which they are produced; she thus rejects interviews as a suffi cient sociological 
method, especially as the redundant analytical distinctions they promote have led 
scholars to  “ slip easily into normative critiques. ”  Whilst Bender notes how, at times, 
some participants in her fi eld setting articulated a discourse relating to  “ spirituality ”  
which emphasized personal freedom and the rejection of institutional religion, her 
analysis sensibly refuses to mobilize this as an analytical category. Thus, Bender ’ s 
( 2003 : 72; emphases added) account of  “ Anita, ”  who articulated such a discourse, 
refers to  “ Anita ’ s  religious  practices [and]  …   religious  teachings, ”  just as it does for 
 “ Nancy ”  who articulated a  “ religious ”  discourse. This analytical orientation directs 
Bender ’ s ( 2003 : 72 – 3) attention towards the role of other people and contexts in 
Anita ’ s life, such as a Catholic friend and Episcopalian priest whose invitations to 
church services meant that she now  “ made mass and vespers part of her weekly 
schedule, ”  as well as continuing to channel and to take astrology courses. Conse-
quently, as Bender ( 2003 : 170 – 1, n. 24) writes:

  While it is absolutely necessary to take those who call themselves spiritual (or religious) 
at their word, relying on a conceptual notion of  “ religious practice ”  gives us the tools 
to analyze how such terms also play a role in structuring those experiences. For 
instance, when Emily [a Protestant churchgoer] tells us she is spiritual, we nevertheless 
also see her connections to a bona fi de, anchoring religious tradition. Anita ’ s spiritual 
narrative is less easy to engage on these terms. Individuals who call themselves their 
own spiritual guides use narrative forms that actively distance them from institutional 
connections. Such connections, and attendant constraints, may nevertheless be appar-
ent if we employ a notion of  “ religious practice ”  to ferret out connections, communi-
ties, and accrued religious habits and language.   

 This analytical orientation is important because it prevents the separation of dis-
courses and practices that should be analyzed together, whereas the positing of a 
conceptual distinction between  “ religion ”  and  “ spirituality ”  leads to the discourses 
and practices associated with each to be interpreted as bearing no relation, or as 
being in opposition, to each other. Indeed, ethnographic evidence shows that peo-
ple ’ s discourses, practices and interactions in contexts considered (by themselves or 
sociologists) as  “ spirituality ”  in fact relate explicitly to contexts labeled as  “ reli-
gion. ”  In the Nottinghamshire network, for example, people drew their discourses 
and practices from, and related them to, traditions and institutions that they deemed 
 “ religious, ”  as well as sharing with these an assumption about the existence and 
effi cacy of supernatural beings and powers (Wood  2009 : 241). Furthermore, as 
already shown, the most signifi cant factor linking these people was their previous 
regular churchgoing. In other words, whilst  “ religion ”  and  “ spirituality ”  may some-
times and in some contexts relate to distinct discourses and practices, the clear 
linkage between these necessitates a  single  analytical category. 
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 It is here that a theory of social fi elds proves its value, since this conveys the 
notion of a unitary (though only semi - autonomous) arena of practice, involving 
power - relations in competitions over capital  –  as theoretically developed most fully 
in the work of Bourdieu  (1990) . Bourdieu  (1991)  himself referred to the  religious  
fi eld and capital, and whilst his conceptualization of religion has rightly been criti-
cized for introducing unwarranted assumptions into analysis (Verter  2003 : 157), a 
theory of fi elds points to the need to retain  some  analytical category in order to 
articulate the synchronic and diachronic relations between people ’ s practices. There-
fore, to introduce a distinction between  “ spiritual capital ”  and  “ religious capital, ”  
as does Verter, is to reinstate the analytical distinction between  “ religion ”  and 
 “ spirituality ”  precisely at the point where a common analysis is required, namely 
in the analysis of a unitary fi eld of practice. The unhelpfulness of this approach is 
demonstrated by the fact that, as already shown in Verter ’ s ( 2003 : 157 – 8) case, this 
introduces a misleading analysis of  “ spirituality ”  as  “ extrainstitutional ”  and  “ reso-
lutely individualistic, ”  as opposed to  “ religion. ”  The same may be said for Davies ’  
( 2000 : 196 – 7) identifi cation of spirituality with habitus: whilst his reference to the 
bodily, imaginative and emotional dimensions of human life is admittedly essential 
for any properly sociological understanding of practice, interaction and context, 
given that Davies himself refers to  “ religious experience ”  and  “ authority in religion ”  
it seems misleading to refer to habitus in terms of  “ spirituality ”  rather than  “ reli-
gion. ”  This unacceptability of an analytical distinction between  “ religion ”  and 
 “ spirituality ”  logically extends to proposals for a new category to subsume both as 
sub - fi elds or sub - categories, as in Heelas and Woodhead ’ s ( 2005 : 6) notion of the 
 “ sacred landscape ”  and Knoblauch ’ s ( 2008 : 142) notion of  “ transcendence ”  (which, 
without irony, he describes as  “ less biased ”  than the concept of  “ religion ” ). 

 If the concept of  “ religion ”  seems tied to assumptions about rigid institutionaliza-
tion, hierarchization and conformity, then what sociologists must do is alter their 
conceptualization  –  not reinstate the structure - agency dichotomy by opposing the 
concept of  “ spirituality ”  to that of  “ religion. ”  In this regard, sociologists would 
benefi t by paying attention to the conceptualization of religion in the twin sociologi-
cal discipline of social anthropology. Often addressing contexts that are weakly 
institutionalized and formalized, social anthropologists have nevertheless been able 
to utilize  “ religion ”  as a concept that retains analytical sharpness in addressing a 
wide variety of human religious experiences, practices and interactions (a good 
overview of which is provided by Bowie  2006 ), thereby avoiding the problematic 
recourse to  “ spirituality ”  as a second concept. Undoubtedly, that the concept 
of  “ spirituality ”  has been so little taken up in social anthropology is due in no 
small part to the discipline ’ s ethnographic method that insists upon social 
contextualization.  

  CONCLUSION 

 This chapter has sought to pass a critical eye over a growing body of sociological 
work that addresses  “ spirituality. ”  The sociology of spirituality uses this concept 
to encompass individualistic, subjective experiences, although there are disagree-
ments about whether these occur in institutional settings. However, it was shown 
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that this approach unquestioningly adopts some views by some respondents  –  nearly 
always on the basis of surveys, interviews or published texts  –  that they individually 
choose their practices and beliefs by asserting self - authority. The transmutation of 
this discourse into an analytical category has led to the reinstatement of a number 
of conceptual dichotomies, principally of structure - agency, that recent developments 
in sociological thinking have successfully begun to overcome  –  and thus represents 
an interpretative regression. This is associated with the entrance, into the sociology 
of religion, of discourses and methods associated with Religious Studies. Its conse-
quences are seen in the fact that the sociology of spirituality typically pays little 
attention to three key sociological principles: the need to investigate social practice, 
social interaction, and the broader social contexts of people ’ s lives and biographies. 
In other words, issues of social power that lie at the heart of sociological enquiry 
are neglected. Certainly, it is important to address the way in which people may 
think and talk about themselves and their activities in terms of  “ spirituality. ”  
However, whilst this may necessitate using the concept of  “ religion ”  in a more 
nuanced way, akin to social anthropological studies, this chapter has shown how 
analysis is ill - served by the establishment of a category of  “ spirituality ”  as distinct 
from that of  “ religion. ”  Whilst scholars in Religious Studies may decide that 
 “ spirituality ”  retains analytical value for them, it is high time that sociologists 
pursued their studies on their own  sociological  terms.  
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Arguing against Darwinism 

 Religion, Science, and Public Morality 

   Michael S.   Evans   and   John H.   Evans       

   1   INTRODUCTION 

 The sociology of religion has different understandings of how religion ought to be 
defi ned for purposes of analysis. Perhaps the most persistent divide is that between 
epistemological approaches to religion, which see religion as a defi ned area of 
knowledge (e.g. about the supernatural, or about the  “ irrational ” ), and meaning or 
cultural approaches to religion, which see religion as a way of making sense of social 
relations (Geertz  1973 ; Buckser  1996 ). However, in practice the methods of social 
science often obscure this distinction, since it is not practical to distinguish between 
what is in the minds of people and what they actually say in a survey, or what we 
analyze as a variable in quantitative analysis. In this chapter we explore a case where 
this difference matters. We analyze a longstanding debate in American public life 
over the origins, meaning, and signifi cance of human life. Creationist challenges to 
evolution demonstrate the implications of defi ning religion in terms of cultural 
systems rather than epistemological content or status. 

 In contrast to the dominant academic narrative about religion and science (see 
Evans and Evans  2008 ), we claim that epistemological arguments are, and have 
always been, less important in motivating ordinary people to mount challenges to 
Darwinism. Far more important are concerns about public morality, more specifi -
cally the place of humans in the world and proper behavior towards fellow humans. 
Such concerns have mobilized a wide variety of challenges to Darwinism. And while 
such varied positions as Young Earth Creationism, Old Earth Creationism, Day - Age 
Creationism, Gap Creationism, Progressive Creationism, Creation Science, and 
Intelligent Design can be more or less treated as epistemologically  “ creationist, ”  it 
is their qualities as moral criticisms of Darwinism that most tightly bind them 
together, both historically and sociologically speaking. Creationist challenges of all 
kinds are, and have always been, driven by moral claims. 

 At the same time, we argue that Darwinism has often been the grounds for 
making moral claims by scientists. It is not that religious challenges erroneously mix 
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morality and science because challengers don ’ t understand science. Rather, chal-
lengers understand full well that scientists are also making moral claims, and are 
acting to counter these claims. This contrasts sharply with the idea of  “ value - free ”  
science. But we are not making a claim about epistemological standpoint and what 
science  “ really is. ”  Rather, we use empirical historical and sociological data to 
demonstrate that such claims, whatever their epistemological status, are mobilized 
regularly in public discourse. 

 By ignoring the centrality of moral claims in these debates, scholars and policy-
makers have managed to miss the motivating factors behind debates and confl ict 
over Darwinism. It is not surprising, then, that policies intended to redress this 
confl ict have consistently failed to achieve traction. Of course, claiming higher 
epistemological status is one way to end debate. Hence the only partly successful 
strategy is for scientists to appeal to state enforcement of such status. 

 But if this debate is largely about values, state enforcement of a particular posi-
tion is hardly a democratic way to go about it, and ignores the driving moral con-
cerns that will continue to mobilize challengers to Darwinism. So challenges will 
persist, and perhaps even intensify. The good news is that liberal democracy has 
some useful ways of handling debates over public morality (rather than epistemol-
ogy). We argue that acknowledgment of creationist challenges to Darwinism as 
battles over public morality opens up a new space for liberal democratic approaches 
to resolving the confl ict. And we offer specifi c suggestions on how to go about it. 

 Finally, we use the case of creationist challenges to make two key points: one 
about religion in public life, and another about how to conduct research in the 
sociology of religion. First, we follow aspects of the arguments of Wolterstorff, 
Stout, and the later Rorty in arguing for liberal democracy as an ongoing debate 
and, in particular, in arguing that the only way such debate can reasonably continue 
is to address the moral concerns at the heart of such debate rather than resorting 
to  “ conversation - stoppers ”  like religious or scientifi c epistemological claims. Second, 
using creationist challenges as our evidence, we reiterate that there is a practical 
difference between sociological approaches to religion that are primarily epistemo-
logical and approaches that are primarily cultural. Epistemological approaches are 
largely blind to moral concerns, and therefore are less appropriate for understanding 
religion in public life.  

  WHO ARE THE CREATIONISTS? 

 As a preliminary step, we need to determine the social location of those persons 
who claim to not believe in evolution. Because of space constraints, and because of 
the historical prominence of creationism in American public debate, we generally 
focus on the American context. Of course there are examples of creationist activists 
with resources currently operating in various forms throughout the world. In 
Turkey, for example, Adnan Oktar ’ s Science Research Foundation produces and 
distributes books such as  The Evolution Deceit  (Yahya  1999 ) and  The Atlas of 
Creation  (Yahya  2006 ) to advocate an Islamic version of Old Earth Creationism. 
And recently in the United Kingdom, evangelical Christian activists have pushed to 
teach creationism alongside evolution in privately - funded colleges (for example, 
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Emmanuel College, see Allgaier  2008 ), while the activist group Truth in Science has 
distributed Intelligent Design materials to UK schools (Zimmerman,  2006 ). But our 
focus here primarily is on the American context. 

 The 2004 General Social Survey asked a question of a random sample of Ameri-
cans about the  “ truth ”  of evolution. We coded the 55 percent of the respondents 
who claimed that evolution was  “ probably not true ”  or  “ defi nitely not true ”  as not 
believing in evolution. That 55 percent of Americans do not believe in evolution is 
of course fodder for advocates of science. This lack of belief is more evenly distrib-
uted in the population than one might think. To map out the social location of lack 
of belief, we created a number of demographic variables. Fitting with the general 
stereotypes of critics of evolution, the fi rst column in table  13.1  shows that those 
who are older, female, with less education, and living in the South are less likely to 
believe in evolution. Furthermore, evangelicals and black Protestants are less likely 
to believe than are members of other religious traditions.   

 Of course, some of these demographic differences may appear to be signifi cant 
because, for example, women are more likely to be religious than men. So, we 
conducted an ordered logistic regression model predicting lack of belief in evolution. 
The second column shows these coeffi cients, where the magnitude of the coeffi cients 
are directly comparable because all of the variables are dichotomous. (Dashes indi-
cate the comparison group. For example, the effect being an evangelical is in relation 
to not having any religious affi liation.) This regression equation shows that while 
education, Southern residence and gender determine one ’ s view of evolution, these 
demographic characteristics pale in comparison to the effect of being either an 
evangelical or black Protestant. The evangelical effect is nearly 4 times the size of 
the largest demographic effect  –  education. Catholics and mainline Protestants have 
the same level of skepticism about evolution as do the non - religious. These data 
show that claiming to not believe in evolution is, in the American context, solidly 
located within the conservative Protestant tradition. 

   Table 13.1    Percentage of selected social groups who do not believe in evolution 

        % who do not believe 
in evolution  

   Logistic regression 
coeffi cient  

  High school education or less    64    0.540  a    
  Some college education or more    50     –   
  Younger in age    53     –   
  Older in age    58    0.179  
  Lives in south    66    0.384  b    
  Lives outside of south    49     –   
  Woman    61    0.473  a    
  Man    49     –   
  Evangelical    83    1.93a  
  Mainline Protestant    46    0.150  
  Black Protestant    69    0.998  a    
  Catholic    46    0.232  
  Other religious tradition    37     − 0.114  
  Non - religious    31     –   

    a    =   p    <    0.001;      b    =   p    <    0.05.    
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 Based on this statistical analysis, one would probably come to the conclusion, as 
many have, that organized opposition to Darwinism is the result of these conserva-
tive Protestants using a biblical literalist epistemology and the scientists using a 
secular materialist epistemology. But a scientifi c epistemology would reject much of 
conservative Protestant belief, such as the virgin birth and the resurrection, so why 
the persistent protest against this one claim about nature? The answer, we propose, 
is that the debate persists because all attempts to address the debate have missed 
its motivating feature: a concern over the link between Darwinism and morality.  

  THE HISTORY OF CREATIONIST CHALLENGES TO DARWINISM 

 We follow the conventional periodization of this history in terms of apparent 
changes in creationist tactics, though one of the points of this chapter is to indicate 
that the moral concerns at the heart of opposition to Darwinism remain consistent. 
There are three overarching points to consider as we review specifi c historical and 
contemporary evidence. First, while there have always been epistemological claims 
involved in debates over Darwinism, these do not explain how many epistemo-
logically distinct positions coalesce into coherent challenges to, and defenses of, 
Darwinism. Second, there have always been moral claims by all parties involved, 
and these are more consistent across time and space than epistemological claims. 
The persistent thread from the days of Darwin to today ’ s Intelligent Design move-
ment is not in the pro - creation argument, but the anti - evolution argument (Numbers 
 1992 ; Scott  1997 ). Third, it is moral claims, not epistemological confl icts, that drive 
people to mobilize challenges. The concern of creationists in each of their historic 
incarnations is that when you teach evolution, you are implicitly teaching a certain 
philosophy at the same time, and that this philosophy undermines some forms 
of morality. So while it has always been epistemology and values together, our 
point is that focusing on epistemology misses the most important component of 
creationism. 

 This is not the usual way of talking about creationist challenges to Darwinism. 
Attempts to reconcile religion and science (for example, Haught  2000 ) focus primar-
ily on the problem of reconciling apparent epistemological confl ict. Well - meaning 
defenses of ID ’ s intellectual history (for example, Fuller  2007 ) provide epistemologi-
cal arguments for the inclusion of creationism in scientifi c debate. And even those 
scholars who acknowledge the moral concerns at the heart of creationism (for 
example, Nelkin  1982 ) tend to pass these over in favor of epistemological 
arguments. 

  Scopes 

 Upon publication of  The Origin of Species  in 1859, both supporters and detractors 
immediately recognized that Darwinism had moral implications, a concern that rose 
to even greater prominence following the publication of the  Descent of Man  in 
1871. While philosophers might question the transition from  “ is ”  to  “ ought ”  on 
Humean grounds, it is clear that for many contemporaries, Darwinism implied some 
social challenges, especially when articulated in Herbert Spencer ’ s ( 1864 : 444) terms 
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as  “ survival of the fi ttest. ”  For example, William Jay Youmans, editor of  Popular 
Science Monthly , wrote about natural selection:

  There is perhaps no greater or more serious problem confronting society today than 
this: how to pay just heed to the above law without injury to our own moral sensibili-
ties and particularly to our sense of the sacredness of life.  (Youmans,  1893 : 122)    

 Concerns over moral implications of Darwinism led to legal restrictions on the 
teaching of evolution in public schools, the site of education for a rapidly increasing 
number of young Americans (Nelkin  1982 ; Larson  1997 ). Biology textbooks of the 
time, such as the popular  A Civic Biology  by George William Hunter  (1914) , often 
contained only a limited amount of material on evolution. But even that limited 
amount discussed moral problems.  A Civic Biology , for example, suggested that  “ if 
the stock of domesticated animals can be improved, it is not unfair to ask if the 
health and vigor of the future generations of men and women on the earth might 
not be improved by applying to them the law of selection ”  (Hunter  1914 : 261). 

 In May 1925, in order to test the constitutionality of an anti - evolution law passed 
only two months earlier, the American Civil Liberties Union provoked the State of 
Tennessee into prosecuting high school science teacher John Scopes for teaching the 
evolution lessons from  A Civic Biology  in a public school classroom. Creationists 
saw an opportunity to demonstrate that Darwinism implied an unacceptable and 
dangerous moral position that should not be publicly considered at all, much less 
taught to schoolchildren (Larson  1997 ). The defender of the creationist view was 
populist former Democratic Party presidential candidate William Jennings Bryan. 
According to Ron Numbers ’  canonical analysis of creationism, for Bryan:

  World War I  …  exposed the darkest side of human nature and shattered his illusions 
about the future of Christian society. Obviously something had gone awry, and Bryan 
soon traced the source of the trouble to the paralyzing infl uence of Darwinism on the 
conscience. By substituting the law of the jungle for the teachings of Christ, it threat-
ened the principles he valued most: democracy and Christianity. Two books in particu-
lar confi rmed his suspicion. The fi rst  …  recounted fi rst hand conversations with 
German offi cers that revealed the role of Darwin ’ s biology in the German decision to 
declare war. The Second  …  purported to demonstrate the historical and philosophical 
links between Darwinism and German militarism.  (Numbers  1992 : 538)    

 As a celebrity trial, the Scopes case drew immense attention, but not for its consti-
tutional implications. As Dorothy Nelkin ( 1982 : 31) put it,  “ the constitutional 
question  …  was buried as William Jennings Bryan and Clarence Darrow clashed 
over questions of religion and morality. ”  Though technically Bryan won the case, 
creationists failed to win public support for their concerns over Darwin and moral-
ity. In the popular account, creationists emerged from  Scopes  as ignorant bumpkins, 
while evolution supporters triumphed as proponents of reason and science, an 
impression reinforced in popular media most notably through the 1955 play  Inherit 
the Wind , made into an 1960 Academy Award - nominated fi lm starring Spencer 
Tracy as the fi ctionalized Darrow. 

 But while it seemed that Darwinism had triumphed in the popular imagination, 
the empirical fact is that the teaching of evolution in public high schools, and the 
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inclusion of Darwin in biology textbooks, actually declined after  Scopes  (Grabiner 
and Miller  1974 ). In this sense Bryan was successful, as textbook publishers volun-
tarily self - censored their materials in order to avoid offending dominant sentiments. 
Notably, this was not just production of  “ special expurgated southern editions ”  of 
textbooks, but widespread  “ self - censorship by the New York - based publishing 
industry, ”  implying that this was not simply a regional expression of religious senti-
ment (Grabiner and Miller  1974 : 835). For all of the fl ash of the  Scopes  trial, there 
was little interest in, and much public resistance to, expanding the teaching of evo-
lution in public schools. 

 To be clear, we are not claiming that religious activists forced the systematic 
removal of evolution from biology textbooks, a claim that remains in dispute over 
the details of particular terms, motives, and intent by publishers and authors 
(Ladouceur  2008 ). What is not in dispute, however, is that Darwinism in public 
schools did not expand after Scopes, and in several cases, for whatever reason, 
actually declined, giving activists less reason to press their objections. Without 
Darwinism moving into the sphere of public morality through the education system, 
creationists kept to themselves and their own organizations after  Scopes . Creation-
ists still worried about the moral claims of Darwinism, but by and large kept their 
arguments within the creationist community rather than public debate, founding 
organizations such as the Religion and Science Association in 1935 and the Ameri-
can Scientifi c Affi liation in 1941 (Nelkin  1982 ; Numbers  1992 ; Lienesch  2007 ).  

  Creation  s cience 

 With the launch of Sputnik in 1957, the American government turned to funding 
science education in a concerted and systematic way through the National Defense 
Education Act of 1958. The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) brought 
together, perhaps for the fi rst time, practicing scientists and practicing teachers to 
create a biology curriculum to be used in the nation ’ s public schools (Lienesch 
 2007 ). The BSCS program made Darwinism, and evolution more generally, the 
cornerstone of biology education in America (see, for example, BSCS  1963 ). BSCS 
curricula also promoted the relationship between science and progress, and thus 
appeared to make Darwinism central to America ’ s future development, not just in 
training scientists, but in educating all citizens to participate in American public life 
(Nelkin  1982 ). As one participant in the process put it,  “ one hundred years without 
Darwin are enough ”  (Muller  1959 ). 

 In response to the increase in teaching of Darwinism in public schools through 
the BSCS program and its curriculum products, creationists mounted challenges to 
BSCS textbooks on many different grounds, including indecency of images depicting 
reproductive organs, violation of remaining state anti - evolution laws, and violation 
of the First Amendment (Nelkin  1982 ). The tactics varied in their approaches, but 
the common concern remained that Darwinism had dangerous moral implications 
and should not be taught in schools. 

 One of the strongest challenges came from  “ creation science, ”  where creationists 
dismissed Darwinism based on scientifi c claims stemming from the Bible. Creation 
science proponents agreed that students should learn science, but not that they 
should learn Darwinism. In 1961, Whitcomb and Morris published  The Genesis 
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Flood , an account of geology and human origins based on biblical explanations of 
the world - girdling Noachic fl ood, drawing heavily on previous  “ fl ood geology ”  
theories offered by George McCready Price in his 1923 creationist textbook  The 
New Geology . 

 For Whitcomb and Morris, the claim to scientifi city was as much about the need 
to replace Darwinian morality with a God and human - centered morality as it was 
about fl oods and geology. In  The Genesis Flood , they wrote:

  [T]he morality of evolution, which assumes that progress and achievement and  “ good ”  
come about through such action as benefi ts the individual himself or the group of which 
he is a part, to the detriment of others, is most obviously anti - Christian. The very 
essence of Christianity is unselfi sh sacrifi ce on behalf of others, motivated by the great 
sacrifi ce of Christ himself, dying in atonement for the sins of the whole world!  
(Whitcomb and Morris  1961 : 447)    

 These sentiments were echoed by R. G. Elmendorf and the Pittsburgh Creation 
Society, who distributed a fl yer with a pictorial diagram of the  “ evolution tree ”  of 
 “ evil fruits ”  growing from the root of Darwinism. These  “ evil fruits ”  include (but 
are not limited to) communism, racism, terrorism, abortion, socialism, crime, and 
infl ation. The accompanying text concludes:

  What is the best way to counteract the evil fruit of evolution? Opposing these things 
one - by - one is good, but it does not deal with the underlying cause. The tree will 
produce fruit faster than it can be spotted and removed. A more effective approach is 
to chop the tree off at its base by scientifi cally discrediting evolution. When the tree 
falls, the fruit will go down with it, and unbelieving man will be left  “ without excuse ”  
(Romans 1:21). That is the real reason why scientifi c creationism represents such a 
serious threat to the evolutionary establishment!  (reproduced in Toumey  1994 : 96)    

 Whitcomb and Morris founded the Creation Research Society in 1963 to promote 
creation science through the publication of a creationist journal and the develop-
ment of a creationist biology textbook. In 1968, however, the decision in  Epperson 
v. Arkansas  1  rendered anti - evolution laws unconstitutional, making it diffi cult to 
promote a text solely on the basis of its anti - evolution position. The CRS shifted 
its emphasis to promoting creation science as a legitimate scientifi c alternative to 
Darwinian evolution. In 1974 Morris produced  Scientifi c Creationism , a guide to 
teaching creation science without explicit reference to biblical authority or even 
religious language (Morris  1974 ). Without the advantage of anti - evolution laws, 
creationists promoted the idea of  “ equal time ”  and  “ balanced treatment ”  for cre-
ation science and Darwinian science, and even obtained legal protection for such 
treatment in Arkansas and Louisiana (Gilkey  1985 ; Numbers  1992 ). 

 In 1982, however,  McLean v. Arkansas  2  marked the beginning of the end for 
creation science in science classes. The  McLean  decision, written by Judge William 
Overton, struck down the Arkansas Balanced Treatment for Creation - Science and 
Evolution - Science Act on the basis that creation science violated the American 
Constitution ’ s First Amendment prohibition on the establishment of religion. 
Overton acknowledged that creation science was in part a reaction to the introduc-
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tion of the BSCS curriculum, even citing the moral concerns driving the challenge 
in the offi cial opinion:

  Creationists view evolution as a source of society ’ s ills, and the writings of Morris and 
Clark are typical expressions of that view. 

  “ Evolution is thus not only anti - biblical and anti - Christian, but it is utterly unsci-
entifi c and impossible as well. But it has served effectively as the pseudo - scientifi c basis 
of atheism, agnosticism, socialism, fascism, and numerous other false and dangerous 
philosophies over the past century. ”   (Morris and Clark, cited in  McLean v. 
Arkansas )    

 Yet Overton focused his legal decision on epistemological issues, itemizing the ways 
in which creation science did not accord with scientifi c method or practice, and 
emphasizing that creation science was not, in his opinion, science at all. While this 
was not strictly necessary for rendering an opinion on the religious grounds for 
creation science, it nonetheless set an important cultural precedent for evaluating 
creationist challenges as epistemological, not moral, in nature. From  McLean  
forward, the success of creationist challenges would be measured based on whether 
or not creationist theories were included in  “ science ”  as defi ned by judges in land-
mark legal cases, rather than the extent to which moral concerns resonated with a 
broader public. In 1987,  Edwards v. Aguillard  3  came before the US Supreme Court, 
and largely based on Overton ’ s reasoning about religious establishment in  McLean , 
the court rendered a decision to strike down Louisiana ’ s Creationism Act, the last 
remaining  “ equal time ”  law in the nation. 

 For creationists, discrediting evolution on scientifi c grounds was the most effec-
tive strategy for eliminating a dangerous source of moral justifi cation for many of 
the ills of society. Many scholars studying creationists generally dismiss creation 
science as an instrumental strategy for navigating legal restrictions (for example, 
Spuhler  1985 ; Scott  1997 ). The  McLean  decision certainly seems to support this 
analysis. But it is clear that in the period following  Scopes , the motivations for 
creationist challenges came from concerns over the increasing infl uence of Darwin-
ism in public education, a point that even Judge Overton acknowledged in striking 
them down.  

  Intelligent  d esign 

  McLean  and  Edwards  instituted a legal regime where any hint of religious motiva-
tions could invalidate an attempt to promote an alternative to Darwinism. In 
response, the Foundation for Thought and Ethics reworked an existing creation 
science text to remove all references to creationism and replace them with the term 
 “ intelligent design. ”  They published the resulting text in 1989 as  Of Pandas and 
People  (Davis and Kenyon  1989 ; Biever  2005 ). The term  “ intelligent design ”  (here-
after ID) refers to the idea that the world as we observe it could not have happened 
without intelligent guidance, an idea that traces back to such luminaries as 
Newton and Paley (Fuller  2007 ). Notably, however, ID does not necessarily require 
specifi c claims about God or a particular religious belief system (Discovery Institute 
 2007 ). 
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 The most visible and active proponents of ID are fellows of the Discovery Insti-
tute, a  “ nonpartisan public policy think tank conducting research on technology, 
science and culture, economics and foreign affairs ”  (Discovery Institute  2007 ). 
The Discovery Institute ’ s strategy for promoting ID is called the  “ Wedge Docu-
ment, ”  and while it was originally intended for internal use, it has been copied 
and widely circulated by opponents seeking to discredit ID (for example, Forrest 
and Gross  2004 ). The Wedge Document cites as motivation the serious moral 
concerns implied by the materialist conception of reality promoted by Darwinism, 
which:

  eventually infected virtually every area of our culture, from politics and economics to 
literature and art  …  materialists denied the existence of objective moral standards, 
claiming that environment dictates our behavior and beliefs. Such moral relativism was 
uncritically adopted by much of the social sciences  …  Materialists also undermined 
personal responsibility by asserting that human thoughts and behaviors are dictated 
by our biology and environment  …  In the materialist scheme of things, everyone is a 
victim and no one can be held accountable for his or her actions.   

 As with creation science, ID proponents seek equal time for their position in public 
school science classes. Unlike creation science, ID proponents take special care to 
minimize the possibility that ID will be seen as religious. So far this strategy has 
met with limited success. In 2004, a school board in Dover, Pennsylvania voted to 
require a statement about ID as part of the public school curriculum. Shortly there-
after, a group of parents fi led suit against the district, and the resulting decision in 
 Kitzmiller v. Dover  4  once again struck down a creationist challenge based on the 
First Amendment establishment clause. 

 Recently ID proponents have once again taken up the idea of  “ equal time ”  and 
 “ teaching the controversy, ”  but in the public rather than the legal arena. Popular 
author and TV host Ben Stein helped produce and promote the documentary fi lm 
 Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed .  Expelled  claims that alternatives to Darwinism 
have been suppressed, and that Darwinism is of grave moral concern:

  In a Darwinian framework, human beings are no better than any other animal and 
ultimately may be treated as animals by those who consider themselves to be greater, 
more human, enlightened or evolved  …  Hitler and the Nazis followed Darwinian 
eugenics to an extreme, carrying  “ survival of the fi ttest ”  to the radical conclusion of 
exterminating  “ unfi t ”  and  “ inferior ”  races like the Jews and Gypsies, and  “ weak ”  
members of society like the handicapped.  (Motive  2008 : 14)    

 Unsurprisingly, reaction to ID from  “ defenders of science ”  in popular and academic 
venues has focused on ID ’ s religious origins, as this is now the most effective legal 
way to prevent ID from inclusion in public school curricula (Pennock  2001 ; Forrest 
and Gross  2004 ). The central claim at the heart of Intelligent Design remains con-
sistent with Bryan, Whitcomb, Elmendorf, and many other creationists since Darwin. 
For creationist challengers past and present, Darwinism implies a morality that 
devalues human life, causes unneeded confl ict and competition, and pushes society 
in an actively harmful direction.   
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  DARWINISM AS A MORAL PROJECT 

 It is clear that many creationists claim that Darwinism provides moral grounds for 
all sorts of evil in the world. But creationist challenges to Darwinism based on issues 
of public morality do not necessarily emerge from ignorance, misunderstanding, or 
a confusion of science with morality, as many defenders of Darwinism have claimed. 
Rather, they can be seen as a reaction to some prominent scientists, past and present, 
who have also mobilized Darwinism to support moral positions on human life, 
personhood, and social organization. Of course, Darwinism is very fl exible. As 
historian Robert Proctor ( 1988 : 16) has put it,  “ People generally found in Darwin 
what they wanted to fi nd, ”  and in Loewenberg ’ s ( 1941 : 363) terms,  “ Charles 
Darwin was all things to all men. ”  But the point is that this is as true for scientists 
as it is for creationists. It is a mistake to portray creationists as people who don ’ t 
understand science and are confusing it with morality. Rather, creationists are con-
tributing to a multi - sided debate about the moral implications of Darwinism in 
which scientists are often willing participants. 

  Darwinism and  s ocial  o rder 

 From its inception, Darwinism introduced new justifi cations for old practices and 
prejudices. Francis Galton, a half - cousin of Darwin, drew heavily on Darwin ’ s 
theories to promote eugenics, the systematic intervention into human reproduction 
for purposes of improving  “ racial hygiene ”  (Galton  1883 ). Of concern to many 
proponents of eugenics was the idea society could succumb to degeneration, making 
it less fi t for survival and therefore doomed to extinction. Yet many were confi dent 
that Darwinism provided the answer. As John Haycraft said in his lectures to the 
Royal College of Physicians (collected as  Darwinism and Race Progress ):

  [W]e can improve our race by adopting the one and only adequate expedient, that of 
carrying on the race through our best and most worthy strains. We can be as certain 
of our result as the gardener who hoes away the weeds and plants good seed, and who 
knows that he can produce the plants he wants by his care in the selection of the seed. 
 (Haycraft  1895 : 155)    

 Early American eugenics drew on Spencer, Darwin, and Galton to justify programs 
of forced sterilization for  “ mental defectives, ”   “ moral degenerates, ”  and other 
 “ undesirables ”  to prevent the inheritance of their bad traits to later generations. 
The Eugenics Record Offi ce, founded in 1910 at the Cold Spring Harbor Labora-
tory, promoted forced sterilization as good public policy and created standardized 
questionnaires to help with evaluation (Eugenics Archive  2008 ). By 1930, half of 
the states in the USA had some sort of eugenic sterilization law on the books. In 
Arizona, inmates of the State Hospital for the Insane could be sterilized if they were 
the  “ probable potential parent of socially inadequate offspring, ”  and in Kansas any 
inmate of the state, including prisoners, could be sterilized if  “ procreation by him 
would be likely to result in defective or feeble - minded children with criminal tenden-
cies ”  (Brown  1930 : 23, 25). 
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 Often, however,  “ degenerate ”  meant non - white or immigrant. Even the Scopes 
text  A Civic Biology  included a ranking of races from  “ the Ethiopian or negro type, 
originating in Africa ”  to  “ the highest type of all, the Caucasians, represented by the 
civilized white inhabitants of Europe and America ”  (Hunter  1914 : 196). By 1924, 
based largely on data presented by Harry Laughlin of the Eugenics Record Offi ce, 
the US Congress passed the Immigration Reform Act, setting quotas for immigrants 
according to their seeming fi tness and levels of  “ social inadequacy. ”  Immigration 
levels did not recover until the late 1980s (Eugenics Archive  2008 ). 

 Of course the most severe example of eugenics application is the systematic ster-
ilization and extermination of those deemed degenerate by the Nazi regime, par-
ticularly embodied by the 1933 Law for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased 
Offspring. The Nazis  “ regularly quoted American geneticists who expressed 
support for their sterilization policies  …  [and] frequently invoked the large - scale 
California experience with sterilization ”  (Paul  1995 : 86). It is clear that Nazi poli-
cies drew on ideas about racial hygiene and degeneracy (Proctor  1988 ), and it is 
clear that American scientists admired such fi rm policies. Of course, the use of 
Darwin ’ s ideas to legitimate prejudices reached their apotheosis in the Holocaust 
where, in Kevles ’  words,  “ a river of blood would eventually run from the [German] 
sterilization law of 1933 to Auschwitz and Buchenwald ”  (Kevles  1985 : 118). 
(Again, to be clear, unlike ID advocates who say Darwinism necessarily led to the 
Holocaust, we are simply claiming that Germans of this era used Darwinism to 
legitimate the Holocaust.) 

 By 1944, Hofstadter could speak of  “ Social Darwinism ”  as one of the most 
infl uential trends in American public life, in which Darwinism  “ impelled men to try 
to exploit its fi ndings and methods for the understanding of society through schemes 
of evolutionary development and organic analogies ”  (Hofstadter  1944 : 4). Of 
course the concept of Social Darwinism is fl exible, and historically the term has 
been employed by both advocates and opponents of particular social policies. And 
it is arguable whether Darwinism per se acted as the conceptual source for these 
actions (Hofstadter  1944 ), as a catalyst for many existing tendencies in American 
intellectual life (Bannister  1979 ), or as a sort of guiding worldview partly discon-
nected from its scientifi c origins (Hawkins  1997 ). But to reiterate, we are not saying 
that Darwin really said these things, and we are not saying that Darwinism inevi-
tably leads to genocide. We are saying that some scientists also use Darwinism to 
make moral claims about social order, and that religious opponents of Darwinism 
were aware of their uses. Historically, this awareness would have been due to the 
ubiquity of the eugenics movement in America, which claimed to be  “ scientifi cally ”  
solving social problem (Kevles  1985 ; Rosen  2004 ). Contemporary evidence of this 
awareness is in the constant reference to the Holocaust by ID advocates (for 
example, Motive  2008 ).  

  The  m oral  s tatus of  h umans 

 Darwinism has also been used to justify many different kinds of claims about the 
place of humans in the world. Immediately after Darwin, John Fiske described 
humans as the pinnacle and purpose of evolution:
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  The creature thus evolved long since became dominant over the earth in a sense in 
which none of his predecessors ever became dominant; and henceforth the work of 
evolution, so far as our planet is concerned, is chiefl y devoted to the perfecting of this 
last and most wonderful product of creative energy.  (Fiske  1884 )    

 Some of Darwinism ’ s proponents have also sought to replace existing moral systems 
with a system based on evolution. Following the horrors of World War II, there 
was a broader community of scientists attempting to fi nd the meaning and purpose 
of human existence in evolution and biology, to create a secular  “     ‘ scientifi c ’  foun-
dation upon which to reestablish our system of ethics and to rest  ‘ our most cherished 
hopes ’     ”  (Kaye  1997 : 42). If we could no longer look outside nature for purpose 
and direction  –  as most theologies had done  –  the foundation for ethics was to be 
found in the  “ objective ”  facts of evolution such as  “ greater complexity, biological 
effi ciency and adaptive fl exibility ”  (Kaye  1997 : 41). 

 For example, Sir Julian Huxley, a British born biologist, grandson of famous 
defender of Darwin T. H. Huxley and brother of novelist Aldous Huxley was, 
according to one of his biographers, seeking  “ to create a religion of evolutionary 
humanism based on biology, and to bring these efforts to fruition through popu-
larization and liberal political action ”  (Waters  1992 : 2). A large part of what he 
called  “ evolutionary humanism ”  was the rejection of traditional religion, and its 
replacement with science and rationalism. As he wrote in 1961:

  Evolutionary man can no longer take refuge from this loneliness by creeping for shelter 
into the arms of a divinized father - fi gure whom he has himself created, nor escape from 
the responsibility of making decisions by sheltering under the umbrella of Divine 
Authority . . . More immediately important, thanks to Darwin, he now knows that he 
is not an isolated phenomenon, cut off from the rest of nature by his uniqueness . . . 
he is linked by genetic continuity with all the other living inhabitants on his planet. 
 (Huxley  1961 : 19)    

 More recently, best - selling author and ethologist Richard Dawkins has condemned 
distinctions that reinforce the  “ speciesist imperative ”  and which give special place 
to humans:

  I have argued that the discontinuous gap between humans and  “ apes ”  that we erect 
in our minds is regrettable. I have also argued that, in any case, the present position 
of the hallowed gap is arbitrary, the result of evolutionary accident. If the contingencies 
of survival and extinction had been different, the gap would be in a different place. 
Ethical principles that are based upon accidental caprice should not be respected as if 
cast in stone.  (Dawkins  2003 : 26)    

 Such claims are inescapably moral, and the authors directly and unapologetically 
use Darwinist thought about the origins of humans and the descent of man to 
legitimate these claims.  

  Evolutionary  p sychology 

 A particularly active branch of science is evolutionary psychology, which attempts 
to explain the moral behavior of contemporary humans as the result of evolutionary 
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pressures in the era of evolutionary adaptation millions of years ago. Most famously 
and tendentiously, these evolutionary psychologists are particularly concerned with 
gender differences (Angier  1999 ). For example, the incredibly infl uential  The Moral 
Animal  by Robert Wright uses neo - Darwinian theory to explain differential monog-
amy by men and women (Wright  1994 ). Or, to take one of the more controversial 
claims, Steven Pinker claimed in the New York Times Magazine that contemporary 
high - school aged women sometimes engage in infanticide because their genes lead 
them to this act, with this genetic design being adaptive during the era of evolution-
ary adaptation, if no longer (Pinker  1997 ). 

 Since the vast majority of women do not kill their babies, at best we are left with 
a very slight genetic tendency toward this action. What would be left is what is 
commonly called  “ morality. ”  But, scientists take this tiny sliver of genetic effect and 
then portray it as an explanation of  “ morality. ”  If our genes 100% determined our 
behavior, then perhaps we could say that scientists are justifi ed in using Darwin to 
promote a  “ true ”  morality. But, if genes are responsible for a small fraction of our 
behavior, then it probably appears to ordinary people that scientists are using Dar-
winism to promote their own morality. Since there is no direct evidence for the 
scientifi c claims, this seems an area ripe for social infl uences. As scholars have 
pointed out, it is interesting how all of these theories tend to legitimate morally 
condemned male behaviors (McCaughey  2008 ). 

 In sum, creationists are not alone in connecting Darwinism to morality. Many 
scientists also draw on Darwinism to make moral claims about the status of humans, 
our place in the world, and what ought to be done. Because scientists also link 
Darwinism and morality, we cannot say that creationists are entirely mistaken, 
ignorant, or confused when they challenge Darwinism on moral grounds. Rather, 
they are engaging in the same practices as those scientists who use Darwin to make 
moral claims, and are reacting to those claims. 

 We also note that the morally offensive policies that have been legitimated by 
reference to Darwinian truth, such as forced sterilization and the Holocaust, have 
been rejected when their bases as moral rather than scientifi c projects are revealed. 
This is instructive for our understanding of creationist challenges to Darwinism. In 
the remainder of this chapter, we apply this insight to creationist challenges in 
American public life, fi rst by explaining how and why this debate has persisted for 
over a century in approximately the same form, then by demonstrating how treating 
creationist challenges as debates over public morality can restore the liberal demo-
cratic process to this particular dispute.   

  WHY THIS DEBATE PERSISTS 

 In this section we explain why this debate has persisted for over a century in 
approximately the same form. We focus specifi cally on three major epistemological 
approaches to resolving creationist challenges: science education, defi nitional 
enforcement, and movement suppression. Each of these approaches has failed to 
stop creationist challenges, and in fact may have increased support for creationist 
perspectives. 
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  Knowledge  d efi cit 

 The fi rst infl uential epistemological approach to creationist challenges is the  “ knowl-
edge defi cit ”  model of science education. The knowledge defi cit model assumes that 
people should agree with science because it is true, and that therefore lower levels 
of agreement (sometimes called resistance or opposition) are due to a defi cit of 
knowledge about science. In this model, if people are better educated about science, 
then they will agree with it. Applying the model to this case means that if creation-
ists do not think evolution is a true description of human origins, then it is because 
they do not understand it (probably because their religious beliefs interfere) and 
they need to be better educated. 

 There are two implications of this approach for creationist challenges. First, 
schools should not permit the interfering beliefs into the science classroom. Second, 
science classes should focus on teaching evolution as clearly and completely as pos-
sible. The BSCS, starting in 1960 and continuing into the present, has focused on 
the second strategy. The fi rst strategy has been pursued at the local level through 
school board meetings and curriculum review (Binder,  2002 ), and at higher levels 
through legal intervention, as in  McLean ,  Edwards , and  Kitzmiller . 

 The problem is that there is little evidence to suggest that the knowledge defi cit 
model underlying these strategies is correct. One of the biggest shifts in the academic 
fi eld of  “ public understanding of science ”  happened when several studies showed 
that disbelief, resistance, and opposition to science had very little to do with level 
of knowledge (Sturgis and Allum  2004 ; Bauer et al.  2007 ). In many cases, people 
who support creationism test as well as those who fully agree with evolution (for 
example, Woodrum and Hoban  1992 ). Given the empirical limitations of the 
knowledge defi cit approach, the  “ public understanding of science ”  literature has 
shifted from discussion of knowledge defi cits to discussion of public exclusion, sug-
gesting that participation, deliberation, and inclusion are far more important in 
developing  “ scientifi c citizenship ”  (Irwin  2001 ). 

 Empirically, however, it is clear that opponents of creationism in schools often 
hold to the knowledge defi cit model even when there is evidence to the contrary. A 
recent case in the UK case illustrates this point (Allgaier  2008 ). In 2002 a media 
furor arose over the involvement of the Vardy Foundation, a Christian organization, 
in supporting a creationist conference at Emmanuel College (Gateshead). This cover-
age included accusations of teaching creationism in science classes, a particular 
concern given Emmanuel ’ s origins as a City Technology College. Yet several public 
fi gures lined up in support of Emmanuel, not based on agreement with creationism, 
but on the basis that Emmanuel continued to earn top marks from the Offi ce for 
Standards in Education (OFSTED). When asked about the controversy, Prime Min-
ister Tony Blair praised the school for its achievements and OFSTED assessment 
results. But another set of public fi gures, including not only scientists such as 
Richard Dawkins and Peter Atkins, but also Michael Turnbull, the Bishop of 
Durham, pressed for OFSTED to reevaluate the school, and in the end, even for 
OFSTED to be reevaluated, because it could not be working if it positively assessed 
a school that allowed creationism in the classroom (Allgaier  2008 : 184 – 5). 

 The Emmanuel case is interesting because it demonstrates how the knowledge 
defi cit model fails in practice. Student outcomes were not only acceptable, but out-
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standing. Yet opponents of teaching creationism continued to argue that creationism 
in the classroom was threatening and dangerous to scientifi c education, and 
attempted to remove creationism anyway. Such unconditional opposition to cre-
ationism, based on assumptions about knowledge defi cit rather than evidence, leaves 
no room for discussion of creationists ’  motivating concerns.  

  Defi ning  s cience 

 The second epistemological approach to creationist challenges is to engage in active 
boundary work in defi ning what counts, and what does not count, as science. This 
is a defensive strategy, but it is particularly suited for the legal arena, where deci-
sions are often made with reference to standard defi nitions. So, for example, even 
though the issue at stake in  McLean  and  Kitzmiller  was whether or not creationist 
challenges violated the Establishment clause, both Judge Overton and Judge Jones 
expended signifi cant time and resources in defi ning what science is, so that they 
could say that creationism is not science. Such use of the courts is somewhat risky 
for science, as science is not particularly protected under law, and allowing 
courts to defi ne science arguably devalues scientifi c expertise by conceding author-
ity to law (Evans, M. S.:  2008 ). But it has been largely successful in American courts 
thus far. 

 The tactic of opposing creationism by defi ning it as  “ not science ”  is also very 
common in academia. Some of the most signifi cant works on creationism and Intel-
ligent Design (for example, Scott  1997 ; Forrest and Gross  2004 ) are basically 
extensive justifi cations of why creationism is not science. More recently, scholars 
have defended the exclusion of creationism by drawing out an intellectual history 
of scientifi c thought, and demonstrating that this intellectual history necessarily 
eliminates claims such as Intelligent Design from inclusion in the boundaries of 
science (for example, Clark et al.  2007 ). 

 There are many problems with this approach. The most signifi cant philosophical 
problem is that, as science and technology studies scholars have thoroughly estab-
lished, the boundaries of science are fl uid, contingent, and negotiable. There is no 
essential or universal set of rules for demarcating  “ science ”  from  “ not science. ”  So 
while the epistemological exclusion of creationism may be supported today, it is 
because of the boundary work being done to maintain it as such, not because it is 
essentially  “ not science ”  (Gieryn et al.  1985 ). Based on historical evidence, it is 
entirely possible (though uncommon) to construct a justifi cation for Intelligent 
Design, for example, as the legitimate claimant to the label  “ science ”  (for example, 
Fuller  2008 ). 

 The most practical problem with this approach, however, is that it does not 
address the concerns that motivate creationist challenges. Challenges from creation-
ists, while often shaped to the institutional context in which they operate (Binder 
 2002 ), are motivated by concerns over the link between Darwinism and morality, 
however construed. Those who spend their efforts defi ning science are fundamen-
tally missing the point. We argue that this is a primary reason why creationist 
challenges persist. The epistemological approach of defi ning science is blind to the 
moral concerns at the heart of creationist challenges, and it is at best a temporary 
institutional remedy for a deeper cultural problem.  
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  Suppressing  c hallenges 

 The third epistemological approach is to suppress challenges using all available 
resources at every possible instance. This is an epistemological approach because it 
does not work without the conviction that what one is suppressing is false, and that 
what one is defending is true. Sometimes this takes the form of humiliation and 
name - calling. For example, coverage of the Scopes trial included cartoon images of 
William Jennings Bryan as Don Quixote charging a windmill labeled  “ evolution, ”  
while other cartoons portrayed a jury composed of talking monkeys. And more 
recently, Richard Dawkins  (1989)  has written  “ It is absolutely safe to say that if 
you meet somebody who claims not to believe in evolution, that person is ignorant, 
stupid or insane (or wicked, but I ’ d rather not consider that). ”  

 More common, however, is to leverage all existing arguments to suppress chal-
lenges in court, in school boards, and in public debate. Examples of such  “ coun-
termovement frames ”  include the claims that challengers are  “ not science ”  and 
should be dismissed from the classroom, that creationist challenges are political 
and therefore should be disallowed from participation in educational institutions, 
and that creationism as a religious movement has no place in secular civic life 
(Binder, 2007 : 558 – 9). There are signifi cant organizational and fi nancial resources 
behind these efforts as well, including the National Center for Science Education 
(NSCE), whose stated goal is to defend science education from creationist and 
other challenges. Drawing on extensive resources, this total approach to suppress-
ing creationism on multiple fronts, for multiple reasons, using any available 
resources, has been largely successful in eliminating creationism from science 
classes in public schools. 

 However, there are two practical problems with this approach. The fi rst is that 
suppressing movements actually strengthens challengers. As Binder  (2007)  points 
out, creationists simply retool for the new institutional context. Historically this is 
certainly the case, with Scopes, creation science, and Intelligent Design mounting 
very different kinds of institutional challenges and tactics. Consistent with our argu-
ment, however, these suppressed movements often return in greater force and with 
stronger resolve. We suggest that this is because these movements are not merely 
seeking proximate success in getting a book into classrooms, or a friendly face on 
a school board, but because they seek to challenge what they see as the moral 
implications of Darwinism for society. 

 The second practical problem with this approach is that it is profoundly anti -
 democratic. From an epistemological distinction, this criticism seems misplaced. If 
something is true, such as evolution, then it should not be subject to democratic 
debate. So when creationists call for  “ equal time, ”  an epistemological approach 
would reject it out of hand as incompatible with a notion of science as truth, and 
stop the conversation based on an appeal to the epistemological status of scientifi c 
knowledge. But democracy is, among many other things, a process for debating 
what ought to be done. Creationists are motivated by their concerns over moral 
implications of Darwinism for society. So it is not misguided to suggest that sup-
pression of creationist challenges is anti - democratic in that it suppresses discussion 
of what ought to be done. We recognize, however, that from an epistemological 
standpoint, such claims do not make sense, or are invisible. 
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 The policy consequences of epistemological approaches play out in ways that 
perpetuate challenges. Continuing to argue and act as though epistemology is the 
main concern aggravates challengers, who are actually mounting a challenge based 
on morality, escalates the challenges and makes all sides feel aggrieved. It is a recipe 
for continued dispute, but not for democratic debate.   

  RELIGION IN PUBLIC LIFE 

 Epistemological approaches to creationist challenges seem not to work. While 
defenders of science continue to engage in tactics based on epistemological 
approaches, creationists continue to mount challenges that are seemingly about 
epistemology. But what really seems to drive them is what they see as the moral 
implications of Darwinism. We argue that the only way to address this confl ict 
over public morality is to also treat it as a problem of public morality. That is, 
while debate about the epistemological issues can continue, the moral debate can 
only be resolved through liberal democratic debate, not through appeals to (or 
state enforcement of) special epistemological status for what are essentially moral 
issues. 

 Treating debates about Darwinism as debates about public morality implicates 
broader philosophical concerns about the place of religion and moral language in 
American public life. Historically, much of the debate about religion in public life 
is about whether religious reasons are suffi cient on their own in a liberal democracy, 
or whether debate must occur with reasons that are accessible to everyone (Audi 
and Wolterstorff  1997 ). More recently, Wolterstorff  (2003) , Rorty  (2003) , and 
Stout  (2004)  have explored the idea that there are no such reasons accessible to 
everyone. Science can be as much of a  “ conversation - stopper ”  as religion, so we 
must focus on the validity of reasons and claims on their own terms. Despite their 
diverse philosophical commitments, these scholars agree that it is the reason - giving 
that is important to the process, not necessarily the epistemological status of these 
reasons. 

 So how do we keep the conversation about morality going? Here are some pos-
sibilities for how to take a liberal democratic approach to resolving these 
concerns, and what they might mean for our understanding of religion in public 
life. 

  Allow  c reationism in  s chools 

 The fi rst possibility is to allow creationism into public schools, either as ID or in 
some other form (Binder  2007 ). The objection would be that this may damage the 
scientifi c knowledge of youths, but studies show that not believing in evolution does 
not lead to a lack of faith in other areas of science (Woodrum and Hoban  1992 ; 
Evans, J. H.:  2008 ). While an argument can be made that scientifi c education overall 
is lacking in effectiveness, it is diffi cult to claim creationism as the culprit (see also 
Binder  2007 : 569 – 70). 

 Studies of creationism in the classroom indicate that introducing creationism 
into a classroom does not signifi cantly interfere with the learning of evolution 
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(Lawson and Worsnop  1992 ; Verhey  2005 ). There is some evidence that allowing 
creationism in the classroom may increase acceptance of evolution, as creationist 
students are more likely to accept evolution if they think their views have been 
discussed with respect in the classroom (Dagher and BouJaoude  1997 ; Verhey 
 2005 ). Recently a prominent educational leader in the UK suggested that  “ when 
teaching evolution, there is much to be said for allowing students to raise any 
doubts they have (hardly a revolutionary idea in science teaching) and doing one ’ s 
best to have a genuine discussion ”  (Reiss  2008 ). Discussion of creationism would 
then possibly lead to a discussion of the moral concerns of children with reli-
giously - inspired creationist views, without excluding these discussions with con-
versation - stopping appeals to the epistemic authority of science or the epistemic 
authority of religion. The moral conversation could continue. As long as there is 
no teaching of creationism as true or authoritative, this should not violate consti-
tutional restrictions (Greenawalt  2005 ). People would have to decide which is 
more important, the potential damage to the scientifi c literacy of the country or 
potentially resolving a moral confl ict.  

  Moral  d isclaimer 

 The second possibility is to take a Humean approach and explicitly decouple 
Darwinism - the -  ” is ”  from Darwinism - the -  ” ought, ”  which would allow the moral 
conversation to continue without conversation - stoppers. Teachers would have a 
discussion with students about the moral implications of Darwinism, hopefully 
engaging in the inevitable moral education that schools provide for students. They 
could say, for example, that the survival of the fi ttest organism should not be taken 
as a model for how humans should treat each other  –  which was a concern of 
William Jennings Bryan. They could note that even if mutations in organisms are 
random, it does not follow that human morality is random. The supposed moral 
lessons of Darwinism can all be explicitly counteracted in the classroom without 
any concern about the separation of church and state. 

 Some scientists already do this in their public lectures and commentaries. For 
example, in his response to the movie  Expelled , Richard Dawkins wrote:

  [N]atural selection is a good object lesson in how NOT to organize a society. As I have 
often said before, as a scientist I am a passionate Darwinian. But as a citizen and a 
human being, I want to construct a society which is about as un - Darwinian as we can 
make it. I approve of looking after the poor (very un - Darwinian). I approve of universal 
medical care (very un - Darwinian). It is one of the classic philosophical fallacies to 
derive an  “ ought ”  from an  “ is. ”   (Dawkins  2008 ).    

 But as demonstrated in the previous suggestion, it is not enough simply to say  “ don ’ t 
derive an ought from an is. ”  Students learn moral positions through participation 
in cultural systems, not through knowledge acquisition. So if the is/ought fallacy is 
where the moral concerns of creationists are detached from knowledge of evolution, 
this fallacy must be identifi ed and explicitly engaged in the classroom throughout 
the process of learning.   
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  CONCLUSION 

 Religiously inspired creationists have been making epistemological claims and con-
fl icting with scientists for many decades. Institutional pressures, such as the legal 
system in the United States, have further pushed these debates in an epistemological 
direction, with debates coming to concern what is  “ religious ”  and what is  “ scien-
tifi c. ”  This has made many analysts miss the point that while there is an epistemo-
logical component to religiously inspired confl icts about Darwinism, the primary 
engine of grievance seems to be moral. These moral concerns on the part of the 
primarily conservative Protestants who oppose evolution are not due to an error on 
their part in thinking that Darwin has moral implications. Rather, Darwin has been 
used to promote the moral visions of many scientists. Therefore, the proper way to 
describe debates about Darwinism is that they are primarily moral, with one par-
ticularly effective weapon being the epistemology claim, typically used by scientists, 
to shut down discussion of creationism. 

 If we want to resolve this dispute about Darwinism, we must do so through 
discussion and deliberation. If through  “ conversation - stoppers ”  like explicit reli-
gious and scientifi c claims we declare conversation to be over, then this debate will 
continue on in mutated forms for many more decades. We discuss a few possibilities 
for allowing a conversation about Darwinism to proceed in the public schools (the 
only place where the topic would ever arise for ordinary citizens.) While opponents 
of creationism have the clear advantage legally, politically and socially, they should 
consider whether annihilation of their opponents is the wisest course. Not resolving 
these moral issues results in conservative Protestants feeling aggrieved at the hands 
of a  “ cultural elite ”  (for example, H. L. Mencken) for no particular reason. It is 
these grievances that contributed to the formation of the religious right in the USA 
in the late 1970s, and these grievances were still on display in the Republican Party 
during the 2008 American Presidential elections. Liberals should consider why they 
are feeding their opponents for arguably no good reason.  

  Notes 

  1     393 U.S. 97 (1968).  
  2     529 F. Supp. 1255, 1258 - 1264 (ED Ark. 1982).  
  3     482 U.S. 578 (1987).  
  4     400 F. Supp. 2d 707 (M.D. Pa. 2005).   
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The Sociology of Early Christianity 

 From History to Theory, and Back Again 

   Joseph M.   Bryant       

     The history and sociology of Early Christianity occupies a singular place in the 
academic study of religion, at once privileged and unsettling. This is so for several 
reasons. The modern social sciences took their formative shape in the aftermath of 
the eighteenth century European Enlightenment, and the subsequent emergence of 
the multi - disciplinary research university over the course of the nineteenth century. 
Both of these developments were complexly framed and informed by the fact that 
their locus was a Europe still predominantly Christian in its identity, as well as in 
many of its customs and beliefs. Indeed, to a decisive extent, the cultural and insti-
tutional history of Europe is largely coterminous with, and deeply implicated in, 
the cultural and institutional history of the Christian Church. 

 The preponderate  “ presence ”  of Christianity in the formation of Europe has 
accordingly been paralleled by longstanding intellectual interests  –  theological, 
philosophical, and historiographical  –  in the unfolding destiny of that faith, from 
the time of origins to its increasingly contested place under the changing conditions 
of modernity. These concerns would be taken up anew and transformed by the 
emerging social sciences  –  anthropology and sociology, most notably  –  which, even 
as they endeavoured to widen the scope of inquiry to encompass the religious beliefs 
and practices of other cultures, remained indebted to the interpretive schemes that 
had crystallized during what might be called the  “ domestically focussed ”  phase of 
Christian scholarship on the Christian tradition. It is this partial dependence on  –  
and continuity with  –  earlier modes of thought that looms large in contemporary 
criticisms of so - called Eurocentric paradigms and Orientalist discourses, wherein a 
distinctively Christian lens or prism has been discerned, and faulted, for providing 
the fi lter and focus through which all other cultures and religions have been per-
ceived and evaluated (Said  1979 ; cf. Turner  1994 ). That an instructive measure of 
merit resides in these charges is now widely acknowledged, even as the polemical 
overstatements they contain, or have inspired, are also coming clearer to view. The 
diverse and shifting ethnocentrisms and social biases that render objectivity a meth-
odological aspiration  –  rather than a consistently secure achievement  –  do not 
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automatically entail a comprehensive invalidation of the scholarship so infl uenced, 
and distinguishing the cogent from the careless or the concocted remains an endur-
ing, and shared, epistemological responsibility.  

  CHRISTIANITY AND THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF RELIGION 

 Before one can assess the extent to which Christian - centered scholarship has served 
to skew our understanding of religious phenomena in general, or the religions of 
diverse  “ others ”  specifi cally, a historic fact of paramount historiographical impor-
tance must be registered. I refer, of course, to the massively transformative rupture 
within Western Christendom occasioned by the Protestant Reformation, a sixteenth 
century sectarian development that created the social possibilities for the counter-
balancing consolidation of two competing  “ discourses ”  over the Christian legacy. 
The venerable Catholic tradition, its legitimacy resting upon a spiritual charter 
laying claim to salvifi c powers bequeathed directly by Christ to the Church he pur-
portedly founded, was hereafter directly assailed by a Protestant grand narrative 
that spoke of accumulating priestly corruptions, imported magical ceremonials, and 
a fatal falling away from the pristine faith of the Gospels (Smith  1990 ). With their 
confessional dispute turning so decisively on antithetical interpretations of Christian 
history, both sides were ineluctably confronted with the challenge of providing 
warrant for their respective positions and claims. Scholarship, in the service of 
theology and apologetics, would thus acquire not only a new urgency, but a new 
and progressive rigour and critical awareness, as the Christian past became con-
tested ground for intensive intra - faith disputation. Here the Protestant quest to 
recover the  “ authentic meaning ”  of holy writ  –  put forth by Luther and Calvin as 
the indispensable and sole basis for living a genuine Christian life  –  provided the 
crucial prod, the opportune opening. 

 Translation of the biblical texts into the European vernaculars accordingly 
assumed a primacy in the Reformist agenda, not only for purposes of breaking the 
Church ’ s interpretive monopoly on the divine word, but to make possible a Chris-
tianity wherein each believer could develop their faith through direct reading and 
refl ection on God ’ s revealed communication. Linguistic mastery of the ancient lan-
guages  –  the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Old Testament, the Greek and Latin 
variants of the New  –  necessarily entailed a corresponding comprehension of the 
social worlds within which those languages originally functioned, and thus a deep-
ening engagement with the challenges of history and sociology. Indeed, out of the 
pressing need to develop a defensible  Hermeneutica sacra , philological and histo-
riographical skills and techniques were raised to new standards of sophistication. 
A prodigious outpouring of lexicons and grammars, manuscript studies, handbooks 
of antiquities, digests, and historical geographies soon brought the records of the 
past into the discerning light of critical judgement, with accuracy and comprehen-
siveness increasingly prized as the governing principles of interpretive inquiry. 
Pioneering archaeological excavations would yield material treasures of increasing 
abundance and variety, both of the sensational sort, such as Christian funerary art 
in the catacombs, and the quotidian, of which the soon - to - be innumerable inscrip-
tions and papyri offered the most fascinating glimpses into the lives of ancient 
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Mediterranean peoples. Professional schools and academic associations dedicated 
to the tasks of retrieval and restoration provided in situ opportunities to study the 
intricately interwoven Classical and Christian pasts, all to be abetted by Europe ’ s 
tightening colonial sway over many of the core regions of Rome ’ s fallen empire: 
North Africa, Asia Minor, the Levant and Syria (Frend  1998 ). Scholarly bulletins, 
journals, and monograph series would henceforth report on the latest discoveries 
and provide forums for the communication of developing lines of interpretation and 
explanatory synthesis. Though still beholden and attentive to theological interests, 
the fi eld of Christian studies had effectively reconstituted itself as an academic 
enterprise over the course of the nineteenth century, its operations of research 
increasingly self - disciplined by norms of objectivity and empirically based 
argumentation. 

 The result of all this unprecedented and relentlessly accumulating intellectual 
effort  –  now running to treatises in the thousands, articles and chapters well beyond 
counting  –  is that considerably more is known about the early history of Christianity 
than is the case for any of the other Axial Age religious traditions that emerged in 
the civilizational cores of the ancient Near East, the Indian subcontinent, and impe-
rial China. Efforts, long overdue, to correct this historic imbalance in academic 
attentiveness are presently gaining instructive momentum, as the privileged focus 
on Christianity justifi ably gives way to a more diversifi ed distribution of research 
pursuits. There are certain inequitable  “ circumstances of data, ”  however, that all 
but guarantee a continuing Christian primacy, at least as regards inquiries centered 
on questions of developmental origins. Consider, fi rst, that Christianity emerges in 
a setting and an epoch marked by a highly advanced level of historical awareness 
and literacy, as fostered by the Hellenistic - Roman civilization within which the 
fl edgling faith would make its way. With records of the Roman imperial state and 
local civic administrations providing reliable grids for temporal and regional anchor-
age, many of the more important aspects of the Christian advance  –  in textual 
production, cultic and organizational elaboration, doctrinal developments, conver-
sion trends, schismatic and heretical fi ssuring  –  are often locatable within reasonably 
secure place - time contextualizations. Comparable possibilities are exceedingly rare 
for investigations into the much older traditions of Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Bud-
dhism, and Judaism, each of which would pass through their respective germinal 
phases during centuries for which surviving contemporaneous documentation  –  
textual and material  –  is too sparse and fragmentary to permit robust efforts at 
social - historical reconstruction. Nor does the later arrival of Islam  –  postdating the 
advent of Christianity by more than half a millennium  –  confer any evidentiary 
advantages, as its regional emergence in an orally based culture of nomadic tribalism 
and limited urbanism would pass, not surprisingly, without adequate recorded 
notice. The historical narratives, Qur ’ anic commentaries, and juristic compendia 
that serve as our primary sources for the time of the Prophet and his religiously 
based confederacy were all either composed or redacted in the second and third 
centuries of the faith ’ s existence, and variously refl ect the fact that Muslims had, in 
the interim, become masters of a vast, multi - ethnic territorial empire, forcibly 
acquired within the astonishingly short compass of two overlapping generations. 
Here the sociological contrast with Christianity could not be more consequential, 
for the earlier faith  –  its incipient growth occurring in the absence of a centralized 
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authority and manifesting in far more diverse geographical and cultural settings  –  
would need to traverse some three centuries of divisively contested internal trans-
formation before being presented, quite unexpectedly, with the opportunity of its 
own  “ imperial moment, ”  under the sponsoring aegis of Constantine, the fi rst Chris-
tian emperor (Turner  1976 ). 

 Over the course of Christianity ’ s extended run as an illegal cult that sought the 
conversion of a hostile and sometimes persecuting world around it, a remarkably 
rich and diverse range of textual materials would be produced, the extant corpus 
of which furnishes the primary data for reconstituting the formation of the Jesus 
movement and the complex Church order into which it evolved. The multi - authored 
New Testament writings, generally presented in simple, unpolished Greek, were 
composed in various regions of Rome ’ s empire over a period extending from c.50 
to 120  ce . As subsequently canonized, this assemblage of narrative and epistolary 
documents offers a dense tangle of historical fact, theological assertion, disciplinary 
injunctions, ritual specifi cation, and eschatological promise. Conjoined with the 
Hebrew Old Testament, which the emerging faith appropriated as divine prophecy 
of Christ ’ s coming, these  biblia  formed the scriptures of the Christian movement, 
the sacred source for core beliefs and modes of conduct. An immensely larger corpus 
of non - canonical writings survives as well, consisting not only of voluminous eccle-
siastical productions  –  exegetical works, treatises, synodal rulings, epistles by clerics 
and theologians, etc.  –  but also a signifi cant number of texts that give voice to 
various  “ alternative Christianities ”  that were either marginalized or vanished during 
the prolonged intra - faith struggle to establish ideological coherence and institutional 
coordination. Commonly classifi ed as Pseudepigrapha and Apocrypha, these Jewish 
and Christian documents  –  Prophetic and Wisdom texts, Gospels, Acts of the 
Apostles, Teachings, Apocalypses  –  were variously credited with sacred status in 
select communities, thereby posing diffi cult challenges for the harmonization of the 
Christian proclamation. Though this early multiplicity would gradually give way to 
a unifying orthodoxy increasingly capable of invidious labeling and coercive exclu-
sions, the textual survival of so many diverse and contending views from these 
formative centuries allows for a close and balanced tracking of the ongoing faction-
alism, as well as informed appraisals of the social interests and resources in play. 

 From this relative abundance of evidentiary sources  –  richly supplemented by all 
that is available for the study of Second Temple Judaism and the wider Hellenistic -
 Roman world  –  it has proved possible to reconstruct not only the broad lines of 
Christian developmental history, but to discern many of the key sociological factors 
that shaped its emergence, facilitated its survival, and contributed to its eventual 
worldly triumph. Little wonder, then, that the academic study of religion, as its 
focus shifted towards historical and anthropological concerns, would exhibit a 
marked dependence on the massively detailed and integrated scholarship that was 
being produced on Christian origins, and which had already yielded compelling 
insights on such central issues as doctrinal evolution, cultic practices, authority 
structures, and recruitment dynamics. The enduring status of early Christianity as 
a  “ foundational case ”  thus hinges on more than the faith commitments and experi-
ences of many of those involved in the academic enterprise; it refl ects as well the 
fortuitously compliant fact that the surviving  “ records and relics ”  are, in many 
instances, adequate to the historiographical task. 
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 As the sociology and anthropology of comparative religion advances, one can 
anticipate that the study of Early Christianity will retain its prominence, while 
signifi cantly modifying its function and purpose. That is to say, all ethnocentric 
elevations of Christianity  –  as either the most advanced form of religion, or as a 
master exemplar for comprehending and explicating religious phenomena in general 
 –  must be neutralized and replaced by a strictly historical - sociological utilization 
and engagement. Contemporary scholarship has already progressed considerably 
along that path, and there is now far greater epistemological awareness that the 
faith commitments and cultural affi liations of intellectuals have, in many instances, 
conveyed those partialities into the interpretive process. Defi nitions and terminol-
ogy, classifying schemes, developmental taxonomies, and universalizing claims have 
all been shown to be susceptible to insinuations of the ideological, and noticeably 
so in the academic study of religion, where theological interests have long exercised 
preponderate sway. Indeed, even in the absence of overt confessional agendas, 
Christian - centered presuppositions and standards have left their telltale marks on 
scholarship of the highest order and importance. 

 Consider, as a fi rst example, Ludwig Feuerbach ’ s pioneering philosophical - 
existential refl ections on the  “ essence ”  of religion, as inferentially derived from his 
provocatively insightful  “ Theology is Anthropology ”  formula  (1841) . While not 
unaware that the world ’ s religious traditions present an astonishingly diverse array 
of beliefs and practices, Feuerbach ’ s foundational generalizations  –  on prayer, faith, 
providence, immortality, heaven  –  are all decisively informed by illustrative content 
drawn from the Judaeo - Christian variant, and commonly appear to presuppose the 
highly individualized religious actor of Protestantism as their anthropological basis. 
To insist, moreover, that the essence of religion resides in the  “ personal predicates ”  
that an alienated humanity projects onto an imaginary supreme deity  –  God as 
Person, Father, and Judge, God is Merciful, Just and Holy, God is Love  –  is to 
essentially confl ate religion with the atypical monotheistic faiths, an inference strik-
ingly inconsistent with the stated anthropological ambitions of his theory. And while 
many of Feuerbach ’ s interpretations offer suggestive possibilities for comparative 
application, signifi cant and even radical modifi cations would be required to sustain 
their extension to major traditions such as Hinduism or Buddhism, to name only 
the most obvious contrast cases. 

 An implicit Christianizing is likewise on intermittent display in William James ’ s 
classic,  The Varieties of Religious Experience   (1902) . For in the course of sketching 
out, often with deft brilliance, various psychological processes and tendencies opera-
tive in humanity ’ s transactions with the numinous and the sacred, James unselfcon-
sciously  “ naturalizes ”  several of the defi ning predilections of Protestantism. A 
declarative affi rmation of the  “ primordial ”  primacy of the so - called  “ personal ”  
factor in religious life  –   “ the feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in 
their solitude ”   –  provides the limiting frame for much of his analysis, curiously 
justifi ed on the assertion that the  “ institutional branch ”  of religion is a derivative 
or  “ secondary ”  growth upon the former. Ecclesiastical organizations, James insists, 
are preoccupied with the  “ external arts ”  of soliciting divine favour, largely through 
ritual and ceremony; the  “ inner dispositions ”  of believers, in contrast, fl ow along 
more spontaneously and freely, passing directly  “ between man and his maker ”  (pp. 
28 – 31). A  “ great partition ”  between the institutionally external and the spiritually 
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internal has thus long divided the religious fi eld, and increasingly so in modern 
times, with the weakening hold of ecclesiastical power and the rising prominence 
of  “ inward piety ”  in the lives of the faithful. In support of this Protestant - tinted 
view of religious history, James alludes to our third illustration of ethno - 
cultural bias: the grand models of social evolution then being proposed  –  in the 
wake of Darwin  –  by several of the founding fi gures of the new discipline of 
anthropology. 

 For Edward Burnett Tylor and James Frazer, the human adventure discloses as 
a complex yet progressive trajectory, passing from primitive savagery, up through 
barbarism, and continuing on to modern civilization. The onward course of this 
development, the two scholars agree, is to be explicated in terms of successively 
immanent advances in human rationality and knowledge. Tylor would be the fi rst 
to articulate these propositions in his immensely infl uential two - volume study, 
 Primitive Culture   (1871) , which strives to comprehend the evolutionary stages of 
the human adventure in reference to  “ the general laws of intellectual movement ”  
that inform and propel cultural advance. Two bilateral lines in the  “ mental history ”  
of our species are famously identifi ed: a long and arduous quest to master the 
powers of nature, as indexed by an extended passage from savage reliance upon the 
magical arts to the civilizing triumph of genuine science; and a corresponding trans-
formation of Man ’ s spiritual beliefs, developing out of a universal and primordial 
animism, and continuing on  –  among the  “ higher nations ”   –  to the successively 
more advanced forms of polytheism and monotheism. While alertly recognizing that 
social change is accompanied by the selective persistence of customs and beliefs 
from earlier eras  –  as registered in his celebrated theory of  “ cultural survivals ”   –  
Tylor was in little doubt that the cumulative directionality of human affairs heralded 
a future of continuing betterment. 

 The multiple volumes and editions of Frazer ’ s  The Golden Bough  (1890 – 1922), 
its treasure trove of captivating detail gathered from a prodigious reading of folk-
lore, myth, and missionary reports, offered a similarly reassuring tale of supersti-
tions abandoned and rationalities embraced. The cognitivist bias that tilts Tylor ’ s 
intellectualist approach to all things cultural is unhelpfully pushed to extremes by 
Frazer, who insensibly reduces magical belief and practice to little more than a  “ false 
science, ”  and an  “ abortive art ”   –  a fatally restrictive view that passes over the 
emotive and expressive aspects of the phenomenon that subsequent fi eld - based 
anthropology, starting with Malinowski, would do so much to highlight. No less 
problematic is the simplistic developmental scheme Frazer erected on his  “ magic as 
faulty physics ”  premise, which proceeds by speculatively crediting the  “ shrewder 
intelligences ”  of mankind with a belated recognition of the  “ inherent falsehood and 
barrenness of magic. ”  Agitated by this empiric discovery and alarmed over their 
inability to manipulate the forces of their environment, these  “ primitive philoso-
phers ”  set off in search of a  “ new system of faith ”  that would provide solace and 
security in a world of recognized human limitations and vulnerabilities. Out of this 
mental leap forward the great  “ Age of Religion ”  would be born, inaugurated by 
the transformation of nature spirits into anthropomorphic deities, the ascendancy 
of priests over magicians, and an emerging preference for prayers and piety over 
spells and ceremonial (1922: 56 – 69). 
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 For all the vast learning that Tylor and Frazer enviably display, the two  “ arm -
 chair ”  ethnographers were too deeply invested and immersed in their own time and 
place to comprehend the full expanse of human cultural diversity and historical 
change in anything like the requisite objectivity or balance. Indeed, their partisan 
commitments would on occasion extend to their benighted co - religionists in the 
Christian tradition. Tylor ’ s unguarded remark that Roman Catholicism presents a 
 “ scheme ”  of great ethnological interest, owing to  “ its maintenance of rites more 
naturally belonging to barbaric culture ”  (vol. 2: 450), is paralleled by Frazer ’ s 
equally invidious assertion that the true  “ universal faith, this truly Catholic creed, 
is a belief in the effi cacy of magic ”  ( 1822 : 64). But these were, after all, prejudices 
easily embraced during the heyday of Victorian optimism; and it might be expected 
that at the stirrings of a new academic discipline, efforts towards establishing or 
specifying the phenomena being proposed for study will race somewhat ahead of 
any cautious scrutinizing of epistemological points of departure. From the privileged 
vista of hindsight, it is perhaps not too surprising that an English Quaker and a 
Scottish Presbyterian would put forth allied evolutionary narratives of world history, 
premised on a shared claim that the magical and the superstitious had given way 
 –  among the superior races and classes  –  to modern science and the refi ned pieties 
of Protestantism (Tambiah  1990 ). 

 A refl exive attentiveness to these and similar socially based biases should thus 
permit a constructive reconfi guration of the academic study of religion, with Chris-
tianity assuming its proper role  –  not as standard or measure, not as  telos   –  but as 
an integral case that carries both world - historical signifi cance and remarkably rich 
informational content. Indeed, it is this relative advantage in the abundance and 
diversity of its available source materials that largely accounts for the fact that 
Christianity has served as the principal quarry from which the social sciences have 
hewn and fashioned many of their analytical categories and models for the study 
of religious phenomena. Nowhere is that dependence more obvious than in our 
continuing efforts to comprehend what is usually the most factually obscure and 
mythically shrouded period in the histories of religions: their origins and early 
development.  

  EARLY CHRISTIANITY IN SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 

 As a consequence of the fact that Protestants and Catholics would wage their theo-
logical battles on the terrain of history, with each side contesting the other ’ s fi delity 
to a founding moment  –  i.e., the words and deeds of Jesus and his Apostles, as 
conveyed in the holy scriptures  –  a turn towards sociological comprehension was 
all but inevitable. Any cogent recovery of the original meaning and purpose of the 
sacred writings, their intended signifi cations oft enshrouded in archaic ambiguities 
and allusiveness, could proceed only by deciphering the symbolic resources employed 
and by reconstituting the settings in which they functioned. The variegated customs, 
beliefs, rituals, and institutions of the diverse peoples comprising Rome ’ s expansive 
empire were thus carefully researched and inventoried, with the aim of establishing 
those wider contexts of meaning and action within which the ministry of Jesus and 
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the mission of the primitive Church unfolded. This broad effort at contextualization 
 –  generally pursued through a weaving together of meticulous social history with 
exacting philological mastery of the ancient languages  –  would bring about a 
gradual intellectual revolution in the allied fi elds of biblical studies and Church 
History, as traditional theological concerns were increasingly set within frames of 
analysis marked by growing sociological awareness. Sensational publications by 
prominent nineteenth - century practitioners of this  “ historical - critical ”  approach, 
such as F. C. Baur, David Friedrich Strauss, Bruno Bauer, and Ernest Renan, did 
much to both stimulate this current and widen its public recognition. Adolf von 
Harnack and Gustav Deissmann (founder of a famed study group on comparative 
religions that included Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch) would deepen these lines 
of inquiry in the decades to follow, a development creatively paralleled across the 
Atlantic in the pioneering socio - historical scholarship of the Chicago School of 
Theology, led prominently by Shailer Mathews, the celebrated Social Gospel advo-
cate and former student of Albion Small, one of the founders of American sociology. 
Central to the Chicago perspective, as carried forward by Shirley Jackson Case and 
Donald Riddle, was an insistence that Christianity could only be comprehended as 
a continuously and contentiously produced outcome, of successive generations 
working through the practical challenges of their own time, under the borrowed 
light of their accumulating traditions. 

 Establishing the  “ life situation ”  or  Sitz im Leben  of ancient authors and actors 
thus became a methodological norm in the study of early Christianity, with the 
result that the interjacent Jewish, Hellenistic, and Roman milieux  –  their respective 
political orders, economic arrangements, religious practices, rural – urban relations, 
class and status hierarchies, kinship patterns, and belief systems  –  were all assidu-
ously examined for their possible mediating infl uences on the genesis and develop-
ment of the new faith. This sociologically relevant scholarship would in turn provide 
much of the informational content that sociologists and anthropologists of religion 
would refl ect and build upon  –  from the likes of Weber, Simmel, and Durkheim, to 
Malinowski, van Gennep, and Evans - Pritchard  –  as they aspired to greater theoreti-
cal comprehension and comparative range. A great many of the key orienting 
assumptions, typologies, and models in the study of religion were thus worked up 
from illustrative material drawn from the Christian case, extending to such phe-
nomena as prophecy and millenarianism, ritual practices and group solidarity, 
mysticism and asceticism, soteriology, conversion dynamics, possession and exor-
cism, and sect formation. 

 Given the formidable language skills that are required for working with primary 
source materials in this fi eld, it is altogether understandable that the pendulum of 
infl uence has generally swung in the other direction over recent decades, with bibli-
cal scholars and Church historians exploring new topical concerns and venturing 
fresh perspectives on old problems by turning, expressly and purposefully, to the 
social sciences for theoretical and comparative guidance (Holmberg  1990 ; Elliot 
 1993 ; Esler  1995 ; Horrell  1999 ; Theissen  1999 ). Virtually every prominent para-
digm or theory in sociology, anthropology, psychology, and economics has been 
taken on and tested against the issues and data of the Christian case, typically in 
lagging lock - step with the passing popularity of these perspectives in their disciplines 
of origin. Where functionalist, phenomenological, and Marxist approaches were all 
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the rage in the opening phases of this renewed engagement, preferences have more 
recently shifted towards Foucauldian, rational - choice, and postcolonial paradigms. 
Even a cursory perusal of the scholarship that is now routinely featured in the 
leading specialist periodicals  –  e.g., the  Journal of Biblical Literature ,  Jahrbuch f ü r 
Antike und Christentum ,  Journal of Early Christian Studies ,  Church History , or the 
 Journal of Ecclesiastical History   –  will confi rm that the embrace of social science 
perspectives has been sustained, encompassing, and of deepening analytical 
sophistication. 

 The sheer extent and diversity of this interdisciplinary research is such that a 
representative overview is no longer feasible in abridged compass, seeing as even 
partial bibliographic listings easily run to many hundreds of books and articles (Blasi 
et al.  2002 ). Several of the main lines of social scientifi c analysis can be linked, 
however, in the form of a selectively thematic historical sociology of early Christian-
ity, explicating its beginnings as a reformist current within Judaism to its later 
ascendancy as the offi cial religion of the Roman empire. Moreover, by charting the 
developmental course of the Christian movement  –  i.e., the series of internal and 
external challenges overcome, as registered in organizational adjustments and modi-
fi cations in patterns of belief and practice  –  we gain a clearer sense of how the 
ongoing  “ social construction ”  of a major religious tradition unfolds. Other religious 
movements will, of course, be subject to the social structural and cultural specifi ci-
ties of their own locus of genesis; but the data - rich Christian case can nonetheless 
serve as a provisional heuristic to tease out causally signifi cant analogues and vari-
ances across a spectrum of comparative possibilities. That is to say, whatever the 
differences in their formative historical contexts, new religious movements are typi-
cally constrained to negotiate a common set of problems and quandaries that pertain 
directly to continued viability, such as issues of leadership, group identity and per-
sonhood, recruitment, worldview coherence, membership loyalty and commitment, 
and disciplinary coordination. Those are precisely some of the concerns that have 
attracted the closest sociological scrutiny in the history of early Christianity. 

  Charisma and  i ts  r outinization 

 One of the most infl uential of Max Weber ’ s many contributions to comparative 
sociology is his ideal - type category of  “ charisma, ”  which he utilized to examine 
situations where authority is exercised by individuals who are widely believed to 
possess extraordinary qualities and abilities. Owing to the perceived effi cacy of their 
words and deeds, such individuals are able to establish personalized forms of 
command over those who, drawn to the charisma, come to comprise an inspired 
social following. Weber distinguishes this individualized mode of dominance from 
the more institutionalized forms of traditional and legal - rational authority, and 
insightfully identifi es a broadly cyclical pattern wherein charismatic and institution-
alized arrangements tend to give way to one another in successive fashion. The 
decisive historical - sociological importance of charisma thus resides in its great 
potential for initiating transformative change or revolutionary upheaval. Typically 
arising in response to crisis conditions that call into question the legitimacy or 
effectiveness of established authorities and practices, charisma is a galvanizing force 
and coordinating power that can usher in radical social changes through the 
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mobilization of mass support. The charismatic fi gure, Weber notes,  “ seizes the 
moment ”  by summoning others to new demands and obligations, thereby proposing 
courses of action that variously challenge or subvert existing arrangements of 
custom or dominance ( 1978 : 212 – 54). 

 Though Weber extends the application of the charisma concept across several 
domains of social action, including war, politics, and law, it is in the religious sphere 
that the phenomenon fi nds its greatest socio - cultural infl uence, in the enduring lega-
cies of life regulation that fl ow from the careers of the historic founders and reform-
ers of the world ’ s diverse sacred traditions. Charisma here  –  as the perceived 
possession or attainment of an elevated holiness that is accompanied by extraordi-
nary spiritual powers and insights  –  is thus both a catalyst for the transformation 
of traditional arrangements and an inspiration for the creation of new social forms 
and practices. How charisma manifests in any particular setting will be shaped by 
the norms and roles already existing (i.e., a Muhammad will not appear on the 
Ganges plain, nor will a Confucius offer his services in Mecca); and likewise with 
the culturally informed responses of those populations that will be judging the value 
of the charismatic claims and displays. Weber pointedly emphasizes the inherent 
fragility of charismatic authority, which not only diminishes upon failures to perform 
to the expectations of the follower group, but reaches a natural terminus with the 
leader ’ s death. Charisma ’ s historical effi cacy is thus contingent upon its transfer into 
more stable or continuous media, through a process Weber calls the  “ Routinization 
of Charisma ”  ( 1978 : 1121 – 48). 

 From the extended analyses and illustrative examples that are featured in his 
diverse writings, it is clear that Weber ’ s thinking on the subject of charisma owed 
a great deal to the particular histories of Judaism and Christianity  –  traditions that 
are known to assign considerable import to the workings of the holy spirit and the 
bestowal of divine  charis  or  “ grace ”  in their authority structures and cultic opera-
tions. Conceptually as well, Weber acknowledged that the interpretive work of 
Church historians had provided suggestive leads for development. So close a con-
nection between the theory and its case foundations has understandably raised 
questions about the applicability of the charisma - routinization model to other reli-
gious traditions, even in instances where highly personalized forms of authority are 
notably present (Freedman and McClymond  2001 ). It needs stating, however, that 
Weber ’ s comparative sociology is not only premised on the fact that important 
distinctions are to be made among all the many prophets, sages, saints, and mystics 
who have entered into history ’ s unfolding registry, his ideal - type methodology 
explicitly enjoins just such a procedure, in the form of a reciprocating movement 
between the empirical and the conceptual. That charisma is a relational phenome-
non  –  rather than an autonomous or unalloyed personal force  –  is central to Weber ’ s 
sociological understanding, and it is this awareness that ensures full analytical open-
ness to the historically specifi c contexts within which charisma comes to operate. 
Indeed, this explanatory requirement for local particularization applies even in the 
case of his most celebrated exemplar. 

 The public execution of Jesus of Nazareth, c.30  ce , as an enemy of the Roman 
imperium and a blasphemer against the God of the Jews, is in itself a strong indica-
tor that the crucifi ed holy man had been the bearer of a charisma suffi ciently potent 
to be deemed dangerous by the ruling authorities. Our evidence for this incident, 
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as well as for all other aspects of the life of Jesus, is unfortunately neither contem-
porary nor neutral, and is limited in the main to what is contained in the texts that 
Christians themselves would begin composing over succeeding decades. The theo-
logical and ecclesiastical interests of later periods are thus perceptibly at work in 
the scriptural enterprise, the larger and express purpose of which is to present the 
career of Jesus as a divinely ordained  “ fulfi lment ”  of prophecies contained in the 
Hebrew scriptures. The Jesus of sacred writ, in other words, has already been 
merged with the exalted and divinized  Christos  of the movement that arose in his 
name  –  a faith driven development that poses signifi cant interpretive challenges 
for the sifting of historical fact from sacred mythologizing and legitimizing 
projection. 

 There is little reason to question, however, that Jesus presented himself initially 
as a teacher and prophet, seeing as these were recognized roles for those  “ fi lled with 
the spirit ”  in the Jewish tradition. The Gospel accounts also depict Jesus as a thau-
maturge of unprecedented power, capable of mastering natural forces and crediting 
him with scores of exorcisms and miraculous healings. While theological interests 
are likely to have embellished these stories, similar accomplishments do fi nd testi-
mony across the length and breadth of the ancient Mediterranean, from literary 
texts reporting on the deeds of wonderworkers and sorcerers to  ex voto  inscriptions 
in the temples of numerous gods and goddesses, gratefully attesting to miraculous 
cures of divine favour. The portrait of Jesus as  didaskalos  or Rabbi, preaching and 
debating in the synagogues or before gathered crowds, is likewise persuasive as a 
historical depiction, its apparent realism enhanced by the fact that credible informa-
tion is provided as to why the Nazarene ’ s career would prove so polarizing. For as 
the Gospel summaries of his parables and public disputations make clear, Jesus 
displayed little hesitancy or caution in levelling scathing criticisms  –  at times damna-
tory  –  against representatives from two of the most infl uential religious affi liations 
of the day. The traditionalist Sadducees, upholders of the Torah as the sole binding 
authority for legal and ritual practice, were the leading party of the establishment, 
drawing their membership primarily from the higher ranks of the hereditary priest-
hood and the propertied aristocracy. Strict in their juridical enforcements and 
prudently disinclined to challenge Roman hegemony, the Sadducees were also noted 
for their opposition to the increasingly popular beliefs in immortality and bodily 
resurrection. Their principal rivals, the Pharisees, represented a broad - based reform 
movement, dedicated to achieving a more exacting application of purity norms and 
ritual compliance across all aspects of daily life. Exegetical extensions of the scrip-
tures and supplemental requirements from the so - called  “ oral Torah, ”  a cumulative 
body of observances handed down by learned sages, provided the commanding 
rationales for their pursuit of intensifi ed holiness. Ardent believers in the resurrec-
tion, some of the more militant elements within the Pharisaic camp are known to 
have taken an active role in resistance efforts against Rome ’ s client - king Herod 
(37 - 4  bce ), and also against subsequently imposed forms of direct Roman gover-
nance and control. 

 In his symbolic injunction to refrain from  “ taking bread ”  that contains  “ the 
leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees ”  (Matthew 6:1 – 16), Jesus registers his com-
mitted opposition to both of these orientations. Though undoubtedly aware that 
important differences in belief and practice distinguished the two factions, Jesus 
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fi nds them jointly culpable for giving priority to the outward and self - promoting 
forms of piety  –  a superfi ciality rendered damnable by their hypocritical disregard 
for divine intention and what he calls  “ the weightier concerns ”  of the Law, those 
being justice, mercy, and faith (Matthew 6:23; Mark 12). Rapacity and prideful 
arrogance are thus allowed to fl ourish, while the scribes and teachers insensibly 
agitate about external matters, such as the ritual purity of serving cups and plates, 
the technicalities of oath - taking, or straining to ensure a proper tithing for seasoning 
herbs! Genuine purity and holiness, Jesus insists, must entail an ethical intent and 
substance, as instructively indicated by his pronouncement that all things are made 
 “ clean ”  when what is served on the platters is shared with those in need (Luke 
11:41). Privileged seating in the synagogues, honorifi c terms of address, the fl aunting 
of costly apparel, making conspicuous show of fasting, prayer, and almsgiving: these 
are the vanities Jesus denounces, and against which he enjoins a deeper spirituality 
expressive of love of God and charity towards one ’ s neighbour. Whether in debate 
over Sabbath observance, dietary rules, norms of table - fellowship, or the legitimacy 
of divorce, Jesus repeatedly overrules the formalism of existing practices by appeal-
ing to higher ethical considerations that will satisfy God ’ s overriding call for righ-
teousness. In so doing, Jesus not only echoes the demands for justice and purity of 
heart that had been voiced by Israel ’ s earlier  “ men of God ”   –  the great prophets 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Amos  –  he is assuming the same mantle of inspired authority 
(Zeitlin  1988 ). 

 Did the Galilean holy man make yet greater claims to status and power? Seeing 
as the central fi gure in the Christian religion is, even to this day, referred to as Jesus 
 Christ , the question might appear superfl uous. For  “ Christ ”  is a transliteration of 
the New Testament  Christos , which in turn is a direct translation into Greek of the 
Hebrew  mashiach ,  “ Messiah. ”  Derived from the verb for  “ anointing, ”  the term 
unambiguously points back to ceremonials that extended divine grace to kings and 
high priests upon their consecration. Lexical usage of the term in the Hebrew scrip-
tures is thus largely restricted to conveying the theocratic notion that Israel ’ s kings 
and priests were the  “ Lord ’ s anointed, ”  and thus chosen of God. In the wake of 
successive national disasters  –  the Assyrian conquest of northern Israel in 721  bce , 
followed by Babylonian hegemony and the destructive sacking of Jerusalem and its 
Temple in 586  bce   –  this political theology would require modifi cation. In the 
prophetic literature that attended and followed these catastrophic events, eschato-
logical concerns would rise to a new and urgent prominence, as efforts were made 
to brace Israel ’ s faltering covenantal monotheism through repeated promises of a 
pending divine deliverance. The arrival of a warrior - king of the Davidic royal line, 
who is tasked with vanquishing the enemies of God ’ s chosen people, is expected to 
initiate proceedings, which will entail an in - gathering of the dispersed tribes and a 
rebuilding of the Temple in a gloriously refounded Jerusalem  –  all this in prelude 
to the commencement of Yahweh ’ s direct reign upon the earth. As further ethical 
refl ection and emerging sectarian interests began to rework these eschatological 
dramas, the  “ settling of accounts ”  schemas were adjusted accordingly, with salva-
tion being either exclusively reserved for Israel ’ s  “ righteous remnant ”  (and encom-
passing, according to some verses, the resurrected dead), or extending more 
inclusively to include any and all nations that foreswear idolatry and  “ turn to the 
Lord. ”  In later amended versions, this  “ end of days ”  scenario takes on the imagery 
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of a perfected Eden  –  as in the  “ new heavens, new earth ”  pronouncement in  Isaiah  
 –  wherein a redeemed humanity will live on in protracted bliss, amidst the docility 
of wild animals and the unlaboured fertility of the fi elds and trees. 

 These prophetic yearnings for deliverance, from the evils of social injustice and 
from foreign domination, would bequeath to later generations a fund of inspiring 
ideas and evocative images that both permitted and stimulated a deepening of Jewish 
eschatological refl ection. In passing under the hegemony of one conquering empire 
after another  –  Persian, Macedonian, Roman  –  hopes for an effective and unifi ed 
national resistance became increasingly diffi cult to sustain. As these geo - political 
disasters carried delegitimizing theological implications regarding Yahweh ’ s power 
and fi delity to his people, circumstances pressed ever more insistently for the devel-
opment of new lines of interpretation, to render history ’ s calamitous turns compre-
hensible, and thus more endurable, while also offering reassurances that divine 
redemption was certain to occur. In the textual production that poured out in 
response to this ongoing crisis of a  “ captive ”  Israel, Torah scribes and sages would 
work their way towards a more expansive worldview, selectively adapting motifs, 
tropes, and symbols from the mytho - religious systems of the regionally dominant 
cultures  –  Babylonian, Persian, and Hellenistic  –  to creatively fortify their threatened 
covenantal belief system. 

 The resulting intellectual ferment yielded, as its principal expression, the volatile 
mixture known as Apocalypticism, a hybridized thought - pattern that characteristi-
cally proceeds along two axial lines of exposition. A dramatic disclosure of esoteric 
or concealed information commonly opens the communication, supplying both 
after - the - fact  “ prophecies ”  of signifi cant historical events and a forecast of an 
ordained destiny that draws near. A graphic description of the violent overthrow 
of the present world and its supersession by a new transcendent order commonly 
follows, accompanied by an accounting of a Judgement Day that will bring eternal 
salvation to God ’ s elect, and destruction or punishing damnation for his enemies. 
Great worthies of the past  –  Moses, Abraham, Ezra, the Twelve Patriarchs, etc.  –  
are the usual conveyers of this revelatory knowledge of what lies  “ beyond and 
ahead, ”  which they themselves obtained through visions, dreams, or otherworldly 
transport, often with the assistance of heavenly or supernatural intermediaries who 
explicate the mysteries and symbols presented. Fundamental to the apocalyptic 
paradigm is a strategic transpositioning of historical concerns onto the grander and 
deterministic cosmic plane of divine and demonic confl ict, of light against darkness, 
good against evil. In keeping with earlier scriptural prophesies regarding the Lord ’ s 
Anointed  –   “ a Star out of Jacob, a Sceptre out of Israel ”  (Numbers 24:15 – 17),  “ a 
rod out of the stem of Jesse ”  (Isaiah 11:1)  –  Messianic agents are accorded a promi-
nent role in the redemptive process, but within the surcharged atmosphere of 
apocalyptic eschatology they take on a greater supernatural aura or identity, even 
in instances where the traditional descriptor of Davidic king is retained (Collins 
 1998 ; Cohn  2001 ). 

 It is within the parameters of prophetic and apocalyptic eschatology that one 
must situate the charismatic intervention of Jesus of Nazareth, whose career trajec-
tory will trace an arc that both begins and ends in questions of Messianic expecta-
tion and identity. Owing to the intrinsic bonding of the theological and the political 
that set the terms of Israel ’ s compact with its sovereign God  –  land and divine favour 
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in exchange for exclusive devotion  –  the issue of deliverance from the foreigner ’ s 
might could never be fully confi ned to projective speculations of the literary imagi-
nation. Divinely assured prophecies of a future triumph must perforce occasionally 
spill forth from the markings on scrolls to the ground of immediate historical 
struggle, there to supply participants with interpretive frames for understanding and 
scripted programmes for action. From the closing years of Herod ’ s reign up to the 
disastrous Jewish Revolt against Roman power (66 – 70  ce ), the appeal of these 
eschatological hopes ran to a feverish pitch, as evidenced by the appearance of 
numerous would - be Messianic pretenders, armed claimants to the Davidic throne, 
and clandestine insurrectionary groups that braced their nationalist aspirations with 
theocratic ideals and uncompromising religious zealotry (Stegemann and Stegemann 
 1999 ; Horsley  1999 ). Jesus himself will appear in the midst of this roiling instability 
and violence, receiving his public authorization at the hands of John the Baptizer 
(c.6  bce  – 30  ce ), the fi ery populist prophet and leader of an eschatological repen-
tance movement that arose in anticipation of the imminent arrival of God ’ s Kingdom. 
With egalitarian calls for justice and stern warnings that all sinners would be cast 
into the fi re on the Day of Judgment, John drew immense crowds to the river Jordan 
for his baptismal cleansings (Luke 3:7 – 20). Viewed as a yet another dangerous 
rabble - rouser by Herod Antipas, Rome ’ s sponsored ruler of the Galilee and Perea 
(4  bce  – 39  ce ), John was duly arrested and executed, but not before passing on his 
message  –  and apparent inspiration  –  to the man from Nazareth. 

 Though the Synoptic Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke present their central 
fi gure in shades of ambiguity regarding his self - representation  –  partly through the 
trope of drawing attention to frequent bewilderment among his disciples at certain 
of his perplexing words and provocative acts  –  the dominant framing throughout 
is that Jesus is, in truth, the promised Messiah. That this was indeed the documen-
tary intention is readily confi rmable through Biblical Concordances, which conve-
niently list the aligned matches between Old Testament prophecies and their New 
Testament fulfi llments or parallels. Every possible Messianic declaration, allusion, 
and symbol that can be found in the Hebrew scriptures thus fi nds  –  in Christian 
exegesis  –  a corresponding expression in the life of Jesus, beginning with his pur-
ported Davidic ancestry, the locus and timing of his birth, and continuing on 
through key events in his career, the meaning and purpose of his death and resur-
rection, and his predicted future reign in the everlasting kingdom to come. The 
extent to which these concordances represent subsequent literary  “ fi ttings ”  by the 
early Christian writers rather than historically authentic reportage is, of course, a 
question of longstanding dispute, and the pendulum of accreditation has swung with 
shifts in theological and scholarly fashion. Any case for outright skepticism, however, 
would appear to be fatally burdened by two rather formidable sociological consid-
erations. First, the historical Jesus, like all acculturated actors, will have thought 
and acted in accordance with his religious tradition, taking normative guidance from 
the scriptures that decisively shaped and informed his beliefs, values, and daily 
practices. Having come forward as a prophet and redemptive agent, he is likely to 
have communicated his intentions by performing in those capacities in ways that 
will have been recognized and understood by his contemporaries. The Jesus of 
history, in other words, is all but certain to have attempted a realization of the 
sacred eschatological  mythos  that gave solace and hope to his subjugated people. 
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Secondly, had Jesus not ventured a selective compliance with certain Messianic 
expectations  –  such as stirring the Passover crowds by riding into Jerusalem  “ on a 
colt, the foal of an ass, ”  as foretold in  Zechariah ; or provocatively  “ cleansing ”  the 
Temple precincts by expelling the money - changers, with overtones of  Isaiah ,  Jere-
miah , and  Malachi   –  then the political and religious agitation that led to his public 
execution, wherein he was mockingly scourged, paraded and crucifi ed as a would - be 
 “ King of the Jews, ”  becomes incomprehensible. 

 An originating or founding  “ charisma ”  is of course always more likely to elude 
historical documentation than the institutional developments its sponsoring author-
ity summons into being. We accordingly move onto fi rmer ground when we turn 
from questions of what Jesus might have said and done, to what his followers 
claimed he said and did, and to what they themselves would do in attempted com-
pliance with his teachings and example. Approached from this angle, what stands 
out most clearly is that the belief in Jesus as the Messiah constituted the generative 
basis of the cult that would develop in his name, a datum indelibly inscribed not 
only in the appellative use of  Iesous Christos ,  “ Jesus the Messiah, ”  to identify the 
movement ’ s founder and inspiration for its faith, but also in the early and enduring 
designation of his devotees as  Christianoi ,  “ followers of the Messiah. ”  Viewed 
sociologically, what this reinforcing pattern of identifi cation points to is the decisive 
centrality of the fi gure of Jesus in the emergence of Christianity as a new religious 
movement. Indeed, there can be few cases in religious history where the  “ routiniza-
tion of charisma ”  has been either more comprehensively accomplished, or more 
vitally sustaining over the long course of subsequent adaptation, than what followed 
upon the execution of the man Jesus. 

 In the Weberian model, the most direct response to the demise of a charismatic 
leader is the transfer of authority to blood relatives or to the departed ’ s closest 
associates. Both of these forms of charisma preservation would manifest in the 
aftermath of the crucifi xion, as the two preeminent disciples, Peter and John, were 
joined by one of the Lord ’ s brothers, James the Just, to provide leadership for the 
fl edgling faith association. These three  “ pillars ”  were assisted in preaching and mis-
sionary work by other apostles, including members from the original group of the 
Twelve who had been chosen by Jesus, and by yet others who were subsequently 
authorized to spread the  “ good news ”  and organize local groups of the converted. 
James the Just appears to have assumed  de facto  leadership of the entire movement, 
up to the time of his public stoning on the orders of High Priest Ananus, in 62  ce . 
Tradition further records that other brothers of Jesus were prominently active in 
evangelical work, and that the Lord ’ s nephew, Simon bar Clopas, succeeded James 
as the head of the Jerusalem congregation. Paul of Tarsus, the principal missionary 
to the Gentiles, would assert his own apostolic status on the basis of a direct revela-
tory epiphany of the Risen Lord. 

 Apostolic authority thus supplied the crucial leadership functions for the earliest 
generations of believers, but other mediums for the preservation of the Saviour ’ s 
charisma were also developed. The recollected words and deeds of Jesus provided 
sacrosanct guidance from the outset, in the form of oral traditions that were passed 
on through evangelical preaching and in hymns and prayer formulae. Greater sta-
bilization would be achieved through textual production, which started with local 
recordings of anecdotal materials, such as action episodes or sayings, which were 
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subsequently taken up and expanded upon in the literary narrations of the Gospel 
genre. Cultic practices offered a singularly potent instrumentality for charismatic 
mediation, seeing as the celebrants themselves would participate in and partake of 
the spiritual graces that faith in their Redeemer made possible. Two ceremonial 
re - enactments in particular would come to play an enduringly central role in the 
history of Christianity. 

 The ritual meal of the Lord ’ s Supper, or Eucharist  –  so named for the prayers of 
thanksgiving,  eucharistia , that followed the sharing of food and drink  –  appears to 
have started out as simple table fellowship among the brethren, before developing 
into a more symbolically surcharged sacrament. In addition to commemorating the 
Lord ’ s last meal with his disciples, his sacrifi cial death, and his post - Easter resur-
rection appearances, this communal ritual also functioned in mystical fashion to 
bond each believer to Christ and his Church, through the ingestion of his  “ body 
and blood ”  in the consecrated bread and wine. Described in early second century 
Christian texts as  “ the spiritual food and drink of eternal life, ”   “ the medicine of 
immortality, ”  the Eucharist came to be seen as a means for bringing believers into 
regular physical - pneumatic  “ holy communion ”  with their Savior. Consumption of 
the sacred meal was also believed to nourish and replenish the charismatic powers 
of the Holy Spirit that had been gifted in Baptism  –  the sanctifying cleansing that 
marked their full admission into the faith, and which was modelled after the baptism 
of Jesus by John as retold in the Gospels. Miraculously restored to purity through 
the  “ washing of rebirth, ”  believers were thereupon infused with the Holy Spirit of 
God, an endowment that not only constituted a pledge of future  “ deliverance from 
death, ”  but an instalment of grace that enabled Christians to  “ walk in a new life ”  
of holiness prior to the pending arrival of the heavenly Kingdom. Through their 
combined operations, these two identity - defi ning sacraments thus issued in the 
creation and renewal of a  “ charismatic ”  community, i.e., an in - gathering of those 
who regarded themselves as spiritually transformed beings, redeemed by their faith 
in the Messiah and  “ chosen of God ”  for eternal salvation. 

 The modalities of charisma transfer and routinization surveyed above would in 
due course fall under the commanding sway of what Weber called  “ offi ce cha-
risma, ”  the decisive and culminating step in the institutionalization of movements 
originating in virtuosic or heroic personal charisma. Here too the Christian evidence 
is confi rmatory, for as fi rst generation of disciples and apostles passed from the 
scene, and as the movement expanded outwards and numerically, it became increas-
ingly necessary to establish differentiated roles and regular tasks to provide both 
leadership and functional coordination within the multiplying and dispersing cel-
lular communities. Hence the gradual emergence of a clerical order responsible for 
liturgical ministrations and pastoral care, which began to form around local leaders 
 –  whether originally appointed by apostles or nominated by the congregation  –  who 
were identifi ed and empowered not on the basis of their personal charisma, but by 
such assigned titles as overseers, elders, and assistants. An overlapping transition 
period extending over the fi rst half of second century can be detected in the textual 
sources, but also a marked trend - line whereby the charismatic authority of mission-
ary apostles and itinerant prophets begins to recede before the collegiate governance 
of bishops, presbyters, and deacons. In the decades immediately following, the so -
 called monarchical episcopate would rise to ascendancy, as bishops concentrated 
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greater powers in their own offi ce in response to the growing complexities of 
expanding congregations and to challenges posed by mounting doctrinal disputes 
and ensuing factionalism. One of the watchwords of the new order,  “ follow the 
bishop, as Jesus Christ follows the Father, ”  offered a harbinger of things to come 
(Ignatius,  To the Smyrnaeans  8.1).  

  Messianic  m illenarianism and  s alvation in the  n ew  c ovenant 

 Jesus attracted crowds and followers largely on the appeal of his eschatological 
preaching and the miracles he performed in declared confi rmation of the onset of 
the Messianic age. He aroused suspicions among the Jewish and Roman authorities 
for those very same reasons, and was duly executed  –  publicly and degradingly  –  
following the disturbances that attended his provocative entry into Jerusalem for 
the Passover festival. His death by crucifi xion did not, however, mark the end of 
his infl uence, but elicited instead a response from his disciples that would exert 
world - historical signifi cance over the millennia that followed, and which can be 
reasonably expected to do so for times yet to come. For rather than fade into 
oblivion, the movement Jesus had called into being waxed yet stronger, and would 
become more dynamic over time, as it refashioned and redirected its interests in the 
light of the revered leader ’ s temporal passing. 

 By conventional understanding, Jesus had manifestly failed to achieve any sort 
of Messianic deliverance, and the imminent Kingdom of God he had promised 
showed no signs of supplanting the  imperium Romanum  any time soon. How, then, 
could his followers possibly account for so glaring an anomaly? The answer they 
provided came to form the central article of faith in the Christian tradition:

    He suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucifi ed, died, and was buried. 
 On the third day he rose again. 
 He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father. 
 He will come again to judge the living and the dead.     

 These statements are from the  Apostles ’  Creed , a composite formulary that gained 
prominence in the fourth century, but which incorporates a number of credal dec-
larations dating back to the immediate post - Easter experience. One of our earliest 
surviving Christian texts, a letter from Paul to his Corinthian congregation, written 
c.54, already provides the essential affi rmations:  “ Christ died for our sins  …  was 
buried  …  and raised to life three days later, as the scriptures foretold  …  he appeared 
to Peter, then to the Twelve together  …  (1 Corinthians 15:3 – 8). Paul not only 
reports that this teaching was  “ received ”  from those who instructed him after his 
own conversion (c.34), he immediately adds that the Lord had  “ appeared ”  to him 
as well, having called him to his apostleship at the very moment when he, as Saul, 
was on the road to Damascus to persecute his followers. 

 Mystical experiences, regardless of their specifi c psychological stimuli, must be 
interpreted in accordance with the linguistic means and cultural frames available 
for their description. The successes achieved by Jesus ’  disciples in preserving their 
fl edgling movement thus depended less on the personal intensity or vividness of their 
 “ encounters ”  with the Risen Lord, than with the exegetical labours that yielded a 
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preachable message of conviction and appeal. Having themselves participated in the 
eschatological drama that had been sparked by John and fanned by their own 
master, the followers of Jesus were already conditioned and disposed to interpret 
the eventful fl ows of the historical in theological - cosmic terms, for which the pro-
phetic and apocalyptic texts provided authoritative guidance and possibility. The 
issuance of their midrashic deliberations would accordingly exhibit marked depen-
dence upon inherited eschatological symbols and motifs  –  the books of Isaiah and 
Daniel, most crucially  –  even as creative modifi cations were introduced to accom-
modate the apparent incongruities implied by their leader ’ s ignominious death. The 
doctrinal consensus attained took the form of a revamped  mythos , centring on the 
notion of a Messiah crucifi ed, resurrected, and ascended into heaven, whose pending 
return in power and glory will culminate in the bestowal of blissful immortality 
upon all those who enter into the New Covenant his atoning death inaugurated, 
and eternal damnation for all those whose  “ hardened hearts ”  refuse to accept this 
divine offer of redemption. That the core ideas of this refashioned Messianism were 
taught from early on is again confi rmable from Paul ’ s missionary correspondence, 
the fi rst extant letter of which  –  pointedly composed to address rising concerns over 
the fate of believers who might die prior to Christ ’ s promised return  –  offers the 
following capsulation:  “ What we are teaching you now is the word of the Lord, 
that we who are living at the time of the Lord ’ s coming ( parousia ) will not precede 
those who have fallen asleep. For the Lord himself will descend from heaven with 
a cry of command, at the sound of the archangel and the trumpet of God. The dead 
in Christ will be raised fi rst, then we who are living, who are left, will be caught 
up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air  …  For God did 
not appoint us to suffer his wrath, but to obtain salvation through our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who died on our behalf ”  (1 Thessalonians 4:13 – 5.10). 

 The eschatological teaching that Jesus was the heavenly Redeemer would provide 
the inspirational and ideological catalyst for the emergence of a new form of social 
organization: the Church of Christ. Through proselytizing efforts that spread aston-
ishingly rapidly to include Gentile populations  –  not only in Palestine, but in Syria, 
Arabia, Egypt, Asia Minor, and beyond  –  the followers of Jesus succeeded in estab-
lishing small congregations of converts, generally termed  ekklesiai , for their practice 
of  “ coming together ”  or  “ assembling ”  regularly for shared worship and in - group 
solidarity. By acknowledging Jesus as the Christ and by undergoing baptism in his 
Name, individuals were ritualistically enrolled in the eschatological New Covenant 
that Jesus is reported to have announced at the time of the Last Supper. The appear-
ance and multiplication of these local Christ - confessing conventicles, their members 
enthusiastically animated by the workings of the Spirit, effectively marks the meta-
morphosis of Christianity into an apocalyptic sect. Though not the fi rst such to 
appear in Jewish history  –  the separatist, communally organized Essenes, who 
prayed fervently for their own cosmic - scale Messianic deliverance (as the Dead Sea 
Scrolls confi rm), can be traced back to c.150  bce   –  the Christian sectarians would 
radically transform the apocalyptic impulse by channelling it in new directions. 

 Most decisively, and following growing contention within the movement, the 
Christian mission adopted a policy of universalistic, open recruitment, by dropping 
the initial requirement that Gentile converts to Christ undergo circumcision and 
commit to full  halakhic  compliance. One of the most forceful proponents of this 
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policy, the indefatigable Paul, had actually embarked on this course prior to the 
formal settling of the dispute with the Apostolic Decree delivered by James, in c.49 
(Acts 15:1 – 20). Paul ’ s letters provide the clearest and most infl uential expressions 
of this Messianic  “ spiritual transcendence ”  of all socially established distinctions: 
 “ For by one Spirit we were baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, slaves 
or free, and we were all made to drink of one Spirit ”  (1 Corinthians 12:13);  “ For 
in Jesus Christ you are all sons of God through faith  …  There is no longer Jew 
or Greek, slave or free, male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus ”  
(Galatians 3:26 – 8). With a salvation offer pitched in that fashion, one can readily 
infer that those who will rise in status from the symbolic levelling are far more likely 
to fi nd incentives to join than those who will fall. And that, not surprisingly, is the 
overall conversion pattern disclosed in the evidentiary sources, which indicate that 
the new faith drew its followers chiefl y from the ranks of the marginalized, the 
disinherited, the oppressed, and the despairing. 

 For was it not to this broad and teeming constituency that the Kingdom had been 
specifi cally promised, in stirring words of timeless hope and consolation? The 
Sermon on the Mount, with its paired  “ blessings ”  and  “ woes, ”  leaves little doubt 
as to the underlying social aspirations and resentments that infl amed the apocalyptic 
imagination:  “ Blessed are you poor, for yours is the Kingdom of God. Blessed are 
you who hunger now, for you shall be fi lled  …  But woe unto you that are rich, for 
you have received your comfort. Woe unto you that are now fi lled, for you shall 
hunger ”  (Luke 6:20 – 5). Elsewhere in the Gospels it is foretold that  “ the meek shall 
inherit the earth ”  (Matthew 5:5); that the powerful are to be cast down, the lowly 
uplifted, the hungry fed, and the rich turned away (Luke 1:51 – 3); that  “ many who 
are now fi rst shall be last, and the last shall be fi rst ”  (Mark 10:31). Images of 
bountiful harvests and the feasting to come are prominent in the eschatological 
prophesies, and the Lord ’ s Prayer itself conveys the urgency of subsistence anxieties 
with its pointed request for divine dispensations of  “ daily bread ”  (Matthew 6:9 – 13). 
The  Epistle of James , an early circular letter comprised of sermons and sayings of 
the Lord ’ s brother, is strikingly explicit on the centrality of social justice concerns 
in the early Church. Pointedly reaffi rming that  “ God has chosen the poor in this 
world to be rich in faith and heirs of the Kingdom ”  (2:5), James preaches a sacred 
obligation to do charitable works, to ensure that  “ brothers and sisters who need 
clothes and who lack enough to eat ”  will be taken care of, and that  “ orphans and 
widows ”  will fi nd comfort and support. Not only are the rich condemned for their 
oppression, and likened to fl owers that will burn up in the heat of the scorching 
sun, James delivers an excoriating indictment of their greed and folly:  “ Come now, 
you rich, weep and wail for the miseries that shall come upon you. Your riches are 
corrupted, your garments moth - eaten. Your gold and silver is corroded, and the 
rust thereof shall bear witness against you, and consume your fl esh like a fi re. You 
have hoarded up treasure in these the last days! ”  (5:1 – 3). 

 The ideas, norms, and arrangements that would coalesce in these early Christ -
 confessing congregations are thus comprehensible as the defi ning elements of a 
distinctive sociological unity or syndrome, for which historians and social scientists 
variously employ the terms  “ apocalyptic ”  or  “ millenarian. ”  Nor is it accidental that 
scholarly as well as popular understanding of this phenomenon is heavily reliant 
upon illustrative material drawn from the founding Christian experience, the salient 
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features of which furnish a remarkably complete  “ archetypal ”  inventory: (1) an 
originating faith in the pending arrival of a supernatural deliverer; (2) expectations 
of a cosmic cataclysm that will yield a new heaven and a new earth; (3) belief in a 
compensatory and vengeful reversal of existing social hierarchies and injustices; (4) 
an upsurge and release of anticipatory joys and ecstasies that are collectively 
expressed in ritual gatherings to expedite the advent of the end - time; (5) a radical 
reconstitution of personal identities and communal bonds on the basis of divine 
election and attending spiritual transformation; (6) the subordination of established 
status distinctions to the higher claims of membership within the community of the 
saved; (7) the prominence of an egalitarian ethos of mutual sharing and support; 
and (8) a constituency recruited predominantly from the ranks of the variously 
disprivileged, the alienated, and the politically powerless. 

 A number of these themes will fi nd their most famous, and infl uential, expression 
in the aptly named  Apocalypsis  of John, written shortly after Nero ’ s murderous 
persecution of Christians following the great fi re that devastated Rome in the year 
64. With its graphic descriptions of the horrifi c plagues and scourges to be infl icted 
upon idolaters and all those who support the Great Whore, Babylon/Rome, John ’ s 
revelatory text conveys the stark  “ saved or damned ”  polarity in imagery of striking 
power and vividness. Only those who abide in faith and resist the allures of the 
corrupt world will survive the avenging Christ ’ s onslaught against Satan and his 
demonic and earthly minions. And it is here that the millennial idea receives its fi rst 
textual codifi cation, as Christ ’ s  Parousia   –  to  “ smite the nations ”  and  “ rule with 
an iron rod ”   –  will inaugurate a glorious thousand - year reign of the resurrected 
Christian martyrs. There follows the release of Satan from the pit, the resurrection 
of all the dead, the fi nal cosmic battle, the Day of Judgment, and  –  for the victors 
 –  the descent of the heavenly Jerusalem, wherein God ’ s redeemed will live for eter-
nity in perfected bliss. 

 The sociological inference to be made is clear: the emergence and consolidation 
of the Christ cult is the expression of millenarian dreams in action, a social imagi-
nary that became deeply encoded in the cultic life of the Church and permanently 
inscribed in scriptures that were composed to give hope and direction to its con-
verted followers. Instrumental, if not essential, in generating popular appeal, mil-
lenarian promises of imminent deliverance also carry the risk of diminishing support, 
should undue delays induce a crisis in confi dence  “ when prophecy fails ”  (Festinger 
 1957 ). Already in the Gospels there are defensive statements warning that the Son 
of Man will return at a time known only to the Father, a position braced by parables 
alerting the faithful of the need for constant vigilance, as the Kingdom might arrive 
later than expected (Mark 13:32 – 7; Matthew 25:1 – 13; Luke 12:41 – 6). Much the 
same cautionary idea is found in Paul ’ s catchphrase that the Lord will come  “ like 
a thief in the night ”  (1 Thessalonians 5:2). Particularly effective was a later decision 
to  “ loosen ”  or recalibrate the time horizon by alluding to a divine schema of tem-
porality and purpose. Troublesome scoffers and doubters are to be reminded:  “ a 
day for the Lord is as a thousand years, ”  and God  “ tarries ”  only because of his 
unsurpassed mercy,  “ that none should perish, and all should advance to repentance ”  
(2 Peter 3:8 – 10, c.125?). Christian writings will confi rm that doubt - induced defec-
tions were not uncommon, but by retaining a great many more than it lost, and by 
adding new converts through ongoing evangelization, it is clear that the problem 
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of  “ prophecies delayed ”  had been successfully managed. The millenarian impulse, 
as securely sublimated into the eschatologically oriented rituals of the Church and 
the shared intensity of its congregational communalism, remained ever available for 
renewed summons in times of crises. Fresh outbursts of that fervor would manifest 
repeatedly in the centuries to come  –  and not only in the Christian world, but to 
wherever Christian ideas, texts, and missionaries would carry the visionary expecta-
tion (Cohn  1970 ; Thrupp  1970 ).  

  The  s ect –  c hurch  d ynamic 

 As a conversionist sect that aspired to universal recruitment, but only under restric-
tive terms of exclusive devotional commitment  –  the fi rst such arrangement to 
appear in the ancient Mediterranean  –  the fortunes of Christianity in its post -
 apostolic phase of development would turn decisively on questions of membership. 
Though quantitative growth does not appear to have been distinctively rapid, it did 
sustain the multiplication of small Christ - confessing congregations across the empire, 
which typically arose in the major cities and lesser towns that served as the coor-
dinating centers of governance, commerce, and culture. That a rurally based Jewish 
millenarian movement could expand beyond its indigenous socio - cultural locus  –  
and not only attract, but integratively connect new constituencies in the wider 
Hellenistic - Roman world  –  was an astonishing achievement. How did it happen? 

 Christian writings candidly testify that the apostles generally encountered strong 
resistance from their fellow Judaeans to declarations that Jesus was the Christ resur-
rected. Nor was this opposition simply an expression of incredulity, or outrage, at 
the disturbing paradox of a crucifi ed Messiah. A new scheme of redemption was 
being offered, in a  “ new ”  covenant that not only called into question the salvifi c 
adequacy of the  “ old, ”  but included menacing threats that Jews who failed to 
acknowledge Jesus would lose their promised inheritance in God ’ s Kingdom 
(Matthew 8:10 – 12). Matters became increasingly diffi cult with the growing open-
ness towards Gentiles, and markedly so after their conversion was no longer con-
ditional upon circumcision and  halakhic  adherence. This radically tolerant policy 
undoubtedly owed much to the foreshortened eschatological horizon that framed 
the thoughts and actions of Christ ’ s apostles; but regardless of justifi cation, the 
hazards for Jewish ethno - religious identity were unmistakeably dire. The arrests, 
whippings, and expulsions that were commonly meted out to Christian missionaries 
 –  whose confessional preaching is reported to have regularly sparked tumult in the 
synagogues, in Judaea and across the Diaspora  –  only confi rms the intensity of 
feeling that was aroused by this perceived  “ usurpation ”  of an ancestral sacred 
legacy. 

 Jews did of course make up the founding constituency of the new sect, and for 
the fi rst two generations, they also authored the majority of its texts and fi lled the 
leadership ranks of the earliest communities. Christian evangelizing during this 
period is also known to have gained adherents from among the Hellenized Jews of 
the Diaspora, who were possibly attracted by an opportunity to retain core beliefs 
and practices in the new faith, while letting go of the segregated marginality of 
ethnic identifi cation (Stark  1996 ). All indications are, however, that most Christian 
congregations outside the Jewish homeland attained Gentile majorities rather 
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quickly, a datum already implied by Paul ’ s epistles, which regularly remind believers 
of their sinful pagan pasts as a way of calling them to stronger faith and service. 
Once the receptiveness of Gentiles had been confi rmed by the early successes of 
Paul, Barnabas, and other missionaries, the demographic advantage was destined 
to result in a massive reconfi guration of the Christian support base. 

 As the Gentile mission gained momentum, the original Jewish - Christian congre-
gations in Judaea were subjected to severe socio - political disruptions, none more 
consequential than the failed Jewish Revolt that resulted in the destruction of the 
Temple (66 – 70). Two subsequent uprisings against Rome, the Rebellion of the Exile 
that broke out in the eastern Diaspora (115 – 17), and the liberation war led by the 
Messianic fi gure Simon bar Kokhba (133 – 5), resulted in ruinous losses of life, eco-
nomic devastation, and the expulsion of Jews from Jerusalem, which Hadrian 
refounded as  Aelia Capitolina , a Roman colony dedicated to the god Jupiter. Chris-
tians, awaiting their own Messiah, had refrained from participating in these milita-
ristic ventures, but the congregations in Judaea were nonetheless displaced amid the 
tumult, resettling in Transjordan and Syria, before spreading out to Egypt and Asia 
Minor. Two sectarian orders  –  the Ebionites and the Nazarenes  –  would preserve 
the original Jewish form of Christianity for centuries to come, remaining faithful to 
the Torah and to their own Gospels, and, most interestingly, resistant to developing 
Christological notions that Jesus was a divine rather than a human fi gure (Skarsaune 
and Hvalvik  2007 ). 

 In the intensifi ed pursuit of Gentile converts, the early evangelists  –  themselves 
of humble or modest circumstances  –  continued to move in much the same social 
circles, drawing the majority of their recruits from the marginal, the disprivileged, 
and the working poor. Sociologically, this holds no surprises, for the Roman world 
was fi lled with such people, and featured a stratifi cation system that rested upon a 
fundamental division between a ruling and cultured elite  –  comprising upwards of 
5% of the empire ’ s inhabitants  –  and a vast subject population. Merchants, urban 
artisans, and hired laborers, consisting of the freeborn, the servile, and the manu-
mitted, constituted another 10%. The great remainder, estimated in the 85% range, 
toiled away in the agricultural sector, some as free peasants, but a greater number 
under terms of enslavement, indenture, or extortionate tenancy. Against this hier-
archical distribution, the social catchment of the Church cannot be considered 
representative, for it was signifi cantly underweighted at both ends of the spectrum, 
attracting precious few converts from the elite ranks and achieving only modest 
gains in the countryside. Most congregations were urban, and on the information 
available  –  textual and archaeological  –  their membership ranks were preponder-
antly fi lled with artisans, small traders, freedmen, slaves, and the indigent (Lampe 
 2003 ). Within these communities, however, there were also a few individuals of 
greater means  –  those successful in commerce, lower - ranking offi cials, the educated, 
women of property  –  who took on patronage and leadership roles, deploying their 
skills and resources for the benefi t of their humbler co - believers. Through this 
within - group reproduction of the socially pervasive patron - client relationship, these 
otherwise limited and vulnerable communities were braced by the coordinating 
powers of literacy and the sustaining largess of charity. Considering that Christian 
ritual life would be conducted, over its fi rst two centuries, in the cramped but secure 
spaces of so - called  “ house churches, ”  which concurrently served as the private resi-
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dences of wealthier members, the functional importance of the educated and pros-
perous few cannot be overstated (Meeks  1983 ). 

 The fact that pagan critics and Christian apologists would alike agree that the 
overwhelming majority of believers were drawn from the lower social ranks should 
not be taken to imply that the new cult was fundamentally a proletarian movement. 
The vengeful hostility and resentment against the rich and powerful that was 
bequeathed and carried in the apocalyptic tradition did retain its broad appeal, but 
Christian militancy was cosmologically rather than politically oriented. Nor can it 
be said that the urban masses and working poor rallied to the Church in numbers 
that approximated their demographic magnitude. Christianity would, in fact, long 
remain an affair of a distinctive minority, living interspersed among the roughly 60 
million inhabitants of the Roman empire, which included some 3 to 4 million Jews: 

  c.100  ce     less than 40,000 Christians     =     ∼ 0.06% of total population  
  c.200  ce     perhaps 200,000     =     ∼ 0.33%  
  c.250  ce     perhaps 1 million     =     ∼ 2%  
  c.300  ce     upwards of 5 to 6 million     =     ∼ 8 – 10% range  

 As these demographic estimates indicate, the Christian growth - rate was not only 
modest, but the total number of believers, relative to the overall population, was 
strikingly limited (MacMullen  1984 ; Lane Fox  1987 ; Hopkins  1999 ). Why so? 

 The dilatory ascent of Christianity can be attributed to two interrelated sets of 
dissuasions, external and internal. Debuting as an end - of - the - world cult whose 
members prayed daily for divine deliverance from the present order, and whose 
teachings featured a sacrilegious charge that all the many gods and goddesses of 
ancestral belief were malevolent demons, suffi ces to explain why the Christian 
 “ good news ”  was generally greeted with outrage and hostility. Nor did the pedigree 
of this  nova superstitio  commend itself, seeing as its devotees offered hymns and 
worship to a deceased Galilean criminal, whose subversive promises of a  “ kingdom 
to come ”  had led to his crucifi xion as an enemy of the Roman state. The illegality 
of the sect, a status dating from Nero ’ s mass executions, rendered membership a 
capital offense, thus obliging the movement to cloak its practices in varying degrees 
of secrecy. Rumors accordingly abounded of transgressive rituals involving canni-
balistic feasts (the consumption of Christ ’ s  “ fl esh and blood ” ) and incestuous pro-
miscuity ( “ brothers ”  loving  “ sisters ” ), depravities deemed credible given the 
notorious Christian disinclination to join their fellow citizens in everyday civic 
activities, common entertainments, and religious ceremonials. An obdurate refusal 
to participate in the imperial cult  –  a customary display of pious loyalty, normally 
entailing offerings to the gods and to the spirit of the emperor  –  provided yet further 
evidence of treasonous intent. Christian  “ atheism, ”  moreover, was widely believed 
to alienate the favour of the protecting deities, as indicated by the fl oods, droughts, 
and plagues that now seemed to wrack the empire in unprecedented frequency. 

 Suspected of impiety, perversion, and disloyalty, the followers of Christ were 
duly subjected to sporadic persecutions, initiated in most instances by local offi cials 
acting in response to outbreaks of popular anger and agitation, but occasionally in 
conjunction with imperial directives (Ste Croix  2006 ). Arrests, tortures, incarcera-
tions, and banishments were common, out of which would arise a signifi cant body 
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of honored Christians known as confessors. Martyrs  –  the conquering vanguard of 
the  militia Christi   –  were also made, whether by summary executions, death under 
conditions of imprisonment or penal servitude, or through staged killings in public 
arenas. Their actual numbers lie hidden beneath the cultic veneration and pious 
exaggerations that celebrated their heroism, but plausible conjecture will not fall 
below several thousand, as a minimal counting (Frend  1967 ). 

 For those willing to incur the stigmas and potentially fatal hazards of participa-
tion in a despised and illegal cult, there awaited a series of arduous demands from 
within the movement. Entrance into the body of God ’ s elect was screened and 
safeguarded by a requirement that converts renounce all attachments to the sinful 
world outside  –  styled the  “ pomp of the Devil ”  in the baptismal interrogation  –  and 
commit themselves fully and exclusively to the New Covenant in Christ. This com-
monly entailed a breach with kin and former associates, disengagement from civic 
responsibilities, and a rejection of all employments that were somehow tainted by 
idolatry. Following their baptismal cleansing and regeneration, Christians were 
expected to live  “ dead unto sin ”  thereafter, ever mindful of the need to remain 
 “ without spot and blameless ”  in anticipation of the imminent Second Coming (2 
Peter 3:14). Exacting moral rectitude was thus required of those who had become 
living  “ temples of Christ, ”  a charge made more urgent by repeated warnings that 
any return to  “ sin ’ s dominion ”  risked the loss of the miraculous immortality that 
had been promised (1 Corinthians 3:16 – 17). 

 The phenomenon we are describing, sociologically considered, is a religious sect, 
a form of association that features intensifi ed spiritual experiences for its members, 
strict demands on commitment and service to the movement, and promises of selec-
tive salvation for those who abide by the terms of admission. Expressly challenging 
the adequacy or legitimacy of existing religious arrangements or traditions, sects 
will invariably convey some degree of world - opposition, a circumstance that 
accounts for their preferential appeal to the unfulfi lled and the alienated. To the 
extent that such movements attract notoriety  –  whether from scandalizing conduct 
or through recruitment successes  –  they will become the target of populist anger 
and repressive measures by the ruling authorities. So - called secessionist sects seek 
to avoid such confrontations through collective relocation, migrating to new or 
marginal lands to  “ wait out ”  the time of troubles that precedes the expected deliver-
ance to come. Conversionist sects, in contrast, must venture forth, into the territory 
occupied by the Evil Power, to redeem all captives whose hearts remain open to the 
saving Truth. 

 Christianity followed the path of engagement, not only defying the Roman impe-
rium  –  the murderous Great Whore of John ’ s  Apocalypse   –  but ultimately prevail-
ing. It would do so, however, only through a fundamental reorganization of its 
forces  –  a military metaphor routinely invoked by Christian leaders themselves, who 
presented their campaign as the triumphant, conclusive phase in the cosmic con-
frontation between the  “ camp of God ”  and the  “ camp of Satan, ”  the  castra Dei  
against the  castra diaboli . 

 No Christian in those early centuries will have entertained any hope or expecta-
tion of a triumph over Rome  –  the Dragon ’ s sponsored beast  –  other than miracu-
lous and eschatological. Under such a conception, perseverance until the end - time 
was the guiding strategy, living in the Spirit was the effective tactic. As for those 
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netted by Satan ’ s servants, their  “ baptism by blood ”  ensures their glory in the mil-
lennium that is imminent, and greater blessings still in the eternal paradise to follow. 
A courageous creed, undoubtedly, but one that would prove diffi cult to sustain, 
even for those empowered by graces bestowed by God. Already in the later texts 
of the New Testament, there is mention of doubters and scoffers who question the 
truth of what has been taught  –  an erosion of confi dence that will only deepen as 
 “ waiting - time ”  to the promised redemption lengthens. An identifi able pastoral crisis 
would presently manifest in the guise of the  dipsychoi , the  “ divided souls ”  or 
 “ double - minded ”  who are said to plague every congregation with their enervating 
doubts regarding God ’ s salvifi c power:  “ We have heard these things even in the 
days of our fathers, and behold, we have grown old, yet none of these things has 
happened to us ”  (1 Clement 23:3 [c.96]). Waning eschatological trust will be accom-
panied by the yet greater problem of moral backsliding, as disconcerting numbers 
of believers begin to succumb to worldly temptations, returning once again to vani-
ties and vices they had renounced at baptism (Bryant  1998 ). 

 The Christian movement  –  assailed from without by intensifying persecution, and 
convulsed from within by growing disconfi rmation that its membership was fully 
capable of adhering to the purity requirements of the faith  –  could proceed no 
further on the basis of its founding sectarian zeal and enthusiasm. New arrange-
ments were needed, to restore confi dence in the attainability of salvation and to 
forestall desertions from those beset by doubt and burdened by sin. The terms of 
membership had to be  –  and were  –  progressively eased over time, chiefl y through 
a series of renegotiations that centered on penitential practices. As a key boundary -
 maintenance mechanism, penitential discipline commonly serves to establish the 
determinant criteria for inclusion - exclusion, retention - expulsion. By shifting towards 
greater moderation in its understanding of the irrepressible reality of post - baptismal 
sin, the Christian leadership not only provided a brace to its faltering congregations, 
it opened the possibility for expanding its recruitment base beyond the limited circles 
of the religiously intense. 

 The fi rst adjustment, announced in a sacred text of prophetic revelation (c.115), 
was cautiously minimalist and still animated by strong sectarian norms: owing to 
God ’ s mercy, an emergency period of grace was offered, whereby sins accrued since 
baptism  –  but no future transgressions  –  could be wiped away by heartfelt repen-
tance. By the end of the second century, an institutionalized sacrament of penance 
is in place, its function limited to a one - time remission of sins for those who failed 
to keep their baptismal  “ seal ”  intact. A more decisive break with sectarian principle 
came with an episcopal override of the traditional distinction between forgivable 
sins, such as dishonesty, greed, or drunkenness, and the unforgivable  “ mortal ”  sins, 
transgressions so heinous that the gifted Holy Spirit instantly vacated the soul of 
the perpetrator, rendering the offender  “ dead unto Christ. ”  Reformist bishops of 
Carthage and Rome led the way (c.220), issuing rulings that the sins of fornication 
and adultery were henceforth remissible within the Church, conditional upon dili-
gent penitence. The empire - wide persecution launched by the emperor Decius, in 
the year 250, would force an even greater  “ accommodation, ”  as overwhelming 
numbers of Christians  “ lapsed from the faith ”  by offering the mandated sacrifi ces 
to the gods. Notwithstanding the fi rm scriptural injunction that those who deny 
Christ will lose their salvation, moderate and laxist bishops  –  increasingly prone to 
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invoking the title Catholic or  “ universal ”   –  pushed through a reform that extended 
absolution to the most grievous sins in the Christian moral economy: idolatry and 
apostasy. All that remained to complete this tempering of the sectarian spirit  –  i.e., 
its subordination to the higher virtue of merciful indulgence for the weak and 
wayward  –  was to lift the requirement of personal holiness from members of the 
clerical order. That, too, would be accomplished, following the fi nal wave of impe-
rial persecution (303 – 11), when it was ruled that the ministrations of fallen and 
sinful clerics carried full spiritual effi cacy. As an eminent bishop summed up the 
now dominant Catholic persuasion:  “ the Church is one, and its sanctity is derived 
from the sacraments, not weighed on the basis of pride in personal qualities ”  
(Optatus,  On the Donatist Schism  2.1). 

 Christians who opposed these penitential innovations  –  the Montanists, Kathari, 
the Egyptian Church of the Martyrs, Donatists, and others  –  proceeded to form 
their own sectarian communities, insistent that the baptismal pledge to purity was 
obligatory, and that congregations fi lled with the polluting presence of apostates, 
fornicators, and adulterers constituted a mockery of Christ ’ s redeeming sacrifi ce. 
They would be called heretics and schismatics, and they would be progressively 
marginalized as the Catholic mainstream continued along its reformist path of 
remaking a millenarian sect into a world - accommodating church. Now functioning 
as a universal instrument for the attainment of salvation, and armed with an 
expanded sacerdotal capacity to bestow grace and restore to sanctity those in com-
pliance with clerical authority, this Catholic Christianity would soon navigate yet 
another determinant transition: from persecution to imperial patronage  –  a status 
it could never have attained under its original apocalyptic charter and charismatic 
orientation.  

  Church and  w orld 

 Having weathered the storms of persecution and the strains of sectarian expectation, 
the Catholic Church had achieved suffi cient stability to ensure a continuing presence 
in a world that was still overwhelmingly resistant to its message. Its authority struc-
tures had been tightened in the episcopate and ministerial order; restrictions had 
been imposed upon acceptable thought and conduct through the closure of its 
scriptural canon, hereafter limited to the approved texts of the Old and New Testa-
ments; a disciplinary regime had been fashioned that judiciously combined an 
insistence upon saintly virtue with merciful provisions for the remission of sins 
committed. There were, in addition, other possible attractors. Given its centrality 
in Christian discourse, the promise of life eternal must have held intrinsic appeal, 
perhaps enhanced by the peculiar notion  –  alien to the Hellenic - Roman worldview 
 –  of bodily resurrection. To the uneducated and toiling majorities of the ancient 
world, philosophical speculations about the immortality of the soul or mind will 
have lacked the tangibility and force of the Christian pledge that their bodies would 
be perfected for the perpetual delights of a restored Eden. The cultic importance of 
Jesus Christ as a unique man - god Redeemer suggests a similar preoccupation with 
salvation possibilities. Nor were terrestrial interests neglected. Charitable supports 
and altruistic bonds of solidarity greeted each new convert, whose dignity and self -
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 worth were elevated by privileged inclusion among the  “ chosen of God. ”  For the 
alienated and oppressed, the indigent and troubled, the sheltering arms of  Mater 
Ecclesia  provided not only material benefi ts and existential security, but also an 
ideology that allowed for the transvaluation of all worldly sufferings into a schema 
of assured miraculous deliverance. Intensifi ed in - group attachments based on a 
spiritualized kinship terminology and norms of egalitarianism permitted a new and 
vibrant experience of  communitas , invitingly free from hierarchical relations of 
dominance and deference. 

 And yet, a full two centuries after its founding, the Christian  religio  had managed 
to embrace only 2% of the inhabitants of Rome ’ s empire. 

 This singularly important fact confi rms that any proper analysis of the eventual 
Christian ascendancy must be conjunctural, dialectical, and track the ways in which 
the rising fortunes of the Church were conditioned by the declining fortunes of 
empire. For as the demographic trend - line indicates, the fi rst real surge in Christian 
membership  –  rising from an estimated 1 million in year 250 to some 6 million in 
the year 300  –  occurs in the latter half of so - called  “ crisis century ”  of Roman 
history. Christian teachings and the benefi ts of membership undoubtedly took on 
greater appeal in circumstances of social disorder and personal insecurity. Borders 
continuously breached by plundering nomads; mutinies within the ranks of the 
legions; ensuing civil wars that issue in repeated armed usurpations of the imperial 
crown; military expenditures that strain the fi scal capacities of the state; intensifi ed 
taxation and coinage debasements as coping measures that lead to runaway infl ation 
and commercial contraction; agrarian distress and a corresponding rise in social 
banditry: these are the interconnected and compounding disasters of the age, and 
their demoralizing consequences are to be seen, in part, in an increasing willingness 
of some to abandon the hallowed traditions of their forefathers for a chance at 
salvation through faith in Christ. 

 The conversion to Christianity by the emperor Constantine in the year 312 would 
prove epoch - making in its consequences. Under his patronage, and that of his impe-
rial successors, Christianity will become a full partner in the affairs of empire, a 
fateful compact that led inexorably to the creation of Christian armies, Christian 
law, Christian education, Christian art  …  in a word, a Christianized world. Force-
fully assisted by the coercive powers the Christian state  –  which proceeded to close 
temples, ban sacrifi ces, and prohibit worship of the pagan deities, upon sentence of 
death  –  the Christians will have become, by the year 400, a numerical majority in 
their newly won terrestrial empire. 

 As Christianity continued on, surviving the fall of Rome, and later that of Byzan-
tium, spreading outwards into new and distant regions, passing through the Middle 
Ages and on into a globalized Modernity, it would carry within it a binary code of 
social expression, which variously permitted and encouraged the opposing stances 
of world - opposition and world - accommodation. Sectarian disengagement from the 
corrupted world, a churching ambition to convert and master it: these have been 
the alternating orientations that have imparted to the Christian faith such remark-
able adaptability under changing and variable circumstances. To comprehend the 
complex histories this tradition has produced, genealogies must accordingly be 
traced, back to the formative period of socio - genesis.   
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Judaism 

 Covenant, Pluralism, and Piety   

   Alan   Mittleman       

     The medieval Jewish philosopher, Saadia Gaon (d. 942), wrote that Israel is only a 
nation by virtue of its Torah, its divine teaching (Saadia Gaon  1948 : 158). This 
comment on the character of Jewish nationhood  –  although by no means uncon-
tested  –  captures essential features of the phenomenon to be explored in this chapter. 
Saadia ’ s view entails, fi rst, that the Jews  are  a nation, not simply a religious com-
munity or even an ethnicity. That is, their proper form is as a people with a distinc-
tive language and culture formed in historical time and extended, at least in their 
formative period, over a bounded territory, enjoying self - governance, and living in 
accordance with their own law (Grosby  2005a : 20). His view also entails, however, 
that Jewish nationality is uniquely bound up with what, for lack of a better term, 
we shall call Judaism. It is Torah and not simply the  “ normal ”  characteristics of 
nationhood that condition Jewish nationality. Of course, it is far from unique for 
nations to link their identity to the worship of territorial gods; this is a phenomenon 
attested by the Bible itself. Israel ’ s nationhood, however, hinges on the worship of 
a god who is understood to be the God of the universe  –  the one and only God  –  
not a territorial deity whose primary function is to cement a national identity. What 
is unusual then about the Jewish case is that the Jewish people, Israel, holds to both 
a strong and ancient sense of nationhood and a religious outlook that might well 
have dissolved or relativized that sense (Grosby  2005b : 12). Christianity and Islam, 
for example, problematize nationhood on account of their monotheism. Judaism, 
on the other hand, supports both a rigorous universalizing monotheism and a nor-
mative assumption of nationhood. Nationhood has sacred, virtually sacramental 
value. 

 In this chapter, I want to consider how the core religious ideas and practices of 
Judaism relate to historical expressions of Jewish nationhood. In Hebrew terms, 
how are  torah  (divine teaching) and  am yisrael  (the Jewish people) mutually 
implicated?  
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  DEFINING TERMS 

 A word about terminology is in order. Terms such as  “ religion, ”   “ nation, ”  and 
 “ Judaism, ”  as they are currently used by speakers of English, do not map neatly 
over functionally equivalent terms in pre - modern Hebrew. The modern provenance 
of the term  “ religion, ”  as the concept of a genus comprising species such as  “ Hin-
duism, ”   “ Christianity, ”  etc., fails to capture the modes of symbolic self - reference 
common among ancient and medieval, or even some modern, Jews. Wilfred Cantwell 
Smith has argued that the concept of religion is an Enlightenment construct designed 
to set culturally embedded patterns of devotion apart from allegedly meta - cultural, 
universal expressions of reason such as are found (allegedly) in philosophy (Cantwell 
Smith  1991 : 43). Just as the British Raj designated as  “ Hinduism ”  anything that 
wasn ’ t Muslim in the sub - continent, so too the Enlightenment branded everything 
that constituted a traditional historical (non - philosophical) piety as religion. On this 
view, when Europeans settled upon  “ Judaism ”  or  “ Judentum ”  or  “ Juda ï sme ”  etc. 
to distinguish the way of the Jews, they created an artifact comparable (but presum-
ably inferior) to Christianity. The construction of this  “ ism ”  provided speakers of 
European languages with a category by which to frame Jewish life that distorted as 
much as it described. For to frame the traditional way of the Jews solely as a religion 
is to reduce or circumscribe it. Judaism qua religion engendered a set of enduring, 
and unfortunate, conceptual problems. (For example, since Judaism is a religion 
and a religion is different from a nation are the Jews still a nation? If religion is 
something higher and purer than nationhood, to the extent that the Jews 
continue to assert Jewish nationality, do they not have a defective religion? If 
Judaism is a religion, does that not disqualify the Jews from the status of a people 
with a right to its own state  –  a claim frequently made by contemporary detractors 
of the State of Israel.) The problems manufactured by a semantic transaction, 
although not quite the equivalent of Wittgenstein ’ s judgment that philosophical 
problems arise when language goes on holiday, remain salient for modern Jews. 
Whole books have been written to attempt to defi ne Judaism with greater adequacy 
 –  I have in mind here Leo Baeck ’ s  The Essence of Judaism  (1905) or Mordecai 
Kaplan ’ s  Judaism as a Civilization  (1935)  –  than the logical grammar of the  “ ism ”  
initially conveys. 

 Another corollary of the modern concept of religion is that religion is typically 
distinct from politics. Christendom, of course, differentiated church from state in 
legal, institutional and theological ways long before modernity. Nonetheless, the 
logical grammar of  “ religion, ”  as a product of the secularizing thought of the 
Enlightenment, implies differences unknown in pre - modern times. Religion implies 
the private, politics the public. Religion implies the voluntary, politics the obligatory 
or compulsory. These distinctions are more or less alien to medieval Christendom, 
let alone to traditions such as that of the Jews, which do not distinguish  “ religion ”  
clearly from  “ politics. ”  Paradoxically, the Jews, although an exiled and powerless 
people for much of their history, kept alive a more integral sense of the theo - political 
nexus than Western peoples infl uenced by the Enlightenment. When Count 
Clermont - Tonnerre told the French National Assembly, which was contemplating 
the emancipation of the Jews,  “ the Jews should be denied everything as a nation, 
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but granted everything as individuals, ”  he referenced the abiding phenomenon of 
Jewish national and political self - understanding in an age when it had already 
become conceptually anomalous (Mendes - Flohr and Reinharz  1980 : 104). When 
Napoleon called a  “ Sanhedrin ”  and an  “ Assembly of Notables ”  to ratify the eman-
cipation, he gestured toward the very political cast of Judaism that he intended, 
dramatically, to dissolve. Thus, the dimensions of nationhood and politics, however 
notional under conditions of exile and the loss of sovereignty, are integral to 
 “ Judaism ”  but inherently problematic for religion as a modern construct. 

 The problem of  “ Judaism ”  as a foreign term inadequately coordinate with Jewish 
self - representation is exacerbated by a still deeper problem. The term from which 
European languages draw in deriving their equivalents of  “ Judaism ”  is the Greek 

  . The striking thing about this term is that it was coined, or at least fi rst 
used, by a Greek speaking Jew, the author of II Maccabees. Referring to the Jews 
who rose up against Syrian - Greek oppression, he writes  “ of the manifest interven-
tions from heaven in favor of those who vied with one another in fi ghting manfully 
for Judaism: few though they were, they took the spoils of the entire country and 
drove out the barbarian hordes ”  (2 Maccabees 2:21; see also 2 Maccabees 8:1, 
14:38). It is not quite clear what this abstract noun was meant to denote  –  perhaps 
the temple, the polis, and the laws which the next verse, not cited here, mentions. 
At any rate, the author constructed a concept intelligible to outsiders, who spoke 
of Hellenism (   ). Thus, the term is relational  –  it requires an Other  –  and 
confrontational. It is forged in the context of confl ict and opposition.  Ioudaismos,  
as a descriptive term for the comprehensive way of life of the Jews, originates in a 
polemic against other ways of life. Had the Jews not lived in a pluralistic world 
with outsiders making claims on their loyalties, they would not have had to coin 
 Ioudaismos  (Neusner  1995 : 232). It might have suffi ced for them to refer to them-
selves as  “ Israel, ”  a term that was more elastic and inclusive than  Ioudaismos . An 
indication of this elasticity is that the early Church laid claim to being a new Israel; 
it did not think of itself as a new Judaism. 

 How then did the Jews, when speaking internally, name what we call Judaism? 
The Hebrew term that signifi es Judaism in modern Hebrew,  yahadut,  does not 
appear in biblical or classical Hebrew writing. Up through the Middle Ages, there 
were various ways by which the Jews referred to their own comprehensive way of 
life. The most common of these was  torah,  a term which generically means teaching 
and refers both to divine teaching (and the human explication of divine teaching) 
and to the classical documents, such as the Pentateuch, in which that teaching is 
found. Thus, the pagan who sought instruction from the fi rst century sage, Hillel, 
so that he might join the Jewish people, asked to be taught the whole of the  torah  
while standing on one foot (Shabbat 31a). Similarly, when the tenth - century Jewish 
philosopher, Saadia, cited above, asked what constituted Jewish nationhood ( umma ), 
he indicated that the laws cum teachings ( toroteha ; plural with feminine pronomial 
suffi x of  torah ) were decisive. Another option is found in the Mishnah, the earliest 
stratum of the Talmud, which makes reference to  dat yehudit , Jewish custom, as a 
criterion for proper behavior (Ketubot 7: 14). Similarly, the ancient formula for 
entering into a marriage commits one to act  “ according to the custom of Moses 
and Israel ”  ( k ’ dat Moshe v ’ yisrael ) (Kiddushin 5b). Terms such as  torah , with its 
resonance of teaching and law, and  dat , in the sense of national custom, mark a 
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semantic range broader than the modern concept of religion. The terms remain 
rooted in the concrete life of a distinguishable national community. 

 The fi rst appearances of the rather more abstract term  yahadut  are found in the 
medieval talmudic commentator, Rashi, and the supercommentary on Rashi ’ s work, 
Tosaphot. One such reference describes, curiously enough, the signifi cance of how 
one ties one ’ s shoes (Sanhedrin 74b). The Talmudic discussion concerns the grave 
topic of how a Jew should behave during a time of persecution, that is, under what 
circumstances should a Jew become a martyr rather than transgress Jewish law. One 
view has it that even the transgression of a  “ light commandment ”  in public should 
be avoided at the cost of martyrdom. What constitutes a  “ light commandment ” ? 
 –  even a change in the way one ties one ’ s shoes. Rashi comments that if the gentiles 
tie their shoes one way and Jews tie theirs in another, then there is  “ an aspect of 
Judaism to the matter ”  ( tzad yahadut b ’ davar ). Although we are not dealing with 
a true commandment ( mitzvah ) but only with a custom ( minhag b ’ almah ), nonethe-
less this also affords an opportunity to honor God by acting in a Jewish manner. 
According to Rashi, God is sanctifi ed in public before his Jewish covenantal partners 
( haverav ).  Yahadut  thus seems to indicate the sum of all relevant Jewish customs; 
it indicates as well loyalty or fi delity to those customs in the face of challenge. Thus, 
as in II Maccabees, the term is used in the context of cultural and social confronta-
tion. Other citations (e.g. Tosaphot to Gittin 34b) suggest that the term functions 
to mark the boundary between Jews and non - Jews. Jews used the term in their own 
discourse to highlight their collective difference from non - Jews. Were there no 
outside threat against which to react, Jews would not need such a terminological 
simplifi cation and abstraction of their life - world. 

 Under the conditions of modernity, the outside has become the inside.  “ Judaism ”  
is no longer a distillation of the laws and customs, of the comprehensive life - world 
of the people Israel, deployed for polemical, confrontational purposes. It has been 
accepted by Jews as an adequate descriptor for their own tradition. Indeed, it has 
been internalized as a token of the type  “ religion, ”  a convenient shorthand to dis-
tinguish what differentiates Jews from their fellow citizens. That difference can be 
thought to be minimal when religion is held to be a private, purely individual spiri-
tual matter. 

 By calling to mind elements of the genealogy of  “ Judaism, ”  I do not mean to 
reject the use of the term, only to gain clarity about its conceptual origins and 
consequences. I mean also to suggest that we are ill - advised to seek, in the manner 
of many nineteenth -  and early twentieth - century Jews, an  “ essence ”  of Judaism. We 
ought, again with reference to Wittgenstein, to see an ensemble of purposes and 
relations bundled into the term.  “ Judaism ”  indicates a family resemblance rather 
than a determinant essence.  “ Judaism ”  ought to be unpacked as indicating a range 
of phenomena, across which may be found an ongoing project by groups of Jews 
to articulate a sacred nation through law, culture, politics, and, until the quite recent 
emergence of what Charles Taylor calls  “ exclusive humanism ”  (Taylor  2007 : 26), 
interpretations of divine intent. 

 What ideas, practices, traditions, and texts and what social groups thereunto 
related are key for a sociology of Judaism? Passing reference has already been made 
to monotheism. This is a primordial feature of Judaism, of which any sociology 
must take account. Monotheism, in its eventual, fully developed form, is original 
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to Judaism. It is not, however, a Judaic monopoly. It is shared by both classical 
philosophy, which gestured toward an intellectual monotheism, and Christianity 
and Islam, which achieved it. Accordingly, it would be mistaken to see monotheism 
as a uniquely distinguishing feature of Judaism. (Those Jewish groups, such as 
Reform Judaism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that made  “ ethical mono-
theism ”  the exclusive  “ essence of Judaism ”  were usually intent on seamless accul-
turation to gentile society (Auerbach  1993 ).) The core ideas and practices which 
arguably distinguish Judaism are to be found more in the consequences of monothe-
ism, as lived by a distinctive social group, than in monotheism per se. 

 As mentioned above, the maintenance of an acute sense of particularistic nation-
hood in tandem with an expansive monotheistic universalism is one such tradition. 
Another is a complex, internally confl icted understanding of authority: the absolute 
authority of the One God relativizes the authority of all men. The relativization of 
authority in turn supports an ongoing practice of pluralism, that is, a variety of 
expressions of Jewish belonging each claiming normative status with no higher court 
of appeal among them than the eventual judgment of history (Sagi  2007 : 69). These 
expressions do not necessarily affi rm the acceptability or validity of one another, in 
the manner of modern democratic pluralism (Galston  2005 : 16). Indeed, their con-
tempt for one another can be quite sharp. (Among the harsh judgments groups of 
Jews have pronounced on one another, the most famous is undoubtedly Jesus ’  
condemnation of the Pharisees in Matthew, chapter  23 . This condemnation  –  
 “ hypocrites, ”   “ brood of vipers, ”   “ white washed tombs ”   –  is not different in kind 
from other ancient, medieval and modern expressions of disapproval, however.) 
Nonetheless, there is a recognition of the fact that moral and intellectual competi-
tion and lack of resolution are ineradicable features of human social life; that life 
 inter homines  is irrefragably agonistic rather than harmonistic (Kekes  1993 : 54). 
The condition of the builders of Babel also characterizes, to some extent, the people 
Israel. The cosmos as such, at least in the end, may be harmonistic, but a metaphys-
ics of ultimate eschatological harmony cannot underwrite a social order, a present 
politics, in which confl ict has been superseded. Confl ict and dissent  –  and therefore 
a culture of rights, limited government, constitutionalism, and divided authority  –  
are necessary. This phenomenology grounds my claim that Judaism is an ongoing 
contest over the constitution of sacred nationhood. The religious - political idea that 
gives expression to this pluralism is the concept of covenant ( berit ). Much of our 
analysis will focus on this core idea and its implications for the lived experience 
over the millennia of the Jews.  

  COVENANT 

 Modern scholars are divided on the origins of Israel. The biblical account locates 
the origin of the people Israel in a single family line. After repeated disappointments 
with humankind, God chooses a single individual to be His servant. He calls 
Abraham to leave his native Mesopotamia and settle in the far west, in Canaan. 
Over several generations the line of Abraham grows (and splits). It becomes as 
numerous as the sands of the sea and the stars of the heavens, as God promised, 
during its 400 - year ordeal in Egypt. After this a charismatic leader, Moses, liberated 
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over 600,000 Israelites. These lineal descendants of Abraham, in league with others 
who joined them, collectively become God ’ s servants, His chosen nation, after they 
enter into covenant with Him at Mt Sinai. After a forty year sojourn in the wilder-
ness, a generation uncorrupted by slavery conquered the land of Canaan under 
Moses ’  (not quite as) charismatic successor, Joshua. The people secured existence 
on their territories by annihilating the indigenous Canaanites. They had no peace, 
however. Their national life developed under threat from a Mediterranean people, 
the Philistines, in response to which they reorganized their loosely federated politi-
cal system as a kingship. The normative status of kingship was highly contested. 
The biblical texts preserve both fear that an aboriginal federalism under the direct 
rule of God would be lost, as well as a sacralization of the king along the lines 
common to the older societies of the ancient Near East. (Eventually kingship was 
accepted, even projected onto the future in the concept of the messiah as the utopian 
eschatological consummation of history.) The Israelite state splintered into two 
unequal parts, one characterized by dynastic stability, indicating the full acceptance 
of the normativity of kingship, the other by continual upheaval, indicating the lin-
gering power of direct, charismatic rule. Both states maintained a cultus, devoted 
primarily to the ancestral God, YHWH, although with admixtures of syncretism 
imported by the normal give and take of politics and international relations. Priests 
administered the cult. Both states generated a culture of opposition, in the phenom-
enon of prophecy, to religious syncretism, political abuse, and social injustice. Both 
states ultimately met their end in conquest by a great power. Some of the Israelites 
disappeared from the stage of history. Others, henceforth known as  yehudim  (inhab-
itants of Judah; Jews) endure to the present day. 

 While pious Jews (and Christians) accept the historicity of the beginning phases 
of this story, scholars do not. The historical verisimilitude of the account grows as 
the chronology develops. David, Solomon, and subsequent kings, and some of the 
prophets who criticized them, for example, are acknowledged as historical fi gures 
although there is no consensus on how much of the texts that purport to describe 
their activities is accurate (Greenspahn  2008 : 3 – 20). Nonetheless, most scholars 
do not see the texts of the  “ former prophets ”  (i.e. Judges, Samuel, Kings) as sheer 
fi ction. That is not the case with the narratives of the Pentateuch. Some scholars 
believe that Genesis and Exodus, for example, preserve cultural elements which 
suggest that their authors knew whereof they wrote. Others believe that these 
writings fabricated eponymous ancestors in order to give an identity to a later 
group in search of a usable past. The upshot is that there is no defi nitive scholarly 
account of the origins of Israel. There is, however, an emerging scholarly 
consensus. 

 Scholarship can neither prove nor disprove the existence of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob and the account of Israelite origins articulated by the biblical narrative. The 
idea of descent from common ancestors has supported the millennial Jewish sense 
of the Jews as an extended family. Pious Jews will never abandon it. However, the 
critical scholarly view of a composite, non - familial origin for Israel also has great 
explanatory potential for later features of Judaism. Although it is not endearing, it 
is heuristic. As mentioned, there is no consensus among scholars on Israelite origins 
but there is movement in the direction of a consensus. A generation ago, there were 
three dominant views of how the people that called itself Israel emerged. First was 
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the  “ conquest model, ”  in terms of which the Joshua account of rapid conquest by 
an outside people, Israel, of Canaanite city states was believed to be historically 
veracious. Archaeology no longer supports this model. More precise dating of 
destruction layers has complicated, if not quite falsifi ed, what was, from the perspec-
tive of traditional faith, welcome scientifi c support. By the mid - twentieth century, 
scholars hypothesized a second model, that of peaceful infi ltration by an outside 
group  –  an account supported somewhat by the less than successful story of  “ con-
quest ”  in the Book of Judges. A third view was that of an indigenous peasant revolt. 
The people who emerged as Israel began as dissident Canaanites. 

 The emerging scholarly consensus takes elements from these models. In the words 
of a leading archaeologist, William Dever:

  [T]he early Israelites were a motley lot  –  urban refugees, people from the countryside, 
what we might call  “ social bandits, ”  brigands of various kinds, malcontents, dropouts 
from society. They may have been social revolutionaries, as some scholars hold, imbued 
with Yahwistic fervor  …  They may have had some notion of religious reforms of one 
sort or another. There does appear to be a kind of primitive democracy refl ected in 
the settlements and the remains of their material culture. Perhaps this group of people 
included some pastoral nomads, even some from Transjordan. I ’ m even willing to grant 
that a small nucleus of people who became Israelites had originally been in Egypt  …  
Thus, it is quite possible that there were some newcomers in this mixture of peoples, 
who were, however, mostly indigenous Canaanites.  (Shanks et al.  1992 : 54)    

 What ultimately distinguished this  “ motley ”  group of Canaanites and others, who 
emerged in the central hill country in the early Iron Age, from other Canaanites 
was the worship of YHWH. They drew a boundary around themselves as a people 
formed by fi delity to an ancestral god. Just as the Ammonites worshiped Milcom 
and the Moabites worshiped Chemosh, the Israelites were those whose identity was 
tied to YHWH (Shanks et al.  1992 : 129). 

 This was essentially Max Weber ’ s view. Although he gave far more credence to 
the conquest model than do contemporary scholars, seeing YHWH as a war god 
whose forte is might, not order, he saw Israel as a confederation of disparate groups 
( Eidgenossenschaft ) not less than Dever does (Weber  1952 : 77; Mittleman  2000 : 
59 – 66). For Weber, the original aim of the confederation is war, the conquest of 
the land. Nonetheless, once that was accomplished, confederation  –  or to put it in 
more biblical terms, covenant  –  continued to order Israelite polity and  mentalit é  . 
Weber was the fi rst to stress the socio - political reality of covenant and to retrieve 
its practical signifi cance from the realm of theology. Prior to Weber, as in Wellhau-
sen, covenant was thought to signify a purely  “ religious ”  relationship between a 
demanding ethical God and His people. For Wellhausen, the primordial natural -
 familial bond between the father god and the human children was transformed by 
the literary prophets into an abstract, ethical relationship. Covenant is a symbol for 
this gain in transcendence and loss in immediacy. (Note the telltale signs of German 
Romanticism.) For Weber, by contrast, covenant connotes a socio - political form 
of organization, the oath bound confederation, which in turn has an affi nity to 
ethically contingent ways of conceptualizing the divine - human relationship. The 
twentieth - century discovery of Hittite suzerain - vassal treaties that use covenantal 
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formulae lend credence to Weber ’ s early emphasis on the socio - political phenom-
enology of the  berit . 

 The idea of covenant has profound implications for the subsequent development 
of the Jews and Judaism. To list a few of its features: (1) Covenant takes both 
history and agency seriously. It requires as a condition that human beings (and God) 
make morally binding, consequential decisions to link their lives (as it were, in the 
case of God) together for mutual benefi t. Covenant endows history, the temporal 
dimension in which decisions are made and played out, with signifi cance. There is 
neither fate nor an  “ unbearable lightness of being. ”  Being has moral weight and 
worth. (2) Covenant preserves the unique distinctiveness of the covenanting parties. 
It resists mystical absorption into an allegedly higher, all encompassing reality (the 
 “ Godhead ” ) as the consummation or amplitude of being. The consummation of 
being is the fulfi llment of the terms of the covenant, which ultimately have to do 
with the attainment of a just socio - political order. (3) Covenant relates disparate 
beings or groups through subscription to a common moral framework. Thus, 
Abraham, due to his covenant with God, is able to challenge God ’ s intended actions 
at Sodom and Gomorrah: Will the Judge of all the earth not do justly? Abraham 
asks (Genesis 18:25). This common framework, despite radical ontological differ-
ence, will have vast consequences for subsequent Judaism. (4) Covenant - making 
requires consent. The choice of moral agents  –  although perhaps not entirely free 
 –  in favor of covenantal relationship in turn assumes the dignity, rights, and moral 
worth of those agents. Liberty is necessary for consent  –  hence the Israelites must 
be freed from Egypt in order to accept the covenant. Covenanting also preserves 
and transforms liberty. Consent remains an ideal, although it is an ideal in tension 
with the non - consensual claims that kinship, family, social solidarity, and so on 
make on the members of a nation. The Jewish tradition, in its own idioms, has had 
to wrestle with the conceptual problems engendered by social contract theory, viz. 
how is consent reconcilable with membership in a socio - political order into which 
one has been born and to which one has not, in any explicit sense, consented. 

 Although direct historical evidence for this claim is lacking, one could argue that 
the composite origin of Israel as a covenantal union of disparate groups under the 
moral aegis of God has echoes throughout subsequent Israelite and Jewish experi-
ence. Covenantal origins bear covenantal consequences. The  “ Eidgenossenschaft ”  
retains its character even after a more organic model of nationhood takes hold. Let 
us consider fi rst the implications of covenantalism for questions of authority and 
politics. The biblical story is one of ongoing contestation over the authority to defi ne 
how the challenge of sacred nationhood is to be realized. Various regime forms 
ranging from charismatic founders (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob) and prophets (Moses, 
Joshua to a lesser extent), to charismatic military leaders (the  shoftim  or  “ judges ” ), 
to kings, to post - exilic governors are presented as plausible claimants for the best 
regime under the relevant contingent historical circumstances. Each of these forms 
is founded on a covenantal agreement of some sort. Within the Bible, rebellions 
against authority, such as that of Korah (Numbers 16), are launched as competing, 
warranted claims to holiness made with reference to covenantal norms. (Korah, for 
example, argues against Moses and Aaron:  “ You have gone too far! For all the 
community are holy, all of them, and the LORD is in their midst. Why then do you 
raise yourselves above the LORD ’ s congregation? ” : Numbers 16:3.) When one 
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regime form, kingship, achieves dominance an institutionalized form of challenge 
and opposition, prophecy, is generated. Prophecy attempts to hold the kings to the 
covenantal norms that legitimate their rule. The competing claims of both king and 
prophet are moderated by a third center of authority, the priesthood. The biblical 
experience, at least as presented by the canonical text, is thus one of division of 
power. The nation as a whole is founded on a covenant between God and Israel, 
which has as a consequence that the constituent members of the nation relate to 
one another as covenantal equals ( bnei berit ). No one center can claim complete 
authority. Each propounds its own normative ideals, all of which suffuse the Bible. 
The Bible, as a literary work, speaks in these many voices, its composite nature 
refl ecting the divergent worldviews, traditions and interests of its authorships (Knohl 
 2003 ). The separation of powers in the Bible informed the tradition of political 
federalism in the West where some thought it to be an exemplar of political genius 
and others, notably Spinoza, thought it to be a recipe for political weakness and 
instability (Elazar  1995 ). 

 As mentioned, the biblical regimes are presented by the text as founded on cov-
enant. The legal - constitutional framework, offered by God to Israel at Mt Sinai 
through the mediation of Moses, has to be consented to by Israel (Exodus 19:8, 
24:3). The Bible presents the Sinai covenant as a founding: Israel ascended from a 
familial group, the descendants of Jacob, with whom a disparate multitude of refu-
gees from Egypt (Exodus 12:38) associated themselves, to a proper nation. The 
covenant makes an   ‘ am  (a people) into a  goy  (a nation), governed by a divine sov-
ereign under a code of divine law and ready to take control of a bounded territory 
(Speiser  1964 : 86). It is characteristic of covenants that they require periodic 
renewal, that there be public demonstrations of fi delity that both reenact the original 
founding and consecrate, in Abraham Lincoln ’ s words, a  “ new birth of freedom. ”  
Thus we fi nd episodes of covenant - renewal in the Bible (Deuteronomy 29:9 – 28; 
Joshua 24:1 – 28; Nehemiah 9). This theme loses some salience in subsequent Jewish 
cultures at least insofar as periodic public demonstration is concerned. Nonetheless, 
elements of consent and voluntarism remain. One scholar sees in the daily liturgical 
declaration of divine unity (the  Shema , from the fi rst word of Deuteronomy 6:4: 
 “  shema yisrael : Hear, Israel, the LORD your God, the LORD is one! ” ) a rabbinic 
version of a covenant renewal ceremony (Levenson  1985 : 82). 

 Alongside the paradigm of the Sinai covenant, there is another founding. 
 “ [W]ithin the national covenant lies another, restricted to one family, the royal 
house of David ”  (Levenson  1985 : 99). Texts such as 2 Samuel 7: 11ff. and Psalm 
89:4 – 5 speak of the covenant that God grants to David and his descendants to be 
kings over Israel forever. God, in a sense, ratifi es the choice of the people, who 
elected David as their king (2 Samuel 5:3): David and the  “ elders of Israel ”  entered 
into a mutual covenant. Prior to the divine grant of rule to David, the decision of 
the people to choose David as their ruler was similar to earlier decisions to choose 
 shoftim ,  “ judges, ”  as provisional warrior chieftains. God ’ s grant of rule, however, 
seems to lock the Jewish people into monarchy as the necessary form of national 
polity forever after. This is not the case, however. The Davidic monarchy, as an 
effective political institution, ceased with the Babylonian conquest (586  bce ). Sub-
sequent forms of civil governance, such as the post - exilic  “ Great Assembly, ”  its 
successor, the Sanhedrin, the Patriarchate of late Roman times, and the Exilarchate 
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of Sassanian and then Muslim Mesopotamia were analogized by the Jews to the 
Davidic monarchy. Thus, the Talmud, glossing Genesis 49:10 ( “ The scepter shall 
not depart from Judah, nor the ruler ’ s staff from between his feet. ” ) comments that 
 “     ‘ The scepter  …  ’  these are the exilarchs who rule over Israel with a scepter.  ‘ Nor 
the ruler ’ s staff  …  ’  these are the sons of the sons of Hillel, who teach Torah in the 
public domain ”  (Sanhedrin 5a). Monarchy retains value as an ideal  –  the ideal 
monarch becomes a future scion of David, the messiah. However, the full acceptance 
and legitimation of other forms of civil order allowed the Jewish people a continu-
ous political existence in the absence of their own state. Until the eighteenth century, 
Jews commonly thought of themselves as a political nation in exile from their 
homeland but clinging to features of their early political community; their ideal was 
a full national polity governed according to the law of their Torah - constitution. It 
was only with the possibility of emancipation from medieval ghetto conditions and 
citizenship in the modern European states that the old surrogate of an  imperium in 
imperio  was abandoned for a more purely religious understanding of what consti-
tuted Judaism. Thus, we can see from this brief sketch that covenant, both as 
concept and as instrument, has been critical to Jewish adaptation and survival to a 
variety of political and historical conditions.  

  PLURALISM 

 Covenant, as mentioned, underwrites pluralism. The post - biblical experience of the 
Jewish people shows rival groups each claiming to represent the  “ kingdom of priests 
and holy nation ”  (Exodus 19:6) that Israel was meant to be. By Roman times, the 
various alignments included the Temple - centered Sadducees, the Essenes, priestly 
dissenters who established a counter - society in the Judean wilderness, the proto -
 rabbinic Pharisees, and the hyper - nationalist Zealots, whose military confrontation 
with the Romans brought about the destruction of the Temple and Jewish Jerusalem 
in 70  ce  A plethora of literature not included by the post - 70  ce  rabbis in the scrip-
tural canon but having sacred status for non - rabbinic Jews such as the Alexandrine 
community that produced the Septuagint indicates further versions of Judaism. 
Groups that began within the Jewish social and cultural matrix, such as the follow-
ers of Jesus, gradually took on a distinct identity of their own. The reasons for the 
evolving split between Jewish Christians and other Jews remain a matter of scholarly 
exploration and controversy. At any rate, the estrangement between Jews and 
(increasingly) gentile Christians shows that the covenantal matrix is not entirely 
elastic. It is possible to push the claim to best represent God ’ s covenant partner, 
Israel, past a limit where the claimant loses Jewish status. The limits of elasticity 
are discovered within the give and take of social experience; they are not postulated 
a priori. Unlike the Christian experience of heresy, splits within Jewish history have 
been more a matter of law and custom than belief or creed. On one infl uential 
scholar ’ s view, the parting of the ways began in earnest when suffi cient numbers of 
Jews stopped treating Jewish Christians as fellow Jews by declining to marry them 
(Schiffman  1985 ). 

 Even after the dominance of the Pharisaic - Rabbinic group owing to the destruc-
tion or discrediting of its rivals, acceptance of rabbinic authority remained largely 
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voluntary, i.e. covenantal in character (Berger  1998 : 105). Maimonides comments 
that the enactments and decrees of the rabbis had authority because  “ all Israel 
agreed to abide by them ”  ( hiskimu aleihem kol yisrael ) (Maimonides, Mishneh 
Torah). Of course, Maimonides also argues that rabbinic authority is grounded in 
divine law: the rabbis are authorized by God to interpret the Torah. Nonetheless, 
the dimension of voluntary consent, a key dimension of covenantalism, is present. 
From approximately the seventh century to the eighteenth century, the rabbinic 
culture that created the Babylonian Talmud dominated Jewish life. The people 
granted their constitutional text authority. They allowed themselves to be formed 
by the norms, ideals, and intellectual project of the Talmud. This constrained the 
contestation over authority, but it did not diminish it. Talmudic Judaism is a culture 
of criticism. Within the rabbinic world, competing claims to authority fl ourished in 
the centuries long rivalry between the political and scholarly leaders of the Land of 
Israel and those of Babylonia, in the form of regional vs. centralized governance 
and in rabbinic vs. lay control of communities. There was also dissent from the 
claim of rabbinic Judaism per se to represent the normative ideal of the Jewish 
People, as in the ninth - century movement of the anti - rabbinic Karaites, in periodic 
eruptions of messianic fervor in which rabbinic norms and leadership were sub-
verted and, in modernity, in nineteenth - century Reform Judaism and in the varieties 
of late nineteenth -  and twentieth - century secularism and nationalism. 

 The Jewish experience of late antiquity and of the Middle Ages, in terms of the 
covenantal framework elaborated upon here, was one of trying to sustain the con-
sciousness of nationhood, as well as some of the requisite institutions of nationhood, 
under the inimical conditions of exile and of the loss of sovereignty. Jews exploited 
whatever political possibilities were open to them to create institutions and to 
extend their reach. After the disastrous Bar Kokhba rebellion against the Romans 
in 132 – 135  ce , Jews reorganized their political and religious institutions in the Land 
of Israel. The Palestinian Jewish community was organized under a Patriarch ( nasi ), 
descended from the famous Pharisee, Hillel, and an assembly of rabbis who resus-
citated the term  “ Sanhedrin ”  for their body. This dual structure harked back to the 
Hasmonean kings and Sanhedrin, as well as to the king and prophet structure of 
biblical times. The patriarchate was the political face of the Jewish community; the 
Sanhedrin was the more purely religious and legal one. These two institutions, 
representing the polar but integrated nature of Jewish life as national and religious, 
cooperated but also rivaled one another. None of this would have been possible 
had the Romans not decided to co - opt the Jews and diminish the possibility of future 
rebellion. Christian Roman emperors, however, became increasingly hostile to the 
Jews. The patriarchate was terminated by the Romans in 425  ce . The Sanhedrin 
was deprived of the ability to tax communities of the Roman diaspora for its support 
and was weakened as well. 

 Babylonia gradually replaced Israel as the center of Jewish life, although not 
without rivalry and contestation between them. The Jews, once again with imperial 
patronage, set up a parallel structure in Mesopotamia, with an exilarch ( resh 
galuta ), who claimed descent from King David, fulfi lling the civic functions of rule 
and rabbinic heads of academies (which eventually produced the Babylonian 
Talmud) acting as legal and religious authorities. Eventually, the academies ( yeshi-
vot ) consolidated. The head of the academy of Sura became known as the Gaon 
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( “ illustrious one ” ). The Gaonate, as the ultimate religious - legal authority, paralleled 
the Exilarchate, as the ultimate political authority (Elazar and Cohen  1985 : 148). 
The Exilarchate endured until the beginning of the fi fteenth century, although its 
power was greatly diminished as regional centers such as Spain and North Africa 
grew in importance. It lasted as long as it did not only due to sufferance of Muslim 
rulers but due to the abiding traditional authority vested by the people in the line 
of David. The rule of a Davidide, however notional, kept alive not only memories 
of ancient glory but anticipations of messianic revival. The Exilarchate stood as a 
symbol of national unity, even as the various other geographic centers within the 
lands of Islam and Christendom eclipsed it. 

 In Spain, the Jewish community initially replicated the polar governance structure 
with a civic, prince - like leader, the  nagid , trying to exercise kingdom - wide authority 
and rabbis both cooperating with and checking his claims. Local communities 
( kehillot ), sometimes in federation with one another, also grew and asserted their 
rights. In the German and French speaking lands, and eventually in Eastern Europe, 
Jewish life was always organized on a local community basis. The local community 
was a comprehensive  “ state within a state. ”  The elected leaders of the community 
collected taxes, provided welfare, a court system, funding for religious institutions 
such as schools, kosher slaughter, ritual baths, the dowering of indigent brides, the 
salaries of ritual employees, etc. as well as represented the community to the Chris-
tian overlord. When circumstances permitted, as was the case earlier in Spain, 
individual communities federated with other communities and held annual con-
claves to set policy, adjudicate disputes, etc. Thus, although Jews often had to settle 
for communal life on a local scale, their impulse was to articulate national institu-
tions whenever possible. 

 The medieval order, although often perilous for Jews under both Islam and 
Christendom, was nonetheless something of a golden age for Jewish self - governance. 
 Kehillot  fi t into the social order as tolerated corporations, chartered by local rulers 
or kings with the right to manage their own affairs in exchange for annual tax 
revenues. Jews developed sophisticated political and legal institutions. In Spain, they 
even had the right to administer capital punishment. Rabbis addressed questions of 
politics and economics  –  of public law  –  in their legal essays and rulings. Different 
theories of the grounds of public authority circulated. The extent to which  kehillot  
were purely consensual or partly compulsory, democratic or republican was debated, 
as was the relationship between traditional Torah law, presumably rooted in divine 
authority, and humanly promulgated legislation ( takkanot ). The effort to retrieve 
the political theory of medieval Jewry has become an important scholarly fi eld. 
Although falling far short of the mythic ideal of a sovereign nation in its own land 
living under its own law, the medieval Jewish community nonetheless displayed the 
normative thrust of Judaism, that is, Torah qua communal theo - political praxis. 

 In the lands of Islam, in Provence, and in the Iberian peninsula, under both 
Muslims and Christians, Jews participated extensively in the general culture and 
created works of science, philosophy, poetry and grammar that paralleled those of 
gentiles. Thomas Aquinas referred frequently in the  Summa  to  “ Rabbi Moses, ”  that 
is, Maimonides, the leading representative of medieval Jewish intellectual culture. 
The medieval legacy of the Jews remains a fertile fi eld, not just for scholarly 
research, but for popular interpretation. When Christians, infl uenced by romanti-
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cism in the nineteenth century, yearned for the Christian Middle Ages and retrieved, 
for example, Gothic architecture, Jews looked to the  “ Golden Age of Spain ”  and 
created a  “ Moorish ”  style for their synagogues. Modernizing Jews also retrieved 
great works of Jewish rationalism, such as Maimonides ’   Guide for the Perplexed  
and created a tradition of  “ Jewish philosophy ”  with which to argue their fi tness for 
admission to modern intellectual culture. On the other hand, the modern acculturat-
ing Jews of Western Europe buried the mystical elements of their tradition ( Kab-
balah ) out of a certain embarrassment with its magical and superstitious elements. 
It was only with the upsurge of neo - Romanticism in the fi rst two decades of the 
twentieth century that such traditions were reclaimed. Their popularity today speaks 
to the  “ rubber cage ”  or  “ disenchantment with disenchantment ”  aspect of late 
modernity, as noted by Ernest Gellner (Gellner  1987 : 152). 

 With the breakdown of the medieval corporate order and the rise of nation states 
in Europe, the self - governing status of the Jewish communities became anomalous. 
Coordinate with the Enlightenment, rulers in Austria, France, and the German states 
began to emancipate their Jewries. Emancipation conferred legal equality (never 
perfectly achieved) on individual Jews in exchange for the dissolution of historic 
Jewish communal structures. In principle, Jews became citizens rather than tolerated 
aliens existing under their own vestigial law in ghettoized enclaves. The success of 
this project varied from nation to nation, the residue of traditional hatred of Jews 
continuing to exist alongside Enlightenment ideas of human equality. Indeed, with 
the coming of a more secular age, traditional religiously formed currents of Jew -
 hatred were transformed into modern  “ scientifi c ”  varieties described by the nine-
teenth - century neologism, anti - Semitism. In Eastern Europe, where the largest 
communities of Jews lived, mostly within the Russian empire, modern trends came 
more fi tfully. 

 Jews encountered modernity in some ways well - prepared and in other ways ill -
 prepared. The Talmudic culture of traditional Judaism prepared Jews for modernity 
insofar as education and intellectual achievement  –  albeit within the framework of 
a traditional religious canon  –  were long valued by the Jewish community. Merito-
cratic criteria for rabbinic leadership were valorized. The character of learning was 
abstract, dialectical, logical and literary; traditional Jews prized a skill set that could 
easily be transferred to a secular, scientifi c or humanistic framework. Furthermore, 
the Talmudic culture educated Jews into the ways of the sophisticated economy of 
late antiquity. Whereas European peasants were familiar only with the agricultural 
economy of the feudal order, Jews, despite their often reduced economic circum-
stances, preserved cultural knowledge of more advanced economic practices. They 
were thus well - positioned to take part in a modern capitalist economy. Social and 
legal exclusions also contributed to this aptitude. Jews were for the most part not 
allowed to own land; thus they served as economic middlemen rather than farmers. 
They were basically an urban people, even though they had been expelled from 
cities (when they were not simply expelled from countries altogether) in several 
lands in the late Middle Ages. When given the chance, they returned to cities or 
smaller commercial centers. The late twentieth - century Jewish nostalgia for the 
 “ shtetl ”  or small market town of Eastern Europe was purely romantic. Jews fl ocked 
to the cities of Eastern Europe when they were allowed to do so; the shtetl would 
have died on its own had it not been destroyed in the Holocaust. 
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 The authority of the  “ state within a state ”  in which Jews lived had been chiseled 
away in the German speaking countries in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Modernizing elements within the Jewish communities cooperated with German 
rulers in reducing the power of Jewish courts, rabbinic enactments, and the  kehillah  ’ s 
tax collecting functions. When the Emancipation demanded the end of the  kehillah , 
many Jews were quick to comply. Citizenship seemed a far more desirable status 
than traditional Jewish collective life in a world where medieval corporations had 
less and less plausibility. The consequence of the unmaking of the traditional 
 kehillah  was three - fold. First, the Torah could no longer be practiced in a self -
 governing political context. The political part of the  “ theo - political ”  nexus of tra-
ditional Judaism had been severed. As such, Judaism had to be reconfi gured as a 
religion in the modern, Western sense. In Germany, where most of the Jews of 
Western Europe lived, the cost of admission was high. Jews had to reform their 
tradition in radical ways, basically reshaping Judaism to accord with Protestant 
norms of what a proper religion should be. Second, the national dimension of Jewish 
consciousness had to be suppressed. Jews needed to think of themselves as Germans, 
Frenchmen, and so on who differed from their fellow citizens only in religion. The 
question of how a German Jew was to think, for example, of a French Jew  –  as 
brother or as stranger  –  became perplexed and fraught with political consequences. 
Third, since Judaism however transformed cannot be simply a private or creedal 
religion  –  since its communal dimension resists being reduced to a  “ gathered com-
munity ”  of individuals who come together to worship  –  new forms of Jewish com-
munal life had to be created to substitute for the compulsory  kehillah . These 
challenges indicate the way in which traditional Judaism ill - prepared Jews for 
modernity. A scattered diasporic nation that would retain its national consciousness 
was ill suited to a brave new world of nation states, each demanding unequivocal 
loyalty. 

 Nonetheless, the modern history of the Jews and Judaism should not be presented 
as a  “ subtraction story ”  (Taylor  2007 : 27) but as one of subtraction and addition, 
of challenge and creative response. Let us consider how Jews responded, and 
Judaism adapted, to the three challenges enumerated above. On the fi rst point, 
which historians of modern Jewry sometimes call the  “ confessionalization of 
Judaism, ”  a determined effort was made by modern Jews to repress the political 
elements of Judaism. The iconic model of this is Moses Mendelssohn ’ s  Jerusalem  
(1783). Mendelssohn, a Berlin Jewish philosopher who was an advocate for both 
Enlightenment and Emancipation and a harbinger of Jewish acculturation, argued 
for a Lockean understanding of religion and state. Religion was to be a private 
matter, irrelevant to citizenship. The state was to be unconcerned with religious 
opinion. Freedom of opinion was to be sacrosanct (Mendelssohn  1983 : 70). Judaism 
was redescribed along Lockean, interiorized lines. Mendelssohn argued that the 
theo - political constitution of Judaism in antiquity, paradigmatically, in the Bible, 
was appropriate only to the unique circumstances of that age (Mendelssohn  1983 : 
131). Subsequent embodiments of Judaism as a compulsory community with the 
power to banish, imprison, punish and tax were deviant. The ideal typical form of 
Judaism was a kind of church of freely assenting, like - minded individuals who 
practiced ceremonial customs infused with moral lessons. Mendelssohn thus justi-
fi ed in theory what had been worked out in practice by the Prussian state: the 
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erosion of the integrity of the  kehillah  in the interest of the modernization of the 
state was now given a Jewish religious justifi cation. 

 Unlike France, where the emancipation of the Jewish community occurred defi ni-
tively under Napoleon, the emancipation of German Jewry was episodic and subject 
to reversal. (German Jews were not fully equal citizens until the founding of 
Bismarck ’ s Reich in 1871.) The progress and reversal of emancipation led German 
Jews to modify their tradition more drastically than did Jews elsewhere. Reform 
Judaism, a highly confessional, denationalized, de - ritualized religion, which drew 
inspiration from the Protestant Reformation, arose in Germany. The movement was 
motivated partly by purely political considerations, that is, it was meant to convince 
the Germans that Jews were suffi ciently like them to merit equal status. But it also 
refl ected the fact that many Jews themselves had become alienated from traditional 
Judaism insofar as the decline of the  kehillah  and partial acculturation to German 
language and Enlightenment culture deprived traditional Judaism of its plausibility 
structure. Out of frustration with the laggard pace of Emancipation, some Jews 
converted to Christianity. Reform was meant to offer an appealing Jewish alterna-
tive. Reform Judaism began as the moderate reform of liturgical practice in the 
second decade of the nineteenth century (Meyer  1997 : 123). Its proponents even 
argued their case in traditional Hebrew language rabbinic responsa. By the 1840s, 
however, the movement became ideologically self - aware and argued for a deeper, 
more consequential transformation of Judaism as a whole. Reform Judaism was 
inhibited in Germany by political supervision of religious life  –  some governments 
wanted to keep the Jews traditional precisely so they would not assimilate to the 
broader society. It fl ourished however in the USA, to which it was brought by 
German - Jewish immigrants after 1848. In the religious free market of the USA, 
Reform Judaism could take its tendency to the extreme and abolish Jewish dietary 
laws, Saturday as the Sabbath, reject traditional messianism, gender specifi c prac-
tices, the Hebrew language and so on. That Reform Judaism initially met the mod-
ernist resurgence of Jewish national consciousness, Zionism, with unalloyed hostility 
is unsurprising, given its premise.  “ Washington is our Jerusalem, ”  a nineteenth -
 century Reform leader declared. Although Reform has allowed, even encouraged, 
the return of Hebrew and Jewish ritual practices back into its temples  –  a word it 
chose to distance itself from the traditional synagogue and allude evocatively to the 
Temple in Jerusalem  –  it hews to an Enlightenment  weltanschauung  where auton-
omy and ethics constitute the heart of religion. The stress on autonomy raises the 
covenantal theme of consent to high visibility but also stretches it to its limit. Con-
temporary Reform wrestles with the tension between its Enlightenment funded 
emphasis on individual conscience and its traditional Jewish inheritance of solidarity 
with the historic Jewish community. Reform, as did most other Jews, increasingly 
came to identify with Zionism. One way it negotiates the tension between individu-
ality and solidarity is to work to remake the State of Israel along purely liberal, 
Western lines. 

 As is often the case in modernity, unrefl ective tradition was forced to become 
self - refl ective traditionalism. As Reform grew into a movement, enlightened tradi-
tionalists began to push back, defending Talmudic forms of Jewish piety and prac-
tice in modern idioms. There was a moderate wing to this movement, which 
eventually grew into the form known in the USA as Conservative Judaism, as well 
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as a more defi ant traditionalism which became known, ironically by a word on loan 
from Christianity, as Orthodoxy. The Conservative moderates affi rmed the full 
normativeness of traditional Jewish law but felt compelled, for reasons of intellec-
tual honesty, to consider texts critically and historically. They accepted the canon 
of hermeneutics of the German university. The uneasy juxtaposition of traditionalist 
practice and historicist criticism imbued this tendency with an intellectual instabil-
ity. Traditional piety is hard to sustain without some certainties about revelation, 
prophecy, authority, etc. all of which are eroded by historicity and criticism. What 
sustained Conservative Judaism, which fl ourished in the mid - twentieth century in 
the USA, was a suffi ciently large population of Jews who wanted both traditionalism 
and modernism and were willing to live with the tensions. Enshrining intellectual 
tension as the hallmark of a religious movement appears to its partisans as honest 
and brave. Others view it as confused or compromised. Orthodoxy, by contrast, 
was developed by traditionalists who wanted the prerogatives of modern citizenship 
without incurring any intellectual debts to modernity. The Orthodoxy that devel-
oped in Germany was keen on emancipation and acculturation to prevailing norms 
of dress, speech, and high culture, all the while rejecting intellectual accommodation 
with modernity. It tried to retain a maximalist view of revelation, rejecting the 
Spinozist assumptions of the Higher Criticism practiced in German universities, that 
would underwrite full observance of traditional Jewish law. While Reform Jews 
rejected the normative authority of Jewish law altogether in favor of the autono-
mous moral conscience, Conservative Jews modifi ed the law to adapt to current 
conditions. (A classic American example is the Conservative decision in the 1950 ’ s 
to allow driving on the Sabbath in order to cope with distances denizens of the new 
suburbs would have to travel to attend synagogue.) Orthodox Jews, however, would 
not modify the law as freely. If it was too far to walk to synagogue, then one should 
move. As worthwhile as gender equality may be in civil life, it has no warrant in 
certain precincts of Jewish law and liturgical practice. A current issue  –  the status 
of homosexuals  –  is a clear case in point. While both Reform and Conservative 
laities and leaderships have made their peace with, even enthusiastically embraced, 
sexual orientation equality, Orthodoxy cannot on principle. The term  “ orthodoxy ”  
although originating in the controversies over the transformation of Judaism in 
nineteenth - century Germany, has come to stand for all varieties of principled arch -
 traditionalism today. Thus, Jewish traditional movements from Eastern Europe, 
such as Hasidism, which remained aloof from the paroxysms of nineteenth - century 
German Jews unselfconsciously call themselves  “ Orthodox, ”  as do traditional Jews 
from Arab lands whose ancestors were untouched (or, thanks to colonialism, lightly 
touched) by the European developments sketched above. 

 All of these movements  –  and new ones have emerged in the late twentieth century 
as well  –  have in common that they are voluntary constellations of like - minded 
individuals. They are based on consent. The high salience of individual consent 
renders both national consciousness and thickness of community problematic. Jews 
in liberal societies, especially where anti - Semitism is marginal, are in no sense exter-
nally compelled to identify as Jews. It is for them a purely voluntary, consensual 
identity. (A recent slogan celebrated this condition as that of a  “ choosing people ”  
rather than, traditionally, a chosen people.) As such, they can construct it however 
they wish. The rising construction of Judaism in the USA is personalistic, spiritual, 
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and aesthetic. Judaism is felt to be a path to personal meaning and spiritual growth, 
not an obligatory solidarity with other Jews, an obligatory practice of traditional 
duties enunciated within a historic legal system, etc. (Cohen and Eisen  2000 ). Jews 
thus emulate trends in other traditions increasingly noted by sociologists of religion 
in America (Roof  2001 ). Heinrich Heine ’ s satirical observation, as Christians do, 
so do Jews ( wie es christelt sich, j ü delt sich ) remains pertinent. 

 It is diffi cult to sustain the forms of community that modern Jews developed in 
the wake of the  kehillah . Those forms, now in a state of transformation and argu-
ably in a state of decline, corresponded to the two poles of the classic theo - political 
constitution. On the one hand, Jews organized religious societies around synagogues 
or, as they came to be called by Reform minded Jews, temples. (The locution not 
only recalled a glorious, classical past but also subtly indicated a vision of the future: 
Jews would no longer await a supernatural messiah to restore the Temple. Eman-
cipation and assimilation in a liberal society or  Rechtsstaat  was incipiently the 
messianic age.) In the USA, synagogues and temples, although local organizations, 
federated with others of compatible outlook and formed national bodies, similar to 
Protestant denominations. American Jewry divided itself into denominations, which 
competed and occasionally cooperated with one another throughout the twentieth 
century. Early attempts to transplant the European  kehillah  to colonial American 
soil  –  the nascent Jewish community of New York in the seventeenth century was 
modeled after the London community  –  quickly proved unsustainable. Voluntarism 
rather than compulsion came to characterize American Jewish religious life almost 
from the start (Kaplan  2005 ). Absent a  kehillah  with a state chartered authority to 
punish dissent from religious norms, the practice of Judaism was left to the discre-
tion of individual Jews. Diffuse social pressure and individual conscience rather than 
rabbinic authority backed by public sanction maintained the relevant norms. A 
study of synagogue constitutions over three centuries of American Jewish life shows 
a steady decline in public normativeness. In the eighteenth century, a member of a 
synagogue could be fi ned or expelled for public desecration of the Sabbath, cursing, 
or being seen near a house of prostitution. In the twentieth century, the only thing 
that could get one removed from the membership rolls of a synagogue was failure 
to pay dues (Elazar et al.  1992 ). 

 On the other hand, the communal solidarity of Jews, however undercut by the 
individualist assumptions of a liberal society, required expression. Synagogues, 
however various their activities, were insuffi cient. Jews began to form, by the nine-
teenth century, civic organizations that corresponded to some of the public functions 
of the medieval  kehillah . A host of extra - synagogal organizations came into being. 
These were originally fraternal and charitable (e.g. Bnai Brith, founded in 1843). 
However, with the growth of a virulent new anti - Semitism in the late nineteenth 
century, Jews in various Western countries created defense organizations, such as 
the Alliance Israelite Universelle (1860) in France, the Central Verein Deutsche 
Staatsb ü rger J ü dischen Glaubens (1893) in Germany and the American Jewish Com-
mittee (1906). These typically tried to appeal to the better angels of the citizenry ’ s 
nature, the norms of legal justice, the values of the constitution, etc. Today, however, 
the increasing religious personalism and diffuse spirituality of contemporary Jews 
coupled, at least in the USA, with the decline of anti - Semitism challenges the con-
tinued existence of century old Jewish civic structures. 
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 The rise of anti - Semitism revealed a bitter irony of history. Jews were previously 
despised in the West because they were fundamentally different from everyone else. 
They were not Christian. With their successful emancipation and embourgeoisment, 
they became despised because they were too much like everyone else or, at least, 
like everyone else was supposed to be. They had learned the lesson that the pater-
nalistic teachers of emancipation and enlightenment thought to teach them and 
became prominent, sometimes wealthy, often engaged citizens. Modern anti - Semi-
tism revealed the fl aw in Clermont - Tonnerre ’ s promise: Jews became individual, 
liberal citizens, tied to their  “ coreligionists ”  by nothing other than  “ Mosaic faith ”  
and yet they were still thought to be a distinctive (and objectionable) group and 
discriminated against on that basis. As noted above, in the late nineteenth century, 
French, German and other Jews established countrywide organizations to articulate 
their civic interests and defend themselves. These organizations also worked on 
behalf of oppressed Jewries abroad, for example, in the Russian empire and the 
Middle East. For other Jews, although such measures acknowledged the truth of 
the matter  –  that Jews remained, when all was said and done, a people  –  they did 
not go far enough. They conceded too much ground to the premise of the liberal 
society, namely that the  “ Jewish problem ”  could be solved on a case by case basis 
of fi ghting discrimination, educating against prejudice, asserting civil rights, etc. 
Furthermore, a century of concessions and adaptations to the liberal bourgeois order 
had damaged the national consciousness of the Jews and warped their essential 
nature. The  “ Jewish problem ”  was, in their view, a national problem  –  the proud 
European nation states could not respect a stateless, Weber would say a  “ pariah, ”  
people in their midst. Beholding the awful mockery of assimilationist ideals in the 
spectacle of the Dreyfus affair (1894), a disillusioned Theodor Herzl concluded that 
the Jews needed a state of their own. 

 Herzl gave impetus and leadership to a secular, Western, nationalist conception 
of Zionism that sought to solve the  Judenproblem , as it was called in his native 
Vienna, in purely political terms. Herzl ’ s approach was unappealing to the vast 
majority of Western Jews, who still put their trust in the liberal state. The Jews of 
Eastern Europe were a more receptive audience. The promise of a liberal solution 
to the misery of the masses of Russian Jews was virtually nil. Some of those Jews 
were drawn to democratic socialism in both its Jewish and secular versions, some 
to outright revolution, others to fi delity to the timeless traditional ways of piety, 
and still others to a precursor of Herzlian Zionism. In response to the pogroms of 
the 1880s some Russian Jews began to advocate settlement in the historic land of 
Israel. This movement was coordinate with a Jewish version of the previous cen-
tury ’ s Enlightenment called  Haskalah . The practitioners of  Haskalah  ( maskilim ) 
sought to renew the viability of Hebrew as a modern cultural language, created 
secular poetry and prose (often in competition with the cultivation of the Yiddish 
language for similar purposes), and tried to create a modern identity for the Jews, 
drawing upon but not bound to traditional religiosity. This movement differed 
profoundly from the assimilationist paradigm that had been regnant in the West. 
In the Russian empire, the Jews lived, under miserable conditions, in a compact 
western zone called the Pale of Settlement. The very density of Jewish population, 
with a common language and culture, as well as the absence of an enlightened, 
liberal regime encouraged Jewish national consciousness and solidarity. Herzl ’ s 
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Zionism combined with its Eastern European predecessor to produce a practical 
movement that outlived its founder and, within a half century of his death, suc-
ceeded in establishing a state in the historic land of Israel. 

 The history of the Zionist movement is rife with ideological differences, struggles 
 –  some of which were bloody  –  and opposition. Some of these differences remain 
salient and are refracted by contemporary political parties in Israel today. Many 
traditional Jews opposed Zionism as an infringement of the prerogatives of the 
messiah  –  a Talmudic passage has the Jews promising not to throw off the yoke of 
gentile domination until the messiah returns (Luz  2003 : 25). Zionism, on this view, 
is a violation of the oath. More to the point, however, was the modernism  –  the 
unvarnished secular nationalism  –  of Herzl and his followers. Nonetheless, many 
traditional Jews also opted to endorse Zionism insofar as they were able to bracket 
out its secularism and view it as a practical mechanism for regaining the land of 
Israel, within which alone the full practice of traditional Jewish life was possible. 
At the beginning of the Zionist movement, therefore, a religious party developed. 
Although originally a minority, the outlook of  “ religious Zionism ”  dominates 
Orthodox circles today, at least those Orthodox who have made their peace with 
the modern world. Reform Jews in the USA, like liberal assimilationist Jews else-
where, initially opposed Zionism insofar as it undercut their claim to have achieved 
equal citizenship and security in the diaspora. With the founding of the State of 
Israel in 1948, the prime minister of Israel, David Ben Gurion, met with the leader 
of the American Jewish Committee in New York to assure him that Israel would 
not try to represent American Jews. A truce was called. Many of the circles that 
were hostile to the Zionist project before World War II, however, accepted, even 
embraced Zionism when the full extent of the Holocaust became clear. As the con-
sciousness of the Holocaust grew among world Jewry in the late 1960s and 1970s 
close identifi cation with Israel became a sine qua non of Jewish identity. Philan-
thropic and political work on behalf of Israel is a major preoccupation of American 
Jews. Nonetheless, by the 1990s  –  the Sabra and Shatilla massacre may be seen as 
a turning point  –  tensions developed once again between American Jews, the largest 
diaspora, and Israel (Rosenthal  2001 : 66). The liberal values that have deeply 
shaped the American Jewish outlook are often confronted with illiberal Israeli reali-
ties. The rather different societies in which these two Jewish communities live 
amount to discrepant  “ Jewish worlds, ”  with increasing alienation, indifference and 
disengagement between them (Liebman and Cohen  1990 ). Creating greater reciproc-
ity, knowledge and empathy has become a concern of both Israeli and American 
Jewish leaders and educators. 

 This survey has tried to show how Jews have both struggled continuously to 
maintain public institutions that express their self - understanding as a sacred nation 
and have indulged a pluralistic contestation over how that nationhood should be 
represented. Finally, let us consider how these themes have played out in the realm 
of traditional Jewish piety ( emunah ).  

  PIETY 

 As Martin Buber pointed out, Jewish piety or faith is characterized by a posture of 
trust in God more than it is by conceptual affi rmations about God (Buber  2003 ). 
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The Hebrew word for faith,  emunah , conveys the notion of trustworthiness or reli-
ability. (Buber held, by contrast, that the New Testament term,  pistis , pointed the 
Christian toward matters of belief rather than toward a deep, existential orienta-
tion.) Although Buber might have scanted Christian faith, he captured something 
correct about the religious life of the Jews. Matters of belief are secondary; the 
attitude of trust, the life of loyalty to the covenant, is primary for pious Jews. Belief 
has never been irrelevant but neither has the precise formulation of belief, as in 
Christianity, been central. It did acquire some centrality in the Middle Ages, in the 
highly rationalist project of Maimonides, but immediately became controversial. 
Maimonides tried to specify a set of key affi rmations that a loyal Jew must make. 
His philosophical successors accepted that positive affi rmations have their place but 
disagreed about what they were, how many of them there were, whether belief can 
be commanded, and so on (Kellner  2004 ). Thus, the matter returned to the status 
quo ante: Jewish faith entails the love and awe of God such that the Jew is to walk 
in God ’ s ways and live by God ’ s law (Deuteronomy 10:12). That is to say, piety 
means fi delity to Israel ’ s covenant partner; it means living as a member in good 
standing of a sacred nation living according to its law. 

 Judaism has thus been characterized by the New Testament scholar, E. P. Sanders, 
as a  “ covenantal nomism ”  (Sanders  1977 ). (The term is meant to emphasize the 
role of law without the pejorative connotation of  “ legalism. ” ) Law is central but 
not as a set of heteronymous or arbitrary duties, imposed by divine fi at. Law is 
expressive of an existential relationship both to God and country, as it were. Israel 
consents to enter a covenant with God, which entails service on the part of Israel 
and regard for Israel on the part of God. God gives commandments ( mitzvot ) as a 
way of concretizing what Israel ’ s service means. The law is not an end in itself, let 
alone a way of  “ earning ”  salvation: it is a vehicle by which to demonstrate the love 
and awe that Israel has for its divine covenant partner. The duties of the Torah are 
to be undertaken in joy ( simcha shel mitzvah ) and with a constant demonstration 
of covenantal loyalty ( hesed ) toward God. God, for his part, shows  hesed  toward 
Israel, even when (especially when, on the traditional view) he chastises them for 
disobedience.  Hasidut  (the virtue of being loyal to the covenant in all one ’ s ways) 
is the praxis of  emunah . 

 In Weberian terms, Jewish  emunah  is an inner - worldly asceticism. The utter 
transcendence of God removes ontological likeness between the human and the 
divine from the realm of possibility. Thus, mysticism in the sense of  unio mystica 
 is impossible. What remains is  imitatio dei . The relation between God and humanity 
is based on will not on substance, on ethics not on metaphysics. Avenues open to 
Christianity on account of its trinitarianism are closed to Jews. (I hasten to note, 
however, that Judaism did develop mystical traditions, the dominant one known as 
Kabbalah, which complicate to an extent the ideal - typical pattern I am sketching 
here.) The ontological unlikeness between God and man and the covenantal rela-
tionship are mutually supportive. Covenant entails that the covenanting partners 
retain their distinct identities. The linkage of their lives, as it were, is intimate and 
transformative but they do not become one being. Their relationship proceeds 
within the order of time and on the plane of history. The sorts of assertion made 
in the Upanishads, for example, in which the ontological integrity of human beings 
is subsumed in Brahman are not possible within a Judaic, covenantal context. 
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 The lived experience of Jewish faith both gives expression to a rigorous monothe-
ism and reinforces consciousness of belonging to a covenanted people. The domi-
nant form that piety took in biblical times, animal sacrifi ce conducted by a sacerdotal 
caste, took place in a Temple founded by the royal family. The fi rst Jerusalem 
Temple, built by Solomon (reigned c.965 – 928  bce ) and destroyed by Nebuchadnez-
zar in 586  bce , was as much a political institution as a religious one. King David ’ s 
conquest of Jerusalem consolidated its status as the capital of the nation. His son 
Solomon ’ s construction of the Temple lent the capital the aura of a holy city, a 
status which it has never lost in the Jewish imagination. Although the Temple rituals 
had their own religious logic fl owing from the presumed reality of sacred space, the 
social and political dimension of the centralization of the cultus must not be lost. 
The God of Sinai entered into a covenant with Israel that could be enacted, in 
principle, everywhere. The God of Zion, by contrast, can only be served on his holy 
mountain. Israelite faith negotiates the tension between affi rming that God is the 
God of the universe and that God is the God of Israel (in the dual sense of land 
and people). 

 The holy days of biblical Israel, which remain the holy days of the Jews, typically 
have a national referent. The three pilgrimage festivals, Passover, Tabernacles and 
the Feast of Weeks, fuse recollection of periods of the agricultural year of ancient 
Israel with signifi cant historical events. Passover ( Pesach ) commemorates the libera-
tion from Egypt, a founding event of Israelite nationhood. Tabernacles ( Sukkot ) 
commemorates the long march through the wilderness toward the promised land. 
The Feast of Weeks ( Shavuot ) recalls another founding event  –  the acceptance of 
the Torah as the constitution of the nation at Mount Sinai. In addition to these, the 
New Year ( Rosh Hashanah ) and the Day of Atonement ( Yom Kippur ) add appar-
ently ahistorical, purely  “ spiritual ”  or ethicized elements. However, as these holi-
days are related to the purifi cation of the ancient Temple, its priesthood, and 
ultimately of all Israel they embody national referents as well. Subsequent late or 
post - biblical holidays, such as Purim or Chanukah, commemorate events in the life 
of various Jewish communities that were elevated to national signifi cance. As such, 
the Jewish liturgical year conveys collective memories, historical consciousness, and 
a yearning for the Land of Israel in which the agricultural component could be 
practiced. 

 As a  “ covenantal nomism ”  Judaism cultivated the application of faith to every 
conceivable action and department of life. The covenant is comprehensive. Jewish 
law treats eating, sexuality, commerce, interpersonal relations, personal status 
matters such as marriage, divorce, childhood, adoption, issues of public and social 
justice, legal procedure, public policy, criminal matters, property, torts, liability, as 
well as typically  “ religious ”  matters such as sacrifi ce, tithing, prayer, and so on. 
The profane is meant to receive the sacred through the conscientious action of the 
Jew. The great breakthrough in the history of Judaism, begun by the much maligned 
ancient sect of the Pharisees, was to extend the purity laws regulating priestly 
conduct to ordinary Israelites (Neusner,  1989 : 25). They encouraged all Jews, wher-
ever they lived, to live  als ob  they were priests fi t for service in the Temple. (Although 
note, the democratization of holiness had begun already within the corpus of the 
priestly writings of Scripture (Milgrom  2004 : 213).) This democratizing move 
reduced the centrality of priesthood and Temple, such that when the second Temple 
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was destroyed by the Romans in 70  ce , the Jews were able to recover and adapt to 
new historical vicissitudes. The Temple and its sacrifi cial service entered the collec-
tive memory. The synagogue, through daily prayer services that mirrored those of 
the Temple, practiced mimesis. A religion of ethical - ritual sanctifi cation enacted in 
the midst of the profane by everyone replaced a hierarchical, space - bound formal 
cultus. 

 Rabbinic Judaism was a post - 70  ce  fusion of two separate streams of Second 
Temple culture. The Pharisees, with their emphasis on purity and impurity laws  –  
and on exporting them beyond the priesthood  –  have already been mentioned. The 
other tradition was that of the scribes, the learned bookmen (who might have begun 
as Persian governmental offi cials in the time of Ezra) whose work focused on what 
we might call constitutional interpretation. The Bible itself reveals a process of late 
reworking of already ancient materials (as, for example, in the historical books of 
Chronicles vis -  à  - vis Samuel and Kings). The literary culture of ancient Israel that 
composed the books which eventually become canonized as scripture was continued 
in prophetic and scribal circles down into Roman times and beyond. The scribal 
mentality, often meticulous and conservative, sometimes daring and original, shaped 
the project of rabbinic Judaism and endowed it with both the reverence for received 
tradition and the fl exibility to adapt it that allowed the Jews to survive under new 
and diffi cult conditions. A piety based on books and learning replaced one based 
on cult and sacrifi ce. Socially, a meritocracy based on learning replaced a hierarchy 
based on genealogy, although, as we have seen, presumptive descent from the house 
of David continued to endow charisma on Jewish civil leaders for generations. 

 Judaism is comprised by the historic practices of the Jewish people under the 
normative impress of texts and leaders the people themselves, in the mists of antiq-
uity, consented to follow. A people, then as now, creates a constitution which in 
turns recreates them. Israel is thus, like America, a  “ new nation ”  based on choice, 
consent, principle and text, as well as an old nation formed by organic processes 
of kinship, descent, shared history and sentiment. The tensions between these poles 
enliven and exacerbate the ongoing contest over what it means to be a Jew.  

  Note 

  This chapter is dedicated to the memory of Daniel J. Elazar (1934 – 1999), friend and teacher, 
whose work it carries on.   
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Sociology and Anthropology 
of Islam 

 A Critical Debate 

   Gabriele   Marranci       

     No scholar has provided a critical study tracing the development of the sociology, 
or the anthropology, of Islam. In this chapter, I have no intention to try the 
endeavor. Not only would the space allowed be hardly suffi cient for even a short 
overview, but also, as Varisco has rightly observed, the extremely diffi cult task of 
writing an anthropology or sociology of any religion by just tracing the specifi c 
studies conducted, for instance in a Christian, or in this case Islamic, context, would 
appear absurd since  “ It is easy to create unity out of diversity but seldom does it 
serve an analytic purpose ”  ( 2005 : 135 – 6). Rather, here I shall offer a critical debate 
on how the sociology and anthropology of Islam have been debated and conceived 
as well as highlight some of the challenges, risks and weakness of sociological 
approaches to Islam. 

 As we shall see below, there is no agreement, and even little debate, about what 
a sociology, or even an anthropology, of Islam might be or even should be, even 
though the number of sociological and anthropological 1  studies of Islam have 
increased, particularly in the aftermath of 9/11. Yet many of these studies, as we 
shall see, show a certain Wittgensteinian  “ family resemblance ” : the contention that 
Islam as religion, cultural system or social structure is the main factor in shaping 
the lives of Muslims. 

 I have discussed in depth elsewhere  (2008)  the problems that cultural determin-
ism has brought to a proper investigation of the dynamics of Muslim lives; yet in 
this chapter I will try to provide a glimpse of the danger of essentialism and the 
counterproductive effects which it had, and has, on the social scientifi c attempt to 
make sense of Muslims and their communities. To do so, we need to start from 
where the majority of scholars normally do: Islam as religion. I will then show how 
the history and theology of Islam have been central to the fi rst sociological and 
anthropological studies of Islam even when, after the 1970s, sociologists, and more 
rarely anthropologists, left the village to explore the global village in their efforts 
to understand Islam and Muslims as a social and cultural phenomenon. In more 
recent years sociological studies of Islam and Muslims have tried to explain the 
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increase in Islamic fundamentalism. Many of the theories and frameworks which 
were developed to understand the  “ exotic ”  Islam are now used to explain  “ Islamic 
fundamentalism. ”  Muslims, in these studies, are often represented as a product of 
their own religion, as is, as we shall see in the last section, the understanding of 
Muslim women, resulting in a lack of studies focusing properly on gender. Indeed, 
while studies of Muslim women in Islam are so common that they are diffi cult to 
keep track of, studies which focus on Muslim men or even non - heterosexual Muslims 
are still today the exception.  

  ISLAM: THE HISTORICAL FACTS 

 If we could line up, one after another, all the introductory books that have been 
written about Islam, we would be surprised at the miles we could cover. 2  However, 
I think that, before discussing our main topic, the sociological and anthropological 
studies of Muslims and Islam, the reader may benefi t from a very brief summary of 
the main historical milestones and theological tenets of Islam. 

 Islam is a monotheistic religion and part of the so - called Abrahamic family: Jews, 
Christians and Muslims have faith in the same God, which the latter call  “ Allah, ”  
a combination of the defi nitive article  al -   with  il ā hun  (meaning  “ a god ” ); so Allah 
means  “ the God, ”  the only one to whom no associations are allowed. In other 
words, the Arabic term for  “ God ”  embeds the main symbol of the strong monothe-
ism that characterizes Islam. As in any other monotheistic religion, divine revelation 
is central to Islam and, like in Judaism and Christianity, it is embodied in a written 
text that, in the case of Islam, Allah revealed to Muhammad (c.570 – 632). It took 
the Archangel Gabriel a span of twenty - three years to reveal the Qur ’ an to Muham-
mad, who received the fi rst verse at the age of forty (for more, see Waines  1995 ). 
The fi rst followers of the new religion started to memorize the Qur ’ an, which, 
however, the most powerful tribe in Mecca, the Quraysh (of which Muhammad 
was a member), perceived as a threat to the existing tribal tradition. This led to 
years of persecution which forced the newly formed religious community migrate 
in 622  ce  (thus performing the Hijra, which also marks the year zero of the Islamic 
calendar) and fi nd refuge in Yathrib (today Medina) where Muhammad established 
a multi - cultural and multi - faith political system based on the  “ constitution of 
Medina ”  or  dustur al - medinah  (Watt  1956 ). After a series of battles with the 
Quraysh, Muhammad entered Mecca in 629  ce , practically without any resistance. 
By the time of his death (632  ce ), the community had expanded and the  “ Muslims ”  
controlled the Arabian Peninsula. This would be only the beginning of a surprising 
expansion of the Islamic empire, which was not just the result of victorious battles 
but also advancement in technology, medical sciences, arts and commerce. It was 
not until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that the Islamic empire saw a rapid 
and disastrous decline. 

 Yet the new community, united under the charismatic leadership of Muhammad, 
faced a fi ssure after his death. The early divergence between the two parties, which 
was mainly of a political nature, became increasingly theological. Yet the central 
debate, if we wish to condense the long dispute, focuses on the political and spiritual 
role of Muhammad ’ s family. Muhammad died without indicating his successor as 
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leader of the growing Muslim ummah. Hence, Muslims had only two options to 
resolve the succession issue. The fi rst solution, advocated by the supporters of Al ı̄  
ibn Ab ı̄   .T  ā lib, the Prophet ’ s cousin, argued that the role of leader of the Muslims, 
or  khal ı̄ fa , had to pass from Muhammad to one of his descendants, in this case Al ı̄  
ibn Ab ı̄   .T  ā lib himself. Al ı̄  was a member of the H ā shim family, which, as we have 
seen, was part of the Quraysh tribe. Al ı̄  became Muhammad ’ s son - in - law by mar-
rying F ā tima, his daughter. Opposed to the  “ party of Al ı̄  ”  (which would later be 
referred to as the  “ Shi ‘ a, ”  whose name means only  “ party ” ) remained the majority 
of Muhammad ’ s companions, who rejected the direct succession as an act against 
the Sunna. They argued that Muhammad had rejected the laws of tribal kinship, 
and for this reason had not named his successor among his own family. Among the 
two solutions available to fi nd a leader, the position of the Sunni prevailed, and 
only four  khal ı̄ fa  later, Al ı̄  succeeded in being elected. 

 Like other  khal ı̄ fa  before him, Al ı̄  was assassinated in 661  ce . While the new 
khal ı̄ fa convinced Hasan, Al ı̄  ’ s eldest son, to renounce his claim to the  khal ı̄ fate , 
 .H usayn, Al ı̄  ’ s second son, refused to recognize Yazid I as the legitimate successor. 
In 680  ce , Yazid ’ s forces attacked  .H usayn ’ s small army in Karbal ā  ’ , in Iraq, exter-
minated  .H usayn ’ s supporters, and beheaded  .H usayn himself. Today we can still 
visit the marvellous shrine in which the body and decapitated head of Imam  .H usayn 
is venerated by Shi ‘ i Muslims. In fact, Al ı̄  and his sons are considered martyrs 
( shah ı̄ d ) and martyrdom plays a fundamental role in Shi ‘ ism. Revolts against the 
Sunni  khal ı̄ fas  continued, as did the killing of Shi ‘ i imams. The line of the Shi ‘ i 
imams eventually numbered eleven, with the twelfth and last imam considered to 
have concealed himself. However, Shi ‘ i Muslims believe that he will come back on 
the Day of Judgement, when perfect divine justice will be implemented. Among the 
many differences, one of the most important is that Shi ‘ i Islam has developed a 
distinct Islamic school of jurisprudence based on the teaching of Jafar al - Sadiq 
(d.748  ce ), in which human reasoning holds a particularly strong position. Still, 
today, tensions mark the relationship between Shi ‘ i and Sunni Muslims (for more 
on Shi ‘ a Islam see, for instance, Syed  1981 ). 

 Although the Qur ’ an is the most sacred source of Islam, Muslims consider the 
Prophet Muhammad to be the perfect example of what it means to be Muslim. 
Islamic scholars have divided the Sunna (examples of the life and sayings of the 
Prophet) into two main sources: the  s ı̄ rahs  and the  hadiths . The s ı̄ rahs are narratives 
concerning the life and actions of the Prophet Muhammad, which can be compared 
to Jewish and Christian chronicles. The hadiths are the narratives of what Muham-
mad said in certain particular circumstances and, after the Qur ’ an, Muslims con-
sider them the most important source of Islam. Two generations after the death of 
Muhammad, the hadiths, which in the beginning were transmitted orally, started 
to proliferate uncontrollably (Burton  1994 ; Hallaq  1999 ). It is not diffi cult to 
imagine that some Muslims manipulated, or even created,  hadiths  to justify their 
own behavior or to ease the Qur ’ anic rules. Indeed, it was not long before Muslim 
scholars recognized this issue and classifi ed the  hadiths  according to four main dif-
ferent categories based on the reliability of the chain of narrators, or  isn ā d . 

 The fi rst category includes the  hadiths  which are considered sound or trustwor-
thy, the second the hadiths which, though the chain of narrators shows some weak-
ness, are still considered fair or good, the third those which are considered weak 
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and fi nally the  hadiths  which have been considered as  “ sick ”  or  “ infi rm ”  (i.e. false). 
The two collections of  hadiths  that are considered to be the most authoritative are 
those of Muhammed ibn Ism ā  ‘  ı̄ l al - Bukh ā r ı̄  (810 – 870) and Muslim ibn al -   .H ajj ā j 
(d.875). The science of  hadiths , thus, can be particularly complicated and requires 
years of study. 

 The Qur ’ an and the  hadiths  are central in the formation of what Muslims called 
shar ı̄  ‘ a. For example, it is from both the Qur ’ an and the  hadiths  that the fi ve pillars 
of Islam ( ark ā na al - islam ), fundamental to the  shar ı̄  ‘ a , are derived. The ark ā na al -
 islam are the shah ā da, or profession of faith (witnessing the oneness of God and 
the prophethood of Muhammad),  .  sal ā t , or the fi ve daily prayers,  zak ā t , almsgiving, 
 .s awm, or fasting in the month of  rama .d an , and  .  hajj , the pilgrimage to Mecca to be 
performed at least once in a lifetime. Yet both the Qur ’ an and the sunna were still 
insuffi cient to resolve all the circumstances in which a legal decision had to be taken. 
After the death of Muhammad, the  ummah  had lost its supreme judge and guide 
for deriving the divine law from the Qur ’ an. Muslims needed a mechanism to main-
tain their legal system within God ’ s will. The solution was a process in which  ijtih ā d  
(individual opinion of a scholar) was based on analogical reasoning starting from 
the Qur ’ an and then the  hadiths . Yet individual opinions could lead to disagreement, 
 khil ā f . For this reason, a new law was considered valid only if consensus,  ijm ā   ‘ , 
was reached (Dien  2004 ). Indeed, this facilitated the formation of many schools of 
Islamic thought, or  madh ā hib , of which only four are left within the Sunni tradition 
(i.e  h .a naf ı̄ s,  .h anbal ı̄ s, m ā likis, and sh ā fi  ‘  ı̄ s , all derived from the names of their 
founders). 

 As we shall see in the following paragraphs, starting from Weber, sociologists 
and later anthropologists, considered the history and theology of Islam as the blue-
print on which Muslim society, seen as a monolithic entity, and the  “ Muslim mind, ”  
seen as a product of cultural and social structures and functions, were built upon. 
As Said has argued  (1978)  the concept of Orient and Orientalism as a discipline are 
European (i.e. Western) discourses that are far from being neutral; they are ideologi-
cal and the result of a certain power relationship marked by political interests. In 
other words, academics, no less than politicians, are responsible for transforming 
the Arabs, and Muslims, into the archetype of the  “ Other. ”  This  “ Other ”  embodies 
the anti - Western by defi nition. According to an  “ Orientalist ”  perspective, Muslims 
not only lack some historical events that have enhanced Europe, such as the Enlight-
enment, but they also lack the capacity for representing (leave aside understanding) 
themselves. They need to be guided by the Western power. His observations, as we 
shall see below, are relevant to how studies of Muslim societies, and Muslim lives, 
were, and unfortunately sometimes still are, conducted.  

  SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OF ISLAM DEBATED 

 During my childhood in Italy, images of Islam and Muslims provoked fantasies of 
minarets, the Thousand and One Nights, Crusaders and Saladins, as well as my 
colonialist  –  he fought in Libya  –  grandfather ’ s stories (Marranci  2006 ). Indeed, 
not many Muslims lived in Florence during the end of the 1970s. One of these few 
was the Berber door - to - door salesman from whom my mother bought my colorful 
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socks. Abd al - Kader became a familiar fi gure with his Moroccan - French accent and 
the stories he offered in exchange of my mother ’ s hot coffee during the cold Flo-
rentine winters. I sometimes had the occasion to watch him pray in our living room, 
and I remember patiently awaiting the end of the prayer to ask him as many ques-
tions I could: he made Islam a fl esh and bone presence. During my years of study, 
books and teachers explained that Islam is a religion based on theological precepts 
and a particular history. During my research, I learned that the Islam of books, 
theology, and history is nothing more than a ghost hunted for by both the believers 
and academics alike. Indeed Abd al - Kader ’ s interpretations of what Islam is makes 
Islam an  “ object ”  of this world. However, this object is a polythetic one since Abd 
al - Kader ’ s Islam differed, for instance, from others since, despite sharing theological 
frameworks and history, it would be absurd to affi rm that all Muslims lived and 
embodied the same Islam. Different contexts, such as economic status, education, 
ethnic background, heritage, age, social and political environments as well as epis-
temology and emotions affect how the brain makes sense of reality and forms 
 “ cognitive maps ”  that become real and part of the material world only through 
communication (Sperber  1996 ). It is only through this process that an idea, ethos 
and ideology of Islam may form and spread. Hence, it is essential to recognize the 
epistemological and (in Sperberian terms) epidemiological fact that people learn 
about Islam from others who have learnt about Islam from others, in an endless 
circle of communication. Hence, since interpretations are multiple, the personal 
embodiments of Islam are likewise multiple. It is not Islam that shapes Muslims, 
but rather Muslims who, through discourses, practices, beliefs and actions, shape 
Islam in different times and spaces. 

 Max Weber would have certainly disagreed with the above statement. Although 
Weber never developed a systematic sociological study of Islam, his understanding 
of it shows a monolithic view reminiscent of Said ’ s Orientalists (Turner  1978 ). 
Indeed, as Turner has discussed  “ in Weber ’ s sociology of Islam, the Shari ‘ a created 
an administrative and legal environment which was not conducive to the growth of 
rational economic activity ”  (Turner  1974 : x). Furthermore, Islam represented for 
Weber the antithesis of European Puritanism, since the German sociologists unques-
tioningly accepted a Christian - apologetic, similar to the Voltairian (Voltaire 
 1736/1905 ), view of Islam as violent, hedonistic, libidinous and oppressive towards 
women. The main elements, however, of what Weber saw as the failure of Islam 
vis - a - vis the rampant success of European capitalism, is the alleged lack of social 
and economic rationality. Turner (see  1974  and  1992 ) has offered a valid criticism 
of the several weakness, and few strengths, of Weber ’ s take on Islam. Weber, 
however, was a man of his own time. Nonetheless, we shall see below how Weber ’ s 
sociology of Islam has infl uenced, directly or indirectly, other more contemporary 
scholars such as Gellner  (1981)  and some of his students (see for instance Shankland 
 2003 ). Yet the Weberian legacy has also inspired much of the discussion about Islam 
in the post 9/11 world in the attempt to answer the, often rhetorical rather than 
analytical, question of whether Islam is compatible with the modern (Western capi-
talist) values of human rights and democracy. 

 Gellner  (1981)  was certainly the most Weberian of the sociologists and 
anthropologists who devoted their studies to Muslim societies (or rather Islam). 
He, together with Geertz, affected, and largely still infl uences, sociological and 
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anthropological studies of Islam. In his most famous work,  Muslim Society,  Gell-
ner ’ s central argument argues that Islam cannot change. Far from being the religion 
of living Muslims with opinions, ideas, feelings, identities, Gellnerian Islam is an 
essence that remains constant in its model as a result of being based on three pillars: 
fi rst, a strong eschatological scripturalism which does not offer room for any change 
since Muhammad is the last prophet; second, Islam rejects a clergy and consequently 
religious differentiation; and third, Islam rejects the division between church and 
state, since, according to Gellner (but see also Weber for the same argument)  “ it 
began as a religion of rapidly successful conquerors who soon were the state ”  ( 1981 : 
100 – 1). Yet the most important aspect of all is a  “ trans - ethnic ”  and  “ trans - social ”  
characteristic of Islam, since, Gellner has argued, it does not  “ equate faith with the 
beliefs of any community or society [ … ] But the trans - social truth which can sit in 
judgement on the social is a Book ”  ( 1981 : 101) so that no political authority can 
claim it. It is in this centrality of the  “ Book ”  as the ultimate authority and in the 
division and tension between what Gellner has defi ned as high Islam (urbanized and 
based on scripturalism) and low Islam (based on kinship and the charismatic power 
of the saint) that the fi ght for puritanism has led to the development of a religion, 
Islam, resistant to secularization. Gellner, consistent with his model, has stated that 
Muslims  “ could have democracy, or secularism, but not both ”  ( 1981 : 60). In other 
words, if Muslim societies have democracy they would inevitably see secularism 
eroded in favor of an increasingly Shari ‘ a based state. Only a dictatorship can 
impose a secular model of society, since it can manipulate and control, and so limit, 
the role and infl uence of Islam within society. 

 Kamali, among others 3 , has strongly criticized Gellner ’ s reading of Muslim 
society. Kamali has correctly noticed,  “ [Gellner] mixes the religious notion of 
umma, which is the concept of a religious community in relation to its Messenger, 
namely the Prophet, with the peoples residing in different Muslim countries  …  This 
use of the notion of umma as a homogeneous phenomenon referring to the entire 
 ‘ Muslim world ’  neglects the reality of different cultural and institutional arrange-
ments in the various  ‘ Muslim ’  societies. He fails to take into account in his discus-
sion the sociocultural and even economic diversity of different Muslim countries. ”  
(Kamali  2001 : 464) Gellner has been neither the fi rst social scientist to focus on 
Islam as an independent variable, instead of a dependent one, as many sociological 
studies of North African villages (Fernea and Malarkey  1975 ; Abu - Lughod  1986 ) 
had previously done, nor the fi rst one to offer a reductionist and monolithic reading 
of Muslims as expressions of Islam as a cultural, historical and legalistic system. 
Known to Gellner, but just fl eetingly mentioned in his work, was the work of the 
American anthropologist Clifford Geertz. Indeed, we can say that Geertz ’ s  Islam 
Observed   (1968)  delivered the kiss that awakened the sleeping beauty (Marranci 
 2008 ) of anthropological studies of Islam. For the fi rst time, an infl uential social 
scientist wrote a work featuring the word  “ Islam ”  in its title. Geertz ’ s book inspired 
new generations of anthropologists, who redirected their attention to Islam as reli-
gion rather than to kinship, marriages and village rural life. 

 I have not the necessary space to summarize Geertz ’ s work here, nor shall I 
provide a new critique or defence of this seminal study 4 , nonetheless I need to 
emphasise here how, despite an innovative and interesting attempt to explain Islam 
through a  “ comparative ”  (Indonesia and Morocco) approach, Geertz ended in sug-
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gesting that myths and sacred texts (such as the Qur ’ an and  hadiths ) fully explain 
Muslim behavior (i.e. human behavior) and their social expressions. As in much of 
Geertz ’ s theory of culture  (1973)  the  “ system of symbols ”  controls humans, and in 
this case, since the system of symbols is called  “ Islam, ”  Muslims,

  If they are religious men, those everyday terms will in some way be infl uenced by their 
religious convictions, for it is in the nature of faith, even the most unworldly and least 
ethical, to claim effective sovereignty over human behavior. The internal fusion of 
world view and ethos is, or so I am arguing, the heart of the religious perspective, and 
the job of the sacred symbol is to bring about that fusion.  ( 1968 : 110)    

 Gellner and Geertz are not interested in understanding Muslims; rather they believed 
to have provided  –  similar to Weber ’ s incomplete macro - sociological attempt  –  the 
ultimate explanation of Islam as a cultural and social system. In other words, Geertz 
and Gellner seem to ignore Alfred Korzybski ’ s simple, but cognitively signifi cant, 
observation that  “ the map is not the territory ”  ( 1948 : 58). Indeed, what we have 
discussed at the beginning of this chapter (i.e. the historical development of Islam 
and its rituals) is nothing other than a  “ map, ”  or actually a series of maps, repre-
senting a vast territory. Scholars such as Geertz and Gellner thought that the map 
 “ Islam ”  was more similar to the map of a  “ cultural ”  genome: a reality that condi-
tions  –  variations allowed  –  how all Muslims (or at least the  “ real ”  ones) will 
behave, form societies and interact. Thus, knowing (scriptural) Islam means knowing 
(real) Muslims. 

 Something in the sociological and anthropological study of Muslim societies start 
to change with Gilsenan ’ s  Recognizing Islam   (1982) . Gilsenan ’ s seminal book suc-
ceeds in avoiding essentialism since, instead of telling us what Islam is and how it 
shapes Muslims and their societies, Gilsenan has provided readers with an inspiring 
study of the different embodiments of Islam. He has stated,  “ I did not consider 
Islam to be a monolithic  ‘ it, ’  an entity which could be treated as a theological or 
civilizational historical bloc, unchanging and essentially  ‘ other ’  in some primordial 
way [ … ] I was and am concerned with more sociological questions of social and 
cultural variation in very different societies ”  ( 1982 : 5). The shift from studying 
Islam to studying Muslims who practice Islam in different contextual environments 
has certainly provided the fi rst right step towards a  “ paradigm ”  for a sociology/
anthropology of Muslims and their societies. Nonetheless, even with Gilsenan ’ s 
work (as many others during the 1970s and 1980s) we do not have a full discussion 
of what a sociology/anthropology of Islam might be. In fact, sociological and 
anthropological research on Islam has developed through specifi c studies and 
ethnographies, but without real coherence or discussion among the scholars 
(Abu - Lughod  1989 ; Fernea and Malarkey  1975 ). 

 During the mid - 1970s, when anthropological research on Islam was at its dawn, 
el - Zein in a challenging article  (1977)  attempted to reopen a debate about what 
sociologists and anthropologists of Islam were actually studying. In his article that 
compared fi ve different anthropological approaches (Geertz  1968 ; Bujra  1971 ; 
Crapanzano  1973 ; Gilsenan  1973 ; and Eickelman  1976 ), el - Zein asked his readers 
whether  “ in the midst of this diversity of meaning, is there a single, real Islam? ”  
( 1977 : 249). He argued that no single  “ true ”  Islam can be spoken of by a scholar 
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studying Muslim societies, and instead sociologists and anthropologists can only 
provide a social scientifi c analysis of Muslim life exclusively through the observation 
of the diverse interpretations of Islam. El - Zein ’ s viewpoint, in particular when 
expressed by a practising Muslim, sounds very controversial (Eickelman  1981 ) and 
while his contribution started a diatribe on one Islam versus many Islams, it did 
not succeeded in facilitating the much needed discussion among sociologists and 
anthropologists studying Muslim societies and communities. 

 Nine years after el - Zein ’ s effort, another anthropologist Talal Asad  (1986b)  
engaged in the debate about how sociologists and anthropologists should approach 
Islam. Asad, in his  The Idea of an Anthropology of Islam , has rejected both el - Zein ’ s 
argument as well as Gilsenan ’ s paradigm since both  “ [do] not help identify Islam 
as an analytical object of study ”  ( 1986b : 2). Asad has argued that scholars cannot 
ignore theological teaching since the starting point for a student of Islam should be 
the same from which Muslims start. Hence the centrality of the founding texts, the 
Qur ’ an and the  hadith , since, according to Asad, Islam is neither  “ a distinctive 
social structure nor a heterogeneous collection of beliefs, artefacts, customs, and 
morals.  It is a tradition  ”  ( 1986b : 14, italics added). A tradition, Asad has argued, 
is conceptually linked to a past (marking the formation of the tradition), a future 
(marking the strategy of survival of the tradition) and a present (marking the inter-
connection of the tradition with the social strata). Therefore, studying Islam means, 
Asad has proposed, to observe and explain the tension (i.e. the relation of power) 
that exists between historical, political, economic and social dynamics, which 
through orthopraxy try to change tradition, and the tradition itself, which tries to 
resist through orthodoxy. 

 As we can see, one of the main issues that the social scientifi c study of Islam has 
to face is its relationship with the theological and historical elements of Islam. 
Although scholars have debated openly over it, none of the above mentioned soci-
ologists and anthropologists, for instance, actually started from theology itself as a 
foundation of the discipline. By contrast some Muslim sociologists and anthropolo-
gists have tried to develop a new approach, so called Islamic sociology or Islamic 
anthropology, starting from the  “ universality ”  of the Qur ’ an and developing what 
they have called an  “ Islamic methodology, ”  which is not limited to the study of 
Muslim societies or cultures. Hence, at the beginning of the 1980s, the project for 
an Islamic anthropology was not a novelty (Mahroof  1981 ) and several Muslim 
scholars have attempted to Islamicize the social sciences (see Ba - Yunus and Ahmad 
 1985 ; Wyn  1988 ), particularly as a response to the Western materialistic approach. 
If the Western sociological approach to the study of Islam lacked, and still lacks, 5  
a blueprint, Islamic sociology and anthropology surely have one: Islam itself, or at 
least its ethos. 

 The most representative champion of an Islamic sociology and anthropology of 
Islam is Ahmed ’ s  Toward Islamic Anthropology   (1986) . In his work, he has defi ned 
the Islamic anthropology of Islam as, 

   The study of Muslim groups by scholars committed to the universalistic principles of 
Islam  –  humanity, knowledge, tolerance,  –  relating micro village tribal studies in particu-
lar to the larger historical and ideological frames of Islam. Islam is here understood not 
as theology but sociology, the defi nition thus does not preclude non - Muslims.  ( 1986 : 56)    
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 Ahmed ’ s  Toward Islamic Anthropology  has received much attention through 
extended reviews and discussions, 6  but the majority of anthropologists have shown 
an overall skepticism towards his argument, with some vehemently rejecting it (cf. 
Tapper  1988 ). Indeed, Eickelman has rightly observed,  “ Islamic anthropology  …  
sounds very much like other anthropologies, except for the efforts to justify it in terms 
of perceived Qur ’ anic principles and to encourage Muslim scholars to use anthropo-
logical approaches ”  ( 1990 : 241). Furthermore, there is a clear tautological contradic-
tion in studying Islam and Muslims through the lens of the religion itself. Finally, 
since Ahmed ’ s Islam can only be one, it means that an Islamic sociology or anthropol-
ogy is conducted through a very selective process by which some Muslims ’  behavior 
is bound to contradict the Islamic paradigm informing the Islamic methodology. 

 It seems that even today we can repeat what Asad noticed twenty - three years 
ago,  “ no coherent anthropology of Islam can be found on the notion of a determi-
nate social blueprint ”  (1986: 16). However, I wonder whether we really need a 
blueprint. Is not an anthropology/sociology of Islam just plain anthropology or 
sociology? The issue, as we have observed above, is that essentialism, more than 
any other fi eld, has affected both academic and popular discourse on Muslims 
(Modood  1998 ; Donnan  2002 ; Grillo  2003 ; Matin - Asgari  2004 ; Geaves  2005 ). I 
call this essentialism the fallacy of the  “ Muslim mind theory ”  (Marranci  2009 ). 
Muslims, according to the  “ Muslim mind theory ”  believe, behave, act, think, argue, 
and develop their identity as Muslims despite their disparate heritage, ethnicities, 
nationalities, experiences, gender, sexual orientations and, last but not least, brains. 
In other words, their believing in Islam makes them a sort of cloned computer CPU: 
different styles, different colors, same process. Sometimes this fallacy is the result 
of generalizations, some of which are diffi cult to avoid (Marranci  2008 ). At other 
times, however, it is more ideological and the by - product of an extreme culturalist 
position within the social sciences. 7  In all cases, the root of it is the, latent or mani-
fest, unrecognized fact that a Muslim person is primarily a human being. 

 Surely, social scientists should start from Muslims rather than from Islam. This 
means to understand Islam as a map of discourses on how to  “ feel Muslim ”  
(Marranci  2008 ). As I have argued above, the main thing that Muslims share among 
themselves and others is certainly not Islam, but rather the fact that they are human 
beings. Hence, they communicate, act, interact, change, exchange, with both other 
humans as well as the environment. These relationships are marked by emotions 
 –  which as Damasio has suggested ( 1999  and  2000 ) are a reaction to stimuli  –  that 
produce feelings. I have argued (Marranci  2008 ) people defi ne themselves as Muslims 
because, in one way or another,  “ Muslim ”  has a particular value attached for them. 
The value can certainly be explained rationally, but it is not necessarily rationally 
driven. For many people professing their credo in Islam,  “ Muslim ”  has an emotional 
component attached to it. In other words, they  feel to be  Muslim. 

 It is then, and only then, that the  “ feeling to be ”  is rationalized, rhetoricized, 
and symbolized, exchanged, discussed, ritualized, orthodoxized or orthopraxized. 
This simple fact resolves essentialist approaches such as those offered by Geertz, 
Gellner and among many others, el - Zein ’ s idea of  (1977)  many Islams as being 
culturally rooted, or Asad ’ s position that Islam is something that exists in itself, as, 
for instance, a tradition. All these approaches to the study of Muslims (and their 
societies) end, though by various routes, in explicit or implicit theological determin-
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ism. To avoid this, I have suggested (Marranci  2008 ) that we need to understand 
Islam as a map of discourses on how people feel to be Muslim, how this 
representation becomes part of an epistemological and, in Sperber ’ s terms, epide-
miological  (1996)  process, and fi nally (at the social level) how a person  “ feels 
Muslim ”  in such a way that the relevant others within the environment recognizes 
them as such.  

  FROM THE VILLAGE TO GLOBAL VILLAGE 

 During the 1960s until the end of the 1980s, sociologists and anthropologists study-
ing Muslim societies have mainly focused on the Middle East and North Africa, 
where the village remained, with few exceptions (Gilsenan  1982 ), the center of 
ethnographies and sociological analysis. Certainly studies until the 1980s over-
looked Western Muslims and Muslims seen as actors within the  “ global village. ”  
Starting from the end of the 1980s, young anthropologists and sociologists increas-
ingly paid attention to new fi elds of research, such as Muslim immigrants, second 
generation Muslims, Muslim transnational networks, virtual ummahs and the inte-
gration/assimilation of Western Muslims. Nonetheless, this research remained mar-
ginalized within mainstream sociology and anthropology and was forced to fi nd 
refuge in other more interdisciplinary fi elds such as migration studies, gender studies, 
education studies and global studies. 

 Yet while the  “ exotic ”  ethnographies ended entangled in kinship, Sufi  saints and 
segmentary theories, the Western - based ethnographies of Muslim lives ended in a 
cultural hermeneutic that presents Islam as the ultimate shaper of migrants ’  lives. 
At the end of the 1980s, Europe, the USA and Canada saw an increase in the number 
of second - generation Muslims. The culture of Muslim migrants began marking even 
the urban spaces of the main Western metropolizes through new mosques, Islamic 
centers and madrasas. Yet in Western societies, and in particular France, Great 
Britain and Germany, governments failed to address the growing challenges of an 
unplanned multiculturalism. On the one hand, marginalization, discrimination, 
isolation and ghettoization became an embedded feature of the daily experience of 
Muslim communities. On the other, autochthonous non - Muslim populations felt 
threatened and challenged by the unfamiliar Islamic culture, which was known 
primarily through stereotypes. 

 It is in this complex social, political and cultural context that sociological studies 
of Western Muslim communities started to be published. We can observe differences 
between the traditional studies of Muslim societies and this new fi eld of research, 
but also similarities, such as a certain, and perhaps inevitable, colonial heritage. 
Indeed, the Western colonial experience explains the presence of the Muslim com-
munities settling in Europe as well as the specifi c community focus of migration 
studies. For instance, in the UK the research has concentrated on South Asians, in 
France on Northern African Muslims and in Germany on the Turkish community. 
Another similarity with the fi rst  “ exotic ”  anthropological studies of Muslim societ-
ies is the political agenda marking some of the studies. As in the case of ethnogra-
phies focusing on the Middle East, studies of Muslim immigrants show certain 
recurrent  “ zones of theorizing ”  (Abu - Lughod  1989 ). Among these  “ zones ”  themes 
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such as integration, Westernization, gender, second generations, education, and 
Islamism remain, by far, the most prominent. 

 The anthropology and sociology of the Middle East (or other Muslim countries) 
originated in serving the colonial administrations by providing an understanding of 
the  “ native ”  cultures and facilitating their control; while the social scientifi c works 
on Western Muslim communities originated in the increasing need to framework 
the  “ other ”  among  “ us. ”  During the 1970s, Western societies perceived these immi-
grants as Algerians, Turks, Pakistanis, or in broader categories such as Arabs, North 
Africans and South Asians, rather than Muslims. Consequently, sociological as well 
as anthropological studies focused on the immigrants ’  national and ethnic back-
grounds, rather than their religious affi liation (see for instance Dahya  1972, 1973 , 
and  1974 ). At the beginning of the 1980s, many studies were still referring to the 
ethnic - national identity of these immigrants and their socio - economic status 8 . Yet 
the 1979 Iranian revolution saw an increasing number of these immigrants start to 
defi ne themselves as fi rstly  “ Muslims ”  rather than as members of a particular 
nation, and this consequently reinforced the centrality of Islam within sociological 
and anthropological studies. 9  Thus Islam became the cultural - sociological main 
keyword to make sense of the immigrants ’  otherness (Saifullah - Khan  1979 ). The 
increase in Muslim women, both migrants and of Western origin, facilitated a high 
number of studies, mainly from a feminist perspective, which paid attention to their 
condition and emancipation (e.g. Saifullah - Khan  1975, 1976 ; Abadan - Unat  1977 ). 

 Another priority of these studies was, of course, the new second - generation of 
Muslims and the inevitable, but often damaging (Marranci  2006  and  2008 ), politi-
cally driven question of both assimilation as well as loyalty towards the given 
Western nation. This time it was a faulty rationale, what we may describe as a 
mistake of logical types, that affected many of the sociological and in particular 
anthropological studies: Islam, as a religion, was reduced to the same category of 
national or ethnic identity. One of the enduring versions of this faulty reasoning 
reads that young Muslims live in a form of permanent  “ in - betweenness ”  (Anwar 
 1976 ; and see also Watson  1997 ). Anwar  (1976)  has discussed the relationships 
between Pakistani Muslims in Britain and their relatives in Pakistan. There is a 
tendency to see religion as the main element that could prevent Muslims from inte-
grating within the  “ modern, ”   “ civilized, ”  and  “ secular ”  Western democracies. Some 
events have reinforced this perception: the Honeyford affair in 1984 (Halstead 
 1988 ), the Rushdie affair in 1989 (Asad  1990 ; Modood  1990 ; Halliday  1995 ), and 
the 1989  Affaire du Foulard  (Bowen  2007 ). Many of the studies, however, missed 
the connection between the local and the global in understanding specifi c commu-
nity dynamics as well as, in reality, the marginality of those involved in these 
protests. 

 Indeed, we must recognize that a sociology of Islam or an anthropology of Islam, 
today, cannot be other than global. We cannot study, for example, Muslims in 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Algeria, Morocco, or Libya, without 
taking into consideration the transnational and global networks they are part of. 
Similarly, we cannot study Muslim communities in the West without paying atten-
tion to their connections with other Muslims in Islamic countries and other com-
munities, both Muslim and non - Muslim. The global village as well as the new sense 
of interconnection between localities, and also the new limitations introduced by 
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an increasingly globalized world, need to be taken into consideration in the study 
of Muslim lives. This is even more relevant today, in the aftermath of 9/11 and the 
deriving new world order. Yet, again, as we shall see below, it is more the idea of 
Islam as a blueprint rather than Islam as a cognitive map which has led the analysis 
of, for instance, radicalism and fundamentalism.  

  9/11, ISLAM, AND FUNDAMENTALISM 

 After the events triggered by 9/11, more sociologists and anthropologists have tried 
to answer the question: why do we have an increase of Islamic radicalism, which 
also includes extreme forms of violence? Unfortunately much of the sociological/
anthropological discussion of fundamentalism and radicalism among Muslims has 
shown similar ontological problems to those we have discussed above concerning 
the  “ exotic ”  as well as  “ Western ”  studies of Muslim communities. There are some 
clear differences between the studies authored before and after September 11. In the 
pre - September 11 studies, particularly those published between the end of the 1980s 
and the mid 1990s, scholars have mainly discussed Islamic fundamentalism as one 
species, though the most pernicious among the Abrahamic religions. For this 
reason, the discussion of Islamic fundamentalism has been often framed within a 
wider comparative approach to fundamentalism seen as characterized by family 
resemblances. 

 Typical of these studies is the representation of Islamic fundamentalism as a 
historical process, started by charismatic Islamic ideologues (such as Mawdudi, Al -
 Banna and Qutb), 10  and culminating in the 1979 Iranian revolution. Islam as a 
cultural and sociological blueprint surely matters in these studies. 11  Indeed, the 
Qur ’ an as a holy scripture provides, according to these academic works, the basis 
for the formation of a scripturalist ideology, from which those ideologues derived 
their political inspiration and actions. Hence, Islamic fundamentalism, according to 
this perspective is, as any other fundamentalism, an anti - Enlightenment force that 
rejects modernism and its main value of secularism in favor of a strict adherence to 
the scripture and in defence of an anti - relativistic, unique and superior truth. 

 Many post - 9/11 studies appear to be infl uenced by the same framework which 
affected Gellner ’ s analysis. Gellner has suggested that Islam, being a markedly 
secularization - resistant religion, is also the most vigorously fundamentalist. Accord-
ing to Gellner, Islam, as religion, shows some ideological historical elements con-
ducive toward fundamentalism. The idea that the history of Islam, or Islam as a 
religion, can explain Islamic fundamentalism is certainly not limited to Gellner. 
Other scholars have offered similar views. The sociologist Steve Bruce has sociologi-
cally described Islam as the most fundamentalist of all religions, so that while he 
affi rms  “ Religion has always been a disruptive force ”  (Bruce  2000 : 1), Islam is taken 
to be the most disruptive of all. Indeed, according to Bruce, religion is the cause of 
fundamentalism itself, and so fundamentalisms differ among themselves. 

 Bruce has suggested that Islam has a totalitarian view of culture and life, in which 
the domain of religion and the domain of the world cannot be divided without 
compromising one ’ s beliefs. What Bruce is suggesting, in contrast for instance with 
Tibi  (1998) , is that Islamic fundamentalists are not political opportunists manipulat-
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ing Islam as a religion, but coherent believers who are not ready to compromise 
with the modern contemporary liberal reality which seeks to relegate faith to the 
private sphere (cf. Bruce  2000 : 95 – 123). For Bruce, Islamic radicalism is as old as 
Islam itself since, as Weber suggested, it is part of its history (Bruce  2000 : 
40 – 65). 

 Sociological and anthropological approaches to Islam and Muslims similar to 
those presented here by Gellner and Bruce have an inherent fallacy in their explana-
tions of Islamic fundamentalism: they falsely link Muslims ’  personal faith to their 
theological knowledge by failing to observe that many worshipers have no theologi-
cal knowledge beyond the practical aspects of their prayers and festivities. Certainly, 
some Muslims may start to develop strong emotional and identity - derived under-
standings of their own religion. However, it is too great of a leap to conclude that, 
because they are Muslims who take seriously their understanding of Islam, they 
reject modernity (see also Marranci  2006 , 2007, and  2008 ). I have argued (Marranci 
 2009 ) that some of these analyses have suffered from what I have called  compara-
tive reductionism  and  Eurocentric historical evolutionarism  in which denotative, 
rather than connotative, characteristics are described as essential paradigms of 
Islamic fundamentalism, in a linear genealogy of ideologues and ideologies that 
originated in different places, within different Islamic traditions and during different 
geopolitical contentions. In other words, although Islamists such as Mawdudi, Al -
 Banna and Qutb share some similarities, it would be extremely simplistic to advo-
cate that environment, political realities and personal experiences had no impact on 
their views because they derived them from interpretations of the same text, the 
Qur ’ an. 

 Another extremely fl awed aspect of certain explanations of Islamic fundamental-
ism derives from what I have called  Eurocentric historical evolutionarism . The 
majority of scholars who have discussed Islamic fundamentalism have explained it 
in terms of a rejection of  “ rational ”  Enlightenment values in favor of an  “ irratio-
nal, ”  and thus fanatic, scripturalism. Of course, part of the struggle is the resistance 
of Islamic fundamentalists to the correlated products of Enlightenment, modernism 
and secularism. Although this may appear at fi rst to be a very clear and successful 
explanation, it has serious faults. Not only do these authors essentialize the Euro-
pean experience of Enlightenment, but also they present it as a universal, and uni-
versally acceptable, phenomenon. Enlightenment, even within the European context, 
has never been a single event or way of thinking. The history of Enlightenment in 
France was very different from the history of Enlightenment in, for example, 
England. Furthermore, some historians even doubt that we can present Enlighten-
ment as a single, clear historical fact, but that rather we need to consider it as a 
process. I am concerned that interpretations of Islamic fundamentalism strongly 
based on Eurocentric historical evolutionarism can actually obscure, instead of 
disclose, the reasons behind the existence of Islamic fundamentalism as a  “ human ”  
(Marranci  2006 ), rather than a  “ cultural, ”  phenomenon. 

 To avoid this weakness, other scholars have tried to cast light on the hidden folds 
of the fundamentalist psyche. Indeed, if Bruce, together with a majority of sociolo-
gists and political scientists, has rejected the idea that fundamentalists are people 
affected by an abnormal way of thinking about the world, other scholars (particu-
larly within the fi eld of psychology and feminist tradition) have suggested that this 
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is precisely the case. Often alienation, compulsory disorders, inferiority complexes 
leading to a sense of superiority, self - esteem issues and authoritarianism have been 
discussed as the inner reason for which people turn towards Islamic fundamentalism 
(cf. Dekmejian  1985 ; Hoffman  1985 ). For instance, Hoffman appears to suggest 
that the main reason for turning to Islamic fundamentalism can be found in a 
bipartite process consisting of fi rst a failed conversion to Western atheism, or strong 
secularism, and then a reversion to a new form of Islamic cultural identity. She has 
concluded that Islamic fundamentalism in Islamic societies, reclaiming traditional 
moral, economic and political values, has a strong appeal because the introduction 
of Western modernization has been experienced through the political failure of Arab 
nationalism; thus young people have suffered alienation. Hoffman has also dis-
cussed, following an established feminist tradition (Mernissi  1975 ; Sabah  1984 ), 
the reason for which sexuality is so prominent within Islamic fundamentalist dis-
course. She has accepted Mernissi ’ s view that Islamic fundamentalist misogyny is 
derived from the frustration provoked by the traditional Muslim society, which 
prevents the fundamentalist from accepting his own sexuality, despite the alleged 
 “ sex - positive ”  Islamic norms. 

 This frustration is, according to many feminists, expressed through the oppres-
sion of and aggression towards women, seen as the main culprit responsible for the 
impure sexual desire. It is certainly undeniable that we can recognize in many of 
the Western feminist understandings of Islamic fundamentalism a strong Freudian 
infl uence (cf. Mernissi  1975  and Sabah  1984 ). Although I agree that psychological 
factors play a role in the formation of strong religious views and radicalization, 
studies based on psychological profi ling of Islamic fundamentalists and fundamen-
talist groups end up over - generalizing. They produce a stereotyped taxonomy of 
assumed collective, trans - cultural and trans - sectarian  “ pathologies. ”  Hood, Hill and 
Williamson  (2005)  have attempted to provide a psychological understanding of 
fundamentalism, including Islamic fundamentalism, which avoids the above - men-
tioned issues. To do so, they have embraced, however, many of the traditional 
culturalist views on fundamentalism, including the relevance of, in Gellnerian terms, 
the  “ Book. ”  The result is an inconclusive mix of psychological and hermeneutical 
 “ Geertzian - style ”  analysis which adds little to previous understandings of Islamic 
fundamentalism. 

 Rather I have suggested (Marranci  2006  and  2009 ) that identity and emotions 
play a fundamental role in the phenomenon that scholars have referred to as Islamic 
fundamentalism, each time implying that it was a unitary  “ thing ”  possessing within 
itself defi ned characteristics. By contrast, it is my contention that what has been 
called Islamic fundamentalism is not a  “ thing ”  in itself, but rather a cluster of par-
ticular processes linked to two essential human aspects, identity and identifi cation 
affected by emotional communication, which, for the benefi t of shorthand, I have 
called  “ Emotional Islam ”  (Marranci  2009 ).  

  GENDER AND ISLAM: NOT ONLY WOMEN 

 Muslim women have attracted the attention of the West for as long as Western 
scholars have encountered Islam. The mysterious and exotic image of the harem 
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mixed with the fear of powerful Muslim armies reaching Vienna, the door of 
Europe. Today, we may think that the morbid curiosity about Muslim women, seen 
as different, mysterious and in particular, complacent victims of the disproportion-
ately virile oppression of the  “ Muslim man ”  is confi ned to eroticized romantic 
novels and travel journals within aged and dusty books. Today, to satisfy our judg-
mental curiosity about Islam and its female believers, we do not have the Christian 
polemicist caricature of Islam that Voltaire offered in his  Mahomet   ([1736] 1905) . 
Rather, we have a by - product of our imagined, yet still much romanticized, idea of 
a civilized superiority in which White Western men and women alienate themselves 
within the illusion of possessing secular - based rights of gender equality. The curios-
ity is alive still, centuries after Voltaire ’ s  Mahomet  and thousands more books on 
Islam and women. 

 Since the middle of the 1970s, feminist sociologists of both Muslim and non -
 Muslim origin started to gender Islam. The studies mainly addressed gender and 
Islam in the Middle East and North African regions (see Beck and Keddie  1978 ; 
Keddie  1991 ; Ahmed  1992 ; Tucker  1993 ) and focused on two main aspects: the 
conditions and status of Muslim women in Islam. These studies, however, immedi-
ately became a battleground between those who accused Islam  –  as a religion  –  of 
fostering gender inequalities and being oppressive towards women, and those  –  
particularly Muslim feminists  –  who blamed local cultural traditions for the disad-
vantages and discrimination and exalted  “ real ”  Islam as the solution. The latter 
focused on the economic rights that Muslim women enjoyed within Islam, while 
the former focused on dress codes, particularly the  “ veil, ”  as strong evidence of the 
patriarchal oppression of Islam on women. One of the fi rst Muslim scholars to write 
a successful study of gender in Islam was the Moroccan sociologist Mernissi. 

 In  1975 , Mernissi ’ s  Beyond the Veil  became the successful matrix for future 
feminist studies of gender in Islam. Despite the subtitle  “ Male – Female dynamics, ”  
Mernissi focused only on women, basing her analysis on ethnographic studies she 
conducted with Moroccan women. She has not discussed the dynamics between 
genders within Moroccan society, but rather the impact that the discourse of sexual-
ity in Islam has on Muslim women. The central topic of her book is sophisticated, 
but extremely monolithic. Mernissi focused on  “ the traditional Muslim view of 
women and their place in the social order ”  (Mernissi  1975 : 1). She suggested the 
latter depends upon the attitude of the  “ Muslim mind ”  towards sexuality and 
 shar ı̄  ’ a , which she has presented as a means of moral control. Indeed, we can read, 
 “ the link in the Muslim mind between sexuality and the  shar ı̄  ’ a  has shaped the legal 
and ideological history of the Muslim family structure and consequentially of the 
relation between the sexes ”  ( 1975 : xv). The main argument is that men use Islam 
to control women ’ s dangerous sexuality and impose patriarchal structures, of which 
Muslim women are responsible for the propagation and transmission (Roald  2001 ). 
Mernissi ’ s Feminist – Freudian approach to Islam and gender has certainly shown 
some attractive insights, but also evident weaknesses. 

 Her analyses suffer from, I would say, Freudian reductionism. Mernissi has 
reduced Islam, as a religious system, to an inverted chastity belt, protecting the men 
from the temptation of a dangerous and uncontrolled female sexuality. This idea 
has found some support among other feminist scholars such as Hussain  (1984)  and 
Sabah  (1984) . Nonetheless, the most fl awed aspect of Mernissi ’ s argument is the 
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idea that  “ a Muslim mind, ”  forged by the rules and ethos of Islam, can exist. This 
essentialist argument is certainly not new, as we can easily trace it back to Orien-
talistic viewpoints such as those expressed by Baring  (1908) . 12  

 During the 1980s, a new generation of feminist Muslim scholars paid particular 
attention to the topic of gender, colonialism and Islam, as in the case of Bodman 
and Tohidi  (1998)  and, in particular, Ahmed  (1992) . Partially rejecting the previous 
Freudian sexual - centric analysis and criticism, these new studies employed a post-
modern and, often Fanonian, anti - colonial approach. Ahmed, in her book  Women 
and Gender in Islam , has offered an interesting social and historical discussion and 
analysis of women in the Middle East. Ahmed has shown a very different 
approach from that advocated by Mernissi. She has recognized that Islamic societies 
did oppress women and continue to do so, but at the same time has rejected colo-
nialist and Orientalist views of Islam. Ahmed has argued,  “ the political uses of the 
idea that Islam oppressed women and noting that what patriarchal colonialists 
identifi ed as the source and main forms of women ’ s oppression in Islamic society 
was based on a vague and inaccurate understanding of Muslim societies ”  
( 1992 : 160). 

 Her criticism did not stop at the Orientalist and colonial heritage, but strongly 
extended to Western feminist ideas of Islam,  “ critical of the practice and beliefs of 
the men of their societies with respect to themselves acquiesced in and indeed pro-
moted the European male ’ s representations of the Other men and the cultures of 
the Other men and joined,  in the name of feminism , in the attack on the veil and 
the practices generally of Muslim societies ”  ( 1992 : 243, italics added). Ahmed, 
indeed, has suggested that the Western view of gender in Islam and the Western 
paternalistic attitude towards women in Islam could in reality cover an attempt to 
strip Muslim women not just of their veils but rather of their culture and Muslim 
identity. 

 It seems safe to argue that to date  “ gender in Islam ”  has meant nothing else than 
 “ women in Islam. ”  This constant omission of proper gender studies of Islam, has, 
in more recent times, brought some anthropologists to argue that the study of gender 
 “ must be central to an anthropology of Islam ”  (Tapper and Tapper  1987 ). Surely 
we cannot deny that a certain traditional androcentric bias has prevented male 
anthropologists, especially during the 1970s and 1980s, from observing the active 
role that Muslim women had, and have, in their societies and in interpreting Islam. 
However, it is also true that feminist sociologists and anthropologists, who ideologi-
cally have focused on Muslim women as the victims of Islam, have overlooked the 
fact that gender also includes masculinity. We can only agree with Okkenhaug and 
Flaskerud that  “ men and masculinity in the Middle East are still almost non - existing 
research areas ”  ( 2005 : 2). In other words, studies on gender in Islam have suffered 
from a generalized, when not politicized, reductionist understanding of both gender 
and Islam. The tendency of sociology and anthropology is often to focus on  “ issues, ”  
facilitating a constant emphasis on the diffi culties and problems of the population 
studied. This increases the risk that scholars may present individuals, or a particular 
category within the studied society, as passively under the control of undetermined 
sociocultural forces. 

 Yet research on gender including masculinity and studies of masculinity in the 
context of Muslim societies are surprisingly rare (for exceptions, see Ghoussoub 
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and Sinclair - Web  2000  and Lahoucine  2006 ) despite the attention that gender 
studies have paid to masculinity in other societies and cultures. Even less has been 
written concerning Muslim gays and lesbians. One of the reasons for this lack of 
attention to masculinity and homosexuality in Islam could be found in the fact that 
gender has not been understood as dynamics between subjects. In a contemporary 
sociological and anthropological approach to Muslim lives, we cannot reduce gender 
to femininity since it is only through the observation and analysis of the relation-
ships between the genders that we can achieve a full picture (Pels  2000 ). Homo-
sexuality has been even more an overlooked topic in studies of Muslim societies 
(Schmiduke  1999 ). Indeed, the topic is highly controversial since the orthodox 
interpretations of Islam agree that the Qur ’ an (through the story of Lot) has con-
demned non - heterosexual relationships and the Sunna condemns it in even harsher 
terms. Confusion, however, surrounds the correct punishment. Some  .  hadiths  
describe the Prophet as being almost tolerant to homoerotic desires; while in others 
he is described as being very harsh in his request for punishment, which in some 
cases involved stoning both the culprits to death (Pellat  1992 ). These differences 
have marked the divergence on the matter expressed by the different Islamic Schools. 
Hence, the legislation available in different Islamic countries varies in the degree of 
severity of the punishment (Sofer  1992 ). 

 Nonetheless today, particularly among anthropologists, we can fi nd pioneering 
studies focusing on non - heterosexual Muslims. For example, since 1999, Boellstorff 
has conducted fi eldwork in Indonesia on non - heterosexual Muslims and written 
interesting ethnographies  (2005)  discussing the relationships that his respondents 
had with their Muslim non - heterosexual identities. Even more recent is the anthro-
pological study of non -  heterosexual ethnic minorities in the West. One of the fi rst 
scholars to address the subject among the British South Asian community is the 
anthropologist Kawale  (2003) . Although Kawale has discussed not only fi rst and 
second generations of South Asian gays and lesbians, but also bisexuals (indeed a 
novelty), she has, however, focused only on ethnicity. The majority of Kawale ’ s 
informants may have been Muslims, since they were of Pakistani or Middle Eastern 
origin, but the diffi cult relations between religion, ethnicity and non - heterosexual 
identities have not been explored. 

 Thus, the research of Yip  (2004a, 2004b, 2004c)  and Siraj  (2006)  are innovative 
in this respect. In observing Muslim non - heterosexual social interactions with family 
and peers, Islam, seen as part of the identity formation, becomes the central topic 
of Yip ’ s and Siraj ’ s analyses. Yip has also found that the majority of non - 
heterosexual Muslims still practice their religion, though they tend to compartmental-
ize their lives so as to avoid a possible crisis of identity. He has emphasized how the 
Muslim communities explain this  “ Western disease ”  as being the result of an intense 
exposure to Western values, such as individualism and secularism. By contrast, Yip 
has found that many non -  heterosexual Muslims explain their sexual preference as 
inevitable, since God created them with such a sexual orientation. This has led some 
of them to reinterpret the Islamic texts in such a way that non - heterosexuality is, if 
not justifi ed, at least tolerated or not punished. Yip  (2004c)  has also emphasized how 
families of non - heterosexual Muslims see marriage as the most effective  “ cure ”  for 
their children ’ s sexual preferences. Some non - heterosexual Muslims have given in to 
pressure to get married. In her study, Siraj has presented an extreme example in which 
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a non - heterosexual Muslim remained married for thirteen years to a woman whom 
he neither loved nor sexually desired (Siraj  2006 : 210 – 11). 

 This short review of approaches to the study of gender and Muslims suggests 
that sociologists and anthropologists, as other social scientists interested in under-
standing the dynamics of Muslim lives, would benefi t from focusing more on gender, 
as a complex category of relationships, rather than focusing on Muslim women 
alone. Indeed, there is an urgent need in the sociology and anthropology of Muslims 
to avoid those recurrent  “ zones of theorizing ”  (Abu - Lughod  1989 ) which have 
affected the studies since the 1960s.  

  CONCLUSION 

 As we have observed in this chapter, there is no agreement among scholars as to 
what a sociology, or anthropology, of Islam might be. Yet we have to recognize 
that in the aftermath of 9/11 an increasing number of sociological research is now 
available which focuses, in one way or another, on Muslims and Islam. Hence we 
may wish to ask ourselves whether we need a sociology or anthropology of Islam 
today. My personal take on this question is that we surely do not need a sociology, 
or anthropology, of Islam any more than we need a sociology of Christianity or 
any other religious phenomenon. The risk of speaking of a sociology of Islam is to 
end in cultural essentialism which inevitably leads to understanding Muslims as 
being a product of Islamic  “ theology ”  or even history. It is clear to me that what 
sociologists and anthropologists study is not Islam as a religion, but Muslims and 
their social interactions, representations, and structures. 

 This means that we need to refocus on Muslims as human beings and study not 
just how  “ Islam makes them, ”  but rather how Muslims, in various environments, 
through their own processes of feelings and emotions (Marranci  2006  and  2008 ) 
form different epistemologies based on their experience of what Islam may be in 
such circumstances and contexts. Indeed Islam per - se cannot exist; we need at least 
a mind 13  since, as many other private and pubic representations, it can only be made 
sense of through mental processes forming what we can call  “ cognitive maps. ”   

  Notes 

  1     I have decided to discuss sociological as well as anthropological approaches together 
since today very few differences can be perceived between the two disciplines. This is 
because, at least in the case of studies focusing on Islam, both have increasingly relied 
upon fi eldwork and observation and the traditional division of qualitative (for anthro-
pological approaches) versus quantitative studies (for sociological ones) has practically 
disappeared.  

  2     To mention just a few recent examples: Esposito  1988 ; Ahmed  2002 ; Armstrong  2002 ; 
Naser  2002 ; Brown  2003 ; Riddell and Cotterell  2003 ; Sonn  2004 ; Ernst  2004 .  

  3     See, for instance, Anderson  1984 ; Asad  1986a, 1986b ; Munson  1993, 1995 ; Roberts 
 2002 ; Rosen  2002 ; and more recently Marranci  2006  and  2008 .  

  4     For a critical debate, and just to mention a few, see Crapazano 1973; el - Zein  1977 ; 
Marranci  2006  and  2008 , but in particular Varisco  2005 .  
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  5     But see Marranci  2008  for a full discussion on the anthropology of Islam and possible 
new approaches to it.  

  6     See for example, Boase  1989 ; Elkholy  1984 ; Hart  1988 ; Tahir  1987 ; Tapper  1988 ; 
Young  1988 ; Edwards  1991 ; Varisco  2005 .  

  7     For a general critique of the culturalist position in social sciences you can read Cronk 
 1999  and Sperber  1996 .  

  8     See for instance Aldrich  1981 ; Bhatti  1981 ; Werbner  1980  and  1981 ; as well as Wilson 
 1981 .  

  9     To cite just some examples, see Nielsen  1981 ; Mildenberger  1982 ; Qureshi  1983 ; Anwar 
 1982  and  1984 ; Barton  1986 ; Andezian  1988 .  

  10     See for instance Dekmejian  1985 ; Arjomand  1995 ; Hoffman  1985 ; Khatab  2006a  and 
 2006b .  

  11     Tibi  1998 ; Bruce  2000 ; Antoun  2001 ; Choueri  2002 .  
  12     For an in - depth criticism of Mernissi ’ s work, see Varisco  2005 .  
  13     For those whom believe this includes God ’ s mind.   
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Approaches to the Study 
of Buddhism    

  Catherine   Newell       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The mass migrations of Buddhist peoples and the spread of Buddhist traditions into 
Europe and North America particularly in recent decades mean that Buddhism now 
thrives well beyond its traditional Asian heartland. The Western academic study of 
Buddhism and Buddhist societies (as distinct from the rich history of scholarship 
within Buddhist traditions) is as long as the history of encounters between Western 
scholars and Buddhist countries. It crystallized in the mid - 1800s and now encom-
passes a wide range of academic disciplines including Religious Studies, History, 
Sociology and Anthropology. In this chapter I explore this history of scholarly 
approaches to the study of Buddhist societies. The chapter falls into two sections 
of roughly equal length. In the fi rst section I take a chronological overview of the 
early study of Buddhism and Buddhists, with particular reference to the experience 
of Buddhism under colonialism. In the second section I take a more thematic 
approach, exploring the different approaches taken by a selection of important 
scholars associated with important analyses of Buddhism in Burma, Sri Lanka, and 
Thailand. In conclusion I will assess how such academic approaches have shaped 
our understanding of Buddhists and Buddhist practice. The chapter will also 
introduce some of the key facts and terminology used in Buddhist Studies. By the 
end of the chapter the reader will have oriented him/herself in the contemporary 
Buddhist Studies landscape and should be well equipped to understand current 
debates.  

  ABOUT BUDDHISM 

 The Buddhist religion originated with the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, the 
Buddha, who was born in Northern India over 2,500 years ago. Scholars of Bud-
dhism refer to Gautama as  “ the historical Buddha ”  to distinguish him from other 
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Buddhas recognized by some or all Buddhist traditions.  “ Early Buddhism ”  is a 
rather contested label used to denote the period before the gradual emergence (over 
a period of many centuries) of Mahayana  sutras , which were texts which explored 
new doctrinal interpretations of Buddhism, the earliest of which can be dated to 
around second century  ce  (Gethin  1998 : 225). 1  What little we know about Early 
Buddhism has to be reconstructed from Buddhist literature and limited epigraphic 
and archaeological evidence. Early Buddhism featured a number of schools, con-
ventionally counted as eighteen, though there is no clear historical evidence for this 
number other than within some traditional accounts. Fragments of the teachings 
and monastic rules of some of the eighteen schools have survived to the present day, 
often in translation, but the only complete canon we have is from the Theravada 
School. The most important of the eighteen schools, for our purposes, was the 
Sthaviravada, which due to disagreements with another, the Mahasanghikas, is 
associated with the fi rst major schism of Early Buddhism, probably during the reign 
of Mahapadma Nanda around 362 – 332  bce  (Skilton  1994 : 49).  “ Sthavira ”  is the 
Sanskrit word for  “ elder ”  (referring to senior monks), which in Pali is  “ Thera ” ; 
thus the historical Sthaviravada School, which did not survive to the present day, 
has come to be associated with the  “ Theravada ”  School. There is no fi rm evidence 
for a direct association between the two schools, and their exact if any relationship 
remains a moot point among scholars (Skilton  1994 : 67). Nevertheless this identi-
fi cation with ancient Buddhist history and the association between Theravada and 
Sthavirada remains a key part of Theravada self - identity, and there is no reason to 
suggest that the two schools did not share similar doctrines and practices. Moreover, 
this association of Early Buddhism with Theravada has persisted in the minds of 
scholars, as we shall see below. 

 Beyond the Theravada Buddhists of contemporary South and Southeast Asia, 
there are Buddhists in North and East Asia who follow traditions based on the 
innovations of Mahayana thought. While Theravada is a school with its own closed 
canon and  vinaya , Mahayana is an overarching term used to denote the philosophi-
cal basis for an array of diverse and geographically dispersed forms of Buddhism. 
Another important infl uential body of texts, the Buddhist Tantras, appeared from 
around the second century  ce . Tantra was a pan - Indian movement which also had 
a major infl uence upon Brahmanism and other Indian religions. It incorporated 
texts, beliefs, and practices which aimed to transform the elements and mundane 
physical body into the means for spiritual attainment and transformation. Tantric 
rituals and techniques are particularly associated with the traditions of Tibet and 
Nepal, but have also been recorded in elements of practice in countries as diverse 
at Japan and Thailand. Tantric Buddhism is sometimes referred to as  Tantra - yana  
or  Vajra - yana  Buddhism. Early Buddhist thought emphasized the path to personal 
salvation, and is sometimes called  “  sravaka  –  yana , ”  that is, the vehicle of the indi-
vidual  sravaka  or  “ listener. ”   “ Mahayana ”  means great vehicle, and some Mahayana 
sutras used the pejorative label  “ Hinayana ”  ( “ small ”  or  “ lesser ”  vehicle) to describe 
non - Mahayana Buddhists; unfortunately this label was taken up and used inaccu-
rately by generations of Western scholars to refer to all Early Buddhism. Sometimes 
this confusion extends to include modern Theravada, due to confusion about the 
relationship between Early Buddhism and Theravada. Properly,  “ Hinayana ”  has 
only a very specifi c meaning in Indian history; there was no such single historical 
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entity as  “ Hinayana Buddhism ” (Cohen  1995 : 20 – 2). These facts have not prevented 
a simplistic model of a linear development of Buddhism:

   “ Early ”  / Hinayana Buddhism    →    Mahayana    →    Tantrayana / Vajrayana  

being used so widely as to have become the standard framework for describing 
Buddhist history, despite its fundamental inaccuracies. 

 In the main, this chapter operates in the context of Theravada Buddhist Studies. 
There are a number of reasons for this, primary amongst them the fact that there 
is a longer history of contact between Theravada countries and European academia 
as a consequence of colonial administrations in such Theravada countries as Sri 
Lankan and Myanmar (Ceylon and Burma under British rule), Laos, and Cambodia 
(French Indochina), alongside Thailand, which although not colonized still had 
considerable interaction with its neighbors ’  colonial rulers.  

  OVERVIEW OF EARLY BUDDHIST STUDIES 

   Buddhist Studies  …  began as a latecomer to Romantic Orientalism, an off-
shoot of Indology at a time when India was no longer in vogue.  (Donald S. 
Lopez  1995 : 2)    

 Serious Western scholarship of Buddhist traditions began to take shape in the 1850s, 
when Buddhism had been absent from India for centuries, having disappeared in 
circumstances still unclear but apparently at least partly prompted by the Muslim 
invasions of twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Skilton  1994 : 143 – 5). Though Bud-
dhism did fl ourish throughout the colonized East, in British Ceylon and Burma and 
French Indochina, the practice of Buddhism on the ground in those societies was 
not the appealing object of Victorian scholarship, which almost from its inception 
favored classical Buddhist texts as a means to understand and represent Buddhism 
(Hallisey  1995 : 34 – 8; Almond  1988 : 24 – 8). The reasons for this preference for a 
long - dead, absent Buddhism over the living traditions of South and Southeast Asia 
are complex, and in order to understand the development of Indological preferences 
and priorities in the early study of Buddhism we need to consider a number of 
factors. 

 The outlook and expectations of Western residents in India and Buddhist nations 
were shaped by discourse about the nature and location of religion which dated 
back to the Reformation. Protestantism downplayed the importance and effi cacy of 
religious ritual and the soteriological mediation of a professional clerisy, and asserted 
the centrality of individual access to texts in understanding a religion. It emphasized 
the personal rather than the social focus of religion. This rational, ritual - free,  “ true ”  
Christianity, based in scripture rather than tradition, was presented in contrast to 
Catholicism, which was seen to have moved far away from the original teachings 
of the Early Church, and to have allowed itself to be sullied by clerical hierarchy, 
devotionalism and excessive ritual. The superiority of Protestantism over the per-
ceived idolatry and ritual of the Catholic Church was well established in the minds 
of many of the early European scholars of Buddhist Asia, particularly within the 
Anglo - German strand of scholarship. These factors and expectations of the nature 
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and location of religion had a number of consequences for the study of Buddhism. 
 “ Buddhism ”  was effectively separated into two disparate poles, thus: 

  1     A rather idealized Buddhism of distant antiquity, reconstructed by scholars 
from texts in Pali and Sanskrit, with preference given to older texts.  

  2     The Buddhists of contemporary Asia, whose practices and preferences were 
perceived in specifi c contrast to this ideal.    

 Through this polarization, as Lopez explains,  “ Buddhism could be construed as a 
transhistorical and self - identical essence that had benevolently descended on various 
cultures over the course of history ”  (1995: 7). Moreover, in European scholars ’  
appropriation of Buddhist scholarship we can perceive the  “ invention of an authen-
tic Buddhism in Europe  …  [against which] all of the Buddhisms of the modern 
Orient were to be judged and found lacking ”  (Lopez  1995 :7) In this way, the living 
traditions of Buddhism were contrasted with an ideal of  “ Early Buddhism ”  which 
had itself been extracted from particular textual evidence by European scholars. 
Those traditions which most closely resembled this idealized Buddhism were 
esteemed over those with which it apparently had little in common. 

 Thus, the expectations of scholars about what religion is and where it is located 
also dictated assessments of the various Buddhist traditions which they encountered. 
A scholarly preference for Theravada Buddhism was established at this time, in part 
because Theravada ’ s closed canon refl ected unconscious Protestant expectations of 
a religion ’ s proper textual basis, but it was also due to Theravada ’ s perceived antiq-
uity, and the belief that it was the living tradition closest to Early Buddhism, the 
absent, unknowable, yet most highly prized Buddhism of all. This was in marked 
contrast to the treatment of Tibetan Buddhism, which was seen to be characterized 
by a wealth of ritual and a vast pantheon of gods and goddesses. 2  Tibetan Buddhism 
was not even deemed to be Buddhism, and for some time was labeled instead 
 “ Lamaism, ”  after the formal Tibetan title  bla ma  given to teachers (Lopez  1998 : 
15 – 45).  “ Lamaism ”  was explicitly equated with Catholicism during in this period, 
a comparison which persists (Lopez  1998 : 16, 33, 1995: 261). Wedemeyer argues 
that scholarly accounts of Buddhist history are underpinned by an unacknowledged 
 “ model of decline, ”  which perceives the development of Buddhist traditions as 
moving increasingly far away from the ideal of the Buddha ( 2001 : 223 – 59). 3  Wede-
meyer is specifi cally examining the way in which Mayahana and Tantric Buddhism 
have been represented as degenerations, even distortions of the historical Buddha ’ s 
original message, but his observations are relevant for students of all traditions. The 
equation of Theravada with  “ Early Buddhism ”  persists in modern scholarship. It is 
still common for scholars to use the terms Theravada,  “ Early Buddhism ”  and 
Hinayana almost interchangeably, even though extensive research (for example, 
Cohen  1995 : 1 – 25; Crosby  2003 : 836 – 41) has now established that these are very 
different entities. 

 As we have seen, scholars of Buddhism had a stated preference for antiquity and 
canonicity, and prioritized languages and texts in Pali and Sanskrit, languages which 
were now deemed  “ Classical. ”  Contemporary and historical vernacular sources, of 
which there was a rich, ongoing, iterative tradition, were perceived to be of less 
importance, relegated to a lower status early on and remain to this day less studied. 
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The kind of scholarship required by this approach to Buddhist Studies was essen-
tially philological, that is concerned with understanding ancient cultures through 
the medium of classical languages and texts. The expertise of these early scholars 
of Buddhism whose names are still familiar to students today  –  T. W. Rhys Davids, 
Max M ü ller, Monier Williams  –  were primarily in the realm of classical Asian 
languages. The ability to use vernacular languages such as Burmese, Sinhala, Shan 
or Siamese was not as highly prized as profi ciency in classical Buddhist languages 
of Sanskrit and Pali. But how reasonable was this emphasis on the canon? 

 We have already seen that Theravada Buddhism was elevated to the role of sole 
contemporary representative of Early Buddhism, in part because of its textual heri-
tage, which in the reckoning of scholars meant the Pali Canon. Theravada 
Buddhist history asserts that the canon was fi xed (that is, agreed upon and recited) 
at the fi rst Buddhist council immediately after the death of the Buddha, and handed 
down as an oral tradition until the fi rst century  bce  in Sri Lanka when it was fi rst 
written down. This account of the canon ’ s provenance was accepted by early 
scholars of Buddhism, who regarded it as an apolitical, neutral record of Buddhism 
at the time of and just after the life of the Buddha. The behaviors and practices it 
described, particularly with regard to monastic conduct, were taken to be an accu-
rate historical portrayal of the daily reality of Early Buddhist Society. Contempo-
rary scholarship challenges this interpretation of the Pali canon on a number of 
grounds. It is not possible to accept that the traditional dating is valid for the 
canon as a whole, since many of the events it describes clearly postdate its osten-
sible compilation. In addition, the Pali canon is now understood to be only one of 
many redactions of early Buddhist texts, albeit the only one which has survived in 
full. Moreover, Schopen, whose work will be considered in more detail below, sug-
gests of the Pali canon that  “ this material records what a small, atypical part of the 
Buddhist community wanted that community to believe or practice ”  ( 1997 : 1). In 
line with Schopen, Collins deconstructs  “ the very idea of the Pali canon ”  ( 1990 : 
89 – 126), arguing that further research is necessary  “ on the actual possession and 
use of texts, in monastery libraries and elsewhere, and on the content of sermons 
and festival presentations to laity ”  ( 1990 : 104). The work of both Schopen and 
Collins gives us pause to think about the meaning and purpose of the Pali canon in 
Buddhist history beyond the simplistic model of an impartial account of Early Bud-
dhists which can be used as a benchmark against which to judge contemporary 
Buddhist practice. 

 If the presuppositions concerning religion and society of early scholars of Bud-
dhism infl uenced how they went about their studies, they also had a profound 
impact upon the depiction they gave of  “ Early ”  Buddhism. Various ideas about 
Buddhism became popular at this time, many of which have persisted in scholarship 
and the popular mind. Great emphasis was placed on the personality and life story 
of the historical Buddha, and in particular on the task of constructing a coherent 
life story for the Buddha which corresponded with Western expectations of the 
genre of biography (Hallisey  1995 : 34 – 8; Reynolds  1976 : 37 – 61). This preoccupa-
tion mirrored the contemporary concern with the  “ historical Jesus, ”  a Victorian 
theological and cultural project that developed a historical biography of Christ that 
unintentionally made him look like a benign and rational Victorian gentleman. In 
classical and vernacular Buddhist literature biographical information about the 
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Buddha did not appear in a single narrative; rather, descriptions of key events tend 
to be recounted independent of an overarching narrative framework. In Southeast 
Asia, the most important biographical narrative story is the  Vessantara Jataka , 
which recounts Gautama ’ s previous life before he was born into the life in which 
he would gain enlightenment. In Thailand and Laos, retelling this story is a highlight 
of the festival year, and lay and monastic devotees anticipate great merit from 
hearing it (Swearer  1995 : 32 – 5). In contrast, Western scholars have tended to place 
less emphasis on such  jatakas  (stories of the Buddha ’ s previous lives), and to focus 
instead on the narrative of Gautama ’ s personal religious quest. Collating source 
material to build a biography was a key undertaking of Early Buddhist Studies and 
the popularity of viewing the Buddha ’ s biography as a way into the religion can be 
seen to persist today, for example in the sustained popularity of Hermann Hesse ’ s 
 Siddhartha . 

 An offshoot of this preoccupation was that certain ideas and emphases about the 
Buddha ’ s personality and motivations also gained currency, many of which are still 
held to be true. The Buddha was often portrayed by earlier Victorian popular and 
scholarly writing as a religious reformer equivalent to Protestant reformer Martin 
Luther (Almond  1988 : 73 – 4); his Buddhism was perceived not as a new or separate 
religion but as a kind of reformed Hinduism, a hermeneutic strategy that sought 
legitimacy in medieval Hindu polemics that cast Buddha as an avatar or incarnation 
of Vishnu. Furthermore, as Almond notes, this  “ analogy between the Buddha and 
Luther, between Buddhism and Protestantism served not only to illuminate Bud-
dhism, but also for anti - Catholic polemic ”  ( 1988 : 73). A great stress was placed on 
the Buddha ’ s pronouncements on the caste system, despite his comments on this 
being restricted to its relevance to soteriology. Perceiving the Buddha as radical, 
rational social reformer also refl ected the Protestant perceptions of Christ that were 
in currency at the time, and fi tted into a view of Buddhism as a rational religion 
which did not confl ict with modern scientifi c thought. 

 While the earliest stratum of Buddhist scholarship portrayed the Buddha as a 
social reformer, towards the end of the nineteenth century scholars, infl uenced 
particularly by the work of Oldenberg, increasingly rejected this idea and moved 
instead towards a picture of the Buddha as aloof from society, and solely concerned 
with questions of personal salvation (Almond  1988 : 75). This view of Buddhism, 
as a purely soteriologically orientated religion, is particularly associated with Weber 
(1864 – 1920), whose legacy looms over the study of all religions, especially Bud-
dhism. Weber portrays Early Buddhism as an  “ other - worldly mysticism, ”  as a 
religious path for world - renouncing monastics who focus single - mindedly on salva-
tion ( nirvana  in Sanskrit,  nibbana  in Pali) and take no interest in mundane matters. 
There are a number of implications for this view of Buddhism. It denigrates lay 
religiosity, which Weber perceived as being concerned with ritual and merit making 
entirely unconnected to the goal of nirvana, and sets it in opposition to the  “ true ”  
Buddhism of the renouncing monk. As contemporary Sri Lankan scholar H. L 
Seneviratne notes:

  The distinction was absolute: Buddhism represented a duality that consisted, on the 
one hand, of the monkhood on which was concentrated all rationality, morality, ethical 
stature and perfect goal - orientation, and, on the other, of an irrational amoral laity 
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immersed in a world of magic and mundaneity all living a life of loose or diffuse goal 
orientations.  ( 1999 : 344)    

 This model denied monks any role other than that of the perfectly goal - orientated 
nirvana - seeker, and limited their social interaction to dependence upon lay people 
for alms. Thus any involvement of monks in ritual practices, life cycle ceremonies, 
social service, temple construction or other mundane pursuits was incompatible 
with this uncomfortably idealistic theoretical construction. Nor, for Weber, could 
Buddhist monks or Buddhist institutions have any involvement with politics. For 
Weber, Buddhism was  “ a specifi cally unpolitical and anti - political status religion, 
more precisely, a religious  “ technology ”  of wandering and of intellectually schooled 
mendicant monks ”  (Weber  1958 : 206) A second layer of Weberian analysis con-
sisted of examining contemporary Buddhist societies and cataloguing the ways in 
which they failed to implement or be consistent with their proper role, as 
constructed by Weber. Seneviratne argues that Weberian typology employed 
 “ Buddhism ”  to fi ll the role of  “ other worldly mysticism, ”  and that his interpretation 
thereof can only be understood as an  “ ideal type [which] expresses itself as an 
empirical reality ”  ( 1999 : 1); it was not meant to be taken as a portrait of 
Buddhism. 

 Although Weberian analysis of Buddhism remains infl uential, some recent schol-
arship has begun to challenge some of its fundamental assumptions. This work has 
been textual, historical and anthropological. The work of Schopen offers a new 
interpretation of the scholarship concerning Early Buddhist history. Schopen ’ s 
oeuvre is concerned with Indian Buddhist monasticism and historical approaches 
to it, and his research encourages us to review some of our fundamental expecta-
tions in attempting to assess and analyze Buddhism. He argues, very persuasively, 
that in the attempt to establish a history of Early Buddhist monasticism certain types 
of evidence and history have been prioritized over others. In particularly he points 
out that material culture, that is, archaeological and epigraphic evidence of what 
the monks, nuns and lay people of early Buddhism actually did, is devalued in place 
of textual culture. For example, he presents the case of donative inscriptions found 
at some of the earliest extant Buddhist monuments from second and fi rst centuries 
 bce , at Sanci and Bharhut ( 1997 : 3 – 5). A succession of scholars had noted that 
many of the inscriptions on the monuments showed that donations had been made 
by Buddhist monks and nuns. It is natural to assume that in order to make such 
donations, these named monks and nuns must have had money. However, the 
monastic code by which they lived forbade the owning of personal property and 
the handling of money. Given this apparent anomaly  –  the extensive evidence that 
early Buddhist monks and nuns owned property which they could donate in appar-
ent contravention of monastic code  –  the scholars all reached the same conclusion: 
that the monks and nuns in question had  “ obtained  …  by begging the money 
required for making the rails and pillars ”  ( 1997 : 3). The other possibility, that they 
had possessed the means to make donations on their own behalf, despite this going 
against monastic code, was discounted on the grounds that it confl icted with the 
picture of monastic morality as painted in texts; that is, the archaeological and 
epigraphic evidence of what Buddhists did was interpreted in a curiously round-
about way, indeed dismissed, in order to fi t with what Buddhist texts stated was 
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Buddhist practice at that time. As Schopen puts it,  “ textuality overrides actuality ”  
( 1997 : 7); for so long as a Buddhism could be comfortably reconstructed from 
ancient texts  “ what Indian Buddhists actually did was of no consequence ”  ( 1997 : 
9). When material history does not correspond with the expectations of Buddhist 
texts, it is explained in terms of those texts or simply ignored ( 1997 : 8). 

 Schopen argues that the reason for this particular preference can be understood 
as part of the broader scholarly trend which has its roots in and is a latter - day 
expression of European Protestantism:  “ apparently neutral archaeological and his-
torical method might well be a decidedly non - neutral and narrowly limited Protes-
tant assumption as to where religion is actually located ”  ( 1997 : 13). Elsewhere, 
Schopen explores a signifi cant number of examples which counter the perceptions 
of Early Buddhism as non - worldly, text - based, soteriology - focused and exclusively 
monastic. He has also made important contributions to the debate surrounding the 
nebulous origins of Mahayana Buddhism, as well as challenging entrenched ideas 
about the contrasting roles of the lay person and the monk / nun in Early Buddhism. 
His work has been a tonic as much as a challenge to Buddhist Studies. 

  Summary 

 The model of Buddhism and the modes of Buddhist scholarship passed down from 
the earliest generations of Buddhist scholars are characterized by a number of fea-
tures. I have noted that scholarship was marked by over - reliance on certain textual 
sources  –  preferably canonical, and in the classical languages of Pali and Sanskrit 
 –  despite the fact that this did not refl ect the way in which texts were used in Bud-
dhist societies. This approach, validated through its construction as an explicit 
hermeneutic by Weber, meant that a particular picture emerged about the nature 
of Early Buddhism, which was considered to be  “ true ”  or  “ pure ”  Buddhism, and 
from which contemporary Buddhist traditions were perceived as deviations. The 
appeal of a distant, dead religion over a living, present one had many dimensions, 
one of the most important being that it could be understood as an ancient civiliza-
tion, now lost. In the colonial mindset it was the job of the European academic, 
whose more sophisticated learning was an advance on any  “ Eastern ”  indigenous 
scholarship, both to recover the original message and deliver it back to the Buddhists 
in whose charge it had become so distorted. As a consequence, Buddhist scholars 
effectively appropriated  “ Buddhism ”  as a category, meaning that

  Buddhism developed as something primarily said in the West  …  [while] Buddhism as 
it manifested itself in the East could only there be seen through the medium of what 
was defi nitively said about it elsewhere.  (Almond  1988 : 33)    

 In the assessment of these early European scholars, aspects of Theravada were 
equated with Early Buddhism, and projected as  “ authentic, ”  while Tibetan and 
other tantric traditions of Northern Buddhism were dismissed as degenerations from 
this ideal and denigrated with the label  “ Lamaism. ”  Early Buddhist scholarship 
created a focus on the personality and life of the Buddha, which was interpreted in 
a manner fi tting the Victorian outlook, quite differently from its role within 
Buddhist traditions themselves.   
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  FROM TEXT TO CONTEXT  4   

  Introduction 

   Many anthropologists have oversimplifi ed  …  [the] relationship between text 
and context. Adopting the somewhat simplistic model of context (anthro-
pologist ’ s concern) vs. text (Indologist ’ s concern), the text - context debate has 
been unnecessarily constrained to the level of what happens in the  “ fi eld ”  
(people ’ s beliefs and practice) as against the  “ doctrinal ”  Buddhism (historical -
 doctrinal) as some unitary entity already understood in the west.  (Gustaaf 
Houtman  1991 : 235)    

 In the preceding section I introduced some of the approaches taken to the study of 
Buddhist traditions, and explored their ongoing consequences for the interpretations 
of Buddhist societies. One of these was the devaluation of the broader social setting 
of Buddhism, its function within the community and in particular the role of lay 
devotees and their interaction with monks and nuns. Moreover, a text - centered 
approach illuminated what happened in the fi eld to only a certain, limited extent, 
and a new generation of scholars was frustrated by the limitations of this approach. 
From the 1970s onwards, some of the most important and exciting studies concern-
ing Buddhists and Buddhist societies have emerged from the sphere of social sciences 
(see Houtmann  1991 : 242 – 54 for a useful overview of this trend). The focus of 
their studies was not the textual history of Buddhism but how it was lived on the 
ground, its context rather than its text. As the spotlight moved onto Buddhists and 
Buddhist societies the ethnographies produced focused not so much on what Bud-
dhists did as to why they did it. In this section I offer a short survey of some of the 
best known of these ethnographies. 

 Frank Reynolds has offered a  “ map ”  of those contemporary ethnographies which 
have addressed Theravada countries, which comprises four modes of scholarship, 
each with varying degrees of emphasis. The fi rst category, his Mode I, emphasizes 
the use of  “ text/historical data and methods, ”  that is, philology. Mode II denotes 
a typically ethnographic approach. The second two categories are characterized by 
a combination of these two emphases, what Reynolds describes as the  “ holistic ”  
approach, informed by both text - historical and ethnographic scholarship and analy-
ses, but with differing emphases. Mode III emphasizes the former, while Mode IV 
emphasizes the latter (Reynolds  1987 : 114).  

  Spiro in Burma 

 One of the most important early anthropological studies of Buddhism was Spiro ’ s 
1970  Buddhism and Society . Spiro ’ s study of Buddhism in the context of Burmese 
society was groundbreaking in a number of respects. His analysis was based on 
fi eldwork in Burma, and his attempt to account for differences in lay and monastic 
religiosity, to understand Buddhism on the ground, was largely unprecedented. 5  
Recalling Reynolds ’  taxonomy,  Buddhism and Society  would appear to fall into 
Mode IV, representing a holistic approach synthesizing textual and anthropological 
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methodologies with particularly sympathy for the latter. Reynolds, however, explic-
itly states that Spiro ’ s  Buddhism and Society  is  “ the least ambiguous and most 
infl uential expression of what I have called Mode II in Theravada scholarship ”  
(Reynolds  1987 : 114), an assessment which is presumably based upon the scarcity 
of anthropological studies at the time of Reynolds ’  writing. 

 Spiro is aware that his project is somewhat innovative, and prefaces his study 
with the assertion that, as an anthropologist, he hopes to build upon the philological 
and Indological basis, and advance upon it:

  so far as Buddhist scholarship is concerned, one might say that the anthropologist takes 
off where the textual and historical scholar ends, for the anthropologist is not con-
cerned with religious texts per se, but with the interaction between the doctrines found 
in these texts and conceptions found in the heads of religious devotees, and conse-
quently, with the relation between these religious conceptions and the general ordering 
of social and cultural life.  (1971: 3)    

 It is clear, then, that Spiro feels that the anthropologist can improve upon 
the Indological or philological scholars who have preceded him/her, using them as 
the basis on which to build, by informing the doctrinal and literary framework 
already established, and enriching it with proper, scientifi c analysis which needs to 
come from a scholar trained in the social sciences. It is also clear, from this 
quotation as well as from the study itself, that Spiro is confi dent where  “ Buddhist 
doctrine ”  is located: in the texts, in contrast with their expression on the 
ground, where they are translated into  “ the conceptions in the heads of religious 
devotees. ”  

 The overarching analysis of Spiro ’ s study argues that the practice and orientation 
of the Burmese Buddhists he encountered can be understood as falling into three 
broad categories: 

  1     nibbanic;  
  2     kammatic;  
  3     apotropaic. 6     

 The fi rst two,  “ nibbanic ”  and  “ kammatic, ”  are understood to be operating within 
a soteriological system, while the third,  “ apotropaic ”  is non - soteriological (Spiro 
 1971 : 468); the three  “ mesh ”  together into a single overarching pattern, despite 
apparent internal inconsistencies. Nibbanic Buddhism is  “ a religion of radical salva-
tion, ”  and applies only to monks (fully ordained nuns are not a feature of Burmese 
Buddhism) (Spiro  1971 : 64). Kammatic Buddhism can be understood as those 
activities which centre upon the generation of merit with the intention of a better 
future life. Spiro ’ s third category, apotropaic Buddhism, features the use of magical 
formulae, amulets and rituals to appease spirits, ward off dangers and maintain 
good health and personal prosperity. Nibbanic Buddhism is associated exclusively 
with monks, while kammatic and apotropaic orientations are seen as the sometimes 
overlapping categories in which lay Buddhist activities operate. Spiro asserts that 
the division between monastic and lay Buddhists he perceives is a refl ection of 
 “ primitive, ”  that is, Early Buddhism, which featured
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  two classes of Buddhists:  up ā sakas  or lay devotees, who remained in the world, and 
 bhikkhus , the wandering mendicants who rejected the world. The former, however, 
are still far from the Path; their primary religious value consists in the support they 
render to those who have the spiritual attainments necessary to renounce the world. 
 (1971: 64)    

 It is clear that Spiro still assesses Burmese Buddhists through an Indological lens, 
though he colored in the picture painted by Indologists with ethnographic local 
detail. In his account of the differences between lay and monastic Buddhists we can 
observe perpetuation of the tropes of early Buddhist scholarship, which denigrated 
lay religiosity and reduced it to the accumulation of merit gained by supporting the 
 “ true ”  Buddhist, the world - renouncing monk (Spiro  1971 : 64). Spiro ’ s scheme 
clearly favours the monastic ideal of the literate monk over the practice of the unlet-
tered lay person. Spiro ’ s model of the world - renouncing monk mirrors exactly the 
Weberian ideal type discussed above. However, while he elevates the monastic ideal 
he suggests that it is seldom found in the contemporary Burmese sangha. He argues 
that contemporary Burmese monks are not focused on the nibbanic path, and as 
such do not live up to this ideal (Spiro  1971 : 358). Summaries of Spiro ’ s interviews 
with monks in which he explores monastic motivation and dispositions appear 
under such subheadings as  “ need for dependence, ”   “ narcissism ”  and  “ emotional 
timidity ”  (pp. 338, 343, 348) and are notably unsympathetic. 

 Nevertheless Spiro ’ s analysis and categories have remained infl uential. Samuel ’ s 
1991 study of Tibetans living in India and Nepal in the early 1970s,  Civilized 
Shamans , proposes a similar threefold typology of motivations amongst Buddhists. 
He labels these as  bodhi  orientation ( bodhi  is the Sanskrit word for enlightenment), 
karma orientation and pragmatic orientation. These categories correspond with 
Spiro ’ s  nibbanic, kammatic,  and  apotropaic  (summarized in Samuel 1991: 5 – 7; in 
more detail 199 – 243, 258 – 69). In  Civilized Shamans  they form the basis for his 
careful analysis of Tibetan society. Samuel identifi es his study as anthropological, that 
is Mode II (1991: 5) and the technical vocabulary and analytical categories of the 
social sciences pervade his investigation to a far greater extent than in Spiro ’ s book. 

 A large part of Spiro ’ s study consists of explaining Buddhist doctrine, but this 
does not come from, in the main, Burmese informants or even Burmese - language 
sources, but rather from translations of Pali canonical material and European schol-
arship. It is clear that in spite of Spiro ’ s pioneering use of anthropological methodol-
ogy as his analytical framework, in many respects  Buddhism and Society  perpetuated 
many elements of early Buddhist Studies rather than holding them up to examina-
tion. Although it purports to be Mode II, in its reliance upon a limited textual basis 
of Pali canonical texts and translations thereof, it could be argued that in fact it fi ts 
better into Mode IV,  “ a more holistic approach  …  [which] takes ethnography as 
its primary focus ”  (Reynolds  1987 : 114)  

  Gombrich in Sri Lanka 

 Gombrich ’ s work focuses on Buddhism in Sri Lanka. His training and expertise lie 
in classical Indology, but his work is often based upon and informed by fi eldwork. 
His is a holistic approach which Reynolds would identify as Mode III. Gombrich 
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has described himself as  “ an Indologist sympathetic to anthropology ”  (Gombrich 
and Obeyesekere  1990 : ix). Gombrich ’ s fi rst book,  Precept and Practice , appeared 
almost simultaneously with Spiro ’ s  Buddhism and Society , and like Spiro ’ s, exam-
ines the practice of Buddhism in a rural, village setting, this time in Sri Lanka. In 
contrasting the  “ precept ”  and  “ practice ”  of his title, Gombrich examines Sri Lankan 
Buddhist practice in terms of the degree to which it refl ects the textual norms of 
the Pali canon. In undertaking this task Gombrich perceives a distinction between 
what Buddhists  “ say they believe and say they do ”  and  “ what they really believe 
and really do ”  (Gombrich  1971 : 5). Gombrich labels these two categories respec-
tively as  “ cognitive ”  and  “ affective, ”  and employs them to explore particular issues. 
An example of his use of these terms comes in his examination of the villagers ’  
attitude towards the Buddha image. Gombrich ’ s informants all assert that they 
know the Buddha to be dead, and thus beyond reach or infl uence, yet nevertheless 
they persist in treating a Buddha image as if it  “ contained or embodied the living 
presence of the Buddha ”  ( 1971 : 166). Gombrich argues that this inconsistency can 
be understood in terms of what the villagers know to be doctrinal fact versus what 
they feel;  “ cognitively ”  they know that the Buddha is dead, but  “ affectively the 
Buddha is felt still to be potent, even when an image is not present ”  ( 1971 : 167). 
The cognitive/affective division has been criticized, notably by Stanley Tambiah who 
described it as  “ simpleminded ”  (Tambiah  1984 : 375). More recent scholarship 
concerning Buddha images in Theravada societies, notably Bizot  (1994) , Crosby 
 (2005a) , and Swearer  (2004)  suggest other, more sophisticated readings of the 
complex and multi - layered relationships between Buddhist texts, Buddha images 
and Buddhist practice. 

 Gombrich ’ s approach  –  contrasting ethnographic data with ancient canonical 
norms  –  is similar to Spiro ’ s, and indeed he makes similar distinctions between the 
types of Buddhist activity observed. However, while Spiro regards contemporary 
Burmese Buddhism as a kind of corruption of Early Buddhism, Gombrich ’ s inter-
pretation allows room for doctrinal orthodoxy, in that his Sri Lankan villagers and 
monks are aware of what they  “ should ”  believe even when they do not act in 
accordance with this. Thus his cognitive/affective distinction allows for a more 
nuanced understanding of the practice of rural Buddhists. 

 While  Precept and Practice  focuses on rural Sri Lankan Buddhism, much of 
Gombrich ’ s subsequent work is associated with analysis of the disputed label of 
 “ Protestant Buddhism. ”  This term was coined by Gananath Obeyesekere in  1970 , 
and is used by some scholars to refer to the  “ new ”  Buddhism of the urbanized 
middle - class Sinhalese who emerged during British rule from the end of the nine-
teenth century. In a co - authored work, Obeyesekere and Gombrich outline its key 
features thus:

  the hallmark of Protestant Buddhism  …  is its view that the layman should permeate 
his life with his religion; that he should strive to make Buddhism permeate his whole 
society; and that he can and should try to reach nirv ā na.  (Gombrich and Obeyesekere 
 1990 : 216)    

 Protestant Buddhism is a complex and multi - faceted phenomenon, but its main 
innovation is the idea that the path to nibbana is open to all, both lay and monas-
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tic. This brings with it the idea that carrying out such an undertaking without fully 
renouncing the world is possible, leading to the emergence of a  “ this - worldly 
asceticism. ”  Gombrich, following Weber, would consider such  “ this - worldly ”  ascet-
icism to be quite at odds with the ideals of Early Buddhism. Extending nibbanic 
Buddhism to the realm of the lay person would also challenge Spiro ’ s model of 
Burmese Buddhism, in which even monks did not aspire to nibbana. 

 Another key element of Protestant Buddhism is the personal access to texts to 
enable independent study; this in particular refl ects European Protestant values and 
this aspect of Protestant Buddhism could be understood in part as a response to 
missionary activity of the colonial period. Gombrich suggests that the urban middle 
classes who embraced Protestant Buddhism drew their understanding of Buddhism 
from scholarly English language translations of Pali sources, rather than the ver-
nacular Sinhalese tradition (Gombrich and Obeyesekere  1990 : 223). In this way 
contemporary Sinhalese Buddhists and scholars of Buddhism came to agree upon 
where  “ true ”  Buddhism was located (in the Pali canon) and the format by which 
to access it (via Pali Text Society editions and translations). The reasons for labeling 
this Buddhism  “ Protestant, ”  then, are two - fold. First, its historical emergence coin-
cided with Sri Lankan dialogue with Christian Protestant missionaries and disputes 
against British rulers, but secondly this interpretation of Buddhism came to incor-
porate a number of features of Protestantism itself, particularly the emphasis on the 
personal, individual focus of religion (Gombrich and Obeyesekere  1990 : 7). Gom-
brich regards Protestant Buddhism as radically different from early Buddhism, and 
describes its emergence as  “ one of the great transformations in the history of 
Buddhism ”  (Gombrich and Obeyesekere  1990 : 241). 

 Protestant Buddhism was initially associated with Sri Lanka and its unique expe-
rience under colonialism, but as a category it is broadly synonymous with  “ Buddhist 
Modernism. ”  This was a label used fi rst by Heinz Bechert (in German as 
 “ Buddhistischer Modernismus ” ) (Bechert  1966 ). Bechert emphasizes the complex 
nature of the forces which shaped Buddhist Modernism, noting that

  there was a close interrelation between Buddhist resurgence in the East and the early 
phases of the spread of Buddhism in the West. This interrelation was not only organi-
zational; essentially it concerned trends towards reinterpretation of Buddhism  as a 
system of thought .  (Bechert  1984 : 275, my emphasis)    

 This  “ Buddhist Modernism ”  extends to incorporate the many thriving traditions of 
Buddhism in the West as evidenced by Lopez ’ s  2002   Modern Buddhism  which 
assesses contemporary Buddhism as a global phenomenon. The term  “ Protestant 
Buddhism ”  is highly problematic and remains contested by scholars, many of whom 
argue that as a concept it is neither valid nor helpful.  

  Tambiah in Thailand 

 Tambiah is associated with a series of ambitious studies that have Thai Buddhism 
as their touchstone. The fi rst in his trilogy,  Buddhism and the Spirit Cults in North -
 east Thailand   (1970)  focused on Buddhist cosmology and the function and meaning 
of ritual in the Thai village context. The second,  World Conqueror and World 
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Renouncer , was published in  1976  and explored the tension between Weberian 
perceptions of Buddhism as aloof from social engagement and politics and Bud-
dhism ’ s historical associations with and legitimating functions of  “ polity ”  in Thai 
history. The fi nal volume in the trilogy appeared in 1984:  The Buddhist Saints of 
the Forest and the Cult of Amulets . Like all of Tambiah ’ s work this embraced a 
number of themes, here exploring contemporary Thai forest monks, Buddhist 
amulet usage and Buddhist hagiography. 

 Tambiah ’ s work is too multi - faceted to appraise as a whole, and instead I will 
focus solely upon some salient aspects of his approach to the study of Thai 
Buddhism. Tambiah identifi es himself as a social anthropologist (1984: 3) and his 
methodology has been classifi ed by Reynolds as Mode IV, the holistic approach 
which combines ethnographic and text - historical methods, with a particular empha-
sis on the former. Reynolds comments that

  [Tambiah] argues for the ethnographic focus of his Mode IV method but maintaining 
that, in contrast to textual/historical study which can never give a fully holistic picture 
of Theravada Buddhism in a particular time and place, his ethnographic approach is 
able to generate a much more complete and encompassing synchronic description. 
 ( 1987 : 115)    

 Tambiah grounds his understanding of Buddhist doctrine in translated canonical 
and secondary material. Despite this, he is well known for his lampooning of what 
he labeled  “ Pali Text Society mentality, ”  that is, the

  Linear view of the development of Buddhist from a pure, pristine, philosophical, sal-
vation - search - oriented beginning, unstained and unsullied by the character and con-
cerns of the social milieu in which it arose, to the later stages of ever - widening 
popularization and vulgarization and deviation from the initial purity, in which are at 
play all the human passions and this - worldly concerns of the masses.  (1984: 7)    

 Tambiah here associates one thread of Buddhist Studies with the organization of 
the Pali Text Society, an organization on whose publications Tambiah appears to 
depend, at least in part, for his knowledge of Buddhism. For this reason he has been 
criticized by Houtmann, who comments

  even Tambiah, who is among the fi ercest critics of the textual - historical Indological 
approach  …  has blatantly reintroduced the Indological texts through the backdoor 
when he uses them as key points of departure  …  How methodologically sound is it to 
claim at the outset that ethnography is contextual, yet to anchor such ethnography 
in the ancient text [as edited and translated] by Western Buddhologists?  (Houtman 
 1991 : 250)    

 In his  Buddhist Saints , Tambiah explains that he was in part drawn to his subject 
by his observation of the proliferation of  “ popular Thai literature of magazines, 
books, and newspapers ”  concerning amulets and forest monks; despite this, he 
utilizes none of these Thai - language sources in his study (1984: 3). Moreover, in 
his study of Buddhist hagiography, Tambiah has been criticized for basing his 
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analysis of the biography of Thai monk Ajarn Mun Bhuridatta (1870 – 1949) on the 
single biography which has been translated into English, which has been shown to 
be atypical of the genre by Thai scholar Tiyavanich ( 1997 : 11). 

 Tambiah remains infl uential and his focus upon Buddhist Thailand served to 
open up a huge area of debate, and to move beyond scholarship which 
downplayed the importance and appeal of regional variation in Theravada Studies. 
Furthermore, he was part of a larger trend which saw local expressions of religion 
as valid and worthy of scholarship and which regarded them as more than a modern 
shadow of an idealized distant ideal. In spite of Tambiah ’ s pioneering approach, 
there remain a number of fundamental problematics with his analysis, which 
regarded most Buddhist concepts as fi xed in ancient canonical texts, and depended 
upon a text - historical approach as the baseline for his ethnography. His reluctance 
to embrace Thai - language material, whether popular or academic, is also 
unfortunate.   

  CONCLUSION 

 In the earlier section I explored the way in which the suppositions and emphases 
of the fi rst generations of Buddhist Studies scholars shaped early Buddhist scholar-
ship, and how this in turn impacted upon subsequent scholarship. Protestant notions 
about the nature and location of religion led to a particular stress on the importance 
of translating and editing certain texts, favoring the ancient over the contemporary 
and the  “ classical ”  (Pali and Sanskrit) over the vernacular (Thai, Sinhala, Shan, Lao, 
etc.).  “ Buddhist Studies ”  was largely a philological discipline. The model of Bud-
dhism which emerged from such scholarship is a version of  “ Early Buddhism ”  which 
is created from the texts. This emphasized the personality and motivation of the 
Buddha in a way which did not refl ect Buddhist traditions, it de - emphasized ritual, 
and its assessment of Buddhism as a properly soteriological tradition of a world -
 renouncing monk devalued both the role of the laity and Buddhism ’ s social presence 
and functions. Moreover, the simplistic model of linear development of Buddhism 
promoted during this period fed into a rhetoric of decline which saw contemporary 
Buddhism as a modern, popular vulgarization of a once noble monastic tradition. 
Theravada Buddhism was judged to be the closest to  “ Early ”  Buddhism, while 
Tibetan Buddhism was largely neglected as an area of study, so distant did it seem 
to be from the ideals and teachings of the Buddha. Many of these fundamental 
tenets of Early Buddhist Studies have been challenged by the groundbreaking schol-
arship of such contemporary Buddhologists as Collins and Schopen. 

 The early 1970s witnessed the emergence of a new approach to studying Buddhist 
Societies, an approach which synthesized traditional philological research and 
anthropological analysis, building upon a text - historical basis with fi eldwork in 
Buddhist societies. Scholars associated with pioneering this new approach include 
Spiro, Gombrich and Tambiah. Spiro and Tambiah in particular both associate 
themselves with anthropological  “ advances ”  upon traditional Buddhist scholarship, 
yet as I have shown, their understanding of basic Buddhist doctrine and Buddhist 
history are fundamentally rooted in such scholarship. The  “ holistic ”  approaches 
favored by Spiro and Tambiah do not extend to the use of vernacular languages 
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in anything other than interviews (often via translators); thus we may see in 
their  “ new ”  approaches unwitting perpetuation of many of the hierarchies and 
assumptions of earlier scholarship. 

 The study of Buddhism and Buddhist societies has continued to grow since these 
innovatory holistic approaches of the 1970s and 1980s. A new generation of schol-
ars has emerged, many of them writing from the perspective of Buddhist traditions 
themselves, who continue simultaneously to challenge and build upon previous 
scholarship. In Thailand and Laos, McDaniel synthesizes vernacular and classical 
language skills to study Thai Buddhism, particularly Buddhist texts and monastic 
education  (2006, 2008) . Thai scholar Tiyavanich has utilized a wide range of Thai -  
and Lao - language sources, as well as interviews to produce some exciting new 
studies of Thai Buddhism  (1997, 2003) . Scholars associated with the  É cole Francaise 
d ’ Extr ê me - Orient (EFEO) such as Bizot, de Bernon, Gabaude, Skilling, and Filliozat 
have expanded our knowledge of Buddhist traditions in Cambodia, Thailand, Laos 
and Vietnam by studying Buddhism through its texts, its rituals and its ordination 
lineages (see, for example, Bizot  1992, 1994 ; Skilling  2007 ). In Sri Lanka, Samuels 
 (2008)  and Blackburn  (2001)  combine text - historical analysis with fi eldwork. 
Schober works on contemporary Theravada societies and particularly on Burma 
and Sri Lanka, and has written on such themes as sacred biography  (1997) , manu-
script culture  (2009)  and relics in Burmese Buddhism  (2001) . 

 Many scholars whose focus remains textual have illuminated understanding of 
Buddhist traditions and history, in part by moving to examine such diverse and 
previously neglected materials as regional chronicles, meditation handbooks and 
 kammavacca  texts relating to local ordination lineages (see Crosby  2000, 2005b ; 
Skilton  1994 ). Tibet, previously unfavored by scholarship, has come to acquire a 
new appeal, shaped by the very Orientalist discourse which had earlier dismissed 
it. Tibet ’ s geographical isolation is now viewed positively, as Tibetan Buddhism is 
perceived as somehow untarnished by the cultural and social decline which marked 
the twentieth century elsewhere. It also enjoys the image as the repository of a rich 
and largely unexplored textual tradition, and Tibetan Buddhist traditions are now 
regarded as amongst the most popular and visible forms of Buddhism, particularly 
in the West. 

 The present and emerging generations of scholars can be seen to have moved 
away in many respects from the rigid view of Buddhism and Buddhist Studies set 
in place when the discipline itself was in its infancy; indeed the very subject has 
now come to be understood as ideally interdisciplinary, embracing a range of lin-
guistic and analytical skills in order to permit a more sophisticated and profound 
understanding of Buddhist traditions. Buddhist scholars will continue to embrace a 
range of approaches and to be informed by Buddhists themselves in order to explore 
this rich, diverse and ultimately rewarding area of inquiry.  

  Notes 

  The author would like to express her gratitude to David Azzopardi and Andrew Skilton 
for reading early drafts of this chapter and making a number of helpful comments and 
suggestions.  
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   1    For ease of understanding, here I am using the term  “ Early Buddhism ”  differently from 
Bechert and Collins, who used it to apply to the shorter period of Buddhism before the 
rule of Asoka, (268 – 239  bce ) (see Collins  1990 : n.4, 105).  

   2    In fact, a range of ritual practices, local  “ cults ”  and elaborate cosmologies were also 
features of Theravada Buddhism; however, scholars tended to de - emphasize or simply 
ignore these.  

   3    This academic model of decline should not be confused with the inherent expectation 
within the Buddhist tradition that the Buddha ’ s teaching goes through subsequent cumu-
lative decline whereby human life and behavior deteriorate until there is no attainment 
of higher spiritual states or access to the Dhamma possible until the arrival of a new 
Buddha.  

   4    This phrase in based on Houtmann ’ s analysis of the development of Buddhist Studies 
(Houtmann  1991 : 241), itself drawn from Tambiah ( 1984 : 7).  

   5    Houtman notes that Winston L. King had attempted a similar project in his  1964   A 
Thousand Lives Away,  to which Spiro owes some of his classifi cations (1991: 244).  

   6    Spiro also identifi ed a number of further categories, adding millennial, eschatological, 
esoteric and normative, on which see Houtman ( 1991 : 247).   
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Sociology of Hinduism  

  Pratap Kumar   Penumala       

 

  INTRODUCTION 

 Hinduism, unlike many other religions such as Judaeo - Christian and Islamic tradi-
tions, may be considered more a way of life because of its greater reliance on family 
traditions as opposed to a single unifi ed doctrine, theology, institution and so on. 
The social reality does not always refl ect what appears in the texts. However, Reli-
gionist scholars and Indologists generally relied far too heavily on the classical 
materials that are transmitted through Brahmanical texts. In discussing Hindu 
society, therefore, they tended to pay greater attention to notions of  Varna  and the 
fourfold division of Hindu society as mentioned in the  Rig Veda Samhita  and the 
 Manusmriti  (Laws of Manu).  Varna  literally means color, and as Brian K. Smith 
 (1994)  has shown,  Varna  as a hierarchical notion was a system that is also based 
on the notion that gods and the entire universe are classifi ed in a hierarchical way. 
However, as he also identifi es, in the early stages of Vedic society, the  Varna  system 
accounted only the twice born castes identifi ed as Brahmanas (Priests), Kshatriyas 
(Warriors), and the Vaishyas (Commoners) very much like the Indo - European 
tripartite ideology as shown by Dum é zil  (1958a) . In describing the Sociology of 
Hinduism, the  Varna  system was also taken far more seriously by many early social 
scientists dealing with Hindu society. 

 In this chapter on the Sociology of Hinduism, I shall fi rst include some classicists 
who discussed Hindu society primarily through traditional categories of  Varna, Jati  
(literally means birth group, and  Kula  (clan/family group) and the general Western 
notion of caste that was applied to Hindu society. Generally in most discussions, 
although  Varna  refers to a different type of classifi cation, these terms are not clearly 
distinguished, and usually confl ated with the term  “ caste. ”  In this chapter, I shall 
also discuss the prospect of an Indian Sociology of Hinduism by pointing out the 
inadequacy of depending on the ideology of Brahmanism to understand Hindu caste 
as it is practiced in contemporary society. I shall then pay attention to the idea of a 
 “ dominant caste ”  and its role in contemporary Hindu society, especially in its politi-
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cal life. I shall then discuss the Hindu value of  Sannyasa  (asceticism) and  Bhakti  
(devotion) and their role in shaping Hindu society. I shall then deal with what I 
refer to as  “ organized Hinduism ”  and its role in modern times. I fi nally deal with 
Hindus in their global context and discuss how the globalization of Hinduism has 
in some fundamental ways changed our understanding of modern Hindu society 
not only in India, but also in the Hindu diaspora. In all my discussion, my concern 
is to discuss Hindu society from a contemporary point of view and identify conti-
nuities and changes.  

  CLASSICISTS OF SOCIOLOGY OF HINDUISM 

 In this section, we shall note that most of the classical sociologists have turned their 
attention to the village and its basic social unit, caste ( Varna, Jati and Kula ). As 
Dumont recognizes, the emergence of a Sociology of India (I shall adapt it here as 
a Sociology of Hinduism as a default) certainly owes itself to the earlier work of 
Marcel Mauss (his analysis of Brahmana sacrifi ce  –   Essay on Sacrifi ce ), C é lestin 
Bougl é  ’ s essay on Indian castes ( Le R  é  gime des Castes ), Mauss ’ s work on  Borobu-
dur , Dum é zil ’ s work on Hindu  Varna  system, and Hocart ’ s work on caste (Dumont 
 1970 : 3). It is needless to labor the point that Indian Sociology owes signifi cantly 
to Indology, or to use Dumont ’ s own words  “ rests in part on the existence of 
Indology ”  (Dumont  1970 : 1). But here, in identifying the infl uential fi gures for 
the emergence of a Sociology of Hinduism, I shall limit myself to a select few. 

 Not only M. N. Srinivas but many (David G. Mandelbaum, F. G. Bailey, McKim 
Marriot, Alan R. Beals, Marian W. Smith, and S. C. Dube, just to mention some) 
who contributed to his volume (Srinivas  1966a ) paid a great deal of attention to 
the village not because there is any homogeneity among Indian villages, but on the 
contrary, as they differ so widely (Srinivas  1966a : 1 – 2). And it is in the village that 
these early anthropologists and sociologists found the institution of caste refl ecting 
the microcosm of Hindu society. It is clear that by this time, perhaps thanks to the 
British census system in India, caste has been accepted as the most singularly impor-
tant value of Hindu society, or as Srinivas put it,  “ an institution of prodigious 
strength ”  (Srinivas  1966a : 6). The work of M. N. Srinivas, however, introduces the 
notion of  “ dominant caste ”   –   “ A caste is dominant when it is numerically the 
strongest in the village or local area, and economically and politically exercises a 
preponderating infl uence. It need not be the highest caste in terms of traditional and 
conventional ranking of castes ”  (Srinivas  1966a : 7). He emphasizes the functional 
aspects of caste and demonstrates how they are linked through a system of shared 
economy and ritual (Srinivas  1966a : 27). 

 The notion of  “ dominant caste ”  not only underlines the many changes that have 
occurred in the practice of caste in recent years and it also problematizes the  Varna  
system of classifi cation. Srinivas noted that in the  Varna  model, although hierarchy 
and caste status is fi xed, in practice caste groups constantly doubted each others 
claims of superiority. He gives the example of how Harijans (the name Gandhi gave 
to the Dalits/Untouchable castes in India) will not accept the cooked food of some 
Brahmin groups. He suggests,  “ [i]t is clear that vagueness or doubt regarding mutual 
position is not accidental or unimportant, but is an essential feature of caste as an 
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ongoing system. ”  Such doubt among castes about each others ’  sense of superiority, 
he says,  “ should not be regarded as exceptional in their behavior but as the typical 
product of a dynamic system in which there is some pushing and jostling in the 
attempt to go ahead ”  (Srinivas  1966b : 4). It is to nuance these changes that he 
deploys the notion of  “ Sanskritization ”  as an analytical concept to unpack the 
manner in which caste groups could move higher in the social hierarchy. He defi nes 
 “ Sanskritization ”  as  “ the process by which a  “ low ”  Hindu caste, or tribal or other 
group, changes its customs, ritual, ideology, and way of life in the direction of a 
high, and frequently,  “ twice - born ”  caste. Generally such changes are followed by 
a claim to a higher position in the caste hierarchy than that traditionally conceded 
to the claimant caste by the local community ”  (Srinivas  1966b : 6). But this process, 
he avers, is a complex one in which the dominant caste determines its social and 
political power through its landowning status. 

 This is a signifi cant modern change from caste ’ s fundamental affi liation to Hindu 
ritual. In other words, the modern transformation of caste seems to be defi ned more 
by its association with landownership than ritual hierarchy. A landowning Jat or 
Thakur in the Punjab might recognize the ritual superiority of the Brahmin but have 
claimed a higher secular status. Srinivas also emphasizes that  “ Sanskritization ”  did 
not always mean emulation of the Brahmanical model  –   “ Thus if the locally dominant 
caste is Brahmin or Lingayat it will tend to transmit a Brahmanical model of Sanskri-
tization, whereas if it is Rajput or Bania it will transmit Kshatriya or Vaishya models ”  
(Srinivas  1966b : 14). But generally it is, in his thinking, from lower to higher order. 
To complete his analysis of caste changes and mobility, he deployed a supporting 
category, viz.,  “ Westernization. ”  He says,  “ [t]o catch up with the high castes, mere 
Sanskritization was not enough. ”  For this reason the lower castes  “ became more 
determined to obtain Western education ”  (Srinivas  1966b : 91). He notes that in 
recent years many castes through higher education and economic power tended to 
claim higher caste status (e.g., Vellalas and Padyachis in Tamilnadu) (Srinivas  1966b : 
94). He, however, did not entirely ignore the notions of purity and pollution that 
come to dominate in Dumont ’ s work. He remarks that there is a greater pragmatism 
regarding the values of purity and pollution (Srinivas  1980 : 195). 

 Despite the signifi cant contributions made by M. N. Srinivas, Max Weber, and 
Louis Dumont in a sense set the stage for the Hindu sociological views that later 
scholars have come to either accept or reject. But there is little doubt that Srinivas ’  
key notions of  “ dominant caste, ”   “ castes with landownership, ”   “ caste mobility ”  
through  “ Westernization ”  and  “ Sanskritization ”  are embedded in both Dumont ’ s 
work as well as in the work of many others, such as Andr é  B é teille. Weber ’ s view 
on India and Hinduism received a good deal of criticism as well as appreciation. 
But one must concede to Weber for having created the idea of a  “ Sociology of 
Hinduism ”  which is part of his book title which dealt with Hinduism and Buddhism 
(Weber  1958b ). In his typology of  “ world - rejection, ”  viz., innerworldly  vs . other 
worldly, mysticism  vs . asceticism, mystical poet  vs . ascetic poet, Robert Bellah 
( 1980 : 287) thinks that Weber locates the Hindu renunciation in the  bhakti  tradi-
tion of India. What Bellah is referring to is the idea that he deals with in the specifi c 
context of  bhakti  as a  “ personal inner relation of trust ”  (Weber  1958b : 307). It is 
here in the context of  bhakti  that he uses the expression  “ passionate inward devo-
tion to the redeemer and his grace ”  (Weber  1958b : 307). 
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 As a sociologist, Weber approaches Hinduism through caste, which he considers 
central to Hinduism. But the rigidity of caste lies in its inherent relationship to what 
he calls,  “ clan charisma. ”  He says,  “ [t]he Hindu social order, to a large extent than 
anywhere else in the world, is organized in terms of the principle of  clan charisma . 
 “ Charisma ”  means that an extraordinary, at least not generally available, quality 
adheres to a person. ”   …  And this  “ extraordinary quality adheres to sib members 
per se and not, as originally, to a single person ”  (Weber  1958b : 49). It is in this 
sense that Weber seems to think of caste as fundamentally a status group within 
which the leadership is passed down. Although he recognizes changes in the practice 
of caste, his organization of castes into the conventional four groups, viz., the 
Brahmins (priests), Kshatriyas (warriors), Vaishyas (traders/commoners) and 
Shudras (servants) betrays his dependency on the textual understanding of caste 
rather than actual fi eld work. But what is more, he seems to take the  Varna  system, 
which betrays color, more seriously than other social scientists. He compares caste 
with race. He says,  “ [a]t best we can say that race or, better, the juxtaposition of 
racial differences and  –  this is sociologically decisive  –  of externally striking different 
racial types has been quite important for the development of the caste order in 
India ”  (Weber  1958b : 124). He goes on to say,  “ [t]he most striking contrasts in 
external appearance simply happens to be different skin color. Although the con-
querors replenished their insuffi cient supply of women by taking women from 
among the conquered, color differences still prevented a fusion in the manner of 
the Normans and Anglo - Saxons ”  (Weber  1958b : 125). But the main point of Weber 
is that the intellectual soteriologies profi led in the Asian religions in general and in 
Hinduism in particular led to an otherworldly attitude conditioned by notions of 
 samsara  (transmigration) and  karma  1  (Weber  1958b : 332). In other words,  “ [g]iven 
its world indifference, it could now assume the form of a fl ight from the world or, 
indeed, in an innerworldly manner, with, however, world - indifferent behavior: a 
protection against the world and one ’ s own acts, not in and through both ”  (Weber 
 1958b : 332 – 3). Thus, for Weber caste remained a rigid institution. 

 Rejecting Weberian notion of individualism that is based on Western ideology, 
Dumont pays greater attention to the ideology of caste. In his characterization of 
(Hindu) India as  “  hierarchicus  ”  and the West as  “  equalis  ”  Dumont reinforced a 
structuralist view on India. For him, it is not so much caste itself, but the ideology 
of caste that seems more important. For this reason, he observes that in the notion 
of  “ dominant caste ”  in various parts of India, it follows the same pattern as the 
Brahmana – Kshatriya relationship (Dumont  1980 ). In order to understand Dumont, 
one has to not only read his most seminal work  –   Homo Hierarchicus , but also the 
essays that he himself collected in  Religion/Politics and History of India  (1980) as 
well as his volume on  German Ideology  (1994). In his work, Dumont makes two 
important assumptions  –  fi rst, India is one. This unity is found, he says,  “ above all 
in ideas and values, it is therefore, deeper and less easily defi ned: on one hand it is 
social in the strictest sense, and this justifi es our sociological perspective, it makes 
 Indian society as a whole  the true object of our study. On the other hand, this unity 
consists more in relations than isolated elements ”  (Dumont  1994 : 5). Elsewhere, he 
refers to it as  “ holism ”  (Dumont  1986 : 25). It is not the unity but diversity which 
is illusory for him. Second, as refl ected in his later work on  Aequalis , and in particu-
lar on the basis of his analysis of Karl Philip Moritz ’ s work on aesthetics, he main-
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tains his unequivocal stand on the idea of the  “ whole. ”  For him it is a  “ self - suffi cient 
whole ”  and in the chain of hierarchical levels each level fi nds its fi nality in the level 
above it (Dumont  1994 : 79). Once we understand this, his rejection of Weberian 
individualism makes sense. It is all the more important for him to reject this indi-
vidualism in Germany itself. For him a German, unlike his French counterpart, is 
one who thinks,  “ I am essentially a German, and I am a man through my being a 
German. ”   “ [T]he German speaks of something essential ”  (Dumont  1994 : 3). 

 Perhaps, Dumont must be credited for having located Indian caste squarely in 
(Hindu) religion unlike De Nobili, Max M ü ller, and more importantly Max Weber 
 –  all of whom treated caste as a social institution or as an extreme form of Western 
idea of class. He also rejects the comparison of caste with race as it happens in 
South Africa (Dumont  1980 : 24 – 7). For him the counter - category for equality is 
not necessarily inequality, but hierarchy which underlines  “ a certain consensus of 
values, a certain hierarchy of ideas, things and people ”  and this is  “ independent of 
natural inequalities or the distribution of power ”  (Dumont  1980 : 20). 

 Central to the notion of hierarchy is the distinction, fi rst, of purity and pollution 
which is not based on hygiene, but on religious grounds (Dumont  1980 : 47). Sec-
ondly, he separated status and power which are often confused in the caste hierar-
chy, as Srinivas himself separated before him. Even though Dumont agrees that 
caste might have been infl uenced by the  Varna  system, it is more correct to say that 
it is the pure and impure  “ relationship established in the varnas between priesthood 
and royalty ”  that is at the core of caste hierarchy (Dumont  1980 : 74). He is, there-
fore, dubious about the program of  “ Sanskritization ”  that the Arya Samaj 2  intro-
duced. The untouchables in reality found out that their status did not change even 
after giving up degrading occupations, nor did the castes which made exorbitant 
claims about their status in the census reports obtained any  “ recognition in their 
environment ”  (Dumont  1980 : 230). The central idea that Dumont pushed in his 
work on India is to suggest that caste status based on ritual or religious purity does 
not necessarily imply economic and political power. In his thinking, therefore, status 
and power must be separated. 

 Although Andr é  B é tteile in later years comes to critique Dumont for such struc-
tural reinforcement of India as  “  hierachicus  ”  and the West as  “  equalis , ”  in his 
earlier work (B é teille  1965 ) (which was published a year before Dumont ’ s  Homo 
Hierarchicus  appeared in 1966) he demonstrated not only the increasing isolation 
of the Brahmin community in Tamilnadu from political and even economic power 
but equally importantly the increasingly violent and turbulent relationships between 
the land - owning castes and the Adi - Dravidas (Dalits/Untouchables) seem to rein-
force a similar hierarchical pattern that existed between the Brahmin and their 
non - Brahmin tenants (who have since independence come to own land). In other 
words, the very ideology of purity and pollution that determined the relations 
between the Brahmin and his non - Brahmin tenant also determined the relationship 
between the new land - owning castes and their Dalit laborers. Nevertheless, B é teille ’ s 
work on Sripuram in Tamilnadu departs both from Weber and Dumont in signifi -
cant ways. With regard to Weber, he disagrees with the Weberian idea that castes 
are  “ status groups ”  and constitute homogenous communities (Weber  1958b ). But 
B é teille argues  “ [i]t should be pointed out that castes constitute communities only 
at the local or narrow regional level. Thus, the Shri Vaishnavas of Sripuram, or 
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even all the Brahmins of that village, can be spoken of as a community. It would 
be inexact, however, to speak of all Brahmins, or even all Shri Vaishnavas, as con-
stituting a community ”  (B é teille  1965 : 188). 

 The key contribution of B é teille is in defi ning caste in terms of what he calls 
 “ styles of life. ”  He says,  “ [p]roperty and occupation enter as important elements in 
the style of life of a status group or community ”  (B é teille  1965 : 188). But these 
elements do not necessarily unite the status groups. He, therefore, points out that 
 “ [t]oo much diversity of occupation or economic position may, however, disrupt 
the unity of a status group ”  (B é teille  1965 : 188). It is here, he also moves away 
from Dumont ’ s fundamental assumptions of purity and pollution as key operational 
categories embedded in caste. In this regard it is instructive to note a review 
comment made by Schwartzberg (a Geography specialist)  –   “ One of the diffi culties 
in venturing a judgment on  Homo Hierarchicus  is that it deals essentially with the 
ideological, and therefore nonmeasurable, foundations of a traditional, but fast -
 changing, society ”  (Schwartzberg  1973 : 255). 

 Now, looking at both Dumont ’ s position that separated status and power on the 
one hand, and B é teille ’ s position that added economic concern as an important 
element in caste changes on the other, one needs to concede a grain of truth in 
Dumont ’ s emphasis on status in relation to caste hierarchy. In his work on Bisipara 
village and witch - hunt, Bailey underlines the point that a witch - hunt is often a way 
to bring the person of Washermen caste back to his caste status despite his personal 
wealth (Bailey  1994 ). However, what it also underlines is that it is not enough for 
a low caste person to become wealthy in his personal life. When a caste as a whole 
becomes economically and politically powerful, then they claim to higher status, as 
it happened in the case of Nadars of Tamilnadu in the nineteenth century. B é teille ’ s 
emphasis on economic factors, therefore, needs to be understood in relation to caste 
as a whole and not as individuals. 

 It is clear from these early accounts that caste has been the preoccupation of most 
Hindu sociological theories. Notwithstanding its presence in other religious com-
munities (e.g., Sikh, Muslim, and Christian) it is seen as an inherent notion of 
Hinduism. On the extreme side, in the Weberian sense,  “ without caste there is no 
Hindu ”  (Weber  1958b : 29). Perhaps, it is better to say  –   “ without caste there is no 
Indian, ”  if one wants to include all other religions that exist in India. Notions of 
caste,  Jati , and  Varna  have been linked in fundamentally religious ways. These early 
studies, especially those by Western sociologists and anthropologists, of course, 
tended to locate the caste discourse in the larger Western discourse of individualism, 
capitalism and socialism. However, can we isolate from these discussions what 
might be peculiarly Indian concerns in the Sociology of Hinduism?  

  PROSPECT OF AN INDIAN SOCIOLOGY OF HINDUISM 

 If Dumont was gracious enough to grant India a Sociology of India for which the 
fi rst and foremost condition was to establish  “ a proper relation between it and 
classical Indology ”  (Dumont  1970 : 2), what might be the relations that the Indian 
scholars would be concerned about in developing an Indian Sociology of Hinduism? 
Of course, it is ingenuous to think that one could separate the discourse of Indian 
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Sociology of Hinduism entirely from its Western roots. After all, both Sociology 
and Indology were products of a Western intellectual engagement with the other, 
that is, the non - European other. Nevertheless, we might endeavor to fi nd some 
unique Indian concerns that may separate the Indian Sociology of Hinduism from 
its Western discourse. 

 In an effort to fi nd specifi c Indian concerns, we cannot continue to rely on  Varna  
based or predominantly Brahmanical ideas as our basis. For this reason, I fi nd Brian 
K. Smith ’ s recent work on  Classifying the Universe   (1994)  as well as the work of 
Lawrence Babb ( Divine Hierarchy ,  1975 ) less helpful as they both in their respective 
ways reinforce the view that Brahman continues to be the best analytical tool to 
interpret caste hierarchy. Notwithstanding the numerous fi eld - work based studies 
on Indian society that have demonstrated the alienation that exists between the 
 Varna  system and the caste system practiced in Hindu society, scholarship in some 
Indological and religionist writings seem to continue to assume the caste origins in 
the  Varna  system. While Babb ’ s work argues for the pre - eminent place of Brahman 
priest in society when he says,  “ [h]is (Brahman) presence constitutes a two fold 
affi rmation. His use of fully elaborated textual styles lends prestige to the family 
and confi rms the nominal identity of the deity being worshipped; his presence also 
suggests the imagery of kingly sacrifi cial sponsorship. Also, by merely entering such 
a household the Brahman is stating, in effect, that the pollution of the household 
is suffi ciently low to be innocuous to him. This is a direct validation of the high 
status of the family ”  (Babb  1975 : 196). Smith ’ s point that the  Varna  system that 
the Brahman ’ s devised not only explicitly articulates  “ the social aspects ”  but it 
 “ projected itself into cosmological, supernatural, natural, and ritual contexts; the 
structure of society was mirrored in the structure of reality in all its dimensions ”  
(Smith  1994 : 49) is in the same vein. Smith ’ s fi nal comment further reinforces it  –  
 “ [t]he Veda is the Brahmin ’ s account of the world; it was written in part to establish 
and promote Brahmin interests; and while it certainly represents the ideals and 
hopes of the Brahmin community, it very probably distorts the historical, political, 
and social realities of Vedic India  “ as it was ”  in order to do so ”  (Smith  1994 : 325). 

 Both Babb and Smith underline the ideological and social pre - eminence of the 
Brahman. But underlining the ideological pre - eminence, both of them fail to take 
into account the limitations of the category  Varna , and also the internal divisions 
of the Brahmans. Veena Das ’ s analysis of both  Varna  and  Jati  based on the  Dhar-
maranya Purana  is illuminating. She fi nds the binary oppositions posited by both 
Dum é zil  (1958a)  and Dumont  (1980)  in the  Varna  scheme  –  the opposition between 
the Brahman and others  –  are not meaningful in society. For instance, she points 
out,  “ [t]he myths clearly say that the relation between the king and the Brahman 
does not alter, regardless of whether the king is a Kshatriya or Shudra. Therefore, 
it is clear that the four  varna  categories are not homologous entities ”  (Das 
 1982 : 86). 

 But as Andr é  B é teille pointed out in his study, we need to take account of the 
notion of  “ dominant caste ”  more seriously to understand not only the increasing 
isolation of the Brahmin as a social and political force, but also the point made by 
Dumont that ritual or religious purity does not imply social, economic and political 
power. And McKim Marriot ’ s  (1955)  important study on Indian villages also dem-
onstrates that even when the illiterate villagers appropriated the Brahman gods, they 
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are  “ most attached, I would estimate, to the worship of four local godlings of no 
refi nement whatsoever. ”  He also points out how they totally reverse the Sanskritic 
 “ Gobardhan ”  (Go   +   Vardhan   =   Cow Nourisher) worship as  “ Gobar   +   dhan ”  
(Cowdung Wealth). This is what he calls Parochialization. It is worth noting here 
that McKim Marriot proposed the notion of  “ Parochialization ”  to explain the 
 “ downward devolution of great - traditional elements and their integration 
with little - traditional elements. ”  Instead of Srinivas ’   “ Westernization ”  and  “ San-
skritization ”  notions, Marriot deploys notions of  “ Universalization ”  and  “ Parochi-
alization. ”   “ Parochialization is a process of localization, of limitation upon the 
scope of intelligibility, of deprivation of form, or reduction to less systematic and 
less refl ective dimensions ”  (Marriot  1955 : 200). 3  The points made by B é teille, 
Dumont and Marriot need to be taken seriously in our search for a sociology of 
Hinduism. 

 Unless we accept the fundamental social changes that have gone on both in the 
pre - European as well as in the post - European period of India, we cannot meaning-
fully write the Sociology of Hinduism that is relevant for today. Central to these 
fundamental social changes is the control of land and based on that control the 
emergence of the social elites in India. Bloomfi eld argued,  “ [w]e must recognize that 
in many areas and certainly in the peripheral areas with which I am primarily con-
cerned, there was considerable social mobility in pre - European times. Certainly the 
British presence affected the direction and possibly the speed of movement, most 
directly by providing new opportunities for economic gain, but it is signifi cant that 
the groups which took advantage of these new opportunities did so very largely in 
terms of their old methods of action ”  (Bloomfi eld  1971 : 61). The emergence of 
 “ bhadralok ”  (social elite) in Bengal with their acquired social status on a par with 
Brahmin, Baidya and Kayastha is only one such example. The sweeping social 
changes during the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries need also to be 
understood in the competition between the so called  “ old elites ”   –  the  bhadralok  
from Bengal, Brahmins in Maharashtra, and Brahmins in Tamilnadu, who were 
initially the recipients of the benefi ts from their association with the colonial inter-
ests of the British  –  and the new elite emerging from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and 
Gujarat, who are non - Brahmanical counter elites. It is the new elite, with their 
association with land control, who began to emerge as a political elite (Bloomfi eld 
 1971 : 68ff.). 

 Therefore, in the search for the prospects for an Indian Sociology of Hinduism, 
notions of dominant caste, social change, family and kinship relations will certainly 
dominate the Indian scholarly attention. But in this search for an Indian Sociology 
of Hinduism, one must fi rst move beyond the cultural determinism that has for so 
long reiterated the notion that Hindu society can be essentially understood through 
the rigid categories of  Varna  and  Jati ,  Karma , and  Samsara  albeit they are useful 
backdrops of the past. Rather than being fi xated by Weberian and Dumontian 
models that have privileged classical cultural notions, one perhaps needs to take 
note of the relations between land, politics and economics and the social changes 
that they have been triggered in Hindu society. In this regard, it is equally important, 
as Nathan Katz rightly pointed out in his study of caste in relation to Cochin Jews, 
to  “ re - examine our presuppositions about the ideological framework of caste ”  (Katz 
 1989 : 56). 
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 It is even more important to recognize the economic interests of groups that 
created mobility in Hindu society not only socially, but more importantly in reli-
gious practice. The reshaping of Hinduism by modern Hindu gurus, movements and 
transnational movement of Hindus need to be accounted for, as well as the forces 
that organized Hinduism as a national social phenomenon, such as the Arya Samaj 
and the Rashtriya Svayamsevak Sang and the various Hindutva movements, need 
to be analyzed. For they move us beyond the cultural determinism, that is looking 
for explanations of Hindu society solely through its archaic cultural forms and 
enables us to see how Hindu society in modern times used its freedom to choose 
and become globally integrated. As T. N. Madan says,  “ [i]t is in the interplay 
between cultural tradition and individual life experience that choice making emerges 
as the condition and guarantor of human freedom and dignity ”  (Madan  1988 : 140).  

  CASTE AND POLITICS 

 Crucial, therefore, to documenting the Sociology of Hinduism is the role Hinduism 
and its various social denominations have played and continue to play. For this, we 
need to understand the intrinsic relationship between caste and politics in Indian 
democracy. For it is here that Hinduism and India ’ s political commitment for secu-
larism come face to face. Dr B. R. Ambedkar, who, despite his low caste back-
ground, rose to the position of being the chairman of the committee that drafted 
India ’ s constitution, located the most fundamental problem of Indian politics in the 
caste system and he located it squarely in the heart of Hinduism. He said,  “ Caste 
is a phenomenon peculiar to Hindu India ” ;  “ Caste has done enormous harm to the 
country ” ;  “ Caste is opposed to democratic concept ”  (Ambedkar  1970 : 98). This 
system that is so peculiar to Hindu India has even infected the Muslim and Christian 
communities. And for this reason, he called for the annihilation of caste by means 
of legislating the institution of priesthood and Brahmanism. For in his view,  “ Brah-
manism is the poison which has spoiled Hinduism. ”  And he went on to say,  “ You 
will succeed in saving Hinduism if you will kill Brahmanism. ”  He even invoked the 
support of Arya Samajists in this venture (Ambedkar  1970 : 98). 4  Gandhi replied to 
Ambedkar ’ s views by reiterating that  “ [c]aste has nothing to do with religion. 
It is a custom whose origin I do not know and do not need to know for the satis-
faction of my spiritual hunger ”  (Gandhi ’ s reply was also published in Ambedkar 
 1970 : 107). 

 The enormous role of caste in modern Indian politics, therefore, necessitated 
Indian sociologists to clarify its relationship to politics. In describing the relationship 
between caste and politics, Kothari emphasizes three points  –  fi rst, those who are 
arguing for the disappearance of caste from politics  “ lack any clear conception of 
either the nature of politics or the nature of the caste system. ”  Second, those who 
view politics as an instrument of caste misunderstand  “ the developmental reality 
which consists not in any approximation to a pre - conceived framework of anteced-
ent society, but in the changing interactions of the constituent elements in a dynamic 
situation. ”  Third, those who want to emphasize the autonomous status of both 
caste and politics tend to explain  “ empirical phenomena in terms of a unifi ed con-
ceptual model that enables neat generalizations to be imposed on a complex reality ”  
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(Kothari  1970 : 4 – 6). For Kothari as a political sociologist, it is  “ not so much what 
happens to caste system as a whole as a result of its involvement in the political 
process but rather what structures and networks of relationships enter into the 
political process and how ”  (Kothari  1970 : 7). Whether it is the Mahars of Maha-
rashtra, Kshatriyas of Gujarat, Nadars of Tamilnadu, Reddis and Kammas of 
Andhra Pradesh, political sociologists generally dissociated caste from religion and 
pondered upon it as a key element in politics and economics. At the same time, 
Indian sociologists generally looked at caste as an institution that has undergone 
signifi cant social changes  –  that this insight is largely due to the infl uence of Marxian 
approach to Indian society is not surprising. But as Khare remarks, generally Indian 
sociologists and anthropologists gave substantial focus to caste perhaps largely due 
to the infl uence of Dumont and as a reaction to his work. But later focus of Indian 
scholars shifted to the postcolonial discourses (Khare  2006 : xiii).  

  ASCETICISM AND BHAKTI 

 If caste, Jati and family affi nity as key values underscored Hindu sociology, two 
other key notions have, in a fundamental way, turned the tables around in Hindu 
society. These are  –  asceticism and  bhakti . Here, I discuss them as two values in 
Hindu society and not merely as religious phenomena, not withstanding their reli-
gious signifi cance. In a sense, they can be viewed as attitudes towards society and 
not just towards their transcendental goals. Both  bhakti  and ascetic attitudes not 
only reinforce the traditional religious practices, but they also radically transform 
them in ways that call into question the traditional social structures within which 
such religious practices are undertaken. 

 It is obvious to students of Hinduism that asceticism as a social institution has 
been accommodated as a fourth stage in the Brahmanical order of society. The 
signifi cance of asceticism as a social value can be seen not so much because it is 
observed strictly in Hindu society in modern times as fi nal stage in ones life, but 
because of its pervasiveness in the attitudes of Hindus. The many Hindu gurus, 
reformers and philosophers have not only emphasized it as an important value in 
society, but a number of them followed it. Shankara of the non - dual Vedanta phi-
losophy of the eighth century and Ramanjua of the Srivaishnava tradition of the 
eleventh century are good examples of the earlier period. These are succeeded by a 
number of later examples, such as Kabir, Ramananda, and in more recent years 
many modern gurus, who have reinforced the value of ascetic attitudes. Many 
leaders of the Hindu reform movements, such as the Swami Dayananda Saraswati, 
Swami Ramakrishna Paramahamsa and Swami Vivekananda and in recent times 
Swami Prabhupada of the Hare Krishna movement and Satya Sai Baba and many 
others have set examples for such mode of life. Almost all of these reformers and 
gurus have placed materialism as a threat to the moral fi ber of Hindu society. In 
other words, asceticism is understood as a counter value to materialism. Nirad C. 
Chaudhuri put it well when he said  –   “ all the blindness that is to be found in respect 
of a life which will offer us a sense of fulfi llment and happiness comes in the fi rst 
instance from our incapacity to criticize life and next from a sordid materialism ”  
(Chaudhuri  1970 : 16). 
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 Now and again, virtuosos like Gandhi, the man considered responsible for Indian 
independence from the British, and others could emerge as examples of such life 
style that reinforces an ascetic attitude. If the value of renunciation and the value 
of pragmatism are pitched against each other, what one might fi nd is that renuncia-
tion remains an ideal in Hindu society, and one does not need to realize the ideal 
but suffi cient to approximate to it. In other words, pragmatism embraces renuncia-
tion and domesticates it in society. As Milton Singer says,  “ [n]ot all householders 
live up to this theory, but one does meet engineers, lawyers, doctors who phrase 
their retirement in these terms, and younger men who walk out of their jobs in 
order to engage in more  “ spiritual ”  preoccupations ”  (Singer  1956 : 83). In dealing 
with asceticism as a social value in modern Hindu society, one also needs to take 
account of the modern emergence of women who renounce family life and take up 
the roles of renunciants, and it is also here that one needs to see the changing status 
of Hindu women. Meena Khandelwal ’ s account of Ananda Mata and Baiji in her 
work on  Women in Ochre Robes   (2004)  provides an insight into how Hindu women 
are looking to other role models than epic characters of Sita and in particular 
looking for them in real society. Asceticism is one social value that Hindu women 
found an appropriate way to change social perceptions of women. Denton ’ s fi eld 
work in Benares on women ascetics explored not merely the religious and spiritual 
aspects, but rather more importantly the  “ social and personal roots of religiosity ”  
(Denton  2004 : 166). 

 So, for as long as we treat renunciation as a religious value, it defi es its account-
ability in society. In the light of his research on Cochin Jews, Nathan Katz cautions 
 –   “ Asceticism is such a familiar topic to scholars of religion. However, this research 
compels us to ask whether standard treatments of the subject have not been overly 
spiritualized. By exclusive concern with its spiritual orientation, do we perhaps fail 
to recognize asceticism ’ s very down - to - earth meanings and rewards? ”  (Katz  1989 : 
56). He underlines the aspects of human motivation and behavior as important 
rather than spiritual motives. In particular, he identifi es  “ status ”  as a motivation in 
asceticism as a practice (Katz  1989 : 58). Here lies the fact that in Hindu society, 
while most Hindus may not be willing to renounce their family and possessions, 
they look up to others who are willing to do so, and confer up on them the status 
of being a virtuoso. 

 If asceticism thus confers on an individual a special status in society,  bhakti  as 
an attitude towards life equally reinforces this special status in Hindu society. From 
earlier times,  bhakti  provided an effective means to transcend social barriers both 
for Hindu men and women. Some of the medieval proponents of  bhakti , such as 
Ramanjua (who was referred to earlier) engaged in social reform in his time by 
allowing lower caste converts to become priests in some of the Vaishnava temples. 
As  bhakti,  as an attitude, embraced ordinary folk it naturally went beyond caste 
boundaries. Even sacred places, pilgrimage centers, rivers, and temples became rela-
tively important and not absolutely necessary. In other words, it relativized the 
normative social order. In doing so, it  “ neither tried to change the society nor alter 
the worldly pursuits ”  (Yocum  1973 : 8). The  Bhagavad Gita  in two places urges the 
devotee to perform actions without concern (Gita 3:30, 18:66). The Srivaishnava 
commentator Ramanuja, in both places, reads it as not giving up actions but as 
follows  –   “ [w]hile performing all  dharmas   –  i.e.,  karma  - ,  jnana  -  and  bhakti yoga  ”  
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(Van Buitenen  1968 : 174). In other words, it is an attitude that subsumes all actions 
without any attachment. A person who displays this sort of attitude is certainly seen 
as someone who is elevated to a special status in society, a virtuoso. That is why, 
the Gita ’ s statement in 18:66 asking the devotee to give up all attachment, is pre-
ceded by an important caveat  –   “ I shall tell it for your own good, for you are 
profoundly dear to me ”  (Gita 18:65). In other words, the devotee who displays this 
kind of  bhakti  as outlined in the Gita, is specially treated by God and this confers 
on him a special status in society. 

 In this sense, the Hindu view of a  sannyasin  and a  bhakta  elevate them to the 
position of virtuoso. They do not refrain from societal involvement, but by their 
involvement radically alter the social dynamics and relations. The Indian  gurus  and 
elevated teachers occupy this special position in Hindu society. By merely seeing 
them or being seen by them can confer merit on an ordinary person. This seeing 
( darshan ) deepens the bond with the  guru , says Kakar ( 1985 : 850). In fact, the 
mutual viewing between the  guru  and the devotee is  “ a precondition for the devo-
tee ’ s salvation ”  (Kakar  1985 : 846). He suggests,  “ [i]n practice, in the lives of a vast 
majority of the sect [Radha Saomi] members, the meditational regimen of the  yoga  
takes secondary place to guru  bhakti  which is not a mere intellectual acceptance 
and respect for the guru as a teacher and guide. For one, the guru referred to is the 
 Satguru  ( “ True Master ” ) who is the embodiment of the divine and is in fact the 
Supreme Being himself ”  (Kakar  1985 : 844). The idea of the special place of the 
teacher/ guru  due to his special qualities as an interpreter of Hinduism and not just 
the techniques of interpretation is documented well (Lubin  2002 ). The role of the 
 gurus  and  sannyasins  in Hindu society, therefore, acquires an important signifi cance 
for us to understand and document on Hindu sociology.  

   “ ORGANIZED HINDUISM ”   5   IN INDIA 

 So far I have tried to look at the larger milieu of the Hindu society through some 
of the issues of contemporary social signifi cance. The issues that I dealt with so far 
only emphasized the complexity of the overall narrative of the Sociology of Hindu-
ism. In the midst of these complexities in presenting the Sociology of Hinduism, we 
also need to pay attention to how Hinduism came to be organized in recent decades 
or even a century or more. The nineteenth century witnessed a range of such 
attempts to organize Hinduism and its society to present a more unifi ed look about 
it. Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj and the Ramakrishna Mission certainly deserve 
mention in this regard. But to recount their stories at great length is certainly beyond 
the scope of this chapter. What is useful, however, is to identify what they have 
achieved toward  “ organizing Hinduism ”  in the new context. Did these early exper-
iments achieve the goal of organizing Hinduism? Daniel Gold  (1994)  has provided 
useful account of the role of the Arya Samaj leading up to RSS (Rashtriya Svayam-
sevak Sangh) movement and their appropriation of Arya Samaj ideas in organizing 
Hinduism. 

 Although  “ Organized Hinduism ”  has its roots in the elite literati beginning from 
the Brahmo Samaj, under the Arya Samaj this phenomenon became  “ solidly estab-
lished among the upper - middle classes. ”  And with the RSS involvement, it became 
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fi rmly established in the lower middle class and became less elite (Gold  1994 : 537). 
Hinduism became organized by many different modern Hindu movements since 
those early attempts (hence Gold refers to them as  “ Organized Hinduisms ” ). 
However, under the leadership of the RSS organized Hinduism became more and 
more militant and radically politicized. Notwithstanding the disagreements between 
Sarvarkar of Hindu Mahasabha and the RSS leadership in the 1930s, the RSS came 
to align itself with political parties, fi rst with the Bharatiya Jana Sangh Party (popu-
larly known as Jana Sangh) and later with its successor, the Bharatiya Janata Party 
(Gold  1994 : 572). However, their infl uence is perhaps more limited to the Hindi 
speaking North Indian belt (Gold  1994 : 573). This increasing politicization of 
 “ organized Hinduism ”  in contemporary India sharply confl icted with the various 
minority groups in varied degrees. In different parts of India this polarization took 
different manifestations such as Hindu - Sikh confl ict in Punjab, and Hindu – Muslim 
and Hindu – Christian tensions throughout India. For instance, in Kerala State Chris-
tians, with their higher social and economic status, presented socio - economic chal-
lenge to Hindus, whereas elsewhere the Christians, though presented a challenge in 
numerical terms, in socio - economic terms they remained subordinate to the political 
domination of the dominant Hindu castes. Nevertheless, as Gold points out,  “ even 
though the political situation of the eighties has highlighted organized Hindu 
response to Sikh separatism, the continuing presence of Muslims in India is likely 
to appear as a more genuine problem to Hindu Nationalists  –  and may indeed prove 
to be one that is more lasting ”  (Gold  1994 : 579). 

 The attacks on Mumbai by unidentifi ed Muslim group/s (which started on the 
night of Wednesday November 26, 2008) have highlighted Gold ’ s point. It is worth 
underlining that as the body of the chief of Anti - Terrorism Squad of Mumbai was 
being carried away for its fi nal cremation, thousands of Hindus who were in the 
procession shouted anti - Pakistan and anti - Muslim slogans and one of the Indian 
newspapers commented that this incident would certainly tilt the next national elec-
tions more in favor of the Hindutva led BJP. Notwithstanding the fact that main-
stream Mulsim organizations led by All - India Muslim Majlis - e - Mushawarat, the 
umbrella body of Muslim organizations categorically condemned the incidents, the 
looming Hindutva response in the succeeding days and months cannot be underes-
timated. The call of the Muslim organizations to rise above politics to  “ unitedly 
face this threat and refrain from using it for petty political ends ”  ( The Hindu , Nov. 
28, 2008) will be tested in the complex Hindu – Muslim relations in India. In this 
context it is instructive to note what Sudhir Kakar says,  “ In both Hindus and 
Muslims, riot - time interactions deviated substantially from the code that governs 
their actions during normal times ”  (Kakar  1996 : 132).  

  GLOBAL HINDUISM 

 What I am referring to as Global Hinduism is closely linked to what Daniel Gold 
 (1994)  has called  “ Organized Hinduism. ”  Signifi cant social changes can be seen 
among the Hindu diaspora in comparison with their counterparts in India. In an 
important sense, incorporation of the variety of accounts of Hinduism from the 
diaspora would no longer make caste as an  apriori  condition for the practice of 
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Hinduism. The rise of a new Hindu identity, transnational networks among Hindus 
across ethnic boundaries, would certainly change the face of Hinduism. Signifi cant 
caste mobility, homogenization of linguistic groups across ritual and dietary prac-
tices have also occurred in the context of the diaspora which I have shown in my 
earlier work on the Hindus in South Africa (Kumar  2000 : 1 – 13). Most of the 
accounts in the early diaspora communities indicate a greater collaboration between 
groups across caste and linguistic boundaries in establishing places of worship and 
a common Hindu identity. But Clothey points out that in places like Singapore, as 
individual caste numbers increased due to subsequent immigrations, there was a 
tendency to form caste or language based temples and shrines and associations 
(Clothey  2006 ). Due to difference in immigration patterns both in South Africa and 
other former European colonies in Africa, Asia and many Indian ocean islands, 
Hinduism is characterized by what might be described as popular or village forms 
such as worship of the village goddesses (e.g., Mariamman and Druapadiamman). 
The Sri Lankan form of Tamil Hinduism is dominant in Southeast Asia (Malaysia, 
Singapore). This has perhaps to do with the refugee policies of these countries in 
relation to Sri Lankan refugees. 

 The immigration patterns of the Hindus in the UK, Australia, continental Europe, 
and North America are very different from the early immigrations to various nine-
teenth century colonies. After the partition of India, a signifi cant number of Hindus 
arrived in the UK, largely Punjabis and some Gujaratis who were later joined by 
the East African Gujarati merchants. Places like Southall and Leicester in the UK 
strong presence of Hindus is found. British Hinduism is generally dominated by the 
Gujarati and Punjabi Hindu practices with a minority of South Indian Hindu ele-
ments being present (Vertovec  2000 ). On the other hand, the Continental Europe 
is dominated by the Sri Lankan Hinduism, drawn mainly from its former Tamil 
roots. As such, while in Britain the Swaminarayan temples are very conspicuous, 
the Sri Lankan Saiva/Murukan and Mariamman worship practices are more common 
in the continental Europe. Sociologically speaking this would mean that those who 
represent Hinduism in the UK are of North Indian background whereas the Hindu 
views in the continental Europe are represented by the Sri Lankan Tamil 
Hindus. However, in the Netherlands, the Hindustanis from Surinam, who immi-
grated to the Netherlands after its independence, are more visible Hindus (Van Der 
Burg  2004 ). In terms of the social changes among Hindus in the UK, Eleanor 
Nesbit pointed out that while general association of vegetarianism with Hinduism 
is not common, conversion from non - vegetarianism to vegetarianism is not 
necessarily depended on religious values (Nesbit  1999 : 397ff.). Such pragmatism in 
the observance of religious rituals in UK is also noted by Kim Knott (Knott 
 1986 : 89). 

 The immigration to North America is relatively a recent phenomenon and con-
sists mostly of the educated middle - class Hindus. Kurien points out that the percent-
age of Hindus among the total number of Indian Americans is between 45 – 65% 
(Kurien  2004 : 368). A number of former East African Hindus did settle in the United 
States and Canada and the UK as well as Australia. The UK, Australia, and North 
America have, therefore, experienced Hindus who were twice immigrants, either 
from East Africa or in the last ten years increasingly from South Africa. Hindus in 
Australia, however, began to appear since the mid nineteenth century as part of the 
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coolie labor system/indenture system (Hartney  2004 : 437ff.). But, in Australia it is 
conspicuously dominated by Sri Lankan Tamil Hinduism. 

 The gradual increase in the appearance of Hindu temples in Australia, UK, con-
tinental Europe, and North America has had important consequences for both the 
Hindus in the daispora as well as for the host societies. It created both tensions and 
positive images of Hinduism in the West. The nature of Hinduism in these countries 
largely depended on the various Hindu communities that settled in these places. 

 In Australia, there was initially a strong objection to Hindu temples appearing. 
Objections ranged from more noise to intrusion into the White society. The  “ Scenic 
Protection Lands ”  Act was used to block the construction of the Hindu temple 
(Hartney  2004 : 447). The public appearance of Hinduism in the form of temples 
in Germany (Luchesi  2004 ) and in Norway (Jacobsen  2006 ) seems less resisted. In 
fact, in both places incorporation of local public fi gures such as politicians and 
bureaucrats into the Hindu ritual practice is noteworthy. It is interesting to note 
that in the Murukan temple in Hamm, Germany a native German man was accepted 
as an assistant priest (Wilke ( 2006 : 261). The resistance to the presence of Hindus 
in the UK has been captured by Richman  (1999)  and by Weller  (2004) . Weller ’ s 
study in particular highlighted the fact that both Hindus and Sikhs experienced 
fairly high levels of discrimination in the UK. This is attributed to the fact that 
Hindus and Sikhs are  “ visible minorities ”  (Weller  2004 : 486) and the continental 
European context perhaps still has not reached the stage of  “ visible minority ”  status. 
But in more recent years, Hindus seem to enjoy relatively better relations than their 
Muslim counterparts largely due to the impact of 9/11 and the subsequent attempts 
by the Hindu Council of UK to distance themselves from their South Asian Muslim 
counterparts and at the same time aligning themselves with the mainstream British 
society. In North America, there is not a great deal of reporting of negative senti-
ment toward the appearance of Hindus. It is perhaps due to the fact that they are 
more dispersed throughout North America, with the exception of Toronto and 
Vancouver in Canada and New Jersey in the United States. 

 Linked to the idea whether the Hindu presence has been effectively incorporated 
into the mainstream society or not, especially in Western societies, is the fact that 
most of the ritual places such as temples are located either in the relatively remote 
places and away from the mainstream society or in modifi ed former industrial build-
ings. In relation to the idea of sacred space in Hinduism, some scholars have sug-
gested that in the context of diasporic Hinduism, India is no longer exclusive in 
claiming Hindu sacred places. Many among the diaspora consider many local 
places, rivers and so on as sacred for them, e.g., a lake in the outskirt of Oslo city 
in Norway (Jacobsen  2004 ). But what is also important to take into account is the 
location of these sacred sites in the West  –  for example in Norway the  “ [t]he Siv-
asubramanyar Alayam is situated close to the edge of the city where the forest 
begins ”  (Jacobsen  2004 : 144); in Germany a number of shrines were built inside 
the converted houses  –   “ Outside there was normally no indication except may be 
an unobtrusive sign ”  (Luchesi  2004 : 120); one of the largest Swaminarayan temples 
in New Jersey is built in the industrial area of Woodbridge by converting an existing 
industrial building. If we contrast this scenario to the classical locations of sacred 
places in Hinduism, temples are usually the centre of the towns and villages rather 
than outside the villages. Only the non - Brahmanical shrines and temples are built 
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on the outskirt of the villages. The Hindu sacred spaces in the diaspora context 
certainly reverse the conventional Hindu orthodox views. For here, there are no 
conventional Hindu structures, such as caste, ritual leadership, to sustain a classical 
notion. Although, Hinduism is now placed on the global map as a world religion, 
ethnically speaking it has to content itself as one of the many minority religions in 
the West. 

 As a minority religion, nevertheless, it developed effective strategies to exert its 
infl uence in the West  –  by claiming moral and spiritual superiority, a claim that 
goes back to the early Hindu reformers such as Vivekananda. One of the important 
teachings of the Swaminarayans, especially to those who are living in the West is 
 –   “ concentrate on leading a moral life whilst doing what you are going to do there. 
Never get involved in consuming liquor or fl esh. Don ’ t think we are inferior to the 
Americans; compared to them we are morally superior  …  Don ’ t forget your dharma. 
You should never forget your background wherever you are living ”  (Brear  1996 : 
222). Secondly, by ostentatiously decorating their temples and making them visibly 
attractive, the Hindus seem to enrich the rainbow colors in the West as it increas-
ingly becomes multi - cultural and multi - religious. Whether or not these strategies 
have worked to their advantage varies from place to place. 

 While the issue of  “ Organized Hinduism ”  largely dealt within the context of 
sub - continental politics and religious tensions, in various degrees those issues do 
seem to affect the Global Hindus in the diaspora context. In particular, the Hindu –
 Muslim tensions are not limited to South Asia, as the terrorist crisis was unfolding 
in Mumbai (started on the night of Wednesday November 26, 2008) one of the 
Indian newspapers ( Indian Express , Nov. 28, 2008) was already speculating that 
the terrorists in the Mumbai attack were probably British citizens of Pakistani 
origins. But the only gunman who was captured is reported to have disclosed that 
they were all Pakistani citizens and trained in Pakistan. While the Hindu – Muslim 
relations of South Asian context impact on the Hindu diaspora, the rise of Hindu 
nationalism needs also to be understood in the context of the ideology of multicul-
turalism also. In North America, Kurien has pointed that the ideology of multicul-
turalism has certainly exacerbated the Hindu militant nationalism (Kurien  2004 ). 
She points up that  “ [a]lthough often overlooked in the literature on immigrants and 
multiculturalism, within the sociology of religion, it is now well understood that 
religion and religious institutions often play a central role in the process of ethnic 
formation, particularly for immigrants to the United States ”  (Kurien  2004 : 366). 

 It is for this reason, the various forms of Reform - Hindu groups and the modern 
 guru  based Hinduisms, coupled with the growing number of Hindu temples that 
have played a vital role in shaping Global Hinduism in the West need to be 
accounted for. Additionally and perhaps equally importantly, we need to take into 
account the earlier transportation of various forms of Hinduism to places in South 
East Asia. In particular the Hinduism presence today in Burma, Thailand, Laos, 
Sumatra, Java, and Cambodia and also Sri Lanka in South Asia needs to be accounted 
for. Linking Global Hinduism with the earlier Hindu presence will further help us 
understand the transnational dimension of Global Hinduism. Stanley Tambia had 
hinted on the prospects of transnational Hinduism. He suggested that transnational 
Hinduism need not be based on a symbolic link to homeland but there are  “ decen-
tered ”  and  “ lateral connections ”  between global Hindus (Tambia  2002 : 332). It is, 
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however, the twice migrants for the most part who created the transnational net-
works among Hindus who led to the creation of  “ Global Organization of People 
of Indian Origin ”  (GOPIO). Although majority of this organization are Hindus, it 
is open to all Indians overseas. 

 In dealing with the Global Hinduism, we need to account for three more impor-
tant factors. Babb has identifi ed three distinct styles of modern Hinduism  –  the 
Radha Saomi, the Brahmakumaris and the Satya Sai Baba (Babb  1987 ). But here I 
wish to focus on two others coupled with the Satya Sai movement that Babb had 
already mentioned. They are  –  the Swaminarayan (Bochasanwasi Shri Akshar Puru-
shottama Sanstha) movement and the Hare Krishna movement (International Society 
for Krishna Consciousness). The growing transnational nature of the Hindu society 
and the push towards freeing Hinduism from its ethnicity are refl ected in these two 
important sociological phenomena that the modern Hindu Sociology has to take 
into account. While the Swaminarayans have created a transnational, but ethnically 
oriented Hindu movement in the West by emphasizing its unique identity as Gujarati, 
notwithstanding its efforts to give up caste restrictions (Brear  1996 ; Dwyer  2004 ; 
Williams  1998 ) the Hare Krishna (International Society for Krishna Consciousness) 
and the Satya Sai Baba movements have created transnational Hinduisms that have 
pushed the ethnic boundaries and made them global. While Brooks  (1989)  in his 
work tried to emphasize the success of the foreign devotees of the Hare Krishna 
movement in appropriating Indian meanings and in turn being accepted by the 
Indian devotees, Aghehananda Bharati points out that Brooks in his account of the 
Hare Krishnas  “ does not mention, for example, that Western devotees are not 
allowed into the sanctum of the older, more traditional pan - Indian Vaishnava 
shrines such as Jagannath - Puri in eastern India and Srirangam in southern India ”  
(Bharati  1990 : 585). However, the Hare Krishna followers consider themselves as 
traditional Vaishnava practitioners. In a sense it has combined in it the modes of 
Hindu life that is traditional and yet freed it from the conventional ethnic and caste 
restrictions. The Satya Sai movement, on the other hand, fl ourishes mostly as a lay 
organization being directly loyal to their God/Guru, Satya Sai Baba and at the same 
time goes beyond ethnicity in their following. Babb deals with the Satya Sai group 
not so much as a  “ religious movement ”  but as a  “ cult ”  because it is based on an 
individual ’ s charisma through his miracles and does not have a defi nite worldview 
(Babb  1987 ). Nevertheless, others have criticized Babb ’ s distinction between reli-
gious movement and cult as being not very distinct in the light of the data that he 
presents (Handoo  1989 ). The Sai Baba movement ’ s focus is on Hindu spirituality 
rather than on its social tenets. It is, however, ethnically so diversifi ed that the 
Chinese in Singapore could sing Indian  bhajans  in Chinese and in Japan they could 
do so in Japanese. These are fundamental changes in the Hindu sociology that 
distinguish the Satya Sais and the Hare Krishnas from the Swaminarayan ’ s ethnic 
emphasis. 

 While the Hare Krishnas use a variety of strategies that include an aggressive 
vegetarianism campaign, adoption of modern techniques of music, food and popular 
Indian fashion couture and modern business strategies to attract the support of the 
wealthy Indian businessmen (Kumar  2008 ), the Satya Sai Baba followers too 
combine a variety of the same strategies. Of course, the attraction of Sai Baba ’ s 
miracles is an additional factor in their success. The two modern Hindu viz., the 
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Hare Krishna and the Satya Sai groups have made Hinduism globally viable with 
their missionary zeal. The chief characteristics that are essential in the transnation-
alization of Hinduism  –   “ [i]ncreased mobility and modern technological advances ”  
 “ computers, modern printing and electronic transmission, audio - visual media, and 
the knowledge explosion ”  that Williams ( 1998 : 858) identifi ed in connection with 
the Swaminarayana Hinduism can also be applied to the others such transnational 
Hindu movements. Many scholars have studied the effective use of internet for 
religious propagation and religious practice by many Hindu organizations in the 
diaspora. For example, Manjeet Kripalani reported in 2001 ( Business Week , 
00077135, 02/26/2001, issue 3721) about the website ( www.web-dunia.com ) which 
offered Hindus the option to have virtual dip in the river Ganges instead of physi-
cally traveling to India. 

 Nevertheless, the transnational nature of Global Hinduism can both strengthen 
modern Hinduism and can also become a limiting condition in its effort to become 
more integrated into host societies where it fi nds itself. In the context of unclarifi ed 
multiculturalism, as Kurien  (2004)  pointed out, it can isolate the Hindu community 
from the mainstream society and give rise to militant attitude toward their religious 
identity.  

  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 In India, the Sociology of Hinduism included caste changes by means of economic 
mobility and new changes in the constitutional defi nitions of Economically Back-
ward Classes. But in the context of Global Hinduism fundamental social changes 
occurred due to  –  (1) absence of the conventional structures to sustain caste; (2) 
opening up of Hindu practices to people of non - South Asian origin, and (3) increas-
ing transnationalization of Hindu society. Most of the modes of religious practices, 
such as taking up priesthood and renunciation, are no longer limited to male 
members let alone to people of South Asian origin. The Arya Samaj has accepted 
female priesthood and established training centers for women priests; the Ramak-
rishna Mission globally has established women Ashrams where women of not only 
South Asian origin, but Western and East Asian women have also taken up the 
practice of Sannyasinis. The so - called popular Hinduisms are no longer limited to 
the South Asian villages, but they are found from South Africa to Germany and 
Canada. The rise of the middle - class Hindus and the simultaneous globalization of 
Hinduism and the growing terrorism concerns in South Asia are bound to bring 
even more fundamental changes that make not only Hindutva ideology more rele-
vant but traditional and classical views of Hinduism vis  à  vis Brahmanical texts will 
become problematic. The question of Hindu representation in the West will con-
tinue to be a moot point, as seen in the context of the Californian State text book 
controversy, the book controversy around an American scholar ’ s reference to 
Ganesha in psychoanalysis terms (Courtright  1985 ) both among lay Hindus as well 
as in academic circles. (See McDermott  2000 , Smith  2000   –  the entire  Journal of 
the American Academy of Religion  68 (4) of 2000 was dedicated to the issue of 
 “ who speaks for Hinduism. ” ) The diversity of Hindu practices in India as well as 
outside will move the debates around how Hinduism is represented outside India 
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beyond the boundaries of  “ insiders ”  and the  “ outsiders. ”  For, Hindu  “ insiders ”  
would include not only the diverse Hindu practitioners from South Asia, but also 
the European, East Asian, and African Hindus. The  “ outsiders ”  are not only the 
non - practicing Hindus, the Orientalists and modern academics who study Hindu-
ism, but also many Hindu academics and the many  laissez faire  Hindus. 

 Finally some issues need to be mentioned in relation to modern Hinduism in 
dealing with its sociology. And that is its relations to the other religions and the 
Dalits. It is clearly the  “ Organized Hinduism ”  that has consistently defi ned the 
Hindu identity in sharp distinction from the other communities  –  Muslims, Chris-
tians, Sikhs, and in more recent years increasingly the Dalits, all of whom have been 
perceived to have presented a serious threat to the political interests of the Hindutva 
and the political parties that have been supported by them (Bharatiya Janata Party). 
The issue of conversion on the other hand, is far more important in the relations 
between Hindus and Christians. Here the issues of Christians and Dalits vis  à  vis 
Hindus is confl ated. That is, in so far as conversion to Christianity is mostly associ-
ated with the Dalit groups, attacks on Christianity and the Dalits is, at least on a 
social level, seem one and the same. 

 In recent years, by and large the Hindu – Muslim relations have been defi ned by 
the Ayodhya (Babri Mosque controversy) issue. But Hindu – Muslim relations 
have reached a more complex level with the Muslim terrorist attacks on Mumbai. 
The unconfi rmed demands from the terrorists to claim back not only Kashmir, 
but also the former Muslim state in the south, viz., the Nizam of Hyderabad 
have certainly raised the levels of anxiety among not only Hindutva ideologues but 
also among the ordinary Hindus. In the light of these new concerns for Hindu 
society, it will be interesting to see how Hindu society will evolve in the coming 
decades.  

  Notes 

  1     The notions of transmigration (Samsara) and rebirth in Hindu society are generally deter-
mined by the idea that an individual accrues merits and demerits from their past actions 
(karmas). The soul of an individual, therefore, is understood to be caught in the round 
of births and deaths. The Hindu thinkers, such as Shankara of the eighth century, pro-
posed knowledge as means to overcome this cycle of births and deaths and obtain ultimate 
liberation, while Ramanuja of the eleventh century suggested devotion combined by 
knowledge and ritual actions as means to liberation.  

  2     Arya Samaj was established in the nineteenth century by Swami Dayananda Saraswati 
with a view to turn Hinduism toward what he called Vedic Hinduism rejecting the image 
based temple rituals.  

  3     Glenn Yocum called it the  “ indigenization of Brahmanical traditions ”  in the context of 
Tamil bhakti (Yocum  1973 : 17).  

  4     Ambedkar was not the only one who called for the elimination of caste in Hindu society. 
Radhakrishnan, in his  Religion and Society   (1947) , called for the elimination of innumer-
able castes and outcastes. Nevertheless, he declined to give up his loyalty to Hindu 
spiritual values. But it is also noteworthy that he draws those spiritual values from the 
Upanishads and downplays the role of temples as  “ dull acquiescence and tedious routine ”  
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(Radhakrishnan  1947 ). Surprisingly, Ambedkar ’ s position on Hinduism is also quite 
similar in that he too emphasized the role of Upanishads and rejected the Vedas and what 
he called the old religion. Notwithstanding his many disagreements with Radhakrishnan, 
he seems to concede the role of Upanishads  –   “ Liberty, Equality and Fraternity it may 
not be necessary for you to borrow from foreign sources and that you could draw for 
such principles on the Upanishadas ”  (Ambedkar  1970 : 98).  

  5     I am adopting this phrase from Daniel Gold ’ s essay  “ Organized Hinduism: from Vedic 
truth to Hindu nation ”  in Marty and Appleby  (1994) .   
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Religious Awakening in China under 
Communist Rule 

  A  Political Economy Approach 

   Fenggang   Yang       

 

  INTRODUCTION 

 In the existing literature of the economic approach to the study of religion, the 
supply - side theory (e.g., Finke and Iannaccone  1993 ; Stark and Iannaccone  1994 ; 
Finke  1997 ; Froese  2001 ) has been dominant, so much so that many people mis-
takenly equate the economic approach to the supply - side model. 1  This chapter 
develops a political economy approach and examines the demand - driven changes 
in the Chinese religious economy. 

 The supply - side theorists assume that religious demand in a society is relatively 
stable and religious change is largely driven by the supply - side shifts (Finke and 
Stark  1993 ; Stark and Finke  2000 ). However, the stability of religious demand is 
 assumed , not proved. Some scholars employing the economic approach have pointed 
out the need to take  “ both demand and supply factors into account ”  to understand 
changes in religious market structures (Hamberg and Pettersson  2002 : 99; also see 
Ellison and Sherkat  1995 ; Sherkat and Wilson  1995 ; Sherkat  1997 ). 

 The stable demand assumption becomes simply implausible when we examine 
religious change in China. After decades of atheist propaganda and religious repres-
sion, the Chinese express an exceptionally low level of religious beliefs and practices 
compared with people in other societies. On the other hand, there has been a gradual 
religious awakening in China in spite of the restrictive religious policy that aims at 
maintaining a reduced level of religious participation. The active demand for reli-
gion has been continuously increasing, rendering the religious regulations ineffec-
tive, resulting in the emergence of the black and gray markets in addition to the 
 “ red ”  market of religion (Yang  2006 ). 

 This chapter develops a political economy approach that takes power competi-
tion as an integral part of the religious market. First, the Communists regard the 
ideology of Communism as a competitive alternative to religious beliefs, and have 
deliberately tried to replace conventional religion with the atheist belief system of 
Communism. The political economy of religion must include atheism as a competi-
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tor in the religious market. Second, the faith - based organizations are perceived as 
one of the most serious threats to the Communist Party. This is why the Catholic 
Church has been treated as a serious threat, even though Catholics comprise less 
than one percent of the Chinese population. Third, the larger political economy of 
religion should also include alternatives to institutionalized religion. In addition to 
religious participation in formal religious organizations in the form of membership 
and attendance, other types of spiritual practices, such as  “ popular religion ”  or 
 “ folk religion, ”  exist in all societies. Non - institutionalized spiritualities play impor-
tant roles in the heavily regulated religious economies (Yang  2006 ). More impor-
tantly, these spiritual practices are also alternatives to the atheist orthodoxy. 
Applying the concepts of consumer behaviors in J á nos Kornai ’ s economics of short-
age to the religious economy in China under Communist rule, we expect to see 
people  queuing up ,  searching ,  suppressing demand , and  experimenting with substi-
tutes  for religion.  

  RELIGIOUS REGULATION IN THE PEOPLE ’ S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

 After the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) established the People ’ s Republic of 
China (PRC) in 1949, it spent the fi rst 17 years attempting to bring all religions 
under control, followed by 13 years of eradication measures before relenting to a 
policy of limited tolerance. The following brief account of this history is based on 
original sources from Chinese authorities (MacInnis  1989 ; RAB  1995 ; Ye  1997 ; 
CPS  1998 ; Gong  1999 ; RAB  2000 ; Luo  2001 ), as well as from Chinese observers 
in the West (Bush  1970 ; MacInnis  1989 ; Pas  1989 ; Potter  2003 ). 

 In the ideological lexicon of the CCP, atheism is a fundamental doctrine that 
manifests in two major forms: (1) scientifi c atheism and (2) militant atheism. Sci-
entifi c atheism, as an offspring of the European Enlightenment movement, regards 
religion as illusory, nonscientifi c, and backward. Thus, the advancement of science 
and education will lead to the natural demise of religion. In contrast, militant 
atheism, as advocated by Lenin and the Russian Bolsheviks, treats religion as a 
dangerous narcotic and a troubling political ideology that serves the interests of 
antirevolutionary forces. As such, it should be suppressed or eliminated by the revo-
lutionary force. On the basis of scientifi c atheism, religious toleration was inscribed 
in CCP policy since its early days. By reason of militant atheism, however, atheist 
propaganda became ferocious, and the power of  “ proletarian dictatorship ”  was 
invoked to eradicate the reactionary ideology (Dai 2001). 

 Examining CCP ’ s religious policies through the lens of market analysis, we may 
distinguish different policies toward religious consumers (believers) and suppliers 
(leaders and organizations). Scientifi c atheism may contain sympathy for  “ deceived ”  
consumers (believers), but it affords little tolerance for the  “ deceiving ”  suppliers 
(religious leaders and organizations). As soon as the PRC was established, militant 
atheism compelled the party to impose control and limitations on religious suppliers. 
Foreign missionaries, who were considered part of Western imperialism, were 
expelled, and cultic or heterodox sects that were regarded as reactionary organiza-
tions ( fandong hui dao men ), were banned. Further, major religions  –  Buddhism, 
Daoism, Islam, Catholicism, and Protestantism, which were diffi cult to eliminate 
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and possessed diplomatic value for the isolated regime  –  were co - opted into national 
associations. Through tremendous government effort and a select few cooperative 
religious leaders, the China Protestant Three - Self (i.e., self - administration, self -
 support, and self - propagation) Patriotic Movement (TSPM) Committee was estab-
lished in 1954. This was followed by the China Buddhist Association in 1955, the 
China Islamic Association in 1957, the China Daoist Association in 1957, and 
fi nally, the China Catholic Laity Patriotic Committee in 1957, which later became 
the China Catholic Patriotic Committee. In short order, previously existing denomi-
national and sectarian systems within each religion were broken down and banned. 
Uniformity was imposed upon each of the fi ve religions. 

 When the so - called Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution began in 1966, all 
religious sites were closed down. Many buildings were torn apart, statues of gods 
and religious artifacts were smashed, and religious scriptures were burned. Secretly 
keeping a religious scripture or an artifact was a crime, and some people took great 
risks to save scriptures, sculptures, and buildings in the name of preserving antiques 
or cultural heritages. The few remaining believers were forced to make public 
renunciations or were  “ wiped away like dust ”  into dark prison corners or reeduca-
tion - through - labor camps. The complete ban was imposed on both religious demand 
and supply. 

 Following the death of Chairman Mao Zedong in 1976, Deng Xiaoping gradually 
emerged as the paramount leader within the CCP. Under his leadership, the CCP 
set a new course for the country, focusing on modernization and economic reform. 
In order to rally people around the central task of economic development, the 
pragmatic CCP began to loosen control over various aspects of social life. Regarding 
religion, eradication was replaced with toleration. Beginning in 1979, a limited 
number of Protestant and Catholic churches, Buddhist and Daoist temples, and 
Islamic mosques have reopened for religious services. 

 China ’ s economic reforms since 1978 have brought profound changes. In the 
past, under the ideology - driven central planning, the Chinese economy was a typical 
 “ shortage economy ”  of Communist - ruled countries (Kornai  1980, 1992 ), which 
was characterized by shortage in consumer goods, long queues in shops, long delays 
in services, and shortage throughout the production process.  “ The shortage phe-
nomena under the classical socialist system are general, frequent, intensive, and 
chronic; the system is a shortage economy ”  (Kornai  1992 : 233). The transition from 
central - planning to a market economy, 2  in spite of numerous challenges and mis-
steps along the way, has been quite successful with remarkable, continual rapid 
growth of GDP. By the end of the 1990s, China ’ s economy successfully entered the 
 “ post - shortage period ”  (L ü   2001 ). The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) itself has 
undergone far - reaching changes, including opening its door to welcome capitalists 
to join the party, even though the proletariat rhetoric remains. However, unlike the 
economic sector that has adjusted policies and upgraded regulations several times 
since 1978, many other social sectors lag behind in reforms, including the religious 
sector. 

 In 1982, the policy of limited tolerance was formally reinstated, inscribed in the 
edict  “ The Basic Viewpoint and Policy on the Religious Affairs during the Socialist 
Period of Our Country, ”  now known as  “ Document No. 19 ”  (Yang  2004 ). This 
central document has served as the basis for religious policy for over twenty years. 
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It grants legal existence to Buddhism, Daoism, Islam, Protestantism, and Catholi-
cism under the government - sanctioned  “ patriotic ”  associations, but not to any 
group outside of the fi ve religious associations, nor to other religions. Document 
No. 19 proscribes proselytizing outside of approved religious premises. In line with 
Document No. 19, the PRC Constitution of 1982 reaffi rms freedom of religious 
belief, but clearly stipulates that only  “ normal ”  religious activities are protected. 4  
Document No. 19 also insists that religion eventually will wither away, that reli-
gious organizations must be restricted and controlled, and that atheist education 
must be carried out unrelentingly (see MacInnis  1989  for an annotated English 
translation of Document No. 19). Compared with the violent eradication practices 
carried out during the radical Cultural Revolution 3  (1966 – 76), limited tolerance of 
religion was certainly a progress. Nonetheless, formulated at the very onset of the 
reforms focusing on economic modernization, Document No. 19 remains very much 
ideology - driven and refl ects the Communist ideology to the dogmatist left. It merely 
acknowledged the impracticability of eradicating religion  in a short period of time , 
and had to offer some justifi cation for the limited tolerance policy while upholding 
atheist ideology. 

 China ’ s religious policy has had no signifi cant change since 1982. Of course, 
there have been some adjustments in the implementation of religious policy. For 
instance, since the mid - 1990s the central and provincial governments have installed 
numerous administrative ordinances, climaxing in the latest Regulations on Reli-
gious Affairs decreed by the State Council that became effective on March 1, 2005 
(see Chan and Carlson  2005  for an annotated translation). But there have been no 
substantial deviations from the basic policy established in Document No. 19. The 
CCP authorities have repeatedly emphasized the need to strengthen the religious 
control apparatus, to guard against foreign infi ltration through religion, and to 
reinforce the propagation of atheism, all of which were inscribed in Document No. 
19. The formal ordinances were enacted in the broad context of reforms that call 
for increasing rule by law ( fazhi ) instead of rule by personal will of offi cials. Rule 
by law may have legitimized greater freedom in some other social sectors, but reli-
gious regulations have become arguably more stringent. For example, in 1994, the 
State Council published two ordinances requiring all religious groups to register 
with the government and prohibiting foreigners from proselytizing in China. In 
1996, the CCP and the State Council issued a joint decree to curb the building of 
temples and outdoor Buddha statues, and constricted authority to grant new build-
ing permits for religious venues to provincial - level governments. In 1999, the 
National People ’ s Congress Standing Committee adopted a  “ Legislative Resolution 
on Banning Heretic Cults, ”  which banned Falun Gong, other sectarian  qigong  
groups, and some religious groups. In 2004, the CCP Propaganda Department, joint 
by the Organization Department, the Central Party School, the State Ministry of 
Education, and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, sent out a circular  “ Con-
cerning Further Strengthening Marxist Atheist Research, Propaganda, and Educa-
tion Work. ”  About the fact that China ’ s religious policy remains strict, there has 
been a broad consensus among China observers (e.g., Human Rights Watch/Asia 
 1993, 1997 ; Freedom House  2002, 2007 ) and scholars who have closely followed 
the development (Potter  2003 ; Kindopp and Hamrin  2004 ; Carlson  2005 ; Ying 
 2006 ). The strict regulations, however, have not achieved their goals of reducing 
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religion and containing it to a low level. Instead, it has resulted in the triple markets, 
in which many religious activities operate in the underground or legally ambiguous 
areas (Yang  2006 ).  

  THE FAILURE OF ERADICATION 

 The ban of religion took effect in 1966 during the zenith of the Cultural Revolution, 
when all religious sites were closed down, many temples and churches torn down, 
religious scriptures burned, statues of gods and religious artifacts smashed, and 
believers forced to make public renunciations or sent to prisons or  laogai  (reeduca-
tion through labor) camps. 

 Having seen state eradication measures during the Cultural Revolution, many 
scholars once pronounced the death of religion in China (Welch  1961 : 13; Tread-
gold  1973 : 69; Pas  1989 : 20; Lambert 1994: 9). However, religion disappeared only 
from the public scene. Not only did many people maintain their faith in secrecy, 
but persevering believers also gathered for worship at home or in the wilderness. 

 Ironically, the eradication measures created martyrs or living heroes who inspired 
other believers. 4  Some staunch believers survived in and out of prisons and labor 
camps. Some Christian groups managed to hold religious gatherings in secrecy at 
home or in the wilderness (Lambert  1999 ; Aikman  2003 ; Huang and Yang  2005 ; 
Yang  2006 ). At the Buddhist Shaolin Temple, over a dozen monks refused to return 
to their original villages during the Cultural Revolution. They stayed at the temple 
and became farmers in the  “ People ’ s Commune ”  ( gongshe ) but secretly kept their 
practice. Eradication measures failed to eliminate religious believers and 
practitioners. 

 As it became apparent that religion could not be wiped out of people ’ s minds 
and hearts in the near future, when the more pragmatic leadership under Deng 
Xiaoping took over the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) from the radicals in the 
late 1970s, they changed course. To rally the nation for economic reforms and 
development, the CCP authorities conceded to the religious demand, albeit with-
holding fi rm reservations, as seen in the Document No. 19. It was the persistent 
demand for religion that drove the policy change from eradication to limited toler-
ance. Moreover, once the total ban was lifted in 1979, a religious upsurge has 
outpaced regulatory expansion, in spite of accelerated efforts of control.  

  EFFECTIVE SUPPRESSION OF DEMAND FOR RELIGION 

 The failure of eradication is only in the sense that persevering believers survived the 
harshest eradication campaigns. However, the active demand for religion in China 
has been effectively reduced to an exceptionally low level in comparison with other 
societies. According to the World Values Surveys (WVS), 5  the overall level of reli-
giousness in the People ’ s Republic of China (PRC) is the lowest among all the 
countries included in the surveys (see table  19.1 ). In the year 2000 wave of 
the survey that included China for the fi rst time, it shows that only 13.7 percent of 
the Chinese in the sample (N   =   1000) claimed to be religious and only 6.0 percent 
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  Table 19.1    Religiousness in the People ’ s Republic of China, Taiwan, and other countries (%) 

        P.R. China 
 (N   =   1,000)  

   Average of all 
67 countries  

   Taiwan 
 (N   =   780)  

  Independent of whether you attend church/temple or not, would you say you are a religious 
person?  
      A religious person      13.7      67.0      72.2   
     Not a religious person    55.3    19.9    22.1  
      A convinced atheist      24.0      4.2      1.7   
     No answer    0.2    0.8      
     Don ’ t know    6.8    4.0    4.1  

  Do you belong to a religious denomination?  
     No    93.0    18.9    20.9  
      Yes      6.0      77.7      79.1   
     No answer        0.2      
     Don ’ t know    0.4    0.4      
     Not asked in survey        2.6      
     Missing    0.6    0.1      

  Apart from weddings, funerals and christenings, about how often do you attend religious 
services?  
     More than once a week    0.7    13.2    2.9  
     Once a week    1.5    18.5    4.0  
     Once month    0.9    10.7    7.3  
     Only on special holy days    5.4    18.5    20.9  
     Once a year    0.8    6.3    2.3  
     Less often    1.0    8.3    22.4  

      Never or practically never      88.9      22.7      38.6   
     No answer        0.4    0.1  
     Don ’ t know    0.8    0.3    1.4  
     Not asked in survey        1.2      

 Source:   World Value Surveys, People ’ s Republic of China and other 66 countries: 2000; Taiwan: 1995. 

belonged to a religion, the lowest among the 67 countries in the survey. Of the 67 
countries, the averages were 67.0 and 77.7, respectively. Meanwhile, 88.9 percent 
of the Chinese reported that they never or practically never attended religious ser-
vices, whereas the average was 22.7 percent; and 24.0 percent of the Chinese 
claimed to be convinced atheists, while the average was 4.2 percent.   

 Some people might suggest that the Chinese have always been a nonreligious 
people, but such speculative claim is contrary to empirical observations. The received 
wisdom has been that the Chinese as a whole have never been religious. Hu Shih, 
one of the most infl uential Chinese intellectuals in the twentieth century, states, 
 “ China is a country without religion and the Chinese are a people who are not 
bound by religious superstitions ”  (quoted in Yang  1961 : 5). Many Chinese scholars 
and Western Sinologists share this view (see Yang  1961 ; also see, e.g., K ü ng and 
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Ching  1989 ). However, this is a problem of armchair philosophers and theologians 
who read texts instead of observing people. For anthropologists and sociologists 
who have been there and done that, they report a totally different reality.  “ There 
was not one corner in the vast land of China [before 1949] where one did not fi nd 
temples, shrines, altars, and other places of worship  …  [which] were a visible indi-
cation of the strong and pervasive infl uence of religion in Chinese society ”  (Yang 
 1961 : 6). 

 Furthermore, the 1995 wave of the World Values Surveys included Taiwan, a 
Chinese society that shares much the language and culture with mainland China. 
Using the same set of questions, people in Taiwan reported much higher religiosity, 
closer to the averages in the whole survey (see the right column in table  19.1 ). The 
huge difference between mainland China and Taiwan cannot be explained away 
merely by impugning methodological problems. The empirical fi ndings of religiosity 
in Taiwan should also put the cultural difference argument to rest. The differences 
are not so much cultural, but political. Of course, it is possible that some PRC 
respondents were not willing to admit their real views of religion, especially when 
religion is politically suppressed and socially discouraged. If this is the case, it further 
indicates the importance of social and political factors in suppressing active demand 
for religion.  

  FORCED SUBSTITUTION OF COMMUNISM 

 In place of religion, the CCP has tried to indoctrinate people with Communist 
beliefs, a common practice in Marxist - Leninist states (Hollander  1982 ).  “ Within 
Marxist movements, and under Marxist - Leninist regimes, then, many devoted party 
activists and some average citizens accepted Marxian teachings  as if  they were a 
religious body of sacred precepts. Marxism, as a code of personal and group prac-
tices, satisfi ed emotional needs, provided transcendental guidance, and defi ned 
ethical ends ”  (Luke  1987 : 114, emphasis in original). Some scholars have studied 
Communism as a sort of religion, such as a civil religion (Luke  1987 ) or a political 
religion (Zuo  1991 ; Burleigh  2000 ). However, labeling Communism as a religion 
is controversial at best (Shorten  2003 ). As staunch atheists, the Communists them-
selves insist on the irreligious or antireligious nature of the Communist ideology. 
As such, it is more appropriate to call Communism what it wants to be  –  a substi-
tute for religion, or a pseudo - religion in the broad religious economy. 

 The CCP insistently propagates Communism as the  “ loftiest ideal and noblest 
belief ”  ( zui chonggao de lixiang he xinyang ). The Communist ideological system 
includes beliefs in an ideal future  –  the Communist Society, which is, in religious 
terms, like a paradise on earth, a society where no exploitation or inequality exists; 
the principle of production and distribution will be  “ from each according to his 
ability, to each according to his need. ”  In order to advance into the Communist 
Society, revolutionary and progressive people need to offer unrelenting service to 
the people and the Communist Party and struggle against class enemies, counter-
revolutionary and reactionary elements in society. 

 The organizational pillar upholding the Communist ideology lies in the organiza-
tion of the Chinese Communist Party. In addition, the Chinese Communist Youth 
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League (CCYL) for young people ages 14 to 28 is a preparatory organization for 
the CCP. The Chinese Young Pioneers ( shao xian dui , CYP) for elementary and 
middle school children is  “ to prepare the Communist successors ( jie ban ren ). ”  The 
CCP and CCYL are selective, open only to people who, in principle, have demon-
strated their commitment to the Communist endeavor. CCP and CCYL constitu-
tions require open denunciation of any belief in gods, spirits, or ghosts. The 
membership criteria of CYP are less stringent, so that a majority of students may 
join. Nonetheless, it is required to take a Communist vow to become a member. 6  
The CCP and CCYL committees and branches are instituted in all grassroots work 
units, residential districts, villages, high schools, and universities, and the CYP in 
all elementary and middle schools. The grassroots Party and League branches are 
responsible for organizing periodical study meetings for all members. Members are 
required to pay monthly membership dues to the Party or League and participate 
in organized activities ( guo zuzhi shenghuo ). By the end of 2003, there were 
68,232,000 CCP members and 3,341,000 grassroots branches, 71,070,000 CCYL 
members and 2,983,000 grassroots branches, and over 130,000,000 CYP members 
in 15,530,000 brigades. 7  Together, the CCP, CCYL and CYP members of 
269,302,000 comprise about 20.7 percent of the total population, more than any 
organized religion in China today. 

 Are the atheistic communist campaigns effective? Many people express doubts 
about it, especially in light of the apparent disenchantment with Communist 
ideology during the reform era. However, in the World Values Surveys in 2000, 
one out of four Chinese respondents claimed to be  “ convinced atheists ”  (see table 
 19.1 ), the highest proportion among all the countries included in the survey. The 
level of effectiveness of the atheist propaganda may exceed many people ’ s 
impression and take some sobriety to sink in. In sociology, socialization is one of 
the basic concepts, which denotes that what is taught in the formative years of 
youth often, consciously or unconsciously, remains over the rest of life for many 
people. Some evidences show that at least some Party and League members and 
aspirants appear to be genuinely inspired by the Communist idealism. In a 1994 
survey of young people in Shanghai conducted by the CCYL Shanghai Committee, 
nearly half of the respondents claimed that the purpose of joining the 
political organization, i.e., the CCP or CCYL, was  “ for pursuing the ideal and the 
belief ”  ( wei le lixiang he xinyang ), that is, the Communist ideal and belief (Liu 
 1995 ). 

 At any rate, for those CCP and CCYL members and aspirants who are more or 
less sincere, Communism is the substitute for religion. Of course, it is probably a 
forced substitute for most of the people, as the alternatives were made inaccessible. 
According to J á nos Kornai,

  Forced substitution plays a major part in understanding the shortage syndrome. It 
should be distinguished from voluntary substitution. If a customer has hitherto chosen 
the fi rst of two products, A and B, which are close substitutes for each other and both 
readily available on the supply side, and then changes to the other (substitutes B for 
A) because her tastes or the two products ’  relative prices have altered, the substitution 
can be considered voluntary. But if she buys B because A is unavailable, the substitu-
tion is forced.  (Kornai  1992 : 230 – 1)    
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 In other words,  “ forced substitution ”  does not imply complete coercion. People 
always have choices, especially in the spiritual sphere. Communism is a forced 
substitute as religious alternatives are made unavailable. 

 Most Chinese people born in the PRC, especially those born before the 1980s, 
grew up without exposure to religion. Since 1979, although some religious groups 
have been allowed to exist, there have been too few of them for most people to 
encounter in daily life. During my fi eld research in several cities in China, several 
times I asked for the direction to a nearby church or temple, but people simply had 
no clue that there was a church or temple in that neighborhood, even though the 
church or temple was only within a hundred meters away from where we were 
standing. Even if some people came into contact with religious believers, the accepted 
atheist ideology, antireligious discourses, and the lack of religious knowledge usually 
impeded their communication with the believers and hindered their understanding 
of religious symbols, beliefs, and practices. Many people habitually despise religious 
clergy. For the good intentioned ones, they may not know how to address a clerical 
person.  

  ALTERNATIVE SUBSTITUTES TO COMMUNISM AND 
INSTITIONAL RELIGION 

 Not all substitutes are the same. Instead of the forced substitute, individuals may 
seek alternative substitutes. According to Kornai,

  The customer abandons her original purchasing intention and instead buys something 
else that is more or less a substitute for it. It may be a close substitute, for instance, 
another kind of meat instead of beef, or a remoter substitute, some kind of deep frozen 
or canned meat, or it may be drawn from an even remoter sphere of substitutes: any 
kind of food stuff at all.  (Kornai  1992 : 230)    

 Moreover, besides settling for the forced substitute offered in the offi cial market, 
some consumers may fi nd unusual alternatives that are somewhat more proximate 
to the desired good. For instance, when beef and other types of standard meat are 
not available at the shops, instead of settling for the vegetarian diet, the woman 
shopper mentioned earlier might choose to hunt herself for game animals or exotic 
insects for food. This kind of substitution may involve some unusual acts beyond 
the market scope, but life sometimes drives people to hunt and gather instead of 
shopping at the market. Such alternative substitutes can be more satisfactory than 
total abstention. 

 This applies to the spiritual life. While some people have settled for Communism, 
other people fi nd neither orthodox Communism nor irreligious materialism satisfy 
their spiritual needs. Many people thus have sought and experimented with spiritual 
alternatives that more closely proximate religion. Since the spiritual alternatives may 
be practiced without the religious label, form, or organization, it does incur the 
same costs as to practice institutionalized religion under restriction. 

 During the Cultural Revolution, the major form of alternative spirituality was 
the personality cult of Chairman Mao.
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  Communist Party Chairman Mao Zedong was glorifi ed as  “ the great savior of the 
people ”  ( renmin de da jiuxing ) and  “ the Red Sun ”  ( hong taiyang ). People danced and 
sang to Mao ’ s statue, and confessed sins and made vows before Mao ’ s portrait (Zuo 
 1991 ). The  “ Little Red Book ”  of Mao ’ s words was revered. Studying Mao ’ s quotes 
was institutionalized into the daily schedule of government offi cials, school students, 
factory workers, and village farmers. Even mathematics and science lessons in all 
textbooks began with the words of Chairman Mao.  (Yang  2006 : 99)    

 The zest for Communism was surreptitiously replaced by the Mao personality cult. 
This may seem ironic, but is not diffi cult to explain in terms of economics of short-
age. Noticeably, the personality cult is a common illness of the Communist regimes, 
Mao in China, Stalin in the Soviet Union, Tito in Yugoslavia, Castro in Cuba, Ho 
Chi Minh in Vietnam, and Kim Il - sung in North Korea. The forced substitute for 
religion  –  atheist Communism  –  gave way to an alternative substitute that deifi es 
and worships the Communist leader. The individuals who practically worshipped 
Mao had experienced the feelings that were practically religious. 

 In reform - era China, there are two major forms of alternative spiritualities 
without being labeled religious. One is conducted in the name of carrying on tra-
ditional culture (e.g., folk religious practices). Another is carried out in the name 
of advancing science (e.g., healing cults of  qigong ). These comprise the main ele-
ments in the gray market of religion (Yang  2006 ). 

 In China, folk religion has been revived in the name of ancestral commemoration, 
community fairs, regional culture, or folklore preservation. In rural areas, many 
villages and towns have restored temples dedicated to historical heroes or immortals 
who have become accepted by the locals as tutelage gods, including Chairman Mao 
Zedong (Heibrunn  1997 ). They hold dedication ceremonies, temple fairs, or festival 
celebrations. The construction of such temples is often supported by the whole 
village. Most villagers and clansmen participate in the celebration of festivals and 
fairs related to the temples. As such, the celebrations are regarded as part of the 
local cultural tradition or folklore rather than a religion. Some of the temples and 
activities are better organized than others, such as the Three - in - One cult ( sanyi jiao ) 
in Fujian (Dean  1998 ), but most of them remain in a village without a permanent 
organizational structure. Similar  “ communal religion ”  has been observed by eth-
nographers in Southeast China (Dean  1993, 1998, 2003 ; Kuah  2000 ), Northwest 
China (Jing  1996 ), and North China (Fan  2003 ; Zhang  2001 ); in fact, it has spread 
throughout the country (Hou and Fan  2001 ). CCP policies toward folk religion are 
ambiguous. Different government agencies, different levels of the government, or 
different individual cadres often have contradictory attitudes and policies. Some of 
the folk - religious temples have been restored in the name of preserving cultural relic 
sites. Some new ones have been built in order to attract overseas investments and/
or tourists. 

 Besides the community - based folk religion, there are also popular practices per-
formed by individuals, including fortune - telling ( suan gua ), physiognomy ( xiang 
mian ), glyphomancy ( ce zi , analyzing the parts of written characters),  fengshui , and 
the like. They have become widespread in the reform era. According to a report in 
 Religions in China , the offi cial magazine published by the State Religious Affairs 
Bureau, about fi ve million people made a living through conducting fortune - telling 
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in the mid 1990s (Zheng  1997 ). Many cities have a de facto  “ fortune - telling street ”  
with dozens of fortune - tellers. A recent study by a researcher at the State Adminis-
tration College has revealed that even a majority of Communist Party and govern-
ment mid - level offi cials believe in some form of these superstitions ( Kexue Shibao  
 2007 ). These superstitions ( mixin ) are more of magic than of religion. Nonetheless 
they include supernatural beliefs and to certain extent may meet people ’ s need for 
the supernatural. 

 A more widespread form of alternate spiritual practice was  qigong . The word 
 qigong  means, literally, the power of  qi  (air or breathing). Simply put,  qigong  is a 
form of physical exercise, meditation, and healing. But the  qigong  phenomenon in 
reform - era China was extremely complex, entangled with traditional Chinese medi-
cine, modern scientism, body politics, and, now, international relations (Xu  1999 ; 
Chen  2003a, 2003b ; Palmer  2007 ). What is evident, though, most of the  qigong  
groups and practices are a form of quasi - religion, as this word is commonly under-
stood (Greil and Robbins  1994 ). As briefl y summarized in Yang  (2006) , fi rst, almost 
all of the large  qigong  groups offer an explanatory system that employs Buddhist 
and/or Daoist concepts and theories. Only very few rudimentary  qigong  practices 
claim no supernatural element, thus are not much different from martial arts ( wu 
shu ) or general physical exercise ( ti cao ). Second, most of the  qigong  masters claim 
to be heirs of certain ancient Daoist or Buddhist lineages who have been sent by 
certain mystical masters to  “ go out of the mountains ”  ( chu shan ) and spread the 
 gong . Third, the practices often involve meditating over religious images or cosmic 
principles, reciting mantras, and/or reading scriptures. Due to political and cultural 
reasons,  qigong  masters and practitioners insisted that they were not religious, and 
therefore not subject to religious regulations. However, they are comparable to New 
Age religions, occult, magic, or  “ client and audience cults ”  (Stark and Bainbridge 
 1985 ) in the West. 

 Compared with the forced substitute of Communist atheism that rejects the 
supernatural, quasi - religious or alternative spiritual practices can be considered 
more satisfactory because they include the belief in the supernatural. In the mean 
time, when the institutional religions become more accessible, the people who have 
practiced alternative spiritualities fi nd it less diffi cult than the sincere atheists to turn 
to a conventional religion. Many testimonials of Buddhist converts appeared in 
Buddhist magazines have noted that practicing  qigong  led them to becoming inter-
ested in Buddhism. Venerable Master Jing Hui, the president of Hebei Buddhist 
Association, said that in China  “ many people begin to learn Chan (Buddhism) 
because they fi rst practiced  qigong . ”  8  Several people I have known for a long time 
have made a series of spiritual transitions, moving from professed Communist athe-
ists to  qigong  practitioners, to Falun Gong followers, and then baptized into the 
Christian church. Evidently, practicing folk religion, popular religion, or  qigong  has 
eased the way toward joining some conventional religion.  

  SPIRITUAL AWAKENING IN THE REFORM ERA 

 However, substituting may not last long, and suppressing the active demand is not 
the same as wiping out the need, which could stay dormant or hidden in privacy. 
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Once religion becomes available again, the dormant may be awakened, and the 
hidden need for religion may be revealed. This is illustrated in the dotted lines and 
boxes in fi gure  19.1 , about which Kornai had no discussion.   

 In reform - era China, the literature of creative writings fi rst refl ected this gradual 
spiritual awakening. The 1981 novella  When the Sunset Clouds Disappear  ( wanxia 
xiaoshi de shihou ) portrayed the protagonist, a Red Guard, as a man who had 
struggled with notions of science and Marxist dialectic materialism for many years. 
Fortuitously he ran into a Buddhist monk on the holy mountain of Taishan, and 
engaged in a long, enlightening conversation. This novella instantly became politi-
cally controversial but popular among the young people because of its departure 
from the ideological orthodoxy. It also stirred heated debates among readers 
about science and religion. Religious clergy, once ridiculed and driven out of the 
public sight, might hold some fascinating, enlightening truths to the questions with 
which many young people were struggling. This idea itself was subversive, but 
stimulated truth - seekers searching in religion as well as in other realms. Ten years 
later, the celebrated novelist Zhang Chengzhi, once a Red Guard himself, published 
the book  The History of A Soul  ( xinling shi ), which features his embrace of his 
rediscovered Islamic identity. Gao Xingjian, the best known Chinese writer in the 
West and winner of the 2000 Nobel Prize in Literature, has also written novels 
exploring spiritual themes with titles like  The Soul Mountain  and  One Man ’ s Bible . 
His characters were obviously spiritual seekers, but they commonly ended up hope-
lessly wandering without fi nding a spiritual home. Indeed, many Chinese intellectu-
als have explored spiritual issues and sought religious answers, including novelists 
(Li  1996 ), poets (Yeh  1996 ), artists (Cai  2002 ), and academic scholars (Yang  2004 ). 
Their publications both refl ect upon and contribute to the growing popular interest 
in religion in the reform - era. 

      Figure 19.1     Consumer behaviors in a shortage economy of religion   
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 A case of the once suppressed need for religion reviving under new circumstances 
is Mr Niu Shuguang. I fi rst met the amiable old man in Tianjin in 1984. At that 
time, he was a retired factory worker who volunteered to teach ancient Greek to 
graduate students at Nankai University. As we became close, he brought to me 
stacks of handwritten carbon - copied articles he had accumulated over many years, 
in which he made self - criticisms for his past beliefs in Christianity, clearly articulated 
the dialectic materialism of Marxism - Leninism - Maoism, and rebuked all religious 
beliefs as false consciousness and superstition. Through many conversations I 
learned that he was once a well - known Protestant minister in the 1940s and 1950s, 
was imprisoned in the late 1950s for his faith, and later was released and assigned 
to do manual labor at a factory. In prison and at the factory, he earnestly and 
scrupulously studied the  Complete Collections of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin , 
and the  Selected Works of Mao Zedong . He then declared and demonstrated repeat-
edly in writing that he had become a socialist new man, an atheist. The 1980s was 
a period of fast change. When some Protestant churches were reopened in Tianjin, 
Mr Niu made some strong remarks criticizing their superstitious ritual practices. 
His criticism sounded genuine to me. But things changed very fast in those days. 
Merely two or three years later, he accepted a faculty position at the Yanjing Chris-
tian Seminary in Beijing. He also reclaimed a book of the New Testament exposition 
he authored in the 1940s and early 1950s, which, unbeknownst to him, had been 
published in Hong Kong without the author ’ s name. When I visited him at the 
seminary in Beijing a few years later, he spoke unapologetically about his recovered 
Christian faith. Mr Niu is but one of many believers who once suppressed their 
religion under the repressive regime. Both his atheism and recovered faith in Christ 
appear in sincerity.  

  SEEKERS QUEUING  U P AT CHURCHES AND TEMPLES 

 The ideology - driven regulators want to reduce religion, and have repeatedly, alarm-
ingly exclaimed about the  “ religious fevers ”  since the early 1980s. As predicted in 
the economics of shortage, the phenomenon of excessive demand for religion will 
persist. Visiting religious sites, it is indeed common to witness what appears to be 
excessive demand for religion. Religious seekers abound, and many queuing up for 
the scarcely available religious goods and services. 

 Overcrowded churches and temples are common scenes in today ’ s China. During 
my fi eldwork research since 2000 I visited many Christian churches in coastal cities 
and inland provinces. In most of these places I observed churches fi lled beyond 
capacity. In Beijing, for example, each of the churches offered multiple Sunday 
services to accommodate attendances. Folding stools were added in the aisles of the 
sanctuary. Some churches had overfl ow rooms with closed - circuit TV sets transmit-
ting the service from the main sanctuary. In the southern city of Guangzhou, a youth 
service was held on Sunday afternoons. The attendance in summer 2000 always 
spilled outside, with dozens of people standing in the sun even when the temperature 
hovered around 37 degree Celsius (100 degrees Fahrenheit). In the southwestern 
mountainous city of Nanchong, Sichuan, a wooden building designed to hold 400 
people was packed with some 600 worshippers three times every Sunday. In the 
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northeastern coastal city of Dalian, the church held multiple services throughout 
the week. Each service was packed, with wooden pews designed for four people 
seating as many as six congregants, and the space between rows was smaller than 
that of economy - class seats in commercial airplanes. Many people had to arrive one 
or two hours before the scheduled start of service in order to get a seat in the sanc-
tuary. For those who arrived on time, it would be too late for either the sanctuary 
or the overfl ow rooms. They had to sit on small plastic stools in the yard and listen 
to the choir and sermon on loud speakers. Tony Lambert ( 1999 : 24 – 5), who visited 
many Protestant churches in various parts of China, reports the same  –  people 
arriving at church two hours before the service started in order to fi nd a seat, and 
at times many left standing in torrential rain while attending the service. 

 Over - crowded conditions are not unique to Christian churches. Some Buddhist 
and Daoist temples have been similarly crammed beyond the physical capacity 
during holidays and festivals. According to news releases from the China Tourism 
Bureau and the offi cial Xinhua News Agency, on the Chinese New Year ’ s Day of 
2004, Huayan Buddhist Temple in Chongqing City received over 40,000  “ incense 
visitors ”  ( xiang ke , i.e., pilgrims), and Lingyin Buddhist Temple near Hangzhou 
City received 45,100 visitors. In Shanghai, about 151,000 people visited Buddhist 
and Daoist temples on New Year ’ s Eve alone. On the fi rst six days of the Chinese 
New Year, the Beijing White Cloud Daoist Temple sold about 600,000 tickets to 
visitors. Holiday visitors to temples are not necessarily religious. However, when 
better measures of religiousness are not available, temple visits may be used as a 
proxy measure.  9  Choosing to visit a temple on New Year ’ s Day or New Year ’ s Eve 
can be considered an indicator of the visitor ’ s priorities, who could instead, for 
example, visit family or friends for a dinner party. Even if the visitor was dragged 
to the temple by a friend or family member just for the  “ red - hot ”  fun ( re nao, hong 
huo ) (Chau  2006 ), the exposure to religious scenes, rituals, and the atmosphere 
might serve to stimulate the person ’ s interest in religion, or awaken the religious 
need that had been dormant. Meanwhile, many people visited the temple with 
clearly religious beliefs and practices. For example, some people squeezed hard into 
the temple in order to burn the  “ fi rst incense sticks ”  ( tou xiang ) or touch the zodiac 
symbols for blessings, which clearly indicates supernatural beliefs. 

 I observed the enthusiasm of religious seekers in Shenzhen, a coastal city near 
Hong Kong. Accompanied by a friend, I visited a church ’ s weekly youth gathering, 
which was held on the third fl oor of an abandoned factory building. It was a humid 
and hot Friday in summer 2000. Later in the afternoon, rain began pouring. Given 
the location of the church on this rainy evening, I expected a small turn - out. 
However, when I entered the large, bare - bricked hall, I was surprised to fi nd over 
200 young people in attendance. At the church offi ce, a woman pastor was chatting 
with a few fi rst time visitors, including me. Fifteen minutes before the start of the 
night ’ s gathering, as I remained in the small offi ce, the pastor received three phone 
calls. All were from strangers who were asking for directions to the church and 
related information. And they all came. At the end of the gathering, some newcom-
ers came to the offi ce with questions. But the pastor was too busy to conduct a 
focused conversation with any of them. Though most of the visitors did not get 
their questions answered, they bought some books and left. Before leaving, some 
told the pastor that they would return. 
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 Ironically, the overcrowding of churches and temples itself may serve to stimulate 
onlookers ’  interest in religion. In Dalian, I observed that some passersby became 
attracted by the attendance that spilled out onto the church yard. Some walked over 
to the sanctuary entrance for a closer look, taking a moment to listen attentively to 
the singing and preaching through the loudspeakers. Some attendants made friendly 
gestures to such onlookers by offering a stool or sharing the hymnal book or the 
Bible. Such friendly gestures might generate curiosity for the onlooker: why do these 
people do this? What do they believe? And why does believing religion make them 
behave in such ways? Such curiosities may ignite a spiritual awakening and search. 
I interviewed a woman from Anhui, who used to be a library clerk at a factory. 
When visiting Hefei, the capital of Anhui Province, she happened to see a church 
worship service gathering. She went in with curiosity about the devoted crowd. 
Followed by a series of incidents  “ led by God, ”  as she described them, she converted 
to Christianity. Later, she became the founder of the fi rst church at the county seat 
of her residence, and eventually fi red up and led to develop over seventy churches 
throughout the county. 

 Besides stumbling upon temples and churches, seekers seek out religious believers 
as well. In Guangzhou, a Christian told me about an informal book club, whose 
participants were young, college - educated intellectuals. They chose some books of 
Western culture to read and discuss and eventually they decided to read the Bible 
because it was considered one of the most important books in Western culture. 
However, they encountered much frustration in their discussions of this book. 
Eventually they agreed to fi nd  “ a true and educated Christian ”  to explain the true 
meaning of the Bible and Christian beliefs. This group of seekers was ready to be 
evangelized. Tony Lambert also reports,  “ In south China, soon after the events in 
Beijing [the student - led democracy movement and the Tiananmen massacre in June 
1989], over 200 students came literally knocking on the door of the local TSPM 
church seeking answers to their anguished questions ”  (Lambert  1999 : 156). 

 I even observed people queuing up for baptisms at a Christian church in Guang-
zhou. Inquirers were required to take a series of classes for two months, fi ll out an 
application form, and pass a long written exam before their application was even 
considered. A pastoral staff member would then interview the applicant to decide 
whether he or she was ready to be baptized. A waiting list for baptism is common 
in most churches that I have visited. My interviewees told me that sometimes these 
waiting lists occurred due to the lack of clergymen authorized to perform baptisms. 
More often it was due to quotas implicitly or explicitly imposed by the local Reli-
gious Affairs Bureau (RAB) and/or the Chinese Communist Party ’ s United Front 
Department (UFD). Because of the atheist ideology and the desire to reduce religion, 
in a given city or county, if a religion, especially Christianity, grows too rapidly, 
the local RAB and UFD cadres may face reprimands, or a diminished chance for 
promotion. Consequently, local RAB/UFD cadres would press local religious orga-
nizations to slow down the admission of new converts. 

 Ironically, the hurdles for becoming a church member may serve as a mechanism 
to select the most knowledgeable and most committed believers, and disparage free -
 riders, resulting in, on average, a higher level of commitment among church members 
(Iannaccone  1994 ). In turn, these church members manifest a high level of enthu-
siasm for evangelism and for serving as role models inspiring to seekers and pro-
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spective converts. As a result, more and more people become active in their demand 
for religion.  

  THE CHRONIC SHORTAGE OF SUPPLY 

 All the demand - side dynamics described above are in response to the shortage of 
supply. Under the dominance of atheist ideology, the shortage of religious supply 
will persist. J á nos Kornai  (1980, 1992)  argues that in a shortage economy the 
growth of fi rms is resource - constrained instead of demand - constrained. Basic 
resources for production include the physical space, input materials, and labor. In 
the religious economy, the resource - constraints are not so much due to the lack of 
resources, but regulatory restrictions. In China ’ s religious sector, all of these 
resources, namely, religious venues, religious materials, and religious labor (clergy), 
are under tight control and restriction by the authorities, resulting in the chronic 
shortage. 

 First, the party and the state restrict the number of sites open for religious activi-
ties. All religious buildings were closed down during the Cultural Revolution. Since 
1979, a limited number of temples, mosques, and churches have been reopened for 
religious activities. However, the number and the process of reopening have been 
tightly controlled. Following Document No. 19, the State Council decreed a docu-
ment in 1983 stating that the reopening of temples, in principle, should limited to 
those that were used for religious activities immediately before the Cultural Revolu-
tion (Luo  2001 : 317). The rest, if not occupied for other purposes, would remain 
to be treated as historical and cultural relics or tourist sites under the administration 
of other government agencies rather than the Religious Affairs Bureau. The implied 
rationale for the limited reopening of temples was that the extant religious believers 
were those people who had religion before the Communist liberation in 1949 and 
were incapable or refused to become socialist new persons. The new generations 
who grew up under the red fl ag in new China would need no religion. 

 The central - planning of religious sites continued in the 1990s. In 1991, a regula-
tion specifi ed that opening a religious site needs to be approved by county -  or 
higher - level government (Luo  2001 : 436). In 1996, stricter restriction was imposed, 
 “ it must be approved by the provincial - level government ”  (Luo  2001 : 540). Interest-
ingly, the central - planners at the time appeared to believe that the existing number 
of religious sites had been suffi cient to meet the demand for religion in the popula-
tion, as the 1996 document stated,  “ given that the existing Buddhist temples have 
basically met the need of believing masses for normal religious activities, in general 
no new temples should be constructed from now on ”  (see Luo  2001 : 540). 

 In reality, however, the existing religious sites have been insuffi cient to meet the 
demand that, unexpected to the regulators, has been growing. A comparison with 
the United States in actual supply may be indicative. On average there are 6.5 
government - approved religious sites for every 100,000 Chinese (85,000/1.3 billion), 
whereas there are about 117 religious congregations for every 100,000 Americans 
(350,000/0. 3 billion). 10  Put it another way, there is one church or temple for every 
15,294 people in China, whereas one church for every 857 Americans. The contrast 
is stark to their extremes. Even if one insists that the Chinese have never been a 
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very religious people whereas religious oversupply is a problem in the United States, 
the 18 times difference between these ratios is at least indicative of a certain level 
of shortage of religious supply in China. 

 We may also look at some comparisons within China itself. In Beijing, for 
example, in 1948 there were over 400 Buddhist temples, 72 Protestant churches, 
65 Catholic churches, 46 Islamic mosques, and 65 Daoist temples. In 2002, a total 
of 107 temples, mosques and churches were open for religious services, including 
5 Buddhist temples, 5 Protestant churches, and 5 Catholic churches in the urban 
districts. In Shanghai, the 280 Protestant churches present in 1949 were reduced to 
23 in 1990, the 1950 Buddhist temples dropped to 19, the 392 Catholic churches 
to 43, the 236 Daoist temples to 6, and the 19 Islamic mosques to 6 (Qi  1991 ; Luo 
 1992 ). According to an oral briefi ng of a government offi cial at a meeting in 2006 
that I was present, there were 375 religious sites in Shanghai in 2005, including 85 
Buddhist temples, 15 Daoist temples, 7 Muslim mosques, 104 Catholic churches, 
and 164 Protestant churches. It is true that there has been rapid increase in the 
reform era. However, the overall number has remained far less than that in the 
pre - PRC era. Moreover, the Chinese population has about tripled since 1949, from 
about 450 million to nearly 1.3 billion, and increased even more in Beijing and 
Shanghai metropolises. Besides, the shortage of supply is evident on the ground. 
Almost all of the government - approved temples and churches in China have been 
overcrowded, as described earlier. 

 Second, the party and the state restrict clergy and clergy formation. Since 1979, 
some religious schools or seminaries have been offi cially opened to train young 
clergy. By 1995, there were 32 Buddhist seminaries, 2 Daoist seminaries, 9 Islamic 
seminaries, 31 Catholic seminaries, and 17 Protestant seminaries. Most of the semi-
naries have had small enrollments in the dozens or hundreds. The CCP United Front 
Department (UFD) and government Religious Affairs Bureau (RAB) decide which 
schools to open and how many seminarian students to admit. Without government 
approval, no organization or individual is allowed to run a seminar or train clergy 
(Luo  2001 : 392). 

 Due to the tight control, the number of clergy remains extremely low. According 
to the government - released numbers, Catholic priests and nuns increased from 
3,400 in 1982 to 4,300 in 1995, Protestant ministers from 5,900 to 18,000, Muslim 
imams from 20,000 to 40,000, Buddhist monks and nuns from 27,000 to 200,000, 
and Daoist monks and nuns from 2,600 to 25,700. These are impressive increases. 
However, we have to keep in mind that the numbers of lay believers have increased 
even faster, and the laity/clergy ratios remain very imbalanced. In 1995 there were 
930 Catholics to every priest or nun, 556 Protestants to every minister, and 450 
Muslims to every imam (see table  19.2 ). In reality, the problem is even more acute, 
as the actual numbers of believers are defi nitely higher than the offi cially published 
estimates, and many older clergy suffered physical and psychological tortures and 
became too feeble to be active on duty.   

 Third, the party and the state restrict the publication and distribution of religious 
scriptures, books, and other printed materials. For example, a RAB and Police 
Bureau joint circular in 1988 insists:  “ Christian scriptures, books, and magazines 
must be approved by provincial - level government for printing and publishing. Only 
Christian organizations [approved by the government] may apply for the permit 
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  Table 19.2    Believers and clergy of fi ve religions in China 

        Catholic     Protestant     Islamic     Buddhist     Daoist  

  Believers (millions)  
  1982  a      3.0    3.0    10.0    ?    ?  
  1995  b      4.0    10.0    18.0    ?    ?  

  Clergy  
  1982    3,400    5,900    20,000    27,000    2,600  
  1995    4,300    18,000    40,000    200,000    25,700  

  Clergy/believer ratio  
  1982    1/882    1/508    1/500          
  1995    1/930    1/556    1/450          

   1 Li  (1999)  is an offi cial in the CCP United Front Department.  
  2 The number of Muslims is the total population of ten ethnic minorities that consider Islam their ethnic reli-
gion, although many do not practice Islam.  
  3 Buddhist and Daoist believers are diffi cult to defi ne and estimate because of the lack of formal membership 
in Buddhism and Daoism.  
  4 The professional ecclesiastics of different religions are not totally comparable because Buddhist and Daoist 
monks and nuns may not interact with lay believers, whereas Catholic priests, Protestant pastors, and Islamic 
Imams minister to the laity.  
  Sources:    a    Document no. 19;       b    Li  1999 .   

and do so according to state regulations of press. No other organizations or indi-
viduals are allowed to edit, print, or distribute Christian scriptures, books, maga-
zines, and tracts ”  (Luo  2001 : 392). The Amity Printing Company in Nanjing has 
printed tens of millions of copies of the Christian Bible, but this company holds a 
monopoly in the market. No other presses are allowed to print Bibles. And the 
distribution channel is also monopolized by the network of the government - approved 
Three - Self Patriotic Movement Committees. Document No. 19 also stipulates that 
religious scriptures, booklets, or pamphlets may not be distributed outside religious 
premises, even if that is by clergy or believers of the offi cially approved temples, 
mosques, and churches. 

 In sum, the regulation on religious supply has been restrictive. However, restric-
tive measures are not always enforceable. While religious activities, scriptures, and 
clergy formation are not allowed openly, some religious activities simply go 
underground. Foreigners have smuggled Bibles and religious publications to 
China. The control apparatus has been rounding up  “ self - designated evangelists ”  
or ministers without government recognition ( zi feng chuan dao ren ), but such 
evangelists continue to rise and proselytize. Some sects, such as the Christianity -
 inspired Shouters, have experienced crackdowns since the early 1980s, but 
they still persist, spread, and mutate in organizational form. The black and gray 
markets of religion (Yang  2006 ) exist because of the shortage of supply under 
regulation.  
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  CONCLUSION 

 This chapter describes the major religious changes in China under Communist rule. 
The China case amplifi es the importance of political factors in the religious economy. 
The Chinese religious economy has been a  “ socialist economy ”  based on the atheist 
Communist ideology. The  “ socialist ”  economy is by nature a  “ shortage economy ”  
(Kornai  1980, 1992 ). In a shortage economy, religious demand is far from stable. 
Religious demand has been substantially reduced, although never eliminated, and 
has been increasing in the reform era. 

 The reality of the religious situation in reform - era China shows that the restric-
tive regulations have failed to maintain religion in a lower level. While the regula-
tions remain strict, religious revivals have been spreading throughout the country. 
The regulators have tried hard to spell out procedures and specifi cs, carry out peri-
odical crackdowns on various religious activities, ban various religious or spiritual 
movements and organizations and severely punish their leaders. However, religious 
demand has kept growing. As the suppressing and substituting efforts fail to an ever 
growing degree, the restrictive measures imposed on the supply side ironically help 
stimulate even more interest in religion, or help awaken the dormant need for reli-
gion, thus increasing active demand for religion. 

 Changes in the shortage economy of religion under the Communists have been 
driven mostly by the demand - side dynamics, including queuing up, searching, sub-
stituting, and suppressing the demand for religion. The continuously rising demand 
for religion has forced the authorities to accommodate. The black and gray market 
religious groups and activities (Yang  2006 ) have become so large that the control 
apparatus is simply out of manpower to put them down without substantially drain-
ing resources or adversely affect the overall endeavor of economic reforms and social 
stability. The dramatic changes in the Communist - ruled societies in the last two 
decades show that moving away from the ideology - based central - planning economy 
toward a market economy is the only alternative to a total bankruptcy of the system. 
This is probably so as well in the religious economy. 

 The functional substitutes for conventional religion especially deserve more 
careful examination. They are not mere ideas or beliefs, but also have corresponding 
organizational bases. Near the end of  Suicide   (1951) , Durkheim pondered about 
social institutions that could serve as functional substitutes for religious organiza-
tions to sustain the needed moral cohesion or social integration. He considered the 
schools, the political society or nationalism, the family, and the occupational 
group or corporation. Interestingly, the Chinese Communist Party has put all of 
these into practice  –  the systematic Communist education from kindergarten to 
college, the political organizations that nourish patriotism/nationalism, and the 
work unit ( danwei ) as the basic organ of society. Closer examination of such 
social experiments will be of great interest in both theory and practice. This will 
also lead the sociology of religion to the sociologies of education, politics, economy, 
family, culture, and indeed the general sociology of the whole society. After all, 
religion does not exist in isolation from other social institutions, and no society, 
including the most secular China under Communist rule, has existed without 
religion.  
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  Notes 

  A version of this chapter was originally published in the fall of 2009 in the  Journal of Church 
and State  51 (4).  

  1     Worse, some people even equate the supply - side theory as synonymous to the  “ new 
paradigm ”  of the sociology of religion, even though R. Stephen Warner, who fi rst delin-
eated the emerging new paradigm (1993), and several other scholars have insisted that 
the new paradigm has a broader scope, including various approaches and theories (see 
Jelen  2002 ).  

  2     Although the CCP - ruled Chinese authorities have insisted on calling it a 
 “  socialist  market economy, ”  while the meaning of  “ socialist ”  is debatable, since 2004 
the Chinese government has repeatedly appealed to American and European 
countries in the World Trade Organization to recognize China ’ s economy as a  full 
market economy .  

  3     The Constitution of the People ’ s Republic of China, including the version during the 
Cultural Revolution, has always included the article of protecting the freedom of reli-
gious belief. In practice, however, all temples, churches, and mosques were closed down 
when the Cultural Revolution broke out in 1966. Not until 1979 were temples, churches, 
and mosques allowed open for religious activities again.  

  4     Among the tens of thousands of intractable believers, the most well - known include the 
Catholic Bishop Gong Pinmei (Kung Pingmei; 1901 – 2000) in Shanghai, who was jailed 
between 1955 and 1985 before being exiled to the United States; Protestant minister 
Wang Mingdao (1900 – 1991) in Beijing, who was jailed between 1955 and 1979; 
Watchman Nee (1903 – 1972), the founder of the Little Flock Christian sect, who was 
jailed in 1952 and died in prison in 1972; Yuan Xiangchen (1914 – 2005) in Beijing, who 
was jailed between 1957 and 1979; Lin Xian ’ gao (Samuel Lamb; 1924 – ) in Guangzhou, 
who was jailed between 1955 and 1978. Lamb and Yuan have become the most 
renowned Protestant house - church leaders (Aikman  2003 ).  

  5     European Values Study Group and World Values Survey Association. European and 
World Values Surveys Integrated Data File, 1999 – 2002, Release I [Computer fi le], 2nd 
ICPSR version. 2004.  

  6     The formal vow for becoming a CYP member is:  “ I am determined to follow the teach-
ings of the Chinese Communist Party, study hard, work hard, labor hard, and be pre-
pared to sacrifi ce all for the Communist endeavor! ”  See CYP HomePage:  http://cyc6.
cycnet.com:8090/ccylmis/cypo/index.jsp .  

  7     Xinhua News Agency reports on May 3, 2004, and May 31, 2004, June 30, 2004.  
  8     See  Chan  magazine, no. 3 of 1991:  www.chancn.com/magazine/index.asp .  
  9      “ A tourist is half a pilgrim, if a pilgrim is half a tourist. ”  This mantra - like saying, 

attributed to Victor and Edith Turner, is quoted in the preface of the latest collection 
of studies in pilgrimage and tourism (Swatos  2006 : vii). This proximate measure of 
religiousness has been used by other scholars inside and outside China as well.  

  10     According to the Chinese government ’ s  White Paper: Freedom of Religious Belief in 
China  in 1997, there were more than 85,000 sites for religious activities in the whole 
country. Some estimates put roughly 350,000 religious congregations in the United 
States (see Hadaway and Marler  2005 ). The US population is about 300 million, while 
the population in China is about 1.3 billion.   
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Native American Religious Traditions 
 A Sociological Approach 

   Dennis F.   Kelley       

     Few academic topics produce as much contention and difference than the topic 
 “ religion. ”  In addition, the academic study of Indigenous cultures has, at its very 
heart, the colonialist history of Euroamerica as its impetus. Nonetheless, there have 
been a great many insights into traditional cultures when these cultures are 
approached via the portal of sociology. Often, the role of religious scholarship on 
traditional societies provides insights helpful to the study of religion generally  –  
what Native experts articulate about the practices of their various communities 
resonates with those in other traditions, such as the varieties of Hindu, Jewish, 
Muslim, or Christian practices. Therefore, the study of the multitude of distinct 
American Indian sacred practices must be juxtaposed against the very common 
articulation of lived worldview that accompanies the great majority of human com-
munities. Of course, the nature of the historic interaction between the modern West 
and the aboriginal nations of the north American continent has provided a tangle 
of issues with which contemporary academic and non - academic understandings of 
Native culture must contend. This chapter is intended to be an overview of the 
scholarly issues within the sociological study of American Indian religious tradi-
tions. In order to accomplish this monumental task in a relatively brief essay, the 
focus here will be on a theoretical paradigm for understanding the general themes 
and tendencies in aboriginal North American religious traditions, with some specifi c 
examples provided for illustrative purposes, rather than an encyclopedic treatment 
of the various and unique traditions that make up the religions of aboriginal north 
America. We will therefore begin with a brief introduction to the history of the 
study of American Indian religious traditions, which will hopefully illuminate the 
current discourse. This introduction will be followed by the suggestion of a model 
for the study of Native American religions that incorporates three key features: the 
role of sacred places, the understanding of sacred power, and the utility of ritual 
protocols. These will be contextualized using examples from within the various 
tribal traditions that make up religious activity in Native north America.  
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  BEGINNINGS 

 The way in which the academic community has approached American Indian tra-
ditions has changed drastically over time, not only refl ecting new information 
gathered in the academic process, but changes in the wider political, religious, cul-
tural, and economic spheres of American society, as well. Early in the process, the 
study of American Indian religions were often conducted by missionaries who 
needed a basic knowledge of Native traditions, so as to better manipulate and 
undermine them (Tinker  1993 : 4). The earliest academic scholarship not motivated 
by Christian bias took shape in the late nineteenth and early to mid - twentieth cen-
turies, a time when Native nations had either been forced on to reservations, or 
were relegated to the very bottom of social hierarchies. During this time, Ameri-
can Indians were suffering the demographic and cultural decline that resulted from 
the violent policies of conquest and assimilation. Scholarship responded to this 
crisis with what has become known as  “ salvage anthropology ”  (Hester  1968 : 
132), designed to rescue cultural data from what were seen as vanishing popula-
tions. With the political resurgence of Native communities in the 1960s and 1970s 
it became very clear to the wider public that Native nations and cultures were not 
vanishing at all, but are indeed fl ourishing. During this time, and owing much of 
their genesis to a course in American Indian History and culture taught at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, more and more Native scholars took on the task of 
recording and refl ecting upon their cultural traditions in an academic setting, and 
their presence provided the space for truly emic, or  insider , perspectives on the 
material. This newfound political presence gave rise to collectives such as the 
American Indian Movement (AIM), and Native American interests and concerns 
became known to a much wider audience. This emic presence demanded that 
scholarship of Native communities recognize the political realities of contempo-
rary Native nations, and the impact that scholarship can potentially have upon 
those politics. In contemporary scholarship, Native nations exert considerable 
control over access to cultural resources, and demand that academic studies 
refl ect the concerns, interests, and values of the Native communities themselves, 
establishing whole new protocols and ethical approaches to these materials within 
academia. Many scholars, both Native and non - native, see themselves as 
working  for  rather than working  on  Native communities and cultures, and do so 
with a greater sense of humility and obligation to these Native communities, thus 
fi tting directly into the ethos of applied sociologists and the models generated by 
them. 

 As mentioned previously, missionaries and traders, all of whom had a vested 
interest in learning about and understanding the Native communities with whom 
they hoped to work, wrote some of the earliest documents about Native religious 
traditions. Traders needed to know enough about Indian languages and cultures to 
successfully negotiate for goods. Missionaries, on the other hand, needed to know 
enough about the Native communities they encountered to successfully convert them 
to Christianity. However, much of the data derived from these sources has analytical 
value, and some of the most informative and most carefully researched documents 
of this era came from missionaries, such as the Jesuits who arrived in New France 
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in the sixteenth century. To be certain, missionaries and traders all approached 
Native traditions with an inherent assumption of their inferiority. In their very 
vocation missionaries were assuming the superiority of Christianity over Native 
religious and cultural practices. Indeed, for most missionaries, conversion to Chris-
tianity simultaneously required a complete conversion to European culture, lan-
guage, economy, and lifestyle. The texts that these individuals left behind refl ect 
this assumption of cultural superiority. They rarely supplied the perspective of 
Native people themselves, but described these traditions as they were perceived by 
outsiders who did not fully understand the philosophies, cultures, or histories that 
put such religious practices into play. 

 By the nineteenth century, Native populations were decimated by diseases carried 
by European colonists; their traditional food resources were devastated by Euroamer-
ican settlers; and their traditional hunting and gathering locations were stripped and 
leveled for farming or settlement. Following a series of bloody confl icts between the 
US Army and various Native nations around the continent, most tribes were interred 
on reservations by the American government where they faced starvation due to 
lack of resources and the federal government ’ s failure to honor its treaty obligations 
to provide food, medical care, and other necessities. Restricted to reservations or 
left to fend for themselves in a country now openly hostile to their very presence, 
American Indian cultures seemed at the threshold of collapse. Observing the rapid 
rates at which Native communities were changing, many scholars feared that these 
cultures would be lost forever. 

 Unfortunately, in an era dominated by anthropological views guided by the (rela-
tively) new Darwinian philosophy, it was assumed that this loss was inevitable. 
According to this evolutionary doctrine, all of human culture exists within a linear 
progression from savagery to civilization. According to this very ethnocentric view, 
European civilization was, of course, the most advanced and most evolved of all 
civilizations. As such, it was argued, it was the most fi t to survive. Lesser - evolved 
cultures and societies must, of necessity, pass away so that Western Civilization 
could proceed. Indigenous cultures throughout the world were seen as less - evolved, 
having stagnated in their aboriginal cultures. 

 In addition, according to this view, a European had only to look at indigenous 
cultures to understand his or her own origins in ancient history. Fascinated with 
the idea of exploring their own origins, many scholars turned to Native American 
traditions for a glimpse into the primordial depths of the European, and larger 
human, psyche. Clearly, such perspectives were intensely problematic. First, they 
assumed the superiority of one culture over another. Second, they assumed that 
human civilization exists on an upward linear march toward a fi nal end goal: that 
societies are necessarily evolving toward purer and better forms. It also assumes 
that other non - Western cultures had somehow stagnated, have not evolved as they 
should have, and, that indigenous cultures have remained unchanged for thousands 
of years. And fi nally, this social philosophy was entirely informed by the political 
and economic climate in which it took place. With Manifest Destiny (the belief that 
the United States was meant to dominate and take over the entire continent from 
Atlantic to Pacifi c), and a colonialist agenda that demanded absolute power over 
what was to become the United States, Euroamericans needed a philosophy that 
justifi ed their expansion, their theft of land from Native nations, and the incredible 
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devastation that this expansion wreaked upon Native populations. It justifi ed and 
placated a nation struggling with a guilty conscience. 

 At the turn of the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries, ethnographic 
scholarship struggled with this philosophical legacy. Some ethnographers, such as 
Franz Boas, challenged the idea of cultural evolution, and insisted that indigenous 
cultures be understood on their own, not as exemplars of humanity ’ s evolutionary 
past. But most scholars were still driven by a sense that Native cultures were rapidly 
disappearing. From the 1880s to the 1950s, these scholars engaged in what has 
since been termed  “ salvage ethnography ” : to collect as much data and material 
about indigenous cultures and language as possible, before it was crushed under-
neath the onward march of civilization (Gruber  1970 : 1,291). 

 Though these scholars made enormous contributions to the academic study of 
American Indian religious traditions, gathering huge amounts of data, and working 
to create a mode of study that was scientifi c in its methodology and critical of uni-
versalized laws of cultural evolution, aspects of their work remain problematic. 
While the work of early anthropologists and ethnographers contributed much to 
the contemporary approach to the academic study of American Indian religious 
traditions, they nonetheless shared a misperception common among many people 
of the time: the belief that Native people and cultures were fast disappearing. The 
urgency behind their work was driven by this belief, and their work refl ects both 
the sense of urgency associated with it, and the assumption of the inevitable disap-
pearance of American Indian cultures. While perhaps undertaken with the best of 
intentions, salvage ethnographers during this era demonstrated less caution and 
respect toward Native privacy and sacrality than perhaps should have been the case, 
and sacred objects, human remains, and details of rituals, ceremonies and songs 
were removed from the reservations to be housed in museums and anthropological 
journals. Many of these objects and examples of cultural knowledge were taken 
without the permission of their proper owners, and many human remains were 
taken in direct violation of Native communities ’  protests. Scientists often worked 
carelessly and aggressively, because, they reasoned, these cultures were about to 
disappear anyway. 

 It is true that Native cultures and languages were at risk, and the work of these 
early scholars was essential in preserving some of these data for future generations. 
However, the notion of the  “ vanishing Indian ”  implies the existence of a  “ true ”  
Native culture, untarnished by cultural contact, and that culture change inherently 
meant culture loss. In their emphasis on classical traditions, many of these studies 
failed to see the means and methods of adaptation, accommodation, and resistance 
that many Native communities were undertaking. While Native cultures changed 
dramatically in the twentieth century, they were also successful at survival: as they 
navigated the changing political, social and economic climates, their religious prac-
tices refl ected that navigation. Such traditions remained inherently  “ Indian, ”  as 
expressions of Native communities, and, while many changes occurred, they main-
tained a strong connection with the ethical, philosophical and spiritual traditions 
that informed their earlier traditions. 

 It might also be noted that scholarship of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century was informed by their perspectives as outsiders; they were never able to 
fully embody the insiders ’  perspective on these cultures. As such, their work was 
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directed by the questions and concerns of a non - Native academic community. Their 
methods, approach, and conclusions were likewise the result of a non - Native aca-
demic world. Their publications were written for non - Native audiences, and their 
collections of artifacts were set aside for the benefi t and viewing pleasure of non -
 Native audiences. In the process, traditions were misinterpreted, sacred objects were 
mistreated and removed from their proper ritual context, the skeletal remains of 
Native ancestors were at times removed from Native burials, and the very real 
ethical and political concerns of the Native communities themselves were not always 
respected. Certainly this was not always the case, many of these scholars sought to 
respect the communities with whom they worked, and some testifi ed in court cases 
on behalf of Native tribes. However, their position as outsiders, and the lack of 
Native voices to complement their own, meant that a one - sided perspective of 
Native traditions was presented to the public. 

 The ability of Native communities to survive the drastic changes of the eigh-
teenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries is illustrated in the changing face of 
Native scholarship of the 1960s and 1970s. With the rise of the American Indian 
Movement, Native scholars entered the academic scene in greater force, insisting 
that Native traditions be understood and valued as they were perceived by the 
people themselves. Further, they insisted that academic scholarship be viewed within 
its political context, and that the political implications of scholarship be overtly 
recognized. 

 As has been noted, the political awareness of Native people was highly infl uential 
on the academic study of American Indian religious traditions. With a resurgence 
of a distinctly Indigenous identity emerging out of the reservation period and cul-
minating with political acts such as the occupations of Alcatraz Island in California 
and Wounded Knee in South Dakota, a wider audience was available to those who 
had informed scholarship to share with regard to Native culture. This shift from 
ethnographic inquiry to that of cultural studies, mirrored in the development of 
Women ’ s Studies, Black Studies, and Chicana(o) Studies at the level of the univer-
sity, was at least punctuated, and perhaps indelibly infl uenced by, the publication 
of Vine DeLoria Jr ’ s  God Is Red . Matching the awareness of political and social 
concerns brought about by political mobilization, this philosophical treatise of the 
context within which American Indian people understand themselves in terms of 
worldview, juxtaposed against the totalizing force of Western intellectual support 
of the subjugation of Native people, not only opened the door for understanding 
American Indian religiosity as a valid area of philosophical, even theological inquiry, 
it kicked it wide open. Natives and non - Natives alike were challenged to view the 
traditional wisdom of this continent ’ s indigenous peoples along side that of all 
human history. It is within the context of entering the discourse on religious belief, 
practice, and behavior, that began to produce scholarship in other areas, such as 
law and literature, dedicated solely to the American Indian experience. Seen as parts 
of a whole, then, much of the scholarship surrounding Native culture was a col-
laborative project involving sociologists, anthropologists, literary critics, art critics, 
linguists, lawyers, theologians, archeologists, and especially, Native American com-
munities themselves, that highlighted the emerging holism which punctuates the 
discourse today. Emphasis is placed on the communal historic context of the infor-
mation, with the current social and political aspects of Indian Country as a guide.  
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  THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOCIOLOGY 

 Once this discourse was established, it then became itself fodder for the kind of 
systemic analysis informed by Parsonian Sociology. The approach of Talcott Parsons 
was instrumental in bringing systems theory and cybernetics to a new generation 
of sociologists concerned with ethnicity, political power structures, and religious 
movements. Though contrasting somewhat from Parsons, thinkers such as Walter 
Buckley and Niklas Luhmann have applied systems theory in ways that frame my 
thinking with regard to ethnicity, and especially religions of discreet ethnic com-
munities. In addition, the infl uential book  The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence 
and Dissolution of Hierarchy  by Murray Bookchin gives contemporary sociologists 
of religion grounding in activist paradigms inherent in the discourse on Native 
American cultures. It is in this vein that I provide a theoretical model for the 
analysis of Native religious culture generally, and specifi c issues with regard to the 
ongoing interaction with these models of social organization and their impact on 
social and environmental issues relevant to the entire planet. 

 An important element in this process is the re - visioning of the idea of  “ religion. ”  
Again, it is here that the scholarship on Native cultures provides a direction that 
analysis of cultural groups in general can borrow from.  “ Religion ”  as a unique and 
separate category of experience does not refl ect most Native cultures ’  experiences, 
where, in pre - Columbian realities, traditional spirituality encompassed nearly all 
areas of life, and operated in an integrated mode with the rest of cultural experience. 
Contemporary scholarship refl ects this recognition, exploring religious and spiritual 
practices as they inform and are impacted by land rights, land use, politics, gaming, 
social networks, health and wellness, recreation, prisons, political reform, and lan-
guage preservation (among other things). It is here, of course, that the work of  É mile 
Durkheim has been most infl uential in the understanding of the role that religion 
plays in the development and maintenance of American Indian religious identity. 
The establishment of an contemporary  “ moral community ”  within modern Native 
populations, one that not only responds to individual spiritual needs but also unites 
the collective in a politically relevant system, is a key feature of what has been called 
the Native American  “ resurgence ”  (Nagle  1997 ),  “ revitalization ”  (Wallace  1956 ), 
and  “ reprise. ”  The understanding of American Indian religious traditions through 
the lens of sociology, in other words, is to understand the ongoing utility of sacred 
traditions for Native communities navigating the complexities of their political 
realities. 

 This is the key to an application of this theoretical paradigm, that of the primacy 
of religious action and materiality to the process of utilizing active, physical, mate-
rial expressions of communal identity that cement the individual to that community. 
What thinkers like Pierre Bourdieu, Talcott Parsons, and of course,  É mile Durkheim 
have shown is that the collectivity supersedes the individual on a deep level in the 
human consciousness, and in particular, Bourdieu ’ s notion of the  habitus  as  “ society 
written into the body ”  speaks to the inexorable link between the requirements of 
group membership and individual action. Using  habitus  and Bourdieu ’ s connected 
use of  “ fi eld, ”  along with  “ cultural capital ”  assigned by both Natives and non -
 Natives to the idea of  “ Indianness ”  contributes to the larger social paradigms associ-
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ated with power relationships in modernity. The very presence of Native communities 
in modernity can be seen as a living critique of the American project, thus, the 
expression of Indian identity is not confi ned to an individual desire for a more 
evocative spiritual life, as it is among many New Age adherents who attempt to 
employ some of the same material and active elements of Native culture, but rather 
an attempt to bind oneself to an autochthonous community, an ancestral tradition, 
that transcends many of the paradigmatic forms that the study of religion relies 
upon. In addition, the emphasis on issues of belief not only favors some of the 
world ’ s religious traditions, but also can obscure important aspects of them. What 
I suggest here is that, if the cultural products and processes that have come to be 
called  “ religious ”  function in some way to form a collective identity as well as an 
individual one capable of conforming to the collective, then overt expression and 
externalized action are the markers for those individual and collective expressions. 
Exemplars for identity, then, are numerous in the discourse on religion, and the 
comparative project is furthered by the analysis of these actions in terms of collec-
tive systems much more so that becoming mired in the individuated beliefs that are 
used to rationalize them. 

 In addition, pan - Indian uses of cultural practices have served as examples of what 
I have elsewhere termed  “ employed exemplars, ”  elements of performed and tangible 
culture that, in their use and display, allow for a collective representation of a com-
munal ethos. Often, these elements of traditional culture provide urban Indian 
communities and reservations that have experienced some lapse with culturally 
specifi c elements around which to form identities, and the connected collective 
spirituality, as Indian people. Ceremonial practices, such as  “ sweating ”   –  fairly 
ubiquitous in Indian Country and one of the most commonly retained religious 
practices  –  has taken a more central place in many Indian communities due to its 
availability in the contemporary world. The adoption of a pan - tribal standard, one 
that borrows heavily from the Lakota  inipi , transcends specifi c tribally located 
ontologies that a view informed by the likes of Rodney Stark would require for the 
validation of the identity formed and maintained through it use. Practically, however, 
 behaving one ’ s religion  is the more productive paradigm, not only for explaining 
the persistence of the sweat, but its distribution through various contexts in Indian 
Country. Therefore, an integration of the key concepts associated with Bourdieu ’ s 
concept  habitus , and the associated issues of social power, with the autopoietic 
foundations of socialcybernetics provides a rationale for establishing a Parsonian 
perspective that unites the basic motives and characters of these disparate 
traditions. 

 My sincere hope is that I have provided evidence for the consideration of the 
sociological approach to Native American sacred traditions to contexts within the 
academic study of religion generally. I aver that there are  “ blind spots ”  resulting 
from an over - emphasis on issues of belief and internally refl ective paradigms that 
need to be addressed in Religious Studies, which I believe can be mediated by a 
more practice - centered approach. Looking at how religious action informs com-
munal identities can provide a nuanced perspective to issues of religious confl ict, 
religious nationalism, and globalization. Native Americans have  both  conformed to 
the Euroamerican category  “ Indian ”  by developing pan - tribal identities and net-
works,  and  maintained discreet tribal - specifi c traditions. The development of 
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 “ pan - Indian ”  structures goes as far back as the fi rst European contact, as the tribal 
groups most effected by initial colonial efforts found benefi t in uniting in regional 
networks that belied many of the traditional divisions and even hostilities of pre -
 Columbian times. Of course many of those divisions were also maintained and even 
intensifi ed as a result of the European encounter, as well. However, clearly Native 
communities quickly became aware that the European interlopers viewed them as 
 “ Indians ”  fi rst, distinct regional communities second, and this tendency became an 
important organizational factor when the colonial projects of England, Spain, and 
France became clear. Today, there are many examples of this  “ pan - Indian ”  identity: 
the aforementioned sweating styles, common expressions of aboriginal spirituality 
in prayer and ceremony, and pan - tribal standards in ceremonial regalia and music. 
The important thing to note here is that the presence of these commonalities have 
been among the most important strategies for the maintenance of specifi c tribal 
traditions. Though this may seem somewhat counterintuitive, when viewed within 
the historical reality of what David Stannard has called the  “ American holocaust, ”  
it becomes clear that maintenance of a broad  “ indigenous ”  identity allowed com-
munities to remain intact, both on reservations and in urban centers, so that the 
re - emergence of specifi c traditions could occur when the greatest opposition to the 
presence of American Indian communities had dissipated. 

 This is my justifi cation, then, for using the tools of sociology and cultural studies 
to establish a set of three key principles that are both common to the various tribal 
traditions that make up Native American sacred culture, but also provide mobile 
categories for a reevaluation of the scholarship regarding religious identity generally. 
These categories are Locale, Sacred Power, and Protocol.  

  LOCALE 

 The reasons for choosing the term  “ locale ”  rather than  “ place ”  or  “ space ”  is sig-
nifi cant and requires some discussion here. The concept  “ place ”  connotes a location 
in geographic terms. While it is true that land - based orientation is one of the key 
issues with regard to American Indian spirituality and that that set of issues will 
play prominently in the entirety of this work, geographic location is only one facet 
of the embedded quality of indigenous cultures. Much has been written on the topic 
of the importance of place to American Indian religious traditions and this central 
theme will be unpacked later in my argument. Suffi ce it to say here that my under-
standing of the category  “ locale ”  follows closely on that of historian of religion 
Jonathan Z. Smith ’ s use of  “ place ”  in his seminal texts  To Take Place: Toward 
Theory in Ritual  (1992) and  Map is Not Territory: Studies in the History of Reli-
gions  (1993), illuminates the relationship between human activity and the construc-
tion of places. 

  “ Taking place ”  is, of course, a dual - use phrase that alludes both to events occur-
ring, and the actual apprehension of a territory  –  the implication in the phrase is 
that there is an active presence transforming  “ area, ”  or space in a geographical 
sense, into  “ place. ”  In  Map is not Territory , Smith identifi es what he calls  “ locative ”  
cultures, as contrasting with  “ utopian ”  ones (Smith  1993 : 309). This distinction is 
signifi cant to this project in that it brings a religious discussion to bear on the 
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economic factors leading to Anthony Giddens ’  term  “ disembededness. ”  For Giddens, 
modernity is both  “ disembedded ”  and  “ post - traditional, ”  key features in the devel-
opment of an ideology associated with the historic, political, and economic reality 
of a post - Renaissance worldview. Modernity, then, has produced utopian and dis-
embedded cultures. Smith places the religions of these cultures in juxtaposition to 
 “ locative ”  cultures  –  cultures that can be then referred to as  “ embedded ”  ones 
(Giddens  1991 : 80). 

 For Smith, utopian religious systems are religions of  “     ‘ nowhere, ’  of transcen-
dence ”  and correspond to the quality of the immigrant (Smith  1992 : 310). The 
religious activity of the immigrant, then, centers on developing systems for accessing 
the transcendent, usually in the form of an omnipresent deity, through visions and/
or epiphanies, which renders a religious system capable of bringing a sense of the 
sacred  along with  the disembedded cultures, or perhaps more precisely, allowing 
for the assumption that the sacred is  everywhere , and therefore,  nowhere in particu-
lar . Religious disembeddedness and portable gods allow for the assumption of any 
new region entered into as potential  “ space, ”  taken on authority of the immigrant ’ s 
utopian sacred system. 

 In contrast, an imminent sense of the sacred, a sacredness that  resides  with the 
people, as in  “ embedded ”  spiritual systems, assumes the role of the territory in 
adhering to that sacredness. In fact it may be, for some indigenous religious systems, 
that it is the  place  that authors the proper sacred behaviors. In other words, the 
logic of these  “ locative ”  systems assumes the land itself is an actor, and perhaps 
the  key  actor in the development of the sacred behaviors appropriate to that land. 
If  “ sacred behaviors ”  can stand in for the academic term  “ religion, ”  then the ulti-
mate defi ning quality of indigenous religious systems may be the derivation of those 
systems from the landscape itself. Thus, the category  “ locale ”  used here begins with 
a sense of the deep connection between the sacred aspects of the universe and the 
physical reality of territory. 

 An example of this from within Indian Country has been shown in the brilliant 
work of Keith Basso, especially in his book  Wisdom Sits in Places . Basso uses the 
storytelling tradition of the Western Apache as a model for how sacred knowledge 
is connected to specifi c aspects of the landscape. For the Western Apaches, the 
names of places within their territory are imbued with a sacredness that results from 
the original naming of these places by the ancestors. Each place has a name that 
places it in relationship to the sacred narrative of the Western Apache, and the 
associated stories provide wisdom in the form of socially relevant themes and cau-
tionary tales that help contemporary Apaches live a life informed by the knowledge 
of their sacred tradition. What Basso shows is that even to say the names of the 
places becomes a sort of meditation,  “ quoting the ancestors, ”  and that walking on 
the land is to place oneself in physical and temporal proximity to the very nature 
of the sacred universe. 

 In addition to the sacred nature of place in indigenous religious systems, there is 
also an assumption of human activity within that sphere which actualizes the reli-
gious system. Therefore,  “ locale ”  also refers to appropriate activities that occur in 
a place. While this aspect of the argument will be covered in the section on  “ pro-
tocol, ”  it is important to stress that my sense of the category locale includes  both  
the inherent sacredness of the landscape in indigenous religious systems,  and  the 
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relevance of that sacredness to human activity in that landscape. While it is impor-
tant to note that most, if not all, indigenous systems assume a sacredness that resides 
in the land itself, there is also the quality of appropriate community activity relative 
to that sacred landscape: indigenous communities see themselves as both occupying 
and being occupied by the land. 

 This is the key quality to the locale concept utilized herein: the landscapes live 
 in  the people as certainly as they live in the landscape. The inexorable link between 
the place and the religious system does not necessarily mean that the removal of 
the people from the place defl ates the system, but that the system itself comes to be 
carried with the land held in the collective memory. Specifi c landscapes teach their 
people how to live anywhere, and it is the adaptability of the locative cultures to 
new settings in both cultural and geographic space that is the underlying assumption 
of the  “ locale ”  concept. There is an obvious theoretical turn here that connotes 
social construction  –  that it is the people themselves that produce the sacred land-
scape in a way that can be engendered and communicated by and to the people 
within the religious sphere. In this way, the sacralization and continued re - imagining 
of that sacred landscape can be understood through the work of Henri Lefebvre 
and his notion of the production of space/place. 

 In his book  The Production of Space  (1991), Lefebvre continued the intellectual 
work of the  Situationiste International  and their critique of urbanism by employing 
the Marxist concepts  “ alienation ”  and  “ appropriation ”  in discussing French gen-
trifi cation projects in Paris. Essentially a critical analysis wherein the gentrifi cation 
process is an act of displacing the community associated with certain areas of the 
city and replacing them with new groups who can pretend a locative identifi cation, 
Lefebvre unpacks the sociocultural act of appropriation from within a Marxist 
paradigm, highlighting the power differentials associated with the gentrifi cation 
process. For Lefebvre, appropriation is a  “ diversion ”  ( “  detournement  ” ), a re - utili-
zation of abandoned places, thereby infusing them with new meaning and identity, 
in part as a method for divesting local interest in social spaces such as markets and 
neighborhoods in order to open them to new investment by giving the spaces new 
identities. My entrance into this discussion is to expand on Lefebvre ’ s idea by sug-
gesting that it is possible to participate in a kind of re - appropriation through the 
employment of culturally specifi c objects and practices, as well as geographic space. 
The exemplary objects and actions with regard to the religious revitalization of 
American Indian communities (such as imagery and materials which connote  “ Indi-
aness ” ) then become contested  space , politically charged items and acts of culture 
that vie for meaning in the equally contested territory of the imaginations of 
Native people  vis  á  vis  that of American society at large by providing iconic ele-
ments of Native American culture which can be employed in a kind of  “ counter -
 gentrifi cation. ”  These  “ exemplars ”  which vary greatly between the diverse tribal 
cultures, provide the stance from which space, and therefore identity, can be liber-
ated from the control of the dominant culture and returned to the people of origin. 
Further, these exemplars gain in cultural  cachet  if they are available to physicality 
in a  “ religious ”  realm  –  in short, sacred items in use during sacred practices  –  and 
become what I have termed elsewhere  “ employed exemplars ”  (p. 23), items of 
cultural value that are  used in specifi c contexts , becoming markers for cultural 
adherence. 
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 For example, two tribal traditions, the Chumash of the central California coastal 
region, and the Makah of Neah Bay, Washington, have returned to their canoe 
traditions as an important element of their cultural revitalization. Thus, the canoe 
(a sacred object) is employed through paddling (a sacred practice), as a way to 
revitalize religio - cultural identity associated with a particular geographic region (a 
locale). As canoes are available to anyone, both native and non - native wishing to 
employ them in these particular places, it is the process of distinguishing  a certain 
kind  of paddling as  “ sacred ”  and thus unique to the native peoples of the 
region, that provides the framework for the cultural and concomitant religious 
revitalization. 

 Since the renaissance sparked by the Makah ’ s participation in the excavation of 
an important site known as Ozette Village, the importance of the large, ocean - going 
cedar canoes to the social, spiritual, and economic turnaround currently underway 
cannot be overstated. A reservation that lies at the very outskirts of the continental 
USA, very little in the way of economic self - determination was open to the Makahs, 
rendering a tattered social fabric with the accompanying social ills of gangs, drug 
and alcohol abuse, and domestic violence. However, with the re - introduction (along 
with many canoe - oriented tribes throughout the Pacifi c Northwest) of traditional 
maritime cultural values, the community has experienced a virtual turnaround. Now 
teenagers proudly belong to canoe clubs, membership in which requires strict adher-
ence to drug and alcohol - free lifestyles, respect for elders and others, and probably 
the most unique aspect for tribal communities burdened with the fallout of the 
reservation system, respect for themselves. The building, maintenance, and employ-
ment of these canoes in modern waters is an important aspect of the ongoing cul-
tural reprise that the Makah associate with living a better life and passing that life 
on to future generations. 

 Similarly, in the process of learning the behaviors and skills required for the 
rowing of the Chumash canoe, or  tomol , the Chumash have also begun to fashion 
a rhetorical system within which the  tomol  protocol and the actual requirements 
for paddling are transmitted to others, especially the young people. This rhetoric 
is consistemtly connected to issues of valuing the specifi c natural world seen as 
the homeland of the Chumash people. In fact, the canoe revival in Chumash com-
munities has engendered a concomitant increase in environmental activism in 
the Santa Barbara and Ventura region of central California. The Chumash see 
themselves as stewards of these particular locales, and the  tomol  as the tool for 
managing that relationship. Thus, in the reprise of canoe culture for both the 
Chumash and the Makah, the canoe provides an opportunity to express what it 
is that comprises the traditional ethos, which is inherently associated with the 
homeland. 

 As Lefebvre has shown, much of the modern project is an appropriation of space; 
the abstracting of space in order to control meaning, much like the process described 
as  “ disembedding ”  by Giddens. It is the resulting abstract space that attempts to 
produce and impose social homogeneity. Seeing places as empty space to be traded 
as commodities allows for the dissolution of the lived social systems dedicated to 
those places, and it is partly in response to this social distanciation that indigenous 
attempts to exert traditional control in the reappropriation of places, objects, and 
practices operates. The traditional authority over the locale exists as a localized 
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power to which the people are responsible for the ongoing maintenance of the 
homeland, a lived social space, that can be termed  “ sacred power. ”   

  SACRED POWER 

 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to fully interrogate the category  “ sacred 
power ”  as it is employed in the study of religion. However, it is imperative that my 
use of this term achieves clarity suffi cient to the understanding of my overall argu-
ment. My use of this term conforms closely to Mircea Eliade ’ s sense of something 
set apart from the  “ profane ”  or mundane (Eliade  1968 : 10). The larger issues 
involve  how  and  why  things are  “ set apart. ”  While there is much variety in the 
discussion of religious sacrality, there is also consensus as to the culturally located 
act of categorizing the  “ sacred, ”  as well as the placing of items in that category 
(places, songs, objects, people, times, etc). 

 In the modern context, American Indian religious revitalization consists primarily 
of locating the community within the parameters of a (tribally defi ned) sacred uni-
verse, which constitutes, like defi ning terms and appropriating space, a political act. 
In other words, the processes associated with cultural and religious revitalization in 
American Indian communities assumes a certain level of lapse, which necessitates 
the revitalization in the fi rst place. This context requires extensive discussion. It will 
have to suffi ce here to state that it is apparent that the histories of the aboriginal 
inhabitants of this continent have included pressures from the colonial efforts of 
Euroamericans. This pressure has led to the cultural and religious displacement that 
revitalization addresses. Revitalization and renewal of religio - cultural identity, then, 
occurs within the contested realm of signifi cation (Long  1986 : 61). 

 Defi ning the sacred, and acting in response to that defi ned quality, remains at 
the center of the revitalization process. It is often this act that precludes the indi-
vidual impetus for indigenous renewal. Therefore, sacred power is both culturally 
located and contextual, following the defi nition of religion laid out above. Sacred-
ness, then, can be seen as the manifestation of the principal organizing power in 
the universe. This follows closely Gregory Bateson and his approach using systemic 
theories in that the act of setting something, someone, sometime, or someplace apart 
as  “ sacred ”  is done to create markers for the assumptions that underpin a society, 
markers that protect these basic building blocks in the  “ schismogenic ”  nature of 
human culture (Bateson  1987 : 112). 

 One key feature of American Indian cultures that highlight this process of 
marking can be seen is the particular creation narratives associated with the various 
tribal traditions. To be sure, this fact is also true for other of the world ’ s religious 
traditions. But it is in the ongoing signifi cance of the themes associated with Native 
American creation stories that also implies an assertion of specifi city, one that is, 
again, an aspect of embeddedness that creates distance from the universality of the 
Christian paradigm used to counter aboriginal north American connections to the 
land and its traditions. A particularly cogent example of this lies in the Din é  
(Navajo) connection to the creatrix deity, Changing Woman. 

 For the Din é , their creation story is one of emergence, from underworlds into 
this one. However, the Din é  people themselves were actually created in this world 
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by a sacred being, Changing Woman, who used dead skin from her body along with 
minerals associated with the Din é  landscape and ground corn in the colors of the 
four directions to share their actual bodies. The spiritual essence of the people 
travelled with the other sacred being in this journey through the successive under-
worlds into this one, but Changing Woman gave them their particular physical 
bodies once here. In addition, as her name implies, Changing Woman has a particu-
lar role in that She came into this world as an infant, but matured to menarche in 
twelve days. Her fi rst menstrual period is marked with a ceremony, the  kinald á a , 
by the sacred beings, and it is this ceremony that is performed for all young women 
who come of age in Din é  communities to this day. Thus, the concepts associated 
with this earth - based deity  –  fertility, productivity, and the feminine  –  represent the 
key concept associated with the sacred power of the universe. The woman ’ s body 
is a microcosm of the universe, and menses are seen as connected to the natural 
rhythms of the land. 

 This example shows the totalizing concept  “ sacred power ”  as it emerges in the 
various discourses associated with the study of religion, but also the particularity 
with regard to American Indian sacred connections to locales. Unlike an anthropo-
logical conceptualization of the concept  “ sacred power ”  associated with the work 
of E. B. Tylor and James Frazer, a sociological approach renders a view that is more 
utilitarian, engaging the social systems associated with these concepts. In the Din é  
example, one isn ’ t surprised to se the association of sacred power with the feminine 
rendering a matriarchal, and matrilocal society. In addition, the  kinald á a  continues 
as one of the most important ceremonial complexes in Din é  society, giving contem-
porary Din é  an opportunity to empower their young women in ways that are 
complementary to modern feminist ideologies. 

 My attempt here is to orient the reader to my particular direction concerning the 
broad term  “ sacred ”  and the particular function that the term obtains in both reli-
gious circumstances and the study of those circumstances. In terms of concrete 
circumstances regarding this ineffable quality, the actions taken in a communal 
setting that adhere to the overall sacred quality assigned to that setting follow a 
general proprietary patina I will here term  “ protocol. ”   

  PROTOCOL 

 As emphasized in the section on  “ locale, ”  the power that resides in and works with 
the people is linked inexorably to the landscape itself. This connection between 
locale and power is what constitutes the special relationship the people living in 
that locale have to the power of that locale. This relationship, following the logic 
of Durkheim, connotes the relationship the people experience with each other. The 
social structure is therefore refl ected in the relationship between the people and the 
sacred power within the context of the locale. This relationship requires a system 
for enacting both the social responsibilities given the sacred locale, and the sacred 
responsibilities to the source and manifestation of that power. I use here the term 
 “ protocol ”  to refer to this system. 

 While the term  “ protocol ”  has a fairly broad usage, with etymological connec-
tions to issues of etiquette, agreement, and propriety, all of the connotations are 
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nonetheless both communal and active. One utilizes or refers to a protocol, and 
does so in order to arrive at an agreed - upon standard. I take the key features of 
this operational category to conform to the category  “ ritual. ”  However, my sense 
of sacred practice is at the center of this discussion, therefore the category protocol 
requires a much more extensive treatment.  “ Ritual, ”  as a feature of protocol, 
requires its own clarifi cation here. 

 Again taking my lead from J. Z. Smith, ritual connotes a  “ gnostic ”  quality within 
religion (Smith  1980 : 125), which refl ects what Smith calls  “ an exercise in the 
strategy of choice ”  (p. 116). This distinction, that ritual is a thoughtful and purpose-
ful exercise, defi es the term ’ s vernacular use, which engenders issues of mindlessness 
and empty repetition. Ritual provides a systematized method for encountering and 
interacting with the sacred, and is therefore often repetitive with regard to actual 
practice, and can be rote in the sense of second - nature. However, Smith shows that 
repetition and unconsciousness can impart, or result from, focused attempts at 
generating meaning. Rituals are, at their base, communally meaningful prescribed 
actions which communicate and enact the proper ethos given the shared understand-
ing of the structure of the sacred universe. The conscious incorporation of tradi-
tional activities associated with American Indian tribal cultures by Indians engaged 
in cultural and religious renewal, are examples of Smith ’ s notion of strategy and 
choice, bringing Indian people to a larger sense of their cultural identity as well as 
communicating that identity to others, both Indian and non - Indian. 

 The Sacred Pipe Ceremonies of the Lakota provide an excellent window into this 
use of the concept. The Lakota, a tribal tradition associate with the Great Plains, 
employ a complex system of ritualized activities aimed specifi cally to maintain a 
moral community. Derived from an encounter with a sacred being called White 
Buffalo Calf Woman, the ceremonial complex associated with the Pipe were given 
to the Lakota at a time when the people were experiencing economic and social 
problems. Thus, these ceremonies, and in particular the meaning of the Pipe, are 
particularly focused on the maintenance of a tradition associated with a particular 
socio - historic community. 

 The Sacred Pipe ( cannupa wakan ) has become somewhat iconic in the imagina-
tions of non - Indians with regard to Native rituals generally, but it is, rather, a 
Plains - specifi c tradition employing the act of smoking tobacco and non - intoxicating 
herbs in a ceremonial marking of unity  –  between people and between the people 
and the Earth  –  that can be directly compared with the Christian ritual known as 
 Eucharist . The Pipe itself exemplifi es the blending of the key aspects of the Lakota 
sacred universe and one assumes that the act of smoking with others binds that 
group in an obliged relationship to that universe. 

 In terms of protocol, then, rituals such as the Pipe Ceremony provide important 
opportunities to engage the sacred system for the purposes of learning and display-
ing the knowledge of one ’ s proper role in that system. For indigenous communities, 
the embedded nature of that system warrants ritualized approaches to daily life, as 
well. Thus, protocol can be seen as ritualized interpersonal interactions, with the 
assumption that the other - than - human world obtains personhood, as well as the 
human. Sacred beings and the natural world warrant diplomatic status, as do the 
members of the human community. It is this quality, that of proper behavior given 
the sacred nature of the lived universe, that underpins the use of the term  “ protocol ”  
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herein, and protocol provides opportunities to engage in the strategies of identity 
formation and negotiation through the employment of ritual acts and 
paraphernalia. 

 Indigenousness, the autochthonous and lived experience of locale, sacred power, 
and protocol, provides the contextual backdrop for this discussion of sacred prac-
tices and their importance to the production and maintenance of religious identity. 
Indigenous identity is a growing movement worldwide, as people who trace their 
traditions to their lived locales attempt to reestablish control over their own cultural 
and religious destinies. My argument here is that culturally signifi cant  practices  
provide the key to the understanding of traditional religious identity, with the more 
individuated and internal issues associated with  belief  providing the supportive 
rationale for this identity. Further, I believe that this quality  –  that of the primacy 
of practice over a secondary role of religious belief  –  provides a helpful paradigm 
from which the sociological study of religions generally can proceed. 

 Pierre Bourdieu responds to  É mile Durkheim and what Bourdieu calls the 
 “ gnoseological problems ”  Durkheim raised with regard to traditional society as 
revealing their political nature when raised in response to contemporary social 
structures (Bourdieu  1990 : 24). Specifi cally, Bourdieu states that  “ forms of classi-
fi cation are forms of domination ”  and that a sociology of knowledge rests upon 
 “ symbolic domination ”  (p. 25). American sociology of the 1950s and 1960s, 
Bourdieu claims, took on the character of an orthodoxy, a  communis doctorum 
opinio  that is inappropriate for the sciences and served the demands of those in 
power that any discourse on the social world should be  “ kept at arm ’ s length and 
neutralized ”  (p. 38). On a perusal of sociological reviews of the period, Bourdieu 
found  “ empty academic rambling about the social world, with very little empirical 
material  …  [using]  …  concepts that are only understandable if you have some idea 
of the concrete referent in the mind of the people using these concepts ”  (p. 39). It 
is my view that a post - Boasian American anthropology responded to the call for 
 “ salvage ethnography ”  rising out of the same social and cultural milieu which 
informed the sociology of the time, one that places the industrial West, in particular 
American - style free market industry, at the apex of human culture. The scientifi c 
exploration, classifi cation, and archival of the non - industrial,  “ primitive ”  cultures, 
therefore, needed to be done before their inevitable disappearance  “ like the snow 
before the noontide sun, ”  to quote one early archeologist of Chumash sites (Benson 
 1997 : 28). Thus, the social sciences of the 1950s and 1960s were being informed 
by the same cultural stimulus described by Bourdieu. Led by Claude L é vi - Strauss, 
the structuralism loosely based upon Saussure ’ s linguistic theories becomes a set of 
reifi ed categories for social behavior above which the analyst can hover and observe, 
aware of their implications in a way that eclipses the minds of the subject. In addi-
tion, the so - called  “ primitive mind, ”  is seen in this view as a window into our human 
past, setting up some of the most diffi cult barriers to the free expression of contem-
porary American Indian religiosity via the biases inherent in this ethnocentric 
position. 

 One example of these continuing biases is the ongoing, uncritical use of terms 
such as  “ conversion ” when discussing missionization. This term is so misused as 
to be virtually worthless when attributed to the American Indian experience. 
The implication is missionaries completely transformed all the  “ converts ”  in their 
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control into Christians in the fullest sense of that (also problematic) term. I am of 
the opinion that it is sociological inquiry, a generalized analysis of social and cul-
tural movements associated with the structures that constitute and infl uence societ-
ies, which can address many of the problematic biases that exist with regard to the 
study of Native American religions.  

  CONCLUSION 

 American Indians are among those discreet ethnic groups that possess both a broad 
collective identity and localized and specifi c communal traditions. Therefore, like 
the discourse on the religious communities of the Indian subcontinent, religious 
diversity in Japan, or the religions of Africa, much effort must be made to avoid 
the perpetuation of stereotypes while trying to speak in the broadest terms possible. 
Like indigenous traditions around the world, Native American religions are inexo-
rably connected to specifi c landscapes and are therefore oriented to small - scale 
societies associated with subsistence - level management of resources. This is not to 
say, of course, that they are in any way  “ simple. ”  What I have attempted to show, 
through a few diverse examples, is that these cultures are indeed religiously complex 
in terms of philosophical concepts and social organization alike. This complexity 
contributes to the sociological interest of the study of these tribal traditions in that 
there is often a disconnect between the reality within the tradition and the percep-
tions held by outsiders. In addition, the politically motivated nature of the percep-
tual gap is itself an actor in the development of both individual tribal communities 
and their pan - Indian collectives, as well as the adaptation of these to modernity. 
The Chumash and Makah canoes are purposefully anachronistic so to better claim 
an aboriginal status which runs counter to the perceived shortcomings of modern 
society. The Din é   kinald á a  provides an ongoing critique of marginalization, both 
gender and ethnic, for both Din é  people and the non - Indian communities with 
whom they communicate. And the Sacred Pipe Religion gives contemporary Lakotas 
a spiritual foundation from which to forge an intact and relevant traditional com-
munity that has resisted some of the most virulent anti - Indian actions our govern-
ment unleashed on Native America. 

 Max Weber ’ s non - positivistic use of the concept  verstehen  calls us to view reli-
gious concepts in the sociohistoric context associated with the communities who 
employ these concepts. For Native Americans, this context has to include the 
American colonial project, a project that in many ways is still ongoing, and one 
that can rightly be viewed as genocidal. In his epilogue to  American Holocaust , 
Stannard makes a comparison between the cognitive vicissitudes of white Ameri-
can views of Native peoples to the difference between pre and post WWII views of 
the Japanese. Prior to the war in the Pacifi c, many  “ experts ”  (including the curator 
of the Smithsonian Institution ’ s Anthropology Division) held that the Japanese 
were inherently inferior to European - based peoples (the anthropology curator 
informed the president that the Japanese skull was 2,000 years behind ours in 
development), and that they were hopelessly incapable warriors who lacked the 
ability to pilot planes effectively or even shoot straight (due to their  “ slanted 
eyes. ” ). After the attacks at Pearl Harbor and the US entry into the war on the 
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Pacifi c front, the view of Japanese people changed dramatically. They were then 
seen as  “ super - competent warriors ”  but  “ morally subhuman. ”  This distinction 
allowed for the rationalization of the killing of civilians, shooting surrendering 
soldiers, and tossing the dying into pits with the already dead. Stannard makes 
this comparison at the end of his treatise in part to show the method for the 
moral justifi cation of genocidal practices toward aboriginal north Americans. But 
it also highlights a concept more germane to the current work: the depiction of 
the minoritized community by the dominant culture directs very real consequences 
to those marginalized communities. It is in the spirit of Louis Wirth, then and 
applied sociology that this piece has been produced: one must fully understand 
three key aspects of American Indian cultures in order to place the religions of 
those cultures into a proper analytical perspective. First, the tribal traditions asso-
ciated with Native America are varied and diverse, and it is with specifi c and 
important caveats that one approaches American Indian religions as a broad cate-
gory. The second aspect speaks directly to this fact in that the political, economic 
and social reality of colonialism cannot be separated from the analysis. The search 
for a  “ pure ”  tradition unsullied by contact has done more to obfuscate the reality 
of Native America than to clarify it. And third, a theoretical model wherein the 
concepts locale, sacred power, and ritual protocols guide the evaluation of data 
from within Native religious contexts can render a set of principles from which 
both analytical and predictive models can aid in the sociological conceptualization 
of American Indian religious traditions.  
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Globalization and 
the Sociology of Religion  

  Lionel   Obadia       

 

  INTRODUCTION: GLOBALIZATION AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

 Religion has often been, and still is, considered as a discreet  –  not to say evanescent 
 –  chapter of Globalization Studies (Robertson  1992 ; Waters  2001 ; Beckford  2003 ; 
Csordas  2007a ). The recent increase in the number of publications on this theme, 
however, seems to demonstrate that such studies are not characterized by their 
scarcity, but rather by their proliferation, and it is already becoming diffi cult to 
outline the entire body of works devoted to religion and globalization. In conse-
quence, this chapter only acquaints us with a small share of them, yet it aims to 
delineate a signifi cant part. Indeed, Religious Studies have recently embraced this 
new theme, and its potential for updating their theoretical models, in a context in 
which religion inexorably and more ostensibly progresses toward new  “ modern ”  
individual confi gurations of existence, social and territorial organization, new cul-
tural and symbolic frames, and economic exchanges, worldwide communication 
and technological transfers, in the very heart of a globalization from which observ-
ers and theorists religion did not play any crucial role (Kale  2004 ). All things con-
sidered, the term  “ globalization ”  is still challenging since it assumes no unity in use 
and meaning. Under the aspect of diversity, theories of globalization nevertheless 
seem to come together in a few main models ( “ World ”  -  systems  –  culture,  –  society 
or  –  capitalism  –  see Sklair  1999 ) or perspectives. To put it briefl y, and risk extreme 
simplifi cation, they subdivide among systemic theories of  “ world - something, ”  
inspired by structuralist - functionalist models, established on the idea that there 
exists an increasing connectivity and integration between societies, and theories of 
 “ fl ows, ”  strongly infl uenced by diffusion models, underscoring human and cultural 
mobility. The fi rst model relates to the  “ convergence ”  theory, that is structural 
homogenization, but the second is associated with fragmentation ”  theory, i.e. global 
differentiation. 

 Ulrich Beck attempted to map out the contours of the semantic fi eld, and sug-
gested differentiation between  globality  (the condition of the present - day world), 
 globalization  (worldwide processes) and  globalism  (ideologies of globalization) 
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(Beck  1999 ). Martha Van Der Bly, however, called attention to ambiguities as 
inherent in the three main versions of globalization, when the term is promoted to a 
sociological concept ( 2005 ):  “ globalization - as - a - Condition ”  opposing  “ globalization -
 as - a - Process, ”   “ globalization - as - Reality ”  dissimilar to  “ globalization - as - Futurology, ”  
and  “ One - Dimensional - globalization ”  contradicting  “ Multidimensional globaliza-
tion. ”  Van Der Bly has cleverly pointed out that all these models introduce specifi c 
biases, whether they underestimate or overvalue temporal, human or conjectural 
parameters (Van Der Bly  2005 ). Yet, and in spite of the obvious problems the refer-
ence to  “ the global ”  induce, James Beckford suggests that globalization is a concept 
which is  “ good to think with ”  in relation to religion: the latter (religion) indeed chal-
lenges any theoretical attempt to simplify a phenomenon (globalization) so eminently 
diversifi ed and complex (Beckford  2003 ). The relationships religions assume with 
globalization actually provide the intellectual basis of (or are shaped by)  globalisms , 
which vary signifi cantly from one another by national and local context. 

 New approaches to the study of religions in the globalist scope subsequently offer 
a wide - opened panorama of global perspectives (as in Robertson  1992 ; Beyer  1994, 
2006 ; Beckford  2003 ), local ones (based on regional case - studies, as in Garrard -
 Burnett  2004 ; Beyer and Beaman  2007 ; Geertz and Warburg  2008 ) or comparative 
ones, either for New Religious Movements (Rothstein  2001 ; Clarke  2006 ) or world 
religions (Kurtz  2007 ; Esposito et al.  2008 ). Several authors have recently attempted 
to better circumscribe the relationships between religion and globalization. Thomas 
Csordas outlines three relationships, corresponding, respectively, to a correlative, a 
causal, and an identity link:  “ globalization  and  religion  “ distinguished from ”  glo-
balization  of  religion ”  and  “ globalization  as  religion ”  ( 2007a : 265). 

 The analysis of the role of religion in the path of globalization is not consensual, 
but religion is regularly mentioned as a  parameter  or as one of the main historical 
forces in the accomplishment of globalization. In Martin Albrow ’ s views, globaliza-
tion is indeed considered as a  “ New Age ”   (1996) . Albrow ’ s stance espouses domi-
nant models of history, cut up into substitutive sequences: in this model, the era of 
modernity is followed by either an era of postmodernity or an era of globalization. 
Since Karl Jaspers ’  theory of  “ Axial Age ”  (one of Albrow ’ s infl uences), great reli-
gions of the world are frequently assumed to play a key role in  “ civilizational ”  
transformations, whether they occur prior to or alongside globalization, although 
this is not always explicitly explained (for instance, see Tehranian  2007 ). Some 
authors have attempted to identify this role, at least historically. G ö ran Therborn, 
for example, introduced a model encompassing six  “ waves ”  of globalization, one 
of the fi rst being characterized by the rise and the spread of world religions (c. fourth 
century), and the impetus they conferred to the geographic extension of cultures 
and societies, by virtue of their missionary expansionism (Therborn  2000 ). Are 
religions therefore subjugated to globalization or did they generate it? Scholars ’  
views on this question are rather mixed, and the exact nature of the relationships 
between religion and globalization in ancient history remains unclear. Campbell 
 (2007)  has recently attempted to construct a more complex model, probing the  roles  
of  religions  in each sequence of globalization. Still, in every case, religions (in par-
ticular, world religions) have always fl owed over the boundaries of political units 
(Beyer  1994 ), and for that reason, long been deeply involved in what is nowadays 
called  “ globalization ”  (Juergensmeyer  2003b : 5).  
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  THEORIES OF GLOBALIZATION, THEORIES OF RELIGION: 
FROM MODERNIZATION TO GLOBALIZATION 

 Yet, fi tting religion into a new conceptual frame such as globalization presupposes 
proving its relevance, especially with regards to pre - existing, prevalent theoretical 
models  –  such as  “ modernization ”  theories. To what extent was the modernity 
thesis  not  adequate in accounting for the contemporary mutations of religions, and 
why did it need to be replaced or supplemented by the globalization thesis? Experts 
in Globalization Studies do not agree about the relationships between  modernity  
and  globalization . Some of them, like Anthony Giddens  (1990)  consider both of 
them as two dimensions of the same contemporaneous condition  –  globalization 
should only be the extension of the process of modernity. Others, like Stuart Hall 
 (1991)  conversely disconnect the two on a double scale of their historical succession 
and their outcomes: modernity is supposed to have dissolving effects on (cultural, 
ethnic and religious) identities, whereas globalization, on the contrary, partakes of 
their reinvention. The fi rst version of modernization theory that is secularization 
and disenchantment (Gauchet  1997 ), and the hypothetical  “ vanishing ”  of religion 
from the public sphere, failed to account for the  “ renewal ”  and the  “ de - seculariza-
tion ”  of modern societies (Berger  2000 ). According to the second model of mod-
ernization, religion hence changes, and takes pluralistic, individualized, refl exive and 
hybrid forms, and globalization should facilitate these transformations, and acceler-
ate them. But in many perspectives claiming to be  “ global, ”  religions are neverthe-
less still reviewed under the conceptual umbrella of their  “ path to modernity, ”  
 “ globalization ”  simply providing an outlook on general environmental conditions 
for these differentiated (Esposito et al.  2008 ) or convergent (Beyer  2006 ) processes 
of modernization, or on a world reconfi gured after the Cold War (Kurtz  2007 ). But 
the usually accepted parameters of globalization (worldwide economy, international 
diplomacy, transnational communications and informational transfers, interconti-
nental migrations and cultural pluralism  …  among others) denote the relevance of 
an unambiguous distinction between globalization and Modernity (Simpson  1991 ; 
Lehmann  2002 ). 

 And in the context of globality, or in a modern world - system, religion has not 
only failed to vanish from public and political scenes, it even takes over them, to 
play a major (but sometimes subtle) role in the social and political organization of 
modern societies, and, above all, in the reconfi guration of international relationships 
(Beyer  1994 ). Accordingly, the theory of globalization bypasses the theory of mod-
ernization (at least in its fi rst version) and offers a theoretical refutation to an 
interpretation of religious global history in terms of secularization (Beyer  1999 ; 
Robertson  2007 ). Globalization and modernization are thus unconnected in their 
forms and their processes, but not necessarily in their effects. And basically, mod-
ernization should rather be considered as a historical process while globalization 
should instead be seen as a geographic process  –  the evolution of beliefs and prac-
tices fi rst, and their diffusion next. As such, modernization was associated with an 
inclusive series of intrinsic metamorphoses within religions (individualism, laiciza-
tion, pluralism, relativization, privatization, hybridization and so forth) attributable 
to changes in their extrinsic conditions of living. But while the central issue of 
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modernity was the secularization process and its alleged effects, the focal subject -
 matter of globalization is the worldwide religious take - over (Juergensmeyer  2005 ), 
and for that reason, in the  “ global village, ”   “ Never has the study of religion be 
more important or an understanding of the various traditions more crucial ”  (Kurtz 
 2007 : 1). One of the promises to reconcile globalization and modernization theories 
has been made by Csordas, for whom religion in global settings partakes on a  “ re -
 enchantment on a planetary scale ”  ( 2007a : 259), a view that echoes the image of 
a globalization pictured as a global extension of modernity (Featherstone et al. 
 1995 ). 

 Globalization consequently (as modernization did in its time) helps defi ne a 
prominent theoretical frame, which helps make transformations of religion (or 
religions) more intelligible. Then again, global approaches to religion neither stand 
for a theoretical unity, nor they have been designed  from  and  for  the study of reli-
gions. And many authors  –  whether or not their research falls under  “ religious 
studies ”   –  prudently explore the complex relationships between religion and glo-
balization. Malcolm Waters for instance deplores the lack of  sacriscapes  in the 
theory of global scapes coined by Arjun Appadurai  (1990)  (Waters  2001 : 187) even 
though the term later succeeded in being defi ned (as  “ religioscapes ” ) and is now 
widespread. 

 Roland Robertson is undoubtedly the fi rst sociologist  –  at least offi cially  –  to be 
credited with initiating the examination of  “ religion and globalization ”  issues, in the 
mid - 1980s. Robertson ’ s emphasis was both cultural and political. His analysis of the 
adaptations of Japanese polytheism to modern and international conditions  (1987)  
has rooted the refl ection in a frame, which he had the chance to develop and expose 
later, allowing for both the proprieties of religious systems and those of their sur-
rounding (local and global) conditions of existence  (1992) . While the project (or 
 “ civilizational program ”   –  in Eisenstadt ’ s words,  2001 ) of modernity included secu-
larism  –  which remains one of its core values (Friedman  1994 ), globalization has 
similarly been considered as the worldwide expansion of modern secularism, ratio-
nalism, and scientism. But the previous spread of Christianity and the conversion of 
non - Western populations were also a matter of  “ conversion to modernities ”  (Van 
der Veer  1996 ), and  “ global rationalism. ”  After much tension with religious ideolo-
gies, globalization fi nally found its own religious dimension, and ironically looked 
like  “ an immanent salvation religion ”  (Thomas  2007 : 46). To a certain extent, and 
under certain conditions, globalization then resembles an (almost) religious doctrine 
(Csordas  2007a : 265). Beckford already alluded to the symbolic propinquity between 
globalist theories and religious cosmologies, both of them  “ totalizing ”  (a feature 
facilitating overlap between the two), and the appropriation of secular globalisms by 
religious voices, whether they praise the utopia of a global harmony or blame the 
excesses of globalization (Beckford  2003 : 108ff.). Yet, some  “ grand narratives ”  of 
globalization, fashioned in the academic milieu, and succeeding the narratives of 
modernity, contain eschatological phraseologies, as for Constantin Van Barloewen 
who portrays the path to globalization as the shift from a modern civilization of 
 logos  (next to an antique civilization of  mythos ) towards a worldwide civilization of 
 holos  (that is  “ global ” ). A world where men and societies are connected and inter-
dependent ( 2003 : 18), asserts the German essayist,  “ needs ”  a  “ mystical ”  ideology 
balancing the realm of  “ scientism ”  ( 2003 : 25).  
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  CONTRASTED IMAGES OF GLOBAL CONDITIONS 

 Moreover, Globalization Studies do not supply a unifi ed image of contemporary 
global conditions, and nor do they agree on their impact on religions. At the oppo-
site poles of the narratives of a world engaged in a  “ global ”  path stand two con-
trasted portrayals of  “ globalization. ”  On the one hand, globality is pictured as a 
 “ multiverse of cultures ”  living in a  “ genuine interculturality ”  (Van Barloewen  2003 : 
28), and globalization offers a  “ chance ”  for spiritual traditions of humankind to 
live in concord (K ü ng  1991 ). On the other hand, globality is saturated with violence, 
and especially terrorism, which marks its bloody signature in every region of the 
world, in North America (the destruction of the World Trade Center towers), Japan 
(the assault of the Aum Shirikyo sect in the subway with sarin gas), Russia (the 
persecution of Chechen secessionism for religious and ethnic reasons), India (con-
fl icts between Hindus and Muslims, Sikh secessionism), China (the oppression of 
Tibetan monasticism, the repression of the Falun - Gong sect), North Africa (Muslim 
fundamentalism) or Europe (the political control on cults and the self - destruction 
of so - called sects)  …  among other examples. 

 Besides, globality exemplifi es as well the contrary image of an  “ open ”  world, 
crossed by cultural fl ows and human mobility, where social and political boundaries 
have dissolved, and where religious beliefs and practices are subjected to a general-
ized circulation (Meintel and Leblanc  2003 ), a context supposed to be propitious 
to multiple borrowings, the fabric of genuine and hybrid cultural and religious forms 
(Luca and Burrell  1999 ). This immaculate image of globality sharply contrasts with 
the image of a world in tension, crossed over by confl icts, communal refuges, vio-
lence perpetrated in the name of religion (Kurtz  2007 ), and even a  “ globalization 
of intolerance ”  (Frunza  2002 ). These two pictures, somewhat simplistic if consid-
ered separately, are not mutually exclusive. The essays edited and presented by 
Mark Juergensmeyer in the volume  Religion in Global Civil Society  ( 2005 ) accu-
rately demonstrate that, from anti - globalism to alter - globalism, from the takeover 
of public spheres by transnational networks to the attempts to reshape the norms 
of citizenship in the very heart of nation - states, religions assume ambivalent rela-
tionships with globalization, and they  always  acclimatize partially with, according 
to specifi c, and often local, issues. 

 So far, the tension between religion and globalization, which is a tension between 
 particularism  and  universalism  (Robertson  1992 ), is not embodied solely in the 
prosaic forms of negotiated frontiers between globalization and religions. It also 
fl oods in more spectacular forms (much more publicized, then) of confl ict and vio-
lence, that have crystallized, after the 9/11 World Trade Center ’ s destruction, 
Muslim fundamentalism all around the globe, and hence questioned the two faces 
of contemporaneous violence, and the exact role religions play in it, whether as an 
aggravating factor, or, quite the reverse, as an actor of prevention or resolution of 
political and ethnic confl icts. This modern propensity for confl ict would be, in the 
fi rst place, the responsibility of large socio - political units, such as  “ civilizations ”  
outlined by Samuel Huntington  (1996) , or, in the second place, accountable of 
smaller entities, as Wilma Dunaway suggested, since the ethnic contemporary con-
fl ict - proneness is dependent on the tension between, on the one side, the forces of 
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 “ cultural hegemony ”  (those that press certain compartments of globalized societies 
towards homogenization), and, on the other side, the defi ance of  “ ethnic heteroge-
neity. ”  In other words there exists a tension between the processes of integration 
of groups and societies into a world - system (mainly capitalistic), and the resistances 
of these groups and societies against the civilizational project that goes along with 
the extension of the global system (Dunaway  2003 : 7). 

 For Waters ( 2001 : 187), the globalized forms of fundamentalism are nothing else 
than the reactions against the alignment of (mainly non - Western) religions on the 
model of Protestant individualism, and globalized responses against the modern 
social hyper - differentiation: when modernity generates processes of (social, political, 
or cultural) fragmentation, fundamentalisms propose ideologically unifying 
responses  –  an idea aligned with the views of Jonathan Friedman, who maintains 
that  “ the globalization of fundamentalisms and of powerful nationalisms is part of 
the same [disjunctive] process, the violent eruption of cultural identities in the wake 
of declining modernist identity ”  ( 1994 : 211). But the interpretation of the emer-
gence and spread of a global Muslim fundamentalism allows the expression of 
divergent theories. According to Peter Beyer  (2006) , fundamentalism, whatever can 
be its confessional orientation (albeit mainly monotheistic), is indeed a consequence 
of a process of religion acclimatizing to globalization. If Muslim fundamentalism is 
opposed to the  “ imperialism ”  of nations that take advantage of a political and 
economic leadership in the context of globalization, it is nevertheless itself a exem-
plary form of global religions insofar as Muslim fundamentalists have been prompt 
to appropriate modern and wide - scale communication techniques and modes, in 
order to control the diffusion and the reception of religious messages (as illustrated 
the  fatwa  against Salman Rushdie, see Beyer  1994 ). But for others, these views are 
somewhat unifi ed and stereotypical of both Islam  and  globalization (Arjomand 
 2004 ), and all the more when globalization paradoxically engenders these funda-
mentalisms against those indigenous democratic forces disposed to engage in and 
support globalization (Pasha  2002 ). 

 The problem of nationalist violence, which fundamentalism is supposed to 
embody, is that it has fi rst been theorized as the expression of a secularized political 
trend, as  “ modern ”  (Gellner  1983 ; Juergensmeyer  1993 ), and afterwards acknowl-
edged as  “ modern ”   but  religious. As per Juergensmeyer  (2003a) , globalization did 
 not  generate religious violence but has merely intensifi ed it, and spread it on a wide 
geographic scale, whilst marginalizing certain religious groups. Terrorism, when 
perpetrated in the name of religion, subverts spiritual symbolism in  “ narratives of 
struggle ”  and in a heroic valorization of violence, assumes different forms because 
it emerges from  “ cultures of violence ”  that surfaced in local contexts, with specifi c 
issues. Globalization accordingly offers religious violence a  “ global theatre ”  where 
it can be performed. 

 Further, the analysis of religious violence questions the relationship between 
globalization and social confl ict. In Huntington ’ s views  (1996) , this  “ confl ictuality ”  
is primarily  “ civilizational, ”  relating to a kind of plate tectonics of civilizations that 
ignite at their points of friction. This thesis, which subsumes, in Huntington ’ s stand-
point, religion to civilization, is not however systematically confi rmed, once the 
analysis improves its conceptual tools, and distinguishes, in the theoretical context, 
 religious  and  civilizational  confl icts (Fox  2001 ). One underlying and undisclosed 
topic in the debates upon the globalization of fundamentalism, in particular for 
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Islam (Roy  2004 ), is the confl ict of cultural imaginations, pertaining to the Oriental-
ist fi guration of the Otherness, which blurs the classical modes of understanding of 
Muslim societies after colonialism (since Edward Said ’ s  Orientalism ,  1978 ), those 
societies that have laid claim to their own version of globalism and intend to sidestep 
the (Western) modernist project (Turner  1997 ).These fi gures of a cultural and reli-
gious Other, far from dissolving in global settings, are on the contrary intensifi ed 
and amplifi ed by the current propinquity of societies (Turner  2001 ).  

  RELIGION  IN  GLOBAL SOCIETY 

 To a certain extent, the issues regarding religion are more or less the same as those 
that have been questioned vis -  à  - vis culture, society or economy in the context of 
globalization, or global settings. The basic premise of the prominent theoretical 
frame of Globalization Studies, namely the  “ world - system theory, ”  is the structural 
 “ unity ”  of the world, henceforth ordered as a  “ single society ”  (Beyer  1994, 1998, 
1999 ). To a degree, it verges on the thesis of a standardization of societies, cultures 
and religions, one of the core tenets of modernization theory, but it comes to a 
different end in the globalist perspective. 

 Firmly embedded in a sociological perspective inspired by  É mile Durkheim, 
which concedes that  “ society ”  is the conceptual matrix for understanding religion, 
and after Niklas Luhman, from whom he borrows the assertion that society is 
characterized by modes and forms of communication, Peter Beyer has, repeatedly, 
supported the idea that the study of a  “ global religion ”  must beforehand be grounded 
in a theory of  “ global society ”  (Beyer  1994, 1999, 2006 ). The  “ global religious 
system ”  of which he is a pioneering designer, is not, in Beyer ’ s term, a religious 
tradition that has turned  “ global ”  that is whose doctrines and practices would have 
spread worldwide. This  “ global religion ”  assumes a diversity of forms and expres-
sions, and epitomizes one of the subsystems of a global society,  “ not a mere agglom-
eration of religious  ‘ things ’ , but rather the social differentiation and social 
construction of a recognizably religious category of action or way of communicating 
which manifests itself primarily through numerous social institutions ”  (Beyer  1998 : 
8 – 9). In Beyer ’ s view it is a religious and social differentiated system, such as those 
observed in the monotheistic and Western context, but with a global extension, 
which transcends the distinctiveness of specialized traditions. But if Beyer then opts 
for a structural and systemic image of an ordered world, the hypothetical new reli-
gious world  “ order ”  also and inversely corresponds to a chaotic  clash of civiliza-
tions , following Huntington  (1996) , for whom, and in the perspective of the 
civilizational paradigm, the world  “ order ”  (of political units, and religious entities 
in the international context) is a dynamic and ever - changing continuous adjustment 
 –  and consequently a disorder.  

  GLOBAL FLOWS: A WORLD OF  “ MIGRATIONS ”  
AND  “ MISSIONS ” ? 

 Ajrun Appadurai favors a different point of view on globalization. Without denying 
the existence of global structural forms (Appadurai  2001 ), he envisages the contem-
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porary world as an enduring movement of men and women, ideas and practices, 
goods and money  …  in a series of  “ fl ows ”  (Appadurai  1990 ). Albeit the minor 
attention Appadurai paid to religious fl ows, the Indian - born American anthropolo-
gist ’ s views are, surprisingly, not distant from classical German social and historical 
sciences, which in the past formulated models of religious diffusion. And to some 
extent, present - day sociology is still inclined to carry on with the standard distinc-
tion traced by Max Weber between the expansionist dynamics of  “ World Reli-
gions, ”  and an insular logic, inherent to  “ ethnic religions. ”  But in the model of 
Beyer, the expansion of religions relates to two distinct processes, respectively mis-
sions and migrations (Beyer  1998 : 18), or in the words of Juergensmeyer, transna-
tionalism and diasporas (Juergensmeyer  2003b : 5). Csordas recently made the issue 
more complex by recognizing the  missionnization  versus  migrations  dichotomy in 
adding up two other processes,  mobility  (non - migratory diffusion) and  mediatiza-
tion  (broadcasted diffusion) (Csordas  2007a : 262). Consequently akin to the  cos-
mopolitans  described by Ulf Hannerz  (1996) , global religious  “ virtuosi ”  travel the 
(real or virtual) world and spread their messages, whether in the direction of poten-
tial converts or followers, or of their own community members. In installing  “ evan-
gelism ”  at the forefront of  “ the four faces of global culture, ”  Peter L. Berger infl ects 
his views on globalization towards an image of a world reticulated by missionary 
processes  –  in parallel to diplomatic networks and economic supranational elites 
(Berger  1997 : 27). Of course, Berger confi nes his analysis to the example of the 
transnational expansion of North American evangelical Protestantism, which, while 
disseminating worldwide, should be considered in the universalization of Western 
modernism. The issue of religious missions in modern and/or global settings is 
nevertheless problematic. Robert L. Montgomery, for instance, explains the his-
torical  Diffusion of religions  (Montgomery,  1996 ) in exclusive missionary terms. 
The worldwide diffusion of Tibetan Buddhism can also be justifi ed in similar terms 
(Obadia  2001 ), but the modernity of the Buddhist, and more generally religious, 
missions is controversial (Learman  2005 ), and, as for religious violence, the con-
temporary  missionarization  processes can paradoxically be both rooted in ancient 
or recent times, and take advantage of global settings to intensify and grow. 

 Which religions? The empirical and theoretical fi eld of sociology of religions in 
globalization is generally polarized between two categories of objects: world reli-
gions and new religious movements.  

  WORLD RELIGIONS AND GLOBALIZATION 

 Indeed, if there is any  “ globalization of religion, ”  the problem is to identify which 
religion this process is all about. Indeed, on the one hand, Globalization Studies 
refer to  “ religion ”  in global conditions, just like an archetypal model above his-
torically and socially embedded traditions, and on the other hand, sociologists and 
anthropologists observe locally and on a transnational level, expansive processes, 
missionary or migration strategies, sects or churches connected networks, and living 
traditions embarked on processes of change. 

 The French philosopher Jacques Derrida adheres to the idea of the global expan-
sion of a  “ Latin ”  (that is Western and Christian) model, in his own words, a 
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 “  mondialatinisation  ”  (a contraction between  mondialisation   –  globalization, in 
French  –  and  latinisation , Derrida  1998 : 48). But more recent research has improved 
this one - sided perspective, and injected into the analysis the complexity of the forms 
of religious traditions in globalization. In the systemic paradigm of Beyer, however, 
the Western monotheisms, and especially Christianity, have moulded, much more 
on a structural than on a cultural level, the shape of a  “ global religious system. ”  
According to Peter Beyer, indeed,  “ the global religious system bears the marks of 
its origins and early developments in Christian society ”  and  “ the contemporary 
global religious system therefore looks somewhat Christian, not in a religious sense, 
but only in a sense parallel to the way that globalization looks like Westernization ”  
( 1998 : 4). The religious traditions of the contemporary world have therefore under-
taken a process of patterning, on the structural and functional yardstick of Chris-
tianity, a tradition that has disjointed the sacred and the profane, that has brought 
about the distinctive autonomy of the religious  “ sphere ”  from other  “ spheres of 
human life, and that has lastly redefi ned its social and cultural spatiality consecu-
tively from its recent confrontation with secularist ideologies. Consequently, the 
global religious system is socially differentiated, owing to the alignment of non -
 Christian and non - Western traditions on the standard model of Christianity: a 
corroborated hypothesis in the case of Islam and Hinduism (Beyer  2006 ), but also 
for the  African Indigenous Churches  (Venter  1999 ). 

 Religious reactions that are critical of globalization are, according to William H. 
Mott, as diversifi ed as those against modernization (see Hefner  1998 ), and vary in 
line with their unique trajectory in (modern and) global settings. Judaism fi rst 
accompanies it (since ancient times and as a diasporic religion), but turns into eth-
nicity and fi nally into nationality (with the rise of Zionism). Christianity fi rst 
 “ politicizes ”  under a territorial entity (kingdoms and empires of the Middle East, 
and of Southern and Northern Europe), afterwards universalizes, and fi nally 
 “ humanizes ”  (after the era of Enlightenment). Islam initially assumes a universal 
and supra - cultural shape, before being marginalized by Euro - centered globalization, 
and fi nally becomes hostile to the  “ Westernization ”  of the world (Mott  2004 : 
184 – 7). According to the political scientist, the options of religious traditions are 
limited to a communitarian defence or alliance with fundamentalism (Spohn  2003 ), 
on the one side, or ecumenical coalitions or  “ social secularization, ”  on the other 
(Mott  2004 : 188 – 93). But as for theologians, the consequences of globalization are 
also conceivable as bringing about a  “ global and diversifi ed ecumenicist commu-
nity ”  (K ü ng  1991 ). Actually, the religious responses to globalization processes are 
much more complex and locally determined than these broad - spectrum theoriza-
tions. They can even unite in a similar anti - global charge in the opposed fi gures of 
the leader of Muslim fundamentalism (as Osama bin Laden) and of the Christian 
liberal movement (such as Dwight Hopkins) (Stahl  2007 ).  

  NEW RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS AND GLOBALIZATION 

 Much more than world religions, which however colonize a wide lexical surface in 
the works on  “ Religion and globalization, ”  the  “ new religions ”  have primarily 
exemplifi ed the most genuine and typical religious forms of modernity, initially, 
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and globalization more recently. Their increase in number and their worldwide dif-
fusion are supposed to have captured scholars ’ s attention much more than world 
religions (Rothstein  1996 : 195). But some authors maintain, on the contrary, that 
scientifi c literature on this topic remains relatively small (Arweck  2007 : 276). Yet, 
sociology ’ s emphasis on  “ New Religious Movements ”  (NRM) builds on a particu-
lar perspective which is not exclusive of a broader approach on  “ religion ”  as a 
whole. But the rise and the expansion of the NRM offered sociology a new locus 
to confront its theoretical models with religious changes. Some religious movements 
are globalizing, others are adjusting themselves to global settings, and the New Age 
movement, torn between unity and diversity, nonetheless embodies a new  “ global 
religiosity ”  (Rothstein  2001 ). On account of their doctrinal and practical genuine-
ness, but also owing to their expanding dynamics, the NRM should indeed typify 
the  “ exemplary ”  or  “ paradigmatic ”  cases of religious globalization (Clarke  2006 ), 
such as Protestant evangelism (Berger  1997 ), or the Catholic Charismatic Renewal 
(Csordas  2007b ). Karel Dobbelaere  (1998)  maintains that, contrasting with world 
religions which remain anchored in their national contexts, the NRM tend to be 
supra - national, and therefore favor their connection with globalization  –  but this 
distinction is not so obvious, on the basis of the works of Elisabeth Arweck 
who demonstrated that the NRM can also intentionally limit their own expansion 
(Arweck  2007 ).  

  NON - INSTITUTIONALIZED, POPULAR, AND 
INDIGENOUS RELIGIONS 

 The scope of globalized religions is anything but confi ned to institutionalized reli-
gious systems. Within globality, other phenomena, much less tied up to a codifi ed 
doctrine and a normative praxis, are also observable. For instance, Marian appari-
tions are multiplying in highly modern urban contexts (large cities throughout the 
planet, notably in North America), where spontaneous forms of pilgrimages are 
arranged, and, for some of them only, authenticated by Christian organizations 
(V á squez and Marquardt  2000 ). Far from being overcome by modernity, the 
forms of popular religiosity have resisted and adapted, and have sprung up again 
in the very heart of contemporary societies, but for signifi cantly diverse reasons, 
from a regional context to another. Akin to modernity, globalization seems to 
accelerate this process of revivifi cation of popular religious traditions, which 
surface in Eastern Europe and the Balkans, notably, after the profound political 
transformations subsequent to the collapse of the Soviet bloc (in Bulgaria, see 
Valtchinova  2005 ). 

 Popular traditions, yet, not only  “ resist ”  or  “ revitalize, ”  they also globalize. Fol-
lowing David Chidester ’ s daring hypothesis (Chidester  2005 ), popular (North) 
American culture, which features analogically a true  “ religion ”  ( “ of fakes ” ) global-
izes alongside the  Cocacolonization ,  McDonaldization , or  Disneyization  of the 
world.  “ If for a moment we take Coca - Cola, McDonald ’ s, and Disney seriously as 
transnational religions, we can see the missions they represent as the religious chal-
lenges of globalization ”  alleges the American anthropologist ( 2005 : 148). Of course, 
such a perspective, as a matter of fact heuristic, presupposes to acknowledge the 
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initial axiom of an ontological identity (even suggested in an analogical perspective) 
between popular culture and popular religion. It entails, moreover, that the spread-
ing processes of popular forms of religion align with the modes of diffusion of 
world religions, as well as with the networks and processes of globalization as a 
whole. Many other religions, whose theologies or ideologies are unfamiliar with the 
ideas of  “ universalism ”  or  “ mission, ”  benefi t from the global extension of human 
fl uxes, communicational networks, of the dissemination of religious ideas, and the 
rebirth of the appeal to  “ spirituality ” : as we can see in the reinvention and/or dif-
fusion of  “ ancient ”  pagan traditions,  “ ethnic ”  (that is  “ exotic ” ) religions (such as 
the transatlantic Cuban  Sant é ria  (Brandon  1993 ),  “ primordial ”  traditions such as 
shamanism (partially disseminated by scholars who have studied it in an ethno-
graphic perspective, and popularized its ideas and practices in their own countries 
 –  Michael Harner or Larry Peeters) but also neo - shamanism (Wallis  2003 ), trans-
national and modern - styled  “ antique ”  witchcraft (the  Wicca ), or, lastly, the world-
wide manifestations of a  “ neo - magic ”  in the shadow of declining monotheisms 
(Parker Gumucio  2002 ). All these partake in a process the French sociologist 
Nathalie Luca calls  “ the revenge of oral traditions ”  (Luca and Burrell  1999 ). But 
here again, one can observe cases in which  “ ethnic ”  religions mould onto a universal 
model to globalize (as it is the case for the exportation of the cults of Orisha in the 
Yoruba tradition, see Olupona and Rey  2008 ), and many  “ magical ”  and  “ popular ”  
revivals in the non - Western world are responses to the changes, roughly impelled 
by exported models of economic planning, or the local adoption of the norms of 
global capitalism (Hoogvelt  1978 ; Comaroff and Comaroff  1993 ). In these cases, 
the analysis remains, time and again, confi ned to the study of religious  systems  or 
 traditions , insofar as they are engaged in (or target for) global processes. But another 
globalization process, that has yet received little attention is the diffusion of ideas, 
beliefs and practices disconnected from their institutions. These religious  “ fl ows ”  
swarm on a worldwide scale, more or less independent from their symbolic and 
practical original matrixes (Csordas  2007a ).  

  IMPACTS AND TRANSFORMATIONS 

 The breadth of the new confi gurations of religions and of religious landscapes, 
implies, for sociology, an adjustment of the pre - existing theoretical models of reli-
gious change, overlooked by the paradigms of the discipline founders (Marx, 
Durkheim, and Weber) who were all theorists of modernity, but none (except Marx 
to a certain extent) of globalization. Indeed, a major issue not only lies in the attempt 
to highlight the dynamic of religious change, but also in explaining  to what  and 
 how  religions adapt in globality.  

  RELIGIONS BEYOND TRADITIONS, CULTURES, AND NATIONS? 

 In a fi rst and widespread theory, religions, like cultures and societies, are allegedly 
undergoung a process of  detraditionalization   –  in relation to a broader process of 
modernization  –  otherwise labeled  deculturation  or  denationalization , consisting in 
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the dissociation between the religious system and its traditional socio - cultural 
context (see for instance, Giddens,  1990 ), and corresponding to a similar process, 
that is  deterritorialization , or empirical  transnationalization  and ideological 
 universalization . 

 For Robertson, Japanese polytheism has been propitious in the engagement of 
Japan in globalization, explaining the economic take - off of the country and the 
expansion of national NRM worldwide. In this process, the Japanese new religions 
were primarily  “ ethnic ”  (for national expatriates abroad) before becoming  “ univer-
sal ”  (and conversionist, see Robertson  1992 : 84ff.). The Soka Gakkai movement, 
while initially  “ Japanese, ”  gradually alleviated its national roots and identity  –  a 
case of  desethnicization  in favor of a  universalization  of its contents, and  transna-
tionalization  of its organization (Liogier  2004 ). In contrast, the  “ cultural ”  
(that is  “ exotic ” ) features of Tibetan Buddhism, one of the key aspects of its suc-
cessful expansion, have been preserved  in spite of  or even  because of  globalization 
(Obadia  2008 ). 

 The deterritorialization of cultures and societies is purportedly ineluctable in a 
world  “ without border and spatial boundaries ”  (Waters  2001 : 5) and twice achieved 
by their movement and connectivity (Tomlinson,  1999 ). Cultures and societies 
nowadays belong to a brand new networked world, both technologically and socio-
logically speaking (Castells  2000 ). Following Derrida ’ s formulation, religion cur-
rently aligns on  “ tele - techno - media - scientist, capitalistic, political and economic ”  
facets of global society ( 1998 : 65). A similar mode of organization confi gures 
transnational networks in which denominations and ethnicities superimpose and 
merge, and can assume original forms, and the unmistakable Western (Christian), 
African (Muslim) or Asian (Hindu or Buddhist) networks, overlap with multicul-
tural international cults (such as Scientology) or Asian  Christian  networks 
(Goh  2004 ). 

 All the same, the consequences of this side of religious globalization are complex 
and sometimes antithetical. Against the diagnosis of fragmentation of socio - political 
entities and national religious systems, globalization produces new communities 
(imagined or not) and locally redesigns the (ideological) sense of national or regional 
unity. Globalization hence contributes to a re - territorialization of political and 
religious identities, at the broad level of whole  “ civilizations ”  (Huntington  1996 ) 
or the narrow regional scale (Casanova  2001 ). Processes of spatial and symbolic 
re - investment of territories, new geographies of pilgrimages, and the foundation of 
temples and the celebration of sacred places (McAra  2007 ; Kim  2008 ; Rothstein 
 2008 ) are occurring everywhere. Even spiritual practices among people only loosely 
connected to institutionalized socio - religious systems, adopted throughout the 
planet, such as Indian Yoga or Chinese Qi Cong, are still  “ connected to national 
identities ”  and, thus linked to a  “ spiritual nationalism ”  as demonstrated by Peter 
Van der Veer  (2007) . Territoriality still plays a crucial role in the realm of social 
imagination, in creating or rebuilding symbolic territories (Appadurai  2001 ), in re -
 establishing ideological topologies of religious Otherness (the West versus Orient), 
and it also assumes much more physical forms, while reconciling ritual performance, 
the embodiment of religious experience, and the sacralization of social spaces 
(McGuire  2007 ).  
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  RELIGION: FROM FIELD TO MARKET? 

 One of the most critical changes in religions in global settings is perhaps the shift 
from a  “ religious fi eld ”   –  ruled, according to Weber and Bourdieu, by the social 
norms of monopoly relating to symbolic goods, and by the legitimated authority of 
religious institutions (see Rey  2007 )  –  to a  “ spiritual market ”  (also labeled religious 
 “ supermarket ”  or  “ marketplace ” ), in which the predominant norm is not adherence 
but consumption. The  “ market ”  approaches to religion borrow the models and 
terminology of economics, and divides into two distinct but complementary models. 
The fi rst one, namely  “ pluralism, ”  aims at highlighting the adjustments of religious 
organizations to the contemporary logics of  “ supply - and - demand ”  (Stark and Bain-
bridge,  1985 , or Finke and Stark,  1992 , among others, quoted in Kurtz  2007 : 
15 – 16). The second one is based upon the sociology of religious individuals, regarded 
as  “ religious consumerism, ”  the relevance but also the limits of which have been 
discussed by Gordon Mathews, who recognizes that people  “ pick ”  selected religious 
elements in a spiritual supermarket for their  “ personal use, ”  but he otherwise insists 
upon the difference between  spiritual  and  material  supermarkets (Mathews  2000 ). 
According to French sociology, the  “ market ”  is a substitutive form of the previously 
dominant  “ fi eld ”  (Hervieu - L é ger  2000 ), but Bourdieu ’ s theory of fi elds, when 
applied to a large scale (as does Robertson a propos a  “ global fi eld ” :  1992 ), matches 
well in a global religious perspective, even subjugated to explicitly  “ economic ”  
references and strategies (Kh ü le  2008 ). In a rather different perspective, James 
Spickard  (2008)  has shown that the economic metaphor also applied to structural 
transformations of religious organizations, which resemble  “ transnational corpora-
tions. ”  The debates surrounding the issue of religion in globalization have prolonged 
the modernist and challenging question of the coexistence of religious traditions, be 
it a denominational multiculturalism, in which religions coexist in the same socio -
 political spaces, but maintain cultural and social frontiers between them, or be it a 
syncretic landscape, in which religions intermingle, by means of proselytizing or 
durable contacts. The comparison of national contexts, and the extreme cases with 
which their administrations have been confronted such as Rushdie ’ s  fatwa  in Great -
 Britain (Beyer  1994 ) or the caricatures of the prophet Mahomet in Denmark (Riis, 
in Beyer and Beaman  2007 ) uncover the extensive variety of the  forms  and of the 
societal  responses  to religious diversity in the context of globalization.  

  ACCULTURATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

 As a result, religions, be they traditional or new, are subjected to the dialectics of 
 “ universalization ”  and  “ particularization ”  (Dobbelaere  1998 ), following the model 
framed by Robertson for societies and cultures in global settings ( 1992 ). The con-
temporary tension between religion and globalization is taking place in the mis-
match between, on the one side, religious differentiations and antagonisms at the 
national or local scales, and, on the other side, the homogenizing convergences of 
traditions in the previously mentioned structural standardization  –  a tension that 
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Friedman depicts as a  “ cannibalizing dialectic between tendencies to homogeneity 
and tendencies to heterogeneity ”  (Friedman  1994 : 210). But religions are also 
dependant on transformation processes which are neither  necessarily  associated 
with modernity, nor globalization. And besides, one question remains: what are the 
religious traditions acculturated to global settings, from the moment that their 
contemporary metamorphoses are labeled in terms of  “ adjustments ”  or  “ adapta-
tions ”  to globalization? 

 A fi rst but disputed response assumes that cultures  –  and thus religions  –  are 
acculturated to each other such that the globalizing world is the theatre of an exten-
sive  creolization  (Hannerz  1996 ), in which religious identities (of systems and of 
social actors) become hybrid. Friedman, however, is opposed to these views, claim-
ing that  creolization  is not in fact a  “ hybridization ”  but an  essentialization  of 
structurally homogeneous identities (Friedman  1994 ). For Robertson, religions can 
acculturate locally (or  “ glocalize ”  in his own terms, Robertson  1992 ) in new settings 
and cultural frames, or for Clarke, be locally  “ domesticated ”  (Clarke  2006 ). The 
works of Mikael Rothstein  (1996)  and of Margit Warburg  (2001)  offer rather dif-
ferent approaches to these questions. Warburg sees, in what Rosabeth Moss Kanter 
(1995, quoted by Warburg,  2001 ) identifi es as the four main tendencies of global-
ization (mobility, simultaneity, pluralism, and bypass), the underlying processes of 
three different NRMs with quite different proprieties: ISKCON (or Hare Krishna, 
Hindu - oriented), Livets Ord (a Christian Swedish evangelical group)and Baha ’ i (an 
original syncretism), whilst Rothstein ’ s analysis encompasses a wider variety of 
NRM (the family, Sai Baba, transcendental meditation, scientology, the Unifi cation 
Church of Sun Myung Moon, the Soka Gakkai movement, and others). The two 
authors have demonstrated that globalization serves the expansionist purposes of 
these NRMs, in providing propitious techniques and channels for their diffusion 
(communication networks, missionary zeal, transnational fl ow, and so forth) but 
hold opposing views in their conclusions. Warburg maintains that there exists a 
dialectic relationship between the conservation of distinctive features of the groups 
and the adoption of global features  –  ending up not in a  local  but in a  global  accul-
turation. Rothstein is more circumspect. For him, the local populations who adhere 
to the transnational NRMs and adopt their religious standards, are more accultur-
ated to the NRMs than the NRMs are acculturated locally. But in spite their specifi c 
features, these NRMs share similar properties in their models of diffusion, that is 
international distribution and network structuring (Rothstein  1996 ). 

 On the political level, Peter Beyer ’ s dichotomy described differences between 
 conservative  and  liberal  options (Beyer  1994 ), respectively correlated to world reli-
gions and NRMs, and raised a theoretical controversy with regard to the Baha ’ i. 
The movement indeed exhibits liberal tendencies (syncretic, noteworthy), but aims 
at another conservative project of political global unifi cation (Warburg  1999 ), and 
therefore is conferred an ambivalent conceptual status regarding Beyer ’ s dichotomy, 
which hence provides evidence of theoretical limits (McGlinn  2003 ). On an ideologi-
cal level, the global values  –  or values of global times or global societies  –  are also 
ambivalent. The same values (like global awareness, refl exivity, cosmopolitanism) 
can be  secular  and  humanistic , on the one hand (Spickard  1999 ), and religious on 
the other. All things considered, globalization permanently presents the ambiguous 
face of a Janus. 
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 Finally, a few recent models have attempted to unite, in a single frame of analysis, 
the diverse matrixes of religious reconfi guration in globalization. For Neil J. Smelser, 
four main tendencies delineate the morphology and dynamic of the religious global 
landscape: sectarian confl ict, mutual tolerance, new cleavages in the boundaries of 
religion, and the emergence of a religion of globality. These seem to epitomize the 
parallel processes of fragmentation and  “ confl ictuality, ”  on the one hand, and 
adaptations and convergence, on the other, but in an encompassing global move-
ment (Smelser  2003 : 110 – 11). As for Thomas Csordas, he considers that globaliza-
tion is the theatre where religious imaginations embed in the global economy and 
technology, where new pan - indigenous spiritual movements emerge, and where 
global fl ows now turn back Westward, and where global culture is becoming sancti-
fi ed (Csordas  2007a : 262 – 5).  

  SOCIOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL RELIGIONS: BETWEEN CAUTION 
AND EXPECTATIONS 

 In the same way that  “ culture matters for globalization ”  (Tomlinson  1999 : 12), one 
can endorse another slogan:  “ religion matters for globalization. ”  But as for culture, 
religion epitomizes an  “ ideological battleground of the modern world - system ”  
(Wallerstein  1990 ). According to Thomas Csordas  “ the time has most certainly 
arrived for serious theorization of religion and globalization, and the globalization 
of religion ”  ( 2007a : 266). The globalization of religions compels the sociological 
analytical scope to  “ de - Westernize ”  and sociology itself, to become more compara-
tive and transnational (Parker Gumucio  2002 ). 

 Whereas the global perspective requires a profound, but by no means integral, 
regeneration of the trends and scope of sociology of religions, it however does not 
seem to partake in a radical transformation within all the fi elds of knowledge of 
sociology. And the time of early conquests, which has delineated the fi rst grand 
models ( “ world society, ”   “ world - systems, ”  and  “ fl ows, ”  among others) has almost 
concluded. Nowadays, critical voices and circumspect attitudes are expressed against 
the quick developments of the  “ think global ”  paradigm. The reference to globaliza-
tion in a sociological analysis does not entail ineluctably establishing the concept 
on empirical grounds as demonstrated by Mauro Guill é n  (2002) . A large section of 
sociologists even doubt its historical specifi city. Obviously, however, sociological 
interest in the term derives from its theoretical and descriptive heuristic potentiality, 
and globalization refers accordingly to a set of conditions and processes, whose 
originality lies much more in their confi guration and intensity than in the nature or 
form. Furthermore, assigning to  “ the global ”  the very  raison d ’  ê tre  of the transfor-
mation of religions is as inaccurate as modernity, when the latter was the fi rst and 
foremost  “ cause ”  of morphologic metamorphosis observed in the religious fi eld of 
Western societies. 

 Several studies currently demonstrate that the dynamics of social or religious 
transformation and resistance to economic changes, for instance of a political and 
ethnic nature, are preceding globalization but identical to those usually attributed 
to it (in the case of South America, see Yashar  2007 ). Observing that religions 
globalize, or are affected by global processes, or when they are themselves vectors 
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of globalization is nothing new, and globalization does not generate  only  new reli-
gious forms. The global changes in religions might be well considered as adaptations 
of ancient religious forms, rather than the production of original ones (Smelser 
 2003 : 102), or, as Csordas puts it:  “ Perhaps we are simply beginning to recognize 
the same age - old waters of religion fi ll the newly constructed channels that fl ow 
between the local and the global ”  (Csordas  2007a : 265). Furthermore, the very 
historical and ontological identity of a  religious globalization  is in question; is it 
parallel with globalization as a whole, both of them then would have gone  “ hand 
in hand ”  as Kale ( 2004 : 96), suggests, or is it  a part of  it or, lasty,  apart from  it 
 –  as I have suggested in the case of the globalization of Buddhism (Obadia  2004 )? 

 What is new and proper to global contemporaneous forms is the extent to which 
religions globalize, the ideological adjustment they concede to global conditions, or 
the new morphologies (networked) that they adopt. The global does not however 
only epitomize a series of social, political, economic or technological conditions. It 
symbolizes also a theoretical paradigm compelling a change of focus, and urges the 
sociology of religion to think beyond national contexts, and in a comparative 
manner (Beyer  1999 : Clarke  2006 ). Consequently, in adopting a global viewpoint, 
the sociological take on religion has changed somewhat and sociology nowadays 
thinks from  “ global rather than country or regional standpoint ”  and as Clarke 
emphasizes:  “ the impact of the phenomenon, to be fully appreciated, needs also to 
be seen for what it is, a religious reformation  on a worldwide scale , and as such 
can only be fully understood in the context of  global society  ”  (Clarke  2006 : xiii, 
emphases are mine).  
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Pentecostal and Charismatic 
Movements in a Global Perspective  

  Afe   Adogame       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The Pentecostal and charismatic movements represent some of the most popular 
and fastest growing religious movements within contemporary world Christianity. 
Pentecostals and charismatics have been estimated at over fi ve hundred million 
adherents worldwide (Barrett and Johnson  2003 : 24 – 5). Recent demographic sta-
tistics such as by the Pew Forum survey on Pentecostalism  (2006) , Philip Jenkin ’ s 
 Next Christendom   (2002) , and David Barrett ’ s et al.  World Christian Encyclopae-
dia   (2001)  are lucid indicators of the shifting contour of Christianity ’ s center of 
gravity from the North to the South. It is estimated that two thirds of Pentecostal 
and charismatic movement ’ s 523 million adherents live outside the West in areas 
such as Africa, Latin America, Asia, and Oceania, as do most of the nine million 
who convert to it each year (Barrett and Johnson  2002 : 284). 

 Pentecostal and charismatic Christianity has emerged as one of the most prevalent 
segments of world Christianity in ways that result in phrases such as  ‘ Pentecostal 
power ’  (Pew Forum Survey  2006 ), to illustrate this trend and the dynamic nature 
of the phenomenon. As the survey indicates,  “ By all accounts, Pentecostalism and 
related charismatic movements represent one of the fastest - growing segments of 
global Christianity. At least a quarter of the world ’ s 2 billion Christians are thought 
to be members of these lively, highly personal faiths, which emphasize such spiritu-
ally renewing  ‘ gifts of the Holy Spirit ’  as speaking in tongues, divine healing and 
prophesying ”  ( 2006 : 1). This survey which provides analyses of the religious demog-
raphy of 10 countries including Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa demonstrates how 
Africa along with Asia and Latin America are assuming signifi cant global players 
in the dramatization and appropriation of world Christianity. 

 Statistics on Pentecostals and charismatic movements, as with other religious 
movements in the world, are often fraught with controversy and imprecision. The 
projected demographic fi gures indicated in many existing works may be largely 
contested on the one hand. So also is the criterion for categorizing these movements 
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as Pentecostal or charismatic which, in itself, may be confusing as it varies from 
context to context. It actually depends on what defi nition of Pentecostalism and 
charismatic movements we adopt. Nevertheless, the value of any statistics is that it 
suggests that these movements have gradually carved out a niche for themselves 
within religious maps of the modern world, but also in terms of their demographic 
composition and geographical spread. It is even suggested that this brand of Chris-
tianity is now second in size to the Roman Catholic Church globally. 

 Pentecostal and charismatic movements are indeed dynamic phenomena that 
have captured the scholarly attention of social scientists, historians of religion, 
theologians, policy makers, the media and other wide - ranging publics. What con-
stitutes Pentecostal and charismatic movements remains elusive just as explanations 
of their provenance are ever more contested in the face of newly emerging discourses 
and a revisiting of Pentecostal historiography. Their public visibility, mobility, and 
social relevance in local – global contexts have attracted further interpretive and 
analytic approaches. There is a common tendency to talk about the globalization 
of Pentecostalism and charismatic Christianity or Global Christianity (van der Veer 
 1996 ; Dempster et al.  1999 ; Coleman  2000 ; Jenkins  2002 ) and to give Pentecostal-
ism the description  “ a religion made to travel ”  (Dempster et al.  1999 ). 

 These diverse academic scholarship, intellectual orientation and varied interpreta-
tions evident in a burgeoning literature have helped to reposition Pentecostal and 
charismatic movements from obscurity to center - stage of the global religious map. 
The various approaches to these religious movements are in themselves not mutually 
exclusive but have infl uenced and shaped each other in a dynamic way. This chapter 
concentrates on the sociological defi nitions, interpretation and analyses of Pente-
costal and charismatic movements in the context of an evolving Pentecostal histo-
riography. While our emphasis is largely sociological, it is important to point out 
that the social scientifi c interpretations and analyses are not exceptionally unique. 
They are sometimes born out of, or at least shaped by, a certain mutual cognition 
in which historical, religious studies and theological standpoints are complementary 
approaches  –  even if in a remote sense.  

  THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS 

 The emergence of modern Pentecostalism had earlier been located within religious 
events at the beginning of the twentieth century. Two interrelated events, one in 
Topeka, Kansas on 1 January 1901 under Charles Parham, and the other, the Asuza 
Street revival in Los Angeles in April 1906 under a black Holiness preacher, William 
Seymour were traditionally recognized as the historical origins of these movements 
(Synan  2001 ; Burgess and Van der Maas  2002 ). However, recent scholarship has 
demonstrated that Pentecostal outbursts occurred in other parts of the world, 
notably in Africa, Europe, Asia and Latin America contemporaneously and to some 
extent even well before the twentieth century. In global terms, Pentecostal origins 
are multifaceted, so are their opportunities, contexts and challenges. Thus, Pente-
costalism as a global culture is to be understood in terms of parallel tracks and not 
simply as unilateral diffusion. Interpretations of Azusa Street as a birthplace of 
modern Pentecostalism have been relativized by growing awareness of other geo-
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graphical foci. There are several developments independent of the Azusa Street 
narrative, although they may not have had the same resources and networks to 
globalize. Historically, the Azusa Street event was very signifi cant in its capacity to 
launch into global networks, such as the pre - existing networks of immigrant and 
missionary networks. Thus, the human carriers of the Azusa street event were not 
only Americans, but immigrants from Europe, Latin America, Africa and Asia. From 
Los Angeles, news of the  “ outpouring of the Holy Spirit ”  spread across the United 
States and around the world through social networks involving both word of mouth 
and printed literature (Burgess and Van der Maas  2002 ). 

 Pentecostal identity is obviously central to any defi nition of Pentecostalism and 
the description of its growth globally. Pentecostals and charismatic movements have 
been defi ned from a variety of sociological, historical, phenomenological, and theo-
logical perspectives. The collective identity of Pentecostals and charismatics also 
emerged from each group ’ s self - identity. We can suggest that a common feature of 
these varied defi nitions is that they are not mutually exclusive. In the broadest sense, 
the term  “ Pentecostalism ”  embraces what has been variously described as classical 
Pentecostals, neopentecostals, charismatics, neocharismatics, denominational Pen-
tecostals (such as Charismatic Renewal groups), but also Christian and para - church 
organizations with Pentecostal - like experiences that have no specifi c traditional 
Pentecostal and charismatic denominational connections (see Burgess and Van der 
Maas  2002 ). In fact, the terms  “ pentecostal ”  and  “ charismatic ”  are often used 
loosely and interchangeably by churches in various contexts, thus complicating 
scientifi c attempts to achieve a precise defi nition. This complexity has therefore led 
some scholars to use both terms as a  “ compound - phrase ”  namely Pentecostal -
 charismatics or Charismatic - pentecostals. In fact, there is ample evidence of churches 
that describe themselves as both Pentecostal and charismatic in outlook, content 
and orientation. These varied defi nitions, meanings and contexts render a simple 
taxonomy of Pentecostal and charismatic movements almost impossible.  

  CHARACTERISTICS OF PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES 

 However, Pentecostal and charismatic movements are identifi ed by their central 
emphasis on spiritual rebirth (baptism of the Holy Spirit)  –  evidenced by glossolalia, 
charismatic (spiritual) gifts, healing, deliverance, prophecy, exuberant worship, and 
a distinctive language of experiential spirituality. In spite of these common features, 
they differ on the meaning, symbolism, and level of emphasis of each characteristic. 
Irrespective of differences in the composition of these groups, their appeal and func-
tion are similar. In spite of the extraordinary degree of affi nity of liturgy, organiza-
tion, ideology and ethic in various cultural contexts, Pentecostal and charismatic 
churches should be viewed as diffuse global movements and not as centralized, 
international organizations. One feature of Pentecostal movements is their relative 
religious autonomy permitting them to develop independently within each local, 
cultural setting as opposed to becoming a centralized bureaucratic organization. 
The unprecedented growth of Pentecostal and charismatic movements in their 
various forms also occasioned a remarkable growth of ritual patterns, cultural 
attitudes, ecclesiastical structures, and complex strategies of expansion. 
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 The lack of defi nitional specifi city and standardization in such social scientifi c 
terms as Pentecostal and charismatic partly results from an  “ elastic ”  and broad 
understanding of the phenomena. These terms can become so general and broadly 
used as to be meaningless (Corten and Marshall - Fratani  2001 : 4; Droogers  2001 : 
46; Kamsteeg  1998 : 10 – 11). Sociologists of religion can sometimes take for granted 
the character of Pentecostalism without regard to its historical, phenomenological 
and theological dimensions. Rather sociological approaches of Pentecostalism inves-
tigate how Pentecostal and charismatic movements respond to changes within a 
variety of local and global contexts. The dynamics of religious change in different 
cultural contexts enables a more exact insight into the nature and impact of Pente-
costal and charismatic movements. In short, this terminological confusion among 
social scientists is partly a consequence of their lack of attention to the actual history 
of Pentecostal and charismatic churches. As Robbins argued, although a basic his-
torical framework cannot solve all defi nitional problems, it can establish more 
adequate terminological parameters ( 2004 : 119). Social scientists who employ a 
variety of terms such as Protestantism, fundamentalism, evangelicalism, charismatic 
Christianity and so forth as analytic categories, sometimes mistakenly assume that 
local meanings can be applied universally and will therefore be widely compre-
hended in different contexts. Such juxtaposition of terms in different contexts often 
obscures a clearer defi nition of Pentecostalism. 

 To have a clear grasp of the sociology of Pentecostal and charismatic movements, 
it is important to examine some theoretical developments in sociology, particularly 
in the sociology of religion, that form the bedrock for understanding current debates 
about and analysis of Pentecostal and charismatic movements. We shall briefl y 
sketch these developments here. 

 The secularization theory has a long history in the social sciences and played 
considerable role in the development of the sociology of religion (Berger  1967, 1999 ; 
Martin  1978 ; Hadden  1987 ). The resilience, renewed impact and relevance of reli-
gion in Western societies in the late twentieth century have challenged, more than 
ever before, secularization theories that predicted the declining signifi cance  –  indeed 
the obituary of religion in social life -  in the form of the diminished strength of 
religious organizations, the waning commitment of individuals and the transforma-
tion of their values, attitudes and consciousness. As Hadden argued,  “ secularization 
had never amounted to a testable theory but had simply been a taken - for - granted 
ideological refl ex of antagonism towards religion and rationalist assumptions about 
modernity (Beckford  2003 : 32). It was allegedly a  ‘ doctrine ’  and an  ‘ ideological 
bias ’  that was  ‘ deeply internalized in the minds of our European and American 
founding fathers ”  and  “ is still fi rmly entrenched in the minds of contemporary 
sociologists ”  (Hadden  1987 : 595). With three basic patterns of secularization, 
David Martin  (1978)  was successful in interpreting the multiple factors shaping the 
public and private signifi cance of religion in Europe and North America since the 
sixteenth century. 

 Although a few sociologists (Wilson  1985, 1992 ; Bruce  1996, 2002 ) continue to 
defend versions of the secularization thesis, most scholars no longer adhere to the 
equation of modernity and secularization in dealing with religion. Even erstwhile 
ardent secularization theorists such as Peter Berger  (1999)  have now rejected the 
idea of secularization as a useful orientation. This outcome does not suggest that 
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processes of secularization are not in fact noticeable in the Western world, particu-
larly in Europe, but rather that the process is not necessarily a direct consequence 
of modernity. Where the fall in church attendance, dwindling membership, and the 
separation of church and state are canvassed as indices of secularization, it becomes 
problematic as to how we can universalize such tendencies in social contexts where 
there is ample evidence to suggest that the opposite is the case. 

 As Berger ( 1967 : 109) pointed out,  “ while secularization may be viewed as a 
global phenomenon of modern societies, it is not uniformly distributed within them. 
Different groups of the population have been affected by it differently. ”  Grace 
Davie ’ s  (1994, 2000)  thesis of  “ believing without belonging ”  (especially in the 
European situation) has allowed us to reconsider  “ the inherited model ”  (Wilson 
 1985 ) of secularization and has been instrumental in promoting a more subtle 
interpretation of empirical indicators of religious belief and participation in religious 
organizations (Beckford  2003 : 54). To further complete this picture, Hervieu - L é ger 
 (1999)  even offers a reverse characterization of the European situation as  “ belong-
ing without believing. ”  

 In response to this erosion of the secularization argument, sociologists of religion 
took on the signifi cant task of re - drawing the global map of religion in the contem-
porary world. As a consequence scholars shifted attention from a consideration of 
the decline of religion to an examination of the new forms which religion, including 
Pentecostal and charismatic movements, have assumed at the individual, group and 
societal levels (Casanova  1994 ). Research interests began to focus on both the 
resurgence of old forms of religion and an unprecedented upsurge in new religious 
movements, including their socio - political impact on Latin America, North America, 
Europe, Africa, and Asia (Martin  1990, 2002 ; Stoll  1990 ; Lehmann  1996 ; Cox 
 1995 ; Davie  2000, 2001 ; Clarke  2006 ; Gifford  1998, 2004 ; Kalu  2000, 2008 ; 
Corten and Marshall Fratani  2001 ; Juergensmeyer  1993 ,  2005 ; Mullins  1994 ). Such 
works produced remarkable empirical evidence of religious vitality at the grassroots 
level of these respective societies.  

  CHANGING CONTOURS OF THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION 

 Martin  (1990, 2002)  best describes the explosion of the Pentecostal version of 
Evangelical Protestantism in Latin America. His works are distinctive in their his-
toric focus, global reach, and analytic breath. They offer case studies which detail 
and compare the growth of Protestant churches throughout Latin America and the 
Caribbean, but also in Africa and Asia. Martin ’ s  Tongues of Fire   (1990)  approaches 
the phenomenon of Protestant growth from a historical perspective, providing an 
exciting macroanalysis of the spread of Pentecostalism in Latin America. His  Pen-
tecostalism: The World Their Parish   (2002)  complements  Tongues of Fire , lending 
his treatment of Protestantism a global fl avor by exploring the roots of the Pente-
costal movement. His work demonstrates how Pentecostalism crosses cultural 
boundaries, appealing to diverse sectors of society in Latin America, Africa and 
South East Asia. While Martin ’ s primary interest was in the social and religious 
appeal of religion, he has not ignored the fact that religion has signifi cant political 
consequences. These developments raise a question about the current status of 
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Roman Catholicism in the continent. Thus David Stoll ’ s  Is Latin America Turning 
Protestant?   (1990)  seeks to explain the dynamics of competition between Protes-
tantism and Catholicism, as well as the linkages between US churches, American 
foreign policy and Protestant evangelization in Latin America. Stoll characterizes 
Protestant growth in Latin America as a form of  “ awakening, ”  describing it as  “ a 
period of religious ferment, in which masses of people arrive at a new sense of 
themselves and their society ”  ( 1990 : 23). 

 Martin and Stoll perceive late twentieth century Pentecostalism in Latin America 
as comparable to the religious revival in North America, although they do not 
explain away Protestant growth in Latin America entirely on the basis of American 
mission initiatives and linkages. While Latin American Pentecostal movements were 
generally considered to be products of North American religious proselytism, studies 
from the 1990s (Stoll  1990 ; Martin  1990, 2002 ; Cox  1995 ) have clearly identifi ed 
these movements as growing out of local religious impulses and experiences. They 
demonstrated that religion has been a potent factor in Latin American social life, 
demonstrating how social and political crisis have helped to fuel the resurgence of 
religious vitality. Thus, since 1990 there has been a perceived shift of focus in the 
analysis of the emergence of Latin American Protestantism from a preoccupation 
with the expansion of Anglo - American ideologies and religions toward a greater 
sensitivity to the role of poor, indigenous Latin American communities in creating 
cultural and political options for themselves. This shift of research attention has 
been partly informed by the literature on new social movements in a time of rapid 
social change. The exploration of Pentecostalism as a form of religious organization 
that is well suited to the needs of the marginal poor  –  a religion for the  “ dispos-
sessed ”  and  “ disinherited ”   –  has continued to shape the study of Pentecostalism in 
Latin America (Mariz  1994 ; Chesnut  1997, 2003 ). In actual fact, this change of 
focus has generated a transformation of the study of Pentecostalism elsewhere (cf. 
Corten and Marshall - Fratani  2001 ). 

 Peter van der Veer ’ s  (1996)   Conversion to Modernities  explores religious conver-
sion to various forms of Christianity (including Pentecostal and charismatic churches 
as types of Protestantism) in the modern era as not only a conversion to modern 
forms of these religions, but also to religious forms of modernity. Conversion is 
understood as an innovative practice that is largely linked to the transformation of 
the social sphere. Van der Veer examined (religious) conversion to modernity as an 
effect of the interplay between Europe and the colonized world. This thesis was 
intended to provide a critique of the  “ simplicities ”  of conventional theories of 
modernization and secularization in which modern Europe was seen unilaterally to 
modernize its Others, whose role was thereby limited merely to a psychological 
reaction, both in the sense of being a weak response and also a retrograde action 
(Veer,  1996 :7). 

 Since the 1970s the ascendancy to worldwide prominence of what was often 
described simply as  “ religious fundamentalism ”  stimulated further sociological 
research into Pentecostal and charismatic movements. Debates about the rise of 
so - called fundamentalist religions in the United States and about new religions in a 
global perspective (Beckford  1985 ; Barker  1989 ; Bruce  2001 ; Clarke  2006 ) were 
signifi cant in serving as the basis for reconfi guring our understanding of the signifi -
cant place of religion in society. In a strict sense, fundamentalism refers in fact to 
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a specifi c development in the history of American Protestantism. Social scientists 
have been eager to learn who the religious fundamentalists are and what fundamen-
talism is. Why is a resurgence taking place and what are the distinctive character-
istics, the global spread, and the possible connections to political violence?.  Exporting 
the American Gospel  (Brouwer et al.  1996 ) demonstrates, though controversially, 
how new Christian fundamentalism has taken hold in many nations in Africa, Latin 
America, and Asia. This new kind of Christian fundamentalism  –  described as a 
transnational religious culture  –  was epitomized by  “ a fresh hybrid of Pentecostal 
fervor, mainstream evangelicalism, and bible - believing millenialism distributed by 
modern means: innovative megachurches and parachurches, televangelism, and 
computerized churches ”  (Brouwer et al  1996 ). Unfortunately the interpretation of 
Pentecostalism and the charismatic movements has suffered from academic biases, 
because these religious movements do not measure up to secular scholars ’  notions 
about  “ intellectual progress, ”   “ progressive refi nement, ”  and religious ideas (Finke 
and Stark  1992 : 4 – 5). 

 Although a survey of these and other related works over the past three decades 
reveals some progress in sociological research on such movements, there are evi-
dently ongoing pitfalls in conceptualizing and understanding religious fundamental-
ism. Pentecostalism and fundamentalism may share certain affi nities in that they 
both emerged in the early twentieth century and exhibit elements of the broader 
evangelical movement. The treatment of Pentecostalism as a branch of fundamental-
ism (Stoll  1990 ), its association with various brands of conservative Christianity 
(Woodberry and Smith  1998 ) and the assumption that they are in fact the same can 
hardly suffi ce historically and analytically (Cox  1995, 1997 ; Martin  1990, 2002 ; 
Spittler  1994 ).  

  GLOBALIZATION AND RELIGIOUS VITALITY 

 In exploring global Christian fundamentalism, Brouwer, Gifford and Rose  (1996)  
went too far in privileging a new and unique kind of American fundamentalism that 
is spreading across the globe. Such narratives of  “ extraversion ”  and  “ ecclesiastical 
externality ”  prevalent in earlier accounts on Protestantism in Latin America (Martin 
 1990 ) and of  “ modern ”  or  “ new ”  fundamentalist Christianity in Africa (Gifford 
 1998, 2004 ); van Dijk  1995 ), mask indigenous innovation and creativity. They also 
hide local experiences and expressions that shaped these contexts. Recent works are 
uncovering the local impulses and vitality of indigenous Pentecostal movements and 
how they are responding to rapid social change, modernity and globalization 
(Martin  2002 ; Kalu  2008 ). 

 Some notable attempts at building a link between religion and globalization or 
globality are evident in the works by Roland Robertson  (1985, 1987, 1992, 1994)  
and Peter Beyer  (1994, 2001) . Robertson is undoubtedly the pioneer in this aca-
demic endeavor. Since the mid - 1980s, he has written extensively on the theory and 
processes of globalization. He talks about  “ the crystallisation of the entire world 
as a single place, ”   “ the emergence of the global - human condition, ”   “ the conscious-
ness of the globe as such. ”  On religion, Robertson based his analysis on how ten-
sions in relations between state and religion across the globe arise from the 
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politicization of religion, and the  “ religionization of politics ”  resulting from the 
process of globalization. Beyer  (1994)  attempted a theoretical and applied examina-
tion of globalization and its application to religion by combining four world - system 
theorists in order to show how globalization can be understood as a global economy 
(Wallerstein), a global culture (Robertson), a global society (Luhmann), and a global 
polity (Meyer). Beyer observes that both Christian and Islamic fundamentalist forms 
are fl ourishing in the new global environment. The expansion of Christianity, prior 
to the point at which the term  “ globalization ”  gained wide academic currency, has 
always been viewed as a transnational phenomenon with globalizing tendencies. For 
Beyer, globalization has been a vital resource for understanding the place of religion 
in a modern global culture. 

 Globalization as a concept has been employed by social scientists as an appropri-
ate category for describing and interpreting the emergence of Pentecostalism as a 
cultural movement. In fact, Jenkins ( 2002 : 7 – 8) defi ned it as  “ perhaps the most 
successful social movement of the past century. ”  Religious traditions have the capac-
ity for self - refl exive critical thinking about globalization (Beckford  2003 : 105). The 
nascence and rapid expansion of the Pentecostal movement in the twentieth century 
lead to a recognition of Pentecostalism as an integral part of the globalization 
process but also as a product or consequence of it. The application of globalization 
to Pentecostalism therefore refers to its geographical expansion, demographic 
spread, and its cultural infl uence. 

 Globalization has stimulated a postmodern interest in fragmentation, not so 
much in relation to the global, but much more in relation to the local translations 
of the global. 

 Joel Robbins  (2004)  demonstrates how scholars  “ use Pentecostals and charismat-
ics to support theories that construe globalization as a process of Westernizing 
homogenization and those that understand it as a process of indigenizing differentia-
tion. ”  Robertson ’ s ( 1992 : 73) innovative concept of  “ glocalization ”  is quite apt in 
exploring the interconnectedness between local and global contexts at the level of 
religious movements such as the Pentecostal and charismatic movements. Although 
the popular adagium has been  “ think globally, act locally, ”  much of the thinking 
also takes place at the local level (Droogers  2001 : 51). Thus, the globalization 
of Pentecostal and charismatic movements makes sense mainly in terms of its 
localization. 

 As Andr é  Droogers aptly points out,  “ this then is the somewhat gloomy global-
izing world within which Pentecostal expansion occurs. In it, space and non - space 
intermingle, just as the global and the local  –  or even the fragmented  …  Religion 
is part of the globalizing forces, as well as of the local translations. It is part both 
of the global impact and the local reaction ”  (Droogers  2001 : 51). In other words, 
the rich, local varieties, manifestations, expressions and experiences of Pentecostal 
and charismatic Christianity shed signifi cant light on considering them as a global 
phenomenon or as a  “ global culture ”  (Poewe  1994 ). Pentecostalism facilitates the 
translation from the global to the local and vice versa (Droogers  2001 : 57). 

 It is within this context of globalization that questions about the  “ why ”  and 
 “ how ”  of Pentecostal expansion and success have become pressing and intriguing. 
The origin,  raison d  é tre  and explanations for the rapid proliferation and success 
of Pentecostalism have attracted varied interpretations depending largely on the 
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academic persuasion and  “ paradigmatic preference ”  of the author. To account for 
the success of Pentecostal and charismatic churches in terms of attracting converts 
in large numbers and of its phenomenal spread globally, sociological theories con-
centrate on the role of deprivation and anomie as causes of growth (d ’ Epinay  1969 ; 
Anderson  1979 ; Chesnut  1997 ; Corten  1999 ). Pentecostalism was largely described 
as the religion of the poor, the masses, the disinherited, and displaced persons. It 
was also categorized as an urban phenomenon. Such interpretations undercut and 
undervalue signifi cant dimensions of Pentecostal and charismatic cultures. The 
narrow emphasis on the  why  of conversion undermines  how  Pentecostal and char-
ismatic movements negotiate or transform the cultures into which they are intro-
duced. Droogers aptly posits internal religious characteristics of Pentecostalism and 
their articulation within the external circumstances of globalization as causes of 
growth ( 2001 : 41). He aptly remarks,  “ In any case, now as before, whatever the 
theoretical framework, most attention is given to factors that are external to Pen-
tecostalism itself. Only rarely are specifi c characteristics of Pentecostalism taken into 
account and a more idiosyncratic explanation sought ”  (Droogers  2001 :41). Thus, 
while not underestimating the infl uence of external conditions, Droogers under-
scores the fact that, a far - reaching account of this expansion, must necessarily com-
mence from  “ the particularities of a specifi c religion ”  and proceed from there to 
the impact of, and articulation with, external social processes, and not the other 
way round.  

  PENTECOSTALISM WITHIN THE AFRICAN CONTEXT 

 The most recent development within African Christianity is the emergence and 
increasing proliferation of Pentecostal and charismatic Churches, especially from 
the 1950s and 1960s onwards. There have been two waves of these Pentecostal 
movements. On the one hand there are the indigenous Pentecostal groups such as 
the Redeemed Christian Church of God, the Deeper Life Bible Church, Zimbabwe 
Assemblies of God Africa, International Central Gospel Church, Church of Pente-
cost, Church of God Mission International, Winners Chapel, Rhema Bible Church, 
Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries, Latter Rain Assembly, and the House-
hold of God Fellowship and on the other hand there are those developments such 
as the Four Square Gospel Church, the Full Gospel Businessmen Fellowship Inter-
national, Campus Crusade for Christ, Youth with a Mission, and Christ for all 
Nations, which exist as branches or missions of Pentecostal churches and organiza-
tions outside Africa. The former are largely independent and rely on hardly any 
external assistance, while some of the latter depend to a large extent on funds, 
literature, and sometimes personnel from their mission headquarters. The former 
have also embarked on transnational mission activities by planting branches in the 
United States, Canada, Europe, and other parts of the world. 

 The Pentecostal and charismatic churches have shaped African Christianity 
through their increasing involvement on the wider global stage. They have increas-
ingly taken to proselytizing in North America and Europe, viewing the regions as 
 “ new abodes ”  and promising  “ mission fi elds ”  (Adogame  2005 : 504,  2007 ). There 
are also groups existing as branches of mother churches with headquarters in Africa; 
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and others founded by African migrants in the diaspora. Examples include the 
Redeemed Christian Church of God, with headquarters in Nigeria and the Kingsway 
International Christian Center in East London. Both have a huge African member-
ship with few non - Africans. The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All 
Nations in Kiev in the Ukraine is a typical example of an African - led church with 
a majority non - African membership (Adogame  2008 ). Such African religions are 
signifi cant within the framework of globalization, owing to the unique expression 
of African Christianity which they exhibit  –  a feature that could be described as 
their self - assertion and as the global preservation of their religious identity (Adogame 
 2003 ). They constitute international ministries that have implications on a global 
scale. As part of an increasing phenomenon of what they term  “ mission reversed ”  
or  “ remissionization of Christianity to a secularized West, ”  these African churches 
have systematically set out to evangelize the world. Notions of globalization and 
globality are appropriated as theological and ideological constructs, and thus feature 
prominently in their mission statements and strategies, as well as sermon rhetoric 
 –  although these notions are used and understood differently. It is common to 
fi nd churches defi ning themselves as  “ global churches ”  and their mission as 
 “ global tasks. ”  

 The sociological analysis of African Pentecostal and charismatic movements has 
followed similar trajectories in recent debates within sociology of religion as a 
whole. 

 The literature on African Pentecostalism and charismatic movements has grown 
steadily in the past two decades. Until recently, research on the phenomenon in 
Africa has been dominated by social scientists from Western countries. African 
scholars have now joined them to fi ll in this academic vacuum. It is interesting to 
explore to what extent their methods and interpretations have opened up new vistas 
in research on the phenomena, but also contributed more broadly to knowledge of 
the fi eld. At least three categories of scholarship can be discerned. Some scholars 
have taken as their starting point both theoretical premises about modernization 
and neo - Marxist perspectives in order to arrive at conclusions about the unprece-
dented expansion of Pentecostal and charismatic movements. Pentecostalism is 
portrayed as born, packaged, transmitted and delivered from the West, particularly 
from the United States through Azusa Street connections to other parts of the world, 
and shaped by North American religious proselytism and political hegemony 
(Gifford  1991, 1992, 1998 ). 

 A second school of thought differs signifi cantly from this earlier one in that it 
emphasizes local, spontaneous and contemporaneous developments and manifesta-
tions of what could be identifi ed as Pentecostalism. This view recognizes the Azusa 
street and other related events in the United States as only one instance of the spiri-
tual event that occurred spontaneously and independently in different parts of the 
world (Kalu  2000, 2008 ; Anderson  1999, 2004, 2007 ; Ruth Marshall - Fratani  1998, 
2001 ). 

 The third explanation, although somewhat related to the second, appears to 
occupy the middle position in that it places emphasis on what may be called an 
interactive or dialectical development of the phenomenon within and between cul-
tural boundaries. This explanation does not necessarily recognize the root of the 
spectacular spiritual event in Azusa but looks at several local, indigenous and spon-
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taneous spiritual events that have been transmitted to other contexts through many 
channels. Of course, it must be pointed out here that these categories are far from 
being exclusive. However, they are helpful in showing in an admittedly sketchy 
form, the conceptual and theoretical frameworks that are used in explaining this 
phenomenon. 

 The paradigmatic preferences of scholars have also infl uenced their analysis of 
these religious developments. The phenomenon has attracted the gaze of social 
scientists much more than historians of religion, secular historians and theolo-
gians. This is clearly evident from the volume and focus of the literature that is 
available on the subject. Apart from a few cases, most social scientists appear to 
prioritize causal factors that are external to Pentecostalism itself in contradistinc-
tion to its internal religious characteristics, in explaining the  raison d  é tre , rapid 
expansion and relative success of these forms of Christianity (cf. Droogers  2001 ). 
More recent studies are gradually fi lling these lacunae by attempting to provide a 
wider, more ingrained and integrated explanation of the expansion and mobility 
of these movements. Scholars are now beginning to concentrate on the peculiari-
ties of specifi c religious situations and the internal religious dynamics of Pentecos-
tal and charismatic churches, and proceeding from these analyses to examine the 
infl uence of, and articulation with, external social processes (Kalu  2002, 2008 ; 
Maxwell  2000, 2006 ; Asamoah - Gyadu  2005 ; Marshall - Fratani  1998 ; Englund 
 2003 ). We should see these diverse approaches as complementary perspectives in 
understanding Pentecostal and charismatic growth and expansion in Africa and 
beyond. 

 Paul Gifford is one of the few scholars who had researched extensively on African 
Christianity, particularly on the phenomenon of Pentecostalism (Gifford  1998, 
2004 ). In his writings, Gifford embraces conspiracy theories which point to the role 
of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in serving US capitalist expansion through 
the support given to North American missionary organizations. By examining con-
temporary developments in Africa Christianity with regard to their public role, 
Gifford  (1998)  sought to locate Africa ’ s churches in a wider context by employing 
socio - political concepts and tools in his data analysis. Using case studies of develop-
ments in Ghana, Uganda, Zambia and Cameroon, Gifford provides material that 
is both rich and extensive on the dramatization of Christianity on the African reli-
gious landscape. We might add however that he failed to recognize the colossal 
diversity and complexity of African Christianity. This failure sometimes resulted in 
wide generalizations and insensitivity to the historical and cultural complexity of 
African religion. Pentecostalism exhibits a complex diversity that must be taken into 
account in any attempt at assessing the nature, vitality and impact of Pentecostalism 
in Africa and beyond. Gifford provides an elaborate description of the growth of 
what he calls the  “ born again movement, ”  its public character, as well as an 
appraisal of its appeal. 

 Gifford explored the American origins of the born - again upsurge, particularly its 
emphasis on the faith gospel or what has come to be known as the  “ gospel of 
prosperity. ”  He argued that although the US evangelistic thrust (the agenda of the 
American New Religious Right) is undertaken on purely religious grounds (Gifford 
 1998 : 316), it is nevertheless part of a wider American cultural project. Gifford 
glosses over indigenous religious creativity and innovation in his remarks that 
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 “ Creativity should not be so emphasized that it glosses over the West ’ s cultural 
signifi cance. ”  According to him,  “ For all the talk within African church circles of 
localization, inculturation, Africanization, or indigenization, external links have 
become more important than ever. Through these links the churches have become 
a major, if not the greatest single, source of development assistance, money, employ-
ment and opportunity in Africa ”  (Gifford  1998 : 308). This standpoint largely 
concurs with traditional explanations locating the origins of modern Pentecostalism 
in the United States. It is also similar to earlier explanations of the origin of Latin 
American Pentecostalism as products of North American religious proselytism and 
hegemony. The preponderance of  “ ecclesiastical externality ”  in explaining all 
dimensions of African Christianity, particularly Pentecostal and charismatic move-
ments, has been thoroughly criticized on the grounds that it provided a one - sided, 
simplistic picture of a rather complex phenomenon (see Hexham and Poewe  1997 ; 
Maxwell  1998, 2000 ; Kalu  2008 ). David Maxwell  (1998)  has given specifi c atten-
tion on a particular version of the prosperity gospel as manifest in the Zimbabwe 
Assemblies of God Africa (ZAOGA). He argues that the movement ’ s leadership 
draws upon various American versions of the prosperity gospel to legitimate their 
excessive accumulation but its own dominant prosperity teachings have arisen from 
Southern African sources and are shaped by Zimbabwean concerns. In explaining 
the development of the prosperity gospel, Maxwell draws upon both external and 
internal roots with the latter playing the dominant role. 

 Ogbu Kalu ’ s  African Pentecostalism   (2008)  remains the most comprehensive 
account of the role and social impact of African Pentecostal and charismatic Chris-
tianity, focusing on a broad range of issues such as identity, agency, gender and 
authority, media and popular culture, political discourses, and Pentecostal immi-
grant religiosity. Kalu critically engaged current scholarship, and was successful in 
balancing global processes with local identities. He combined the discourse on 
African Pentecostal and charismatic movements with a wider global, Western his-
toriography by revisiting the debate on genealogy, emerging themes, development 
and mobility of Pentecostalism. Elsewhere, Kalu describes this religious develop-
ment in Africa as  “ the third response, ”   “ an implosion of the Spirit ”  ( 2000 : 106). 
Kalu appraised the social face and force of African Christianity in the last three 
decades of the twentieth century, while also arguing for the uniqueness and pecu-
liarity of African Pentecostalism, contrasting its links to the Azusa street event and 
other external infl uences ( 2000 : 104). 

 Other interesting treatments of African Pentecostalism have taken up a historical, 
phenomenological and theological focus, exploring issues of provenance, terminol-
ogy, development and global impact within specifi c African contexts, particularly 
South Africa (Anderson  1999, 2004, 2007 ). Allan Anderson, like Kalu, adduces 
both internal and external roots in explaining the origin of African Pentecostalism. 
The external roots he explains are also  “ predominantly African cultural features, 
evident in the leadership of William Seymour, whose spirituality lay in the past ”  
(Anderson  1999 : 221). He contends that  “ one of the outstanding features of Pen-
tecostals in the Third World (Africa) is their religious creativity and spontaneously 
indigenous character, a characteristic held as an ideal by Western missions for over 
a century. ”  His combination of African Instituted Churches (AICs) and Pentecostal 
and Charismatic churches, both new and older varieties, as different expressions of 
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Pentecostalism in Africa underscores Anderson ’ s theological as opposed to a socio-
logical defi nition of Pentecostalism. 

 Karla Poewe ’ s  Charismatic Christianity as a Global Culture   (1994)  provided a 
global treatment of the history, spread and characteristics of Pentecostal and char-
ismatic Christianity from an interdisciplinary perspective. This conceptualization of 
charismatic Christianity as a global religious culture is based on four main features: 
experiential, idealistic, biblical and oppositional. The work provides a comprehen-
sive overview of a charismatic tapestry that transcends national, ethnic, racial and 
class boundaries. The homogenization of charismatic thought patterns and religious 
traditions in this work underplays the inherent diversity of the phenomenon as well 
as the heterogeneity of the Pentecostal tradition. Irving Hexham and Karla Poewe 
 (1997)  further highlighted the intercultural dynamics of these movements in inter-
preting cults and new religions as  “ global cultures. ”  They argued that,  “ new reli-
gions such as charismatic Christianity are part of African life and must be interpreted 
as genuine expressions of African spirituality, not simply as a negative reaction to 
Europeans ”  ( 1997 : 53). In support of the multi - directional process of globalization, 
Hexham and Poewe aptly remarked that  “ Just as American religion is exported 
throughout the world, so large religious organizations abroad export their products 
to North America ”  ( 1997 : 45). 

 Some scholars of African Pentecostalism and charismatic movements adopted the 
concept of fundamentalism in describing the phenomenon in Africa (See Gifford, 
 1991, 1992 ; Van Dijk  1995, 2000 ; Maxwell  2001 ; Ter Haar  2003 ). In that way, 
they contributed to the wider discourse on fundamentalism, although they are 
largely unsuccessful in clarifying how the concept may fi t within the wider discourse 
of global fundamentalism. Rijk van Dijk places particular attention on the  “ social 
meaning ”  of what he variously calls  “ Christian fundamentalism, ”   “ charismatic 
Pentecostalism, ”  or  “ a religion of modernity ”  in sub - Saharan Africa. He examines 
the developmental history of charismatic Pentecostal churches as a fundamentalist 
turn in Africa Christianity, describes its basic ingredients and analyzes some of its 
 “ essential ideological parameters, ”  and shows how  “ it draws its appeal from the 
ways in which it mediates, negotiates and mitigates modernity ”  ( 2000 : 2). Van Dijk 
was critical of Gifford ’ s explanation of Pentecostal resurgence as inspired by right -
 wing, highly conservative, bourgeois ideals and argued that  “ the public face of these 
new fundamentalist or Pentecostal movements should not deceive us as to their 
meaning and signifi cance at a deeper level of social life in African societies ”  ( 2000 : 
25). Nevertheless, Gifford and van Dijk appropriated  “ Christian Fundamentalism ”  
in reference to Pentecostalism and other  “ new dimensions of African Christianity, ”  
albeit in an imprecise, undefi ned manner. 

 The concepts  “ modernity, ”   “ modernization, ”   “ democratization, ”   “ urbaniza-
tion, ”   “ transnationalism, ”  and  “ appropriation of media ”  occupy special focus in 
the works of Gifford  1991, 1998; 2004 ; van Dijk  1995, 2000 ; Hackett  1998 ; 
Marshall - Fratani  1998, 2001 ; Meyer  1998, 1999, 2004 ; Maxwell  1998, 2001, 
2006 . Van Dijk shares a common view with other scholars in describing  “ charis-
matic Pentecostals ”  as  “ primarily urban - based, with a focus on the infl uential 
middle classes of bourgeois, these churches are able to exert an unparalleled socio -
 political and moral infl uence on society ”  ( 2000 : 14). The modernization discourse 
is usually located within the context of the city, and urbanization is seen as an 
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infl uential manifestation of the modernization process. There is always some refer-
ence to personal uprooting, alienation and the loss of a social and cultural frame-
work in sociological accounts of these developments. It is problematic to generalize 
about the claim which explains away Pentecostalism simply as an urban religion. 
For instance, Gunilla Oskarsson ’ s fi ndings prove to the contrary through the case 
study of Pentecostals in Burundi where it is a rural movement. He argued that the 
biggest congregation is still to be found on the countryside, in the southern part, 
where in many villages the Pentecostals constitute the majority of the population 
(Oskarsson  1999 : 414). Research on Pentecostalism and charismatic churches in 
Africa often concentrate on urban areas because that is where change is most dra-
matic and obvious. But rural environments have their own dynamism that yearns 
for attention as well. The urban religions, including Pentecostalism, provide a new 
home and even a new family of  “ brothers and sisters, ”  albeit based on artifi cial 
kinship. As Droogers argues, although it may be an important element in explaining 
Pentecostal expansion, this reasoning offers no help either in explaining its growth 
in rural areas, or its growth among long established and successful urbanities. It 
also does not contribute to our understanding of why some people choose one 
particular urban religion rather than another (Droogers  2001 : 49). 

 In her contribution to the study of Ghanaian Pentecostal religiosity, Birgit Meyer 
 (1998)  discusses inter alia the connecting nexus between religion, memory and 
modernity in a globalizing world. Meyer defi ned  “ charismatic ”  churches as  “ a 
newer type of Pentecostalism recently emerged, especially in urban areas ”  ( 1998 : 
320). She examines  “ how Pentecostalism seeks to distinguish the present from the 
past, at the same time being engaged in a dialectics of remembering and forgetting, 
which has helped to construct the past. ”  Meyer was apt in her emphasis that  “ the 
proponents of Pentecostalization regarded the local gods and spirits as authentic 
agents of Satan. They strove to exclude them, thereby placing themselves in a tradi-
tion of Africanization  “ from below ”  ( 1998 : 320ff.) 

 Ruth Marshall - Fratani locates Nigerian Pentecostalism within the purview of 
 “ transnationalism, ”  the nation - state and the media, and discusses the new situation 
in the world created during the last decades. One of her main objectives was to 
show how and to what extent the current wave of Pentecostalism in urban Nigeria 
evinces an instance of the creation of subjects  “ whose individual and collective 
identities seem to have been formed in terms of a new type of negotiation between 
local and global, one in which the media has a privileged role ”  ( 1998 : 281). Her 
second contention was with the relationship between Pentecostalism and the Nige-
rian nation - state. Marshall - Fratani concludes that even though Pentecostalism 
hardly faces the real issues behind the workings of power, it nevertheless entails a 
fairly bold attack on the Nigerian State. 

 Rosalind Hackett  (1998)  also directed her focus on religion and media, where 
she demonstrates how what she characterizes as charismatic and Pentecostal move-
ments in Ghana and Nigeria  “ are increasingly favoring electronic media as suitable 
sites for transmission of their teachings and erecting of their empires. ”  She attributes 
the transformation of the religious landscape as a consequence of these develop-
ments. Hackett ’ s recognition of the internal and external explanations for their 
growth is underscored with her assertion that the majority of the charismatic move-
ments are locally instituted, while some of their leaders were educated in the United 
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States and maintain some links and affi liations with leading American evangelists. 
She argues further that, with the extensive growth of viewing audiences and the 
enhancement of the electronic medium, evangelists with a powerful message and  “ a 
good dose of charisma ”  can attract a much larger following, which might in part 
explain the development of mega - churches in both Ghana and Nigeria in recent 
years. Although she tries to make a distinction between charismatics and Pentecos-
tals, she never provides a defi nition for the nomenclature  “ Pentecostal. ”  Moreover, 
the characteristics she adduced for them make her comparison somewhat confusing. 
What she describes as charismatic in Ghana is more suitably understood as Pente-
costal in Nigeria and vice versa. 

 The gradual burgeoning of literature on Pentecostalism by African scholars has 
served to complement extant literature on the phenomenon, in a way that challenges 
the dominance of the fi eld by largely European social scientists. The works by 
Matthew Ojo  (1988a, 1988b, 2006) , Kingsley Larbi  (2001) , Cephas Omenyo  (2002)  
and Kwabena Asamoah - Gyadu  (2005)  are remarkable instances of how African 
scholars are contributing to the historiography of African Pentecostal and charis-
matic movements. These works place an emphasis on the complex internal dynamics 
and indigenous creativities that characterize the contemporary forms and structure 
of the charismatic and Pentecostal phenomena. Ojo  (1988a, 1988b, 2006)  is 
undoubtedly a pioneering fi gure in the study of charismatic movements and early 
Pentecostalism in Nigeria. Ojo ’ s  (2006)   The End Time Army  is an in - depth study 
of Charismatic movements in modern Nigeria, a religious phenomenon that emerged 
in Western Nigeria in the 1970s. He explored the signifi cant impact of charismatic 
movements on the contextualization of Christianity in Africa. As he aptly enthused, 
new Charismatic movements have attained social prominence in Nigeria because of 
their appropriation of the media, by the attention given to them by the secular 
media, and because of their large, mostly educated youth membership. 

 From an insiders ’  perspective, Larbi  (2001)  dealt extensively on the origins, forms 
and development of Pentecostalism in Ghana, and explores the continuity and dis-
continuity between Ghanaian Pentecostalism and the indigenous religious imagina-
tion, as well as their peculiarities. Omenyo  (2002)  explores the Charismatic/
Pentecostal phenomenon in Ghanaian mainline churches as one of the most chal-
lenging issues of Christianity in Ghana. Asamoah - Gyadu ’ s  (2005)   African Charis-
matics  represent a fascinating attempt at reconstructing the complexity of indigenous 
Pentecostalism in Ghana. By employing historical, phenomenological and theologi-
cal approaches, the book provides suffi cient insight into how far a polymethodic 
perspective can enrich our grasp of the dynamism of contemporary Ghanaian Chris-
tianity. Asamoah - Gyadu  (2005)  aptly demonstrates how some  “ imported ”  concepts 
employed in describing and analyzing new dimensions of African Christianity could 
be less - informing and more - concealing. The vulnerability of indigenous African 
Christianities to a certain hybridization of concepts sometimes obscures more than 
it reveals its dynamism and complexity. He drives home this point clearly, using the 
expression  “ charismatic ”  in Pentecostal vocabulary to show the peculiarity of its 
meaning and appropriation within local Ghanaian public and religious discourse 
and context. By explicating how terms and designations associated with Pentecostal-
ism have come to mean different things in different contexts ( 2005 : 1), he demon-
strates how Ghanaian Pentecostalism(s) is both  “ like ”  and  “ unlike ”  Pentecostalism(s) 
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elsewhere. In spite of their theological perspectives, these works have dealt exten-
sively with the origins, forms and development of Pentecostalism in Ghana; while 
also exploring charismatic and Pentecostal phenomena in mainline churches.  

  CONCLUSION 

 The spontaneous, multifaceted provenance and phenomenal expansion of Pentecos-
tal and charismatic movements since over a century, and their one billion mark 
projection by 2025 or 2050 (Barrett et al.  2001 ) is a vivid indication that the move-
ment has and will probably continue to reshape and reconfi gure the global religious 
landscape of the twenty - fi rst century and beyond. Owing to the movement ’ s 
mobility, public role and strategies of expansion, the increasing globalization of 
Pentecostal and charismatic movements but also the pentecostalization and charis-
matization of world Christianity will be commonplace. This fl uid, elastic nature of 
the phenomena, particularly its infl uence on mainline Christianity will render a 
consideration of a distinctively Pentecostal identity more and more enigmatic. In 
fact, as new Pentecostal and charismatic movements continue to emerge, they will 
undergo, in the long run, institutionalization and bureaucratization processes likely 
to transform and change their nature, identity, texture, public (civic) role and modus 
operandi. Thus, the  “ why ”  and  “ how ”  of Pentecostal expansion and relative 
success globally will continue to pose a critical issue to sociologists and historians 
of religion as well as other social scientists, secular historians, theologians, policy 
makers and various publics in an era of increasing global insecurity and uncertainty. 
The movement ’ s visibility, mobility and continued growth throws up future 
challenges to both Pentecostal/charismatic and non - pentecostals alike; world 
Christianity and its interaction with other religions; the local and global public 
spheres. 

 The perceived shifting contours and center of gravity of Christianity from the 
North (Western countries) to the South (Africa, Asia, Latin America) is now well 
evidenced by the rapid proliferation of Pentecostal and charismatic movements. 
Their demographic spread and impact cannot be understood only through presence 
and activities within the geographical confi nes of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 
Rather, the sustained transnational ties, links and exchanges with Pentecostal and 
charismatic movements globally, has resulted in mutual enrichment, revitalization, 
transformation and change in each local religious context. African, Asian, and Latin 
American Pentecostals and Charismatics now form a visible part of global Pente-
costalism and contribute to wider, global religious discourses. These  “ non - Western ”  
Pentecostal and Charismatic movements are now expanding to Western countries, 
with a renewed effort towards  “ reverse - mission ”  (Adogame  2008 ). Migration also 
becomes a signifi cant impetus for religious expansion and mobilization in that 
African, Asian, and Latin American immigrants have established Pentecostal and 
charismatic churches in new host, Western countries of Europe, North America, 
and elsewhere. Such a religious development has overarching implications. As most 
mainstream churches in Western societies continue to experience dwindling mem-
bership and decline in missionary signifi cance by the late twentieth century, the 
impact of non - Western missions, particularly by Pentecostal and Charismatic move-
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ments to Europe and North America became strategically signifi cant. The expansion 
of immigrant Pentecostal and charismatic Christianity opens new vistas, challenges 
for scholarly exploration of religious diversifi cation and transformation in the 
context of growing pluralistic societies, a feature often undermined by the secular-
ization debate. Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity ’ s expansion from the 
Southern hemisphere to the former  “ heartlands ”  of Christianity has helped to 
revivify Christianity in Europe and North America. The  “ reverse mission ”  trend 
has resulted in a major shift from the traditional understanding of  “ mission, ”  and 
provided better sensibilities to, and appreciation of the multi - cultural nature of 
Christianity in the twenty - fi rst century. Religious expansion or  “ missions ”  have now 
moved strategy from cultural transplantation to contextualization. The capacity of 
local Pentecostal and charismatic movements to encounter and oscillate within 
indigenous religious worldviews and cultures has further enriched the movement 
in terms of their remarkable religious, cultural and theological identity and 
pluriformity.  
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Fundamentalism  

  Richard T.   Antoun       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The preponderance of scholarly opinion in the West suggests that fundamentalism 
is a set of dogmatic beliefs, a creed, or a literal adherence to a sacred text considered 
infallible (scripturalism). 1  This chapter presents an alternative view: fundamentalism 
is an orientation to the world. The intellectual aspect of that orientation is termed 
 “ worldview, ”  and the emotional/attitudinal aspect of that orientation is termed 
 “ ethos. ”  This defi nition is far removed from other contrasting defi nitions of funda-
mentalism by authors writing from both within and without the varied fundamen-
talist traditions. Within the Christian tradition the  “ fundamentals ”  have been 
defi ned as belief in the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, and human nature ’ s corruption 
by original sin. 2  From without the tradition as  “ movements that seek to return to 
orthodox, feudal value systems ” ;  “ repression of individuals and social groups ”  and 
 “ exertion of violence as an expression of power ” ;  “ a puritanical attitude … and the 
assertion of patriarchal authority ” ; and  “ a discernible pattern of religious militance 
by which self - styled  ‘ true believers ’  attempt to arrest the erosion of religious identity, 
fortify borders of religious community, and create alternatives to secular institutions 
and behaviors. ”  3  This lack of intellectual agreement about what constitutes funda-
mentalism is both endearing and disturbing. The variety of defi nitions indicated is 
free - wheeling and provocative. But when anything and everything can stand for a 
concept, here fundamentalism, then the concept is no longer useful for purposes of 
description and analysis. 

 This is, then, an interpretive chapter. The defi nition and description of funda-
mentalism goes against the grain of much academic writing on the subject which is 
particularistic in scope, dichotomous in classifi cation, and pejorative in evaluation. 
This account treats fundamentalism as a cross - cultural phenomenon as well as an 
ideal type and a genuine (though not incorruptible) form of religion. It contextual-
izes fundamentalism within the broad social, economic, and political currents that 
began at the end of the eighteenth century. The attitude taken toward fundamental-
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ism is neither condemnatory nor praiseful, but rather empathetic (though not sym-
pathetic which suggests support). That is, the aim is to understand the phenomenon 
rather than to boost or denigrate it. References to contrasting points of view 
appear in passing in the chapter, and in the list of works for further reading at the 
end. 

 This description of fundamentalism is confi ned to the monotheistic religions. The 
religious traditions of Islam, Christianity and Judaism are intimately related not 
only historically but also theologically. Muslims recognize the Hebrew prophets and 
even include Jesus as one of them! Moreover, all three religions accept Abraham as 
a signifi cant seminal fi gure in their religious tradition and recognize that they share 
a common legacy. A review of Hindu, Sikh, or Buddhist fundamentalism would be 
valuable and make this study more widely cross - cultural, but such a review is 
beyond my expertise. 4  Fundamentalism, then, is an orientation to the modern world, 
both cognitive and emotional, that focuses on protest and change and on certain 
consuming themes: the quest for purity; the struggle between good and evil; the 
search for authenticity; totalism and activism; the necessity of certainty (scriptural-
ism); selective modernization and controlled acculturation, millenialism, and the 
centering of the mythic past on the present (traditioning). Totalism is the orientation 
that views religion as relevant to all important domains of culture and society 
including politics, the family, the marketplace, education, and law. Activism is 
confronting the establishment, political or religious, by multiple forms of protest: 
legal, political, economic, and coercive. Scripturalism is the justifi cation and refer-
ence of all important beliefs and actions to a sacred scripture and a proof - text 
claimed to be inerrant. That scripture, above all, has a powerful emotional appeal 
for the believer. Selective modernization is the process of selective acceptance of 
technological and social organizational innovations introduced by the modern 
world. Controlled acculturation is the process by which an individual accepts a 
practice or belief from another culture or the secular world on terms that integrate 
it into their value system. Traditioning is the process of making scriptural accounts, 
events, and images relevant to present - day activities. Millenialism is the Christian 
doctrine that the prophecy in the book of Revelation will be fulfi lled with an earthly 
rule of a thousand years of universal peace and the triumph of righteousness. More 
generally for a number of religious traditions it is the belief that history will come 
to an apocalyptic end with the return of a divine redeemer, the reign of the righteous, 
and a judgment day for the Al Qaedaick and the dead. 5   

  WHO ARE THE FUNDAMENTALISTS? 

 The social identity of fundamentalists has been a debatable question whose answer 
has often varied in terms of the fundamentalist movement discussed, the pertinent 
period in modern history, and the perspective taken. Five views are covered briefl y 
below. Each view highlights certain aspects of fundamentalist recruitment that 
deserve attention. 6  Henry Munson, an anthropologist, has described fundamental-
ists in terms of a worldview that sees them choosing God ’ s side in the ongoing and 
pervasive struggle of good against evil (Satan). 7  Fundamentalists differ among 
themselves in whether they regard this struggle as moral (with imperial rule as a 
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punishment for an immoral people) and as necessitating a strict return to scripture 
(Qur ’ an) or whether the see the struggle political as well as moral and as necessi-
tating not only moral reformation and a struggle against the oppressor but also the 
establishment of an Islamic state. In his application of this view to Morocco in the 
1970s and 1980s, Munson distinguishes three fundamentalist types, ranging from 
most moral to most political. Implicit in these categorizations is the distinction 
between  “ religious ”  and  “ religious - minded ”  people. 8  These terms distinguish 
between people who spontaneously experience religion and those who are self -
 conscious in defense of their beliefs (and who feel most threatened by outsiders). 
Two of the three fundamentalist leaders of the movements Munson discusses were 
former inspectors in the Ministry of Education. And the supporters of the more 
political of the movements were students and members of the educated middle 
class with very few supporters from such categories as peasants, workers or rural 
migrants. 

 Bruce Lawrence, a historian of religion, has emphasized that in its leadership and 
core following, fundamentalism is a movement of secondary - level male elites. 9  These 
males are dominantly laymen, not clergy. 10  He notes that two prominent Muslim 
fundamentalist leaders in Pakistan, Abul -  ’ Ala Mawdudi and Asrar Ahmed, were a 
journalist and a medical doctor, respectively, before turning their attention to reli-
gious reform; two other prominent Egyptian Muslim fundamentalists, Hassan al -
 Banna, and Sayyid Qutb were, respectively a teacher and a bureaucrat in the 
Ministry of Education. And Juhayman ibn Sayf al -  ’ Utayba, who led the violent 
military takeover of the sacred mosque enclosure in Mecca in 1979, an audacious 
challenge to the Saudi state, was a soldier in the Saudi National Guard before he 
became a self - taught Muslim theologian. In the United States Pat Robertson is by 
training a lawyer, and James Dobson is a developmental psychologist, and although 
Jerry Falwell was trained in the ministry, he made his living as a talk - show host. 
Fundamentalists are very much men of the world in the world. In Egypt in the 1980s 
Lawrence records that that Muslim fundamentalists came from upwardly mobile 
educated middle class backgrounds and not from the dispossessed and downtrod-
den. In Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and Iran in the late 1970s they came from the petite 
bourgeoise, that is, from  “ marginalized out - of - power groups and estranged urban 
dwellers who continue to have rural roots and premodern values. ”  11  The male elite 
fundamentalist leaders in this period and the following decade were professionally 
and scientifi cally oriented. Quite often, they were unemployed or underemployed 
 “ frustrated engineers, disaffected doctors, or unpaid bureaucrats in meaningless 
public jobs. 12  Lawrence ’ s description affi rms the diversifi ed social base of funda-
mentalist Muslim movements. 

 Martin Riesebrodt, a sociologist, compares the social composition of Protestant 
fundamentalists in the United States in the period from 1910 to 1928 with Shi ’ a 
Muslim fundamentalists in Iran from 1961 to 1979 and fi nds remarkable similari-
ties. He argues that fundamentalists are neither a class nor a dislocated amorphous 
mass. Rather, they are segments of different classes sharing the same experience and 
reacting to it through the same set of religious symbols or, alternatively, segments 
of society having different experiences that are expressed through the same set of 
religious symbols. 13  A social movement whose members share a number of attributes 
such as religion, regional tradition, and economic position organize through a 
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voluntary religious association to promote a certain worldview. They are brought 
together symbolically and socially by common images and ideas. Riesebrodt argues 
that fundamentalism is an urban protest movement recruited from all classes but 
featuring urban migrants, the traditional middle class, the clergy, and  “ border -
 crossers. ”  Border - crossers include youth and white - collar bureaucrats of rural 
origins who come to the city, have received a secular education, are alienated from 
many aspects of rural culture, but are not modern in their worldview or ethos (e.g., 
they have conservative views of women and their dress, demeanor and participation 
in public life including education and work). 14  In Iran patron – client ties between 
particular local and regional religious leaders and their followers martialed eco-
nomic support for schools, mosques, and hospitals, and for the revolution (of 
1979). 15  

 In the United States fundamentalism was also an urban phenomenon, arising and 
fl ourishing in the large northern cities of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, 
Baltimore, and Minneapolis as well as in Los Angeles. The leaders of fundamentalist 
activity as well as the followership  “ came from confessions in which the confl ict 
between modernism and orthodoxy was strongest, the Baptists and Presbyterians 
of the North. ”  16  Riesebrodt ’ s demographic point is signifi cant not only because it 
challenges the stereotype of American fundamentalism as a rural and small - town 
phenomenon, but also because it focuses on rapid urbanization, industrialization, 
and mass migration. These were the processes that were transforming the United 
States from a personalistic and patriarchal society to an impersonal and bureaucratic 
one, both in the communities and in the churches. 17  It is not accidental that the 
invective of the Protestant fundamentalists at the beginning of the twentieth century 
was xenophobic, citing  “ Rum and Romanism, ”  and focusing on Roman Catholics 
and Jews. These were precisely the immigrant groups that were pouring into the 
northern cities where fundamentalism arose. It was they, the fundamentalists argued, 
that were eroding the moral values of the nation. The American south did not 
experience such mass migration, industrialization, and urbanization until much 
later. 

 Ian Lustick, a political scientist, has in one way broadend and in another way 
narrowed the application of the term fundamentalism by linking it with militant 
political activism. He defi nes fundamentalism as  “ a style of political participation 
characterized by unusually close and direct links between one ’ s fundamental beliefs 
and political behavior designed to effect radical change. ”  18  Fundamentalists are 
identifi ed by three attributes: uncompromisable injunctions, belief that their behav-
ior is  “ guided by direct contact with the source of transcendental authority, ”  and 
 “ political attempts to bring about rapid and comprehensive change. ”  19  By defi ning 
fundamentalism in this way Lustick was able to rule out other Jewish religious 
groups in Israel such as the  haredim  (ultra - orthodox Jews) as fi tting the category. 
The latter regarded the Torah and other Jewish sacred scriptures as literally true 
and inerrant, and they were extremely pious as judged by their devotion to worship 
and their style - of - life (dress, diet, and demeanor). But the  haredim   “ opted out of 
key political struggles over the course that Israeli society will take. ”  20  By defi nition, 
for Lustick, fundamentalists must not only be political activists, they must be mili-
tant political activists. Members of  Gush Emunim  (Bloc of the Faithful) are com-
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mitted to claiming and settling the West Bank of the Jordan river  –  land already 
settled by Palestinians  –  by force if necessary under the slogan,  “ The Land of Israel 
for the People of Israel, according to the Torah of Israel. ”  21  On the other hand, 
Lustick ’ s defi nition of fundamentalists would include nonreligious political move-
ments characterized by dogmatism, militancy, and justifi cation by some ultimate 
cause (e.g., the classless society). The core of  Gush Emunim  (around 20,000 in the 
1980s) was supported by a much larger number of followers and sympathizers 
(estimated at 150,000 in elections) connected in a social network with nodes in 
religious schools, cooperative and collective settlements, parties, and political 
lobbies in much the same way that Iranian fundamentalists are connected in a far -
 fl ung social network whose nodes are mosques, prayer halls ( husayniyyahs ), and 
bazaars where pious businessmen organize activities. Fundamentalists, then, are 
not always, perhaps not usually, organized in formal corporate groups but rather 
in informal networks within which, nevertheless, communication can be rapid and 
effi cient. 

 A fi fth perspective is provided by Daniel Levine and David Stoll who discuss the 
attraction of new Protestant religious movements among Roman Catholics in Latin 
America. In explaining the attraction of such movements , Levine and Stoll have 
emphasized fi ve attributes: social change and mobility, the allure of modernity, the 
small size of churches located on the urban periphery, the intense informal social 
networks, and the evangelical component in the message. 22  The authors emphasize 
the new clientele that have developed for Protestant missionary activity as a result 
of urbanization, population shift, and expanded transport and communication, 
beginning in the 1960s. The  “ new affi liations to Protestant churches are overwhelm-
ingly drawn from men and women with an intense experience of change and mobil-
ity with hopes for improving personal and family life. ”  23  Fundamentalist churches 
appeal to  “ the newly educated, including groups with technical training. ”  24  The 
newly educated sense that the fundamentalist churches represent a  “ modern way of 
living, ”  with their emphasis on personal responsibility, literacy, the necessity to read 
an  “ unmediated  …  text, ”  and a focus on intense spirituality and health and healing. 25  
Levine and Stoll also indicate that Protestant fundamentalist churches are better 
able to adapt to changes occuring in Latin America because they are located on the 
urban periphery where migrants land, and because they are small and unburdened 
with the large bureaucracy the Roman Catholic Church must support. The authors 
argue that there is a built - in dynamism of small, poor fundamentalist or evangelical 
churches related to their  “ low thresholds. ”  26  These churches feature intense social 
and religious life with small meetings, overlapping groups, and frequent home visits. 
These low thresholds mean that  “ it is simple to organize a church and not very 
diffi cult to gain recognition as a religious leader. ”  The poorer the church, the more 
it depends on expansion (in membership) to survive. 27  Finally, Levine and Stoll argue 
that the essential component of the attraction of new Protestant movements in Latin 
America is their evangelical character which they defi ne in terms of three beliefs: 
the reliability on the Bible as a fi nal authority; the necessity of being  “ born again ”  
(i.e., of being  “ saved ”  as an adult through a personal relationship with Jesus Christ); 
and  “ the importance of spreading this message of salvation to every nation and 
person. ”  28   
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  THE GREAT WESTERN TRANSMUTATION AND 
THE PROTEST AGAINST MODERNISM 

 Fundamentalist movements are defi ned, ideologically, by their opposition to and 
reaction against the ideology that suits the permissive secular society, the ideology 
of modernism. 29  Lawrence has characterized the ideology of modernism as one that 
values change over continuity, quantity over quality, and commercial effi ciency 
(production and profi t) over human sympathy for traditional values. The ethos of 
fundamentalism, its affective orientation, is one of protest and outrage at the secu-
larization of society; that is, at the process by which religion and its spirit has been 
steadily removed from public life  –  from schools, offi ces, workshops, universities, 
courts, and markets, and even from religious institutions themselves  –  churches, 
mosques, and synagogues. 

 The elevation of change over continuity in our lives is evidenced by the constant 
upgrading of computer hardware and software, and, recently, by the energy crisis 
with its demand for constriction of budgets, consumer conservation, and producer 
proliferation of new sources of energy. The necessity of corporate businessmen to 
uproot themselves and their families and to adjust in the new suburbs where they 
relocated was described after World War Two by William H. Whyte in his best 
seller,  Organization Man   (1956) . So common a part of life in corporate Europe and 
the United States is this phenomenon it has been termed  spiralism  by sociologists: 
one has to move spatially to climb hierarchically. Although human beings in peasant 
societies traveled occasionally to regional markets, they worked daily within walking 
distance of their homes, enabling cultivators to go out to their fi elds and return by 
nightfall. The urban revolution did not disrupt the unity of home and work; it was 
quite common for urban dwellers in the Chinese, Indian, and Middle Eastern civi-
lizations to live in the same neighborhood where they worked; often, they lived and 
worked in the same building, working on the fi rst fl oor, living on the second. The 
industrial revolution changed all that. The introduction of the factory required 
leaving one ’ s home to go to work. During the last hundred years, particularly in 
the last twenty - fi ve, the industrial revolution and the high - tech era have encouraged 
the rapid spread of transportation and communication networks, triggering mobility 
because of the proliferation of job opportunities provided by the complex, global 
capitalist system. Transnational migration has become a powerful force for change 
in Europe, Asia and North America. 30  In my own community, a small town in 
upstate New York, I am no longer able to get a newspaper, pick up prescription 
drugs, shop at a small supermarket, or repair my shoes at the nearby shopping 
plaza, as I was forty years ago when I moved to the community. All these small 
enterprises have been displaced by the proliferation of large shopping malls on the 
other side of town. The small city adjoining my town is now the locus of transna-
tional migrants from Latin America, Asia, Africa, and Europe including Kurds, 
Somalis, Iraqi Arabs, Bosnians, Vietnamese, Laotians, Haitians, Puerto Ricans, 
Indians, Chinese, Russians, Brazilians, and Ukrainians. Only the latter were present 
in any numbers forty years ago. 

 Modernity ’ s elevation of commercial effi ciency over human sympathy is refl ected 
in the increasing focus on the clock. Two political scientists, Lloyd and Susanne 
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Rudolph compared Gandhi ’ s daily schedule to Benjamin Franklin ’ s. In their diaries 
both men segmented the day ’ s activities according to clock time, stipulating begin-
ning and ending times for meals, bath, exercise, rest, study, sleep and worship. 
Gandhi was the more  “ modern ”  of the two, the more effi cient and specialized in 
dividing activities by the clock, stipulating fourteen activities beginning at 4 a.m. 
and ending at 9 p.m., whereas Frankin stipulated eleven, beginning at 5 a.m. and 
ending at 10 p.m. Modern life is clock - conscious life and rules the day. However, 
the modern way of life submerges the important interpersonal ties that have bound 
societies together for thousands of years. Among these are ties of friendship. I recall 
many years ago being a visiting professor at the American University of Beirut, 
where a Lebanese colleague and I became good friends, eating meals together, visit-
ing one another in off - work hours, and going on trips together in the Lebanese 
countryside. Late one morning he came to me as I was in the midst of preparing a 
class lecture I was to give in an hour ’ s time, saying,  “ Let ’ s go out for a cup of coffee 
and a smoke of the hubble - bubble pipe. ”  I replied,  “ I ’ m sorry, I have to fi nish pre-
paring my lecture. ”  Although I noted he was disappointed, I thought little about 
the matter. A few weeks later he was busy preparing a lecture for a class he was to 
give in an hour ’ s time, when his friend, a Lebanese professor, came in and said to 
him,  “ Come, let ’ s go out for a cup of coffee and hubble - bubble smoke. ”  He replied, 
 “ Okay, let ’ s go. ”  This incident demonstrated that I was tied to the clock and my 
obligation to produce a lecture. My friend and colleague was a good teacher and 
an excellent scholar, but he placed human sympathy and friendship fi rst. 

 Also among these human ties are patron - client ties. 31  These ties are often dis-
cussed in a political or economic context, but such a discussion misses their human 
texture. During this same time (when I was a visiting professor in Beirut) I often 
had my shoes shined because of the dusty thoroughfares of a bustling entrep ô t and 
because it was appropriate to my status in the university milieu. Outside the uni-
versity gate there were six or seven men lined up next to one another who shined 
shoes. Fortuitiously, I chose one on the occasion of my fi rst shoe shine; thereafter, 
the same man would always preempt the others and shine my shoes. Soon, he and 
I took it for granted that we were linked in a patron - client relationship. He always 
said he would give me a better shine than the others would, and I think he did 
because, over time, we developed a less instrumental and more personal relation-
ship. Customarily, when I fi nished my shoe shine and went into the Lebanese res-
taurant opposite the gate, I experienced a similar relationship; the same waiter 
always came to serve me at the table, and every other patron at the restaurant had 
his or her own special waiter who offered superior service and jocular company. 
These interpersonal ties that informed the ethos of a premodern society are being 
diminished, even in the rural areas of Jordan. Before the 1970s the prevailing custom 
of the villages of the district where I did my research was that villagers who returned 
to the community after a long absence (six months or a year) always brought gifts 
to their close kinsmen. In this society this could mean a fairly large number of 
cousins, uncles and aunts as well as immediate family members. Close kinsmen 
reciprocated by inviting the returned villagers to their homes for a sumptuous meal, 
sometimes involving the slaughter of an animal. In the 1970s transnational migra-
tion from the village where I conducted my research to seventeen different countries 
for purposes of work, higher education, and military training became common. 
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Many villagers were coming and going with a frequency never before known. Now 
they could not afford to bring gifts every time they returned; they wished to save 
their money for their education, for the education of their children, or for commeri-
cal enterprises they might start in the village and its environs with their savings from 
working abroad. Yet these returned villagers still expected their close kinsmen to 
invite them for meals or at least invite them to their homes. On their side, kinsmen 
who remained in the village still expected their relatives to bring them gifts from 
abroad. Expectations were disappointed on both sides. A new ethos began to replace 
the old one, which was composed of hospitality, cordiality, and mutual affection. 
Villagers characterized the new ethos by the term  mujamala , meaning politeness, 
but false politeness motivated by self - interest. That is, your kinsmen only visited 
you now because they wanted something from you, not because they had affection 
for you. What does this discussion have to do with fundamentalism? It is simply 
this: fundamentalism is a reaction, both ideological and affective, to the changes in 
basic social relationships that have occurred on a worldwide basis as a result of the 
social organizational, technological, and economic changes introduced by the 
modern world. 

 The changes in interpersonal relations described above are part of a historical 
shift in worldview and power relations that Bruce Lawrence, following Fernand 
Braudel, Marshall Hodgson, and Barrington Moore, has described as the  “ Great 
Western Transmutation ”  (GWT). 32  The GWT began at the end of the eighteenth 
century in Western Europe and changed the outlook of human beings toward the 
material world. As a result of the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, the com-
mercialization and industrialization of life, and the scientifi c revolution, a worldview 
that had been preoccupied with moral and ultimate questions (such as the quest for 
salvation) now became involved with (commercial) puzzle solving in a world of 
expanding markets and opportunities. God ’ s world was this new world and not the 
next world, and the work of the world was God ’ s work, whereas before, the work 
of the world was to prepare for the hereafter. The GWT undermined the organic 
worldview that placed each class in its proper place and taught each man/woman 
to aspire only to their parent ’ s role/status and led instead to the revolution of rising 
expectations. This new worldview also led eventually to the pluralization of private 
beliefs (in the United States regarding birth control, equal rights for women, prayer 
in the schools, affi rmative action) and the relativization of public value (by which 
the government assumes dissent on issues of public interest and a  “ live and let live 
attitude ”  on the part of the populace). The GWT is tied to a shift in power relations 
in turn related to the bureaucratization and technicalization of violence. I remember 
as a high schooler going on the class trip to Washington DC and being taken into 
the Pentagon. I looked down one of the hallways and could not see the end of it! 
The Pentagon is the culmination of the bureaucratization and the technicalization 
of violence. Before the French Revolution (1789) there were ten world powers 
(measured by their ability to wage war successfully); after World War One (1919) 
there were six; after World War Two they had been reduced to two; and after the 
Gulf War (1991) by that standard only one, the United States. Over the course of 
two hundred years with respect to military, political and economic power there has 
been a reduction of winners and a proliferation of losers. This changing power ratio 
has had a direct impact on fundamentalism. Fundamentalism in its many manifesta-
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tions worldwide is a movement of those who are or see themselves as losers in the 
struggle for power and recognition.  

  THE QUEST FOR PURITY 

 It remains to discuss some of the prominent attributes of fundamentalism. 33  Perhaps 
the most important is the quest for purity. Why so important? Because fundamen-
talists regard the world as impure and corrupt. Therefore, they must devise strate-
gies to avoid that world, or alternatively, to confront and defeat it. Avoidance 
through fl ight is a fundamentalist reaction at one extreme; separation  –  physical, 
social or symbolic  –  is a second reaction to an impure world; and militant struggle 
to overcome and capture that world is a third reaction. The quite different reactions 
of fundamentalists to a common problem again illustrates that fundamentalists are 
not so much tied by a particular cultural content (Christian fundamentalists are 
driven by antipathy to evolution and positivist science, Muslim fundamentalists by 
outrage at Western colonialism, and Jewish fundamentalists by outrage at virulent 
anti - Semitism), but rather by their common orientation to the modern world: an 
orientation of outrage, protest and fear. 

 Flight has long been a strategy pursued by minoritarian religious groups who 
suffer oppression, discrimination or both. The Boers of South Africa (representing 
the Dutch Reform Church tradition) trekked 1,000 miles from Cape Province to 
the Transvaal in 1836 to escape the pervasive secular infl uence brought by English 
settlers and administrators representing the British Empire. The Egyptian fundamen-
talist group,  “ Excommunication and Flight ”  ( takfi r wa hijra ), so named by the 
Egyptian press and public in the 1970s because they declared excommunicated the 
majority of Egyptian Muslims who, they argued, engaged in idolatrous behavior 
such as usury, fornication, prostitution, the mixing of sexes in public, and the drink-
ing of alcohol (Stella, a national beer, was very popular in Cairo). Their own purifi ed 
version of Islam followed the Prophet ’ s tradition: they shaved their heads, cultivated 
trimmed beards, and wore black cloaks after his example. The movement split into 
two parts, one of which pursued the strategy of militant confrontation with the 
government, resorting to kidnapping government ministers and assassination. But 
the other branch abandoned their urban residences for caves in Upper Egypt near 
the desert to escape the reach of the government and the pressure for conformity. 34  
Flight is a demonstration of protest and sometimes defi ance. It allowed this group 
of Egyptian fundamentalists to avoid common national obligations such as military 
conscription and payment of taxes. 

 A second strategy is separation. One mode of separation is radical social and 
spatial separation (but not fl ight). Another branch of Excommunication and Flight 
remained within urban centers but formed their own  “ families ”  within these centers, 
living with like - minded fundamentalists of both sexes in crowded apartment build-
ings. They prayed separately in these buildings, refusing to attend mosques led by 
government - appointed (and therefore contaminated) preachers. They taught their 
children in their own homes rather than send them to public schools whose curricu-
lum they regarded as corrupting; in their view all teachers in public schools were 
appointed by the corrupt central government. They refused intermarriage with those 
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who were not members of their own religious movement. When they did marry they 
refused to be married by mainline religious offi cials; that is, the usual religious 
specialists who served the majority population. Another example of radical separa-
tion (but not fl ight) from an impure world is the case of the Reb Arelach  haredim  
who live in the gated quarter of Mea Shearim in Jerusalem. 35  Israelis use this term 
to designate those Jews who defend the faith and keep the law without making the 
kind of compromises to the secular world common to the majority in Israel. The 
 haredim  designate themselves  erlicher Yidn , virtuous Jews, not a sect of Judaism, 
but the true Jews. Like Excommunication and Flight they regard the central govern-
ment of Israel with distrust and often hostility because they see that government as 
supporting a  “ permissive society ”  in which Judaism threatens to be overwhelmed 
by nightclubs, cinemas, television, immodesty of women (particularly their dress), 
hedonistic cross - sex relations, violations of kosher rules, and the secularization of 
education. To ward off the powerful fl ow of impure culture that emenates from the 
government, secular Jews, and foreign countries, the  haredim  have gathered in their 
own quarter of Jerusalem where they conduct their own way of life according to 
their own strict rules. They do not allow strangers to enter their quarter and strut 
their profane style - of - life with impunity. Immodestly dressed men and women who 
enter their quarter are heckled and sometimes stoned. Just before the Sabbath they 
close the gate to their quarter and permit no one in or out until the Sabbath ends 
twenty - four hours later. When they appear outside their quarter, the  haredim  are 
immediately set off by their dress and appearance. They are always in black and 
white, with men distinguished by beards and ear locks and women with hair 
covered. 

 A third mode of separative strategy is institutional and symbolic rather than 
physical and spatial, illustrated by the Bethany Baptist Academy (BBA), a Christian 
academy in a city of 50,000 in Illinois. The leader of the school told the anthropolo-
gist studying it,  “ The Bible says that we are in the world, but not to be of the 
world. ”  36  The academy urged students not to form close ties with non - Christians; 
not to date non - Christians; not to marry non - Christians; to prefer Christian candi-
dates in the voting booth; and to carry back and apply their Christian ethics and 
Christian ethos in their homes. But there was no Christian yellow - page listing in 
the telephone book with names of preferred merchants and physicians, and BBA 
families had no restrictions placed on where they could live. Although certain occu-
pations were preferred (minister, missionary) with a few exceptions (bartender, 
gambler, rock musician) occupations were open. It is important to note that  “ non -
 Christians ”  designated all those who were not  “ saved ”  (received Jesus in the form 
of the Holy spirit in adult life). Therefore, the world of the impure was far larger 
than might fi rst appear. Because the BBA applied the principle of separation differ-
ently in different domains of culture, and because it did not constrain daily contact 
with nonbelievers in the workaday world, special devices were necessary to provide 
protection to core believers. These devices were symbolic and ethical. On the sym-
bolic side, a dress code sets Bethany students apart from others: short hair for boys, 
nice dresses and stockings for girls, and the absence of blue jeans for both. More 
important on the symbolic side is a whole vocabulary of salvation that defi nes the 
quest for divine grace as well as the degree of its achievement:  “ being saved, ”  
 “ grown in the Lord, ”   “ testifying, ”   “ witnessing, ”   “ full - time Christian, ”   “ born -
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 again, ” the fallen faithful, ”   “ get in the word, ”   “ get right with the Lord, ”   “ the place 
the Lord wants you to be, ”  and  “ we put the Lord fi rst. ”  Separation is defi ned in 
spiritual terms. All these symbolic statuses or processes have ethical correlates. In 
other words, one must be one ’ s brother ’ s as well as one ’ s own keeper. Because the 
BBA did not segregate its students from the world at large, it had to develop other 
devices to ensure effective inculcation of its message. Besides its elaborate vocabu-
lary of degrees of salvation and their ethical correlates, and along with constant 
monitoring, it developed  “ total teaching ”  and strived for a  “ total atmosphere. ”  All 
classes including math and English were introduced by biblical lessons and religious 
messages. All school activities began with prayer, e.g., the bus driver or the coach 
prayed before the bus left on athletic trips. Parents were urged to support the teach-
ings of BBA at home to produce the  “ total atmosphere ”  of a Christian home and 
 “ the full - time - Christian. ”  Such were the dimensions of totalism.  

  SCRIPTURALISM AND TRADITIONING 

 The focus on a divine scripture is a key attribute of fundamentalism, but not for 
the reasons usually given  –  the literal belief in an inerrant scripture as the world of 
God. 37  The scripture is so powerful, above all, for its numinous character, an unseen 
and majestic presence that inspires both dread and fascination. Every major mosque 
of every major Muslim city is adorned with the calligraphy of the Qur ’ an. This 
Qur ’ anic calligraphy is the closest presence of God on earth for the believing 
Muslim. The emotional impact of the scripture is manifested in Muslim daily prayers 
which are fi lled with Qur ’ anic verses. The emotional impact of the Protestant Bible 
was and still is refl ected in the intimate notes written in the margins of verses that 
had/have particular meaning for the meditating Christian. Charles Hirschkind has 
provided new insights into how recitation of scripture impacts the believer. In his 
book,  The Ethical Soundscape   (2006)  he has analyzed how Islamic sermon cassettes 
have communicated a powerful emotional but also ethical message that has driven 
the Islamic revival in Egypt in such a way as to overcome the power of the state to 
indoctrinate its own citizens with a basically nationalist ideology. 38  These cassette 
sermons are fi lled with verses of the Qur ’ an that are chanted by Muslim preachers 
and heard by taxi drivers and their passengers as they wend their way through the 
cacaphony of Cairo traffi c. Hirschkind has argued that these Qur ’ anic verses regis-
ter through the sensorium (the heart, the mind, the ears, the muscles, the entire body 
inside and outside) until the listener develops  “ an active belief ”  (to take action in 
the world rather than wait for the hereafter) and an  “ attitude of  …  acceptance and 
responsibility infused with the emotions of fear, sadness and humility. ”  39  Moreover, 
he argues that the discussions triggered by these sermons lead to a process of col-
lective rethinking involving argument, criticism and debate rather than simple 
indoctrination. In addition, scripture assuages that yearning for certainty felt by 
human beings in an increasingly uncertain world. This yearning was refl ected in an 
early twentieth century public debate on the inerrancy of scripture before 10,000 
people in New York City by a fundamentalist minister named Straton: 

  “ Shall the highest interests of our natures be left to caprice and chance? Are we 
forever to grope in darkness and uncertainty? Are there no fi xed standards? No 
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solid and enduring ground on which we can build our society and found our hopes 
of Heaven? Is each one of us to be left to believe one thing one day  –  and that thing 
perhaps different from everything our neighbors are believing  –  and another thing 
tomorrow, and another thing the next day, and so on and on. ”  40  

 Finally, the scripture is a guide to everyday behavior and an explanation of 
repetitive and occasional events. When I was conducting anthropological fi eld work 
in a peasant village in Jordan during the winter months I would sometimes look up 
at the partly cloudy sky in the morning and ask a villager if he thought it was going 
to rain. He would often reply by reciting a verse from the Qur ’ an such as,  “ Hast 
thou not seen that God knows whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in 
the earth ”  (58: 7), i.e., Why are you asking me such a foolish question? 

 Traditioning is the process of collapsing the primordial, the ancient, the heritage 
of the golden age with the present time, making them one and the same. By identify-
ing with the good past and melding that past with the good present, a guide and an 
explanation is provided for present situations and circumstances. 41  Samuel Heilman ’ s 
account of an ultra - orthodox ( haredi ) community in Jerusalem illustrates this 
process. 42  He sat in on a sixth grade  haredi  class. He was interested in the class ’ s 
knowledge of modern geography, and the teacher asked the students to draw a map 
of (modern) Israel and its neighbors. No one could list the names of the countries 
surrounding Israel nor name the main bodies of water, the Dead Sea and the Sea of 
Galilee. They had never heard of Saudi Arabia. But they did have a map of the world, 
a globe hanging from the vestibule of the yeshiva (Jewish religious school). It was a 
map of eastern Europe that spread - eagled the globe. However, it was a very particu-
lar eastern Europe, the eastern Europe of the rebbes (Jewish scholar - mystics) who 
had founded the religious order in Russia and Poland more than a century before. 
The central focus of the map was the town of Zvil (the rebbe of the Israeli order to 
which the school was affi liated traced his descent to Zvil), and the surrounding cities 
were all well - known centers of authentic Jewish life in eastern Europe a hundred 
years previously. The past was made present in the geography taught as well as the 
language (of the golden east European age), Yiddish. Of course, the students had an 
excellent knowledge of scriptural geography, the geography of the Torah. For these 
yeshiva students, the Israel of their imagination, biblical Israel  –  including all its 
heroes and heroines  –  was far superior to modern (secularized) Israel. 

 The past was made present in many other aspects of  haredi  life. For instance, 
Heilman attended the Friday night Sabbath religious observances at the Belz (another 
east European town) yeshiva in Jerusalem, which culminated in a meal at the rebbe ’ s 
 tish  (the Yiddish world for table). He described it as a  “ classic east European meal ”  
that became ritualized. After each set of songs, all Belz tunes, the rebbe ate another 
course, beginning with the breaking of the coiled challah bread and followed in turn 
by gefi lte fi sh, grape juice, chicken soup, farfel (little bits of noodles), honey - sweet-
ened carrots, chicken, and fi nally fruit compote. The  haredi  way of dealing with the 
tragedy of the Holocaust was to intensify both worship and what they regarded as 
the pure Jewish tradition (of eastern Europe) and to nurture a counterculture 
through social separation. Traditioning in the Christian tradition was illustrated 
above in the habit of avidly tracing and strictly applying biblical proof texts regard-
ing various domains of culture and society (such as intermarriage and obedience to 
parents). 
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 The most interesting and politically problematic aspect of traditioning is its view 
of time and history. What is relevant is only today and the previous golden age(s). 
What happened in between (and the peoples involved) is/are irrelevant. Susan 
Harding has given the best explanation of the fundamentalist notion of time/history 
in  The Book of Jerry Falwell . 43  She conducted fi eld work in and around Lynchburg, 
Virginia, the center of Jerry Falwell ’ s Moral Majority movement as well as Liberty 
University, founded by him in 1984. She listened carefully to the language that 
preachers and followers affi liated with his movement used. Three terms were con-
tinuously repeated relating to time/history and human destinies: prefi guring/fore-
shadowing (used as synonyms) and fulfi llment. The meaning of these concepts was 
illustrated by Falwell himself when discussing the mountain - top location of Liberty 
Baptist College (later Liberty University) in 1972. He gave a proliferation of scrip-
tural references that prefi gured the location of Liberty University: Noah ’ s ark rested 
on a mountain; Abraham prepared to sacrifi ce Isaac on a mountain; Moses and 
Joshua viewed the Holy Land from a mountain; Jesus gave the Sermon on the 
Mount. 44  By implication Falwell became metaphorically Noah, Abraham, Jesus, 
Joshua, and Moses. Even bad events (in the present) are prefi gured and lead to 
fulfi llment unforseen by the individual. In 1973 when the Securities and Exchange 
Commission sued Falwell ’ s Thomas Road Baptist Church for fraud and deceit in 
the sale of church bonds and declared it insolvent, it forced Falwell to modernize 
and expand his church: hire professional accountants, cut overhead costs, hire 
public relations experts, and an agency to coordinate fund - raising. 45  Fundamental-
ists constantly see their lives personally fulfi lled in terms of prefi gured events. This 
notion of time, history, and personal destiny is alien to the notion of the chain of 
cause and effect held by most historians and lay persons.  

  SELECTIVE MODERNIZATION AND 
CONTROLLED ACCULTURATION 

 Because fundamentalism is often regarded by majoritarian, secularized groups as an 
ideology that resists change, most surprising are the attributes of selective modern-
ization and controlled acculturation. Christian radio broadcasting and televangelism 
are dramatic examples of selective modernization. 46  The same year Jerry Falwell 
became an accredited preacher (1956) he became a televangelist and businessman 
(a primary function of televangelism is raising money for religious congregations). 
Pat Robertson founded his all - day Christian Broadcasting Network in 1961. The 
network evolved into 5,500 cable systems across the country. He developed the 
 “ 700 club ”  while experimenting with the variety show, talk show, and country 
formats to fi nd the most effective format for televangelism. James Dobson (with a 
PhD in child development and not religion) founded his radio program,  “ Focus on 
the Family, ”  a weekday, half - hour program that combined religious wisdom with 
psychological discussion in the 1970s. By the 1980s his program received 200,000 
letters a month and 1,200 telephone calls a day. For the 10,000 letters regarded as 
life - threatening, the program referred the writers to one of 19 family counselors, 
nationwide, who made therapist referrals. Every year Focus on the Family sent out 
52 million pieces of mail and one million cassettes. 47  It ’ s obvious that such massive 
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communications involve the development of a complex social organization and 
bureaucracy as well as technological expertise and business acumen. The televan-
gelists and Christian radio broadcasters martialed this sophisticated technological 
expertise, however, to communicate a specifi c and highly selective message: the 
immorality of the world, the cataclysm to come, the necessity for individual spiritual 
reform, and economic libertarianism and social traditionalism. Economic libertari-
anism assumes that economic interaction between rationally self - interested indi-
viduals in the market will lead to prosperity and social harmony; this policy has 
been labeled,  laisse - faire . Social traditionalism is concerned with the breakdown of 
the family, community, religion, and traditional morality in American life due to 
the government ’ s supporting abortion, affi rmative action, busing, sexual permissive-
ness, the Equal Rights Amendment, and the prohibition of school prayer. 48  

 Controlled acculturation is the process by which an individual of one culture 
accepts a practice or belief from another, but integrates that belief or practice within 
his/her own value system. When I initiated my research in Kufr al - Ma in rural 
Jordan in the 1960s I noted that women were restricted in their spatial and occu-
pational mobility. Women never left the village unchaperoned by men and did not 
work outside the village. Both Islamic and tribal norms stipulated that the honor 
of women would be jeopardized by allowing them to mix socially with unrelated 
men. 49  When I returned to the village in the 1980s I discovered that substantial 
transnational migration for education and work had taken place, and that a number 
of village women were now working as teachers in villages up to twenty miles away; 
a few had gone to work on fi ve - year contracts as teachers in Saudi Arabia. It was 
diffi cult for me to reconcile this development with both the practice and the norms 
I had observed in the 1960s. After further inquiry I discovered that there was a 
carefully elaborated pattern of controlled acculturation that allowed both spatial 
and occupational mobility. The key to this pattern was the kinship system and the 
bus driver! Teachers went to school and returned every day on the bus. The loca-
tions where they taught seemed haphazard with a number teaching in villages rela-
tively far away, whereas few taught in villages relatively close. Tibne was the mother 
village from which the people of Kufr al - Ma (and many other villages) had originally 
come a hundred years before. The teachers only taught in villages that were the 
daughter villages of Tibne, i.e., where they had relations of kinship and former 
propinquity. Absent that opportunity, they only taught in villages in which the bus 
driver was of the  “ peoples of Tibne. ”  Thus, the village could be quite far away. At 
the point where the bus driver of  “ the peoples of Tibne ”  was replaced by another 
(i.e., stranger), the people of Kufr al - Ma refused to allow their daughters/sisters to 
travel. The bus driver became the substitute chaperone. He was trusted to monitor 
and protect the teachers, and be sure they went and returned safely and unmolested 
by word or deed. The value of women ’ s modesty and honor had been accommo-
dated to occupational mobility. This is controlled acculturation.  

  FUNDAMENTALISM AND TRANSNATIONAL RELIGION AFTER 9/11 

 The terrorist attack on the World Trade Center in New York City on September 
11, 2001 raises the question of the connections between terrorism and fundamental-
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ism and more broadly between religion and violence. It also poses anew the question 
of the organization of terrorist movements and their relation to the organization of 
religious movements. Fundamentalism is one response to a broader religious process 
that Hervieu - Leger has described as the  “ cultural disqualifi cation of all traditions 
bearing a unifi ed code of meaning in a world committed to rapid change and 
extreme pluralization. ”  50  Global changes in communication, transportation, mar-
keting systems, and social relations, along with the mass movement of peoples and 
information, have undermined the unifi ed messages of all the world religions and 
their focus on a national and local hub of religious activity. One reaction is a shift 
away from the pursuit of salvation in local religious congregations and attendance 
to,  “ private religiosity oriented toward this - worldly realities and psychological ful-
fi llment of the individual. ”  51  This can be termed a  “ do - it - yourself ”  approach to 
religion. Another reaction is the multiplication of transnational socioreligious net-
works. A debate has swirled around the composition and shape of such networks, 
in particular around the organization of the Taliban and Al Qaeda. The case of the 
Taliban in Afghanistan is interesting in this regard. The Taliban are a quite differ-
ent fundamentalist movement than Al Qaeda in inspiration, organization, and 
composition. Shahrani has argued that the Taliban continue a long tradition of 
 “ internal colonialism ”  in Afghanistan by which the Pushtun - speaking tribes of the 
south and southeast have dominated the Uzbek and Tajik ethnic groups of the 
north. 52  An alternative view regards the Taliban as a transnational movement with 
a critical niche in a particular political economy: the trading of military arms for 
drugs (opium) through Afghanistan between Central Asia and Pakistan. 53  A third 
view regards the Taliban as an aberrant fundamentalist movement, drawing much 
of its power from the aura of purity and charisma of a holy man, Mullah Omar, 
who as its leader, because of his status, had the appearance of a neutral who could 
effectively mediate between the tribes, factions and ethnic groups. 54  A fourth view 
stresses the Taliban ’ s application of the strategies of selective modernization and 
controlled acculturation to gain and maintain power through radio, mass street and 
brutal stadium spectacles, tanks corps, and machine guns mounted on Toyotas. 55  
Canfi eld, Crews, and Tarzi have stressed the variegated composition of the Taliban. 
The movement has been embraced by different core and support elements affording 
different fi nancial and material resources as well as different political perspectives: 
 madrasa  students and orphans from Pakistan; former anti - Soviet mujahidin com-
manders; defectors from the militias that fought the Russians and then one another 
in the civil war; former Pashtun offi cers working with the Communists; Pakistani 
military and technical advisors; dispersed Pashtuns from northern Afghanistan; the 
government of Saudi Arabia; and not least Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda. 

 Whereas the Taliban is a religious movement spanning two countries, Afghani-
stan and Pakistan, Al Qaeda is a transnational movement spanning several conti-
nents and many countries, e.g., North Africa, Indonesia, the Philippines, Iraq, and 
the northwest territory of Pakistan. A debate has also swirled around its composi-
tion and the shape of its network with views oscillating between those who argue 
that it is centrally led and trained by a cadre focused on Pakistan and Afghanistan 
to those who argue that it is a loosely knit world - wide network that conducts its 
activities in different regions in an autonomous fashion, looking for inspiration only 
to its charismatic leader, Osama bin Laden. 56  Although Al Qaeda has undergone 
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many transformations, if one accepts the fi rst view stated above, there are generally 
three levels to its social structure: a trusted inner circle (many with blood ties to 
Bin Laden), the  “ soldiers ”  who carry out the missions; and a wide range of sup-
porters/sympathizers who aid the movement fi nancially, logistically by providing a 
room or recommending for a job or ideologically by transmitting its message 
through multimedia or word of mouth. Although bin Laden ’ s vocabulary is political 
and anti - colonial, his struggle is religious against  “ global unbelief. ”  57  In his  “ Letter 
to the Americans, ”  posted on the internet on October 14, 2002, Bin Laden raises 
and answers two questions,  “ Why are we fi ghting and opposing you? ”  and  “ What 
do we want from you? ”  and answers both. With respect to the latter question he 
demands that Americans accept Islam and stop both their oppression of other 
peoples and the debauchery within their own society. 58  Sayyid Qutb, perhaps the 
most infl uential fundamentalist writer of the twentieth century, enabled Al Qaeda 
as a militant movement justifying  takfi r  (excommunication) and killing of  “ defeatist 
ulema ”  (Muslim scholars) and Sunni Muslims who cooperated with the govern-
ment. Followers of Qutb in Iraq extended his militant message to Shi ’ a Muslims 
and Kurds because all were said to be unbelievers living a life of the  jahiliyya  (the 
time of ignorance before the prophecy of Muhammad) who repudiated their prayer 
and fasting by engaging in fornication, adultery, gambling, the drinking of alcohol, 
and the witnessing of pornography (in night - clubs). 59   

  RELIGION AND VIOLENCE 

 What are the links between religion and violence and more specifi cally between 
fundamentalism and terrorism? By terrorism I mean public acts of destruction com-
mitted without a clear - cut military objective, usually against civilians, that arouse 
an overpowering sense of fear. 60  Although writers on the subject seldom do so, it 
is necessary to distinguish between different types of terrorism (state, criminal, 
religious, political, and pathological) if only because of their quite different motiva-
tions and implications. 61  Are fundamentalists violent people? I know of no reliable 
statistical study on this subject. My own judgment based on reading about various 
fundamentalist movements over a period of twenty - fi ve years is that only a tiny 
minority of fundamentalists resort to violence, not to speak of terrorism. Funda-
mentalists pursue strategies of fl ight, radical separation, spatial separation, and 
institutional separation  –  none of which are violent  –  as well as confrontation. The 
great majority of confrontational acts are nonviolent: contesting elections, staging 
demonstrations, boycotting products, services and entertainments, propagandizing 
over radio and television, acting as pressure groups, and pursuing legal action in 
the courts. The great majority of fundamentalists are law - abiding people, like the 
general population of all nations. 62  

 What is the justifi cation for violence within the Islamic tradition, a tradition 
about which misinformation abounds. 63  To simplify a complex set of opinions over 
a long historical period, the justifi cation for using violence by Muslim scholars has 
a minority and a majority tradition. For most Muslim scholars  jihad  is not holy 
war, but rather struggle, striving, perservering towards a fi xed goal, fi ghting to 
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defend ones ’ s life or against an oppressive ruler, or against the evil in onself, e.g. 
miserliness and jealousy. 

 However, the minority scholarly tradition regards  jihad  as  “ the neglected duty. ”  
This is the title of an essay written by Abd al - Salam Faraj (doubtless inspired by 
Sayyid Qutb), the spokesman of Islamic Jihad, the movement responsible for assas-
sinating Anwar Sadat, the president of Egypt, in 1981. 64  In this tradition the estab-
lishment of an Islamic state is necessary for the establishment of an Islamic society 
and the living of a Muslim life. Three criteria indicate the disappearance of an 
Islamic society: when Muslims become ruled by non - Muslim laws; when unbelief 
prevails in society; and when Muslims recite the profession of faith, pray and fast 
but undermine their worship by drinking alcohol, gambling, immodest dress, and 
indulging in fornication and adultery. According to this tradition, the Islamic state 
cannot be established by education and prosyletization because the evil state con-
trols mass communication and because good people are usually a minority. These 
scholars justify holy war with Qur ’ anic proof - texts such as  “ Fight them (unbeliev-
ers) until there is no dissension and the religion is entirely God ’ s ”  (Qur ’ an 7:39) 
and  “ Fighting is prescribed for you, though it is distasteful to you. Possibly you 
dislike a thing, though it is good for you and possibly you may love a thing though 
it is bad for you ”  (Qur ’ an 2: 216). 

 The majority scholarly interpretation of the religious justifi ction for violence is 
quite different. Followers of this view cite the Qur ’ anic verse,  “ Let there be no 
compulsion in religion ”  (2:256). And they cite the practice of the Prophet, Muham-
mad, based on the biography of the Prophet written within one hundred years of 
his death by Ibn Ishaq. 65  During the fi rst thirteen years of his prophecy Muhammad 
was neither a militant nor a political advisor. When his followers were oppressed 
he recommended fl ight, fi rst to Ethiopia and later (622  ce ) to the oasis of Medina, 
200 miles to the north. He was called by the people of Medina to be neither a 
prophet nor a ruler, but rather an arbitrator ( hakam ) between competing tribes, a 
role for which he had been known in Mecca. Between 622 and 629 he waged a war 
of attrition against the Meccans involving raids with few casualties. In 629 Muham-
mad appeared before the gates of Mecca with a large army that could easily have 
taken the city. 66  The Meccans told him they would not allow him to enter the city, 
but if he came back the following year they would allow him peaceful entry. The 
Prophet led his army back to Medina, and the following year he returned, entering 
the city peacefully and performing the fi rst Muslim pilgrimage at the Kaaba. 

 Several signifi cant facts about these events should be noted for our discussion of 
the connection between religion and violence in the Islamic tradition. First, Muham-
mad did not destroy the Kaaba, the previous center of polytheistic tribal worship 
which he had denounced. Rather, he emptied it of its idols and made it the center 
of Muslim pilgrimage, the Hajj. Second, he did not allow his army to take revenge 
against the Meccan leaders who had derided his message, hounded him, and 
oppressed his followers. Rather, he declared a general amnesty for the Meccan 
population including those who led the opposition against him. And third, although 
Muhammad ’ s entrance into Mecca in 629 was recorded as  “ the conquest of Mecca, ”  
it was achieved by negotiation and compromise and not force of arms. This culmi-
nating event of Muhammad ’ s political career marks him as a man of peace, recon-
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ciliation, and compassion rather than a militant seeking revenge. The majority view, 
then, is that jihad is just war and striving to do good deeds in the familial (e.g., 
serving one ’ s parents), political (e.g., opposing oppressive rulers), and religious 
spheres (e.g., performing pilgrimage) and not holy war against unbelievers. 

 What can we say, then, about the strength of fundamentalism as a socioreligious 
movement after 9/11? Fundamentalism remains a powerful transnational move-
ment, though not the dominant force, demographically, in hardly any nation - state 
in the world today. 67  It remains a powerful force because change and uncertainty 
have become even more rapid and intense, and the secular state still holds powerful 
sway in most of the world. 68   
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military events.  “ The long - standing custom has been to offer a non - sectarian prayer, for 
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division among the military. Evangelical groups argued that  “ refusing (evangelical) 
chaplains the chance to pray in Jesus ’  name infringes on their religious liberty ”  ( The 
New York Times , 9/19/06). The evangelicals were not able to prevail. The Republican 
Party ’ s recent (August 2008) nomination of governor Sarah Palin of Alaska to be its 
candidate for vice - president of the United States dramatizes the continued relevance of 
a fundamentalist perspective at the highest political levels in the United States. Uncer-
tainty and change mark her personal life (a Downs - syndrome infant and a pregnant, 
unmarried teenage daughter) as well as her political life (Alaska is undergoing a huge 
economic boom accompanied by gross governmental and corporate corruption). The 
ideology of fundamentalism provides governor Palin a moral compass to lead her 
through diffi cult times. Addressing the Assembly of God church in her home town of 
Wasilla, Alaska,  “ the governor encouraged a group of young church leaders to pray that 
 ‘ God ’ s will ’  be done in bringing about the construction of a big pipeline in the state ’ . ”  
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Religion, Media, and Globalization  

  Jeremy   Stolow       

     Who today can ignore the dramatic ways religion has acquired new prominence in 
public life, and has done so on a global scale? Islamic outreach movements,  jihadi  
websites, Pentecostal prayer rallies, international blockbuster movies like Mel 
Gibson ’ s  The Passion of the Christ , Roman Catholic World Youth Days, advertis-
ing campaigns on city buses promoting atheism, and New Age meditation retreats 
 –  these are only some examples of the religious dimensions of globalization, and 
global dimensions of religion, that seem to sweep millions of people into action, 
binding them together as petitioners and faithful followers, but also as audiences, 
target groups, clients, bystanders, or even enemies. Such globally resonant forces 
certainly have come to occupy greater attention among academics, journalists, and 
policy makers. It is far from clear, however, what we can and should safely assume 
about such phenomena, and more generally, about the place of religion in the con-
temporary world order. For one thing, diagnoses couched in the language of  “ reli-
gious revival, ”   “ the return to religion, ”  or the  “ clash of civilizations ”  obscure more 
than they reveal since, as this chapter aims to show, they rarely take seriously 
enough the role of media. Simply put, the technologies, institutional arrangements, 
circulatory systems, and shifting modalities of reception that together make up 
 “ media ”  are indelibly present in any account of the growing visibility or the new 
political salience of religious symbols, practices, and identities on the contemporary 
world stage. More than just instruments used by religious, non - religious, or even 
anti - religious actors, media constitute an environment that makes it possible for 
religion to sustain a presence in both public and private life. It is within and through 
mediated environments that so - called religious folk increasingly carry out their busi-
ness of seeking knowledge, performing rituals, proclaiming faith, proselytizing to 
others, embarking on moral campaigns, or engaging in holy wars. To the extent 
that these circuits mediated communication extend more than ever before across 
the entire world, reaching the most remote hinterlands and penetrating into the 
most intimate parts of everyday life, there is no way to talk about religion and 
globalization without at least implicitly invoking the  “ middle term ”  of media. In 
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the following pages, I will try to make good on this claim, with reference to some 
illustrative examples, and on these terms to highlight an agenda for further research 
among sociologists of religion.  

  RELIGIOUS? GLOBAL? MEDIATED? 
SOME PROBLEMS OF TERMINOLOGY 

 When talking about religion, media, and globalization, it is important to guard 
against the nominalist error of assuming that each of these three things can somehow 
be separated from, or combined with the others, as fully distinguishable variables 
used to measure possible patterns of growth, decline, concentration, dispersal, or 
other types of change. Let us start with the term  “ religion. ”  It is admittedly diffi cult 
to avoid the methodological convenience of allowing this word to refer to a realm 
of action, power, and knowledge that is distinct from many other arenas and dimen-
sions of social life, such as science, politics, or economic exchange, to name a few. 
But this is no license for sociologists of religion to reify the religious fi eld, for 
instance, as something that  “ comes before ”  globalization, or that stands  “ outside ”  
media. Such a danger is particularly acute in cases where the word  “ religion ”  is 
assumed to refer to matters of individual belief, or even to the institutional organi-
zation of groups of people united by shared beliefs, since the very notions  “ belief ”  
and  “ faith ”  are embedded in a larger set of narratives that originate in a particular 
 –  not a universal  –  cultural, historical, and geopolitical context. As demonstrated 
by a growing body of scholarship, the academic study of comparative religions, 
framed by Orientalist scholarly canons of philology and archaeology, cannot be 
disentangled from its roots in the history of the Christian Inquisition and in the 
work of missionaries, and related legacies of competition and exchange between 
Christian and non - Christian representatives both within and beyond the borders of 
Europe, including the Church ’ s encounter with witches, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, 
Buddhists, and the many varieties of so - called  “ primitive ”  religion, found through-
out the world (see, e.g., Chidester  1996 ; Masuzawa  2005 ; van der Veer  1996 ). It 
was out of this dialogic arena that universal defi nitions of religion emerged: the idea 
that in every society there existed a phenomenon called  “ religion, ”  the essential 
features of which could then be compared in terms of localized forms of belief, 
practice, and institutional organization. Such efforts at constructing equivalencies 
had as their consequence that things hitherto possessing no referent in their native 
idiom could now be understood within the classifi catory system of comparative 
religions. 

 This is not the place to review the ways such comparisons have accorded privilege 
to Christianity as a normative principle, and in particular have advanced a defi nition 
of religion on the model of post - Reformation Protestant ideals of voluntary associa-
tion and private belief. At their worst, such comparative gestures have done little 
more than confer legitimacy on what Jacques Derrida  (2002) , in a related context, 
provocatively named the power of  mondialatinisation  [globalatinization]: the meta-
physical and political promotion of ostensibly universal (but in practice unavoidably 
particularist and territorializing) ways of seeing and knowing the world, inscribed 
by the discourses of Roman imperialism and Christian brotherhood. In this sense, 
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the history of comparative religions can be tied to the historical constitution of the 
West as  “ father ”  of the family of nations, and self - appointed guardian of  “ the civi-
lized world. ”  For the purposes of this discussion, suffi ce it to say that it is not tenable 
(not even for the most well - intentioned comparativist) to render commensurable the 
disparate forms of knowledge, practice, performance, and discourse, ways of orga-
nizing space and time, structures of authority, and patterns of economic and sym-
bolic exchange, as they are found in different places around the world, and to 
succeed in making all these things fi t into a single framework called  religion . 

 But even if we presuppose  –  just for heuristic purposes  –  the existence of com-
munities, institutions, and movements that can safely be called  “ religious, ”  we have 
further defi nitional problems associated with the pronounced  public visibility  of 
 “ religious things ”  on the contemporary world stage. Any attempt to divide the 
universe into religious and non - religious spheres brings one into contact with the 
highly charged language of  “ the secular, ”  and students of the sociology of religion 
are well served to bear in mind the discipline ’ s own history of confusing and uncon-
vincing claims about  “ secularization, ”  and the uses of that term as a master narra-
tive, an interpretive lens, and a normative ideal against which one is supposedly 
able to measure forms of religious publicity, their visibility, and their political rel-
evance in the modern world. Indeed, theories of secularization have  –  often silently 
 –  worked to organize the dominant historical narratives about the rise of modern 
nationalism, and its institutions, governmentalities, disciplinary techniques, political 
subjectivities and resources for imagining community. So, for instance, the West-
phalian cartography of a world divided into autarchic nation - states depends upon 
an image of the public life of the nation marked by the retreat of  “ traditional ”  (read: 
religiously inscribed) forms of power and authority, and with this, a decline in belief, 
a slackening of faith, and a generalized devolution of the sacred into the private 
sphere of personal choice. Implicit assumptions about secularization can readily be 
found in national historiographies, as well as in the prescriptions of modernization 
theorists, and others who seek to align different societies along a single, teleological 
trajectory leading to a future, secular world. These are the terms on which social 
formations identifi ed with  “ religious ”  modes of thought and practice continue to 
be located on the far side of modernity, not least so - called fundamentalist, or other 
putatively illiberal religious movements that have emerged in recent decades. 1  

 The dominant narratives of nation - state formation continue to operate within 
this frame of secularization by focusing on the penetration of the modern state ’ s 
instrumentalities and disciplinary powers into local spaces of everyday life, and the 
production of  “ national civil subjects ”  through such institutional mechanisms as 
schools, factories, prisons, hospitals, transportation systems and mass media. What 
is too often left unsaid, however, is that many of these disciplinary powers are 
themselves derivations of religious forms of communication and conduct, and that 
religion thereby provides a key condition of possibility of the nation - state. Readers 
of Max Weber ’ s studies of the Protestant Ethic will fi nd this argument familiar, 
since Weber famously proposed that modern subjectivity is rooted in the forms of 
asceticism associated with Puritan ideas of inner loneliness, predestination and 
rational labor (Weber  1958 ). One might expand this argument by suggesting that 
a  “ religious interior ”  colors the entire spectrum of discourse and practice through 
which modern institutions imagine and conduct themselves. Nationalist myths of 
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birth and awakening, of destiny and sacrifi ce, the cult worship of the  “ glorious 
dead, ”  or the specter of enemies or hard times, are all parasitic upon religious nar-
ratives of creation and salvation, and theodicies of the problem of evil. By the same 
token, the history of moral missions to organize the health, wealth and welfare of 
both citizens at home and colonial subjects abroad cannot be recounted without 
acknowledging how such efforts secured legitimacy through the mobilization of 
sacred vocabularies, such as in America ’ s proclamation of its  “ manifest destiny, ”  
or the British Empire ’ s  “ special burden, ”  which was just as much the burden of the 
Christian as that of the white man (Hutchison and Lehmann  1994 ; Hastings  1997 ; 
van der Veer and Lehmann  1999 ; Smith  2000 ). Even more fundamentally, it has 
been argued, modern conditions of sovereignty, of biopolitical power, or the tran-
scendental force of law  –  so central to the self - defi nition of modern political institu-
tions  –  rest upon much older, mystical foundations of fate, and assumptions about 
the expiatory character of divine violence (Benjamin  1978 ; Agamben  1998 ). 

 In sum, it is at best specious, and at worst politically dangerous, to try to enforce 
a distinction between, on the one hand, things that are ostensibly  “ religious ”  in 
nature, and on the other, the range of  “ properly political ”  activities and concerns 
that are presumed to fall within the remit of territorial nation - states, and their 
putatively secular institutions of governance, in the realms of policing, education, 
diplomacy, or the provision of health and welfare. This division not only understates 
the sacred foundations of modern nationalism and state authority (as political 
theologians have long insisted), it also distorts our vision of the most recent period 
of global religious restructuring. By treating signs of religious activity as local evi-
dence of a world - wide pattern of religious revival or the  “ return ”  to religion, one 
risks producing what, following Arjun Appadurai ( 1996 : 141), we might call  “ germ 
theories ”  of social life, according to which illiberal, implacable, or even violence -
 prone populations, in this case marked by their religious commitments, are regarded 
as an invading force, sapping the life - blood of its national host, and upsetting the 
procedures and norms of the modern national imaginary, including the ideals of 
deliberative democracy, liberty of the person, or freedom of speech (an issue to 
which I shall return below). In all these ways, religion is confi rmed as a return of 
the repressed, or to make use of J ü rgen Habermas ’ s famous term, as the sign of a 
 “ refeudalization ”  of modern public spheres (Habermas  1989 : 142ff.). 

 Such descriptions are particularly unhelpful for any serious study of contempo-
rary forms and modalities of religious discourse, conduct and imagined community 
in relation to globalizing forces and trends. For one thing, as even a casual observer 
can note, patterns of adherence to religious community have existed on a transna-
tional scale for centuries. Religious communities might even be thought of as pro-
totypical forms of what we often refer to today as  “ global society. ”  Religious 
organizations have indeed provided the infrastructure for some of the oldest forms 
of association connecting distant local cultures, as suggested by the long histories 
of Christian missionary societies, Muslim Sufi  brotherhoods, and Buddhist monastic 
orders, and their movements across vast territories, following along trade routes or 
in the footsteps of conquering armies, establishing footholds in new lands as provid-
ers of healthcare, welfare and education, and drawing new populations into their 
orbit through religious conversion. More generally stated, religious communities 
have seen world empires and kingdoms come and go; some of them have been 
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around much longer than most nations; and there is no reason to assume that they 
will not outlive the current world order defi ned by the distribution of sovereign 
states and the family of nations. In this sense, the religious fi eld constitutes a 
map of the world superimposed upon, but never reducible to the geography 
of nation - states, dividing the globe according to its own frontiers  –  such as the 
world of Christendom or the Islamic world  –  and with its own capital cities, such 
as Jerusalem, Vatican City, Wittenberg, Mecca, Najaf, Varanasi, Amritsar, Lhasa, 
or Ile - Ife. 

 All the same, it is undeniable that this religious fi eld has undergone a dramatic 
restructuring over the course of the past one hundred and fi fty years  –  a process 
that has gained considerable momentum since the late 1970s. However hesitant to 
defi ne  “ religion, ”  and however much it fi nds itself entangled in the prejudicial lan-
guage of secularism, the sociology of religion nevertheless requires an analytical 
framework that can account for these recent changes. Throughout the world, schol-
ars have noted signifi cant patterns of reorganization of the institutional structures 
and cultural frameworks of religious life, transfi gured by the global profusion of 
new techniques for self - cultivation increasingly being conducted outside the  “ cus-
tomary ”  institutional sites of religious practice, and beyond the reach of  “ tradi-
tional ”  religious authorities. This has brought to the fore new questions about 
religion and the self, and the relation of religious subjectivity to matters of bodily 
health, security, pleasure, or mastery of the senses. We would be na ï ve to suppose 
that this expansion of the religious fi eld has nothing to do with the proliferation of 
recent confl icts carried out  “ in the name of religion, ”  from the intimate micro -
 politics of religious prescriptions for personal conduct (such as dress codes), to the 
globally resonant activities of crusading states, holy warriors, and other interna-
tional agents. 

 Of signal importance, I suggest, is the growing, and increasingly globalized  public 
visibility  of religious actors, religious actions, and religious modes of discourse. This 
expanding visibility is centrally, deeply, and inextricably tied to the range of tech-
nological, symbolic and economic shifts that have given rise to the modern global 
media landscape. Over the course of the past century, and especially since the 1970s, 
new institutions and technologies of communication have radically altered the 
global mediascape, engendering new possibilities for both long - distance and ever -
 more intimate forms of talk, travel, broadcast, narrowcast, surveillance, visualiza-
tion, and archivization, in all these ways radically altering the spatio - temporal 
contexts of social life, of knowledge and practice, and of cultural identity and dif-
ference (see, e.g., Castells  2000 – 2004 ; Thompson  2005 ). It should therefore hardly 
surprise us that this geography of economic fl ows, symbolic exchanges and techno-
logical materialities has also radically altered the terms of  religious  identity, thought, 
and practice, and has been doing so on a world - wide scale. 

 Of course, links between religion and mediated communication are very old. In 
most religious traditions, the business of preaching, evangelizing, interpreting sacred 
meanings, pronouncing judgments, exorcizing malignant spirits, or expelling here-
tics has crucially depended on the historically available technologies and methods 
for fi xing, reproducing and circulating words, images, and sounds. Religious institu-
tions and communities have rarely if ever limited their activities to face - to - face 
modes of communication. In the Abrahamic faiths (Judaism, Christianity, and 
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Islam), for instance, it seems impossible to distinguish the origins of religious com-
munity from the evolving material conditions of production of written texts, includ-
ing such things as techniques for inscribing on stone, clay, or leather, or the training 
of scribes, librarians, recitational experts, and other handlers of textual matter. In 
these and other traditions, we can also recall long histories of religious performance 
that have always depended upon a material culture of statues, masks, costumes, 
regalia, temple architecture, animal parts, and other  “ media ”  of religious commu-
nication. We might go so far as to suggest that, like a Kantian  noumenon , one might 
be able to think of, but one can never perceive anything that could be called a 
 “ non - mediated ”  form of religious community, or a  “ pre - mediated ”  mode of fash-
ioning religious selves, since it is only in and through its mediation that religion is 
made phenomenologically available. 2  

 Nevertheless, we should not assume any simple continuities in the historical rela-
tions between media, religious institutions, communities of conviction, or modes of 
religious action. In our contemporary moment, perhaps more than ever before, it 
appears that mediated performances and media products precede, and thereby pre-
determine, all varieties of religious experience. Through a dizzying array of genres, 
aesthetic forms, technologies, and performative repertoires  –  such as instruction 
manuals, pop - psychology books, Internet blogs, comic books, rap music, bumper 
stickers, audio - cassettes, video games, or televized and cinematic versions of reli-
gious epics and mythologicals  –  media have extended the religious fi eld beyond what 
Dani è le Hervieux - L é ger ( 2000 : 132 – 7) calls  “ the civilization of the parish, ”  that is 
to say, the geographical confi nes of routine institutional participation and face - to -
 face interaction, and the localized boundaries of ritual time. Ever - accelerating pro-
cesses of mediatization have led to an ever - greater blurring of the distinctions 
between, say, pilgrimage and tourism, between religious ritual and news event, 
between religious festival and entertainment, or between the powers attributed to 
icons, artistic, and scientifi c images (and thereby, the organization of visualizing 
practices within the institutional spaces of temples, museums, and laboratories). In 
all these ways, the  “ place ”  of religion in contemporary life has undergone a signifi -
cant shift. This shift is registered, not only at the level of practice among actually 
existing institutions and communities of faith, but also at the level of broader, cul-
tural constructions infused by religious imagery and fi gures of discourse, including 
notions of transnational belonging and multicultural citizenship, tolerance and 
intolerance, hospitality and war, or faith and credit, to say nothing of the  “ religious ”  
experiences associated with the fi nitude of the human body, and the uncanny, 
magical, and even sacred powers attributed to the advanced technologies and sci-
entifi c projects that are reshaping our life - worlds, from nuclear energy to genetically 
modifi ed foods, stem cell research, organ donation, or digital archives. In short, 
there is no way to make sense of current repositioning of the religious fi eld without 
a detailed appreciation of the evolving media systems that underpin religious public-
ity, daily practice, and imagination, both historically and in the present. 

 The terms religion, media, and globalization thus point to an extraordinarily 
fecund fi eld of research, at the very same time that they carry with them a deeply 
problematic and oftentimes confusing conceptual baggage. Given the impossibility 
of arriving at an Archimedean point from which to survey the range of objects, 
processes, and relationships that emanate from this conjunction, in the remainder 
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of this chapter I shall offer a brief, synthetic account of some selected, but hopefully 
instructive, case studies, and thereby point toward future paths of inquiry for soci-
ologists of religion.  

  THE CASE OF RELIGIOUS PRINT 

 One of the most familiar cases of religious mediation comes, not from our own 
times, but from the crucible of European modernity, the Protestant Reformation, 
and its felicitous relationship with the advent of print. There is insuffi cient space 
here to try recount the long and complex history (and considerable debate) sur-
rounding Gutenberg ’ s press and the legacy of the European print revolution of the 
fi fteenth and sixteenth centuries, if indeed it is reasonable to invoke the term revo-
lution in this context. But it is nonetheless impossible to ignore the pioneering efforts 
of early modern European religious intellectuals to avail themselves of the new 
medium, most famously in the case of Martin Luther, Bible translator, pamphleteer, 
and foremost architect of the Protestant Reformation. 3  Whether for good or ill, 
agents of religious mediation who followed in Luther ’ s steps were decisively infl u-
enced by the relationships they began to forge with printer ’ s shops, book markets, 
and with the very materiality of the print medium, absorbing its logics of standard-
ization, circulation, and public address. Through the circulation of printed works, 
a distinct new arena of possibility was opened up for religious agents to debate 
opponents, win followers, or consecrate their own legitimacy and authority by 
claiming to speak in the name of the masses. Thanks to the printing press, Elizabeth 
Eisenstein has argued,  “ the social penetration of literacy, which was linked with 
Bible - reading, changed the character of group identity  …  Religious affi liation thus 
entered into diverse forms of social agitation and mobility, political cleavage and 
cohesion ”  (1979: 422). 4  

 The uptake of print as a communications medium thus had deep, dramatic, and 
seemingly irreversible repercussions for the social organization of peoples along 
 “ religious ”  lines. In the case of early modern Europe, print helped to link individuals 
together into new  “ commonwealths of learning, ”  while at the same time facilitating 
a Balkanization of the established sodalities of religious community that made up 
Western Christendom. The spread of Bibles translated into vernacular languages, 
for instance, fragmented a cosmopolitan elite of religious literati, defi ned by its 
shared familiarity with sacred manuscripts written in Latin or Greek. In these and 
other ways, new forms of sociability emerged within and through the circulation of 
print commodities, mounting a signifi cant challenge for the established hierocratic 
bureaucracies, and undermining their longstanding, monopolistic claims over the 
production, authorized interpretations, and the teaching of written texts. This is 
perhaps nowhere more poignantly exemplifi ed than in the history of Roman Church ’ s 
increasingly desperate attempts to control the spread of printed books. The  Index 
Librorum Prohibitorum , initially promulgated in 1559, required incessant revision 
in the face of lax local authorities, dauntless underground publishers and smugglers, 
and a seemingly inexorable growth in the European appetite for new books (Febvre 
and Martin  1976 : 244 – 7; Burke  2000 : 141 – 5). But if, in the eyes of the sixteenth -
 century Roman Church, print seemed at best a risky medium on account of the 
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unruly conduct of readers, Protestants tended to see instead a providential oppor-
tunity for expanded reach, to which they responded through the translation and 
dissemination of Bibles, code books, tracts, pamphlets, and other religious writings. 
Evangelist publishing campaigns were thus founded on an assumption that  “ the 
capacity of like - minded men to cite the same chapter and verse and to govern their 
daily lives accordingly, hinged on their access to identical copies of whole Bibles, 
and hence on the output of sizeable standard editions ”  (Eisenstein  1979 : 364). The 
work of creating and distributing vernacular Bibles were was crucially tied to a 
broader effort to secure the assent of new communities of  “ solitary readers who 
[would receive] silent guidance from repeatedly re - reading the same book on their 
own ”  (Eisenstein  1979 : 366). 

 However, efforts to place Bibles in the hands of  “ common ”  readers were fraught 
with problems of reliability and control. For the very technology that made it pos-
sible to spread God ’ s word so widely also imposed new constraints and entailed 
new forms of anxiety about its transmission. Circulating outside the authority of 
any form of religious hierocracy, and liable to fall into the hands of any interested 
party, sacred works translated and printed in vernacular tongues enjoyed at best a 
precarious claim to their own authenticity. This can be inferred from the intense 
efforts on the part of Protestant authors and publishers to secure for their readers 
the  “ original ”  and  “ true ”  meaning of Christian scripture.  “ It is surely one of the 
ironies of Western civilization, ”  Eisenstein summarizes,  “ that Bible studies aimed 
at penetrating the Gothic darkness in order to recover pure Christian truth  –  aimed, 
that is, at removing glosses and commentaries in order to lay bare the pure  “ plain ”  
text  –  ended by interposing an impenetrable thicket of recondite annotation between 
Bible - reader and Holy Book ”  ( 1979 : 700). 

 As suggested by this (admittedly rushed and certainly only partial) account, the 
printed word quickly came to constitute a strategically decisive arena in which 
religious community could be imagined and religious authority could be re - engi-
neered. For Christians, Jews, Muslims, and other religious communities, the creation 
of print markets entailed new circulations of knowledge and power aligned with 
the emerging conditions and performative imperatives to  “ reach the people ”  through 
the technological reproduction of identical texts, and through the distribution of 
print matter within an impersonal public sphere. Print ’ s apparent capacity to 
educate, reform, control, or liberate  “ the masses ”  resonated among religious intel-
lectuals as well as their interlocutors, including lay readers, potential converts, and 
even heretics, whose increased access to texts provided them new opportunities to 
read against the grain of authorized interpretations. Thanks to rising literacy rates, 
a succession of technological revolutions, and the growing accessibility of dispersed 
populations, modern religious movements increasingly resembled one another in 
their common reliance upon the standards of popular success associated with the 
mass reproduction of printed texts, and with the print medium ’ s attendant protocols 
for  “ effective communication. ”  

 The social logic underlying this expanding universe of print - mediated religious 
publicity can be further illustrated with reference to the work of Christian mission-
ary societies, beginning in the late eighteenth century. British organizations such as 
the London Missionary Society (founded in 1795), the Religious Tract Society 
(1799) and the British and Foreign Bible Society (1804), and their US counterparts, 
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the American Bible Society (1816) and the American Tract Society (1825), were 
among the most innovative and energetic agents for the global spread of print. They 
viewed the printed word as a (if not  the ) key instrument in their efforts to save souls 
and stamp out heathen customs, wherever the rapidly expanding networks of roads, 
ships, and railways could take them, both  “ at home ”  and in far - fl ung corners of 
the earth, as evident from their unprecedented capacities to produce and distribute 
inexpensive, portable, and reliable reproductions of Bibles, catechisms, tracts, pam-
phlets, and other works of a religious nature. 5  In so doing, missionary societies 
found themselves at the vanguard of larger economic and social pressures to trans-
form the print industry, which up to that time was governed by an artisanal mode 
of production, organized around the labor of individual master printers, their 
trusted assistants, and their limited distribution networks of shopkeepers and col-
porteurs, who all tended to share an understanding of publishing as an activity of 
learned gentlemen engaged in the transference of symbolic property from authors 
to a select audience of readers. 6  Groups such as the American Bible Society have 
been credited for playing a key role in advancing the economic and institutional 
arrangements, and even the technological capacities for mass printing and mass 
distribution of the written word, through their pioneering experiments with new 
techniques to make inexpensive wood - pulp paper, steam power, cylinder presses, 
and eventually the development of cost - effective stereotypography, as well as their 
embrace of increasingly effi cient and reliable systems of inventory, accounting, 
marketing, and transportation of print commodities (Nord  2004 ; Wosh  1994 ). 
Through such work, missionary societies not only extended printed copies of sacred 
literature to new classes of readers, but also, at the same time, helped to reposition 
the markers for  “ appropriate reading, ”  as printed works increasingly moved beyond 
their  “ traditional ”  locations of schools or houses of prayer into the public spaces 
of factories, railway cars, ships, and town squares, and even onto the parlor book-
shelf, as a centerpiece of bourgeois domestic life. 7  Through their material presence 
in these diverse social scenes, print commodities could now embody the ideals of 
religious edifi cation as well as personal ownership and domestic display, refl ective 
of the forces that were redefi ning print - mediated publicity along the axis of an 
expanding consumer culture. These rapidly evolving modes of circulation allowed 
for new possibilities of translation, contact, and exchange, and thereby a recalibra-
tion of the lines that both divided and connected the private and the public, the 
local and the distant, or for that matter, the imperial metropolis and its colonial 
periphery. 

 Even a casual survey of the unabated expansion of religious publishing up to the 
present makes it hard to deny that subsequent media revolutions  –  such as those 
based on the recording of sounds and images, the use of electricity for broadcasting, 
or more fi nely grained processes for spatializing and disseminating information in 
and through computer platforms  –  have not at all obviated the interactions that 
fi rst began in the sixteenth century to forge imagined communities through the 
circulation of printed works, as Benedict Anderson has famously described in his 
account of  “ print capitalism ”  (Anderson  1991 : 37 – 46). On the contrary, industries 
and markets for printed works have not only survived the impact of electronic 
media, but have intensifi ed their productive capacities and expanded their reach. 
Nineteenth - century trends in the fi eld of religious publishing thus continue to be 
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felt in the present day, a period when the book market  –  and religious print in 
particular  –  has been experiencing a particularly dramatic growth. 8  Commensurate 
with the growing capacity of religious consumers to exercise demand for commodi-
ties that will meet their ideological and affective expectations and needs, the market 
for religious print has been injected with new vigor, as a growing number of presses 
 –  especially small - scale operations, and even desktop publishers  –  enter into the 
fray. These producers cater to increasing numbers of readers (as well as turning 
already established groups of readers into  “ return customers ” ), addressing evangeli-
cal Christians in the United States, Pentecostals in Brazil, Islamic pietists in Egypt, 
Pakistan, and Indonesia, Hindu nationalists in India, Jews living in the English -
 speaking diaspora, and many others who wish to deepen their understanding, 
reinforce their commitments, and ignite their imaginations through the consumption 
of religious print matter. Over the past half century, the United States alone has 
seen an exponential growth rate of Christian Bibles, recently estimated at over seven 
thousand different editions, the majority of which constitute an almost completely 
uncharted territory for the scholarly eye (Gutjahr  2001 : 338). And beyond such 
canonical works, markets catering to different faith groups have experienced a veri-
table explosion of publication of legal codices, hymnals, manuals and catechisms, 
as well as a vast array of  “ substitute products, ”  parasitic upon the genres of writing 
found in the mainstream market, including  “ religious ”  adventure novels, self - help 
literature, autobiographies, popular science, news reportage, or comic books. 

 Far from being a merely residual fi eld of cultural production, of only marginal 
signifi cance for sociological accounts of the contemporary world order, religious 
print evinces an ongoing and vital process of constituting and reconstituting reli-
gious publicity, illustrating new variations on longstanding themes that are proper 
to the  longue dur é e  of print, and its socioeconomic, symbolic and performative 
logics of  “ permanence through inscription ”  and  “ mass connectivity through circula-
tion. ”  But sad to say, studies of the history and contemporary situation of religious 
print remain in short supply. In part, this is because sociologists of religion, among 
others who might have things to say about the socio - economic conditions, the 
institutional organization, the action - networks, or the communicative environments 
of religious print culture, have largely ceded the study of this terrain to scholars 
concerned principally with the hermeneutics of textual exegesis, and only second-
arily with the social contexts of production, circulation, and reception of print 
commodities.  

  THE DANISH CARTOON IMBROGLIO 

 If the contemporary religious publishing industry has remained, for the most part, 
an unfamiliar and ill - considered topic for many social scientists today, nothing could 
stand in sharper contrast than the intense interest that has been given to the global 
circulation of religious images, as well as the eruption of dramatic controversies 
about images. Whether it be the appearance of religious leaders such as the Pope 
or the Dalai Lama in the international news, the circulation of images of vast crowds 
at major religious events, or the depiction of shocking acts of desecration of religious 
images, such as the singer Madonna ’ s  Confessions Tour  of 2006, or the Taliban ’ s 
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televized destruction of the Buddhist statues at Bamiyan, Afghanistan in 2001, it 
would seem impossible to account for the prominence of religious themes in the 
world today without trying to account for the specifi c ways this prominence is com-
municated in a visual register. 

 The example I want to focus on here will be familiar to many readers, since a 
great deal has already been written about the publication, and republication, of 
twelve cartoons containing satirical depictions of devout Muslims and of the Prophet 
Muhammad. These cartoons originally appeared on 30 September 2005, in the 
Danish newspaper, the  Jyllands - Posten , which had commissioned them as part of 
an article entitled  “ The Face of Muhammad. ”  The publication was intended as a 
commentary on what the editors of the paper perceived to be a dangerous trend 
toward self - censorship in the Danish press, based on a fear of including Muslims 
in the repertoire of objects of ridicule and mockery freely available to cartoonists 
and political satirists. The cartoons were subsequently reproduced either in part or 
in their entirety in at least 143 newspapers in 56 different countries, 9  and they also 
have appeared on dozens of websites, establishing the transnational, if not global, 
resonance of the imbroglio surrounding what have come to be known as the 
 “ Danish cartoons. ”  10  From their initial appearance to their international circulation, 
these images pitted champions of  “ free speech, ”  enshrined in the genre of the politi-
cal cartoon  –  and especially defenders of  “ freedom from religious authority ”   –  
against a range of audiences and actors for whom the images were insulting, 
injurious, and (for at least some) a violation of religious taboo. The confl ict culmi-
nated in a series of dramatic confl agrations staged on city streets and within the 
circuits of global media  –  ranging from violent riots, to campaigns to ban Danish 
consumer goods, to the bombing of embassies  –  in waves of activity that began in 
late 2005 and that have shown no signs of abating at the time of writing this text, 
in early 2009. 11  

 This globally resonant event has been explained in various ways, not least by 
noting how it builds upon a much longer history of interdependency, exchange, 
competition, conquest, and occupation that for centuries have linked a putatively 
Christian Europe with a putatively Muslim Middle East. Many have also noted how 
this case illustrates the ways patterns of migration, settlement, labor, inter - genera-
tional tension, racism, and social exclusion have defi ned the specifi c experiences of 
recent generations of Muslim - minority communities living in the West, and at the 
same time, how the local dynamics of intercultural relations between Danish 
Muslims and their neighbors get linked up with social movements located in far -
 away Muslim - majority countries, such as Pakistan, Iran, or Syria. So much was 
evident from the interventions of political and religious elites, who petitioned the 
Danish government to take  “ responsible action ”  against the  Jyllands - Posten , 12  or 
the pronouncements of scholars, populist leaders, and local politicians urging their 
own governments to impose diplomatic sanctions, as well as calling upon Muslims 
around the world to organize boycotts of Danish goods, and even, in a few dramatic 
cases, calling for the assassination of the cartoonists. Beyond the elite level, it was 
striking how, once they entered the public realm, the Danish cartoons were so 
readily integrated within existing patterns of political protest that have long defi ned 
the position of Islamic movements within larger geopolitical dynamics of local state 
authoritarianism, American military hegemony, and the gross inequities of the 
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international petrodollar economy. Violent marches outside Danish embassies in 
Damascus, Beirut, Tehran, Islamabad, and many other cities appeared to be 
directed, not only against offending parties in far - away Denmark, who were shield-
ing the cartoonists from the punishment it was claimed they deserved, but also 
against the corrupt, undemocratic, and only nominally Islamic government authori-
ties at home. 

 This is all familiar enough. I only wish to highlight two dimensions of this story 
which I consider to be particularly relevant for a broader study of religion, media, 
and globalization, and which, perhaps, have not received the attention they deserve. 
The fi rst has to do with the accelerating pace of telecommunications technologies 
and the forms of visibility they enable. Indeed, as I have already suggested, the 
Danish cartoon affair is relevant before anything else as a public spectacle, produced 
not simply by its principal actors, but also through the global circulation of printed 
and electronic texts, the reporting of rumors, and the cascading fl ow of images 
(including the images of protestors against images). Taken together, these circuits 
of perception and visibility invite us to rethink the politics of so - called  “ religious 
revival ”  in our current global moment. Among other things, they offer a vantage 
point for situating the most recent phases of cultural and political revolution often 
referred to as  “ the Islamic Awakening. ”  Through the lens of modern media, their 
capacity to construct detailed visual representations of the  umma  [the world com-
munity of Muslims], and to link distant local contexts through the circulation of 
such images, the Islamic Awakening cannot be reduced to simplistic accounts of 
reactionary, anti - modern refl ex. On the contrary, within this global mediascape, it 
is impossible to separate the so - called Islamic radicals, protesting on city streets 
from the systems of circulation that render such protests visible, and that enable 
the participation of a diverse and refracted global audience. Protestors who seek to 
challenge what they perceive as the inequities of a world system that marginalizes 
Islam, and Western journalists and public intellectuals who claim to act in defence 
of a liberal civil order under threat from religious fundamentalism, are both of a 
piece with the mediatic construction of the global as a unitary fi eld of visibility: a 
proscenium upon which political confl ict is choreographed, performed, and made 
available for global consumption. 

 My second observation is that the Danish cartoon affair also touches on the very 
question of visibility and its status in the borderlands dividing  “ religious ”  and 
 “ secular ”  systems of legitimacy in the modern world. It has often been stated that 
Muslims around the world have taken offense at the publication of the cartoons 
because they violate a fundamental prohibition within Islam against the visual rep-
resentation of the Prophet. There is much that could be said here about the specifi c 
religious texts upon which such claims have been founded, and the traditions of 
interpretation and accommodation with what in any event should be regarded as a 
much - exaggerated principle of Islamic aniconism [aversion of sacred images]. Tra-
ditional Islamic proscriptions against  shirk  [idolatry] were never automatically 
translated into prohibitions against pictorial art, as evident from the numerous 
instances, both historical and contemporary, of strategies to legitimate the repre-
sentation of the Prophet in Islamic art (such as through the depiction of his face as 
a featureless void emanating light). By the same token, we should exercise caution 
here in assuming that Muslims fi nd the Danish cartoons  “ blasphemous, ”  since it is 
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at best indiscriminate to try to substitute the term  blasphemy  for terms indigenous 
to Islamic discourse such as  kufr  [unbelief] or  ilhad  [heresy]. It would be more 
appropriate, perhaps, to note instead the ways that blasphemy continues to exist 
(however dimly recognized) as a legal norm within numerous Western societies. 
Indeed, despite their self - proclaimed secularism, several countries in Europe still 
retain blasphemy laws within their penal codes, including Denmark itself, as well 
as Germany, the UK, the Netherlands, Ireland, and Spain. Moreover, such laws  –  
even if only rarely exercised  –  are organized around the normativity of Christian 
dogma, and it is notable that no Muslim group living in the West has ever succeeded 
in provoking their enactment. 

 But lastly, we might also note how the so - called secular world also depends on 
its own system of forbidden images. Consider, for instance, the complex taboos 
surrounding images of the bodies of dead soldiers, of naked children, or of tortured 
bodies, as consecrated in the ethos of professional journalistic practice, and also 
enshrined in national, and even international laws (such as in the case of the Geneva 
Code ’ s proscription against the circulation of images of prisoners of war). In a 
similar vein, it might be useful to compare the moral outrage ascribed to Muslim 
opponents to the Danish cartoons to other instances of institutionalized violence 
with regard to offensive or forbidden images, as in the cases of the Netherlands, 
Spain, Switzerland, Poland, Thailand, and Brunei (to name a few) where laws of 
 l è se majest é   prohibit citizens from producing insulting images of their own heads 
of state. 13  A particularly apt case emerged in Spain in 2007, when two cartoonists 
were found guilty of  l è se majest é   for having depicted Crown Prince Felipe and his 
wife Letizia engaged in a sexual act, on the cover of their weekly satire magazine, 
 El Jueves   –  although, tellingly, unlike the Danish case, there was no subsequent rush 
among periodical publishers either inside or outside Spain to reprint the offending 
image. 14  

 As these and other cases might lead us to conclude, rather than assuming as self -
 evident that it is morally opprobrious to produce and display images such as those 
published by the  Jyllands - Posten   –  and that, by contrast, no reasonable person 
should take offense at a mere cartoon  –  we would be better served to refl ect on the 
power of images to excite, incite, inspire, or offend the sensibilities of both  “ reli-
gious ”  and  “ secular ”  constituencies, and thereby to inquire into the terms on which 
such divisions are enacted. One fruitful line of inquiry would be based on a study 
of the origins of the Western secular aversion of images of the humiliated and suf-
fering body. In this respect, it is important to recall how, in contrast with certain 
secular visual regimes, for many religious actors  –  one thinks here of the many 
spectacles in both the Roman Catholic as well as  shia  Muslim world in which fl agel-
lants engage in dramatic acts of self - mortifi cation  –  images of suffering bodies are 
not at all offensive, but on the contrary serve as legitimate objects of adoration and 
imitation. That kind of analysis suggests, perhaps, that the Danish cartoon imbro-
glio has not simply revolved around a contest between secular - liberal proponents 
of free speech and intolerant zealots determined to overturn such rights. Instead, 
we can begin to see this confl ict in terms of two divergent, and colliding, economies 
of visibility, each organized by distinct notions about what constitutes a forbidden 
image, and each resting on distinct ideas about the relationship of pain, truth, and 
their commensurability. 15   
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  CONCLUSION 

 The history of religious print and the contemporary politics of globally circulating 
religious images offer but two points of departure for a more wholesale re - assess-
ment of stock assumptions about the relationship between religion and media. Their 
study also bring questions about religion to bear on the theoretical assumptions of 
many media sociologists, communications historians, and others concerned with the 
impact of technologies, institutions, and practices of media on social life. It is hard 
to ignore, for instance, the obdurate and widespread persistence, both within and 
outside scholarly circles, of a characterization of communications technologies, 
beginning with the printing press and culminating in the twentieth and twenty - fi rst 
century spread of fi lm, television, and the World Wide Web, as key agents precipi-
tating the shift from societies ruled by  “ the divine right of kings ”  to the modern 
situation of societies governed by the promise of  “ power by and for the people. ”  
Of course, scholars from diverse perspectives have long interrogated these mythol-
ogies about collective deliberation and popular self - determination, enshrined in such 
liberal ideals as  “ freedom of the press ”  or  “ consumer sovereignty. ”  But as I hope 
I have managed to suggest in and through the examples discussed in this chapter, 
the sociology of religion has something distinctive and important to add to the 
conversation, to the extent that it is able to identify, in fi nely grained detail, the 
structural, dynamic, and lived tissues that connect religion, media, and globalization 
together as three dimensions of a single social fi eld. There is much that awaits our 
attention.  

  Notes 

     1     For more on this topic, see the chapter on  “ Secularism ”  in this volume. Some of the 
most analytically productive strands of discussion about  “ the secular ”  have been taking 
place outside the sociology of religion, see, inter alia, Asad  (2003) , Jakobsen and 
Pelligrini  (2008) , Mahmood  (2006) , Taylor  (2007) . See also the ongoing debates in  “ The 
Immanent Frame, ”  a blog developed by the Social Sciences Research Council (USA): 
 www.ssrc.org/blogs/immanent_frame/   

     2     Elsewhere (Stolow  2005 ) I have elaborated this claim in greater detail. Leading texts in 
current discussions about religion and media include de Vries and Weber  (2000) , Meyer 
and Moors  (2006) , Morgan  (2008) .  

     3     For a useful overview of the role of print in the Protestant Reformation, see Dickens 
 (1974) , Edwards  (1994) , Gilmont  (1998) , Scribner  (1981) .  

     4     Eisenstein ’ s account of the impact of the print on Early Modern Europe has been the 
subject of ongoing dispute, among other things for its putative technological 
determinism. See, for instance, the debate between Eisenstein and one of her most 
trenchant critics, Adrian Johns, in  The American Historical Review  107 (1), 2002: 
84 – 128.  

     5     On the global impact of nineteenth - century Christian missionary societies, see Comaroff 
and Comaroff  (1991) , van der Veer  (1996) , Ward  (1992) . On the global diffusion of 
Christian print, see Hofmeyer  (2003) , Howsam  (1991) , Sugirtharajah  (2001) , Wosh 
 (1994) . Some scholars have suggested that the diffusion of print technology and its social 
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logic of address not only facilitated the global spread of Christianity, but also led to the 
 “ Protestantization ”  of non - Christian religions. Gananath Obeyesekere  (1970)  has 
famously referred to the rise of a form of  “ Protestant Buddhism ”  in nineteenth - century 
Sri Lanka, in which Buddhist intellectuals responded to missionary work by indigenizing 
print technologies and their modes of knowledge - ordering and public - making.  

     6     For discussion of the economic organization of print publishing, and the relationships 
among authors, printers, and their publics in the English - speaking world, and in par-
ticular early (colonial) American history, see Amory and Hall  (2007) , Tebbel  (1987) . 
On the industrialization of print production in the nineteenth century, see Casper et al. 
 (2007) , Kaestle and Radway  (2009) .  

     7     See, inter alia, Altick  (1998) , Brown  (2004) , Gutjahr  (1999) , Ledger - Lomas  (2009) , 
Morgan  (1999) . More general treatments of the shifting locations of print matter and 
the practice of reading throughout this period include Casper et al.  (2007) , Kaestle and 
Radway  (2009) ; Vincent  (1993) .  

     8      “ Religious publishing ”  is of course a highly ambiguous and contested category, since 
no one can say with confi dence what precisely constitutes a  “ religious ”  as opposed to 
a  “ non - religious ”  book. For discussion of the defi nition of  “ religious ”  publishing, see 
Tebbel ( 1987 : 449 – 452). Cf. Garrett  (1999) , Gutjahr  (2001) , Riess  (2000a, 2000b) , 
Winston  (1999, 2003) . With this caveat in mind, it is instructive to review the data 
produced by organizations such as the Christian Booksellers Association, which 
suggest that by the mid - 1990s the Christian book industry in the US had developed into 
an industry worth over $2.5 billion per year, accounting for somewhere between 5% 
and 10% of the total US book market, depending on what is being counted (Kress  2000 ; 
Milliot  2001 ). This output  –  enormous by any reasonable standard of measurement  –  is 
abetted by the existence of a broad network of publishing houses, outreach 
organizations, church and para - church groups, retail sellers, and, it would also appear, 
a large population of consumers with disposable incomes. Comparable evidence 
exists with respect to various religious print industries outside the Christian world. For 
instance, on the role of publishers in contemporary transnational Jewish public spheres, 
see Stolow  (forthcoming) ; on the Islamic book market in Egypt, see Gonzalez - Quijano 
 (1998) .  

     9     As reported by Olesen ( 2007 : 302).  
  10     The Danish cartoon affair has already been analyzed from a range of perspectives. See, 

inter alia, Berkowitz and Eko  (2007) , Goldstone  (2007) , Keane  (2009) , W. Keane (forth-
coming), Olesen  (2007) , Saunders  (2008) .  

  11     For a time - line of protests around the world, up to June 2008 (the bombing of the Danish 
embassy in Pakistan), see:  www.mapreport.com/countries/cartoon_protest.html .  

  12     See, for instance, the Open Letter signed by 11 ambassadors from Muslim - majority 
states, sent to the Danish Prime Minister in October 2005:  http://gfx.tv2.dk/images/
Nyhederne/Pdf/side1.pdf  and  http://gfx.tv2.dk/images/Nyhederne/Pdf/side2.pdf .  

  13     For its part, Denmark sets forth in  § 115 of its penal code a provision that allows a judge 
to double the punishment for acts of libel (usually, four months imprisonment) in cases 
where the state ’ s regent is the target. Available at:  www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/
R0710.aspx?id=113401 .  

  14     For details, see:  http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7092866.stm.   
  15     This proposal rests on insights that have already been developed in recent discussions 

about the power of religious images and the politics of iconoclasm in religion, art, 
science, and other domains. See, inter alia, Flood  2002 , Latour and Weibel  2002 , Meyer 
 2008 , Morgan  1998 , Pinney  2004 , Rajagopal  2001 , Spyer  1998 .   
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Toward a Sociology of Religious 
Commodifi cation    

  Pattana   Kitiarsa       

   INTRODUCTION 

 The symbiotic interrelation between religious faiths/institutions and market economy 
has always loomed large in the sociology of human religious experience. In this 
chapter, I discuss the defi nition, scope, contents, and signifi cance of religious com-
modifi cation. My discussion deals particularly with how and why religious com-
modifi cation has become invisible and noticeable across major religious traditions. 
I use an ethnographic case study of the mega amulet cult of Chatukham - Rammathep 
in Thailand to supplement my interpretation of how religious commodifi cation has 
emerged as one of prominent aspects of private and public religious life. I propose 
that religious commodifi cation as a key sociological concept and a form of complex 
religio - cultural phenomena must be understood through its contextualized back-
grounds, processes, and implications. My stance is different from the view that 
modernization and commodifi cation have either degraded or damaged religions. 
Rather, I suggest that religious commodifi cation has produced some lively and open 
landscapes of interpretation across religious traditions and societies. To some extent, 
religious commodifi cation exists everywhere as it forms a crucial part of complicated 
human religious ventures. Indeed, the rise and fall of a faith is inseparable from its 
marketable qualities and entrepreneur leadership. My argument is that religious 
commodifi cation is a problematic, yet persistently growing fi eld of sociological 
investigation particularly in the studies of post - 9/11 public religion. The emergence 
of the sociology of religious commodifi cation at the turn of the twenty - fi rst century 
offers an alternative way and method for the sociology of religion to speak critically 
about complex tension and fragmentation of modern/postmodern social life. It also 
refl ects how an academic discipline deals with the global explosion of religious faiths 
and movements at both conceptual and phenomenal levels.  
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  TOWARD A SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS COMMODIFICATION 

 Religious commodifi cation is a rising conceptual and methodological orientation 
with strong potentiality to help dissect what Grace Davie ( 2007 : 1) calls  “ tension 
between global realities and sociological understanding. ”  The highly dynamic 
market economy and religion convergence is created through market mechanism, 
technological advancement, and global fl ows of people, capitals, and information, 
including religious symbols and institutions. On the supply side, religions reinvent 
themselves in order to compete for attention and affi liation from  “ consumers ”  in 
the  “ spiritual marketplace ”  (Roof  1999 ; see also Einstein  2007 ). In addition, reli-
gious commodifi cation entails multi - faceted processes involving an ever - increasing 
expansion of marketized religious faiths, pervasive fragmentation of social life, and 
proliferation of choices pertinent to  “ the modes of believing and the structure of 
sensibilities ”  (Ward  2006 : 179). In short, religious commodifi cation, while spurring 
production and consumption of marketized religious goods, has unveiled some 
widespread trends of refashioning pieties and inspiring prosperity. It strongly 
re - affi rms the  “ continuing signifi cance of religion in late modern society ”  (Dillon 
 2003 : 4). 

 Religious commodifi cation demands our attention and the sociology of religion 
signifi cantly responds to them. In their discussion of American consumption of 
religious and spiritual material goods, Park and Baker ( 2007 : 502) describe the 
considerable expansion of religious publications as  “ unnoticed by academics but 
not by mass audiences. ”  This observation may correctly indicate some key aspects 
in the overall picture of the studies of religious commodifi cation. However, with 
the presence of some major titles, like  God in Popular Culture  (Greeley  1988 ), 
 Selling God  (Moore  1994 ),  Spiritual Marketplace  (Roof  1999 ),  Jesus in Disneyland  
(Lyon  2000 ),  Commodifying Everything  (Strasser  2003 ),  Branded Nation  
(Twitchell  2004 ),  Investing in Miracles  (Wiegele  2005 ),  Brands of Faith  (Einstein 
 2007 ),  Shopping for God  (Twitchell  2007 ), and  Religious Commodifi cations in Asia  
(Kitiarsa  2008a ), it is diffi cult to ignore religious commodifi cation as a fi eld of 
sociological investigation. The commercial religious culture, religious consumption, 
marketized faith, and other forms of religious commodifi cation are proliferating.  

  DEFINING RELIGIOUS COMMODIFICATION 

 Out of many areas of the current sociology of religious experience, the phenomena 
of religious commodifi cation across major religious traditions have quietly but 
consistently attracted some scholarly attention. Mara Einstein ( 2007 : 12, 14) 
reminds us about some crucial principles of religious commodifi cation that market 
and religion are not at war against each other. Instead, religion adopts market logics. 
It has built its moral and spiritual empires based on market principle and model. 
Most modern evangelical religions always brand themselves as consuming packages 
with intent to conquest the world of religious marketplace. In other words, most 
religions aim at roaming and conquering the world. They take the world as their 
competing grounds. 
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 What I mean by religious commodifi cation is rather broad, inclusive, and complex 
historical and religio - cultural phenomena. The term itself implies sets of purposeful 
acts to convert religious symbols and institutions into marketable and consumable 
commodity despite the fact that profi t and other forms of material gains are often 
carefully packaged and subtly placed underneath. By religious commodifi cation, I 
mean an emerging multifaceted and multidimensional marketized process which 
turns a religious faith or tradition into consumable and marketable goods. It is an 
interactive and iterative relationship between religion and market, simultaneously 
involving both market force commodifying religion and religious institution taking 
part in marketplace and consuming culture. My defi nition concurs with Moore 
( 1994 : 5), who suggests that religious commodifi cation in the USA Protestant 
context is embedded in  “ the ways in which churches have grown by participation 
in the market, or more specifi cally how religious infl uences established themselves 
in the form of commercial culture. ”  Growing out of the historical juncture between 
market economy and a perennial ambition of mass expansion among leaders and 
communities of religious faiths, religious commodifi cation gives birth to diverse 
forms of market and media channeled devotion and piety. It entails the process 
of how a religion takes the form of commodity and marks  “ a shift [in pieties at 
both individual and collective levels] from obligation to consumption ”  (Davie 
 2007 : 144). 

 Elsewhere (Kitiarsa  2008b ), I discuss some useful defi nitions of  “ religious com-
modifi cation. ”  According to  The Oxford Dictionary of English   (1989) , it is defi ned 
as  “ the action of turning something into, or treating something as, a (mere) com-
modity; commercialization an activity, and so on, that is not by nature commercial ”  
(OED  1989 : 563). The English usage of  “ commodifi cation ”  began only in the 
1970s, even though the word  “ commodity ”  has existed since the fi fteenth century. 
The most crucial idea deriving from this defi nition is perhaps centered on the phrase 
that  “ commercialization an activity, and so on, that is not commercial by nature. ”  
In  Commodifying Everything: Relationships of the Market,  Strasser ( 2003 : 3) dis-
cusses this OED defi nition of commodifi cation and goes on to suggest that  “ there 
is something ordinary or commonplace about commodities. Things and activities 
 “ not by nature commercial ”  are special, and commodifying them  …  can get a 
culture into trouble. ”  Religion appears to fi t the bill. Commodifi cation or commer-
cialization has brought many religious traditions in trouble. It generates debates and 
creates tensions within religious communities and between religious authorities and 
the public. Indeed, the social life of any religion always encounters dilemma. By 
nature, religion stands and preaches against greed and vices rooted in desire, illusion 
and material madness. It perpetuates Durkheimian senses of moral community 
centered on the sacred binding and clothing people with  “ feeling, emotion, and 
compassion as foundations of moral action ”  (Turner  1991 : xiii). Religious faiths 
and activities are not supposed to be involved in the business of making money, let 
alone being run by people with modern market strategies or being treated as com-
modities. In reality, most religions are unfortunately unable to resist the market 
force and culture. They are treated as consumer goods in the marketplace. Religion -
 market connection has been ever expanding and intensifying. In short, I suggest 
some growing possibility that  “ religious commodifi cation helps redefi ne religions as 
market commodities as well as exchange in the spiritual marketplace. It further 
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expanded the transnational connections of religious organizational and market 
networks ”  (Kitiarsa  2008b : 6).  

  CONTEXTUALIZING THE STUDIES OF 
RELIGIOUS COMMODIFICATION 

 An entry point to understand the academic merit of religious commodifi cation is to 
take it as a complex historical and cultural process. In the words of Ward ( 2006 : 
184),  “ what we believe and the practices that produce, reinforce, and modify that 
believing are historically and culturally embedded. ”  Religious commodifi cation is 
by all means not an occurrence specifi cally meaningful to modern or postmodern 
religious conditions. As part of human religious experience, it has existed in both 
premodern and modern times. It has grown out of our socioeconomic life. It has 
become part of major events and ways of expressing our religiosity which have 
gradually structured and organized our religio - cultural world. Religious commodi-
fi cation is indeed a very old practice connoting the fact that religious leadership and 
community had to rely on socioeconomic power and other material support by 
engaging with or responding to religious demand of the mass. Religion cannot 
prosper without money and other strong material foundation. Although the birth 
and expansion of all faiths have involved certain forms and degrees of religious 
commodifi cation from the very beginning, the  “ growing worldliness of religion ”  
(Moore  1994 : 3) has been more evident and produced socioeconomic and cultural 
impacts in the past two centuries, particularly in Protestant America and almost 
everywhere in the world beyond Northern and Western Europe where public reli-
gious affi liation has drastically decline (Berger  1999 ; Berger et al.  2008 ; Twitchell 
 2007 ). 

 Acts of turning religious elements into commodities, marketing them, and con-
suming them are rather perennial. Ward ( 2006 : 185) suggests that religious com-
modication  “ is nothing new. Many of the great Medieval churches in Europe are 
built on the funds of the commodifi cation of religion in terms of endowing chantries 
to sing masses for souls following death. ”  He insists that  “ what is new is the 
technology that can facilitate a global systematization of this commodifi cation. Now 
all and any specifi c religious tradition  …  can be branded and sold worldview  –  
Christian angels, Jewish kabbalah, the Hindu arts erotica, Confucian meditations, 
Haitian voodoo dolls, Islamic tiles, celtic blessings ”  (p. 185). It is not exactly the 
point that the advancement of science and technology would emancipate human 
beings from primitive belief and practice as the Enlightenment once promised. In 
contrary, the market logic involving in the commodifi cation of religion and magic 
in our postmodern life reminds us that everything in the world is marketable with 
no exception to old or new religion or magic (Strasser  2003 ).  “ The belief in the 
operation of angels, demons, and the appearance of ghosts was a medieval com-
monplace, the object of enlightenment ridicule and is again fi nding support in 
certain contemporary sections of western society ”  (Ward  2006 : 183). Putting aside 
a recent debate on  “  Religious America, Secular Europe?  ”  (Berger et al.  2008 ), 
everywhere else on the globe, particularly in Asia and other Third World countries, 
Weber ’ s classic statement that  “ the world remained a great enchanted garden ”  
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(Weber  1963 : 270) is still very much valid and highly signifi cant. It is safe to say 
that propitiating and worshipping the sacred throughout the world are massively 
relevant to our contemporary social life. The explosion of large - scale religious com-
modifi cation can only validate such popular religious practices. It complicates the 
process of growing worldliness of religions. It establishes religions more fi rmly 
within the realm of commodity relationship. 

 There is no doubt that religious commodifi cation is part and parcel of modern-
ization. Religion has always interacted and interwoven itself with modernizing 
forces, especially the state and the market. Commodifi cation is the product of such 
a historical and cultural dialectical process. In her discussion of commodifi cation 
as market - driven human enterprise, Strasser ( 2003 : 3) argues that  “ there is no limits 
to the reach of the commodity relationship, and implicitly asking whether every-
thing, indeed, can be commodifi ed. ”  When a religion is commodifi ed through 
modern market institution, it shows the fact that religious community is ready to 
adjust itself to changes. Most religious traditions are capable of modernizing them-
selves. Bellah ( 1970 : 72) reminds us more than three decades ago that  “ it has been 
impossible for religion to remain entirely indifferent to modernization. ”  In South-
east Asian contexts, Alatas ( 1970 : 270) reiterates a similar fi nding from the same 
era that  “ in the case of the great world religions such as Islam, Christianity, and 
Buddhism  …  we may suggest that in some places they are neutral, in some places 
they encourage, but nowhere do they hinder modernization and economic develop-
ment. ”  This line of argument seems very much applicable to most religious tradi-
tions across the world at the turn of the twenty - fi rst century. 

 Market and the emergence of consumerism are two widely cited factors, giving 
birth to, nurturing and shaping the rise of religious commodifi cation. Market has 
become a major driving force in modern life and society. Weber  (1947)  reminds us 
long time ago that human beings were dominated by strong desires and efforts to 
make money. The market force, informed by certain religious ethos (i.e., the Prot-
estant ethics), has produced some overwhelming effects on humans ’  life far beyond 
material acquisition and consumption. When Weber visited the USA in the early 
twentieth century, he described religious affi liation among European immigrants in 
America as  “ impressively strong church - mindedness ”  (Weber  1947 : 303). Protes-
tant ethics ’  infl uence was deep and pervasive on the American ’ s life. He noted that 
 “ church affi liation in the USA brings with it incomparably higher fi nancial burdens, 
especially for the poor, than anywhere in Germany ”  (p. 302) and  “ the question of 
religious affi liation was almost always posed in social life and in business life which 
depended on permanent and credit relations ”  (p. 303). For him, the Americans ’  
economic success was a prime model of how the spirit of capitalism behind the 
powerful forces of Protestant ethics was developed and put to work. In other words, 
Protestant ethics ’  infl uence is one of fundamental aspects of the wide spread phe-
nomena of religious commodifi cation decades later. 

 Consumerism is another cornerstone of religious commodifi cation. The late John 
Paul II once asserts that  “ consumerism more or less did to Western Europe what 
communism did to the East. Communism functioned by reducing people to mere 
servants of production. Consumerism does the same only in reverse; it makes them 
servants of consumption. In both cases the human person is reduced to an object 
of material things  …  Thus they become enslaved in a lifestyle and a value system 
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injurious to and diminishing their true vocation as human beings ”  (Conway  2006 : 
143). Following a similar line of thought, Loy  (1997)  describes how the churches 
particularly in the US contexts have participated in religious marketplace and 
general infl uence of market forces over modern life as  “ near complete commodifi ca-
tion of the world. ”  He argues that the post - Communist world has enthroned market 
as the supreme force with strong spiritual metaphors and connotations.  “ The col-
lapse of communism makes it more apparent that the Market is becoming the fi rst 
truly world religion, binding all corner of the globe into a worldview and set of 
values whose religious role we overlook only because we insist on seeing them as 
 ‘ secular ’     ”  (Loy  1997 : 1). Perhaps, the fi ercest criticism of consumerism and global 
market infl uences over the church comes from the following statement delivered by 
Bishop Kenneth L. Carder of the United Methodist Church in Mississippi, USA, 
Carder ( 2001 : 1). He argued that  “ the myths, rituals, and methods of the consumer-
ist driven market have now invaded the church, been baptized by the church, ritual-
ized by the church until the message of the gospel is so fi ltered through the 
consumerism of the global market that the Gospel of Jesus Christ itself has become 
another commodity to be exchanged for self - fulfi llment, personal success, institu-
tional advancement, and now even national security. ”   

  FUNDAMENTALISM, DE - SECULARISM, AND PIETISM 

 I further locate my discussion of religious commodifi cation under three growing 
themes in the current sociological debates of human religious experiences, namely 
(1) global concerns over fundamentalism and militant religious movements, (2) some 
persisting criticisms over the secularization thesis, and (3) growing trends of priva-
tizing piety and religiosity. 

 First, the study of religious commodifi cation is often shadowed by the attention 
to religious fundamentalist and militant movements. As a global religio - cultural 
phenomenon, it seems to be uncharacteristically subsumed under the overwhelming 
public concerns of, and scholarly responses to, the emergence of global fundamental 
and militant religious movements. Dillon ( 2003 : 3) observes that  “ the terrorist 
events of Tuesday morning, September 11, 2001, and their aftermath renewed our 
awareness that religion matters in contemporary times. ”  The world since the 9/11 
terrorist attack has paid more attention to radical religious fundamentalism and 
terrorism than the intensive interplay between religion and market. Commercializing 
or commodifying religion is a nightmare for orthodox religious gatekeepers, whether 
they are individuals or institutions. It is often viewed as a threat to religious ortho-
doxy and establishment. Its mundane outlook and money - involved activity are 
taken as signs to degrade the aura of canonical sacredness and orthodox religious 
sensitivity. 

 The sociology of religion has strongly revived at the turn of the twenty - fi rst 
century. There is no greater stimulation to such a renewed scholarly interest than 
the global fundamentalist and terrorist threats and panic responses by policy makers 
and related authorities around the world. According to Jeff Haynes ( 1997 : 719), 
 “ religious fundamentalists, feeling that their way of life under threat, aim to reform 
society in accordance with religious tenets: to change the laws, morality, social 
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norms and, sometimes, the political confi gurations of the country. ”  If generations 
of scholars had devoted their attention to the multiple impacts of modernization 
(secularization and civic religion in 1950s and 1960s and to new social movements 
and religious constructions of gender in 1970s and 1980s), fundamentalism and 
religions in the contexts of globalization and transnationalization have emerged 
major themes for the sociological investigation in 1990s and 2000s. The 
following are series of major works focusing on such themes, for example,  Funda-
mentalism  (Bruce  2000 ),  Global Fundamentalism  (Lechner  1993 ),  Holy War: 
The Rise of Christian, Jewish, and Islamic Fundamentalism  (New  2002 ),  Holy 
Wars: The Rise of Islamic Fundamentalism  (Hiro  1989 ),  Jihad vs. McWorld  
(Barber  2003 ),  Religion and Globalization  (Beyer  1994 ), and  Religions in Global 
Society  (Beyer  2006 ), to name just a few. The sociology of religion as a site of 
knowledge production and a method of thinking about and understanding human 
religious experiences has become intellectually vibrant and politically relevant once 
again. 

 The post 9/11 world has produced some distinctive features of religio - political 
and economic landscapes. The sociology of religion furiously responds to such a 
global trend of change across international borders and over major religious 
traditions. Towards the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the new 
millennium, the multiple subjects pertinent to religion have captured the interest 
and imagination of many anthropologists, political scientists, sociologists, and 
scholars across different disciplines. As a consequence of the waves of terrorist 
attacks by Islamic militants in places like New York, London, Madrid, Mumbai 
(India), Nairobi (Kenya), Karachi (Pakistan), Bali (Indonesia), etc., plus the US 
military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq, scholars studying the interfaces 
of religion and society have seriously turned their attention to investigate 
complex issues of ethno - religious fundamentalism and religion - inspired radical 
movements. The threat of fundamentalism and terrorism make religious and 
ethnocultural differences even more visible and critical in the multi - ethnocultural 
world. 

 Second, religious commodifi cation subtly contests the secularization thesis. 
Market has become a major channel to gain access to, express, and spread popular 
religiosity. As a sociological concept, it is placed on the opposite side of the wall 
against the secularization stance. It demonstrates some paradoxical relationships to 
the preexisting thesis of secularization. The presence of religious goods and some 
enormous efforts to  “ sell ”  religious faiths via market and media channels have 
demonstrated the growing mundaneness of religious teaching and beliefs at the 
outset. Indeed, religious commodifi cation has reiterated the weakness of seculariza-
tion thesis and witnessed how the modern world is  “ as furiously religious as ever ”  
(Berger  1992 : 32), with perhaps an exceptional cases of Northern and Western 
Europe. In  Selling God: American Religion in the Marketplace of Culture,  Laurence 
Moore argues against the wrongfulness of the secularization thesis which assumes 
that  “ sectors of society and culture are removed from the domination of religious 
institutions and symbols ”  (Berger  1969 : 107). Such modernist and secularist assump-
tions are  “ so dead wrong ”  (Moore  1994 : 5). Nonetheless, the secularization thesis 
is not completely useless. He suggests that  “ much of what we usually mean by 
speaking of secularization has to do not with the disappearance of religion but its 
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commodifi cation ”  (Moore  1994 : 5). With the market as an irresistible force of 
penetration, a religious faith has inevitably become worldlier and more secular. 

 Finally, religious commodifi cation underscores the growing trend of the pietiza-
tion of religion among modern/postmodern subjects. Taking religion as consumer 
goods has enabled individuals to personalize their piety and religious sensibility. 
Weber ( 1965 : 44) reminds us that piety as a concept has its root in Christianity and 
Judaism, referring to  “ behavior acceptable to god. ”  It  “ leads from the rational wish 
to insure personal external pleasures for oneself by performing acts pleasing to the 
god, to a view of sin as the unifi ed power of the anti - divine  …  into whose grasp 
man may fall ”  (p. 44). Belief and practice pertinent to religious piety connote the 
senses of reverence and obedience to God or gods. Privatized piety provides some 
greater freedom to the individual to choose a faith, make decisions on how to 
practice or express belief, perform religious duties and show a sense of belonging 
to a community of certain faith. Piety in this sense is a choice embedded and 
bounded by tradition and personal religious training. Piety allows an individual to 
make decisions to fulfi ll religious goals and to defi ne selfhood by taking sides and 
rooting himself into a religious faith (Mahmood  2005 ). Berger ( 2008 : 15) describes 
the pietization of spirituality in the consuming Western European world as follows: 
 “ I am religious, but I cannot identify with any existing church or religious tradi-
tion. ”  Religious commodifi cation offers one of the most accessible ways for indi-
viduals to consume as well as to actively engage in a certain religious faith rather 
than passively following or being born into a spiritual or religious community. 
Therefore, the privatization of religion has redefi ned the  “ given - ness qualities ”  
(Geertz  1973 ) of religious traditions in the manners that fi t desire and meet the 
demands of the late modern or postmodern social life.  

  THE MAKING OF MARKETABLE RELIGIOUS COMMODITIES 

 Three fundamental aspects of the sociology of religious commodifi cation involve 
the following questions: what constitutes religious commodities? How a religion is 
transformed into sets of marketable goods? And why is religious commodifi cation 
signifi cant in understanding late modern or postmodern religiosity? The fi rst ques-
tion demands some detailed descriptions of actual religious goods available in 
everyday religious marketplaces. The second one asks for an elaboration of pro-
cesses and forces in converting and transforming certain religious elements into 
commodities. The fi nal inquiry seeks an explanation of the position of religious 
commodifi cation in the contemporary world. 

 Religious goods come in various colors and shapes. Religious commodities can 
be categorized into many groups based on their physical, cultural/institutional, and 
symbolic properties. Most religious goods share common properties like other eco-
nomic goods, such as scarcity, highly valued, or in demand such as, historical statues, 
images, and pieces of art work. Some are commodities embedded with both use and 
exchange values, such as publication, music, and clothes. Many are simply manu-
factured goods for mass markets like souvenirs, stickers and postcards. Others are 
fetishized products such as amulet and talisman, which are produced through special 
sacralized rituals and marketized procedures. However, these goods have possessed 
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some distinctive features which set them apart from other general consumers ’  
products. 

 First, religious commodities are closely associated to sacred biographies of the 
founders of the faith, major historical events, or marked localities. In this case, 
historic places, buildings, and events recorded in the cannons are major attractions 
to the followers. They can be easily turned into pilgrimage destinations and tourist 
attractions. 

 Second, many religious commodities are usually produced, controlled, and 
manipulated institutionally by certain organizations. Religious goods are the prod-
ucts of organized efforts. Institutionalization is one of the powerful machineries for 
religious branding, advertizing, and marketing. It guarantees historical authenticity 
and stimulates some genuine emotion and devotion. In reality,  “ churches, syna-
gogues, temples, and mosques play an important role in the way every religion is 
shaped, even for people who are not in them ”  (Ammerman  2007 : 8). 

 Third, religious commodities are fi lled with symbolic meanings, sacred quality, 
and charismatic reputations. Berger ( 1969 : 26) defi nes  “ sacred ”  as  “ a quality of 
mysterious and awesome power, other than man and yet related to him, which is 
believed to reside in certain objects of experience. ”  It is this sacred quality that 
makes a religious commodity out of a mundane object. Symbolism contains power-
ful religious messages and generates a sense of membership and identity. In this way, 
religious goods are made worship - able religious icons, especially in the cases of char-
ismatic personalities. The owners of religious goods are often found themselves in 
powerful moods with special spiritual messages or supernatural sentiments. 

 Fourth, religious commodities are particularly promoted through public events 
like ritual, celebration, festival, and religious tourism. Producing, marketing, and 
consuming religious goods are fundamental aspects of popular religion. Publicly 
accessible religious events are important to display the effective use of religious 
goods. They have become occasional marketplaces, where buying, selling, and 
exchanging of religious commodities actually take place. Public events not only 
bring manufacturers, sellers, and consumers together, but also create mood and 
atmosphere which stimulate business exchange in the names of worshipping the 
sacred and expressing one ’ s religious identity. 

 Finally, religious commodities are channeled to the public via mass media. In 
modern societies around the world, publicly accessible media, such as TV, radio, 
newspaper, or internet are employed as vehicles to advertise religious goods to mass 
society. With the power of mass media, religious goods are the most important part 
of what Ammerman  (2007)  calls  “ everyday religion. ”  

 The next question is concerned with methods or strategies in the making of 
certain religious commodities. Studies of current religious commodifi cation across 
major religious traditions (Einstein  2007 ; Henn  2008 ; Iannaccone  1991 ; Jackson 
 1999a, 1999b ; Roof  1999 ; Smith  2001 ; Twitchell  2004 ; Wiegele  2005 ; Wilson 
 2008 ) have revealed the following methods: (1) manufacturing and marketing reli-
gious goods with particular emphasis on charisma and extraordinary leadership, (2) 
publishing business for religious publications, (3) broadcasting religious messages 
and shows via mass media, including television, radio, newspapers, internet, and 
other online media, (4) commercial fi lm, sport, and other forms of popular culture; 
(5) pilgrimage and religious tourism; (6) adopting business/market strategies of 
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modern corporate fi rm, such as megachurches and other prosperity theology and 
cults. I do not mean to exhaust religious commodifying methods and strategies, but 
these methods adequately represent the major bulk of commodifi cation methods in 
modern society. 

 Commodifying methods are widely found across religious traditions and societ-
ies. In the study of the commercialization of Thai Buddhism ( phuttha phanit ), I 
argue that such a process requires both venues and tactics, which are rooted in the 
history and religious culture of Thailand. Thai Buddhism is transformed into a 
commodity and widely marketized and consumed as a prosperity religion by the 
complex forces of capitalist economy and modern life style. Engined by the large -
 scale merit making industry, the prosperity cult of  phuttha phanit  represents a 
religio - cultural space where popular Buddhism has converged with the market 
economy, consumer practices, and the quest for personal and cultural identities 
(Kitiarsa  2008c : 120 – 1). In the study of the rise of El Shaddai and popular Catholi-
cism in the Philippines, Wiegele ( 2005 : 2) reports practices like seed - faith offerings, 
positive confession, and prayer requests for miracle and healing as methods to gain 
the movement ’ s material success and popularity. In Japan, Reader and Tanabe 
( 1998 : 8) discover that  “  …  the promise of this - worldly benefi ts is an intrinsic 
element within Japanese religion in general. ”  Practical or worldly benefi ts are very 
important to attract the general public.  “ Buddhist temples have long been as active 
as the new religions in promoting the practical benefi ts that can be acquired 
through venerating their fi gures of worship and through prayers, petitions, and the 
purchase of talismans and amulets ”  (p. 8). In Islamic societies, such as in Indone-
sia, religious commodifi cation is also increasingly visible. Muzakki  (2008)  reports 
the public sermon via broadcasting media such as TV and radio has become com-
mercially involved. In the process, it has transformed Islam into symbolic commod-
ity. Lukens - Bull  (2008)  also points out that young Indonesian Muslim use religious 
stickers to promote Islamic values and to express their everyday religious 
identities. 

 The widespread of marketized forms of religiosity gives us a fi rm idea that  “ reli-
gion is everywhere ”  and  “ religion in the marketplace of culture has become an 
ordinary commodity ”  (Moore  1994 : 256). Religious commodifi cation begs key 
questions: why does commodifi cation rule the religious marketplace? What does 
religious commodifi cation mean in the postmodern world? There are many possible 
ways to discuss some answers to these important questions. However, discussions 
about the issues pertinent to how and why religious commodifi cation has become 
so imperative and prominent in the post or late modern world must start with the 
following premises. 

 First, the premise on specifi c characters of postmodern life and society. Religious 
commodifi cation is product and process of postmodern conditions. Following Ward 
 (2006) , I use the term  “ postmodernity ” as the sign of time and it is employed in 
studies of religious commodifi cation as an index of changes in modes of believing 
and structure of sensibilities. Davie ( 2007 : 144) suggests that there would be two 
forms of the sacred likely to emerge in postmodern times: one that affi rms frag-
mentations and another creates islands of security. Her thoughtful words are worthy 
of quoting the full length:
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  What are the forms of the sacred most likely to fl ourish in late modernity and how 
can their relative success be explained  …  Two possibilities emerged in this respects: on 
the one hand, the types of religion that followed or affi rmed the fragmentations of late 
modern societies, including the many different manifestations of the new age; and on 
the other, the forms of religion that create islands of security with the uncertainties of 
rapid economic, social and cultural change, including a tendency towards fundamental-
ism.  (Davie  2007 : 144)    

 Postmodern life and society are characterized as highly uncertain and fragmented. 
It is implied from Davie ’ s thesis that religious commodifi cation is associated with 
fostering religious beliefs and practices which follow or affi rm postmodern uncer-
tainty and fragmentation. By the late twentieth century, the modernist theme on 
 “ tension between religious faith and modern western rationality ”  (Kurtz  1995 : 7) 
seems to be less relevant. Religious commodifi cation directs our attention to every-
day practice and human experience of changing conditions which are often defi ned 
as turbulent, traumatic, and dislocating. It opens space of belief and redefi nes land-
scape of practice in which people embrace more relevant and consumable religious 
messages and goods with the assistance of technologies which fi t their life style. 

 Second, the premise on consumers ’  identities and pleasure - seeking individuals. 
Religious commodifi cation grows out of the fertile soil of consumerism. It is facili-
tated by market means of exchange and consumption. It is redesigned to fi t the 
moral and spiritual needs of the postmodern social life, where people ’ s religious 
piety and religiosity are drastically different from previous generations. Bauman 
( 1995 : 69) argues that  “ in the postmodern, consumer - oriented society, individuals 
are socially formed under the auspices of the pleasure - seeker or sensation - gatherer 
role instead of the producer/soldier role formative for the great majority of society 
member  …  in the modern era. ”  He further elaborates his point on new religiosity 
that  “ men and women haunted by uncertainty postmodern - style do not need preach-
ers telling them about the weakness of man and the insuffi ciency of human resources. 
They need assurance that they can do it  –  and a brief as to how to do it ”  (Bauman 
 1998 : 68 – 9). 

 Finally, the premise on market - religion convergence. I argue that religious com-
modifi cation is a joint invention by religious institutions, market forces, and demand 
from consumer - cum - religious pleasure and identity seekers. Einstein  (2007)  asks the 
following sets of questions in her studies of branding faiths in American: why was 
religious shopping an expanding trend? Why were megachurches so popular? How 
did marketing play a part in this, and why was religious marketing proliferating 
now? Why religious marketing has proliferated? Her answers to these questions are: 
(1) religion is a product; (2)  “ religious products  …  have become branded in much 
the same way that consumer products have been branded. Religious organizations 
have taken on names, logos or personalities, and slogans that allow them to be heard 
in a cluttered, increasingly competitive marketplace ”  ( p. xi); (3) there is a high level 
of media saturation; and (4) people as religious consumers have more freedom to 
choose the religion of their choice (p. 7). Religious commodifi cation grows out of the 
market - religion connection. They are more closely related than we could possibly 
imagine as illustrated in the case of a mega amulet cult in the following section.  
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  RELIGIOUS COMMODIFICATION IN THAILAND: THE MEGA 
AMULET CRAZE OF CHATUKHAM - RAMMATHEP 

   The pluralistic situation is above all a market situation. In it religious institu-
tions become consumer commodities. And  …  a good deal of religious reality 
comes to be dominated by the logic of market economies.  (Berger cited in 
Moore  1994 : 7)    

 I draw an example of current religious commodifi cation from the cases of prosperity 
cults in Thailand (Jackson 199a, 1999b). Investing in and consuming of series of 
religious goods is contagious in this mainland Southeast Asian country. Thailand is 
a fl ourishing Eden of popular religious cults and the Thai people are devout worship-
pers as much as consumers of marketized faiths. The popular cult of amulets in 
Thailand such as Chatukham - Rammathep has its deep roots in the traditional belief 
and practices concerning traditional magic and supernaturalism. Swearer ( 1987 : 119) 
reminds us that between the tenth or eleventh century to the fi fteenth century, the 
religious situation in mainland Southeast Asia  “ was fl uid and informal, with Bud-
dhism characterized more by miraculous relics and charismatic, magical monks than 
by organized sectarian traditions. ”  According to Tambiah ( 1984 : 5),  “ sacralized 
amulets in the form of small images of the Buddha or famous saints, or medallions 
struck with the faces and busts of the same, and amulets of other shapes and repre-
sentation, are an old phenomenon. ”  Soontravanich ( 2004 : 4) suggests that worship-
ping of amulets, natural objects like  mai ruak  (species of small bamboo), cowry, 
jackfruit seed or  wan  (medicinal plant with or without roots), among the Thais must 
have begun  “ since prehistoric days and take a more sophisticated development with 
the advent of Hindu - Brahmanism and Buddhism. ”  He further notes that  “ the pre - 
nineteenth century Thai amulets were non -  or, at best, quasi - Buddhist. ”  They were 
quasi - Buddhist amulets in the sense that they  “ were made or consecrated by Buddhist 
monks using Buddhist  mantra  and  yantra  mixed with indigenous and Hindu - 
Brahmanist sacred rituals, but none carried the image of Buddha or Buddhist saints ”  
(p. 5). Indeed, beliefs in and practices of amulet and spirit worship, in principle, are 
immoral and against Buddha ’ s teachings. Thai Buddhist scholars have often taken 
these cults as signifi ers of crises involving the incompetence of the Buddhist Sangha, 
the penetration of consumerism and moral weakness of Thai society. (Phra Phaisan 
Visalo,  2003 ; Phra Dhammapitaka,  1995a, 1995b, 1996 ; Aeusrivongse  2002 ). 

 History and myth are chaotically intermingled in framing the stories behind most 
famous amulets. The plots in the stories behind the rise of amulet fi gures are con-
cerned more with miracles than proven historical facts. They represent a  “ pluralistic, 
market situation ”  (Berger cited in Moore  1994 : 7), which has proven a perfect 
ground for religious commodifi cation. However, history and myth never completely 
or convincingly set themselves apart from one another because most mythical stories 
of most amulets need to be grounded in  “ known ”  ancient history or  “ sacred biog-
raphies ”  (Schober  1997 ) of Buddha or gods and goddesses from other religious 
traditions to validate their believability and creditability. This politics of modern 
historiography is important in understanding the infl uence of Protestantism on the 
cult of Chatukham - Rammathep. 
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 The deities or devas ( thep ), whose names and legends have inspired the fl ourish-
ing of this mega amulet cult, are usually of multiple origins. There are many versions 
of the stories of the origin of Chatukham and Rammathep. As the amulet ’ s central 
logo, these two separate deities are often identifi ed as the aliases to former rulers 
of the ancient Srivijaya Kingdom, a pan - Malay world ancient kingdom centered in 
Palembang, Sumatra ( The Nation,  April 17, 2007), which as many Thais claimed 
was located in contemporary Southern Thailand. Some authors link Chatukham 
and Rammathep legends to King Chantaraphanu and Phaya Srithamma Sokkarat, 
the founders of Nakhon Si Thammarat (Vallibhotama  2007 ; Sitthicharphutikun 
 2007 ;  The Nation , April 17, 2007) and others relate them to the Brahmanistic devas 
or guardian spirits of the great Buddhist stupa at Wat Mahathat, whose names are 
 “ Khattukham ”  and  “ Rammathep ”  (Payangluang  2007 ; Kasetsiri  2007 : 72). Many 
authors also present Maha Deva Chatukham and Rammathep as Avalokitesvara or 
a bodhisattva, who embodies the compassion of Buddha in the Mahayana Buddhist 
tradition (Payangluang,  2007 ). Chatchai Sukrakan and Pricha Noonsuk (cited in 
Rotphet,  2007 ) summarize the four possible sources of the origins of Chatukham -
 Rammathep as follows: (1) Avalokitesvara boddhisattava; (2) spirits of the kings 
who founded Nakhon Srithammarat, e.g., Chantharaphanu; (3) Brahma and Vishnu, 
the two guardians at the entrance of the great chedi; and (4) Khattukham and Ram-
mathep, whose two statues are located besides the staircases of the chedi. 

 The fl owering of the multiple versions of Chatukham - Rammathem stories shows 
that the production of this popular history has fl ourished outside and beyond the 
professional historian ’ s authorization and monopolization. The histories of these 
two deities involve more legends and myths than history. Aeusrivongse ( 2007 : 287) 
announces that  “ I do not trust the historical information behind the cult of 
Chatukham - Rammathep. ”  As an authoritative fi gure in the modern Thai historiog-
raphy, he believes that Thai - language research on the history and archeology of 
Srivijaya, ancient city of Ligor (Nakhon Si Thammarat ’ s old name in Malay), or 
Hindu - Brahmanistic devas is far from adequate. The Thai public is fed with myths, 
legends or tales created by authors, spirit mediums, Buddhist monks or amulet 
specialists/traders associated with the commercialization of this mega amulet. 

 In the cult, it is often the case that  “ believing precedes rationality. Principle and 
logic are secondary to a devout belief ”  (Sitthicharphutikun  2007 : 105). In contrast 
to the poverty of historical research on the cult, the production of Chatukham -
 Rammathep popular history is very intense and widespread. The cult of Chatukham -
 Rammathep owes its existence to a series of religious ceremonies associated with 
the establishment of Nakhon Si Thammarat ’ s holy city pillar shrine ( lak muang ) 
and the search for its guardian in 1987. It is unusual that a historic city like Nakhon 
Si Thammarat was without a pillar shrine and the city leaders led by two prominent 
policemen, the late crime - buster Police Major General Phan Phantharak Ratchadet 
(Khun Phan) and the provincial police chief, Police Colonel Sanphet Thammathi-
kun, took it as their joint responsibility for the city ’ s spiritual stability and fertility 
to found the pillar shrin. Nakhon Si Thammarat in the mid - 1980s was ranked 
among the top fi ve cities with the highest crime rate in Thailand. Its leaders believed 
that the city had endured some bad omen since it had no formal holy pillar shrine, 
even though some took the grand chedi at Wat Mahathat as one. As many legends 
have it, Chatukham - Rammathep, the guardians of the grand chedi at Wat Phra 
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Mahathat, were identifi ed through the mouthpiece of a spirit medium and chosen 
to serve at the new city pillar shrine ( Cho Chatukham - Khun Phan   2007 ). The fi rst 
batch of this mega amulet was consecrated and manufactured in order to provide 
funding support for the construction of the city pillar. 

 The consecration, manufacturing, and marketing of amulets to raise funds to 
support monastic and civic development projects is common in Thai Buddhist com-
munities throughout the country. The 1987 Nakhon Si Thammarat ’ s Lak Muang 
amulet was no exception. The master narrative of Chatukham - Rammathep ’ s 
 “ amulet building ”  ( sang watthu mongkhon ) involved three key characters, who 
twenty years later would become legendary fi gures, namely, the late Khun Phan, 
Sanphet and Phong (also known as Ko Phong). The latter is the local Sino - Thai 
spirit medium. Khun Phan was a legendary crime - buster and a local hero who had 
built his life - long reputation as a man with genuine knowledge in magic, supernatu-
ralism and traditional medicine. He was particularly famous for his magical invul-
nerability. Weapons can give him no harm due to his supernatural potency ( Cho 
Chatukham - Khun Phan   2007 ). The fi rst two men (Khun Phan and Sanphet) were 
the former leaders in the city ’ s police force and attempted to restore stability and 
confi dence of the public amidst of the spread of crimes in the areas. These three 
men served in the local committee, whose task was to set up the city ’ s holy pillar 
shrine. The committee produced a batch of spectacular Chatukham Rammathep 
amulets, which were usually larger than regular Buddhist amulets with a size of 
 “ 5   cm diameter and cost 39 Baht ”  ( Pattaya Daily News , April 17, 2007). Soon, 
many local and Bangkok - based amulet collectors and specialists ( sian phra ) 
denounced the fi rst - batch of Chatukham - Rammathep as  “ awkwardly big and not 
pretty ”  ( thoetha mai ngot ngam ) ( Cho Chatukham - Khun Phan   2007 : 10). The name 
of Chatukham - Rammathep was still unknown. The inquisitive response from the 
amulet - trade community was  “ who are the Chatukham and Rammathep? ”  Most 
amulet specialists, traders, and collectors often referred to the debut of Chatukham -
 Rammathep in late 1980s as an inconvenient free gift or souvenir from Nakhon Si 
Thammarat. Many people involved in the fund - raising tasks were forced to keep 
several boxes of the strange amulets (pp. 10 – 11). The old - style marketing of the 
fi rst batch of Chatukham - Rammathep thus failed and it would take more creative 
and modern ways of promotion and advertisement to introduce this sacred product 
to the Thai religio - cultural marketplace.  

  FETISHIZING AND MARKETING A MEGA AMULET 

 An amulet is usually invented through delicate ritual as well as marketing means 
and the Chatukham - Rammathep is no exception. It was brought to life by a group 
of creators, sellers, and buyers or collectors. Its sacred reputation as a fetishized or 
an auspicious object with some extraordinary marketing values was largely spurred 
by a combination of some factors. First, this amulet is fi rmly associated with a very 
special place in the Thai Buddhist universe, Wat Mahathat Maha Worawihan, 
Nakhon Si Thammarat. The ancient chedi with its long history and deep - rooted 
legends renders itself as fertile soil for the amulet cult bearing the names of its 
guardian deities. Second, Chatukham - Rammathep has built up its fame and reputa-
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tion on the shoulders of Khun Phan, a well respected, retired police and local magi-
cian. Khun Phan was as popular as Chatukham - Rammathep itself. Series of his 
images were reproduced and sold along with the amulets. His well - attended and 
widely publicized funeral in early 2007 demonstrated how well Chatukham - Ram-
mathep had registered in the mind of the public ( Cho Chatukham - Khun Phan  
 2007 ). Finally, Chatukham - Rammathep is perhaps the most intensively marketized 
and promoted religious commodity in the history of Thai amulets. Its marketing 
involves massive advertisement campaigns. According to Neilsen Media Research 
(Thailand), the period from January to March 2007 saw a boom in the Chatukham -
 Rammathep advertisements in major newspapers such as  Khao Sod Daily ,  Kom 
Chad Luek ,  Thai Rath ,  Daily News , and  Matichon Daily , with an estimated record 
revenue of more than 70 million Baht (around 2 million USD) (Janchitfah  2007 ). 

 As a mega business on the rise, Chatukham - Rammathep was peerless. As a com-
modity, the Chatukham - Rammathep amulets need to  “ satisfy their buyers ”  (Moore 
 1994 : 10). It had grown like no other industry in 2006 and 2007, when the country ’ s 
economic succession was in deep trouble due to the political instability. It was 
perhaps the only industry which showed some bright spot in the country with a 
reputation of inconsistent economic performance. Based on an estimation by Narong 
Bunsuaikhwan and Suwan Bandit, scholars from Walailak University in Nakhon Si 
Thammarat, in the past two decades, more than 80 million sets ( ong ) from a total 
of 400 batches ( run ) of this mega amulet were produced and circulated in the market 
(cited in Rotphet,  2007 ; Songsiri,  2007 ). This estimation is astounding: 80 million 
sets of Chatukham - Rammathep for a country of 65 million people. If the numbers 
hold true, this mega amulet has fl ooded the country by its sheer physical presence 
alone. A study carried out by the Research Centre of Thai Farmers ’  Bank estimates 
that there would be more than 300 batches and varieties of Chatukham - Rammathep 
in the amulet markets since its fi rst presence in 1987. In 2007, the economic scale 
of this mega amulet industry was estimated at around 40 billion Baht (around $1.2 
billion), creating jobs and incomes for people from different socioeconomic classes 
throughout the country. It also helped prolong the business lifeline for the mass 
media, printing (e.g., books, posters, and brochures), transportation, and local 
tourist industries ( Matichon Weekly ,  2007a : 76).  Matichon Weekly  ( 2007b : 9). The 
country ’ s top news magazine described the  “ occult economy ”  created by Chatukham -
 Ramathep as  “ Chatukam - nomics ”  fueled by the  “ Theva[Deva] Marketing ”  strate-
gies. Comaroff and Comaroff ( 2001 : 19 – 23) remind us that the occult economy ’ s 
common feature is  “ the allure of accruing wealth from nothing. ”  Even though the 
nature of this undisclosed economy entails both material and ethical aspects, it often 
marks or sparks  “ the real or imagined production of value through  …  magical 
means. ”  It is no surprise that people in the industry of Chatukham - Rammathep 
have carefully produced and packaged their amulet goods and turned to print (and 
internet) media to stimulate large - scale consumption. In these  “ print - as - commodi-
ties ”  (Anderson  1991 : 37), miracle - fi lled stories and extraordinary images of deva 
amulets or talismans are very instrumental means to raise profi ts for people involv-
ing in the amulet and printing industries alike. 

 Thailand ’ s amulet trade is an important example of what Marx ( 1992 , ori. 1867) 
called  “ commodity fetishism. ”  In Marxism, commodity is a key factor organizing 
the social life in the capitalist society. People ’ s social relation is determined by market 
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mechanism through dominant means of exchange such as money and commodities. 
However, the amulet, as an inanimate object worshipped for its supposed magical 
powers, assumes its fetish form through both religio - cultural processes and market 
economy institutions. Tambiah ( 1984 : 5) suggests that there are two main processes 
turning sets of raw materials ( muan san ) into fetish objects of worship ( watthu 
mongkhon ):  “ the objectifi cation and transmission of charisma. ”  In the cult of 
Chatukham - Rammathep, these two processes are immensely intensifi ed and elabo-
rated through the advent of modern marketing promotion and massive advertise-
ment campaigns through the country ’ s top mass media channels. 

 A religious fetishized object is  “ animated with a will and mind of its own ”  
(Taussig  1993 : 218). The modern - day animation and fetishization of a religious 
object indeed requires very modern means of fetish - making and inventing. The 
fetishization of Chatukham - Rammathep is best illustrated by some tempting  “ ready -
 made ”  recipes. According to Inthep ( 2007 : 14), the four strategic components essen-
tial to a successful marketing promotion of the Chatukham - Rammathep amulet 
include: (1) popular printing blocks ( phim di ); (2) raw materials that stand out 
( muan san den ): (3) attractive and solid statement of intention of why and where the 
proceeds from selling Chatukham - Rammathep would go to ( chut prasong chatchen ); 
and (4) complete series of elaborated consecrated rituals ( phithi krop ) led by 
renowned masters of ceremony (mostly magic monks) ( chao phithi ). Indeed, these 
four components in the making of a Chutukham - Rammathep amulet are mechanical 
ritual processes of transforming simple sets of materials into animate objects of 
worship with expected magical power. Each component has previously existed 
in the Thai amulet tradition prior to the production of the fi rst Chatukham - 
Rammathep in 1987. However, no amulet - making venture has ever reached the 
economic, political, and religious magnitude and scale of Chatukham - Rammathep.  

  CONCLUSION 

 In this chapter, I have discussed the emergence of the sociology of religious com-
modifi cation, which I believe has become one of the key areas of investigation in 
the larger fi eld of sociology of religion in recent decades. My argument on the 
increasing interest in the studies of religious commodifi cation is accompanied by a 
detailed case study of the rise of the mega amulet industry in contemporary Thai-
land, particularly the cult of Chatukham - Rammathep. Religious commodifi cation 
is driven by the postmodern condition. It responds to the uncertain and fragmented 
character of our contemporary social life. It deeply involves a process of turning 
religious faiths (e.g., material symbols, icons, institutions, historic places, etc.) into 
consumable goods, of marketing them through the use of a wide range of media, 
and of consuming such commodities by individuals or communities of certain faiths. 
People have diverse reasons to purchase and possess market - channeled religious 
goods, such as personal values, subjects of worship for supernatural beliefs, business 
investment, or identity markers. 

 However, religious commodifi cation is a problematic concept. From the stand-
points adopted by religious leaders and communities, religious commodifi cation is 
generally viewed negatively. It ruins and is harmful since money and profi t run against 
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the foundation of the faiths. They argue that market participation by any faith 
shows the signs of its growing worldliness and of market domination. Therefore, 
religious commodifi cation is counterproductive to religions, which have built around 
the aura of sacredness and timeless teachings. Market or commodity logics serve as 
an inconvenient truth, especially from the orthodox religious stance. From sociologi-
cal perspectives, religious commodifi cation has carried with it a sense of theoretical 
uneasiness. Commodifi cation, marketization, or consumption of religious goods are 
evidence to counter modernist or secularist arguments. Market and media make 
religions more accessible to the public and convert religions into popular cultural 
practices in modern societies, but they are just fashionable trends, while other 
sectors of modern social life have increasingly rationalized and moved away from 
the infl uences of religious traditions or institutions. In addition, religious commodi-
fi cation is likely to subvert the theoretical authority of conventional approaches such 
as, charisma, fundamentalism, gender, piety, textual and symbolic analysis. Empha-
sizing on market logics and growing mundane aspects of religious life has invited 
some critical concern over an unnecessary focus on a rather superfi cial part of reli-
gious life. 

 My suggestion is that the problematization of the concept is debatable, but the 
sociology of religious commodifi cation is on the rise. As a religio - cultural phenom-
enon, religious commodifi cation is pervasive and imperative across religious tradi-
tions and societies throughout the world. As a sociological topic, religious 
commodifi cation has the potential to fi ll intellectual gaps in the sociology of religion 
which is overwhelmed by studies of issues like fundamentalism, secularization or 
de - secularization, and the politics of piety.  

  Note 

  The author wishes to thank Bryan Turner for his academic guidance and encouragement. 
For the Romanized transcription of Thai - language terms, I follow the Royal Thai General 
System of Transcription (RTGS), sanctioned by the Royal Institute of Thailand (Ratchaban-
dittayasathan), available at:  www.royin.go.th/upload/246/FileUpload/416_2157.pdf , accessed 
May 23, 2009.   
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Women and Piety Movements  

  Rachel   Rinaldo       

   INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS A PIETY MOVEMENT? 

 One of the most signifi cant developments of the latter part of the twentieth century 
was the emergence of religious piety movements around the globe. These move-
ments, which are sometimes referred to as comprising a  “ religious revival, ”  seek to 
reinvigorate religious teachings and practices, and have appeared within all the 
major religious traditions. What distinguishes these movements both from more 
conventional social movements and from more traditional forms of religious orga-
nization is not simply their tendency toward theological conservatism but their 
emphasis on pious practices. Since Durkheim, many sociologists have understood 
religion as arising from collective practices that instantiate morals and norms within 
members of society. More recently, the infl uence of theorists such as Bourdieu has 
encouraged social scientists to conceptualize religion less in terms of beliefs and 
more in terms of practices and habits (Turner  2008 ; Neitz  2004 ). This notion of 
religion as practice undergirds the work of recent scholars such as Mahmood, who 
maintains that piety movements are distinctive in their purposive cultivation of 
pious practices such as prayer or veiling (Mahmood  2005 ). 

 The term piety generally refers to religious or spiritual devotion. Contemporary 
usage of the word derives from the Pietist movement of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries. This movement within German Lutheranism had strong infl uence 
on the development of Protestantism. The movement ’ s founder, Philipp Jakob 
Spener, argued that arcane and divisive theological debates were marginalizing 
Christian life. He called instead for a return to Christian practices of devotion, 
greater involvement of the laity in the church, and increased study of the Bible 
(Stoeffl er  1965 ; Lauchert  1911 ). Pietist was initially a pejorative term to describe 
this movement that aimed at the revival of lived Christianity and individual devo-
tion. Pietism ’ s emphasis on personal religious experience and emotion has carried 
on through the evangelical Protestant tradition. While Pietism peaked in the eigh-
teenth century, scholars have argued that it had an important social impact by 
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preparing the ground for theological rationalism and the individualism of the 
Enlightenment. Weber ’ s best - known work drew a connection between the asceti-
cism of Puritanism and the accumulation of wealth. Later, sociologist Robert 
Merton also argued for a correlation between Protestant pietism and the rise of 
modern science (Cohen  1990 ). 

 Some scholars have also drawn connections between the rise of Protestant piety 
and greater equality for women in the West. Peters  (2003)  argues that the gradual 
shift from Roman Catholic piety to Protestant piety in England offered new pos-
sibilities of identifi cation for women. While women had a crucial role as household 
ritual practitioners in Catholicism, Christocentric piety also provided a role for 
women as religious specialists and perhaps more important, advocated a godly 
household built on ideas of parity and complementarity (p. 349). Similarly, Parish 
 (1992)  maintains that as the Reformation progressed in England female religious 
fi gures were active participants in religious debates, and that female piety was seen 
by ministers as having important political implications at a time of growing sectari-
anism and struggle. 

 Turner  (2008) , building on Weber, considers piety movements to be culturally 
creative, involving an increased emphasis on religious practices or the invention of 
practices that are claimed to be truly orthodox. Therefore, piety also requires 
changes in habits and practices in the material world. Moreover, according to 
Turner, piety not only creates new standards of behavior, but also creates competi-
tion over virtue. Following Turner, this chapter defi nes piety movements as primar-
ily movements for religious reform. Although many pious movements contest the 
boundaries between religion and politics, explicitly political religious organizations, 
such as political parties or pressure groups, will not be discussed here. 

 Contemporary piety movements may or may not have explicit political aims. For 
example, while evangelical Christians in the United States are often associated with 
support for the Republican Party or conservative social mores, many evangelical 
churches also avoid political discussions or endorsements. Attempts to discern 
evangelical voting patterns have generated lengthy debates among social scientists 
(Abramowitz and Saunders  2008 ; Evans  2006, 2003 ; Regnerus et al.  1999 ). As this 
chapter will show, the relationship between piety movements and politics is complex 
and often indirect. Nevertheless, insistence on pious acts and morality in the public 
sphere has consequences for broader politics (Tong and Turner  2008 ). Some of the 
most important and visible consequences of piety movements are in the realm of 
gender. 

 Even the most cursory examination of contemporary piety movements indicates 
that women are active participants. As with traditional religion, women provide 
much of the lay membership, even if they are rarely leaders. This is surprising for 
many social scientists, given the socially conservative teachings and gender essential-
ism of many, though not all, of these movements. For many piety movements, in 
fact, gender is quite a central issue. Evangelical Christianity, for example, is marked 
by the insistence of many of its key public fi gures on male authority in the house-
hold. Women ’ s participation in piety movements hence gives rise to a whole host 
of questions about why women participate (and which women), how piety move-
ments affect gender ideologies and gender relations, and how piety movements 
infl uence culture and politics in general.  
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  THREE MODES OF ANALYSIS 

 In this chapter, I outline three principal modes of analysis pursued by scholars 
studying women and piety movements. The literature on this topic is so vast that 
this chapter cannot possibly claim to be comprehensive. Therefore, my strategy is 
to highlight a number of infl uential and representative studies from a spectrum of 
religious and social contexts, with the greater focus on evangelical Christianity and 
revivalist Islam. 1  Because my own area of specialty is Indonesia, I draw special 
attention to studies of Asia. The literature cited crosses the often fuzzy boundaries 
between sociology, anthropology, religion, and gender studies, but it also speaks to 
core issues in sociology, especially the relationship between women, modernity, and 
religion. Although certainly there are vast differences between, for example, Islam 
in Egypt and Judaism in the United States, a creative juxtaposition of studies of 
these phenomena will reveal intriguing patterns that should interest scholars of 
social change and gender. 

 The conclusions drawn from surveying the literature in each of these sections 
lead me to suggest three broad theoretical suppositions that are intended to further 
scholarly debates. In the fi rst section, I consider explanations of the broad structural 
factors propelling women ’ s participation in piety movements. In the second section, 
I examine the growing number of studies which feature micro level explanations of 
women ’ s involvement. This section analyzes not only the subjective appeal of piety 
movements for women, but also explores how participation affects women individu-
ally and collectively. Finally, I refl ect on the consequences of such piety movements 
for gender relations and gender equality. 

 This chapter begins from the presupposition that religion and gender are not 
static elements in the lives of women. Just as gender relations are historically and 
culturally situated, so too are religious interpretations and practices. Religion is not 
necessarily the primary determinant of women ’ s daily existences, but women in 
piety movements have often chosen to make it so. Nevertheless, both religions and 
gender norms are also increasingly infl uenced by transnational movements and 
global structures. To comprehend women ’ s involvement in piety movements, we 
need to investigate women ’ s often highly localized activities without losing sight of 
the global context.  

  PIETY MOVEMENTS IN THE LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

 Contemporary piety movements such as revivalist Islam, Protestant evangelicalism, 
and Hindu revivalism have their roots in late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
religious renewal efforts such as Muslim modernism in Egypt and the Arya Samaj 
organization in India. However, they began to attract greater attention in the 1980s 
in the wake of events such as the 1979 Iranian revolution, the rise of Islamic ter-
rorism, and the ascendancy of evangelical Christians in American politics. By the 
1980s, politicized religious movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood in the 
Middle East, the Christian Right in the USA, and Hindu Revivalism in India were 
clearly gaining infl uence in their respective regions. However, these movements were 
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paralleled by a more generalized religious revival that was propelling many people 
into formal religious institutions like mosques and schools, but was also generating 
new informal religious organizations such as prayer groups (Beyer  1994 ; Kepel 
 1994 ; Huntington  1993 ). 

 By the early 1990s, it was clear from both scholarly and mass media accounts 
that women were becoming signifi cant constituents of piety movements in nearly 
every major religious tradition. In the Middle East, women were rejecting the West-
ernized clothing of their parents and joining Islamic study groups; women in South-
east Asia were beginning to veil for the fi rst time; women in Latin America and 
Africa were gravitating toward Pentecostalism and charismatic forms of Christian-
ity; women in the USA were joining evangelical churches and demanding a return 
to Christian values, or conversely, discarding secular lifestyles in order to take on 
the strict disciplines of Orthodox Judaism; women in South Asia were joining mili-
tant Hindu revivalist organizations; and women in Buddhist countries were increas-
ingly interested in Buddhist practices and beginning to press for ordination as nuns. 
Though these movements had little in common superfi cially, many scholars saw 
them as comparable assertions of cultural identity, reinventions of tradition, and 
expressions of anxiety about gender amidst rapid globalization and social change 
(Juergensmeyer  1994 ; Marty and Appleby  1994 ; Moghadam  1994 ). 

 Women ’ s increasing participation in these movements inspired many novel 
studies of the gender politics of piety movements, especially those that called for a 
return to or renewal of traditional values. Scholars noted that gender was not inci-
dental to piety movements of various kinds, but more often, a central preoccupation 
(Bayes and Tohidi  2001 ; Marty and Appleby  1994 ). In particular, authors sought 
to explore the return of veiling in the Middle East, and to explain the attraction of 
women in the modern West to the conservative gender ideologies espoused by 
evangelical churches and orthodox synagogues (Manning  1999 ; Griffi ths  1997 ; 
Davidman  1993 ; Ahmed  1992 ; Mernissi  1992, 1987 ; Kaufman  1991 ; Klatch  1987 ). 
This burgeoning literature has produced continuing scholarly debates about religion 
and feminism, which will be addressed later in this article. But before exploring 
these ongoing debates, I turn to an exploration of the nature and implications of 
women ’ s involvement in contemporary piety movements.  

  MACRO STRUCTURAL EXPLANATIONS 

 Numerous studies highlight transnational shifts such as modernity and globalization 
as explanations for women ’ s participation in piety movement. Strikingly, scholars 
of Islamic revivalism and evangelical Christianity often stress similar aspects of these 
shifts: especially the unease produced by material affl uence and greater inequality. 
The late twentieth century was marked by the increasing entrance of women into 
educational institutions and the formal economy, as well as declines in family size 
and rising age of marriage in many countries. Thus, many analysts also emphasize 
anxieties over changing gender roles and family structures in driving religious reviv-
alism (Marty and Appleby  1994 ; Moghadam  1994 ), as well as the complex ways 
in which women and gender norms often serve as symbolic community boundaries 
(Bayes and Tohidi  2001 ; Ong  1995 ). Nevertheless, there are also important con-
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trasts between women searching for refuge from dislocating social changes, and 
those who seek out their own ways of being modern. 

 An infl uential and relatively early account of the Islamic revival is Suzanne 
Brenner ’ s  “ Reconstructing Self and Society: Javanese Muslim Women and  ‘ the 
Veil ’     ”   (1996) . Brenner claims that young, educated women in Indonesia are adopt-
ing the veil as part of a rebellion against tradition and against an authoritarian 
government. Veiling was uncommon in Indonesia until the late 1980s, when some 
women began adopting a style of veil copied from the Middle East. For these 
women, a new reformist version of Islam represents an alternative modernity, one 
that is not Western, yet is still cosmopolitan and forward looking. They reject both 
the traditions of their parents and the consumerism and hedonism they believe is 
fostered by the government ’ s embrace of the West. In Islam, they fi nd a vision of a 
horizontal global community, living by universal rules. While they are indeed moti-
vated by what they see as the negative effects of modernity and especially of Indo-
nesia ’ s 1990s economic boom, they themselves are products of these changes. The 
women Brenner studies do not reject modernity  per se , but are instead formulating 
their own ways of being modern. 

 A similar sense of longing to be modern, yet wanting to defi ne modernity differ-
ently, pervades studies of women and the Islamic revival. In a more recent article 
on Indonesia, Adamson  (2007)  argues that mainstream Muslim organizations have 
adopted ideas of gender equality because they identify them as an essential criterion 
of modernity. Similarly, Deeb ’ s  (2006)  study of Shi ’ a women in Beirut demonstrates 
that the notion of modernity is crucial to the self - understanding of the community. 
Like Brenner, Deeb shows how Shi ’ a women distinguish their new way of practicing 
Islam as one that depends on education, debate and public participation. 

 Another early explanation of women and the Islamic revival is Nilufer G ö le ’ s 
 The Forbidden Modern: Civilization and Veiling   (1996) . For G ö le, the turn to 
veiling and strict Islamic gender norms are part of a broader reaction against the 
Turkish state ’ s enforced secularism. Yet much like the women in Brenner ’ s account, 
the subjects of G ö le ’ s study are educated and articulate women who live quite 
modern lives. They are from families who have recently moved to urban areas, and 
they seek out opportunities for higher education and careers, while also acceding 
to male authority. As with the women in the accounts of Brenner and Deeb, the 
Turkish women in G ö le ’ s study reject modernity defi ned as Western and secular, 
but not modernity  per se . Several years later, White ’ s  (2002)  study of Islamist mobi-
lization in urban Turkey fi nds that young women are attracted to particular styles 
of veiling that are seen as being modern and fashionable. Eager to participate in 
national political life, they defi ne themselves both against the secular elite and 
against their rural forbears. 

 In a very different religious context, Jacobson  (2006)  fi nds that newly orthodox 
Jewish women in Buenos Aires are attracted to strict Orthodox Judaism because its 
emphasis on discipline and order allows them to think of themselves as denizens of 
the First World, resolving their anxieties about being citizens of a nation that they 
see as not fully modern. Anxiety plays a similarly critical role in an earlier study of 
women converts to Orthodox Judaism in the USA, Davidman  (1993)  contends that 
women seek out the rigid structures of pious religion as an antidote to the complexi-
ties, anomie, and disruptions of modern urban life. 
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 Other scholars also emphasize the tensions of modernity as a critical element in 
women ’ s involvement in piety movements. Smith - Hefner  (2007, 2005)  fi nds that a 
small but signifi cant number of young women in a university city in Java choose to 
forgo courtship and romance, instead agreeing to marriages arranged by their 
Islamic study groups. As the average age of marriage has risen, and increasing 
numbers of women are entering higher education, more and more young Indone-
sians are experiencing being unmarried in their late teens and 20s. And increasingly, 
many live not with their parents, but in dormitory - like accommodation with other 
students. While some embrace their new freedoms, others seek moral order and 
structure in their lives. The young women Smith - Hefner studies are drawn to con-
servative Islamic study groups, and fi nd refuge in arranged marriages from the 
worrisome freedoms of urban life. Yet, in a very modern way, the women emphasize 
that they enter these marriages out of choice rather than submission. 

 Chong  (2006)  argues that women in Korea are drawn to evangelical Christianity 
as a response to the crisis of the patriarchal family. South Korea ’ s astounding eco-
nomic development and rapid modernization have produced great tensions between 
patriarchal norms and new ideals of modern family relations that are more egalitar-
ian. As elsewhere in Asia, women are increasingly entering higher education, and 
in many cases, professional careers, yet are still expected to fulfi ll the ideal of the 
self - sacrifi cing wife. In the evangelical church, women fi nd spiritual and institutional 
resources for managing their dilemmas. Nevertheless, Chong maintains, women ’ s 
principal coping strategy, an accommodation to religious patriarchy, ends up re -
 validating and re - legitimizing the conventional gender and family system. 

 Another macro approach to women and piety movements engages with the 
intersections of modernity, women, and the nation - state. Kandiyoti  (1991)  reminds 
us that the ways religions are practiced and understood are profoundly infl uenced 
by their interactions with nation - states. In both Turkey and Iran, discourses of 
women ’ s rights have in various eras been discredited by their association with 
secular authoritarian states (Najmabadi  2000 ; G ö le  2002, 1996 ). This seems to be 
a more general pattern across the Middle East and Asia, as secular nationalist 
regimes in the twentieth century identifi ed women ’ s progress with modernity and 
development (Esposito and Haddad  1998 ). Nevertheless, despite the lip service to 
women ’ s equality, the benefi ts of these secular regimes often were limited to elite 
women, and even these privileged groups often felt constrained by restrictive state 
discourses of womanhood (Brenner  1998 ). 

 These last analyses touch on one of the remarkable commonalities of studies of 
women and piety movements from an incredible variety of contexts  –  that of social 
class. Although there is not much quantitative data on the topic, anecdotal evidence 
from these and other studies points to women of the urban lower middle to upper 
middle classes as constituting a major portion of the membership of piety move-
ments, broadly defi ned. Yet this makes sense in light of the relationship between 
modernity and class, as one of the most signifi cant hallmarks of economic develop-
ment and integration into the global economy is the emergence of an urban middle 
class. While class cultures are historically and locally constituted, increasing affl u-
ence brings access to education, often for both genders. Not only do religious 
institutions often play an important role in education, but it is also frequently the 
case that religious participation requires a certain level of literacy and intellectual 
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development. Thus, not only do religious institutions often help women to become 
middle class, but women of the middle classes are also educated well enough for 
the demands of religious piety. 

  Studies of women and piety movements indicate that women are drawn to such 
movements as a means to resolve issues of modernity and social change. Piety in 
most cases is seen as being modern, and the pious emphasis on discipline and order 
is often contrasted to traditional or local practices. While modernity produces great 
anxiety and tensions, piety movements allow women to both take refuge from dis-
locating changes and to formulate their own versions of modernity. While moder-
nity is often implicitly conceptualized as secular, for many women modernity and 
piety go hand in hand.   

  MICRO EXPLANATIONS: AGENCY AND IDENTITY 

 Despite the power of structural explanations, there remain many gaps in the under-
standing of women ’ s involvement in piety movements. Arguments about broader 
social anxieties related to changing gender and family norms don ’ t necessarily 
explain how and why women are involved in pious mobilizations. Moreover, these 
accounts often fail to examine why it is that religious identities become prioritized, 
rather than ethnic or class identities. An increasing trend in scholarship on women 
and religion aims for a more thorough comprehension of the subjective appeal of 
piety, especially for individual women. These scholars ask not only why piety entices 
women, but how participation in piety movements changes or shapes women ’ s 
consciousness. 

 Recent studies of women and piety movements employ ethnographic approaches 
to consider questions of subjectivity. A broad theme emerging from this body of 
work is that women derive personal agency from and are also drawn to the self -
 fashioning aspects of pious practices. While much recent literature focuses on 
Muslim women, studies of Christian and orthodox Jewish women present notice-
ably compatible conclusions about pious religion ’ s appeal for women. 

 The most prominent recent example is Mahmood ’ s  (2005)  study of women in 
an Egyptian Islamic piety movement. Mahmood argues that the subjectivity of the 
women she studies is not one in which the self is autonomous, but one in which 
the self is constructed within and through social norms. Nevertheless, the women 
in this movement demonstrate agency through their conscious efforts to cultivate 
properly pious selves. For Mahmood, the Egyptian women ’ s piety movement shows 
that agency is not simply an issue of liberation or submission, but can also be about 
the work of producing a self. 

 G ö le  (1996)  emphasizes the collective agency women fi nd in pious religious 
practices. She maintains that Islamist women in Turkey are reconstituting 
Muslim female identity through their entrance into the public sphere. They defi ne 
themselves against both tradition and Western versions of modernity, and present 
a challenge to the older secular elite. Indeed, G ö le fi nds that political Islam in par-
ticular presents women with an activist role, emphasizing their participation in 
creating an Islamic society, while also reinforcing traditional and conservative 
gender norms. 
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 While G ö le concentrates on women ’ s collective agency, Brenner  (1996)  also 
makes an important argument about piety and individual agency. While the young, 
educated Indonesian women in her study are drawn to Islam ’ s universalism, they 
also fi nd that it offers resources for creating modern selves. Confronted with rapid 
social change, inequality, and materialism, they embrace the disciplines of 
Islamic piety, such as prayer and veiling. They see these disciplines as essential parts 
of Islam ’ s cosmopolitanism and universalism, which they prefer to the older, and 
more localized religious practices of their parents and grandparents. Like 
Mahmood, Brenner sees pious disciplines in Foucauldian terms as tools for self -
 fashioning which allow these women to negotiate an increasingly complicated social 
world. 

 Islam is certainly not the only religion that offers tools for producing selves. Chen 
 (2005)  fi nds that both Buddhism and Christianity allow immigrant Taiwanese 
women in the United States to fashion selves that conform to the values and expec-
tations of their new lives. Another comparative study by Read and Bartkowski 
 (2003, 2000) , argues that evangelical Protestant and Muslim women, also in the 
United States, each draw on the unique cultural repertoires of their religious 
backgrounds to negotiate changing gender roles and craft their own religious 
identities. 

 While there are relatively few studies of women in Buddhist piety movements, 
the rising intermingling of Buddhism and politics in South Asia and mainland 
Southeast Asia is drawing the attention of scholars. One of the most interesting 
developments here has been the increasing interest of women in Theravada Bud-
dhism, particularly in Thailand, Nepal, and Sri Lanka, where women have been 
demanding ordination into monastic life since the early 1990s (Falk  2008 ; Findly 
 2000 ; Bartholomeusz  1992 ). Additionally, in some regions of India, Dalit women 
have converted to Buddhism as part of a search for a voice in the public sphere 
(Lynch  2000 ). Many of the women in these studies aim to disseminate more feminist 
interpretations of Buddhism, and scholars view these movements as part of a 
broader push for greater female religious authority. 

 When it comes to Christianity, many authors have emphasized the individual 
agency women fi nd in religion. Griffi ths  (1997)  maintains that women fi nd freedom 
from feelings of victimization and an increased sense of personal responsibility in 
the evangelical subculture. The women Griffi ths studies fi nd that developing a rela-
tionship with God is a way to come to terms with painful life experiences, family 
problems, and often unfulfi lled desires for intimacy. Brasher  (1998)  also argues for 
the importance of evangelical religion in healing the strains of modern life for 
women. For Griffi ths, Brasher, as well as Chong (2008), the communitarian aspects 
of evangelical Christianity, the spiritual emphasis on a personal relationship to God, 
and the sense of being able to recover an authentic self, produce feelings of indi-
vidual agency and empowerment for many women, despite the acceptance of dis-
empowering gender norms. 

 Pentecostalism, a form of charismatic Christianity that has rapidly gained popu-
larity in Latin America and Africa, seems to have a special appeal to women (Martin 
 2001 ). While Pentecostals also espouse an ideology of male domination, scholars 
note that Pentecostal churches foster female services and prayer groups, allowing 
women to develop social relationships outside their kin networks (Brusco  1995 ). 
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Some scholars have also argued that Pentecostalism ’ s emphasis on asceticism and 
moral behavior also helps to stigmatize men ’ s behaviors such as drinking and gam-
bling, giving women greater autonomy in household affairs (Smilde  1997 ; Brusco 
 1995 ). Smilde  (1997)  further maintains that women converts to Pentecostalism in 
Venezuela see themselves as obedient primarily to God, which greatly limits men ’ s 
claims to authority and gives women an enhanced sense of their own position in 
the household. 

 Scholars of Judaism have also turned to explorations of agency and identity to 
understand the appeal of Orthodox versions of the religion to women. Avishai 
 (2008)  maintains that for pious women, agency must be understood as the conduct 
and practice of religious ritual. Davidman  (1993)  shows how Jewish women con-
verts fi nd a  “ fi t ”  with particular Orthodox communities, which present them with 
different strategies for accommodating or not accommodating to the secular world. 
In the process, they fi ll the voids in their lives and create new identities as Orthodox 
women. Kaufman  (1991)  also sees the turn to Orthodoxy as part of a search for 
female identity and an urge to reconstruct traditional families. Kaufman maintains 
that Orthodox Judaism ’ s appeal to women is exactly its essentialist gender 
ideology. 

 These questions of agency and identity are clearly at the core of contemporary 
piety movements. But before moving on to the relationship between piety move-
ments and the construction of community, I will delve further into one of the more 
contentious debates in the literature on women and religious piety: the veil.  

  THE VEIL 

 A signifi cant and continuing debate within studies of women and piety movements 
revolves around the issue of Muslim women ’ s veiling. Beginning with initial ques-
tions of the social meanings of veiling, researchers turned their attention to why 
women veil. As veiling initially gained popularity in the Middle East in the late 
1970s and early 1980s, the reaction from feminists was overwhelmingly negative. 
Early critics such as Mernissi  (1987)  contended that the push for veiling represented 
a reassertion of patriarchy on the part of a generation of men for whom the state 
had failed to provide economic opportunities. Although this argument still has trac-
tion in some quarters, scholars of the Middle East soon turned their attention to 
the women themselves. An important response to Mernissi ’ s claims soon came from 
Ahmed  (1992) , who argued that veiling only became an issue because of a colonial 
discourse in which the veil was considered the primary exemplar of the backward-
ness of Islam, and that women were now taking up the veil as a symbol of anti -
 colonial and anti - Western identity. 

 Veiling has a very different meaning where it is mandatory, as is famously the 
case in contemporary Iran. During the 1979 revolution, many women eagerly 
donned the veil as a symbol of their resistance to the secular authoritarian regime 
of the Shah. An important feature of the revolution was a discourse that placed 
women at the center of the struggle between Iran and the West. Scholars have 
described how women were depicted as having lost their dignity during the years 
of Westernization. Nevertheless, many women were apparently surprised when 
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veiling became mandatory under the new Islamic regime. The rationale was 
that women ’ s bodies needed to be protected and Islamicized by veiling in public 
(Moghadam  2003 ; Najmabadi  2000 ; Afshar  1998 ). 

 Missing from the scholarly debates thus far was much discussion of religious 
belief or the voices of veiled women. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, 
a new generation of researchers began to ask women why they veiled and how it 
affected their lives. Macleod  (1993, 1992)  observed that in urbanizing Egypt, where 
more women were moving into the formal workforce, veiling is a means for women 
to assert control over an ambiguous moral situation. She argues that veiling empow-
ers lower middle - class women by blurring class distinctions and affording women 
enhanced mobility in public spaces. 

 Nilufer G ö le  (1996)  and Brenner  (1996) , listening carefully to what Turkish and 
Indonesian women say about why they adopt the veil, return to the issue of moder-
nity. While veiling has long been practiced in rural areas in Turkey, it was uncom-
mon until the early 1980s in most parts of Indonesia. Yet it has taken hold among 
the new, urbanizing middle classes in both countries. In both cases, young women 
are eager to contest defi nitions of modernity as secular and Western. Both of these 
accounts emphasize the agency of a new generation of educated women who choose 
to be pious. In particular, Brenner ’ s account highlights women ’ s attraction to the 
bodily discipline required by Islam ’ s conventions of female modesty and rigorous 
prayer schedules. For Brenner, the urge to exert control over one ’ s body and desires 
is a response to a rapidly changing and increasingly consumerist society. 

 In a fascinating update on veiling practices in Java, Smith - Hefner  (2007)  proposes 
that veiling continues to be a way for young Muslim women to reconcile their new 
opportunities for individual autonomy and personal choice with their heightened 
commitment to pious Islam. Noting that veiling has become hegemonic for female 
medical and technical students, who are positioned to reap the benefi ts of economic 
development, Smith - Hefner argues that for middle - class Javanese the veil is a symbol 
of modern Muslim womanhood. It permits young women to live away from home 
and have professional careers, helping them resolve their anxieties about moving 
into what were once predominantly male spaces (p. 415). 

 The veil is also central to Mahmood ’ s  (2005)  argument about women and Islamic 
subjectivity. Mahmood criticizes scholars who conceptualize veiling as an expres-
sion of identity. For Mahmood, veiling is one of the most important ways for 
women to produce themselves as pious subjects. Rather than putting on the veil to 
express their Islamic identities, she argues that women veil in order to become 
proper Muslims. Thus, women ’ s selves are not separate from the social world, but 
produced through interaction with its norms. Mahmood sees this form of person-
hood as radically different from the normative personhood of the West, or even of 
the nationalist/secular orientation in Egypt, in which veiling is often a symbol of a 
religious or cultural identity. 

 Aihwa Ong  (1995)  presents a more critical view of the rise of veiling in Malaysia 
in the late 1980s. For Ong, veiling must be understood within Malaysia ’ s highly 
charged religious and political context. Ong contends that economic modernization 
in Malaysia, which has involved large numbers of women working in factories, has 
intensifi ed anxieties about gender and family, as well as religious and ethnic borders. 
Both the state and Islamic revivalists seek to control women ’ s bodies as the bearers 
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of Malay ethnic identity, and thereby produce a community in which Malay and 
Muslim are equated. 

 More recent accounts by scholars of Malaysia (Mouser  2007 ; Stivens  2006 ) 
also present veiling as the most visible symbol of an ongoing process of Islamization, 
in which gender relations and notions of the family are critical sites for the 
production of a purer Islam. Nevertheless, while the veil carries important social 
meanings, Mouser also emphasizes that Malay women use it in a variety of ways 
to express their own understandings of their social positions and personal 
freedoms. 

 The veil has also become increasingly common in Muslim communities across 
South Asia. Much like Southeast Asia, South Asian women began to veil in the 
context of a widespread Islamic revival in the 1990s and early 2000s. Huq and 
Rashid  (2008) , studying elite women in a Quranic reading class, fi nd that such 
women strongly believe that veiling is required for Muslim women, and that it is a 
social market of religiosity. They argue that the switch to veiling, part of the adop-
tion of other pious Islamic rituals, cuts women off from their pasts, but also gives 
women a sense of being agents in their own lives, allowing them to assert themselves 
in their families and social surroundings. Nevertheless, Rosario  (2006)  warns of the 
consequences as veiling becomes hegemonic, pointing out that most Bangladeshi 
women are far from elite, and that there is increasing pressure and harassment of 
women who do not veil. 

 While veiling has been framed as a pious religious practice, it has also clearly 
become a fashion trend. Veiling, of course, rarely means simply wearing the veil. 
In most countries, to wear the veil also requires a woman to adopt modest clothing, 
which runs the gamut from Western styles to the notorious  burka  to avant - garde 
interpretations of traditional garments. Scholars have now begun to examine the 
veil as a commodity, with designers selling high - priced  “ Muslim clothing ”  to 
wealthy women and luxury hotels featuring Muslim fashion shows. Jones  (2007)  
describes how Islamic clothing in Indonesia now comes in multiple styles and allows 
women to express their individuality. Amrullah  (2008)  explores the transnational 
elements of Indonesian Islamic fashion, and White  (2002)  demonstrates how par-
ticular styles of veiling are closely associated with status distinctions in Turkey. 

 Recently, scholars have also begun to focus on veiling among Muslim women in 
North America and Europe. A common observation is that Muslim forms of public 
self - presentation, especially veiling, clash with liberal public discourses that insist 
on a secular public sphere (Ismail  2008 ). Although much attention has centered on 
state responses to veiling, especially in the case of France (Bowen  2007 , Scott  2007 ), 
other observers have also parsed themes of identity and piety in relation to veiling. 
Read and Bartkowski  (2003) , for example, observe that debates between tradition-
alists and feminists have emerged among American Muslim women, particularly 
regarding the issue of veiling. They fi nd that women exhibit remarkable agency in 
crafting religious identities that draw on their religious faith and the cultural tools 
that are available to them. In this case, gender traditionalism is manifested through 
practices like veiling. Yet, infl uenced by global discourses of Islamic feminism, some 
women contest the confl ation of piety and the veil, arguing that veiling is simply a 
cultural symbol. These women argue that Muslim women can be true to their reli-
gious heritage without veiling. 
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 The debates around veiling reveal that in societies where it is not mandatory, it 
carries a multiplicity of meanings that are decidedly context dependent. What is 
clear is that many women make a conscious choice to veil. Though media stereo-
types of women being forced to veil persist, nearly all of these empirical studies 
demonstrate that women see veiling as a form of religious commitment and/or a 
way of expressing religious identity. This is not to say that veiling does not have 
broader social outcomes, which I will discuss in the section on  “ Consequences of 
Piety Movements. ”  But very much like participation in piety movements more gen-
erally, women ’ s veiling can be understood as pious self - fashioning, and as such, a 
form of agency.  

  COMMUNITY AND IDENTITY 

 Women ’ s piety is also linked to the creation of new forms of identity and commu-
nity. Religious movements, after all, are a form of collective action, and not simply 
a matter of individual selves. Another striking parallel between studies of women ’ s 
involvement in piety movements in different parts of the world is the way in which 
these movements produce new kinds of collective identities. 

 For example, many scholars (Smith  1998 ; Manning  1999 ; Griffi ths  1997 ) view 
evangelicalism in the United States as a religious subculture. According to some who 
represent this line of thought, conservative gender ideologies among evangelicals 
are not as much a reaction to specifi c social changes as they are a product of a 
broader conservatism that is a symbolic boundary marker of evangelical cultural 
identity. Gallagher  (2004)  probes gender ideologies further to suggest that it is not 
anti - feminism, but rather, a commitment to male household authority that is vital 
to constructing the symbolic boundaries of evangelical Protestant identity. 

 Some scholars also emphasize the ways in which religious piety contributes to 
the formation of gendered communities. Brasher  (1998)  maintains that gender seg-
regation in fundamentalist churches allows women to create their own sacred 
spaces. These communities, according to Brasher, give women stronger social net-
works and even provide them with the basis for political coalitions. Numerous 
scholars have also commented on how Islamic study and prayer groups allow 
women to have autonomy and even certain forms of power within their own gen-
dered spaces (Hegland  2003 , 1998; Metcalf  1998 ; Bernal  1994 ). 

 Gender, piety, and community are also linked productively in Deeb ’ s  (2006)  
study of a Shi ’ a community in Beirut, Lebanon. Deeb shows how women ’ s piety, 
expressed through veiling and participation in public events and social service work, 
is essential to the community ’ s conception of itself. She argues that that women ’ s 
public participation is a marker of morality and modernity by which women are 
judged within the community, and by which the community also feels that it is 
judged internationally. Thus, while pious Islam generally buttresses conventional 
male authority, Deeb maintains that it also provides women with a new and signifi -
cant public role. 

 For Chen  (2006) , evangelical churches foster community by reconstructing family 
relations. Chen argues that evangelical Christianity democratizes family relation-
ships among Taiwanese immigrants to the USA, a process which also mediates 
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cultural assimilation. While this article does not focus on gender, it is clear that 
women are leading the turn to Christianity among Asian immigrant groups, partly 
as a means of managing the complexities of cultural adaptation. 

 Other writers explore the ways pious religions and gender are intertwined in the 
construction of new forms of national or transnational communities. This seems to 
be especially true for Islam, perhaps because gender was often such a central aspect 
of the colonizing mission in predominantly Muslim countries. Colonial discourses 
depicted the colonized as backwards because of their treatment of women. From 
this period onward, gender has been at the heart of the way many former colonies 
have attempted to differentiate and defi ne their national identities (Esposito and 
Haddad  1998 ). In countries which have undergone Islamic revivals, gendered forms 
of piety are part of defi ning new identities and collectivities. For example, Brenner 
 (1996)  argues that young Indonesian women are attracted to Islam precisely because 
they perceive it as global. They are eager to identify with an international commu-
nity of Muslims, and they do so by wearing the veil and practicing Islam in an 
orthodox manner recognizable to other Muslims around the world. In doing so, 
they reject both local and state - dominated constructions of womanhood. 

 Ahmad  (2008)  fi nds that women in a piety movement in Pakistan seek to create 
a stronger Muslim identity through practicing Islam in a stricter manner than has 
been the country ’ s norm. They adopt Middle Eastern style Muslim clothing and 
attempt to eliminate all foreign and un - Islamic practices from their lives. While 
Pakistan has long been majority Muslim, it also has substantial religious minorities, 
and cultural ties to the rest of South Asia. But the women in Ahmad ’ s study position 
Pakistan and Muslim as inseparable, emphasizing Pakistan as part of a homogenous 
and global Muslim culture. 

 Nevertheless, this urge to construct new forms of community is not limited to 
Islam. While the Hindu nationalist movement in India is not strictly a piety move-
ment, it is part of a broader pious revival, and for our purposes, it also illustrates 
the way concerns about community play out on the terrain of religion and gender. 
Bacchetta  (1996)  describes how women of the Samiti organization create their 
feminine Hindu nationalist discourses and their own ideas of what a Hindu nation 
should mean. In her more recent book,  Gender in the Hindu Nation   (2004) , Bac-
chetta further develops her ideas to demonstrate how women defi ne agency for 
themselves within the Hindu nationalist ideological structure by positioning Muslims 
as threatening and often sexualized others. 

 Stemming from the work of Durkheim, the connection between pious ritual and 
community has a long tradition in sociology and anthropology. Tong and Turner 
 (2008)  explore the gendered aspects of this intersection in Malaysia. They argue 
that the cultivation of virtuous selves through gender specifi c religious practices 
serves to defi ne community membership in the religiously plural Malaysian context. 
Rituals such as veiling, prayer, and food taboos defi ne a religious  habitus  that is 
the basis for a group identity, as such norms also work to exclude those who do 
not follow them. 

  The relationship between women, piety, agency, and community is certainly not 
straightforward. Practices of religious piety can facilitate the construction of com-
munities as well as the enforcement of boundaries to exclude others. However, it 
is clear from even this limited overview of the literature that piety movements often 
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provide women with a sense of agency and personal responsibility, especially in 
terms of fashioning new selves. Many women therefore feel empowered by partici-
pation in such movements. Beyond the cultivation of selves, the collective aspects 
of piety movements facilitate women in the process of constructing new kinds of 
communities and social identities.   

  CONSEQUENCES OF PIETY MOVEMENTS FOR 
GENDER RELATIONS 

 Perhaps the most complicated but crucial question for social scientists is what con-
sequences piety movements have for gender relations, as well as their implications 
for egalitarian or progressive social change. While some scholars take fi xed positions 
on one side or another, most studies emphasize the multiple and sometimes contra-
dictory outcomes of these movements when it comes to gender. Moreover, piety 
movements have also produced feminist strands, giving rise to both activist and 
scholarly debates about religion and feminism. 

 One of the feminist variants which has most intrigued scholars is the movement 
which has variously been called Muslim or Islamic or Islamist feminism. Though 
there is disagreement on how to characterize different streams of this movement, 
scholars have identifi ed a category of pious women who struggle for gender equality 
from within an Islamic framework (Rinaldo  2008 ; Mir - Hosseini  2006 ; Moghadam 
 2006 ; Badran  2005 ; Karam  1998 ; Afshar  1998 ). Some of these women embrace the 
label of feminist, while others reject it for its Western and secular baggage. Another, 
perhaps larger and overlapping category, does not necessarily see gender equality 
as Islamic, but argues for greater empowerment and involvement of women in 
Islamic life (Van Doorn - Harder  2006 ; Foley  2004 ). Whatever they are called, 
Muslim women activists have established transnational networks, and the writings 
of internationally recognized scholars and theologians such as Fatima Mernissi, 
Riffat Hassan, Ali Asghar Engineer, and Asma Barlas have signifi cantly infl uenced 
their work. Not surprisingly, the organizations that represent these strands tend to 
be composed of well - educated, urban women. Muslim feminists indeed exert some 
infl uence in discourses about Islam and gender. For example, in Indonesia and 
Malaysia, they speak out against the growing popularity of polygamy by holding 
public demonstrations, and writing articles and editorials in the mass media (Brenner 
 2006 ; Foley  2004 ). In these countries, Muslim women have indeed challenged the 
notion that polygamy is intrinsic to Islam. Nevertheless, it is not yet clear whether 
their activities have much impact on the empowerment of women more generally. 

 One point on which many scholars agree is that women ’ s involvement in piety 
movements can lead to greater women ’ s participation in both religious institutions 
and in the public sphere more broadly. This seems to be especially the case in parts 
of the world where women have historically not had leadership positions in religion 
and where women ’ s access to public spaces has been limited. For example, Van 
Doorn - Harder ’ s  (2006)  study of Indonesia indicates that women are taking an 
increasingly active role in Islamic institutions. They are learning to read and inter-
pret Islamic texts, and are passing this knowledge on to other women. Van Doorn -
 Harder contends that although Muslim women do not agree politically, they share 
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a commitment to women ’ s greater involvement in the religion. She holds that their 
growing knowledge allows them to debate with extremists who hold much more 
conservative views about gender, and that they are able to capitalize on opportuni-
ties to advocate gender - sensitive and/or egalitarian interpretations of the 
religion. 

 Early academic work on women and religious piety tends to depict such move-
ments as either largely empowering or disempowering. Afary  (1997) , Moghadam 
 (1994) , Yuval - Davis and Anthias  (1989)  and many other feminist scholars initially 
viewed religious revival movements as attempts to reassert patriarchal control over 
women. While these scholars certainly raised concerns that are still very much valid, 
such work was often limited by a strong secular bias or by inattention to the voices 
of pious women. Responding to these concerns, and drawing on ethnographic fi eld-
work, authors such as Macleod  (1992) , Brenner  (1996) , Brasher  (1998) , and Griffi ths 
 (1997)  emphasize the empowering aspects of such movements, highlighting the ways 
piety movements give women mobility in public space, provide community and 
healing, and facilitate self - cultivation. 

 An increasingly signifi cant direction in scholarly approaches to women and reli-
gious piety recognizes that pious movements often empower women in certain ways, 
or empower particular groups of women, but also acknowledges that these move-
ments may also buttress existing conservative gender ideologies, or in some cases, 
popularize more conservative gender norms (Chong  2006 ; Deeb  2006 ; Jacobson 
 2006 ; Gole 1996; Davidman  1993 ). Brenner ’ s  (2006, 2005)  recent work illuminates 
the ways in which greater democracy in Indonesia has not brought about women ’ s 
empowerment, partly because Islamist groups have capitalized on political decen-
tralization to enforce more conservative gender practices, such as requiring women 
to observe night - time curfews or requiring them to wear Islamic clothing. These 
authors perhaps provide the most comprehensive and nuanced overviews of how 
pious women ’ s activities affect gender and politics. Moreover, writers are also begin-
ning to pay greater attention to how gendered pious practices reinforce religious, 
ethnic, or class boundaries (Tong and Turner  2008 ; Rinaldo  2008 ). This more 
complex understanding of the gender consequences of religious revival is certainly 
signifi cant for a more sociological understanding of the relationship between reli-
gious movements and social change. 

 Recently, scholars have also attempted to use women ’ s participation in religious 
movements to rethink the connections between piety and politics. In particular, both 
Mahmood  (2005)  and G ö le (2002) argue that Muslim women ’ s pious practices 
contest liberal norms of society and personhood. Such women position Islam fi rmly 
in the public sphere, challenging the link between modernity and the secular, and 
they insist that Islamic norms defi ne who they are as people. They fi nd agency in 
compliance with Islam rather than in individual liberty or autonomy. Along very 
similar lines, Avishai  (2008)  maintains that for Orthodox Jewish Israeli women, 
agency is in the  “ doing ”  or conduct of religious practice. Once again, this is a rather 
different conception of what it means to be an agent than we often fi nd in the socio-
logical literature, which relies heavily on Westerns traditions of the rational subject. 
But beyond the issue of contesting liberal norms, these scholars give us little sense 
of the actual day - to - day social consequences of women ’ s involvement in piety 
movements. 
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 Nevertheless, the continuing focus on agency with respect to women and piety 
movements has led scholars to some signifi cant innovations. In their well - known 
introduction to an edited volume on religious politics and women in South Asia, 
Basu and Jeffery  (1997)  conclude that women ’ s agency does not necessarily mean 
women ’ s empowerment more generally. Pointing to the rising involvement of women 
in the Hindu right, Basu and Jeffery conclude that the empowerment of some 
women may result in the disempowerment of others. Moreover, the Hindu right 
and other religious nationalist movements ’  incorporation of women helps to legiti-
mize and further propagate conservative ideologies of gender. Similarly, Rosario 
 (2006)  concludes from her study of veiling in Bangladesh that individual women ’ s 
empowerment may be at odds with structural empowerment. Mahmood ’ s  (2005)  
consideration of agency has therefore been especially important in reminding schol-
ars that agency in the feminist literature has too often been conceptualized simply 
as resistance. Mahmood ’ s contribution is the suggestion that agency needs to be 
understood far more broadly, not just in terms of resistance or submission, but also 
as the ability to construct a self from prevailing norms. Nevertheless, too expansive 
of a conception of women ’ s agency also runs the risk of rendering it meaningless 
for examining the broader consequences of piety movements for egalitarian social 
change, if that is indeed our goal. 

  Despite extensive research on women and piety movements, it is diffi cult to draw 
direct correlations between piety and politics, especially regarding gender. While 
pious forms of religion tend to emphasize conservative gender norms, pious women 
are politically diverse, with some advocating gender equality. Piety movements seem 
to have mixed consequences for women participants  –  producing a sense of indi-
vidual and/or collective empowerment, while simultaneously underlining or legiti-
mizing conservative gender norms. While piety movements may have important 
political effects, the outcome of women ’ s involvement in piety movements is not 
fully understood by social scientists. However, it is clear that women ’ s enhanced 
agency and public participation do not automatically produce gender equality or 
egalitarian social change.   

  CONCLUSIONS 

 The ever - growing involvement of women in pious religious movements has become 
a hallmark of the contemporary era. Drawing on diverse studies of women in piety 
movements around the globe, I have made three wide - ranging suppositions which 
I hope will further scholarly debates about women, religion, and politics. These 
suppositions about why women are attracted to piety movements, what piety move-
ments do for women, and how piety movements affect gender relations and politics 
in general, are intended to serve as a basis for continued research. In addition, I 
also have outlined several urgent new questions for future empirical and theoretical 
research. 

  1     Women are attracted to piety movements as a means to resolve anxieties of 
modernity and social change. The pious emphasis on discipline and order is 
viewed as modern, and often contrasted to traditional or local practices. 
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While modernity produces tensions, especially related to gender and repro-
duction, piety movements allow women to take refuge from dislocating 
changes and to formulate their own versions of modernity. While modernity 
is often implicitly understood as secular, for many women modernity and 
piety go hand in hand.  

  2     Pious religious practices, which are often highly gendered, can facilitate the 
construction of communities as well as the enforcement of boundaries to 
exclude others. Piety movements often provide women with a sense of agency 
and personal responsibility, especially in terms of fashioning new selves. 
Many women therefore feel empowered by participation in such movements. 
Beyond the cultivation of selves, the collective aspects of piety movements 
facilitate women in the process of constructing new kinds of communities 
and social identities.  

  3     It is diffi cult to draw direct correlations between piety and politics, especially 
regarding gender. While pious forms of religion tend to emphasize conserva-
tive gender norms, pious women are politically diverse. Piety movements 
generate a sense of individual and/or collective empowerment for women, 
while often simultaneously underlining or legitimizing conservative gender 
norms. While piety movements may have signifi cant political effects, the 
outcome of women ’ s involvement in piety movements is not fully understood. 
However, women ’ s agency and public participation do not automatically 
produce gender equality or egalitarian social change.    

 Despite the vital contributions of the literature surveyed in this chapter, there remain 
a great many gaps in our understanding of women and piety movements. Certainly 
one fundamental matter is precisely how gender is a part of the rise of piety move-
ments in the modern world. Is it really the case that piety movements are reacting 
to tensions over changes in gender relations and family forms? Why is it, for 
example, that changes in gender relations and family forms seem to produce such 
great anxiety in some places, such as the United States or the Middle East, and not 
others, such as Western Europe or China? And is gender really the core issue for 
piety movements, as it seems to be for many explicitly political religious movements? 
Indeed, how exactly should we distinguish piety movements for political religious 
movements, or is this a false distinction to begin with? 

 Moreover, the links between economic change and women in piety movements 
are also not well understood. In particular, the relationship between social class, 
gender, and piety movements seems ripe for greater analysis, especially given that 
such movements apparently draw heavily from the middle classes. 

 Another vital set of questions revolves around religion and feminism. Why is it 
that feminist varieties of pious religion are so marginal in most places? Will this 
change given the increased involvement of women in religious life and the continu-
ing decentralization of religious authority? 

 Finally, perhaps the most signifi cant question for future investigation is the issue 
of whether women ’ s greater involvement in religious life contributes to gender 
equality. Despite the conservative gender ideologies espoused by many pious move-
ments, is it possible that the rapidly growing involvement of women in these move-
ments will itself bring about egalitarian social changes? Or are legions of women 
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more interested in fashioning virtuous selves and building new communities? And 
is it possible that these seemingly different goals might be commensurable?  

  Note 

  1     Catholicism, as the traditional form of Christianity is generally not included in the ranks 
of piety movements. However, there is a strong charismatic movement within Catholicism 
which this chapter does not have scope to discuss. For more information on women and 
piety in the Catholic tradition, see Chesnut  2003  and Manning  1999 .   
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Religion and Nationalism 

 A Critical Re - examination  

  Genevi è ve   Zubrzycki       

   INTRODUCTION 

 Religious and nationalist confl icts stridently mark the contemporary world, notably 
in the Middle East, the Indian sub - continent, the Balkans, Northern Ireland, and 
now in the United States as well. In journalistic accounts and everyday life dis-
courses, it is often assumed to be the result of  “ age - old hatreds ”  stemming from 
irreconcilable worldviews or  “ civilizational fault lines ”   –  a view that has become 
conspicuously redundant in the aftermath of September 11. We know how inac-
curate this view is from a large body of works that have convincingly revealed how 
identities, attachments, loyalties, values, and even emotions are socially, culturally 
and discursively created, changing in time and space (e.g. Anderson  1983 ; Hobsbawm 
1991; Bendelow and Williams  1998 ). In spite of these corrections, studies of nation-
alism typically suffer from three interrelated problems that slow further progress in 
better understanding the relationship between nationalism and religion. Let us 
briefl y consider each, before proposing a different way to think about the relation-
ship and suggesting, through the analysis of the Polish and Qu é b é cois cases, a more 
productive approach to the empirical study of the problem.  

  SURVEYING THE FIELD 

  The evolutionist causal trap 

 Mainstream scholarship on nations and nationalism often points out that the emer-
gence and rise of nationalism as an ideology is linked to the general trend of the 
secularization of society (Kedourie  1960 ; Anderson  1991 [1983] ; Gellner  1983 ; 
Hobsbawm  1983 ab; see A. Smith  2003 : 9 – 18). 1  Historically, in this view, politics 
replaced religion as the ultimate reference, a process referred to as the  “ disenchant-
ment of the world ”  (Weber  2001 [1930] ; Gauchet  1985 ). In view of this historical 
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fact, some scholars have concluded that religion ’ s demise is responsible for the 
extent of nationalism ’ s success. 2  The argument most paradigmatically goes as 
follows: Starting with the Reformation, the authority of the Church was seriously 
diminished in temporal matters. The Enlightenment and later the French Revolution 
further diminished religion ’ s power as a principle of social organization, as a basis 
for political legitimacy and sovereignty, and as the source of knowledge. Once the 
way was cleared, rationalism, politics, and eventually nationalism would become 
the new sacred principles of the modern era. Historical arguments of the  longue 
dur é e  identify these secularizing processes as turning points for the creation of a 
world system of nation - states, with nationalism  –  in tandem with, according to 
some, capitalism  –  as the new secular orthodoxies. 

 There is no doubt that these ideological revolutions and the structural changes 
that accompanied them had a tremendous impact both on the decline of religion as 
 “ sacred canopy ”  (Berger  1969 ) and on the slow emergence of nationalism and its 
political project, along with the creation of the nation as a cultural form. In Europe, 
the Reformation did cause irreparable damage to the Church, and the blows infl icted 
on religion by the Enlightenment were certainly signifi cant for the emergence of a 
secular worldview: the Enlightenment not only advocated  “ Reason ”  over senti-
ments, but also claimed moral and political sovereignty from the Church.  “   É craser 
l ’ inf â me , ”  in Voltaire ’ s famous words, meant to individually free oneself from reli-
gious superstition and to be disenfranchised collectively from the control of the 
papacy. And a lineage from Locke to Rousseau, and culminating in the 
French Revolution, was key in forging a new political principle according to which 
political legitimacy stems from the People, and not from the King ’ s divinely sanc-
tioned rights. 

 What is problematic in many scholarly narratives, is therefore not those historical 
observations themselves, but the conclusion that nationalism ’ s emergence and 
success was (and is) related to religion ’ s demise; that the emergence of nationalism 
was  caused  by secularization. 3  As Liah Greenfeld points out,  “ the fact that national-
ism replaced religion as the order - creating system ( … ) implies nothing at all about 
the historical connection between them and lends no justifi cation to the kind of 
sociological teleology that is the essence of such reasoning ”  (1996: 176). The rela-
tionship between religious decline and the rise of nationalism is actually much more 
complex than is often assumed. To wit, historical sociologists have recently argued 
that nationalism has roots  not  in religious decline, but rather in moments of religious 
fervor and renewal (Greenfeld  1992, 1996 ; Gorski  2000b, 2003 ; Calhoun  1993 ; 
Gillis  1994 ; Marx  2003 ). 4  One moment of such religious  é lan was the Reformation, 
which  “ replaced the universalistic notion of Christendom with local and regional 
variants of the common faiths, mobilized popular participation, promulgated ver-
nacular discourse and printed texts, and invoked the theological sovereignty of the 
people against the Church and monarchs ”  (Calhoun  1993 : 219). Culturally, the 
Reformation allowed the development of a different kind of memory, one that was 
neither purely local nor cosmopolitan, as well as a new type of identity among elites, 
who came to share a bounded self - conception as  “ God ’ s Englishmen, ”  a proto -
 national (or national, according to early modernists) identity (Gillis  1994 : 7). The 
Reformation ’ s subsequent launching of national churches throughout Europe is seen 
as the basis for the development of nation - states, since it emancipated regions from 
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Rome, fractured the political establishment and furnished new political alliances 
along confessional lines. 

 The point, here, is that there is convincing evidence that nationalism ’ s success is 
not necessarily attributable to religious decline and that we should not take the 
relationship between nationalism and religion as a zero - sum game, in which one 
can only win at the expense of the other.  

  Nationalism as religion: the functionalist trap 

 The evolutionist view of the rise of nationalism is taken one step further by schol-
ars who suggest, after  É mile Durkheim, that nationalism is a substitute for religion 
in modernity, with immense integrative power in an age of anomie or atomization 
(Durkheim  1995 [1912] ; Hayes  1960 ; Kohn  1946 ; Tamir  1995 ; Llobera  1996 ; 
Marvin and Ingle  1999 ). Nationalism is portrayed as being pervasive in modernity 
because it fi lls the void left by religion ’ s retreat. According to this functionalist view, 
nationalism has not only superseded religion, it has actually replaced it by  itself  
becoming a modern religion, fulfi lling functions of integration traditional religions 
once performed. 

 The words of early scholar of nationalism Carlton Hayes are foundational on 
this score:  “ [Nationalism], like  any other  religion, is to a large extent a social func-
tion, and its chief rites are public rites performed in the name of and for the salvation 
of a whole community ”  ( 1926 : 105. Emphasis mine). Nationalism is not  like  reli-
gion; it  is  a religion. It is a religion, moreover, that serves society ’ s survival. At the 
individual or psychological level, nationalism is seen as a functional substitute for 
religion in modernity because it fulfi ls deep human needs (Hayes  1960 ; Llobera 
 1996 ; Hobsbawm  1995 : 172 – 3), whereas at the social level, nationalism fulfi ls the 
essential function of consolidating the group and its identity above and beyond 
individual needs. Indeed, nationalism is so compelling in modernity, according to 
Yael Tamir  (1995) , because it offers collective salvation by endowing human action 
with meaning that endures over time, carrying a promise of eternity. Membership 
in a nation promises redemption from personal oblivion, offers rescue from alien-
ation, solitude, and anonymity, and it gives individuals the hope of personal renewal 
through national regeneration (pp. 433 – 4). Nationalism, then,  “ is not the pathology 
of the modern age, but an  answer  to its malaise  –  to the neurosis, alienation, and 
meaninglessness characteristic of modern times ”  (p. 432, emphasis mine). Here, 
nationalism fulfi lls the psychological need for individuals to belong and for the 
group to endure; it is the functional answer to the atomization of modern society. 

 In a slightly different slant, religion is viewed as having simply  “ metamorphosed 
into nationalism ”  (Llobera  1996 : 146):  “ The success of nationalism in modernity 
has to be attributed largely to the sacred character the nation inherited from religion. 
In its essence the nation is the secularized god of our times ”  (p. 221). What really 
makes nationalism a religion  –  what Joseph Llobera calls the  “ essence ”  of the nation 
or of religion  –  is the functions they both fulfi ll. Both operate at the level of  “ deep 
elementary emotions ”  (p. 143). Nationalism is a functional equivalent of religion 
in the modern world, even a religion itself because it has all the trappings and rituals 
of religion, and also because  “ it has tapped into the emotional reservoir of human 
beings ”  (p. 143). 
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 These arguments are problematic at several levels. First, equating nationalism 
and religion erases the distinct characteristics of each phenomenon. Second, presup-
posing psychosocial needs as natural  –  or eliding the process by which these needs 
are created and then fulfi lled  –  mystifi es as much as it explains. The reifi cation and 
primordialization of needs imply that national identity is a  “ natural ”  phenomenon 
instead of the product of human agency, and suggests the inevitability of national-
ism rather than its historical contingency. Lastly, the functional equivalence of 
nationalism and religion is dubiously premised upon a historical narrative of the 
secularization of the West, the vacuum of which was fi lled by nationalism. The 
varied and complex history of the relationship between nationalism and religion 
cannot be narrowed to a simple linear sequence, in which one form of social orga-
nization is succeeded by another (from  Gemeinschaft  to  Gesellschaft ), and one type 
of integrative cement is replaced by another (from religion to nationalism). 

 In addition to being theoretically and logically fl awed, the evolutionist and func-
tionalist perspectives are empirically wrong. Religion is obviously not part of some 
prior stage, but very much present in the modern world and highly signifi cant in 
defi ning the nation and its discourse, as well as in shaping nationalist practices. 
Those perspectives moreover prevent us from understanding and explaining cases 
in which religious beliefs, symbols, and practices play a salient role in national 
identity and nationalism, and lead us to treat these as a residue or  “ survival ”  from 
a pre - modern period, thereby endowing them with primordial, atavistic powers. To 
escape these problematic generalizations, we need to rethink the relationship in a 
way that does not a priori preclude the coexistence of religion and nationalism, but 
instead attends to the historical contingency, the institutional and cultural embed-
dedness, and the social dynamics of the religion - nation relation. The question is not 
of the relative primacy of one or the other as carrier of collective identity, but rather 
to identify the historical conditions under which religion and nationalism are fused, 
split, or juxtaposed, and to pinpoint how exactly these categories are imbricated in 
social identities.  

  The perennialist trap 

 Unlike the evolutionist and functionalist views, which posit the disappearance of 
religion as a  sine qua non  for the emergence of nationalism and sees the  “ age of 
religion ”  and the  “ age of nationalism ”  as two radically different eras, the  “ peren-
nialist ”  position is one that stresses continuity between religion and nationalism: 
according to its proponents (Smith  1986, 2003 ; Armstrong  1996 ; Hastings  1997 ), 
ancient religious communities provided the materials from which modern nations 
could later be built. This view is troubling insofar as it assumes a historical continu-
ity between pre - modern communities, what Anthony D. Smith calls  ethnies , and 
modern nations. The problem is that there is no necessary continuity between 
 ethnies  and modern nations, although  –  and this is key  –  such continuity is retro-
spectively constructed and reinforced in nationalist discourse and narratives. As we 
will see in the case of Poland, the identity of the nation as primordially and eternally 
Catholic was created and reinforced in a particular period by interested actors, and 
is intimately related to structural changes, ideological developments and political 
interests. This is not to say that Catholicism before the age of nationalism did not 
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play an important role in pre - modern Poland and in the lives of many of its inhab-
itants. It surely did. But Catholicism has not always been, as nationalists claim, the 
hallmark of the Polish nation. 

 The construction of national identity involves the creation of collective memories, 
rituals and symbols, their institutional maintenance and renewal, and the selective 
appropriation and annihilation of divisive memories and alternative identities 
(Renan  1996 ; Weber  1976 ; Gellner  1983 ; Hobsbawm  1983 ; Anderson  1983 ; Duara 
 1995 ). Claiming a direct continuity with ancient forms of community is therefore 
far - fetched, although the modern process of nation - creation involves the borrowing 
from these older communal forms of myths, heroes and symbols that create the 
illusion of the modern nation ’ s ancient origins and therefore legitimize its modern 
existence.  

  Moving ahead 

 The relationship between religion and nationalism, as these few pages suggest, is 
extremely complex, and its treatment often problematic in the nationalism literature. 
Nationalism, Liah Greenfeld pointed out, is a secular form of consciousness that 
sacralizes the secular, hence the temptation to treat it as a religion (1996: ),  à  la 
Hayes or Llobera. The temptation to treat nationalism as the religion of modernity 
must, however, be resisted since it obscures both the nature of religion and of 
nationalism. To understand the relationship between religion and nation in all its 
complexity, we must shed modernization theory ’ s  a priori  assumptions, but without 
reifying the link between pre - modern and modern communal bonds, as perennialists 
do. The way forward is to highlight how religion can frame identities, shape actions 
and be used to mobilize masses, as well as show how nationalism impacts on the 
defi nition of religious identities and religious movements. Several important works, 
in the past decade, have undertaken this task under the rubric of  “ religious nation-
alism ”  (eg. Juergensmeyer  1993 ; Van der Veer  1994 ; Sells  1996 ; Tambiah  1996 ). 
This literature has been extremely important, taking as its primary focus violent 
inter - religious and inter - ethnic confl icts and the logics of various forms of group 
antagonism. 5  Yet for the purposes of this essay they will not be quite suffi cient, 
since they do not take as their specifi c object of study how religion and national 
identity become entangled in a given group in the fi rst place  –  what the fusion or 
fi ssion between ethnicity (or national identity) and religion is dependent upon, nor 
when and how that relationship can be renegotiated and reconfi gured. 

 In what follows, I discuss the cases of Poland and Quebec. My objective, in this 
section, is obviously not to present an exhaustive typology of the relationship 
between religion and national identity/nationalism, but to provide examples of  how  
to study that relationship. The case - studies are illustrative of a way to think about, 
and a guide for the empirical study of, nationalism and religion. I develop an ana-
lytical framework that attends to the social dynamics, the institutional and cultural 
embeddedness, and the historical contingencies of the religion - nation nexus. Com-
bining historical and ethnographic methods to identify variations in the confi gura-
tion of nationalism and religion, I reexamine longstanding assumptions about the 
trajectory of social change and explicate how such categories are articulated in 
actual social practices  “ on the ground. ”  I give particular attention to events and 
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symbols that simultaneously point to, and variously link, religious and national 
references, and their manipulations at key moments of political transition, as it is 
through those events and symbols that social actors experience, make sense of, and 
act upon the world.   

  NATIONALIZING AND DE - NATIONALIZING RELIGION: 
THE CASE OF POLAND 

 Post - communist Poland provides a valuable case for research on the relationship 
between national identity and religion because it is one of the most ethnically and 
denominationally homogeneous nation - states in the world  –  its population is 96 
percent ethnically Polish and 95 percent Catholic  –  yet confl icts about national 
identity and the place of religion in defi ning that identity have been central public 
issues in the last two decades. At the root of that phenomenon, I argue, is the 
reconfi guration of a historically defi ned relationship between state, nation, and 
religion in Poland, prompted by the fall of communism and the building of a 
legitimate national state (Zubrzycki  2006 ). 

 For most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in the absence of a state (or 
of a legitimate state, as under communism) the mobilizing discourse of the nation 
was articulated in ethno - religious rather than political terms, and the Catholic 
Church was seen as the  “ true ”  guardian and carrier of national values, providing 
institutional, ideological and symbolic support to civil society. The Catholic narra-
tive of the nation was primarily created in the nineteenth century by Romantic poets 
who equated the Partitions of Poland  –  when the Polish state was carved up between 
Prussia, Austria, and Russia (1795 – 1918)  –  with the nation ’ s crucifi xion. Poland, 
in their writings, was the Christ among nations: sacrifi ced for the sins of the world, 
it would be brought back to life to save humanity from Despotism. With Poland 
transformed into a Christ fi gure, the cross was metamorphosed into a core Polish 
symbol representing the plight of the nation and its imminent salvation  qua  inde-
pendence. This representation of the Polish fate became canonical, securely anchored 
in national self - understanding, and it resurfaced with special intensity under com-
munism. Catholicism and the Catholic Church, during that period, were portrayed 
by the opposition as the basis of a moral community fi ghting an evil totalitarian 
regime imposed from outside and from above, and succeeded in providing a power-
ful narrative of the nation, one able to mobilize support against the party - state. The 
narrative was built around Poland ’ s historical suffering, the notion of Poland as a 
chosen people, as well as the messianic myth of Poland as the bulwark of Christen-
dom. The iconography of national identity and resistance to the oppressive foreign 
regime emphasized symbols traditionally associated with the nation, such as the 
miraculous Black Madonna of Cz  ̨e stochowa, as well as motifs taken from the 
Passion, such as the cross and the crown of thorns. 

 This narrative and its related  “ repertoire of action ”  was especially mobilizing in 
the context of statelessness; when national identity could not be constructed through 
offi cial institutions, such as during the Partitions and during communism. But with 
the fall of communism and an independent state recovered, would Poland be a 
nation with, or without, the cross? 
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 Indeed, the establishment of a  “ truly ”  Polish state in 1989 opened to question 
both the fusion between nation and religion and the tight bond between civil society 
and the Church. The construction of a state with the mandate to  “ genuinely ”  rep-
resent  Polish  interests also entailed specifying what Polishness  “ is, ”  radically opening 
the discursive fi eld on the nation. In this context, certain factions advocated main-
taining a  “ Catholic Poland, united under the sign of the cross, ”  while others 
demanded the confessional neutrality of the state and pressed for a more inclusive, 
civic - secular defi nition of national identity. When the state stopped being the  “ third 
element ”  against which civil society and Church could be mobilized, but rather the 
prism through which identities could be viewed and consciously be constructed, the 
meaning of Polish religiosity changed, and the provisional nature of what appeared 
to be a solid fusion of nation and religion began to show its seams. 

 This became apparent in the debates surrounding the controversial erection of 
hundreds of crosses just outside Auschwitz in 1998 – 9. Ultra - nationalist Poles chose 
the cross as the symbol of choice to mark Auschwitz as the place of  Polish  martyr-
dom  –  as opposed to the place of the Jewish Holocaust 6   –  and as a strategy to fi rmly 
defend a vision of Polishness that was increasingly contested. But in the post -
 communist context, the symbol and the gesture signifi ed, for liberal intellectuals 
from the Left and the Center, the imposition of a set of values and intolerance 
toward  “ others. ”  It stood as the rejection of the principles of the  Rechtsstaat , where 
particular allegiances are relegated to the private sphere. For liberal Catholics, the 
crosses at Auschwitz were seen as a vile political instrument, a provocation contrary 
to the Christian meaning of the symbol, while for many members of the clergy and 
Episcopate they were the shameful expression of Polish nationalism. 

 The war of the crosses, as the event came to be known, therefore highlighted 
deep divisions within Polish society  –  and within the Church itself  –  and brought 
to light the different ways in which various groups actually articulate,  “ on the 
ground ”  and in the public sphere, the relationship between national identity and 
religion. I show elsewhere (2006) that the event was  not  the confi rmation or even 
the solidifi cation of the nation - religion fusion, but rather a desperate attempt to 
revitalize a version of national identity in decline. It is precisely at the moment when 
the fusion of religious and ethno - national categories was being loudly contested in 
public discourse and civic life, and the categories were divorced in new institutional 
arrangements  –  in the 1997 constitution, for example (Zubrzycki  2001 )  –  that stri-
dent counter - efforts by minority voices were deployed in an attempt to ossify a 
vision of the nation that was slowly eroding. That strategy, however, further con-
tributed to the erosion it sought to stop. Though Poles remain overwhelmingly 
religious 7 , the cross they now bear is no longer the symbol of their historical 
 “ Passion, ”  nor that of the union of their faith with national identity, but rather  –  
and quite counter - intuitively  –  a contested symbol expressing deep social tensions 
regarding Polish Catholicism. 

  Theories of nationalism and religion revisited 

 This brief example suggests that contrary to the neat, overly simplifi ed evolutionist -
 functionalist models, nation and religion are variously interrelated in different 
historical and political contexts  –  in communist versus postcommunist Poland, for 
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example  –  and are evoked and mobilized differently by various social groups. 
Instead of thinking of the relationship between religion and nation as a dyad, we 
need to look at it as part of a triad in which the statehood plays a key role. Reading 
the relationship between nation and religion in Poland requires the analysis of the 
triadic relationship between state (re)formation, the (re)construction of national 
identity and the (re)defi nition of religion ’ s role in society. 

 Whereas dominant paradigms in the fi eld maintain that nationalism replaced 
traditional religion and even is a modern religion itself, through the sacralization 
of politics, this case suggests a much more complex and subtle relationship between 
nationalism and religion. Historically, the formation of Polish nationalism cannot 
be related to religious decline, as the evolutionists claim. Religious symbols and 
stories instead provided a vocabulary and grammar to speak of the nation and its 
mission after the Partitions. Romantic messianism found a congenial niche for the 
expression of this emerging form of nationalism in Catholic rituals and everyday 
practices. Through a slow and complex process in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, Polish national identity and Catholicism became fused. 

 This is far from conforming to the functionalist model, however, according to 
which nationalism, after having superseded religion, replaces it, or even becomes a 
religion itself. The paradigmatic term for this model is civil religion, sometimes 
defi ned as an empirical object, sometimes as an analytical dimension of all social 
groups.  “ Civil religion, ”  following the Durkheimian trajectory, attempts to describe 
or interpret the social sacralization of a given group ’ s symbols. 8  In the modern era, 
according to this view, civic, or state symbols like the fl ag are worshiped by citizens 
as religious icons or totems, and state martyrs are revered as  “ saints. ”  Nationalism 
becomes a religion, as  “ treason ”  and  “ heresy ”  become one and the same. But this 
will not do either.  

  Sacred - secular religious nationalism 

 Liah Greenfeld  (1996) , we have seen, suggested that the confusion between religion 
and nationalism stems from the fact that nationalism is a form of consciousness that 
sacralizes the secular, leading scholars to treat it as a religion, albeit a  “ civil reli-
gion. ”  Although this is useful, it does not go far enough. The Polish case points to a 
different and overlooked process. Because of Poland ’ s peculiar political history, it 
was not political institutions and symbols that were sacralized and became the 
object of religious devotion (following the French revolutionary model), but reli-
gious symbols that were fi rst secularized, and then  resacralized as national . Biblical 
allegories, religious symbols, hymns, and iconography as well as religious practices 
like processions, pilgrimages or simple participation in Sunday Mass were, in the 
nineteenth century, largely politicized as carriers of national identity during the 
period when the Polish state disappeared from the European map. As such, religion 
served as an alternative space providing civil society with an area of relative freedom 
of action in defi ance of an oppressive or totalitarian state. A pilgrimage to 
Cz ̨e stochowa, in this context, was a way to publicly  “ vote with one ’ s feet ”  (Michel 
 1986 : 85). Catholic identity, symbols and acts, were secularized through their 
politicization and ultimate fusion with national identity. Their signifi cance was 
heightened or loaded; they became neon hyper - markers, but of Polishness. 
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 The Polish case therefore suggests a peculiar form of the secularization of religion 
and religious symbols, through their political instrumentalization, and then their 
 re - sacralization , now as  national  symbols. The cross in Poland is therefore a  sacred 
secular  symbol. It is sacred not only because of its Christian semantics (or even in 
spite of them), but because it traditionally represents, since the nineteenth century, 
Poland. In the place of religion yielding to nationalism or nationalism becoming a 
religion, here  religion becomes nationalism . 9  The national sacralization of religious 
symbols, however, is meaningful and garners consensual support only in specifi c 
politico - structural contexts. The Polish case therefore points to the necessity of 
looking at the relationship between religion and nationalism as it is embedded 
within broad systemic processes related to state formation on the one hand, and as 
it is refl ected in specifi c social dramas and cultural practices on the other.  

  Beyond secularization 

 It is in their secular form that Catholicism and its symbols were re - sacralized. They 
became the sacred symbols of national identity, only to be contested and potentially 
 “ secularized ”  again in the postcommunist period.  “ Secularization ”  in the sense I 
am using the term here would mean, however, returning to a more distinctly (or 
theologically orthodox) religious interpretation of Catholicism in Poland: to shift 
the Catholic Church ’ s role in Poland away from identity politics and steer it back 
toward faith.  “ The challenge now, ”  in the words of the late priest philosopher J ó zef 
Tischner,  “ is to return to the essence of the Church ’ s mission  –  to religion, ”  even 
at the cost of lower church attendance. 10  The goal for many Catholic groups is the 
de - politicization of religion and a deepening of faith. After Catholicism ’ s long public 
career, they invite its privatization. According to them, privatization, usually under-
stood as one aspect of secularization, would paradoxically be salutary for Catholi-
cism now that there is no reason for its political role in the public sphere, and now 
that the  “ practicing non - believer ”  lost her reasons to practice. The Polish case thus 
turns secularization theory on its head: what is commonly seen as religion ’ s revenge 
 –  the undeniable strength and pervasiveness of Catholicism in communist Poland ’ s 
public life (Casanova  1994 )  –  could instead be regarded as its weakening  –  its 
instrumentalization as symbolic vehicle of national identity and institutional support 
to civil society. 

 What secularization means is thus much more complex than the usual  “ decline 
of religion ”  one - size - fi ts - all proposition, as Casanova  (1994)  and Gorski  (2000a)  
argued. For Mark Chaves, for example, secularization is, more specifi cally, the 
declining  scope  of religious authority. It is a process, moreover, rooted in concrete 
social struggles:  “ Secularization occurs, or not, as the result of social and political 
confl icts between those social actors who would enhance or maintain religion ’ s 
social signifi cance and those who would reduce it ”  ( 1994 : 752). In the Polish case, 
this struggle is taking place not only between liberal, civic, and secular actors and 
conservative ethno - nationalist religious elites, but also between two great camps 
within the Church: that of post - Vatican II  “ open Catholics ”  and  “ purists, ”  who 
argue for a de - politicization of religion and a deepening of faith, and that of  “ tra-
ditionalists ”  and  “ integrists ”  who maintain that Catholicism is primordially linked 
with Polishness and that the Church ’ s mission is necessarily political (Zubrzycki 
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 2005 ). The tension is between privatizing and publicizing forces, between opposed 
views of the role of religion and of the Church in the public sphere. In the religious 
fi eld, the post - 1989 period is best described by the polarization, within the Church, 
between these two orientations. 

 But this relative decline in the scope of religious authority and the ensuing priva-
tization of religion do not necessarily imply the decline of religion, merely its decline 
as a carrier of sentiments of national affi nity and solidarity. The point to be made 
here is that secularization turns on multiple axes: one is the level of public engage-
ment in a given national environ, another is the level of authority over the public 
sphere in given national context, and still a third refl ects the level of privately held 
and enacted religious sentiments. Secularization, it turns out, does not mean very 
much as a theoretical tool until it is operationalized within a given articulation of 
nationness. 

 Let us now look at another case where national identity, religion, politics and 
secularization are peculiarly intertwined.   

  FROM FRENCH CANADA ’ S NATIONALIZED RELIGION TO 
QUEBEC RELIGIO - SECULAR HYBRID  11   

 The fusion of Catholicism and national identity in Quebec fi nds its origins in the 
nineteenth century, and, as in Poland, its causes are related to colonial domination 
by ethno - religious others. Following the British Conquest of New France in 1759 
and the repression of the Patriots ’  Rebellion, in a series of Republican uprisings 
against the British colonial power in 1837, the Catholic Church emerged as the sole 
institution able to create, sustain and disseminate a national project. That project, 
however, was devoid of political content  –  the goal was not to change the political 
structures and free the nation from the British empire, but to ensure the nation ’ s 
very  survival  within the new system by keeping the identity of its members alive. 
The survival of the nation therefore rested on maintaining the French language and 
the Catholic faith. 

 To carry that vision, the Church built a retrospective messianic narrative about 
the French Canadians ’  historical destiny in North America that gradually elevated 
St John the Baptist as its fi gurehead. Like the Baptist, whose Providential mission 
was to announce the coming of Christ and baptize him, the French had discovered 
Canada and brought civilization and Christianity to the pagan natives they evange-
lized; they also guarded Catholicism, the only  “ true faith, ”  from the Protestant 
heresy surrounding them on the North American continent. The French Canadian 
people, in this powerful narrative, were an  “ apostolic people ” ; the chosen people, 
with a Providential mission supported by  “ the twin pillars of faith and language, ”  
according to Jules - Paul Tardivel, a leading clerical nationalist of the time. Religion, 
language and ethnicity became increasingly fused, one reinforcing the other, result-
ing in the creation of a cohesive national identity articulated in a coherent messianic 
narrative, and represented in the powerful fi gure of St Jean - Baptiste. 

 From the 1840s until the 1960s, the Catholic Church was the center of civic life, 
assuming functions usually reserved to the modern state: health, education, and 
welfare (Eid  1978 ). The Church was also active in cultural politics, organizing large 
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celebrations around Saint - Jean - Baptiste, offi cially named Patron Saint of French 
Canadians in North America by Pope Pius IX in 1908. Small bonfi res blessed by 
village priests were succeeded by elaborate processions in the streets of Montreal 
and Quebec City on the Saint ’ s name Day, June 24 th . These religious processions 
slowly developed into expansive parades combining religious and secular themes 
and imagery. Hundreds of thousands of spectators gathered along the streets of 
these cities could admire dozens of fl oats amidst regiments of Papal Zouaves, reli-
gious banners fl oating with fl ags, religious hymns sung by children and folkloric 
airs played by marching bands. While the themes varied and the fl oats themselves 
were reinvented every year, the single constant component, year after the year, was 
the parade ’ s last fl oat, dedicated to the Patron Saint. St Jean - Baptiste was typically 
represented as a golden child in the company of a lamb 12  emulating popular Italian 
paintings of the Holy Family where Jesus and John play together. During the 1960s, 
however, that specifi c visual depiction of the nation came under harsh attack. 

 The decade marked the birth of modern  Qu é b é cois  nationalism. Despite their 
frequent confl ation in (non - Canadian) English,  “ French Canadian ”  and  “ Qu é b é-
 cois ”  are not synonymous. The two terms rather represent different identities and 
different visions of the nation, each historically specifi c. The term  “ Qu é b é cois ”  is 
a neologism that came into use only in the early 1960s, when many French Cana-
dians living in Quebec re - imagined the borders of their nation, from the expansive 
Canada (or even North America as a whole) in which they were a minority, to the 
circumscribed territory of Quebec, cradle of their civilization, in which they were a 
majority. 13  The re - imagination of their community, however, also signifi ed the death 
of the French Canadian nation. Despite the pervasive use of the term outside 
Canada,  “ French Canadians ”  no longer exist, as noted by historian Yves Frenette 
in the opening sentence of his  Br è ve histoire des Canadiens - fran ç ais . 

 Besides this territorial fragmentation of French Canadian identity and its subse-
quent disappearance as a meaningful cultural and political category, much actually 
distinguishes the French Canadian and the Qu é b é cois national visions. While the 
French language remains a core element of both versions, Catholicism was aban-
doned as an important or even a desirable marker of the nation in the Qu é b é cois 
project. Likewise, the Church was no longer perceived as a bulwark, but rather as 
a barrier to the successful development of the nation. 14  While the French Canadian 
national vision was primarily centered on the notion of ethno - religious survival, the 
Qu é b é cois project explicitly rejected that notion. Its aim was not to survive, but to 
 develop . Indeed, the Quiet Revolution ’ s modus operandi was to  catch up  [ “ rattra-
page ” ] and modernize. The instrument of that modernization was to be the provin-
cial state, whose functions were radically expanded and empowered in order to 
better represent the interest of the  “ new ”  Qu é b é cois nation within Canadian federal 
structures. The infl uence of the Church in Quebec society  –  both institutionally and 
ideologically  –  was seen as part of the very problem to overcome in order to achieve 
that goal. 

 The 1960s were therefore also marked by important structural transformations, 
chief among them the building of a modern provincial welfare state, which effec-
tively replaced the Church in the spheres of education, health and welfare. This 
institutional marginalization of the Church was accompanied by the thoroughgoing 
and extremely rapid secularization of society characterized not only by a stringent 
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critique of the Church and a drastic decline in religious practice, 15  but also by a 
signifi cant incidence of clergy renouncing their vows to reenter secular society. 
Within ten years, churches that once thronged with people several days a week now 
sat empty. Some were bulldozed; others were sold to developers who transformed 
them into condominiums or hotels; other remained only to be transformed from 
sites of ritual practices into sites of  “ cultural heritage. ”  

 In the context of the nation ’ s redefi nition and the politicization of a new national 
project during the Quiet Revolution, Saint Jean - Baptiste Day became the battle-
ground between two visions of the nation  –  the French Canadian and the Qu é b é cois 
 –  and between two primary sets of national actors  –  the Church and a new wave 
of secular nationalists. As opposition to the religious narrative of the nation gained 
ground in the 1960s, it found its preferred target in Saint Jean - Baptiste and his 
diminutive lamb. The representation of the nation as a pre - pubescent saint was 
offensive to a new wave of nationalists on two principal grounds: they rejected the 
 religious  narrative of the nation expressed in, and fomented by the symbol, as ret-
rograde; and they found the specifi c depiction of the nation as a  child  infantilizing 
because it underlined the nation ’ s dependence. 16  The little St Jean Baptiste and his 
lamb were symbolic of a vision of the nation that the new Qu é b é cois nationalists 
understood as holding back the nation ’ s potential. They both had to be purged. 
Under mounting social agitation, the lamb was removed from the traditional fl oat, 
and at the close of the decade, in 1969, in the face of suffi cient protest and even 
apparent danger to the  “ actor, ”  the live character was replaced by an  adult statue  
of the saint. That same year, the statue was spectacularly beheaded by protesters 
when they overturned the fl oat during the parade, after which the traditional 
parades were permanently abolished. 

 On June 24, 1969, then, French Canada died at the hands of  “ Young Turks ”  
who pressed for the birth of the Qu é b é cois nation, effectively closing a chapter in 
Quebec history and opening a new one. Gone were the saint and the parade. Yet 
if the religious icon and its phalanx disappeared, an abstract and secular  “ St Jean -
 Baptiste ”  remained. In 1977, the Parti Qu é b é cois ’  separatist (and secularist) govern-
ment institutionalized June 24 th  as Quebec ’ s legal national holiday. Solemn Catholic 
masses and the traditional parade gave way to secular festivities:  “ La F ê te Natio-
nale, ”  the holiday ’ s offi cial designation, has since been celebrated with rock con-
certs, fi reworks and public bonfi res where the nation ’ s bards and political fi gures 
renew their allegiance to Quebec amidst a sea of blue and white  fl eur - de - lis  fl ags. 

 Three things here are worth noting: First, the choice of that date as the national 
holiday of the new Qu é b é cois nation; second, the name of the holiday and the use 
of the adjective  “ national ”  in a legal document, which is in itself a political state-
ment; and third, the effacement of the association with the saint ’ s day, marking the 
holiday as stridently secular. The Catholic heritage of the holiday has been thor-
oughly occluded in the documentation of the institution responsible for the organi-
zation of the F ê te (with the exception of a single reference that appeared only very 
recently; Chartier and Vaudry  2007 ). In offi cial publications and on the govern-
ment ’ s website, ample references were made to the pre - Christian origins of the 
summer solstice celebrations, and to the traditions inherited from the early days of 
the colony ’ s festivities, but none to the saint himself, nor to his appropriation by 
the Catholic Church in the nineteenth century. A century of extraordinary celebra-
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tions were simply disregarded, silencing an important chapter in the history of the 
holiday in Quebec and exorcising the ethno - religious genesis of the French Canadian 
nation prior to its Qu é b é cois redefi nition. While the holiday is still commonly 
referred to as  “ La Saint - Jean, ”  few under the age of forty could explain why the 
nation is commemorated on that specifi c day. 17  

  Nationalism and religion: questioning the causal direction 

 While St Jean Baptiste ’ s career trajectory in Quebec suggests that secular Qu é b é cois 
nationalism has replaced French Canadian ethno - Catholicism, one should be careful 
not to assume that the former has surfaced  because  of religion ’ s decline  –  and in 
order to fi ll that void  –  a common assumption, we have seen, in the nationalism 
literature (Durkheim  1995 [1912] ; Hayes  1960 ; Kohn  1946 ; Gellner  1983 ; 
Hobsbawm  1995 ). Eric J. Hobsbawm, for example, explains the existence of Qu é b é-
 cois nationalism since the 1960s as a  response  to the Quiet Revolution ’ s  “ social 
cataclysm, ”  which created a  “ disorientated generation hungry for new certitudes to 
replace the collapsing old ones ”  such that  “ the rise of militant separatism was a 
surrogate for the lost traditional Catholicism ”  ( 1995 : 172). 18  If nationalism in 
Quebec could be reduced to a simple causal relation  –  which it cannot  –  a more 
plausible argument would be precisely the opposite: the secularization of society 
was not the cause of the nationalist movement, but its  consequence.  The collapse 
of the Church as a crypto - state and the rejection of the religious narrative of the 
nation was the result of the creation of a mobilizing modern, political discourse of 
the nation and institutional transformations at the level of the provincial state. It 
was a new wave of nationalists arguing for a novel national project centered on 
Quebec who were instrumental in initiating the break with the Church and rejecting 
the religious narrative of the French Canadian nation. The struggles over the fi gure 
of Saint Jean - Baptiste and his ultimate  “ beheading ”  by left - wing activists could not 
be more suggestive. The consequence of that action during the parade - turned - pro-
test were to be long - lasting in the way the state organizes its national festivities, 
how ordinary people celebrate their  “ national ”  holiday, and, perhaps most impor-
tantly, how Qu é b é cois think of and  “ act out ”  their nation. 

 As in the Polish case, the reconfi guration of national identity and religion in the 
1960s ’  Quebec was not only carried out in institutions and through the renegotia-
tion of Church - state relations, but also through the rejection of old narratives and 
the creation of new ones. That rejection was effected symbolically, in discursive 
repudiations and in ritual reversals across a decade, when parades became the plat-
forms for protests that chipped away at the fi gurative castings of ethno - Catholic 
French Canadianness. Still, the choice of June 24 as the central national celebration 
monumentalizes in a sense the failure of the separatist national project, and the deep 
ambivalence toward it among even so - called  Qu é b é cois de souche  ( “ old - stock 
Qu é b é cois ” ), since the continued use of the saint ’ s day as the National Holiday 
indexes the conspicuous absence of an Independence Day for Quebec. The Precursor 
was beheaded and the lamb of God sacrifi ced, yet the new covenant never arrived. 

 The fate of St Jean - Baptiste  –  fi rst beheaded and then buried with the institution-
alization of a secular national holiday on the saint ’ s name day  –  moreover reveals 
not merely the negation of Catholicism ’ s place in defi ning the  Qu é b é cois  nation (in 
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distinction from its former French Canadian version), but also the continued trace 
of a religious culture that still informs and infi ltrates the  “ secular ”  one. Although 
the saint was beheaded and his fl oat destroyed, St Jean - Baptiste has survived under 
the guise of a new assumed identity,  “ la f ê te nationale. ”  Catholicism, likewise, may 
have disappeared from the public sphere and from the Qu é b é cois ’  everyday life  –  
few believe and even fewer go to church  –  but when encountering religious Others, 
they remain Catholic in their secularism. Recent debates over the  “ reasonable 
accommodations ”  of religious practices of immigrants has demonstrated this quite 
clearly. 19    

  CONCLUSION 

 The comparative study of nationalism and religion, the analysis of these two cases 
suggest, would be more productively advanced by devoting less energy to seculariza-
tion, and more to the specifi c confi gurations of religious authority and religious 
cultures, on one hand, and national institutional contexts and national cultures, on 
the other. Religion and nationalism each have both institutional and symbolic or 
discursive forms, such that what began as an apparently straightforward problem 
of examining religion and nationalism, and their fi ssion or fusion, has now become 
a more complex one that  “ secularization ”  does not usefully address. 

 For Poland and Quebec, as for other cases where national identity is experienced 
and expressed through religious channels at some historical point, the estimation 
of religious decline or ascent in relation to nationalism is a quixotic mission. Where 
the sacred is secularized and then resacralized in national form, and this transmuta-
tion repeated over and over again, the quest after neat models of the substitution 
of one for the other is a charging of windmills. The relationship between national-
ism and religion is far from being fi xed, as if on a pre - determined course, but in 
constant motion. 

 Events such as the War of the Crosses and the St Jean - Baptiste celebrations, then, 
become especially important for us to study because it is through such social dramas 
that the relationship between national identity and religion was actually reconfi g-
ured by social actors in post - communist Poland (1990s) and during Quebec ’ s Quiet 
Revolution (1960s). I showed that by virtue of both the cross and St Jean - Baptiste 
carrying within them key national narratives, the symbols became objects of con-
testation through which social actors performed and transformed the relationship 
between their national identity and Catholicism. By doing so, I argued that the 
relationship between nation and religion is (re)fashioned at key historical junctures 
not only in and through political ideologies and institutional re - arrangements, but 
also in popular rituals such as processions, parades, and protests. 

 The relationship between national identity and religion is indeed mediated by, 
expressed in, and reconfi gured through the use of symbols and the performance of 
rituals in concrete sites and during public, and highly publicized, events such as the 
War of the Crosses in Poland or the St Jean - Baptiste Day parades in Quebec. Dis-
secting such events and analyzing the debates they generate in the public sphere 
allows us to grasp the processual dynamics of nationalism and to tease out how 
broad institutional and structural changes such as state (re)formation and regime 
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transformations are related to micro - sociological phenomena such as identity for-
mation. In the end, I am building a case for why this particular kind of multi - level 
research approach is not only more complete, but also critical for accurately iden-
tifying the mechanisms of social change and explaining the process of identity 
formation. 

 These brief empirical case - studies suggest the value of sociological analyses that 
take symbols and material artifacts seriously. I contend that both the fusion and 
fi ssion of national and religious identifi cations, while depending on articulations of 
statehood, rely on specifi c events and practices and their manipulations of material 
artifacts which, despite the differing outcomes in Quebec and Poland, employ an 
analogous metaphysics of presence  –  an implicit faith in icons, crosses and banners 
as being possessed of transforming power. This attribution of power - in - objects is not 
 “ totemic, ”   à  la Durkheim  –  the sacralization in a material object of society  as it is  
 –  but rather  “ polemic ”   –  the graphic pressing of claims through symbols about how 
society  should be . Concrete practices and material artifacts are employed by social 
actors to focus, magnify and exaggerate particular features of the religion - nation 
confi guration, with the objective of changing the relative place of religion in national 
representations and narratives. And as such, we should pay attention to them.  

  Notes 

  1     Secularization theory is highly differentiated. Jos é  Casanova, in his remarkable histori-
cal - comparative study of public religions in the modern world, argues that seculariza-
tion, commonly thought to be a single phenomenon (and consequently often developed 
into a single theory) is actually composed of  “ three very different, uneven and uninte-
grated propositions: secularization as differentiation of the secular spheres from religious 
institutions and norms, secularization as decline of religious beliefs and practices, and 
secularization as marginalization of religion to a privatized sphere ”  (1994: 211, see esp. 
chs. 1 and 8). Philip Gorski  (2000a)  differentiates between four main types of seculariza-
tion theories: whereas some posit the disappearance and the decline of religion, others 
emphasize its privatization and transformation.  

  2     Benedict Anderson ’ s take on the relationship between secularization and the emergence 
of nationalism is more nuanced than those of Gellner or Hobsbawm, and he expressly 
reject a simplistic causal argument:  “ Needless to say, I am not claiming that the appear-
ance of nationalism towards the end of the eighteenth century was  ‘ produced ’  by the 
erosion of religious certainties, or that this erosion does not itself require a complex 
explanation. Nor am I suggesting that somehow nationalism historically  ‘ supersedes ’  
religion. What I am proposing is that nationalism has to be understood by aligning it, 
not with self - consciously held political ideologies, but with the large cultural systems 
that preceded it,  out of which   –  as well as  against which   –  it came into being ”  (1991: 
12 emphasis mine). For him, there is no  necessary  connection between the dusk of the 
religious mode of thought and the dawn of nationalism. Rather, the decline of sacred 
communities, languages and lineages transformed modes of apprehending the world, 
making the nation  “ thinkable ”  (1991: 22).  

  3     The inverse causal relation is also commonly assumed: the contemporary rise of religious 
movements and the  “ re - enchantment of the world ”  are often attributed to the decline 
of the nation - state in the face of globalization.  
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  4     The Reformation is either seen as containing the seeds of secularization or as a source 
of religious revival. According to either interpretation, however, it is a signifi cant event 
in the formation of nations and nationalism.  “ Modernists ”  argue that nationalism is in 
essence a modern phenomenon, originating in the late eighteenth century, its birth often 
corresponding to the French Revolution. They look at the Reformation from a greater 
historical distance, seeing in it its long - term impact on the place of religion in public 
life. The Reformation, for them, therefore contains the seed of secularization that ulti-
mately allowed the emergence of the nation form.  “ Early modernists, ”  such as Greenfeld 
and Gorski, question the modernist position and identify the rise of nationalism in the 
early modern period. As a result, instead of seeing the Reformation as the beginning of 
the end of religion that then caused the emergence of nationalism, they understand it as 
a wave of religious   é lan  whose  immediate  effect was to instigate nationalist movements 
and create national identities. While both positions link the Reformation with the even-
tual emergence of nationalism, each conceptualizes the relationship between religion and 
nationalism differently: modernists see nationalism resulting from religious decline, early 
modernists see its roots in religious enthusiasm.  

  5     More recently, however, scholars have turned to other concerns, and especially to the 
role of religious nationalism in state formation, power consolidation, and contemporary 
(domestic) politics. Roger Friedland  (2002)  has shown why and in what ways the nation -
 state is a vehicle of the divine for religious nationalists; Shenhav  (2007)  has argued that 
far from transcending religion, nationalism participates in a process of hybridization of 
the secular and the religious, as exemplifi ed in Zionism and contemporary Israeli politics; 
and Fukase - Indergaard and Indergaard  (2008)  have revealed the peculiar role of religious 
nationalism in the making of the modern Japanese state. Following a different but related 
literature, Johnson  (2005)  and Gorski  (2008)  have resuscitated the concept of civil 
religion to analyze post 9/11 American politics. Gorski usefully distinguishes between 
civil religion, which he defi nes as the  “ sacralization of the democratic polity and celebra-
tion of the sovereign people ”  and religious nationalism, which is the  “ sacralization of 
the national state and a divine deputation of the common people, such that they may 
serve as the righteous arm of divine judgment. ”   

  6     For an analysis of Polish claims to Auschwitz and the ways in which they compete with 
Jews over the memory of the former death camp, see chs. 3 ( “     ‘ O ś wi ę cim ’ / ‘ Auschwitz ’ : 
Archeology of a Contested Site and Symbol ” ) and 4 ( “ The Aesthetics of the War of the 
Crosses: Mobilizing  ‘ the Nation ’     ” ) of my book  The Crosses of Auschwitz: Nationalism 
and Religion in Post - Communist Poland  (2006).  

  7     According to recent data, 96% of Polish citizens are Catholic, 95% declare belief in 
God, and 77% consider religion an integral part of their everyday life. 56% participate 
in religious services at least once a week and 75% participate once or twice a month 
(CBOS,  The Meaning of Religion in the Life of Poles , Statistical Report, Warsaw, 2006).  

  8     The term  “ civil religion ”  was fi rst coined by Jean - Jacques Rousseau in the  Social Con-
tract . It is mostly associated with Durkheim and Durkheimian perspectives. It was 
popularized in the United States in the late 1960s with Robert Bellah ’ s article  “ Civil 
Religion in America ”   (1967) , on the heels of which a veritable sociological industry grew 
up before again receding by the 1990s. For an interesting comeback of the concept after 
the events of September 11, 2001, see Johnson  (2005) .  

  9     This is far from the perennialist model of the relationship between nationalism and 
religion, which claims that the modern nation grew out of already existing religious 
communities. The association between Catholicism and Polishness was not natural, but 
historically specifi c. It is the result of a arduous process of construction that is never 
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totally completed and that requires extensive maintenance and upkeep in institutions of 
social reproduction  –  pedagogy, law, the state, the Church  –  and by public leaders 
through speeches, publication, political mobilization, and ritual performance.  

  10     Father Tischner spoke these words during a public discussion at the Dominican church 
in Cracow on November 22, 1993 (author ’ s personal recording). This is also the opinion 
expressed by Jesuit Stanis ł aw Obirek in a personal interview on May 22, 2004. Obirek 
has since left the Church.  

  11     This section is based the archival and ethnographic research conducted for a book 
manuscript in progress on religious narratives, visual symbols and the remaking of the 
nation in Quebec.  

  12     The Christian use of the symbol of the lamb originates from the Hebrew tradition. To 
protect Jews from the 10th plague brought by God to the Egyptians, God told Moses 
to instruct them to sacrifi ce lambs and mark their doors with the animals ’  blood so that 
the Angel of Death would  “ pass over ”  their house and save their fi rstborn sons from 
execution. Jesus celebrated his own  “ Last Supper ”  with his disciples on Passover, and 
with his proposal of a new covenant positioned himself as the sacrifi ce,  agnus Dei,  the 
saving lamb of God. In the French Canadian narrative, the lamb further signifi ed civi-
lization through the progress of the Christian missions.  

  13     The territorial narrowing of  Qu é b é cois  identity set off a ripple effect throughout Canada, 
causing other French - speaking Canadian groups to redefi ne their own identities along 
provincial lines: Franco - Ontarians, Franco - Manitobans, Saskatchewan ’ s Fransaskois, 
Franco - Albertans, Franco - Columbians, and so on. Whereas Francophones in Quebec 
constitute approximately 80 percent of the population, they constitute only 10 to 14 
percent of other Canadian provinces ’  populations, hence their common designation as 
 “ Francophones outside Quebec. ”  Quebec has therefore also become, since the 1970s, 
the reference through which  –  and sometimes against which  –  French - speaking Canadi-
ans are defi ned and defi ne themselves. On the transformation and fragmentation of 
French Canadian identity, see Th é riault  (1999) , and Langlois and L é tourneau  (2004) .  

  14     The opposition to the ethno - religious vision of the nation and to the clerical power in 
Quebec did not emerge ex nihilo during the 1960s. It has a long history, with its roots 
in the Patriots ’  liberal movement and running through the twentieth century. It however 
became more meaningful and effective in operating changes during the 1960s because 
it coincided with, and found its home in that decade ’ s political developments.  

  15     Stats.  
  16     The lamb was also viewed as problematic. Recall the theological interpretation of the 

Saint as the forerunner of the Messiah, and of the lamb as Jesus (as when the Precursor 
declared,  “ Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world! ”  [John 1:29]) 
and, by extension, French Canadian religion/civilization. Critics emphasized a simpler 
and more insidious interpretation of the tableau. In their view, John the Baptist was the 
nation ’ s patron and protector; the lamb was therefore the nation itself, exploited and 
ultimately sacrifi ced. In a strategic semantic shift, the new critics began to speak of the 
 sheep  instead of the lamb to draw attention to the image and push to the foreground a 
troubling set of associations: one of a docile and dumb nation, a nation that lets wolves 
 “ eat the wool off its back, ”  and tamely follows directions when its own interests lay 
elsewhere.  “ The sheep ”  therefore became the symbolic foil against which a new political 
elite presented their national project, defi ned around the idea of progress, economic 
development, and political self - reliance.  

  17     On selective memory and the invention of tradition in 1970s Quebec, see Richard 
Handler ’ s  Nationalism and the Politics of Culture in Quebec   (1988) .  
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  18     Hobsbawm ’ s functionalist argument is a perfect example of what I call  “ residual pri-
mordialism. ”  He claims that the nation is an invented functional substitute for real, but 
lost, communities in order to fi ll an emotional void (1992: 46, 109). From this perspec-
tive, nationalism is related to social disorientation and disorganization, as well as to 
individual uprooting (pp. 172 – 3).  

  19     In fall 2006 and winter 2007, several incidents involving religious minorities and 
Quebec ’ s secular majority prompted vocal opposition to what was perceived as public 
institutions ’   over  - accommodation of minorities ’  religious needs. In response to public 
confusion and discontent over the hazy boundaries of  “ reasonable accommodation, ”  in 
February 2007 Quebec Premier Jean Charest announced the establishment of the Com-
mission on Practices of Accommodation Related to Cultural Differences ( Commission 
de consultation sur les pratiques d ’ accommodement reli é es aux diff é rences culturelles ). 
This public consultation and forum, co - chaired by sociologist G é rard Bouchard and 
philosopher Charles Taylor, was charged with exploring and explicating the meaning 
and practice of Quebec ’ s offi cial secularism in the face of increasing religious pluralism 
created by diverse immigrant populations. Public debate was not solely about the chal-
lenges faced by a secular host society and its religious  “ guests, ”  but one about the very 
identity and secularity of Quebec, as briefs presented to the commissioners and their 
own 310 - page report attest. Indeed, the year - long investigation of  “ reasonable accom-
modation ”  turned out to be the most signifi cant critical interrogation about Qu é b é cois 
national identity since the 1960s, as political fi gures, public intellectuals, artists, business 
people, and ordinary citizens all lent their voices to the commission ’ s work.   
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The Future of Religion  

  Andrew   Wernick       

       God is not quite dead. Man is not quite alive.  Gardavsky 1      

  BACKGROUND TO THE QUESTION 

 The future of religion is not the same as the future of any particular religion or 
religious tradition. And yet  –  from Bacon ’ s  New Atlantis  and Kant ’ s  Religion within 
the Limits of Reason Alone  to Freud ’ s  Future of an Illusion , Bataille ’ s musings about 
Ac é phale and on to the crop of books on the topic which seize our attention today 
 –  it has been a peculiarly Western question, one marked, indeed, by just this ten-
dency to confl ate the regional with the global, and the prospects for Christianity 
and the civilization it has infl uenced with those for religion as such. 

 In the broadest historical terms, and in ways that still reverberate, three factors 
converged to prompt the question and to set it on its generalizing way. 

 First was the split of Western Christendom 2  in the Reformation and the question -
 mark this placed over the future of a religious institution which had held together 
for almost a millennium. The rift seemed permanent, ratifi ed in the Westphalian 
principle of  cuius regio illius religio , as too the spread of sects and movements once 
the hegemony of a controlling center had been broken. Nevertheless, was unity 
recoverable through some kind of principled doctrinal harmonization? Long before 
twentieth - century ecumenism this was already Leibniz ’ s question, who further 
raised the possibility of a reconciliation between Christianity and Confucianism 
(Mungello  1977 ), and thus of an ecumenism that was potentially global. 3  More 
pragmatically, in states riven by religious confl ict, could at least a second - order 
settlement be forged? Anglicanism, with its fudged doctrine of the Eucharist, and 
its opening to moderate evangelical and traditionalist tendencies, was a half - step in 
that direction, but at the cost of politically fraught exclusions. Another way was to 
project the possibility of a big tent civil religion, prescribing only the minima of 
Christian belief, for which Locke, in his  Letter on Toleration  provided one model, 
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and Rousseau , in Book IV of the  Social Contract  and  “ Profession of faith of a 
Savoyard Vicar ”  (in   É mile ), another. 

 In an important respect, however, the schisms of the sixteenth century were quite 
unlike the credal disputes that had preceded, for example, the Councils of Nicaea 
(325) and Chalcedon (451). Protestantism, with its emphasis on faith and conscience 
over dogma and ceremonial, and its elimination of the mediating role of a Church 
safe - guarded tradition of biblical interpretation, represented a rupture both in belief 
and in the way that belief was practiced. It was a new form of Christianity, albeit 
that such resonantly post - medieval features as Luther ’ s  “ priesthood of all believers, ”  
Zwingli ’ s de - magicalizing interpretation of the mass, and Calvinism ’ s levelling con-
gregationalism, were lived as a return to the simplicity of the early church and to 
the purity of the Biblical Word. How then was Reformed Christianity, and its taking 
hold in northern Europe, to be regarded? Was the overthrow of priestly authority, 
iconoclasm and the new  innerlichkeit  a historical step forward, a vital episode of 
religious evolution, as Hegel ( 2007 : 412 – 26) saw it, one indeed in which Christian-
ity was itself destined to become something more universal? or was it the herald of 
a rebellion against all authority, as argued by Catholic conservatives like de Maistre? 4  
According to the fi rst, the religious horizon was one of an immanently divine secu-
larization; according to the second, what hovered on the horizon was the spectre 
of a dissolvent nihilism. 

 The second factor was the rise of the natural sciences, the detachment of natural 
philosophy from theology and Scholasticism, and the ambition of an increasingly 
emancipated rationality to engage the previously off - limit areas of morality, meta-
physics and the human. On its critical side, enlightened reason, conjoined with a 
naturalist ontology, aimed to dissolve all that was mythic, magical or mystical in 
human (self) understanding.  “ The premise of all criticism ”  said the young Marx 
( 1964 : 43) is  “ the criticism of religion. ”  The positive direction of this movement 
can be traced in the progressive elimination of faith or revelation - based knowledge 
in the encyclopaedic  “ tree ”  that the French Encyclopedists took over from Bacon. 
It can also be traced in the aim to grasp religion itself, thematized as a generic 
category, as a natural phenomenon. On the one hand, then religion was historicized 
and anthropologized, beginning with the proposition that the God of Judaism and 
Christianity was a socially conditioned projection in a line of such projections that 
stretched back to an originary animism; and on the other, the search was on for 
ways to ground, in reason or nature, what could be distilled as universal in Chris-
tianity ’ s (and Judaism ’ s) moral truths, a distillate that was in turn projected for-
wards as the new horizon of religious development. 

 The third factor, in part driven by the other two, but also corresponding to a 
differentiating dynamic that came to seem inextricable from capitalist industrializa-
tion, was the retreat of religious, especially clerical, authority from the public realm. 
Correlative with this was the relegation of personal belief to the private sphere ( “ I 
have no desire to make windows in men ’ s souls ”   –  Elizabeth I) and, with print and 
the gradual roll - back of censorship, the opening up of a public space in which ideas 
about religion could, in relative freedom, be seriously discussed. The question con-
cerning the future of religion, if one fore - grounded this trend, became not only, 
then, a matter of its future content but of its relative salience, and compartmental-
ization, within individual and social life. 
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 None of this was a smooth or homogeneous process. As Lucien Goldmann 
pointed out, 5  the turbulent transition to modernity not only led, in different coun-
tries, to different confi gurations of bourgeois hegemony (and instability), but also 
to the dominance of different intellectual paradigms (empiricism and utilitarianism 
in England and Scotland, rationalism in France, idealism in Germany). To which 
we may add that that these different formations were marked, as well, by different 
passages through the Reformation and Counter - Reformation and by distinct national 
problematizations of religion and its future. Particularly striking is the contrast 
between post - 1789 France and Lutheran Germany. In the former, republicanism, 
in a long drawn out contest with an unreconstructed Catholicism, was associated 
with practical attempts to complete the new order with a post - theistic cult of society 
or humanity. In the latter, under conditions of small town backwardness and then 
top down industrialization, revolution, whether liberal - democratic or more radical, 
could only be a dream, and speculations by theologians and philosophers about the 
implications of immanentization (from the god without to the one within) jostled 
with intimations of a revived or re - invented paganism. Both contrasted with devel-
opments across the Channel, where a self - confi dent progress - through - science empir-
icism pushed such continental wildness to the side, while the science - religion debate 
touched off by Darwin ’ s  Origin of Species  largely confi ned itself to questions of 
epistemology and the limits of biblical literalism. 

 Nevertheless, as a cumulative result, by the end of the nineteenth century a rich 
fi eld of questions, drawing on a multitude of new scholarly specializations, was 
established within secular thought itself concerning the nature of, and prospects for, 
the Western religious inheritance. The most dramatic outcome was Nietzsche ’ s 
assault not just on all metaphysics ( “ be true to the earth ” ) but on the entire Judaeo -
 Christian residue of altruistic and communitarian morality. At the same time, the 
social, political, cultural and even economic dimensions of religion had been thrown 
dramatically into relief. This paved the way for a historical, comparative and social 
scientifi c treatment of the overall relation between modernity, capitalism and reli-
gion, a focus that was central to both French and German classical sociology. 
Besides contrasts with the medieval and antique past, a comparative dimension to 
such inquiry was also provided by imperialism and the expansion of trade, leading 
to a more intensifi ed contact with Islam, the religions of India and China, and  –  
which upset all ideas about religion  –  detailed ethnographic reports about the 
 “ primitive ”  religions of indigenous peoples. 

 Not surprisingly, the speculations arising from this crucible of issues tended to 
be ethnocentric. Nor was this only because of what they exoticized or marginalized. 
In foregrounding the fate of Christianity (and Judaism, though primarily as its 
antecedent) in the context of modern times, thinking about such matters was satu-
rated in that religion even when taking positions opposing it. 6  The will to truth, as 
Nietzsche pointed out, 7  was an immanently disruptive element within Christianity 
itself. Tracing a different genealogy Gillespie  (1994)  has argued that the absolutiza-
tion of God in the late middle ages paved the way both for nihilism and for the ego 
as a replacement foundation for epistemic and moral principles. 

 Such ethnocentrism could also give itself a good conscience. Christianity, with 
its gospel of selfl ess love, was taken, even by most secular thinkers, to be the most 
universal of religions, and Western societies the most advanced, charting out the 
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future of all humanity. In the grand historicizing of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, the ascent of civilization unfolded upwards from  “ savagery ”  to  “ barba-
rism ”  and form Sumer to modern Europe. This ascent was also linked to a matura-
tion metaphor. Enlightenment, declared Kant in  What Is Enlightenment ?, is humanity 
emancipating itself from its self caused tutelage. Freud ’ s  Future of an Illusion  plays 
with a similar fi gure of adolescent crisis, though with more doubts about whether 
it could be successfully overcome. The assertion that the West is the standard bearer, 
if not the source, of universal human values like freedom and reason is still a 
common coin of international political discourse. For Max Weber, the West ’ s cul-
tural exceptionalism in being plausibly able to make that claim was indeed a central 
problem for sociology. 8  Not that Weber ’ s thesis was triumphalist. What had tri-
umphed with Protestantism and capitalism was the disenchantment of the world 
and instrumental reason, a decidedly limited and two - edged universal. 

 A generation ago the conventional wisdom, including among sociologists (Wilson 
 1966 ; Berger  1973 ), was broadly in accord with the Enlightenment prognosis. Reli-
gion, at least as traditionally understood, was steadily in decline for both individuals 
and society. Indeed, if current trends in the advanced societies continued, was it not 
destined ultimately to disappear? Such a view became especially plausible in the two 
decades following World War II, with secularization of all kinds, from emptying 
pews to the commercialization of Sundays, proceeding apace. The United States was 
a notable exception, 9  but even here the trends were in the same direction. 

 Several things have changed this view. Externally, there has been a resurgence 
both of Christianity and other world religions, especially Islam, and within that a 
strong current of neo - traditionalist fundamentalism. In parallel we have seen the 
collapse of the USSR, leading to the resuscitation of the Russian Orthodox Church, 
and the decline in the post - colonial world of secular nationalism and socialisms. In 
part, the resurgence could be regarded as a transitional phenomenon: a mix of reac-
tive anti - modernism and anti - Westernism and of a bridge to capitalist moderniza-
tion via equivalents of the Protestant ethic (evangelicalism in Central America; the 
rise of Moslem piety in the small merchant and professional classes in the Middle 
East). But it is too widespread and variegated a phenomenon to be regarded as 
ephemeral, and if it represents a displacement of energy from blocked or defeated 
secular - progressive movements, the relation of ideological forces has also been 
changed thereby. 

 In any case, since the 1960s religion has become of increasing salience in the 
advanced West as well. Among the factors in play have been evangelical and Pen-
tecostal revival; the counter - cultural, but now mainstream, fl owering of alternative 
religions, sects and spiritualities; and changing patterns of religious affi liation and 
inter - communal relations brought by immigration and policies of multiculturalism, 
leading to controversies over the spread of  “ faith schools ”  and over the place, or 
non - place, of religion in the symbology of public life. In addition, as Berger had 
argued in  The Sacred Canopy   (1969) , and Harvey Cox in  The Secular City   (1965) , 
secular society itself, even in the fl ood tide of secularization, could be regarded 
as more religious than it took itself for. 10  The same point has been made by 
Mark Taylor ( 2007 : 132):  “ religion does not return, because it never goes away; to 
the contrary, religion haunts society, self, and culture even  –  perhaps especially  –  
when it seems to be absent. ”  The term post - secular (Milbank  1993 ; Habermas 
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 2008 ) has come into circulation to describe this new, and newly interpreted, state 
of affairs. 

 Against that background my aim in the following remarks is to examine some 
contemporary approaches to the future of religion which take their bearings from 
the post - 1960s situation. I especially want to focus on the dialogue between Rorty 
and Vattimo gathered together in a book of that title (Vattimo et al.  2005 ). I high-
light the  Future of Religion  in part because the prominence of its authors  –  each 
widely regarded as their country ’ s leading philosopher  –  has given to the text a 
certain importance, in part because of the explicitness with which a more broadly 
postmodern approach to an old question is given voice. The question I want to raise 
is the extent to which their positions break new ground with respect to the range 
of positions already established within Western thought over the preceding centu-
ries. The suspicion that I want to test is that in some respects they do not and indeed 
that something may be missing.  

  VATTIMO AND RORTY 

 The  Future of Religion  (Vattimo et al.  2005 ) consists of an essay by Rorty,  “ Anti -
 clericalism and atheism, ”  an essay by Vattimo,  “ The age of interpretation ”  and a 
discussion between them moderated by Zabala, another prominent Italian philoso-
pher, who also edited the book. While the essays by Rorty and Vattimo are occa-
sional pieces, and not the most important of their writings, 11  the text is noteworthy 
for several reasons. Not the least is the fact of their collaboration itself. Rorty writes 
as a non - believer (previously a self - described atheist, but here, more consistent with 
his anti - dogmatism, an agnostic) and as an American liberal - progressive, with John 
Dewey as his guiding star. Vattimo writes as a practicing Italian Catholic, albeit 
one who is an  “ out ”  campaigner in gay and other causes, 12  and highly critical of 
the conservative theology that came to predominate under the papacy of John Paul 
II. Each, one might say, has a faith, but Vattimo ’ s is in the unfolding possibilities 
of a past, for him transcendent, event, while Rorty ’ s, indistinguishable from hope, 
is squarely in the human possibilities of the future:

  My sense of the holy is bound up with the hope that someday  …  my remote descen-
dants will live in a global civilization in which love is pretty much the only law. In 
such a society, communication would be domination - free, class and caste would be 
unknown, hierarchy would be a matter of temporary pragmatic convenience, and 
power would be entirely at the disposal of the free agreement of a literate and well -
 educated electorate.  (p. 40)    

 Their philosophical differences are also striking. Vattimo studied hermeneutics with 
Gadamer and L ö with, and is a post - metaphysical thinker in line with Nietzsche and 
Heidegger. Rorty (who died in 2007) was a neo - pragmatist engaged with and 
against the analytic tradition. His early work (Rorty  1979, 1982 ) concerns the 
critique of what is metaphysical in the philosophy of science, particularly in its 
representational view of truth. Where they converge is in their anti - foundationalism, 
and more especially in their shared recognition (1) that anti - foundationalism applies 
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to itself (i.e. Nietzsche ’ s dictum that  “ there are no facts only interpretations ”  is itself 
only an interpretation) and (2) that such a stance, far from simply throwing us via 
relativism into anything goes nihilism opens the door to an ethical - political attitude, 
and practice, that would realize the axial values  –  love and justice  –  of the Western 
religious tradition. 

 Vattimo, it should be said, is much more interested in bringing out the historical 
aspect of this point than Rorty. In such works as  The End of Modernism  (Vattimo 
 1991 ) and  After Christianity  (Vattimo  2002b )  –  the titles tell the story  –  Vattimo 
explicates his position in detail. Hermeneutics is not to be considered simply as 
method. It is a refl exive mode of thinking that corresponds to contemporary  dasein  ’ s 
being - in - the world. 13  Hence what he calls  “ hermeneutical ontology, ”  and hence also 
his program of  “ weak thought, ”  focus on dismantling absolutist knowledge claims, 
while also recognizing that the interpreter cannot escape confi nement within his/her 
own horizon of meaning. 

  “ Weak thought ”  is seen as fulfi lling Nietzsche ’ s and Heidegger ’ s program of 
depassing Greek and Christian metaphysics. But as an ontological event  –  interpreta-
tion as  “ what is happening to Being ”   –  it is also seen as completing the  kenosis , 
God ’ s self - emptying out, that Vattimo takes to be at the heart of the Christian story 
(cf. Hegel ’ s  “ Golgotha of Absolute Spirit ” ). This is not the only recent instance of 
Nietzsche ’ s appropriation by Christianity. Another is Altizer ’ s  “ death of god ”  theol-
ogy in the 1960s (Altizer  1966 ), and Mark Taylor ’ s Derridean development of it in 
such works as  Erring  and  Altarity . Inter - related has also been a renewed interest in 
an older tradition of negative theology that goes back (at least) to Pseudo - Dionysius 
and Meister Eckhart. But Vattimo ’ s interest in Nietzsche ’ s fi gure of the death of 
god is not apophatic, nor for that matter in the nature of divinity. His focus, rather, 
in line with the historicism of the later Heidegger, is on what the death of God 
means for the character of the epoch whose signature it is. 

 In effect, Vattimo ’ s essay identifi es awareness of the always - already interpreted 
character of the world as the fundamental experience of our age, with  “ the age of 
interpretation ”  standing in for Nietzsche ’ s  “ twilight of the idols. ”  As with Nietzsche, 
a culture of pan - intepretation undermines the absolutist claims of all authorities, 
including religious ones. This ultimately spells the end for the hierarchies and 
dogmas of organized religion, including those of Vattimo ’ s own Church. But 
whereas, for Nietzsche, European nihilism moves to complete itself through a trans-
valuation of good vs evil morality and an ecstatic Dionysianism in which  “ we 
ourselves become gods, ”  for Vattimo the visible Church withers while that which 
is not false in Christianity comes into its own. For him, the future of religion lies 
in working out (or rather: the working out of) what the saturating prevalence of 
interpretation implies in the light of Jesus ’ s gospel of love; and also in the light of 
what,  pace  Girard  (1987) , demystifying the Crucifi xion brings to our understanding 
of sacrifi ce, scapegoating, and originary social violence. 

 But this is not all. The age of interpretation is also identifi ed with the Franciscan 
visionary Joachim of Fiore ’ s third and culminating  “ age of spirit, ”  though with two 
important differences. First, Vattimo ’ s transcription of Joachim ’ s Trinitarian schema 
disconnects the age of spirit both from monasticism (for Joachim, after the age of 
the Son, the new age began in the sixth century with St Benedict and the founding 
of Monte Cassino) and from the apocalyptic communalism of his late medieval 
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heretical followers. Following Hegel, rather, he fi nds in it a key for understanding 
modernity. For Vattimo, secondly, the ascendancy of the third person of the Trinity 
is not to be interpreted as that of an indwelling spirit to be realized in a fusional 
community, nor indeed as any kind of spiritual substance, but as a metaphor for 
the rise of a multi - levelled and heterogeneous practice of interpretation which feeds 
on the generosity it generates. 

 Rorty had sketched out a comparable position  –  minus the theological gloss  –  in 
 Contingency, Irony and Solidarity  (1989), which offers a critical but sympathetic 
commentary on the strange goings on in contemporary continental philosophy. 
What Rorty sees, with approval, as having come to the fore in French post - struc-
turalism, and quintessentially in Derrida ’ s left - infl ected deconstruction of Western 
logocentrism, is a combination of  “ private irony ”  (which recognizes the contingency 
of all language and of all positions including his/her own) and  “ liberal hope ”  (for 
a pluralist community as the outcome of the dismantling of essentialized exclusions). 
Unlike for Vattimo, and indeed Derrida, however, the espousal of this position  –  
which he had already come to in his critique of positivism  –  involves no wrestling 
with the death of God nor with the aporias of escaping metaphysics. There is no 
god shaped hole to be tremulously left vacant, and no tension, therefore, between 
the desire for, and impossibility of, belief: a tension that Vattimo et al. ( 1999 ) 
resolves through fi nding, in his own interpretation of his faith, that he  “ believes 
that he believes. ”  Underpinning the agnosticism that Rorty now advances, in fact, 
is not so much doubt as ironic indifference, including towards the ultimate basis of 
his own commitments. Hence Rorty ’ s comment, when siding with Lyotard against 
Habermas ’ s efforts to establish a grand theory of commmunicative action:  “ he is 
not letting the narratives which hold our culture together do their stuff. He is 
scratching where it does not itch ”  (Bernstein  1985 : 164). 

 What Rorty foregrounds in his essay, in any case, is the fi rst term in the title: 
anticlericalism. The future we are bidden to welcome is one in which there is no 
mandatory public religion, no priestly interference in the public realm, and no 
restriction placed by clergy of whatever sort on free private interpretation and belief. 
The clerics inveighed against are not only those of organized religions but secular 
clerisies too. Like Vattimo, but with an emphasis on the so - to - speak church of the 
left rather than that of the Catholic Church, his faith, is in the laity, itself understood 
as a constantly self - reinterpreting community of interpreters. Not that there is any 
question of a head on campaign against priests or dogmatists. The point, as with 
the coming of pluralist democracy generally, is to confront hard with weak thought. 
Weak thought is weak not only because of its (non)grounding in groundlessness, 
but also because it undermines interpretative authority, as the logos of power. Weak 
thought, as soft against hard, is the thought of the weak. 

 In its willingness to straddle, or blur, the line between secular and non - secular 
modes of thinking  The Future of Religion  exemplifi es a more general trend in post-
modern thought. Other examples that could be cited are Derrida ’ s engagement with 
Judaism (Caputo  2002 ), Baudrillard ’ s play with Manicheism  (1990) , Eco ’ s early 
work on Aquinas  (1988) , and Badiou  (2003)  and Zizek ’ s  (2001)  interest in St Paul. 
This trend is less paradoxical than it might seem. While the anti - foundationalism 
of Nietzsche and Heidegger continued a critical movement that came to the fore in 
the Enlightenment, they did so at the expense of Enlightenment certitudes. Their 
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philosophical heirs have simply continued the campaign. Lyotard ’ s characterization 
of the postmodern condition as  “ suspicion towards meta - narratives ”  refers, fi rst 
and foremost, to those of the Enlightenment itself, including naturalistic objectivism 
and all stories of progress through demystifi cation. 

 One casualty has been the exclusive Enlightenment disjunct of reason (= science) 
and religion (= superstition), and the allergies to boundary crossing that have pro-
tected it. It is a stance which now seems like the product of a reaction formation. 
Its conscious undoing has opened the way for a fresh consideration of archaic 
themes (e.g. Derrida  (1995)  on the Abraham and Isaac story, Agamben  (1999)  on 
Benjamin ’ s angelology, and Nancy ’ s  “ Of divine places ”  1991: 110 – 32) and also for 
a willingness to appropriate traditional religious language while still holding fast to 
a resolutely this - worldly ontology. Language itself  –  Bacon ’ s  “ idol of the market-
place ”   –  has come under a destabilizing scrutiny both as the hiding place of meta-
physics and for its social and historical arbitrariness as a mediator of thought. If 
one implication has been the unsettling awareness that language speaks us, another 
has been what Vattimo ( 2002a : 16) welcomes  “ the liberation of metaphor, ”  which 
is also liberation by metaphor. 

 Most of the major thinkers associated with the ambiguous turn to religion I am 
describing are politically to the left  –  which means, in a post - 1960s and post Cold 
War context, being faced on the one hand with humano - centric commitments to 
justice that they do not wish to give up and which can no longer easily be expressed 
in such terms, and on the other hand with the travails of the traditional (Marxist 
and industrial age) left, both as a political movement and as a mode of thought 
confi dently in tune with the logos of history. It is an uncomfortable place to be, 
from which religious tropes and locutions have provided, with respect to rethinking 
the fundaments of a left orientation, a possible line of fl ight. 

 The varieties of religiosity put in play by this double exigency, however, and cer-
tainly those given expression in  The Future of Religion , are not to be confounded 
with mere political retreat. They are neither personal and quietist, nor do they involve 
a reactive conversion, let alone any recurrence to schemas of individual salvation or 
life after death. As between a secular humanism that has become conceptually thread-
bare, and one or another form of retreat into revivalism or otherworldliness, what is 
envisaged, rather, is a kind of religious third way. This is religion without fi xed doc-
trine, without clerics and cadres, and, with regard to individual religious practice, 
including ritual and prayer, benignly non - prescriptive. In the sphere of belief, it beto-
kens  “ neither theism nor atheism ”  (p. 80), nor indeed the indecisiveness of an older 
agnosticism, for the question of God ’ s being or non - being has become a non - ques-
tion. 14  What justifi es the term religion in this context is something residual: a tran-
scending yet non - absolutized faith, whose outer expression is in the ethico - political 
practice (including of interpretation) that it animates. This is (as Caputo puts it) 
 “ religion without religion, ”  and above all religion without authority.  

  NON - RELIGION 

 Such a view of the religious future, even if regarded only as a beckoning horizon, 
is no doubt contestable. It leaves popular religion, together with all the indications 
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of its continued vitality and diversifi cation, to one side. It is the religion, Freud 
would say, of intellectuals. Even, perhaps especially, in its liberal pluralism it never 
leaves the orbit of the West. But there is a prior question: in what sense is this 
future, understood as the long - term working out of the consequences of being in 
 “ an age of interpretation, ”  the future of  religion . In what sense are we still talking 
about religion at all? 

 The question is sharpened if we compare the positions advanced by Vattimo and 
Rorty with those advanced by Guyau ([1886]  1897 ) more than a century earlier. It 
is not hard to see resemblances. But what the former gesture towards as the future 
of religion, Guyau, more forthrightly, calls  “ the  irreligion  (or non - religion) of the 
future. ”  

 Guyau summarized his argument, which entailed a lengthy comparative and 
historical study and which provides a fascinating link between Durkheim and 
Nietzsche, as follows:

  The developments of religion and civilization have always proceeded hand in hand, 
and  …  [those of religion] always in the line of a greater independence of spirit, of a 
less literal and less narrow dogmatism, of a freer speculation. Non - religion [ irreligion ], 
as we here understand it, may be considered as a higher degree simply of religion and 
of civilization  …  The absence of religion thus conceived is one with a reasoned but 
hypothetical metaphysics treating of men and the universe. One may designate it as 
religious independence, or anomy, or individualism. It has, moreover, been preached 
in some degree by all religious reformers from Sakia - Mouni and Jesus to Luther and 
Calvin, for they have all of them maintained liberty of conscience and respected so 
much only of tradition as, in the then state of contemporary religious criticism, they 
could not help admitting.  (Guyau  1897 : 11)    

 Guyau ’ s register is sociological rather than philosophical, and his framework is 
datedly evolutionist, in the spirit of Comte and, still more, Spencer. Unlike the 
authors of  The Future of Religion  moreover, Guyau excludes the possibility of such 
a dispensation coexisting with a plurality of religious survivals. Nor, for him, is 
there any element of undecidability or metaphor about the defi ning traits of a reli-
gious worldview: it is either myth based or it is reasoned speculation. Nor is Guyau ’ s 
own position inscribed, as is that, ambiguously, of even Rorty, within a residually 
Christian faith (in the human, justice, community etc). There are nonetheless strik-
ing similarities. Guyau, like Vattimo and Rorty, foresees the emergence of a religio -
 ideological fi eld in which institutionalized religion has withered away, discourse 
about ultimate meaning and truth has been freed from myth and doctrinal controls, 
and in which the deepest ethical, existential and cosmological (and non - mystical) 
insights of religious founders can be appreciated and debated in clear - eyed terms. 

 Guyau calls this point of arrival  irreligion . He does so because attachment and 
obligation to the otherworldly have gone, there are no gods to worship, and because 
divinely given truths have been superceded by science on the one side, and by  “ rea-
soned speculation ”  on the other about fi rst principles and deepest truths. Regarding 
the latter moreover there is no absolute standard of adjudication, and thus no 
prospect of a non - otherworldly successor to Christianity or other world religions, 
at least in the form of a unitary and overarching institution. Not that irreligion is 
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a mere absence, any more than  “ religious anomie or individualism ”  amounts to 
chaos or nihilism. Not only does it presuppose a vibrant culture of  “ moral and 
metaphysical ”  inquiry. It also emerges in tandem with a bio - social advance in civi-
lization made possible by enhanced canalization into social bonding of the surplus 
energy taken to fl ow through human life (a vitalistic assumption that Guyau shared 
with Nietzsche, if in a softer and less pagan key). 15  Overall, in fact, if non - religion 
is taken in conjunction with the wider transformation of which it is taken to be an 
essential part, it can be taken to play the same orienting and integrating roles as 
the religions whose series it caps. That is why in the passage cited Guyau can say, 
confusingly, that  “ non - religion is a higher form of religion and civilization. ”  

 Of course whether, in either case, we have or have not left the terrain of  “ reli-
gion ”  depends on how the word is defi ned and understood. But here  –  and without 
rehearsing the diffi culties caused by the cloud of etymological and historical associa-
tions clustering around the word itself  –  several issues need to be disentangled. 

 The fi rst concerns the objections that can be raised against any attempt to defi ne 
religion purely from the subjective side, as a special mode of consciousness, or, more 
narrowly still, of cognition and belief. This is a standard reproach of sociologists 
to philosophers, and was indeed Durkheim ’ s main criticism of Guyau (Pickering 
 1975 : 34). If religion is taken to designate such complexes as Buddhism, Christianity 
etc then what is entailed is much more than a certain form of subjectivity, whether 
as belief, encounter with something beyond, feeling of absolute dependence, or any 
other variety of religious experience. It also involves practice, in fact both  a  practice 
 –  good works, prayer, rituals, moral regimen  –  and a body of  collective  practices 
in which the former are embedded. (In these terms Kant distinguishesd between cult 
and belief, and Comte between  Culte ,  dogme  and  regime. ) This we may add is not 
just a matter of induction. As an Althusserian would say: an apparatus of ritual 
practice and active symbolism is necessary for reproducing the subjectivity of its 
adherents, and for reproducing the  “ ideological social relations ”  (Colletti  1972 ) of 
the social formation as a whole. To peer into the future of religion, then, is not only 
to wonder about the future of belief and sensibility, it is also to wonder about the 
future of whatever apparatus of practices clusters around, and sustains, such 
subjectivity. 

 There remains the question though of what kind of collective beliefs and practices 
constitute religion, as opposed to what Althusser himself more broadly calls  “ ideol-
ogy. ”  A problem here is that how the line is drawn, and how fuzzily, will depend 
on the ontology of the drawer. For those who are not religiously musical (as Weber 
confessed himself to be) it may be hard to draw a line at all. For those who are, 
but who do not want to posit a realm of the supersensible there remains a dilemma. 
How, if we stay on the side of subjectivity, can we cogently distinguish between 
musicality and hallucination, or between what is truly or only apparently religious? 
How, that is, without recourse to some essential defi nition (Kant ’ s  “ true religion ” ) 
or without fi nding a satisfactory but propositionless way to speak of what is above 
and beyond? In line with current theology we may call the elusive ingredient an 
opening to transcendence, though this only transfers the dilemma onto another 
term, for such openness is not open if it is not open to what is outside the self as 
absolutely other  –  and how are we to understand that? It is in wrestling with this 
that Derrida (1998: 6) asks, in another instance of collaboration with Vattimo, 
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 “ How to  ‘ talk religion ’ ? Of religion? Singularly of religion today? How dare we 
speak of it in the singular without fear and trembling? who dares speak of it [reli-
gion] in the singular? ”  

 On the other hand we can look for an external index, as in Durkheim ’ s  “ sacred, ”  
though upon inspection it carries with it a similar problem. The force of the sacred, 
as the collective representation of the collective, and of what separates it from the 
profane, are those of the transcendent collective/we over the individual. It is an 
understanding that retains a God term  –  with a universal and sublime aspect that 
can be experientially encountered  –  in the shape of a group presumed to be its basis. 
But then is the sacred precipitated by any and every group, and  “ nation, ”  compa-
rably sacred? Can we distinguish, perhaps, the (merely) sacred with the(actually) 
holy? (L é vinas  1977 ). And in an increasingly complex and individuated society will 
not that which is held in common as sacred not only diminish, as Durkheim argued, 
but also disperse? In which case, undermining the Durkheimian ontology com-
pletely, the sacred ends up, as Caillois argued in  L ’ Homme et le sacr é    (1988) , being 
whatever each of us projects it to be. 

 In  The Disenchantment of the World , Gauchet  (1997)  has proposed a different 
defi nition that would sidestep these issues. For him, what distinguishes religion is 
its total binding of social life to a sacralized fi xed point in the past. It is the tyranny 
of an Origin. Religion, in this sense, is what there was elementarily, and the histori-
cal trajectory, through religion ’ s gradual break - up, is towards an open futurity, for 
which Christianity, uniquely among the world - religions, has historically paved the 
way. Ideology (with that of the left as a model, but its forms are pervasive) is a half 
way house in which what binds is a fi xed point in the future. An open future would 
be free from any binding. From this angle, as pointers to that future, the hybridity 
of positions of Vattimo and Rorty could be considered less progressive than Guyau ’ s. 

 A third set of issues, cutting across all the above, concerns the distinction that 
may be drawn not only between  a  religion, as a wholescale complexes, and religion 
 as such , but also between the latter and religion  in general , understood as the total-
ity of all that can be comprehended in that term. For the nominalist the second 
distinction may be hard to make, religion without an article being understood in 
terms of actual religions as the set of their common traits. However, this accords a 
defi ning status to past forms which may be a poor guide for capturing the forms of 
future possibilities. Besides, how in pondering the future of  “ religion, ”  if conceived 
as a space occupied by religions understood as unitary complexes, are we to frame 
an understanding of trends (within modern Christianity for example) towards the 
separation of subjectivities and practices, of private from public religion, towards, 
in sum, the break up of the entities abstracted in its concept? The idea of metamor-
phosis may be just as appropriate as that of entropic decline, in which case a dif-
ferent picture comes into view. 

 Against Habermas ’ s view that a completed modernity implies the completed, but 
also communicatively harmonized, separation of social action spheres, the drift we 
may witnessing is towards a more far - reaching break - up of religious totalities. In a 
recent book Lough  (2006) , who like Gauchet emphasizes the seemingly intractable 
resistance that is met on the way to (past) religion ’ s disappearance, has suggested 
the latter has been arrested by the very process of religion ’ s disarticulation. In a 
process he traces ultimately to the rise of the commodity form, what has come to 
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characterize the fi eld of Western religion is that its subjective and existential core 
has separated from its practical and institutional body. Thence the spirit of religion 
has migrated into the sublime, where it has tenaciously taken up residence as an 
untamed, promiscuous and often (for example in the blood - trail of twentieth - 
century fanaticisms) dangerous element. 

 Regardless of what concatenation of processes is actually under way, it makes 
sense to describe the space in which  all  this occurs as religion, thinking it not on 
the model of a unitary complex, whether in relation to whole societies (Berger ’ s 
 “ sacred canopy ”  or as but as a dimension inhabited by a multiplicity of forms and 
fl avors. Against Guyau, a hypothesis we might entertain is that at a certain point 
as religions recede, religion - in - general even grows, its vacated spaces fi lling up again 
with a swelling cloud of partial, disconnected, and recombinant elements.  

  THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY 

 That despite the historical gulf there should be signifi cant overlap between a current 
and a late nineteenth - century effort to think the (post Christian) future of (Western) 
religion, is not surprising if we consider the longevity of the question and that, 
logically speaking, and at the limit, there have always been a fi nite number of pos-
sible answers. The  fi rst   –  challenging the premise  –  is that something recognizably 
like the old religion (theistic, organized, loyal to its origins and traditions) will, with 
adaptations and renewals, indefi nitely persist. The  second  is that religion of this sort 
will come to an end and not be replaced. What comes next is non - religion. The 
 third  is that the old religion will end, but a religion of some new kind will arise in 
its stead. The  fourth  is that the old religion will die as institution, as ceremonial, as 
myth, in short as body, but its spirit will be realized immanently in the life, norms 
and structures of secular society. 

 In actuality these possibilities are not mutually exclusive. There are gradations 
and hybrids. The fourth possibility, expressed in the view that secularization is the 
realization of the spirit of Christianity, is itself a hybrid of the fi rst and second. If 
we peer into the future of Western religion from the end of the nineteenth century, 
it is apparent that some combination of all four trends were in store at once. Nev-
ertheless, major positions have clustered around them, and within the matrix they 
together constitute all possible modern and postmodern futures for religion can be 
arrayed. 

 What we might say in these terms is that while Guyau ’ s position exemplifi es 
possibility two (non - religion), Vattimo and Rorty, together with postmodern a/
theologians like Mark Taylor and Caputo, blend this with possibility four: no reli-
gion as religion fulfi lled. A peculiarity of Vattimo ’ s position is that the idea of 
Christianity fulfi lling itself through  kenosis  is, unlike in the paradigm - shaping cases 
of Kant, Hegel and Feuerbach, linked with a Catholic rather than Protestant under-
standing of faith and Church. For him, correspondingly, the old church as body 
does not entirely die. It continues in a porous, self - directing and constantly self -
 reinterpreting laity. A further peculiarity  –  though this is typical of the postmodern 
religious turn, and underpins its hybridity as a religiosity seeking to escape its own 
metaphysics  –  is that the thesis of secularization as realized religion is combined 
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with Heidegger ’ s understanding of Nietzsche ’ s death of god, and translated into the 
terms of completed nihilism. The distinctiveness of Rorty ’ s position , by contrast, 
is that a horizon of no - religion is combined with a bracketing of the god - question, 
and that, rather than being ambiguously wedded to Christian tradition, he places 
his chips in a secular - rationalist liberal - democratism that draws its energy from the 
American (Rorty  1998 ), i.e. from the idealist and politically progressive side of what 
Bellah  (1991)  has famously called American civil religion. 

 A tension running through both positions is that the tolerant dispersiveness of 
weak thought (which eschews being grounded in any Habermas - type rules of com-
municative engagement) is linked with the aim of fostering community. It is an 
in - common - ness however that is not constituted around adhesion to any common 
identity or cognitive foundation. It is a mode of community that arises, rather, in 
the practice of interpretation itself, that is to say in the ongoing questioning of 
identities and foundations, and in the charitable spirit with which this is conducted. 
The parallel between a theology attuned to a divinity, or transcending alterity, 
without substance and a politics oriented to a decentered and de - essentialized form 
of community is evident. And if the former is identifi ed with the latter it is more 
than a parallel. What is missing from Vattimo ’ s and Rorty ’ s refl ections is how such 
a practice, and such a practice as itself a project, might be culturally sustained  –  and 
the role played in this, for example, by their own respective faith communities and 
traditions. For this to come into focus, however, we would have to look at a pos-
sible pathway for the future of religion that is absent from their discussion, and 
indeed from much of contemporary discussion as a whole. 

 According to that possibility  –  number three in the grid just sketched out  –  the 
destiny of religion is not for the old religion to disappear, nor, in that disappearance, 
for it to permeate the world and fulfi l its promise. It is for a new one to arise in its 
place. Such a religion would be religious as a binding and gathering that secured 
the moral and mental ground of the brave new world ushered in by science, industry 
and capitalism. It would mark a break from the old  –  whatever the continuities 
at the level of values  –  both in giving rise to independently fashioned symbolic 
and institutional forms, and in being resolutely this - worldly, post - theistic, and 
human - centered. 

 The idea, in formal terms, has had two main variants. 
 In its strongest form, replete with credo, sacred symbols and rituals, and exten-

sions into everyday life, the idea of a new religion makes its appearance in Bacon ’ s 
allegory of the House of Salomon, a benign order of scientist - priests dedicated  “ to 
the knowledge of causes, and secret motions of things; and the enlarging of the 
bounds of human empire, to the effecting of all things possible. ”  Bacon ’ s vision of 
technocracy plus philanthropy inspired the formation of royal societies and acad-
emies in England and France, and in more oppositional tones was enthusiastically 
carried forward by the Encyclopedists. But it was not until the cataclysm of the 
French Revolution that there was impetus to go beyond allegory, and actually try 
to bring a post - Christian (which in France meant post - Catholic) religious order into 
being. 

 The fantastical Jacobin attempt to do so by endowing the revolutionary Republic 
with a new calendar, roster of festivals (to liberty, reason, nature etc) and, at the 
climax of the Terror, a deist cult of the Supreme Being, the latter solemnly rolled 
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out on 20th Prairial in a pageant on the Champs de Mars, came to nothing after 
Thermidor. But in the unstable decades that followed a number of new religion 
projects surfaced among social reformers, similarly underpinned with humano -
 philic fervor, coupled with a sense of urgency about the need to complete the insti-
tutional transformation begun in the Revolution including at the moral and religious 
level. 

 The most notable were Saint - Simon ’ s New Christianity in the 1820s, and Comte ’ s 
Positive Religion of Humanity announced to the world in 1851, with himself as its 
 Grand - Pretre . The Saint - Simonian version was more communitarian ( “ love one 
another as brothers ” ), the Comtean more corporatist and system - obsessed. But 
common to both was the sacralization of humanity, conceived at once as a lovingly 
united, and ultimately world - wide, community and as the (true) Great Being, imma-
nent and transcendent to the individual. Both also envisaged the growth and suste-
nance of humanist faith through a church - like organization with its own rituals and 
symbols. And both linked the whole construct to a grand totalization of human 
knowledge with a refl exive science of society at its heart  –  the equivalent, for the 
new religion, of what systematic theology had been for the old. Comte ’ s positive 
polity, we may note, was meant both as a founding doctrinal document, and as a 
scientifi c projection of what positive society and positive religion would be like, in 
the normal state, a lifespan ahead in time (to 1948). 

 Grandiose attempts by the  “ prophets of Paris ”  (Manuel  1962 ) to found a fully 
organized religious institution were bound to fail, let alone ones modelled on the 
integralism, hierarchy and labyrinthine intricacies of the medieval Church. Shorn 
of excrescences, however, the more general idea of uniting a fractious world by 
promoting a shared attachment to, and veneration of, the best of what we humans 
collectively are and aspire to, inspired more limited projects with greater staying 
power. Their legacies  –  de Coubertin ’ s modern Olympics, World Fairs, international 
days of peace and solidarity going back to the Hague Peace Conferences, are still 
with us. The list of similarly functioning, if no longer so strategically conceived, 
sites and events has continued to grow. In recent years it has extended to UNESCO 
World Heritage sites, charity spectaculars like Live Aid, as well as globally media-
tized inspirational moments like the moon - landing and the release of Mandela. On 
its symbolic and ritual side, the entire international left can also be so regarded; and 
nowhere more so than in the militantly atheist tradition that descends from Marx 
and Engels. With its Founders, heroes, holy texts, solidarity rituals, festivals, memo-
rials and procession of Parties and Internationals, a church - like element in what has 
consistently put itself forward as the true (and truly demystifi ed) party of humanity 
has been easy to parody. It can also be regarded, however, as an authentic expres-
sion of what was always, superstructurally, part of socialism ’ s vocation. There is a 
spontaneous dimension to left religiosity too, captured in Lenin ’ s dictum that  “ revo-
lutions are festivals of the oppressed. ”  

 This is evidently a heterogeneous fi eld. In each case, moreover, the symbolic and 
liturgical elements are incidental to some other activity, such as sports, technology 
promotion, tourism, politics, onto which it has been grafted. What relates them is 
just that in their disparate modes, all have served, in some symbolically or ritually 
engaging fashion, to extol humanity ’ s works and benefactors, to mythologize the 
human story, and to tie the ensemble to a vision of unity, with community or the 
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family of man as a regulative ideal. In short, and strangely, while Comte ’ s Positive 
Religion did not come to pass, a kind of virtual scattered shadow of it did: a swirl 
of humanisms  –  atheist, Christian, neo - hellenic, liberal - universalist, pacifi st, socialist 
 –  materially anchored in what we can call, in the aggregate, a positive cult of 
humanity. 

 If we are to think fully about the future of religion then we must ponder the 
future of  this  constellation, and not only of those conventionally thought about in 
such terms. For such an inquiry to proceed, however, we would have to take stock 
of two other things. 

 The fi rst concerns changes that have overtaken the humanist complex in the past 
half century, profoundly unsettling its character. One trend has been long - term and 
structural: the pressure, in an increasingly consumerized and promotional culture, 
for its sites, symbols and ceremonies to become absorbed, with loss of aura, into 
the circuits of profane circulation. The post - Savarin Olympics, a sponsored machine 
for producing sponsorable star athletes, is a prime example, as also the touristic 
branding of World Heritage and the showcase function of festivals and charity 
events. More frontally, the wars, genocides, and totalitarianisms of the twentieth 
century, and the looming eco - crisis of the twenty fi rst, have dented faith in the all -
 too - human and cast a pall over any positive collective self sacralization. There has 
been a theoretical death of Man too: a presumptuous product of the rising up of 
the subject, according to Heidegger; an evacuated category in  les sciences humaines  
as Foucault has shown in  the Order of Things ; a false totality, as feminists, anti -
 colonialists and critical theorists have all stripes have pointed out, masking differ-
ence, domination and multiplicity. On the one hand, then, there has been a 
discrediting and dismantling of humanity/man as an essential category. On the other 
hand, the object of worship, humanity, and the cult itself, have lost symbolic power. 

 However, a paradoxical development has occurred. Out of the same historical 
traumas that helped to undermine the positive cult of humanity, a so - to - speak nega-
tive one has arisen, in its way more powerful, centered on the memorials and 
museums that sprung up to commemorate victims and safeguard traces of the worst 
places and events. The most prominent  –  battlefi eld graveyards from World War I, 
Auschwitz – Birkenau, the Hiroshima peace park, and more recently the slave forts 
in Ghana, and the killing fi elds of Cambodia  –  have become places of pilgrimage. 
They have also become organizing centers for wider networks of remembrance and 
for missionary efforts like the Hiroshima Peace declaration with its call for  “ new 
thinking. ”  To be sure their human universalism can be complicated or dimmed by 
controversies about responsibility and relative victimhood. But they have not ceased 
being powerfully sacred sites, radiating with the absolute alterity of the unimagi-
nable suffering, horror and cruelty to which they make us bear witness. 16  

 It is a  negative  cult of humanity because these are sites of mourning not celebra-
tion, and mourning for the worst that humanity (if we can still retain any notion 
of a singular collective subject) has infl icted on itself. Negative also because the call 
that goes out from them is the prohibitive never this again; which is how, at the 
same time, they belong to a cult of humanity at all. Altogether it as if the replace-
ment deity had itself died, thus in Heidegger ’ s terms, completing nihilism; but that 
in this very death  –  a dissolution which mirrors what sociologists like Putnam  (2000)  
fear as declining capital invested in social ties, but which is essentially in the realm 
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of the imaginary, and whose multiple levels Baudrillard  (1983)  has summarized as 
 “ the end of the social ”   –  it has been revived under erasure. What was Humanity, 
or the collective subject, as an object of worship and veneration, has transmogrifi ed 
into the face, hospitality, and the multiple, just as the divine we/us which Durkheim 
ecstatically experienced on Bastille Day in 1880 (Lukes  1972 : 48) has transposed 
into the groundless, negative (Blanchot  1988 ) or inoperative (Nancy 1991) 
community. 

 Whatever the future for the positive and negative cults of humanity, and for the 
theretico - ideological discourses with which they articulate, a further feature of this 
complex, common to both, is also worth pondering. This is the distance travelled 
from what its early visionaries envisaged for it institutionally. With regard to its 
degree of organization, coherence and depth of social implantation it has not devel-
oped at all along the path of a  “ strong religion, ”  but along that of a  “ weak ”  one. 
Here, in fact, its form begins to converge with that of a second variant of what 
enlightenment thinkers projected into the space of a new religion for modernity: 
civil religion.  

  WORLD CIVIL RELIGION 

 A defi ning characteristic of civil religion, whether in Lockian, Rousseauian, or 
Durkheimian form, is that the principles, symbols, and ceremonials it attaches to 
citizenship, and places offi cially in the public realm, overarch the polity. In so doing 
they complement, and may even in some measure incorporate, but do not replace 
existing faith communities and their specifi c practices. To this extent, the embryonic 
and disparate cult of humanity is a species of civil religion. However, it is on a 
world scale, whereas civil religion, covering a gap left by the splitting of church and 
state, was envisaged as a pathway specifi cally for individual national societies. In 
actuality, moreover, there has been a bar between the two. Recognizable elements 
of what might be called civil religion  –  from founding creeds to fl ags, monuments, 
and national days of commemoration or celebration  –  became ubiquitous features 
of nineteenth -  and twentieth - century nation - states. But the universalism of such 
complexes, as oriented to something higher than nation, has been restricted by 
nation - worship, and at the limit by the absolutizing of ethno - cultural particularity. 

 Nevertheless this is not the only possibility. To the extent of its ethical and politi-
cal universalism, the civil religion of a modern nation - state can also harbor dreams 
of going global and providing a sacred canopy for all. Two historic rivals in this 
respect have been the national civil religions that came into being after the Revolu-
tions of 1776 and 1789. In the French case, the effort to fashion a republican 
replacement for the Gallican Church merged with the universalisms of the Enlight-
enment to spin off, in addition to the liberal  civisme  that Durkheim helped to 
consolidate in the Third Republic, an internationalist version fi t for a  civisme  that 
would be world - wide. In muted form this still continues in the diffusion of rational -
 humanist rhetoric through such international institutions as UNESCO. In the Amer-
ican case, where Enlightenment motifs crossed with an imperative to bridge across 
Christian denominations, there resulted a more Deist and biblical variant (one 
people under God; America as a second Israel). If its missionary side could become 
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indistinguishable from other masks for empire, it could also combine with a pro-
phetic and utopian strain that Lincoln expressed at Gettysburg and that was always 
part of the mix. 

 It is in such terms that Robert Bellah, who made the study of American civil 
religion his own, speculated about the possibility of its giving birth to something 
larger: a world civil religion.

  The attainment  …  of some kind of viable and coherent world order would precipitate 
a major new set of symbolic forms  …  This would  …  necessitate the incorporation of 
vital international symbolism into our civil religion, or, perhaps a better way of putting 
it, it would result in American civil religion becoming simply one part of a new civil 
religion of the world  …  [This would not] disrupt the American civil religion ’ s continu-
ity. A world civil religion could be accepted as a fulfi lment and not as a denial of 
American civil religion. Indeed such an outcome has been [its]  …  eschatological hope 
 …  from the beginning.  (Bellah  1991 : 185 – 6) .   

 Bellah ’ s hope is shared by Rorty, and we may want to share it too. One understands 
why much of the world welcomed Obama after Bush. However, to advance this 
thought one must take cognizance of the fact that the space of world civil religion 
is already occupied and that there are other claimants to being the universalizing 
source from which enveloping forms might spring. 

 By analogy with the distinction between a religion and religion - in - general, let us 
call world civil religion without an article that zone of the world social formation 
in which the positive and negative cults of humanity as well as such putative con-
structs as Bellah ’ s  “ new civil religion of the world ”  all come into play. What 
Vattimo and Rorty project as the horizon of Western religion they project into that 
same space. Their very dialogue presupposes it. Yet  –  in which they are not in the 
least alone  –  they do not thematize it, nor the place within it of formations like 
American liberalism and the Catholic church, both of which vie with one another, 
 inter alia , as carriers of the humanist torch. Altogether in fact, world civil religion 
 –  understood not as unitary complex, still less as an accomplished fact, but as 
emergent, multipolar, and overdetermined  –  is an arena not only of dialogue 
and link up, but also of ideological and institutional competition involving a host 
of state and trans - state actors from the United Nations and its agencies to world 
music festivals and even the traditional world religions on their ecumenical and 
solidaristic side. 

 All of which is to say that not only is this aspect of the future of religion global, 
in its indexation to the wider growth of a global society, but thinking about it from 
within the self - universalizing worlds of the West will need to become global too.  

  Notes 

  1     Cited in McLelland,  1998 : 198.  
  2     The split with the Eastern churches, which had never recognised the primacy of Rome, 

was ratifi ed in the Great Schism of 1054.  
  3     In a letter to Bouvet, a Jesuit missionary, Leibniz wrote  “ I have always been inclined to 

believe that the ancient Chinese, like the ancient Arabs (witness the Book of Job) and, 
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perhaps, the ancient Celts (that is to say the ancient Germans and Gauls), were far from 
idolatry, and were rather worshippers of the sovereign principle. ”  Cited in Walker,  1972 : 
199.  

  4     See for example de Maistre ’ s  “ Refl ections on Protestantism in its relations to Sover-
eignty ”  and  “ On the Pope ”  in Blum  (2004)  133 – 56, 157 – 96.  

  5     Goldmann compares the modern German, French and English philosophical traditions 
in the opening chapters of  Immanuel Kant   (1971) . While he reduces these differences 
to ones between the respective outcomes in these countries of the  “ bourgeois revolu-
tion, ”  the signifi cance of his attempt to delineate the national epistemes that weave 
together in European thought has been largely overlooked (Wernick,  2000 ).  

  6      Blumenberg vs Lowith .  
  7      “ We men of knowledge today, we godless men and anti - metaphysicians, we, too, still 

derive our fl ame from the fi re ignited by a faith millennia old, the Christian faith, which 
was also Plato ’ s, that God is truth, that truth is divine ”  (Nietzsche  2001 : 201).  

  8      “ A product of modern European civilisation, studying any problem of universal history, 
is bound to ask himself to what combination of circumstances the fact should be attrib-
uted that in Western civilisation, and in Western civilisation only, cultural phenomena 
have appeared which (as we like to think) line in a line of development having  universal  
signifi cance and value ”  (Weber  2003 : 13).  

  9     For a provocative analysis of the distinctiveness of American religion, as a family of 
Gnosticisms, focused on what has been growing outside the mainstream denominations, 
see Bloom  1993 .  

  10     If this is the trend, then, as Berger (Woodhead et al.  2002 : 194) has noted, the thesis of 
American exceptionalism can be turned on its head.  “ It has often been observed that, 
in contrast to Europe, the US is a very religious country. But that is not exceptional; [it] 
conforms to what is the world - wide pattern; Europe is, or seems be, the big exception. 
And once one accepts the ubiquity of religion in the modern world, one becomes inter-
ested in secularisation in a new and very intriguing way  –  secularisation not as the 
modern norm, but as a curious case of deviance that requires explanation. ”   

  11     A partial list of Rorty ’ s key works would include Rorty  1979, 1982, 1989 , and the three 
volumes of  Philosophical Papers  published by Cambridge University Press in 1991 and 
1998. Among Vattimo ’ s are Vattimo  1991, 1997 , 1999,  2002a, and 2002b .  

  12     A human rights and pro - democracy campaigner on many fronts, Vattimo joined the 
Party of Italian Communists and was a member of the European Partliament from 1999 
to 2004.  

  13      “ Hermeneutics is not a philosophy but the enunciation of historical existence itself in 
the age of the end of metaphysics ”  (Vattimo, 2005: 45).  

  14     For a magisterial but controversial statement of this view by a Catholic theologian see 
Marion  (1995) .  

  15     Guyau developed his evolutionary view of instincts and morality in  Esquisse d ’ une 
morale sans obligation ni sanction  (1897).  

  16     What radiates is a kind of negative sublime. For a discussion of the relation between 
Rudolph Otto ’ s numinously holy and the Holocaust see Cohen  1981 .   
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Religion in a Post - secular Society  

  Bryan S.   Turner       

 

  INTRODUCTION: THE ARGUMENT 

 The concept of  “ post - secular society ”  has emerged in sociological discussion from 
the primarily philosophical debate that has followed the work of Jurgen Habermas 
 (2006)  on rationality and religion in contemporary society. The philosophical debate 
about religion in the modern period has played an important role in how sociolo-
gists think about their subject matter. It is of course often diffi cult to draw a clear 
distinction between social theory and social philosophy, and therefore there is 
always some degree of overlap between the sociology and the philosophy of religion. 
In this interaction between philosophy and sociology, there have been in the past a 
number of key fi gures  –  such as Alasdair MacIntyre, Ernest Gellner, and Peter Winch 
 –  who had so to speak a foot in both camps. In the recent discussion about the role 
of religion in public life, one might argue that it has been the philosophers and 
theologians -  and not the sociologists  –  who have defi ned the parameters of discus-
sion about the future of religion. I have in mind, in addition to Habermas, the 
contributions of Richard Rorty, Charles Taylor, Gianni Vattimo and Jacques 
Derrida. While it is the philosophers who have raised the major issues concerning 
the place of religion in apparently secular societies, I shall take a critical stance with 
respect to their characterization of religion for its lack of engagement with the 
comparative empirical data that are generated by anthropologists and sociologists. 
In short, while philosophy has set out the terms of the debate, their work often 
lacks substance and the quality of discussion now hangs on the injection of anthro-
pological and sociological fi eldwork, especially from outside the European and 
American context, into the public debate. What is at issue here is the very character 
of secular society, and as a result we are now obliged to give an answer, or at least 
attend seriously, to the question raised forcefully by Habermas  –  are we living in a 
post - secular society? 

 In this chapter I raise a number of critical refl ections on the analysis of religion 
in contemporary sociology but via an engagement with modern philosophy. In what 
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follows when I refer to  “ philosophy ”  I more precisely mean  “ social philosophy. ”  
This critical argument has several components. Philosophers tend, as an inevitable 
outcome of their professional training, to concentrate on religious beliefs rather than 
on practice and they almost never look at religious objects. Perhaps even the refer-
ence to  “ beliefs ”  here is too generous, since much of the actual discussion is about 
the lack of authority of formal theology in modern public debates. Obviously the 
major religions make signifi cant truth claims in their offi cial theologies, but the role 
of religion in everyday life puts practice in the foreground. 

 Insofar as we think about religious beliefs, we should think more seriously about 
belief as part of the habitus of individuals and pay more attention to religion and 
the body, or more specifi cally to religious habitus and embodiment (Turner  2008 ). 
We should try more systematically to incorporate the work of Pierre Bourdieu into 
the modern study of public religion (Rey  2007 ). If the body is often missing from 
the study of religion, the same might be said of the emotions. The sociology of the 
emotions has in recent years developed as an important fi eld of contemporary 
research (Barbalet  1998 ), but it has not played a signifi cant part in recent philo-
sophical debate. Of course William James ’ s  Varieties of Religious Experience  was 
fundamental to the development of sociology  –  for example in the work of  É mile 
Durkheim  –  but there is little attention to the role of emotion in modern religious 
commitment. Finally, because there is also a marked tendency to look at formal 
theologies, offi cial statements of belief and formal institutions, there is a tendency 
to neglect major developments in modern religiosity, namely the growth of  “ post -
 institutional spirituality, ”  the development of all forms of popular religion, and the 
growth of revivalist or fundamentalist religion such as Pentecostalism and charis-
matic movements. These issues have of course been presented and discussed in 
various chapters in this volume. 

 Perhaps the lack of engagement by philosophers with the empirical research of 
mainstream sociology is the main issue. Philosophical discussions of the crisis of 
religious belief and authority all too frequently ignore social science empirical inves-
tigations and fi ndings. Their abstract speculations rarely refer to any actual fi ndings 
of social science. Whereas Charles Taylor in  The Secular Age   (2007)  happily quotes 
William James and  É mile Durkheim, contemporary research results rarely receive 
any systematic attention. This lack of attention to the empirical conclusions of 
modern sociology is compounded by a lack of interest in comparative sociology. 
Most Western philosophers have had little to say about religion outside Northern 
Europe and the United States. This is problematic since the point of the post - secular 
debate has been in part to recognize the peculiarities of the European experience of 
secularization, on the one hand, and American exceptionalism on the other. In other 
words, it is very diffi cult to generalize from the European experience in which the 
separation of the state and Church with the Westphalian settlement presupposed a 
history of confessional politics to the modern period and to religions outside the 
Abrahamic tradition of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. By contrast, contemporary 
anthropological and sociological research clearly illustrates the vitality of religion 
in the rest of the world especially as a result of modern pilgrimage, religious revival-
ism in Asia, and Pentecostal and charismatic movements in South America and 
Africa. When social philosophers have turned to religious movements outside the 
West, there is far too much attention given to fundamentalism in general and to 
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radical Islam in particular (Juergensmeyer  2000 ). There are many forms of revival-
ism and growth other than radical or political religion. The majority of Muslims in 
societies as far removed as Singapore and the United States are well integrated into 
modern multicultural society (Pew Research Center  2007 ). More attention to the 
historical and comparative study of religion would greatly improve, not only our 
understanding of the recent history of Muslim migration, but also our awareness 
of the complexity of secularization and post - secularization. 

 As this volume has shown, there is now general agreement among sociologists 
that the conventional secularization thesis of the 1960s and 1970s was narrowly 
focused on northern Europe, providing some insight into post - Christian society in 
the developed industrial world, but offering little that had relevance outside of that 
European context. There is an alternative to the simple notion of secularization as 
membership decline and social irrelevance. In modern societies, religion has been 
both democratized and commercialized with the growth of megachurches, TV evan-
gelism, drive - in confessions, buy - a - prayer, religious tourism and what I have called 
 “ low intensity religion ”  (Turner  2009 ). Religion survives in Immanuel Kant ’ s terms 
not so much as a refl ective faith but more as health and wealth cults offering a range 
of services to a variety of this - worldly needs of human beings. Religion is perfectly 
compatible with secular consumerism as we can observe through the functions of 
religious markets in providing general spiritual rather than narrowly ecclesiastical 
services. Some historians might argue that nothing has changed in the sense that 
the world religions have always satisfi ed such material interests in the sale of amulets 
or in providing pilgrimages to the graves of saints. However I argue that in religion 
there was always an element of sacredness in which the ineffable nature of divinity 
or holiness was present. I take it that this was the argument of Rudolf Otto  (1923)  
in his account in 1917 of the  “ numinous ”  in  The Idea of the Holy . God could not 
be known as such and the sacred was manifest through the communication of 
intermediaries  –  prophets, angels, mythical creatures, landscapes, or spirits -  but the 
essence of sacredness was ultimately unspeakable. In the modern world with the 
development of the Internet for example the role of these traditional intermediaries 
is breaking down and the ineffable hierarchy of beings is being democratized by 
popular manifestations of religion. The sacred is now effable.  

  THE POLITICAL AND THE SOCIAL 

 I propose that the debate about secularization could be made conceptually more 
precise and more relevant if we draw a simple distinction between what I shall call 
 “ political secularization ”  and  “ social secularization. ”  The former refers specifi cally 
to public institutions and political arrangements that is to the issues around the 
historical separation of church and state, while the latter, to questions about values, 
culture and attitudes. The political dimension is largely institutional and formal, 
and the social, informal and customary. Political secularization was in fact the 
cornerstone of the liberal view of tolerance in which we are free to hold our private 
beliefs provided these do not impinge negatively on public life. In Western terms 
this liberal solution was associated with the Anglican settlement stemming from 
Richard Hooker and John Locke. It was initially a local political solution to settle 
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the confl icts between Catholics and Protestants. It is generally agreed that this 
settlement has broken down or is under considerable social stress, because modern 
societies tend to be multicultural and multi - faith. The seventeenth - century settle-
ment did not envisage multicultural societies composed of many competing and 
contradictory religious traditions. Because in modern societies religion often defi nes 
identity, it is diffi cult to sustain a simple division between the public and the private. 
Furthermore, these identities are typically transnational and hence cannot be con-
fi ned within the national boundaries of the state. We might argue that public space 
has been re - sacralized insofar as public religions play a major role in political life. 
The secular institutions of Western citizenship are straining to cope with these new 
developments, because the outcome of nineteenth - century citizenship is primarily a 
legacy of exclusionary national membership. 

 Political secularization refers to a historical process in which the place of religion 
in public life was defi ned and regulated, typically by the state. The separation of 
religion and state does not been therefore a relationship of equality. One such event 
occurred when the Virginia Assembly cancelled payment of salaries supported by 
taxes that had been traditionally paid to Anglican clergy and subsequently, follow-
ing a number of contentious debates, the bill for Establishing Religious Freedom 
was passed, serving eventually as the First Amendment. The right to freedom of 
conscience was closely connected to notions of privacy and hence religious freedom 
became a major building block of political liberalism and modernity (Casanova 
 1994 ). Although this development is often seen to be the outcome of ideals, it is 
possible to see freedom of religion as a practical outcome of political processes. In 
the American colonies the irresistible growth in religious pluralism, the need to 
attract more migrants and the desire of merchants for more trade between the colo-
nies were the material foundations of liberalism and individualism (Abercrombie et 
al.  1986 ). In more recent research employing the idea of competition in religious 
markets, the argument has taken on a more counter - intuitive hue in which it is 
claimed that  “ religious liberty is a matter of government regulation ”  (Gill  2008 : 
47). This proposition emerges from the argument in Anthony Gill ’ s  The Political 
Origins of Religious Liberty  in which he asserts that, whereas dominant religious 
groups seek state regulation of minority religions, religious liberty will be the politi-
cal objective of marginalized minority religious movements and groups. In terms of 
political life, this approach leads to the unsurprising but important conclusion that 
 “ politicians seek to minimize the cost of ruling ”  (Gill  2008 : 47). Governance is 
clearly more problematic in pluralistic environments where there is plenty of scope 
for religious competition and confl icts. Because virtually all modern societies are 
multicultural and multiracial, the  “ management of religion ”  is an inevitable com-
ponent of political secularization (Turner  2007 ). In other words, there is a paradox 
that precisely because religion is important in modern life as the carrier of identity, 
it has to be controlled by the state to minimize the costs of government. As we will 
see, Habermas calls this situation post - secular, because, in order to protect public 
communicative rationality, it is important for there to be some open dialogue with 
and between religions. The failure of such a dialogue would in all probability lead 
to political confl ict. 

 By contrast, social secularization refers to issues about social values, practices 
and customs, namely to everyday life or what we might call the social sphere. This 
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arena is the ensemble of rituals, practices and sites where religion is practiced. We 
can apprehend this domain through the conventional sociological measures of reli-
gious vitality  –  church membership, belief in God, religious experiences, and acts 
of devotion such as prayer. This social space encloses a large heterogeneous collec-
tion of folk religious, superstitious practices, magical activities and customs as well 
as elements from more formal world religions. This arena of religion is certainly 
thriving in both formal and informal dimensions. In this regard, there is little evi-
dence of formal religious decline outside of northern Europe and the conventional 
secularization thesis has to be either severely modifi ed or abandoned. It is in this 
religious fi eld that the now famous phrase of Grace Davie also has its maximum 
currency  –  believing but not belonging. However, the nature of secularization at the 
social level is in fact quite complicated. Looking outside Europe, there is obviously 
very clear evidence of a worldwide revival of religion that is variously described as 
fundamentalism or pietization. There is evidence of a revival of traditional religions 
in Asia such as spirit possession in Vietnam, Islam in Southeast Asia, Shinto in Japan 
and Taoism in China. 

 This argument provides a conceptually fruitful contrast between the role of reli-
gion in the public domain of politics and the social domain of civil society. This 
distinction is important because, while it is relatively easy for a state to create the 
conditions for the juridical regulation of religion in the political sphere, it is very 
diffi cult in practice for a state to exercise successful control over the social functions 
of religion. In the post -  communist world  –  Poland, Vietnam, and China for example 
 –  it is now clear in retrospect that, while political secularization was relatively suc-
cessful, religion was never fully eradicated, to use Habermas ’ s terminology, from 
the life world. One may suppose that attempts in contemporary China to suppress 
Falungong at the level of ordinary life will in the long run fail (Goldman  2005 ). 
Perhaps an even more appropriate example of the differences between the political 
and the social can be taken from the history of the Russian Orthodox Church in 
relation to society and state. Although the Church was severely repressed in the 
early years of the Russian revolution, the close relationship between Orthodoxy and 
nationalism meant that Christianity could also play a useful role in Russian politics. 
Since the fall of the Soviet system, the Orthodox Church has made an important 
come - back under the skilful political leadership of Patriarch Alexy 11 who has 
forged a powerful alliance with both Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev (Garrad 
and Garrad  2009 ). In 1983 Alexy was successful in securing the return of the Don 
Monastery in central Moscow to ecclesiastical use. In 1991 he managed to restore 
the veneration of St Seraphim of Sarov who, dying in 1833, was revered as a patriot 
by Tsar Nicholas 11. The saint ’ s relics were restored to the Cathedral of Sarov. In 
1997 a law on the freedom of religious conscience gave a privileged status to Ortho-
doxy while Roman Catholicism has been politically marginalized. In Putin ’ s Russia, 
Orthodoxy has continued to prosper as an offi cial religion offering some degree of 
spiritual and national legitimacy to the Party and the state. There is also a close 
relationship between the military and the Church in that religious icons are used to 
bless warships and the Patriarch offered a thanksgiving service in the anniversary 
of the creation of the Soviet nuclear arsenal. Although the public role of Orthodoxy 
has been largely restored, the Church ’ s infl uence is largely based on cultural nation-
alism rather than on its spiritual authority. Thus while some 80 percent of Russians 
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describe themselves as  “ Orthodox, ”  just over 40 percent call themselves  “ believers. ”  
This relationship between the political and the social allows us to say that, while 
Orthodoxy is a powerful public religion and that public space has been partially 
re - sacralized, Russian society remains secular. The legacy of atheism and secularism 
from the past still has a hold over the everyday social world even when religion 
now plays a considerable part in a nationalist revival. Therefore in any assessment 
of the notion of  “ a post - secular society ”  we need to be careful about whether secu-
larization refers to formal institutions at the political level or whether it refers to 
lived religion at the social level. It is my contention that the philosophical analysis 
of the role of religion in public culture is very important, but it may tell us relatively 
little about how religion is embodied in the social world.  

  THE RETURN OF RELIGION 

 Whereas most modern sociologists and political scientists have come to the conclu-
sion that religion has to be taken seriously in debates about the public sphere, such 
was not the case with major postwar social theorists  –  Louis Althusser, Pierre 
Bourdieu, Ralf Dahrendorf, Norbert Elias, Nicos Poulantzas, and others. What has 
changed? The obvious answer is that there are various transformations of social 
and political life that have placed religion as an institution at the center of modern 
society. I shall focus on a number of major macro - social changes that might explain 
this predominance of religion in the modern world. This account necessarily has to 
be a mere sketch as the background to understanding post - secularism. 

 The collapse of organized communism and the decline in Marxist - Leninist ideol-
ogy allowed religion to fl ourish once more in European and especially in Poland, 
the Ukraine and what used to be Yugoslavia. As we have seen, the Orthodox Church 
has become closely associated with Russian nationalism and, while communist 
parties have not disappeared in Vietnam, the Renovation Period has allowed the 
return of religion to public life such as Roman Catholicism in South Vietnam and 
Protestant sects among the ethnic minorities. Spirit possession cults are also attract-
ing business men from the expanding capitalist sector (Taylor  2007 ). In various 
parts of the world from Cuba to Cambodia that were infl uenced by communism, 
there was by the 1990s widespread disillusionment with organized communism and 
the doctrines of Marxist Leninism. Globalization and the Internet have created new 
opportunities for evangelism even in societies where the Party still attempts to regu-
late or suppress the fl ow of information and interaction. In China, Charter 08 calls 
for, among other things, freedom of religious assembly and practice. While these 
dissident movements are unlikely to shake the control of the Party or its authoritar-
ian responses to religious revivalism, these developments are likely to see a signifi -
cant growth in religious activity across both the existing communist and the 
post - communist world. 

 Another feature of globalization has been the growth of migration and permanent 
settlement producing the worldwide emergence of diasporic communities in societies 
with expanding economies. These diasporic communities are typically held together 
by their religious beliefs and practices in such a way that in modern societies the 
distinction between ethnicity and religion begins to become irrelevant. Indeed the 
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Turks in Germany have become Muslims and around the world Chinese minorities 
have often become Buddhists. In Malaysia, people of Chinese descent are automati-
cally  “ Buddhists. ”  The result is that religion has become the major plank of  “ the 
politics of identity. ”  Religion becomes a site of ethnic and cultural contestation and 
hence states become involved in the management of religions, thereby inevitably 
departing from the traditional division of state and religion in the liberal framework. 
Paradoxically by intervening to regulate religion in the public domain, the state 
automatically makes religion more important and prominent. In societies as differ-
ent as the United States and Singapore, the state intervenes to regulate Islam in the 
name of incorporating  “ moderate Muslims ”  into mainstream society (Kamaludeen 
et al.  2009 ). Throughout the modern world, there is a complex interaction between 
religion and national identity  –  from Hinduism in India to Catholicism in Poland 
to Shinto in Japan  –  whereby religion becomes part of the fabric of public 
cultures. 

 Similar arguments might be made about nationalism. In the postwar period, 
nationalism gained momentum in association with anti - colonial struggles. In the 
Arab world, this was often combined with pan - Arabism. These secular movements 
in North Africa and the Middle East enjoyed some political success after the Suez 
crisis and Nasser was able to mobilize support behind his vision of a post - colonial 
largely secular Arab world. If political activism increased in the 1940s with the 
evolution of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, there were further radical develop-
ments in the aftermath of the Arab defeat in the 1967 war with Israel. However, 
the critical event of modern history was the Iranian Revolution in 1978 – 9. The fall 
of the secular state in Iran which had promoted a nationalist vision of society over 
a traditional Islamic framework provided a global example of a spiritual revolution. 
It provided a singular example of the mobilization of the masses in the name of 
religious renewal. The message of the Iranian intellectual Ali Shariati against what 
he called  “ Westoxifi cation ”  was embraced by a wide variety of religious movements 
outside the specifi c Iranian context (Akbarzadeh and Mansouri  2007 ). 

 In the modern debate about post - secularism, the crucial issue, which is often 
implied rather than stated explicitly, is whether radical forms of Islam can be suc-
cessfully incorporated through dialogue into a democratic and largely liberal envi-
ronment. What are the roots of Islamic radicalism? One issue is the intractable 
problem of the status of Palestine and confl icts with the state of Israel. In a broader 
historical perspective therefore, Palestine has probably been the single most impor-
tant issue sustaining political Islam, because it has sustained  “ a vast collective feeling 
of injustice [that] continues to hang over our lives with undiminished weight ”  
(Said  2001 : 207). In socio - political terms, twentieth - century radical Islam has been 
interpreted as a product the social frustrations of those social strata (unpaid civil 
servants, overworked teachers, underemployed engineers, and alienated college 
teachers) whose interests were not well served and whose aspirations were not well 
met by either the secular nationalism of post - colonialism with such leaders as 
Nasser, Suharto or Saddam Hussein, or through the neo - liberal  “ open - door ”  poli-
cies of Anwar Saddat in Egypt or Chadli Benjedid in Algeria. The social dislocations 
created by the modern global economy have produced ideal conditions for external 
Western support of those secular elites in the Arab world who benefi t signifi cantly 
from oil revenues. These conditions of economic growth through the rent extracted 
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from oil production have produced bureaucratic authoritarianism through much of 
the Middle East. In summary, religious radicalism can be seen as a product of a 
religious crisis of authority, the failures of authoritarian nationalist governments, 
and the socio - economic divisions that have been exacerbated by the economic strate-
gies of neo - liberal globalization. 

 The debate about Islamic radicalism has been heavily dependent upon the work 
of Gilles Kepel  (2002)  such as  Jihad , which was fi rst published in French in 2000; 
it is infl uential but also highly controversial. His thesis is relatively simply namely 
that the last three decades have witnessed both the spectacular rise of  “ Islamism ”  
and also its political failure. In the 1970s, when sociologists assumed that modern-
ization meant secularization, the sudden irruption of political Islam, especially the 
importance of Shi ’ ite theology in popular protests in Iran, appeared to challenge 
many dominant assumptions about modernity. These religious movements in Iran, 
especially when they forced women to wear the  chador  and excluded them from 
public space, were originally defi ned by leftist intellectuals as a form of religious 
fascism. Veiling has continued to fuel feminist critiques of the treatment of women 
in contemporary Iran (Nafi si  2008 ). Over time, however, Marxists came to realize 
that Islamism had a popular base and was a powerful force against Western infl u-
ence, while Western conservatives were attracted by Islamic preaching on moral 
order, obedience to God and hostility to secular materialists, namely communists 
and socialists. Western governments were eventually willing to support both Sunni 
and Shi ’ a resistance groups against the Russian invasion of Afghanistan after 1979, 
despite their connections with radical religious groups in Pakistan and Iran. 

 These religious movements came eventually to fi ll the political vacuum left by 
the failures of Arab nationalism that had dominated anti - Western politics since the 
Suez Crisis. In Kepel ’ s terms, Islamism is the product of both generational pressures 
and class structure. Religious radicalism has been embraced by young generations 
in the cities that were created by the postwar demographic explosion in the develop-
ing world and the resulting mass exodus of young people from the countryside. This 
generation was often impoverished, despite its relatively high literacy and access to 
secondary education. The underclass of the mega - cities became one recruiting 
ground for religio - political radicalism. However, Islamism also recruited among the 
middle classes  –  the descendants of the merchant families from the bazaars and 
 souks  who had been pushed aside by the processes of decolonization, and from the 
doctors, engineers and business men, who, while enjoying the salaries made possible 
by booming oil prices, were nevertheless excluded from political power. The ideo-
logical carriers of Islamism at the local level were the  “ young intellectuals, freshly 
graduated from technical and science departments, who had themselves been 
inspired by the ideologues of the 1960s ”  (Kepel  2002 : 6). Traditional Islamic themes 
of justice and equality were effectively deployed against those regimes that were 
seen to be corrupt, bankrupt and authoritarian, especially those regimes that had 
been supported by the West in the Cold War confrontation with the Soviet empire. 

 The rise of Islamism has to be seen in the context of these international confl icts 
of the 1980s. The period was dominated by the struggle between the radical Shi ’ ite 
regime of Khomeini and the conservative Sunni monarchy of Saudi Arabia. While 
Tehran attempted to export its revolution abroad, conservative governments in 
Egypt, Pakistan, the Gulf and Malaysia often encouraged Muslim radicals in their 
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struggles against communism. These governments, such as Malaysia, were often 
willing to contain Islamism through co - optation and concessions, primarily over the 
role of religious law (the  Shari ’ a ). A principal objective of Islamism is to oppose the 
sequestration of religious law in the private sphere and to bring the  Shari ’ a  back 
into prominence in the public arena. According to Kepel ’ s thesis the high point of 
political success for Islamism came in 1989 when during the Palestinian  intifada  the 
PLO came under threat from Hamas (the Islamist Resistance Movement) and in 
Algeria the  Front Islamique du Salut  enjoyed convincing electoral victories in the 
fi rst free elections since independence. In the same year, a military coup in the Sudan 
brought the Islamist ideologue Hassan al - Turabi to power, Khomeini symbolically 
and controversially extended the reach of the  Shari ’ a  by placing a  fatwa  on Salmon 
Rushdie ’ s  Satanic Verses  and the Soviet Army fi nally abandoned its humiliating war 
in Afghanistan. The collapse of the Berlin Wall was a powerful precursor to the 
fi nal demise of the Soviet Union in 1992 and Islamism emerged eventually to fi ll 
the political and ideological gap in the international system created by the fall of 
organized communism and the associated failure of Marxist Leninism as its domi-
nant theory. 

 Kepel ’ s argument is, however, that political Islam has been in decline since 1989, 
despite the dramatically successful attack by Al Qaeda groups on New York in 2001 
and later in London and Madrid. The political opponents of radical Islam have been 
able to exploit the divided class basis of the movement. For example, the fragile 
class alliance between the young urban poor, the devout middle classes and alien-
ated intellectuals meant that Islamism was poorly prepared to cope with long - term 
and systematic opposition from state authorities. Over time governments found 
ways of dividing these social classes and frustrating the aim of establishing an 
Islamic state within which the  Shari ’ a  would have exclusive jurisdiction. Kepel 
regards the extreme and violent manifestations of Islamism  –  the Armed Islamist 
Group in Algeria, the Taliban in Afghanistan and the Al Qaeda network of Osama 
bin Laden  –  as evidence of its political disintegration and failure. The re - capture in 
May 2009 of Mas Selamet bin Kastari, the Indonesian - born Singaporean who had 
allegedly planned an attack on Changi Airport, brought to an end the immediate 
threat of terrorist attacks on Singapore under the broad umbrella of Jemaah 
Islamiyah. 

 However, opposition to the West is only one aspect, and possibly in the long run 
the least important aspect of modern Islamic revivalism. The more enduring feature 
may be connected with personal piety. In particular, modern piety movements 
appear to have a very strong attraction to women (Tong and Turner  2008 ). In her 
 Politics of Piety   (2005) , Saba Mahmood has employed the principal concepts of 
Bourdieu ’ s sociology to explore the growth and implications of the Muslim habitus 
for pious women in modern Egypt. Her ethnographic study of Cairo provides a 
fruitful framework for thinking in more global terms about Islamic renewal. In 
Egypt of course Muslims practice within a predominantly Islamic culture in which 
other groups such as the Copts are minorities. The need for religious renewal is 
invoked more sharply when Muslims fi nd themselves in a minority within a larger 
or more diverse community and hence where the pressures for secularization and 
assimilation are much greater. Exclusionary group norms come into play more 
urgently when a religious community is a minority, or where the majority feels it 
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is under threat by a minority which for example is economically or politically domi-
nant. These everyday norms of pious practice then become especially important for 
defi ning religious differences. Where Muslims are not an overwhelming majority, 
there are issues in everyday life as to how social groups should interact without 
compromising their piety. One of the prominent examples is diet because piety 
involves above all a set of bodily practices for defi ning social relations that involve 
some degree of intimacy. In these situations acts of piety may cause friction and 
possibly confl ict with other social groups. With the growth of Muslim diasporas, 
these movements of renewal may become more frequent and more salient to group 
survival and hence the French head - scarf debate becomes in fact a common aspect 
of modern multicultural politics.  

  BELIEF AND PRACTICE IN POST -  S ECULAR SOCIETY 

 Returning now to our discussion of the prospects of a post - secular society, much 
of the debate about religion in modern society, as I have noted, has been dominated 
by philosophers, who largely neglect anthropological and sociological research on 
religion. Philosophical commentaries on religion  –  Habermas, Rorty, Taylor, 
Vattimo  –  have no feel for the ethnographic character of modern social science 
accounts of religion. In particular they neglect religious practice in favor of the idea 
that the modern problem of religion is a question of belief. As a result in reading 
their work, one has no sense of the actual character of everyday religion, only a 
sense of their belief systems. Following both Durkheim and Wittgenstein, concen-
trating on belief to the exclusion of religious practice is a major defect of these 
approaches; the vitality of religion is necessarily an aspect of practice. Belief can 
only survive if it is embedded in practice. Bourdieu ’ s notion of habitus fi ts this 
critical argument rather well. The signifi cance of religion in everyday life can be 
understood by reference to how religious observance is deeply incorporated into the 
habitus of a social group. 

 This argument about the practical nature of religion in the mundane world seems 
to me to be the central argument of twentieth - century anthropology especially in 
the social anthropology of Mary Douglas. Religion in Western society is weak, not 
because it is philosophically incoherent but because it has become de - ritualized, cut 
off from a religious calendar and disconnected from both the human life - cycle and 
the annual round of agricultural production. In the West one of the few remaining 
religious festivals (namely Christmas) is a commercial event in the year that now is 
often rolled into New Year as a secular celebration. Kant  (1960)  in  Religion within 
the Limits of Pure Reason  may have been correct in arguing that Christianity (essen-
tially Lutheranism) was its own grave digger because as a refl ecting faith it did not 
need the practices that Kant associated with  “ cultic religion. ”  In fact German 
Protestantism appeared to be divorced from ritual practices as such. 

 Much has been written recently about the limitations of the conventional secu-
larization thesis and correspondingly much thought given to the idea of a post -
 secular world (Habermas and Mendieta  2002 ; Habermas and Ratzinger  2006 ). 
Although I have complained about the limitations of much Western thought about 
religion, there may be an alternative defense of the secularization thesis, namely the 
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growth of religious markets. With the global commodifi cation of modern religions, 
there is perhaps an alternative view of the secularization thesis after all. If religion 
is a system of belief and practice based on the ineffable nature of religious com-
munication, modern liberal societies have democratized religion to make it an 
effable system that is perfectly compatible with the modern world. This  “ effability ”  
can now be sold as both commodities and services on religious markets. 

 Much of Habermas ’ s contribution to the idea of a post - secular society has drawn 
upon work and arguments that are relatively familiar to sociologists of religion. He 
has for example claimed that the secularization thesis rested on the assumption that 
the disenchanted world (in a reference I assume to Max Weber) rests on a scientifi c 
outlook in which all phenomena can be explained scientifi cally. Secondly there has 
been (in reference I assume to Niklas Luhmann) a differentiation of society into 
specialized functions in which religion becomes increasing a private matter. Finally, 
the transformation of society from an agrarian basis has improved living standards 
and reduced risk, removing the dependence of individuals on supernatural forces 
and reducing their need for help. 

 Habermas notes correctly that this perspective is based on a narrow European 
standpoint. America by contrast appears to be vibrantly religious in a society where 
religion, prosperity and modernization have sat comfortably together. In more 
global terms, Habermas draws attention to the spread of fundamentalism, the 
growth of radical Islamic groups, and the presence of religious issues in the public 
sphere. There appears to be a need to rethink Lockean liberalism because the priva-
tization of religion is no longer a viable political strategy in the separation of state 
and religion. Habermas ’ s solution to the confl ict between radical multiculturalism 
and radical secularism is to propose a dialogue involving the inclusion of foreign 
minority cultures into civil society on the one hand and the opening up of subcul-
tures to the state in order to encourage their members to participate actively in 
political life. 

 In some respects Habermas,s debate about the pre - political foundations of the 
liberal state with Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) at the Catholic Academy 
of Bavaria on January 19, 2008 was perhaps more interesting, or at least more 
revealing. Both men were in a reconciliatory or conciliatory mood. Habermas rec-
ognized that religion had preserved in tact values and ideas that had been lost 
elsewhere and that the notion of the fundamental equality of all humans was an 
important legacy of the Christian faith. Habermas ’ s response to the Pope can be 
understood against the background of  Kulturprotestantismus  in which there is a 
general respect for religion and where religion is far more prominent in public life 
than is the case in the United Kingdom. Habermas ’ s response may have been gener-
ous, but it does rest upon the idea that politics (the state) cannot really function 
without a robust civil society or without a set of shared values. The role of religion 
 –  contrary to much critical theory and contrary to the secularization thesis  –  may 
be to provide a necessary support of social life as such. 

 Both Habermas and Ratzinger had one important thing in common  –  they are 
both opposed to relativism which they see as a largely destructive force. Habermas 
in particular is hostile to the postmodern version of relativism. His approach to 
religion is, at least initially, somewhat different from that of either Rorty or Vattimo. 
In this discussion I shall refer primarily to their  The Future of Religion  (Zabala 
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 2005 ). Rorty constructed his relativism out of a mixture of bourgeois postmodern-
ism and pragmatism describing his position as  “ postmodern bourgeois liberalism ”  
(Rorty  1991 : 199) and as a result we can comfortably align his position with Vat-
timo ’ s  “ weak thought. ”  Both philosophers agree that there are  “ no facts only 
interpretations. ”  Their difference lies in relationship to religion since Vattimo is a 
practicing Catholic while Rorty belongs to a secular socialist tradition. The role of 
philosophy, he argued in  Consequences of Pragmatism   (1982) , is not to provide 
eternal foundations of Truth, but rather to be a voice alongside literature and art 
in the edifi cation of human kind. The measure of philosophical progress is not 
demonstrated by philosophy  “ becoming more rigorous but by becoming more 
imaginative ”  (Rorty  1998 : 9). Because Rorty was concerned to establish the proper 
limitations of philosophical knowledge in a world which is unstable, changeable 
and insecure, his philosophical critique had much in common with postmodernism. 
Whereas J. - F. Lyotard defi ned postmodernism as  “ incredulity toward metanarra-
tives ”  (1984: xxiv), Rorty in one of his most infl uentual essays ( “ Private irony and 
liberal hope ” ) defi ned an ironist as somebody who has  “ radical and continuing 
doubts about the fi nal vocabulary she currently uses ”  (Rorty  1989 : 73). Rorty ’ s 
post - professional philosophy attempted to reconcile the pragmatism of Dewey with 
the deconstructive intentions of continental philosophy. As Rorty sought to show 
in  Achieving our Country   (1998) , the Dewey legacy is still highly relevant to pro-
gressive attempts to realize the emancipatory spirit of  “ the American Creed. ”  

 In these essays on the future of religion Rorty and Vattimo embrace the idea that 
faith, hope and charity  –  the legacy of New Testament Christianity  –  provides a 
framework for values in modern society. They reject the authority of the Church in 
general and papal authority in particular. They also indicate that the Church ’ s 
teachings on gender and sexual relations are hopelessly antiquated and involve an 
essentialist reduction of women to nature (if not to anatomy). If the Church can 
abandon its hierarchical and anti - democratic structures and its commitment to a 
sacerdotal priesthood, the Church could serve the needs of modern society  –  or at 
least it would be better equipped to serve those needs. The outcome is implicitly to 
endorse Habermas ’ s conciliatory position that the Christian legacy is in many ways 
the underpinning of modern Western civilization. 

 These philosophical discussions are largely directed at political secularization that 
is what role religion might play in public life in shaping policies about women, 
justice and authority, but they are much less relevant to the analysis of everyday 
religion in which embedded practices are less available for philosophical 
speculation.  

  GLOBALIZATION AND RELIGION 

 One criticism that can be mounted against modern philosophical accounts of reli-
gion is that they are simplistic. Habermas thinks that the prominence of religion 
today is an effect of missionary work, religious competition and fundamentalism. 
But these accounts leave out other developments such as the globalization of piety, 
the commodifi cation of religion and the emergence (mainly in the West) of what 
sociologists refer to as spirituality. We can summarize these manifestations of reli-
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giosity by claiming that the globalization of religion takes three forms. There is a 
global revivalism that often retains some notion of and commitment to institution-
alized religion (whether it is a church, a mosque, a temple or a monastery) with an 
emphasis on orthodox beliefs that are imposed with some degree of institutional 
authority. Within revivalism, there are conventional forms of fundamentalism, but 
also there are the Pentecostal and charismatic churches. Secondly, there is the con-
tinuity of various forms of popular and traditional religion which is practiced 
predominantly by the poorly educated who seek healing, comfort and riches from 
such traditional religious practices. Religion has less to do with meaning and iden-
tity, functioning instead to bring some comfort to those without adequate means 
of survival. Finally there is also the spread of new spiritualities that are heterodox, 
urban, commercialized forms of religiosity that typically exist outside the conven-
tional churches. 

 The consequence of these developments is a growing division between  “ religion ”  
and  “ spirituality ”  (Hunt  2005 ). Globalization thus involves the spread of personal 
spirituality and these spiritualities typically provide not so much guidance in the 
everyday world, but subjective, personalized meaning. Such religious phenomena 
may also be combined with therapeutic or healing services, or the promise of per-
sonal enhancement through meditation. While fundamentalist norms of personal 
discipline appeal to those social groups that are upwardly socially mobile, such as 
the lower middle - class and newly educated couples, spirituality is an urban 
phenomenon more closely associated with middle - class singles that have been 
thoroughly infl uenced by Western consumer values. 

 Whereas the traditionally religious fi nd meaning in existing mainstream denomi-
national Christianity, spiritual people, according to Courtney Bender ( 2003 : 69) 
 “ build and create their own religions in a spiritual market place, intentionally 
eschewing commitments to traditional religious communities, identities, and theolo-
gies. ”  The new religions are closely associated also with themes of therapy, peace 
and self - help. Of course the idea that religion, especially in the West, has become 
privatized is hardly a new idea in the sociology of religion (Luckmann  1967 ). 
However, these new forms of private subjectivity are no longer confi ned to Protes-
tantism or the American middle classes; they now have global implications. 

 These popular and informal religious developments are no longer simply local 
cults, but burgeoning global popular religions carried by the Internet, movies, rock 
music, popular TV shows and  “ pulp fi ction. ”  These can also be referred to as pick 
 “ n ”  mix or DIY religions because their adherents borrow promiscuously from a 
great range of religious beliefs and practices. These forms of spirituality are not 
therefore confi ned to the West and can also be transmitted by Asian fi lms such as 
 Hidden Tiger, Crouching Dragon , and  House of Flying Daggers . This develop-
ment is one aspect of a new technological magic spectacularly presented in the 
special effects of contemporary blockbuster fi lms. These phenomena have been 
regarded as aspects of  “ new religious movements ”  that are, as we have seen, 
manifestations of the new spiritual market places. Such forms of religion tend to 
be highly individualistic, they are unorthodox in the sense that they follow no offi -
cial theological creed, they are characterized by their syncretism, and they have 
little or no connection with public institutions such as churches, mosques or 
temples. They are post - institutional and in this sense they can be legitimately 
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called postmodern religions. If global fundamentalism involves modernization 
through personal discipline, the global post - institutional religions are typical of 
postmodernization. 

 We live increasingly in a communication environment where images and symbols 
rather than the written word probably play an important role in interaction. This 
visual world is therefore iconic rather than one based on a written language. This 
iconic world requires new skills and expert hierarchies that no longer duplicate the 
hierarchies of the written word. It is also a new experimental context in which the 
iconic can also become the iconoclastic as Madonna in her post - Catholic period 
switched to Rachel and for a while explored the Kabbalah (Hulsether,  2000 ). This 
combination of self - help systems, subjectivity, devolved authority structures, iconic 
discourses and personal theology is an example of low intensity religion. It is a 
mobile religiosity that can be transported globally by mobile people to new sites 
where they can mix and match their religious or self - help needs without too much 
constraint from or concern with hierarchical authorities. It is a low emotional reli-
gion because modern conversions tend to be more like a change in consumer brands 
rather than a deep searching of the soul. If the new religious life styles give rise to 
emotions at all, these are packaged in ways that can be easily consumed and then 
discarded. Brand loyalty and commitment on the part of consumers in low intensity 
religions are also minimal. In a famous article on  “ religious evolution ”  in the  Ameri-
can Sociological Review  in  1964 , Robert Bellah developed an infl uential model of 
religious change from primitive, archaic, historic, early modern to modern religion. 
The principal characteristics of religion in modern society are its individualism, the 
decline in the authority of traditional institutions (church and priesthood), a willing-
ness to experiment with diverse idioms of religion and awareness that religious 
symbols are constructs. Bellah ’ s predictions about modernity have been clearly 
fulfi lled in the growth of popular, de - institutionalized, commercialized and largely 
post - Christian religions. 

 In a differentiated global religious market, these segments of the market compete 
with each other and overlap. The new spirituality is genuinely a consumerist 
religion and, while fundamentalism appears to challenge consumer (Western) values, 
it is in fact also selling a life style based on special diets, alternative education, 
health regimes, practices around prayer and religious meditation, and technologies 
of the self. All three share a degree of consumerism, but they are also distinctively 
different, and gender is a crucial feature of the new consumerist religiosity where 
women increasingly dominate the new spiritualities. Women in both the developed 
and the developing world who experience new educational opportunities and low 
fertility rates have the leisure time to invest in religious activity and they will become 
and to some extent already are the  “ taste leaders ”  in the emergent global spiritual 
market place. 

 While globalization theory tends to emphasize the triumph of modern fundamen-
talism (as a critique of traditional and popular religiosity), perhaps the real effect 
of globalization is the triumph of heterodox, commercial, hybrid popular religion 
over orthodox, authoritative professional versions of the spiritual life. Their ideo-
logical effects cannot be controlled by religious authorities, and they have a greater 
impact than offi cial messages. In Weber ’ s terms it is the triumph of mass over vir-
tuoso religiosity. The embodied habitus of modern religion is basically compatible 
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with the life styles of a commercial world in which the driving force of the economy 
is domestic consumption. In the urban environment of global consumer society, 
megachurches have embraced the sales strategies of late capitalism to get their 
message out to the public. On these grounds, I would argue that modern religions 
are compromised because the tension between the world and the religion is lost. 
We may defi ne this development as social secularization, but paradoxically religion 
may also retain its infl uence at the political level because it acts as a transnational 
carrier of public identities. 

 To summarize our discussion so far, religion plays a major role in the public 
domain and in many societies the liberal framework of secularization involving the 
separation of the church and the state no longer applies. Religion often functions 
in the public sphere as a profound statement of nationalism or it can be the principal 
carrier of ethnic identity for minority groups in a diasporic multicultural society. 
These observations are largely in line with the arguments originally presented by 
Jos é  Casanova in his  Public Religions in the Modern World   (1994) . In this respect 
there has been little signifi cant political secularization. In this political context, the 
notion of post - secularism functions an aspect of cosmopolitanism and recognition 
ethics. It provides rational norms of public discourse in which the claims of religion 
are no longer dismissed as irrational assertions but as legitimate components of 
public dialogue. Religious developments in the social sphere also show little unam-
biguous evidence of secularization. The world religions are growing and new reli-
gious phenomena are abundant. However, there is also a global commodifi cation 
of religion which renders much of belief and practice compatible with secular capi-
talism. The tensions between religion and the secular begin to disappear as a con-
sequence of the incorporation of religion into modern consumerism. Can the sacred 
survive such a profound secular process of commodifi cation?  

  WHAT IS AT STAKE? PUBLIC RELIGIONS AND THE SOCIAL 

 In the introductory chapter to this volume, I argued that the study of religion is 
important if we want to take the idea of  “ the social ”  seriously. In this concluding 
chapter, I return to Durkheim to argue that the social in the modern world is fragile 
and fragmented and that the erosion of the social has signifi cant sociological impli-
cations for the survival of  “ the sacred. ”  Let us therefore once more return to 
Durkheim ’ s formulation of the question of society. 

 Durkheim  (1995)  had presented a theory of solidarity in  The Elementary Forms  
in terms of a society based on commonalities, collective rituals and shared emotions, 
but the social world that emerged especially after the Second World War gave rise 
to very different images and theories of the social. With the growth of worldwide 
urbanization and the rise of global mega - cities, social life was thought to be increas-
ingly fragmented, producing urban ghettoes and subcultures. The idea of the  “ lonely 
crowd ”  painted a picture of passive and isolated urban dwellers glued to their TVs. 
In addition it was argued that from 1950 onwards, there were new youth subcul-
tures associated with a growing consumerism. Ethan Watters  (2003)  in  Urban 
Tribes  claimed that these new social groups were composed of  “ never - marrieds ”  
between the ages of 25 and 45 years of age who formed common but ephemeral 
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interest groups. Their new life styles were always shifting forms of identifi cation 
with these fragmented groups. Dick Hebdige  (1979)  wrote a classic account of these 
developments in his  Subculture. The Meaning of Style  to describe the oppositional 
movements that followed  “ rock  ‘ n ’  roll, ”  namely punk, Goths and other rave 
cultures. 

 These images of modern tribalism were eventually given a clear and creative 
sociological statement in Michel Maffesoli ’ s  The Time of the Tribes  in  1996 . The 
subtitle of this work in its English translation of 1988 was  The Decline of Individu-
alism in Mass Society  .Maffesoli argued that various micro - groups were emerging 
in modern society who share a common, but shallow and transitory culture. While 
these  “ tribes ”  are fl eeting, their members share a common emotional bond which 
is very different from the cold, bureaucratic ties of formal organizations. Punks were 
probably the classical illustration of such youth interest groups. A year later in  1967  
Guy Debord published his  The Society of the Spectacle  in which he developed 
Marx ’ s theories of economic alienation to argue that modern society was further 
alienated by the impact of the mass media. Everyday life had been colonized by 
commodities producing what Marx had originally called the fetish of commodities. 
We can only experience our world through this mediation and in this alienated 
world our being had become merely appearing such that the relations between 
people had become a spectacular world of appearances and commodities. Debord ’ s 
work on a spectacular society was the ideological foundation of the movement 
(mainly among students) of the  Situationist International . Debord encouraged 
events and demonstrations as a protest against the alienation of a media  –  domi-
nated world. His ideas had a profound effect on the student protests of 1968. After 
these social protests of the 1960s, ideas about the media and alienation subsequently 
became a permanent part of postmodern theory. Jean Baudrillard for example was 
infl uenced by Marshall McLuhan and Karl Marx, but criticized Marxism as a theory 
of production for neglecting consumption (Rojek and Turner  1993 ). In any case 
Marx could not have anticipated the growth of media. Baudrillard emphasized the 
ways in which reality and fi ction, substance and appearance had merged in his  The 
System of Objects   (1968) ,  The Mirror of Production   (1973)  and  Simulation and 
Simulcra   (1981) . 

 These ideas about social fragmentation, social systems and representation began 
to infl uence science fi ction and cultural and social theory around the themes of 
cyberspace and cyberpunk. The works of William Gibson ( Neuromancer   1984 ) 
were said to give expression to a new community of hackers and the technologically 
literate who were socially disaffected and searching for social forms that could 
express the connectivity made possible by computerization. The new possibilities 
might overcome the limitations of the  “ electronic industrial ghettoes ”  (Stone  1991 : 
95) that characterized modern society and some social theorists began to speculate 
about  “ cybersociety ”  as a more attractive alternative to the information city (Jones 
 1994 ). These theories also celebrated the merging of fi ction and social science 
writing arguing that traditional social sciences had no chance of capturing even the 
basic features of the information age. 

 The point of this excursus into theories of modern tribalism is to suggest that 
the elementary forms of the social world which Durkheim attempted to describe 
through the lens of aboriginal tribalism in his sociology of religion are fast disappear-
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ing and new but fragmented and ephemeral forms of association are emerging. The 
new forms of religion that we have broadly referred to as spirituality on the one 
hand and commodifi ed religion on the other hand are the social expressions of this 
underlying fragmentation and commericialization of the everyday world. If the divi-
sion between the sacred and the profane was the cultural expression of the underly-
ing patterns of what we might call  “ thick solidarity, ”  the new subjective and 
emotional individualism of modern religion is the cultural expression of the emer-
gence of what we might correspondingly call  “ thin solidarity. ”  What is at stake 
therefore in the revival of interest in religion is the possibility of discovering viable 
forms of social being in a global world of commercial and commodifi ed religiosity. 
The prospects of sustaining the vitality of the social world appear however to be 
decidedly unpromising.  
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